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Preface
Kay Coles James

The Heritage Foundation’s Index of U.S. 
Military Strength is the only nongovern-

mental and only annual assessment of U.S. 
military strength. This 2020 edition marks the 
sixth anniversary of this publication.

Last year saw the first positive trends since 
publication of the first edition of the Index 
in 2015, as all military branches, especial-
ly the Army, have seen vast improvements 
in readiness. The good news is that there is 
room for optimism again this year as these 
trends continue.

Unfortunately, we are not able to declare 
victory just yet. We have yet to see a change 
in size and capability large enough to ensure 
the ability of our military to meet the grow-
ing threats from around the world. Our ships, 
tanks, and planes remain largely carryovers 
from the buildup in the 1980s under President 
Ronald Reagan, and many of them are on the 
verge of retirement.

For many years following the end of the 
Cold War, the military was reduced in size 
and, in many ways, ignored. Its prowess was 
taken for granted by lawmakers eager to cash 
a so-called peace dividend that they believed 
resulted from the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and spend it on other priorities.

When America was rocked by the terrorist 
attacks of 9/11, America’s military was quick-
ly called into action. It has been “in action” 
ever since.

Since 2017, Congress and the Administra-
tion have stabilized military budgets and pro-
vided resources for the military to improve its 

condition, and this has led to improvements 
in readiness for all military branches. Howev-
er, although that funding has aided America’s 
military recovery, the defense budget is artifi-
cially capped for the next two years at well be-
low historical averages (and well below what is 
actually needed). Additionally, future funding 
levels will remain uncertain through chang-
ing Administrations and shifts in the makeup 
of Congress.

Moreover, a few years of solid investment 
in our armed forces during the Trump Admin-
istration are not enough to undo the damage 
caused by years of neglect and constant use. It 
is also insufficient to get our military in posi-
tion to compete against the growing threats 
from nations such as Russia, China, and Iran, 
as well as from terrorism.

Increased and sustained investment is ab-
solutely critical in this period of renewed mil-
itary competition among nations. The United 
States faces potential adversaries with growing 
militaries that desire to use them to reshape 
the world to suit their needs at the expense 
of others.

For the first time since the end of the Cold 
War, the U.S. faces threats from nations that 
may soon match or surpass our military power. 
Russia and China are investing significantly in 
the most modern forms of combat power and 
technology with the express intention of chal-
lenging U.S. military dominance. We cannot af-
ford to allow our military to fall behind.

As George Washington said so eloquently 
in his first annual address to Congress, “To be 
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prepared for war is the most effectual means 
of preserving peace.” A strategy centered on 
this concept of peace through strength is the 
best way to ensure our safety, freedom, and 
prosperity at home. Maintaining American 
military dominance also ensures a safer and 
more peaceful world, as it reassures our allies 
and deters potential adversaries.

Over the coming years, sustained invest-
ment will be necessary if we are serious about 
strengthening our military. This Index, backed 
by an irrefutable body of research, points out 
exactly what investments are needed and 

where so that the American people, both to-
day and in generations yet to come, will have a 
military that is capable of defending them.

Peace through strength and funding a mili-
tary that is actually capable of fulfilling its con-
stitutional mandate of providing for the com-
mon defense should be a nonpartisan issue and 
a top priority for all members of Congress and 
the Administration.

Kay Coles James, President
The Heritage Foundation

October 2019
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Introduction

The United States maintains a military 
force primarily to protect the homeland 

from attack and to protect its interests abroad. 
There are secondary uses—such as assisting 
civil authorities in times of emergency or de-
terring enemies—that amplify other elements 
of national power such as diplomacy or eco-
nomic initiatives, but America’s armed forces 
exist above all else so that the U.S. can physical-
ly impose its will on an enemy and change the 
conditions of a threatening situation by force 
or the threat of force.

Each year, The Heritage Foundation’s Index 
of U.S. Military Strength gauges the ability of the 
U.S. military to perform its missions in today’s 
world and assesses how the condition of the 
military has changed during the preceding year.

The United States prefers to lead through 
“soft” elements of national power: diplomacy, 
economic incentives, and cultural exchanges. 
When soft approaches like diplomacy work, 
their success often owes much to the knowl-
edge of all involved that U.S. “hard power” 
stands ready, however silently, in the diplo-
matic background. Soft approaches cost less 
in manpower and treasure than military action 
costs and do not carry the same risk of damage 
and loss of life, but when confronted by phys-
ical threats to U.S. national security interests, 
soft power cannot substitute for raw military 
power. In fact, the absence of military power or 
the perception that one’s hard power is insuf-
ficient to protect one’s interests will frequent-
ly—and predictably—invite challenges that soft 
power is ill-equipped to address. Thus, hard 
power and soft power are complementary and 
mutually reinforcing.

The decline of America’s military hard 
power, historically shown to be critical to de-
fending against major military powers and to 
sustaining operations over time against lesser 
powers or in multiple instances simultaneous-
ly, is thoroughly documented and quantified in 
this Index. It is harder to quantify the growing 
threats to the U.S. and its allies that are engen-
dered by the perception of American weakness 
abroad and doubts about America’s resolve to 
act when its interests are threatened.

The anecdotal evidence is consistent with 
direct conversations between Heritage schol-
ars and high-level diplomatic and military of-
ficials from countries around the world: The 
perception of American weakness—in the ag-
ing and shrinking of America’s military forces 
and in their reduced presence in key regions 
since the end of the Cold War—is contrib-
uting to destabilization in many parts of the 
world and prompting old friends to question 
their reliance on America’s assurances. For 
decades, the perception of American strength 
and resolve has helped to deter adventurous 
bad actors and tyrannical dictators. Regretta-
bly, both that perception and, as a consequence, 
its deterrent effect are eroding. The result is 
an increasingly dangerous world threatening 
a significantly weaker America.

This can seem odd to many observers be-
cause U.S. forces have dominated on the bat-
tlefield in tactical engagements with enemy 
forces over the past 30 years. Not surprising-
ly, the forces built to battle those of the Sovi-
et Union have handily defeated the forces of 
third-world dictators and terrorist organiza-
tions. These successes, however, have masked 
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the deteriorating condition of the military, 
which has been able to undertake such oper-
ations only by “cashing in” on investments 
made in the 1980s and 1990s. Unseen by the 
American public, the rate of consumption of 
military readiness has not been matched by 
corresponding investments sufficient to re-
place the equipment, resources, and capacity 
used up since September 11, 2001.

It is therefore critical that we understand 
the condition of the United States military 
with respect to America’s vital national securi-
ty interests, the threats to those interests, and 
the context within which the U.S. might have 
to use hard power. It is likewise important to 
know how these three areas—operating envi-
ronments, threats, and the posture of the U.S. 
military—change over time, given that such 
changes can have substantial implications for 
defense policies and investments.

In the opening paragraph of the U.S. Con-
stitution, “We the People” stated that among 
their handful of purposes in establishing the 
Constitution was to “provide for the common 
defence.” The Constitution’s enumeration of 
limited powers for the federal government in-
cludes the powers of Congress “To declare War,” 

“To raise and support Armies,” “To provide and 
maintain a Navy,” “To provide for calling forth 
the Militia,” and “To provide for organizing, 
arming, and disciplining, the Militia” and the 
power of the President as “Commander in Chief 
of the Army and Navy of the United States, and 
of the Militia of the several States, when called 
into the actual Service of the United States.”

With such constitutional priority given to 
defense of the nation and its vital interests, one 
might expect the federal government to pro-
duce a standardized, consistent reference work 
on the state of the nation’s security. Yet no such 
single volume exists, especially in the public 
domain, to allow comparisons from year to 
year. Recently, the Department of Defense has 
moved to restrict reporting of force readiness 
even further. Thus, the American people and 
even the government itself are prevented from 
understanding whether investments made in 
defense are achieving their desired results.

What is needed is a publicly accessible ref-
erence document that uses a consistent, me-
thodical, and repeatable approach to assessing 
defense requirements and capabilities. The 
Heritage Foundation’s Index of U.S. Military 
Strength, an annual assessment of the state of 
America’s hard power, fills this void, address-
ing both the geographical and functional envi-
ronments relevant to the United States’ vital 
national interests and threats that rise to a 
level that puts or has the strong potential to 
put those interests at risk.

Any assessment of the adequacy of military 
power requires two primary reference points: 
a clear statement of U.S. vital security inter-
ests and an objective requirement for the mil-
itary’s capacity for operations that serves as a 
benchmark against which to measure current 
capacity. A review of relevant top-level nation-
al security documents issued by a long string of 
presidential Administrations makes clear that 
three interests are consistently stated:

 l Defense of the homeland;

 l Successful conclusion of a major war that 
has the potential to destabilize a region of 
critical interest to the U.S.; and

 l Preservation of freedom of movement 
within the global commons: the sea, air, 
outer-space, and cyberspace domains 
through which the nations of the world 
conduct their business.

Every President has recognized that pro-
tecting America from attack is one of the U.S. 
military’s fundamental reasons for being. 
While going to war has always been controver-
sial, the decision to do so has been based con-
sistently on the conclusion that one or more 
vital U.S. interests are at stake.

This Index embraces the “two-war require-
ment”—the ability to handle two major wars 
or two major regional contingencies (MRCs) 
successfully at the same time or in closely 
overlapping time frames—as the most compel-
ling rationale for sizing U.S. military forces. Dr. 
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Daniel Gouré provided a detailed defense of this 
approach in his essay, “Building the Right Mil-
itary for a New Era: The Need for an Enduring 
Analytic Framework,” in the 2015 Index, and it 
is further elaborated in the military capabilities 
section. The basic argument, however, is this: 
The nation should have the ability to engage and 
defeat one opponent and still have the ability 
to guard against competitor opportunism (that 
is, to prevent someone from exploiting the per-
ceived opportunity to move against U.S. inter-
ests while America is engaged elsewhere).

The Index is descriptive, not prescriptive, 
reviewing the current condition of its sub-
jects within the assessed year and describing 
how conditions have changed during the pre-
vious year, informed by the baseline condition 
established by the inaugural 2015 Index. In 
short, the Index answers the question, “Have 
conditions improved or worsened during the 
assessed year?”

This study also assesses the U.S. military 
against the two-war benchmark and various 
metrics explained further in the military ca-
pabilities section. Importantly, the Index mea-
sures the hard power needed to win conven-
tional wars rather than the general utility of 
the military relative to the breadth of tasks it 
might be (and usually is) assigned in order to 
advance U.S. interests short of war.

Assessing the World and the 
Need for Hard Power

The assessment portion of the Index is 
composed of three major sections that ad-
dress the aforementioned areas of primary 
interest: America’s military power, the oper-
ating environments within or through which 
it must operate, and threats to U.S. vital na-
tional interests. For each of these areas, the 
Index provides context, explaining why a given 
topic is addressed and how it relates to under-
standing the nature of America’s hard-pow-
er requirements.

The authors of this study used a five-catego-
ry scoring system that ranged from “very poor” 
to “excellent” or “very weak” to “very strong” 
as appropriate to each topic. This approach 

was selected as the best way to capture mean-
ingful gradations while avoiding the appear-
ance that a high level of precision was possible 
given the nature of the issues and the informa-
tion that was publicly available.

Some factors are quantitative and lend 
themselves to discrete measurement; others 
are very qualitative in nature and can be as-
sessed only through an informed understand-
ing of the material that leads to an informed 
judgment call.

By themselves, purely quantitative mea-
sures tell only part of the story when it comes 
to the relevance, utility, and effectiveness of 
hard power. Assessing military power or the 
nature of an operating environment using only 
quantitative metrics can lead to misinformed 
conclusions. For example, the mere existence 
of a large fleet of very modern tanks has little to 
do with the effectiveness of the armored force 
in actual battle if the employment concept is 
irrelevant to modern armored warfare. (Imag-
ine, for example, a battle in rugged mountains.) 
Also, experience and demonstrated proficiency 
are often so decisive in war that numerically 
smaller or qualitatively inferior but well-
trained and experienced forces can defeat a 
larger or qualitatively superior adversary.

However digital and quantitative the 
world has become thanks to the explosion of 
advanced technologies, it is still very much a 
qualitative place, and judgment calls have to 
be made in the absence of certainty. We strive 
to be as objective and evenhanded as possible 
in our approach, and as transparent as possible 
in our methodology and sources of informa-
tion, so that readers can understand why we 
reached the conclusions we reached—and per-
haps reach their own as well. The result will be 
a more informed debate about what the United 
States needs in terms of military capabilities 
to deal with the world as it is. A detailed dis-
cussion of scoring is provided in each assess-
ment section.

In our assessment, we begin with the oper-
ating environment because it provides the geo-
strategic stage upon which the U.S. attends to 
its interests: the various states that would play 
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significant roles in any regional contingency; 
the terrain that enables or restricts military 
operations; the infrastructure—ports, airfields, 
roads, and rail networks (or lack thereof )—on 
which U.S. forces would depend; and the types 
of linkages and relationships the U.S. has with a 
region and major actors within it that cause the 
U.S. to have interests in the area or that facilitate 
effective operations. Major actors within each 
region are identified, described, and assessed 
in terms of alliances, political stability, the pres-
ence of U.S. military forces and relationships, 
and the maturity of critical infrastructure.

Our assessment focuses on three key re-
gions—Europe, the Middle East, and Asia—be-
cause of their importance relative to U.S. vital 
security interests. This does not mean that we 
view Latin America and Africa as unimport-
ant. It means only that the security challeng-
es within these regions do not currently rise 
to the level of direct threats to America’s vital 
security interests as we have defined them. 
We addressed their current condition in the 
2015 Index and will provide updated assess-
ments when circumstances make such assess-
ments necessary.

Next is a discussion of threats to U.S. vital 
interests. Here we identify the countries that 
pose the greatest current or potential threats 
to U.S. vital interests based on two overarch-
ing factors: their behavior and their capabili-
ty. We accept the classic definition of “threat” 
as a combination of intent and capability, but 
while capability has attributes that can be 
quantified, intent is difficult to measure. We 
concluded that “observed behavior” serves as 
a reasonable surrogate for intent because it is 
the clearest manifestation of intent.

We based our selection of threat countries 
and non-state actors on their historical behav-
ior and explicit policies or formal statements 
vis-à-vis U.S. interests, scoring them in two 
areas: the degree of provocative behavior that 
they exhibited during the year and their ability 
to pose a credible threat to U.S. interests irre-
spective of intent. For example, a state full of 
bluster but with only a moderate ability to act 
accordingly poses a lesser threat, and a state 

that has great capabilities and a pattern of bel-
licose behavior that is opposed to U.S. interests 
still warrants attention even if it is relatively 
quiet in a given year.

Finally, we address the status of U.S. mili-
tary power in three areas: capability (or mo-
dernity), capacity, and readiness. Do U.S. forces 
possess operational capabilities that are rele-
vant to modern warfare? Can they defeat the 
military forces of an opposing country? Do 
they have a sufficient amount of such capabil-
ities? Is the force sufficiently trained and its 
equipment materially ready to win in com-
bat? All of these are fundamental to success 
even if they are not de facto determinants of 
success (something we explain further in the 
section). We also address the condition of the 
United States’ nuclear weapons capability, as-
sessing it in areas that are unique to this mili-
tary component and critical to understanding 
its real-world viability and effectiveness as a 
strategic deterrent, and provide a descriptive 
overview of current U.S. ballistic missile de-
fense capabilities and challenges.

Topical Essays
In January 2018, then-Secretary of De-

fense James N. Mattis released the 2018 Na-
tional Defense Strategy (NDS), his direction 
to the Department of Defense on how it would 
execute its portion of the National Security 
Strategy. Driving all aspects of the NDS was a 
single theme: a return to great-power compe-
tition. Secretary Mattis noted that a quarter of 
a century after the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and 17 years after the terrorist attacks of Sep-
tember 11, 2001, world events had brought the 
United States back into direct, long-term com-
petition with major powers, China and Russia 
in particular. This context provides the theme 
for the essays in this edition of the Index.

Our essayists address great-power competi-
tion and its implications for the United States 
from various perspectives.

 l There are profound implications for the 
military if it is to prepare for conflict with 
one or more major competitors. Combat 
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operations of any sort against China or 
Russia, for example, would be far different 
from those to which the U.S. military has 
become accustomed against non-state or 
irregular forces over the past several years. 
Dr. Thomas Ehrhard kicks off this year’s 
Index with such an assessment in “Treat-
ing the Pathologies of Victory: Hardening 
the Nation for Strategic Competition.”

 l In “Being Realistic About Strategy,” Major 
General Bill Hix, U.S. Army (Ret.), ad-
dresses the challenge of crafting strategy 
that is relevant and pragmatic, that clearly 
defines the objectives to be achieved, 
prioritizes the use of resources, or recasts 
objectives when means are limited and 
options for their use are few. Clear-eyed 
assessments are exceedingly important 
when the stakes are high, as in the case of 
great-power competition.

 l Dr. Rebecca Grant, in “Pragmatism, Popu-
lism, and How Americans Think About In-
vesting in Defense,” effectively raises the 
tough question: How serious and realistic 
are Americans about funding a military 
that aligns with their stated national 
security interests? It is one thing to say 
the U.S. is in a strategic competition with 
the likes of China and Russia. It is quite 
another thing to put real money toward 
having a military that is commensurate 
with that objective.

 l In “The Economic Dimension of 
Great-Power Competition and the Role 
of Cyber as a Key Strategic Weapon,” 
Dr. Samantha Ravich and Annie Fixler 
explain how modern warfare has evolved 
beyond the conventional tools of tanks, 
ships, and aircraft. It now includes cyber 
weapons and related tactics that blur the 
line between war as a realm preserved for 
military forces and a “field of battle” in 
which opponents use cyber capabilities 
to attack the U.S. economic infrastruc-
ture and steal sensitive technology and 

weapons-relevant intellectual property in 
order to undermine America’s ability to 
project and sustain military power.

 l Dr. Kathleen McInnis completes this set 
of essays with one that addresses perhaps 
the oldest and most enduring truism of 
war: Going to war in the company of allies 
is far better than going to war alone. In 

“The Competitive Advantages and Risks of 
Alliances,” Dr. McInnis explains how U.S. 
alliances and partnerships, if properly man-
aged, could be the single most important 
advantage possessed by America in its un-
folding competition with Russia and China.

Scoring U.S. Military Strength 
Relative to Vital National Interests

The purpose of this Index is to make the na-
tional debate about defense capabilities better 
informed by assessing the U.S. military’s ability 
to defend against current threats to U.S. vital 
national interests within the context of the 
world as it is. Each of the elements can change 
from year to year: the stability of regions and 
access to them by America’s military forces; 
the various threats as they improve or lose ca-
pabilities and change their behavior; and the 
United States’ armed forces themselves as they 
adjust to evolving fiscal realities and attempt to 
balance readiness, capacity (size and quantity), 
and capability (how modern they are) in ways 
that enable them to carry out their assigned 
missions successfully.

Each region of the world has its own set of 
characteristics that include terrain; man-made 
infrastructure (roads, rail lines, ports, airfields, 
power grids, etc.); and states with which the 
United States has relationships. In each case, 
these factors combine to create an environ-
ment that is either favorable or problematic 
when it comes to the ability of U.S. forces to 
operate against threats in the region.

Various states and non-state actors within 
these regions possess the ability to threaten—
and have consistently behaved in ways that 
threaten—America’s interests. Fortunately 
for the U.S., these major threat actors are 
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currently few in number and continue to be 
confined to three regions—Europe, the Mid-
dle East, and Asia—thus enabling the U.S. (if 
it will do so) to focus its resources and ef-
forts accordingly.

As for the condition of America’s military 
services, they continue to be beset by aging 
equipment, shrinking numbers, rising costs, 
and problematic funding. These four ele-
ments interact in ways that are difficult to 
measure in concrete terms and impossible 
to forecast with any certainty. Nevertheless, 
the exercise of describing them and charac-
terizing their general condition is worthwhile 
because it informs debates about defense pol-
icies and the allocation of resources that are 
necessary for the U.S. military to carry out its 
assigned duties. Further, as seen in this 2020 
Index, noting how conditions have changed 
during the preceding year helps to shed light 
on the effect that policies, decisions, and ac-
tions have on security affairs that involve the 
interests of the United States, its allies and 
friends, and its enemies.

It should be borne in mind that each annual 
Index assesses conditions as they are for the 
assessed year. This 2020 Index of U.S. Mili-
tary Strength describes changes that occurred 
during the preceding year, with updates cur-
rent as of mid-September 2019.

Assessments for U.S. Military Power, Global 
Operating Environment, and Threats to Vital 
U.S. Interests are shown in the Executive Sum-
mary. Factors that would push things toward 

“bad” (the left side of the scale) tend to move 
more quickly than those that improve one’s 
situation, especially when it comes to the ma-
terial condition of the U.S. military.

Of the three areas measured—U.S. Military 
Power, Global Operating Environment, and 
Threats to Vital U.S. Interests—the U.S. can 
directly control only one: its own military. The 
condition of the U.S. military can influence the 
other two because a weakened America argu-
ably emboldens challenges to its interests and 
loses potential allies, while a militarily strong 
America deters opportunism and draws part-
ners to its side from across the globe.

Conclusion
During the decades since the end of the 

Second World War, the United States has un-
derwritten and taken the lead in maintaining a 
global order that has benefited more people in 
more ways than at any other period in history. 
Now, however, that American-led order is un-
der stress, and some have wondered whether it 
will break apart entirely as fiscal and econom-
ic burdens continue to plague nations, violent 
extremist ideologies threaten the stability of 
entire regions, state and non-state opportun-
ists seek to exploit upheavals; and major states 
compete to establish dominant positions in 
their respective regions.

America’s leadership role remains in ques-
tion, and its security interests are under signif-
icant pressure. Challenges are growing, old al-
lies are not what they once were, and the U.S. is 
increasingly bedeviled by debt that constrains 
its ability to sustain its forces commensurate 
with its interests.

Informed deliberations on the status of the 
United States’ military power are therefore 
desperately needed. It is our hope that this 
Index of U.S. Military Strength will help to fa-
cilitate those informed deliberations.
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Executive Summary
“As currently postured, the U.S. military is 

only marginally able to meet the demands of 
defending America’s vital national interests.”

The United States maintains a military 
force primarily to protect the homeland 

from attack and to protect its interests abroad. 
There are secondary uses—for example, to as-
sist civil authorities in times of emergency 
or to deter enemies—but this force’s primary 
purpose is to make possible the physical im-
position of will on an enemy when necessary.

Understanding the condition of the United 
States military with respect to America’s vital 
national security interests, any threats to those 
interests, and the context within which the U.S. 
might have to use “hard power” is therefore of 
critical importance. Knowing how these three 
areas—operating environments, threats, and 
the posture of the U.S. military—change over 
time, given that such changes can have sub-
stantial implications for defense policies and 
investment, is likewise important.

Each year, The Heritage Foundation’s Index 
of U.S. Military Strength employs a standard-
ized, consistent set of criteria, accessible both 
to government officials and to the American 
public, to gauge the U.S. military’s ability to 
perform its missions in today’s world. The in-
augural 2015 edition established a baseline as-
sessment on which each annual edition builds, 
assessing the state of affairs for its respective 
year and measuring how key factors have 
changed from the previous year.

What the Index Assesses
The Index of U.S. Military Strength assesses 

the ease or difficulty of operating in key regions 
based on existing alliances, regional political 
stability, the presence of U.S. military forc-
es, and the condition of key infrastructure. 
Threats are assessed based on the behavior 
and physical capabilities of actors that pose 
challenges to U.S. vital national interests. The 
condition of America’s military power is mea-
sured in terms of its capability or modernity, 
capacity for operations, and readiness to han-
dle assigned missions successfully. This frame-
work provides a single-source reference for 
policymakers and other Americans who seek 
to know whether our military power is up to 
the task of defending our national interests.

Any discussion of the aggregate capaci-
ty and breadth of the military power needed 
to protect U.S. security interests requires a 
clear understanding of precisely what inter-
ests must be defended. Over the past few de-
cades, three vital interests have been specified 
consistently and in various ways by a string 
of Administrations:

 l Defense of the homeland;

 l Successful conclusion of a major war that 
has the potential to destabilize a region of 
critical interest to the United States; and

 l Preservation of freedom of movement 
within the global commons (the sea, air, 
outer-space, and cyberspace domains) 
through which the world conducts 
its business.
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To defend these interests effectively on a 

global scale, the United States needs a mili-
tary force of sufficient size, or what is known in 
the Pentagon as capacity. The many factors in-
volved make determining how big the military 
should be a complex exercise, but successive 
Administrations, Congresses, and Department 
of Defense (DOD) staffs have managed to ar-
rive at a surprisingly consistent force-sizing ra-
tionale: an ability to handle two major wars or 
major regional contingencies (MRCs) simulta-
neously or in closely overlapping time frames.

At its root, the current National Defense 
Strategy (NDS) implies the same force require-
ment. Its emphasis on a return to long-term 
competition with major powers, explicitly 
naming Russia and China as primary compet-
itors,1 reemphasizes the need for the United 
States to have:

 l Sufficient military capacity to deter or 
win against large conventional powers in 
geographically distant regions;

 l The ability to conduct sustained opera-
tions against lesser threats; and

 l The ability to work with allies and main-
tain a U.S. presence in regions of key im-
portance that is sufficient to deter behav-
ior that threatens U.S. interests.

No matter how much America desires the 
world to be a simpler, less threatening place, 
more inclined to beneficial economic interac-
tions than it is to violence-laden friction, the 
patterns of history show that competing pow-
ers consistently emerge and that the U.S. must 
be able to defend its interests in more than one 
region at a time. Consequently, this Index em-
braces the two-war or two-MRC requirement.

Since World War II, the U.S. has found it-
self involved in a major “hot” war every 15–20 
years while simultaneously maintaining sub-
stantial combat forces in Europe and several 
other regions. The size of the total force has 
roughly approximated the two-MRC model, 
which has the inherent ability to meet multiple 

security obligations to which the U.S. has com-
mitted while also modernizing, training, edu-
cating, and maintaining the force. Accordingly, 
our assessment of the adequacy of today’s U.S. 
military is based on the ability of America’s 
armed forces to engage and defeat two major 
competitors at roughly the same time.

We acknowledge that unless a dramatic 
change in circumstances occurs, such as the 
onset of a major conflict, a multitude of com-
peting interests that evolve during extended 
periods of peace and prosperity will lead Ad-
ministrations and Congresses to deempha-
size investing in defense and instead to favor 
domestic programs. Consequently, garnering 
sufficient support to increase defense spend-
ing for a two-war-capacity force is problemat-
ic. However, this political condition does not 
change the patterns of history, the behavior of 
competitors, or the reality of what it takes to 
defend America’s interests in an actual war.

This Index’s benchmark for a two-MRC 
force is derived from a review of the forces 
used for each major war that the U.S. has un-
dertaken since World War II and the major 
defense studies completed by the federal gov-
ernment over the past 30 years. We concluded 
that a standing (Active Duty component) two-
MRC–capable Joint Force would consist of:

 l Army: 50 brigade combat teams (BCTs);

 l Navy: 400 battle force ships and 624 
strike aircraft;

 l Air Force: 1,200 fighter/ground-attack 
aircraft; and

 l Marine Corps: 36 battalions.

This recommended force does not account 
for homeland defense missions that would 
accompany a period of major conflict and are 
generally handled by Reserve and National 
Guard forces. Nor does it constitute the total-
ity of the Joint Force, which includes the ar-
ray of supporting and combat-enabling func-
tions essential to the conduct of any military 
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operation: logistics; transportation (land, sea, 
and air); health services; communications and 
data handling; and force generation (recruit-
ing, training, and education), to name only a 
few. Rather, these are combat forces that are 
the most recognizable elements of America’s 
hard power but that also can be viewed as sur-
rogate measures for the size and capability of 
the larger Joint Force.

The Global Operating Environment
Looking at the world as an environment 

in which U.S. forces would operate to protect 
America’s interests, the Index focused on three 
regions—Europe, the Middle East, and Asia—
because of the intersection of our vital inter-
ests and actors able to challenge them.

Europe. Overall, the European region re-
mains a stable, mature, and friendly operating 
environment. Russia remains the preeminent 
military threat to the region, both convention-
ally and unconventionally. America’s closest 
and oldest allies are located in Europe, and the 
region is incredibly important to the U.S. for 
economic, military, and political reasons.

Perhaps most important, the U.S. has treaty 
obligations through NATO to defend the Euro-
pean members of that alliance. If the U.S. needs 
to act in the European region or nearby, there is 
a history of interoperability with allies and ac-
cess to key logistical infrastructure that makes 
the operating environment in Europe more fa-
vorable than the environment in other regions 
in which U.S. forces might have to operate.

The past year saw continued U.S. reengage-
ment with the continent, both militarily and 
politically, along with modest increases in Eu-
ropean allies’ defense budgets and capability 
investment. Despite allies’ initial concerns, the 
U.S. has increased its investment in Europe, 
and its military position on the continent is 
the strongest it has been for some time.

NATO’s renewed focus on collective de-
fense has resulted in a focus on logistics, newly 
established commands that reflect a changed 
geopolitical reality, and a robust set of exercis-
es. NATO’s biggest challenges derive from ca-
pability and readiness gaps for many European 

nations, continuing improvements and exer-
cises in the realm of logistics, a tempestuous 
Turkey, disparate threat perceptions within 
the alliance, and the need to establish the abil-
ity to mount a robust response to both linear 
and nonlinear forms of aggression.

For Europe, scores this year remained 
steady, as they did in 2018 (assessed in the 2019 
Index), with no substantial changes in any indi-
vidual categories or average scores. The 2020 
Index again assesses the European Operating 
Environment as “favorable.”

The Middle East. For the foreseeable 
future, the Middle East region will remain a 
key focus for U.S. military planners because 
of the immediacy of its security challenges, 
even though the National Defense Strategy 
has called upon the DOD to reorient toward 
major-power competition with China and Rus-
sia. Once considered relatively stable, mainly 
because of the ironfisted rule of authoritarian 
regimes, the area is now highly unstable and a 
breeding ground for terrorism.

Overall, regional security has deteriorated 
in recent years. The Islamic State appears to 
have been defeated in a conventional sense, 
but the nature of its successor is unclear. In 
Iraq, future relations between Baghdad and 
the U.S. will remain difficult as long as a gov-
ernment that is sympathetic to Iran is in power. 
The regional dispute with Qatar has made U.S. 
relations in the region even more complex and 
difficult to manage.

In countries like Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Ye-
men, the supremacy of the nation-state is chal-
lenged by a multitude of non-state actors. The 
region’s principal security and political chal-
lenges are linked to the unrealized aspirations 
of the Arab Spring, surging transnational ter-
rorism, and meddling by Iran, which seeks to 
extend its influence in the Islamic world. All of 
this is made more difficult by the Arab–Israeli 
conflict, Sunni–Shia sectarian divides, the rise 
of Iran’s Islamist revolutionary nationalism, 
and the proliferation of Sunni Islamist revo-
lutionary groups.

America’s relationships in the region are 
based pragmatically on shared security and 
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economic concerns. As long as these issues re-
main relevant to both sides, the U.S. is likely to 
have an open door to operate in the Middle East 
when its national interests require that it do so.

Though circumstances in all measured ar-
eas vary throughout the year, in general terms, 
the 2020 Index assesses the Middle East Op-
erating Environment as “moderate,” although 
the region’s political stability continues to be 

“unfavorable.”
Asia. The Asian strategic environment is 

extremely expansive, as it includes half the 
globe and is characterized by a variety of po-
litical relationships among states that have 
wildly varying capabilities. The region in-
cludes long-standing American allies with re-
lationships dating back to the beginning of the 
Cold War as well as recently established states 
and some long-standing adversaries such as 
North Korea.

American conceptions of the region must 
therefore recognize the physical limitations 
imposed by the tyranny of distance. Moving 
forces within the region (never mind to it) 
will take time and require extensive strategic 
lift assets as well as sufficient infrastructure, 
such as sea and aerial ports of debarkation 
that can handle American strategic lift assets, 
and political support. At the same time, the 
complicated nature of intra-Asian relations, 
especially unresolved historical and territo-
rial issues of the type most recently exhibited 
in renewed tension between South Korea and 
Japan, means that the United States, unlike 
Europe, cannot necessarily count on support 
from all of its regional allies in responding to 
any given contingency.

For Asia, we continue to assess it as “fa-
vorable” to U.S. interests in terms of alliances, 
overall political stability, militarily relevant 
infrastructure, and the presence of U.S. mili-
tary forces.

Summarizing the condition of each region 
enables us to get a sense of how they compare 
in terms of the challenges the U.S. would face 
in projecting military power and sustaining 
combat operations in each one. As a whole, 
the global operating environment currently 
maintains a score of “favorable,” which means 
that the United States should be able to project 
military power anywhere in the world as neces-
sary to defend its interests without substantial 
opposition or high levels of risk.

Threats to U.S. Interests
Our selection of threat actors discounted 

troublesome states and non-state entities that 
lack the physical ability to pose a meaningful 
threat to vital U.S. security interests. This re-
duced the population of all potential threats to 
a half-dozen that possess the means to threat-
en U.S. vital interests and exhibit a pattern of 
provocative behavior that should draw the fo-
cus of U.S. defense planning. This Index charac-
terizes their behavior and military capabilities 
on five-point, descending scales.

All of the six threat actors selected—Russia, 
China, Iran, North Korea, and terrorist groups 
in the Middle East and Afghanistan—remained 
actual or potential threats to U.S. interests over 
the past year. All amply demonstrated a com-
mitment to expanding their capabilities to 
pursue their respective interests that directly 
challenged those of the U.S.

Compiling the assessments of threat sourc-
es, the 2020 Index again rates the overall global 
threat environment as “aggressive” and “gath-
ering” in the areas of threat-actor behavior and 
material ability to harm U.S. security interests, 
respectively, leading to an aggregated threat 
score of “high.”

Just as there are American interests that are 
not covered by this Index, there may be addi-
tional threats to American interests that are 
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not identified here. The Index focuses on the 
more apparent sources of risk and those that 
appear to pose the greatest threat.

Russia remains the primary threat to 
American interests in Europe and is the most 
pressing threat to the United States. Moscow 

continues to engage in massive pro-Russia 
propaganda campaigns in Ukraine and other 
Eastern European countries, actively supports 
separatist forces in Ukraine, regularly performs 
provocative military exercises and training mis-
sions, and continues to sell and export arms to 
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countries that are hostile to U.S. interests. It also 
has increased its investment in modernizing its 
military and has gained significant combat ex-
perience while continuing to sabotage U.S. and 
Western policy in Syria and Ukraine.

The 2020 Index again assesses the threat 
emanating from Russia as “aggressive” in its 
behavior and “formidable” (the highest cate-
gory on the scale) in its growing capabilities.

China, the most comprehensive threat the 
U.S. faces, remained “aggressive” in the scope 
of its provocative behavior and earns the score 
of “formidable” for its capability because of its 
ongoing military modernization and buildup. 
The People’s Liberation Army continues to 
extend its reach and military activity beyond 
its immediate region and engages in larger and 
more comprehensive exercises, including live-
fire exercises in the East China Sea near Tai-
wan. It also has continued to conduct probes 
of the South Korean and Japanese air defense 
identification zones, drawing rebukes from 
both Seoul and Tokyo. In addition, there is lit-
tle evidence that Chinese cyber espionage and 
computer network exploitation have abated.

Iran remains the state actor that is most 
hostile to American interests in the Middle 
East. The 2020 Index assesses Iran’s behavior 
as “aggressive” and its capability as “gathering.”

In the years since publication of the 2015 
Index, Iran has methodically moved closer to 
becoming a nuclear power, and it continues 
to enhance its ICBM, missile defense, and un-
manned systems capabilities. Iran also con-
tinues to perpetuate and exploit instability to 
expand its influence in the region, both in its 
direct involvement in regional engagements 
and through its proxies, particularly in Syria. 
This year also saw aggressive activity in the 
Strait of Hormuz, including the downing of a 
U.S. drone in international airspace and attacks 
on merchant shipping.

North Korea’s level of behavior remained 
“testing” in the 2020 Index. North Korea’s ca-
pability level has also remained at “gathering” 
as Pyongyang continues to develop and refine 
its missile technology, especially in the area of 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles. With its 

ICBM program, North Korea remains both a 
threat to U.S. allies and assets in the region and 
an ongoing threat to the U.S. homeland.

The terrorist threats emanating from the 
Afghanistan–Pakistan region remained “test-
ing” in the 2020 Index. Fatalities attributed to 
terrorism inside Pakistan continue to fall as 
various terrorist groups within the region find 
themselves in competition with each other for 
recruits, territory, and resources.

A broad array of terrorist groups remain the 
most hostile of any of the threats to America 
examined in the Index. As of mid-2018, the 
Islamic State had been decimated, having lost 
more than 98 percent of its previously held 
territory, and its further reduction continued 
in 2019. However, it has not been completely 
eliminated and has made efforts to reassert 
itself in the region. Fortunately, Middle East 
terrorist groups are the least capable of the 
threats facing the U.S.

Our combined score for threats to U.S. vi-
tal interests is “high,” the fourth on a five-level 
scale, just below “severe.”

The Status of U.S. Military Power
Finally, we assessed the military power of 

the United States in three areas: capability, 
capacity, and readiness. We approached this 
assessment by military service as the clearest 
way to link military force size; moderniza-
tion programs; unit readiness; and (in gener-
al terms) the functional combat power (land, 
sea, and air) represented by each service. We 
treated the United States’ nuclear capability 
as a separate entity because of its truly unique 
characteristics and constituent elements, from 
the weapons themselves to the supporting in-
frastructure that is fundamentally different 
from the infrastructure that supports conven-
tional capabilities.

These three areas of assessment (capabil-
ity, capacity, and readiness) are central to the 
overarching questions of whether the U.S. has 
a sufficient quantity of appropriately modern 
military power and whether military units are 
able to conduct military operations on demand 
and effectively.
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As reported in all previous editions of the 
Index, the common theme across the services 
and the U.S. nuclear enterprise is one of force 
degradation caused by many years of under-
investment, poor execution of modernization 
programs, and the negative effects of budget se-
questration (cuts in funding) on readiness and 

capacity in spite of repeated efforts by Congress 
to provide relief from low budget ceilings im-
posed by the Budget Control Act of 2011 (BCA) 
through two-year budget agreements that either 
waived the BCA caps or provided extra funding 
in contingency accounts not subject to BCA 
limits. Subsequent to new guidance provided 
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by then-Secretary of Defense James Mattis in 
the 2018 NDS, the services undertook efforts to 
reorient from irregular warfare to large-scale 
combat against a peer adversary, but such shifts 
take time and even more resources.

While the military has been heavily engaged 
in operations, primarily in the Middle East but 
elsewhere as well, since September 11, 2001, 
experience in warfare is both ephemeral and 
context-sensitive. Valuable combat experience 
is lost as the servicemembers who individu-
ally gained experience leave the force, and it 
maintains direct relevance only for future op-
erations of a similar type: Counterinsurgency 
operations in Iraq, for example, are fundamen-
tally different from major conventional opera-
tions against a state like Iran or China.

In general, the withdrawal of U.S. military 
forces from Iraq in 2011 and the steady reduc-
tion of forces in Afghanistan have amplified 
the loss of direct combat experience across the 
Joint Force. Thus, although portions of the cur-
rent Joint Force are experienced in some types 
of operations, the force as a whole lacks experi-
ence with high-end, major combat operations 
toward which it has only begun to redirect its 
training and planning. It is also still aged and 
shrinking in its capacity for operations even 
though limited quantities of new equipment 

like the F-35 Lightening II fighter are gradually 
being introduced.

We characterized the services and the nu-
clear enterprise on a five-category scale rang-
ing from “very weak” to “very strong,” bench-
marked against criteria elaborated in the full 
report. These characterizations should not be 
construed as reflecting the competence of indi-
vidual servicemembers or the professionalism 
of the services or Joint Force as a whole; nor do 
they speak to the U.S. military’s strength relative 
to the strength of other militaries around the 
world. Rather, they are assessments of the insti-
tutional, programmatic, and material health or 
viability of America’s hard military power.

Our analysis concluded with 
these assessments:

 l Army as “Marginal.” The Army’s score 
remains “marginal” in the 2020 Index. 
The Army has continued to increase its 
readiness, earning the score of “very 
strong” with 77 percent of its BCTs 
assessed as ready. However, it continues 
to struggle to rebuild end strength (at-
tempting to grow from nearly 480,000 
to 500,000) and to modernize the force 
for improved readiness in some units for 
current operations.
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 l Navy as “Marginal.” The Navy’s overall 
score remains “marginal” in the 2020 
Index. The Navy’s emphasis on restor-
ing readiness and increasing its capac-
ity signals that its overall score could 
improve in the near future if needed 
levels of funding are sustained. However, 
manpower presents a potential problem 
as does obtaining adequate funding to 
increase the number of ships in the fleet 
more rapidly. Shortfalls in funding and a 
general shortage of available shipyards 
have led to a substantial backlog in ship 
maintenance, placing an additional 
burden on those ships and crews that are 
available for deployment.

 l Air Force as “Marginal.” This score 
has trended downward over the past few 
years largely because of a drop in capacity 
that has not effectively changed (sitting at 
just under 80 percent of needed fighter/
attack aircraft, for example) and a read-
iness score of “marginal,” better than its 
score of “weak” in the 2019 Index but still 
not where it needs to be. Shortages of 
pilots and flying time have degraded the 

ability of the Air Force to generate the 
air power that would be needed to meet 
wartime requirements.

 l Marine Corps as “Marginal.” The 
Corps has prioritized regaining combat 
readiness across the force, elevating it 
above expanding the size of the service. 
Aviation remained one of the largest chal-
lenges for the Corps in 2019, driven by sus-
tainment challenges within its legacy fleet 
of aircraft and shortfalls in key mainte-
nance support personnel. The increase in 
readiness among ground units and some 
advances in introducing new platforms, 
such as completion of MV-22 fielding in 
the active component, somewhat offset 
shortfalls in capacity and a “ready bench” 
to return the Marine Corps to an overall 
strength score of “marginal.”

 l Nuclear Capability as “Marginal.” The 
U.S. is not taking full advantage of current 
technologies to field modern warheads 
that could be designed to be safer and 
more secure with increased effectiveness 
and could give the United States better 
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options for strengthening a credible deter-
rent. Instead, the U.S. has elected largely 
to maintain aging nuclear warheads that 
were in the stockpile when the Cold War 
ended nearly 30 years ago. In addition to 
warheads, the U.S. nuclear enterprise has 
many other components, some of which 
also support conventional military and ex-
tended deterrence missions. Thus, assess-
ing whether any one piece of the enter-
prise is sufficiently funded, focused, and 
effective is difficult. That said, this Index 

assesses the nuclear complex as “marginal, 
trending toward strong,” but this assumes 
that the U.S. maintains its commitment to 
modernization and allocates needed re-
sources accordingly. Although bipartisan 
attention has led to continued progress 
on U.S. nuclear forces modernization and 
warhead sustainment, these programs re-
main threatened by potential future fiscal 
uncertainties, as are the infrastructure, 
testing regime, and manpower pool on 
which the nuclear enterprise depends.

In the aggregate, the United States’ military posture is rated “marginal” and features 
both positive and negative trends: progress in bringing some new equipment into the force, 
filling gaps in manpower, and rebuilding some stocks of munitions and repair parts alongside 
worrisome trends in force readiness, declining strength in key areas like trained pilots, and 
continued uncertainty across the defense budget.

The 2020 Index concludes that the current U.S. military force is likely capable of meeting 
the demands of a single major regional conflict while also attending to various presence 
and engagement activities but that it would be very hard-pressed to do more and certainly 
would be ill-equipped to handle two nearly simultaneous major regional contingencies. The 
military services have prioritized readiness and seen improvement over the past couple of years, 
but modernization programs continue to suffer as resources are redirected toward current 
operations and sustainment of readiness levels. The services have also normalized the reduction 
in size and number of military units, and the forces remain well below the level needed to meet 
the two-MRC benchmark.

Congress and the Administration took positive steps to stabilize funding for FY 2018 and FY 
2019 through the Bipartisan Budget Agreement of 2018 and managed, through the Bipartisan 
Budget Act of 2019, to sustain such support for funding above the caps imposed by the Budget 
Control Act of 2011 (BCA). While this allays the most serious concerns about a possible return 
to the damaging levels of the BCA, more will be needed in the years to come to ensure that 
the U.S. military is properly sized, equipped, trained, and ready to meet the missions that the 
services are called upon to fulfill.

As currently postured, the U.S. military is only marginally able to meet the demands of 
defending America’s vital national interests.
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Treating the Pathologies of 
Victory: Hardening the Nation 
for Strategic Competition
Thomas P. Ehrhard, PhD

For years after the Cold War ended, it was 
hard to make the case in polite company 

that the United States should continue to fo-
cus on major-power competition in its nation-
al security strategy.1 America won. The Soviet 
Union vanished, its republics flew apart, and 
its client states went their own way. The vaunt-
ed Soviet military returned home and rapidly 
atrophied. The Soviet Union’s brutal history 
made it hard enough for American national 
security experts to imagine the Soviet Union’s 
swift demise, let alone the relatively bloodless 
way it happened.

Given the fortuitous outcome, it was easy, 
expedient, and popular to imagine that this 
marked the end of history. The global alliance 
of representative governments had triumphed 
over a seemingly implacable foe, and weak au-
thoritarian states suddenly seemed vulnera-
ble. Events had their own way of highlighting 
the exceptional nature of this strategic turn-
ing point. Operation Desert Storm cemented 
that conclusion as America ejected Saddam 
Hussein’s Soviet-equipped army from Kuwait 
using a blizzard of military technology built 
to prevail against the Red Army in Central 
Europe. It seemed entirely pessimistic, even 
paranoid, to insist that the U.S. military should 
use these events as an opportunity to config-
ure itself to prevail against major powers in the 
21st century.

In many respects, America’s Cold War tri-
umphalism was not exceptional. Winners al-
most always fall prey to hubris; dramatic win-
ners always do. This is the pathology of victory.

But history exacts a price for hubris. The 
U.S. national security bureaucracy has been 
afflicted by a multitude of strategic viruses 
over the past 30 years, and the accompanying 
incremental, almost imperceptible corrosions 
of the U.S. military accrued after the Cold War 
now threaten to undermine the basic competi-
tive advantages that caused America to prevail. 
Not all of these maladies are physical, and for 
many in the national security enterprise, they 
are deeply embedded and generational. It is all 
they know.

Normalized dysfunction infused Penta-
gon thinking, dialogue, and actions, resulting 
in a general reluctance to accept the security 
environment as it presented itself. As with 
all things, strategic pragmatists who saw the 
post–Cold War “unipolar moment” as anom-
alous were forced to swim against this bu-
reaucratic current, absorbing derision and 
marginalization.2 Thus, embedded ideas may 
be hard to dislodge in the search for strate-
gic reawakening.

Major-power competition is back—al-
though, of course, it never really left—but the 
pathologies of victory remain. For America 
to rise to the challenge once again, we must 
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understand how the end of the Cold War led 
the American defense bureaucracy to evolve 
ways of thinking that left America in a posi-
tion of competitive inferiority. In this essay, 
we will explore some of the most damaging 
pathologies and recommend prescriptions 
to return the U.S. to a position of purpose-
ful competitiveness.

Although there are many, four pathologies 
of victory stand out:

 l The triumphalism of the 1990s led to the 
ultimately corrosive seduction of overseas 
engagement and constant intervention;

 l After 9/11, strategic distraction delayed a 
more comprehensive understanding and 
reaction to China’s rise and Russia’s re-
emergence as self-identified and seriously 
dangerous enemies;

 l The analytic focus of the Cold War atom-
ized to the point where, as a nation, we 
lost our ability to mobilize our brainpower 
for major-power competition and, as a 
necessary precondition, to conduct deep, 
strategically focused studies of our adver-
saries; and

 l As major-power competition reemerged, 
a new and powerful brand of wishful 
thinking surfaced that actively resisted 
strategic reform on the scale required by 
the emerging security environment.

This essay explores each of these Amer-
ican post–Cold War pathologies, revealing 
their deleterious, if unintended, effect on 
our ability to compete with Russia and Chi-
na in the coming decades. The triumphalism 
of the 1990s forms the foundational mindset. 
Its bookend, wishful thinking, infuses all of 
the pathologies, so it can be thought of as the 
key enabler. In the concluding section, six 
key strategic judgments about today’s secu-
rity environment, resisted by a bureaucracy 
bathed in this acquired mindset, demonstrate 
the deleterious effects on our contemporary 

strategic dialogue that hamstring America’s 
competitive rebirth.

The essay focuses on the Department of De-
fense (DOD), for that is the center of gravity 
of this publication and the epicenter for some 
of the worst cases of pathological strategic 
dysfunction. To be sure, the entire national 
security enterprise fell prey to these afflic-
tions, and they all deserve careful retrospec-
tive treatment, but we concentrate mostly on 
the Pentagon.

The reader should be aware that this essay 
contains challenges. It specifically calls into 
question deeply embedded ways of thinking 
that have been parroted by many national se-
curity commentators. Interestingly (and some-
what ironically), many of these themes align 
with propaganda coming from Russia and Chi-
na, so the reader must retain a healthy skepti-
cism, fight confirmation bias, and consider the 
consequences of how distortions in our collec-
tive thinking affect strategic competitiveness, 
all of which may lead the reader to conclude 
that a fundamental correction is required.

Pathology #1: Triumphalism
The Cold War’s decisive end virtually guar-

anteed triumphalism in America. Some com-
mentators believe we overexploited our victory 
in foreign policy, for example, by expanding the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
into previous Warsaw Pact and even, in the 
case of Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia, into 
formerly Soviet territories. From a broader 
perspective, however, history will treat Amer-
ica as a remarkably forgiving victor. Perhaps 
more important, as a matter of rediscovering 
competitive discipline and focus, we must gain 
greater awareness of and become more allergic 
to parroting Russian and Chinese propaganda. 
Externally, by any historical standard, Ameri-
ca served as a magnanimous victor, but the in-
ternal effects of such a dramatic victory sowed 
seeds of dysfunction that act as a competitive 
anchor restricting vital strategic reform.

Bureaucratically, the remarkable end of 
the Cold War led to the elimination of bed-
rock institutions by decisions that catalyzed 
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a corrosion of our nuclear deterrence forces 
and set in motion a series of conventional force 
distortions in force posture, war planning, and 
force modernization and recapitalization that, 
unless challenged and reformed, will hamper 
our ability to compete effectively against two 
dedicated foes. More ominously, the 1990s 
served as a prime catalyst for the rise of China 
and Russia’s resurgence.

The abandonment and subsequent neglect 
of our nuclear strength represents a clear ex-
ample, and it happened quickly. In 1991, the 
George H. W. Bush Administration ordered 
dramatic, unilateral nuclear weapon reduc-
tions (called Presidential Nuclear Initiatives or 
PNIs) in which Russian reciprocity was merely 

“encouraged.” The entire PNI process occurred 
in a backroom manner with little consultation 
or debate. Although the PNIs contained some 
strategic logic, such as attempting to induce 
a reduction of Russian tactical nuclear weap-
ons, the Russians never reciprocated. Thus, we 
were left with a massive Russian superiority in 
tactical nuclear weapons that, together with 
the rise of Vladimir Putin and the volatility of 
his regime, presents a major threat to strate-
gic stability.

Additionally, the PNIs affected strategic nu-
clear forces in a way that significantly exceeded 
arms control agreements, including the uni-
lateral, accelerated retirement of the Minute-
man II ICBM and the cancellation of mobile 
Peacekeeper and small ICBM programs. PNIs 
also ended Peacekeeper production; capped 
the B-2 stealth bomber program at a “plati-
num bullet” level of 20 aircraft; terminated the 
stealthy (nuclear) Advanced Cruise Missile; 
and ended production of the advanced W-88 
D -5 submarine-launched ballistic missile 
(SLBM) warhead.3 Perhaps most important, 
the PNIs dissolved the Air Force’s venerable 
Strategic Air Command (SAC).

Thus, on June 1, 1992, a mere five months 
after the December 26, 1991, dissolution of the 
Soviet Union, SAC disbanded. Air Force nucle-
ar capabilities lost their powerful advocate in 
Omaha and were placed under Air Combat 
Command, a fighter-dominated organization 

in Langley, Virginia. Conventional force lead-
ers opined that the dramatic increases in con-
ventional military effectiveness created by the 
Second Offset Strategy could supplant nucle-
ar weapons.4 As a result, officers with nuclear 
experience gradually found their careers cur-
tailed, and nuclear unit morale plummeted.

The dramatic anti-nuclear maneuvers of 
the immediate post–Cold War period and 
their aftermath now seem shortsighted in 
light of the atrophy and institutional neglect 
within the Air Force’s nuclear enterprise. Af-
ter a series of embarrassing incidents involv-
ing the loss of control of a nuclear weapon 
and related firing of the Air Force Secretary 
and Chief of Staff in 2009, the Air Force was 
compelled to reincarnate a SAC-like insti-
tution in the form of the Air Force Global 
Strike Command, led by a four-star general.5 
Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel, address-
ing the obvious morale problem in the force, 
declared that “we must restore the prestige 
that attracted the brightest minds of the Cold 
War era.”6 Unfortunately, however, they had 
already, as airmen like to say, fallen behind 
the power curve on nuclear. No amount of re-
port-writing, fist-pounding, rhetorical assur-
ances, or half-hearted stabs at institutional 
reform could bring back the rather draconian, 
highly disciplined culture required to advo-
cate for, control, and operate nuclear systems 
that had been established over decades.

Today, every important American nuclear 
system needs recapitalization, and the defense 
bureaucracy delayed each of those systems 
until there is no more room to retreat.7 Due 
to bureaucratic triumphalism, the entire nu-
clear enterprise has been fighting a retrograde 
action since the end of the Cold War with no 
relief in sight.

The assault on nuclear institutions created 
a wasting strategic asset, but the bureaucratic 
effects of triumphalism also served to degrade 
America’s conventional force posture after the 
end of the Cold War. The surprising overmatch 
in 1991 against the seemingly powerful Sovi-
et-equipped Iraqi military in Operation Desert 
Storm exacerbated conventional pathologies.
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Impact on Defense Modernization 
and Recapitalization

Two areas where triumphalism hurt our 
conventional posture were defense modern-
ization and recapitalization, which started on 
a decades-long hiatus in the 1990s from which 
it never recovered. Less well-understood is the 
complete reorientation of American war plan-
ning and force posture that left American forc-
es geriatric, lacking in readiness, and stretched 
far too thin. We are now asking those depleted 
forces to deter and potentially confront two 
modernized, resurgent, acquisitive, self-con-
fident militaries, each of which has been la-
ser-focused on overcoming the U.S. military. 
How did that happen?

The U.S. military had been oriented toward 
deterring and fighting the Soviet military in a 
battle royal in the European Central Front and, 
to a lesser extent, in the Pacific. As the Soviet 
Union dissolved, each of the armed services 
found itself groping for a new identity that 
would support its people, forces, acquisition 
programs, and budget. What ensued was a 
gradual separation from war thinking and 
war planning and a slide into “engagement” 
and “shaping” the world. The Les Aspin-led 
1993 Bottom-Up Review (BUR) exemplified 
this shift:

While deterring and defeating major 
regional aggression will be the most de-
manding requirement of the new defense 
strategy, our emphasis on engagement, 
prevention, and partnerships means that, 
in this new era, U.S. military forces are 
more likely to be involved in operations 
short of declared or intense warfare.8

Not all was lost: Strategy always lurks in 
dark corners of the Pentagon. During a brief 
period in the mid-1990s, spurred by the Office 
of Net Assessment’s concept of an ongoing 
Revolution in Military Affairs, the services 
briefly revived their interest in thinking about 
future warfare. A series of service-led annual 
war games ensued that imagined what threats 
might lurk in the future security environment. 

But that brief flowering of interest was soon 
buried by the emerging “shaping” and “en-
gagement” theory and its de-emphasizing 
of warfighting.

The Goldwater–Nichols Department of 
Defense Reorganization Act of 19869 also cre-
ated very powerful regional combatant com-
manders who capitalized on peacetime engage-
ment. U.S. European Command had always 
dominated the others for pragmatic reasons, 
but regionally focused shaping now provided 
increased status and purpose for others, espe-
cially U.S. Central Command. Threats posed by 
Iraq and Iran during the 1990s, including the 
post–Desert Storm Iraqi no-fly zone, allowed 
Central Command to grow in power and influ-
ence. General Anthony “Tony” Zinni in Cen-
tral Command and Admiral Dennis Blair in 
Pacific Command capitalized on the regional 
commands’ newly found diplomatic leverage, 
filling a gap created by the Department of State, 
which remained content to emphasize bilater-
al, embassy-based diplomacy.10 In this new geo-
strategic environment, the State Department 
found itself unable to match or control the 
growth of the Defense Department’s regional 
shaping mission.

Numerous commentators have deplored 
this “militarization of foreign policy,” but with-
in the DOD, this trend led paradoxically to the 

“diplomatization” of the U.S. military senior 
leadership and their staffs, who increasingly 
saw themselves as super-ambassadors rather 
than as war planners and fighters. The sine 
qua non of a regional combatant commander’s 
power became the number of forces deployed 
in his theater, which supposedly provided 
greater shaping leverage, but his schedule be-
gan to look more like a diplomat’s. After the 
1997 Quadrennial Defense Review,11 which 
enshrined shaping, regional staffs dedicated to 
peacetime shaping ballooned at the expense of 
operational war planners, and this trend con-
tinued unabated in the ensuing decades.

As a result, the armed services found them-
selves having to supply more and more of their 
aging forces for regional shaping, and this drew 
their attention away from global deployment 
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and joint, combined-arms, operational war-
fighting. Forces deployed and operated more 
and prepared for war less, causing a gradual de-
cline in warfighting readiness and an accelera-
tion of equipment and personnel wear and tear. 
Even the concept of fighting two simultaneous 

“major theater wars,” albeit against weak oppo-
nents, became a fiction as U.S. forces deployed 
as “fight tonight” forces in various regions, or 
piecemeal to a series of non–war plan contin-
gencies throughout the 1990s. These deploy-
ments sapped their ability to respond to the 
execution of actual war plans.

The constant deployment strain also af-
fected military people and caused a troubling 
decline in retention, the bedrock of U.S. mili-
tary expertise and professionalism. After a de-
cade of strain, the 2001 Quadrennial Defense 
Review noted the effect on the force pinched 
by a lack of recapitalization and constant use: 

“Excessive operational demands on the force 
have taken a toll on military personnel.”12 
Brookings scholar Michael O’Hanlon wrote 
that despite some positive changes, “[b]y far 
the most troubling trend during the Clinton 
era was the real and significant decline in 
troop morale.”13

Those demands caused U.S. weapon sys-
tems to atrophy as well. The George H. W. Bush 
Administration believed it could curtail weap-
on system procurement by “skipping a genera-
tion” of systems, ostensibly to modernize more 
quickly, but under the Bill Clinton Administra-
tion, skipping a generation turned into the so-
called procurement holiday in which defense 
procurement was slashed to 50 percent of Rea-
gan-era levels. Those cuts made some sense 
given the Cold War victory, but the procure-
ment hiatus went on far too long. Essentially, 
the so-called post–Cold War peace dividend 
came at the expense of military personnel and 
procurement even as overdeployment of forces 
caused the aging of key weapon systems.

Exploitation by Russian and 
Chinese Military Planners

To make matters worse, constant U.S. pres-
ence and combat operations in the 1990s gave 

Russian and Chinese military planners a con-
venient, threatening, and easily analyzable 
target that intensified and focused their acqui-
sition and reform efforts. Both militaries stud-
ied each of the American campaigns carefully, 
often sending advisers to observe. The reform 
and modernization incentive that these oper-
ations provided our major-power competitors 
cannot be overstated.

 l For China, Operation Desert Storm, the 
1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, and 
Operation Allied Force, the NATO op-
eration to stop the Serbian slaughter of 
ethnic Albanians in Kosovo, provided a 
powerful stimulus for modernization and 
reform. Desert Storm showed the Chinese 
that they clearly lagged behind the U.S. 
military in significant ways; the carriers 
sent by the U.S. to tamp down the Taiwan 
Strait crisis hyperfocused their anti-car-
rier efforts, which resulted in the DF-21D 
medium-range ballistic missile system; 
and Allied Force included the accidental 
bombing of the Chinese embassy in Bel-
grade—an event that made an impression.

 l For Russia, Desert Storm proved Marshall 
Nikolai Ogarkov’s14 prediction that the 
U.S. had achieved a “military-technical 
revolution” that obsolesced the Russian 
conventional forces that had seemed so 
ominous in the 1970s.15 Moreover, several 
U.S. military operations in their Balkan 
backyard (notably Operations Deliberate 
Force and Allied Force) cemented the U.S. 
as a deeply threatening aggressor that 
they could not deter and that essentially 
did not respect their perceived zone of 
influence. As Vladimir Putin retorted in 
2016 when asked whether Russian inter-
vention in Syria “aggravated” U.S.–Rus-
sian relations, “Think about Yugoslavia. 
This is when it started.”16

Driven by those events, Russian and Chi-
nese militaries set out to emulate and adapt 
various aspects of U.S. operational concepts, 
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weapons, and organizational structures. It 
was not hard for the Russians, since we invit-
ed several waves of Russian military officers to 
attend our joint warfighting and war planning 
schools during the 1990s. The Chinese down-
loaded what they needed through cyber-espi-
onage and flooded academic institutions with 
students and professors eager to capitalize on 
our open system.

Yet within the Pentagon, those ripple ef-
fects barely caused concern. We were the 
champions, and the weak not only suffered 
what they must,17 but were ignored. The 1990s 
addiction to shaping and its later incarna-
tion in the 2000s as “Phase Zero” continued 
unabated, caught in an inertial cul-de-sac. 
Rather than providing a peace dividend for 
the American people and its military, the 
post–Cold War period became an era of con-
stant military operations, produced senior 
leaders focused on diplomacy at the expense 
of warfighting, resulted in forces degraded by 
corroding readiness and personnel strain, and 
offered precious little strategic benefit from 
all the high-sounding, self-referential shap-
ing rhetoric.

All of this happened for comprehensible 
reasons, but it was also based on the rather 
non-strategic assumption that the unipolar 
moment would last indefinitely. Triumphal-
ism, a natural byproduct of a stunning victory 
in the Cold War and the evolutionary politi-
cal dynamics in its aftermath, represented a 
seductive attraction that infuses the DOD to 
this day. Pentagon insiders may point the fin-
ger at others—and, indeed, the entire national 
security system contributed to the general de-
cay—but if we are to rise out of the post–Cold 
War morass, the Pentagon bureaucracy must 
accept that it not only went along with, but also 
actively supported many of triumphalism’s 
most corrosive elements. Multiple genera-
tions of officers helped to create and support 
the shaping narrative and exacerbated the drift 
away from warfighting. Yet those years result-
ed in the emergence of more pathologies than 
just triumphalism.

Pathology #2: Strategic Distraction: 
9/11 and Its Aftermath

This gradual atrophy of war planning and 
focus, in addition to the high operational tem-
po experienced during the 1990s, accelerated 
after the attacks on 9/11. Operations in Afghan-
istan and Iraq dragged on with no meaningful 
strategic gains to show for the enduring, costly 
effort. The theory of shaping should have been 
debunked by this time if evidence had anything 
to do with it, but instead of preventing war and 
leading to a more peaceful world, constant 
deployment just led to a weary force engaged 
in constant operations. This accelerated the 
worst aspects of 1990s force atrophy, prompt-
ed international observers to view the U.S. as 
overly meddlesome, and stimulated unneces-
sary frictions. The result: strategic distraction.

Throughout the celebratory 1990s, a small 
minority of strategists like Andrew Marshall 
in the Office of Net Assessment (ONA) point-
ed to the potential emergence of China as a 
strategic competitor. Working in and for that 
office since 1996, I observed and supported a 
significant analytical effort exploring that is-
sue. Despite evidence from Chinese sources 
that their economic resurgence and strategic 
rise might accelerate, however, ONA remained 
a voice crying out in the Pentagon wilderness.

Working in the ONA provided a catbird 
seat from which to watch Pentagon bureau-
crats, in uniforms and suits, actively resist 
the possibility that any nation, let alone Chi-
na, might emerge as a strategic competitor. 
But even ONA was largely dismissive of the 
storm brewing in Russia. In 1999, obscure 
Boris Yeltsin loyalist Vladimir Putin became 
the fifth Russian prime minister in less than 
18 months. Russia’s economy was in shambles, 
its demographic trends looked disastrous, and 
its military was bogged down in a quagmire in 
Chechnya. Meanwhile, the Pentagon was cap-
tivated by its operations in the Balkans, which 
served as an operational distraction.

As a result, anyone arguing for China’s 
or Russia’s phoenix-like rise were easily dis-
patched by the Pentagon cognoscenti. The 
methods ranged from calling people Chicken 
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Littles, accusing them of pining for the Cold 
War, or more derisively charging them with at-
tempting to create another major competitor 
to revitalize a Cold War–like defense indus-
trial base. It was common to hear the rather 
strategically dubious retort (often from very 
senior officials), “Are you deliberately trying 
to turn China into our enemy?” The majority 
felt secure in ignoring the mounting evidence 
of Chinese and Russian resurgence, in part 
because they believed that American military 
dominance and global engagement precluded 
or suppressed the rise of belligerent powers, 
but also because their attention was occupied 
by never-ceasing military interventions.

The 9/11 terrorist attacks made it dramat-
ically easier for the bureaucracy to distract 
itself even though the years following that 
tragic event also included the acceleration of 
both China and Russia as troubling strategic 
competitors. Furthermore, the U.S. response 
to 9/11 hastened military atrophy in real and 
subjective terms, most tellingly for the pow-
er projection forces that would be critical 
in deterring a rising China and revanchist 
Russia. Ground and special operations forc-
es took center stage in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
The Rumsfeld 2001 Quadrennial Defense Re-
view, which was going to shine a bright light 
on the rise of China, was hurriedly rewritten 
at the 11th hour to emphasize counterterror-
ism (CT).18 Counterterrorism ruled the day in 
both ideological and budgetary terms, and the 
focus on counterinsurgency (COIN) gradually 
cemented America’s extended presence in Iraq 
and Afghanistan.

When the refocus on CT and COIN did not 
happen fast enough, Secretary of Defense Rob-
ert Gates pushed it harder at the expense of 
power projection forces. As a seasoned veter-
an of D.C. political turf wars, Gates knew that 
advocating for new CT/COIN systems was not 
good enough: He had to denigrate others in the 
zero-sum game of budgetary politics. Gates pre-
sided over what Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies defense budget analyst Todd 
Harrison accurately described as “the hollow 
buildup” of the 2000s.19 Although procurement 

funding rose slightly, increases came from spe-
cialized gear that has little or no utility in fight-
ing a major power. Under Gates’ watch, even 
talking about China as an adversary became 
banned speech for Pentagon personnel in the 
years from 2009–2011, well after the Chinese 
Second Artillery rocket forces had deployed DF-
21D medium-range anti-ship ballistic missiles 
designed to hold the aircraft carrier air wing 
well outside its useful combat radius.20

The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review 
identified China as a country poised at a “stra-
tegic crossroads.” In retrospect, the 2006 QDR 
serves as a lodestar for bureaucratic distrac-
tion: “U.S. policy seeks to encourage China to 
choose a path of peaceful economic growth and 
political liberalization, rather than military 
threat and intimidation.”21 The bureaucracy 
loved that language, but China was not at a 
crossroads. It was marching down a very pur-
poseful strategic path and would not be shaped.

Strategic distraction has a long half-life 
in the Pentagon. Even today, as the evidence 
pointing to the need to operate credibly against 
burgeoning Chinese and Russian conventional 
military formations multiplies, the Pentagon 
retains a distracting obsession with the “gray 
zone,” a term created by Special Operations 
Command that describes sub-threshold irregu-
lar activities designed to destabilize a territory. 
Rather than actively developing those lost or 
atrophied aspects of major force employment, 
combined-arms operating concepts, heavy lo-
gistics, and power projection against formida-
ble defenses, commentators and bureaucrats 
still reflexively talk about the gray zone. After 
almost two decades of dealing with occupation 
and counterterrorism, the gray zone had be-
come the comfort zone.

Again, former Secretary of Defense James 
Mattis teaches us: “The surest way to prevent 
war is to be prepared to win one.”22 Chinese 
and Russian planners have carefully and 
painstakingly read our book and are becom-
ing increasingly comfortable that they can 
prevail in major combat operations. If that 
continues, gray zone activity will be the least 
of our worries.
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All of these distractions combined with 

1990s triumphalism left the U.S. defense es-
tablishment at a dramatic analytical disad-
vantage as well, compared to our major power 
competitors. Events conspired to hyperfocus 
their study of our military, whereas ours be-
came ever more distracted. How did a deficit 
in adversary analysis become yet another trou-
bling pathology of victory?

Pathology #3: Lack of Analytical 
Depth and Sophistication

Analytical depth and sophistication about 
oneself and one’s adversary constitute the cor-
nerstone of any strategic competition. In order 
to compete, you must know your adversary. To 
compete well, you must know your adversary 
better than he knows you. The vast analytical 
depth underpinning our understanding of the 
Soviet Union served as a critical foundation of 
our ability to conduct a purposeful strategic 
competition. To be sure, analytical depth did 
not guarantee perfect understanding or trans-
late into a focused strategy. That is not how 
strategy works in America. But it is true that 
the nation itself—its government, academic 
institutions, journalists, and interested citi-
zens—combined over decades to build a deep, 
elaborate, longitudinal body of knowledge 
about the Soviet Union.

Above all, it is the relative depth, sophistica-
tion, and competitive focus of that knowledge 
base that provide competitive leverage. The 
objective is not to gain such analytical supe-
riority that you can anticipate an adversary’s 
decisions and actions: We cannot achieve that 
even for our own government. The goal must 
be to gain a more focused, more complex, more 
diverse understanding of the enemy than the 
enemy has of us. In that important relative 
sense, the American national security com-
munity suffers from an analytical deficit of 
such magnitude that only a serious, focused, 
and well-resourced campaign can meet the 
strategic need.

The first, most compelling analytical deficit 
for America in this triangular strategic com-
petition stems from a dramatic asymmetry of 

focus. China and Russia know one thing: Amer-
ica is their most compelling existential threat 
and must be overcome. Our victory in the Cold 
War and liquidation of authoritarian regimes 
thereafter put us squarely in their strategic 
crosshairs. Our military employed an ever-ex-
panding set of mind-bending innovations, 
seemingly without incentive, and was not shy 
about showing it off—stealth aircraft, precision 
guided munitions, even more accurate cruise 
missiles, and unmanned systems to name only 
a few. China had been carefully studying us as 
the prime target of their ambitions far longer 
than most Americans would like to admit, back 
to our normalization of relations in the 1970s 
and Ronald Reagan’s acceleration of that rela-
tionship in the early 1980s.23

By contrast, we atomized our analytical 
focus from one big thing, the Soviet Union, 
to everything. Everything mattered, which 
meant that as a practical matter, nothing 
mattered. The intelligence community, for 
example, slashed its Russian analytical ca-
pability throughout the 1990s and then, after 
9/11, gutted it, either retiring or repurposing 
highly educated, top-level analysts to coun-
terterrorism work. The result was that by 
2015, when I was asked by Deputy Secretary 
of Defense Robert Work to catalyze the DOD’s 
and the intelligence community’s Russian 
analytical effort, I found what amounted to a 
15-year analytical black hole. When you lose 
longitudinal analytical depth, the rolling nar-
rative about where they were and how they 
got here, it is hard to bring it back. We sim-
ply had lost our focus on Russia and required 
crash rehabilitation.

With respect to China, the defense commu-
nity suffers from a different analytical deficit. 
For the most part, the DOD ignored the rise 
of China after the end of the Cold War. Start-
ing with Admiral Dennis Blair, a succession 
of commanders of U.S. Pacific Command kept 
the Navy interested, but the Chinese Sec-
ond Artillery’s development and testing of 
the DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missile boost-
ed the Navy’s interest in the middle 2000s, 
right in the middle of the Pentagon’s period 
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of maximum distraction during operations in 
Iraq and Afghanistan.

With the exception of efforts by the Navy, 
which largely kept adversary intelligence com-
partmented to naval issues and to itself, China 
was not the subject of serious analytical effort 
across the U.S. defense establishment until the 
evidence became overwhelming that its mili-
tary rise constituted a looming threat. Unlike 
our approach to Russia, which benefitted from 
intense analytical focus during the Cold War 
but then fell into obscurity, the China effort 
started very slowly and rose gradually over 
time, but always in lag compared to the pace 
and magnitude of the People’s Liberation 
Army’s military modernization over the past 
three decades.

Today, intelligence and general analytical 
interest with respect to either adversary suffer 
from an inadequate level of analytical supply 
or demand across the defense community. The 
intelligence community’s general disdain for 
open-source analysis continues unabated in 
an era when open-source information has ex-
ploded, leaving America with a perilous com-
petitive information deficit.

The Navy remains a demanding custom-
er for China information, but the Air Force, 
the other power projection service critical to 
dealing with China’s rise, has largely neglect-
ed China analysis. Some individual exceptions 
exist, but for the most part, the Air Force still 
lacks the institutional interest or senior leader 
demand for analytical services. The Navy, for 
example, opened an open-source China Mar-
itime Studies Institute at the Naval War Col-
lege in the mid-2000s, whereas the Air Force’s 
China Aerospace Studies Institute, modeled 
on the Navy’s, did not open until more than a 
decade later. Similarly, the Army has slowly in-
creased its demand for Russia-focused analytic 
support over the past several years, whereas 
the Air Force, also critical to the European 
theater, falls a distant second in its demand 
for Russian intelligence.

Finally, service-centered analytical demand 
tends to be rather tactical. With the neglect of 
open-source exploitation, broader strategic 

information about either nation tends to be 
highly compartmented and unavailable to or 
unknown by senior DOD leaders.

The contrast between current efforts and 
the Cold War analytical effort within the aca-
demic community and among journalists and 
specialist authors also bears mention. The 
Pentagon still exerts a powerful influence on 
each group, so its own analytical loss of con-
centration inevitably reverberated through 
those communities as well.

The Cold War academic and journalistic 
community constituted a diverse, curious, 
strategically focused group who contributed to 
a sophisticated, deep analytical pool of knowl-
edge. Most important, those non-governmen-
tal sources posed a challenge to government 
analysts, sharpening America’s analytical edge. 
Investigative journalists dug for information. 
Academics capitalized on strategic moments 
like the orbit of Sputnik in 1957, the Cuban 
Missile Crisis of 1962, or the defense reform 
debates of the 1980s to examine and critique 
the defense issues of the day. Some of that work, 
such as the work that led to a more nuanced 
understanding of the role of nuclear weapons, 
happened entirely outside the government and 
proved to be groundbreaking.

Nothing approaching that diverse analyti-
cal ecosystem exists today to bolster our un-
derstanding of China and Russia as strategic 
competitors. There is very little focus on how 
to prevail. During the years of distraction, 
the academic community shifted its focus to 
counterterrorism or counterinsurgency, and 
it has been slow to adapt to the re-emergence 
of major-power competition. Online defense 
analysis generally lacks the weight and sophis-
tication of its Cold War antecedents, mostly 
because younger authors lack that compara-
tive lens. As a nation, we imagined away ma-
jor-power competition. Now that it is back, we 
do not know what to make of it.

Blame is not the objective here. A natural 
course of events, evolving bureaucratic incen-
tives, and social trends put us in this position. 
Well-meaning, patriotic Americans fell into 
the post–Cold War vortex, leaving strategic 
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iconoclasts to keep the major-power compe-
tition pilot light from extinguishing. But we 
are where we are, which brings us to our final 
post–Cold War pathology: wishful thinking.

Pathology #4: Wishful Thinking: 
The Insidious Pathology

Remediation of the three maladies de-
scribed above constitutes a herculean task for 
the American national security enterprise. Of 
all the pathologies of victory, however, wish-
ful thinking hurts American strategic compet-
itiveness the most and is the hardest to cure. 
Wishful thinking describes a broader, umbrella 
category that serves as a key enabler for all of 
the other pathologies. In the presence of dis-
tractions and analytical hollowness, it gains 
power. Ironically, wishful thinking also gains 
momentum as contrary evidence mounts.

Perhaps most appallingly to hard-work-
ing Americans, wishful thinking permeates 
our national security bureaucracy, the very 
group entrusted with exploring and guarding 
against the worst scenarios. It drives bureau-
cratic behavior: The cheerful, positive bureau-
crat makes the boss happy and gets promoted, 
while the brooding, pessimistic, reads-too-
much-history, “Chicken Little” empiricist is 
either confined to a dusty room or reorganized 
out of a job. The Pentagon bureaucracy, like all 
government bureaucracies, flourishes on in-
ertia and “go along to get along” attitudes that, 
from a strategic perspective, retard reform 
when it is most needed.

Wishful thinking intensifies all of the other 
maladies like a competitive immuno-suppres-
sive. Strategy is no place for happy talk, and 
when you are the world’s sole superpower, no 
matter how loudly we whistle by the strategy 
graveyard, the human condition dictates un-
avoidably that everyone else in the world ei-
ther wants to take America down or would be 
pleased if it happened. Someone must guard 
the strategic gates that Americans built over 
decades with blood and treasure, and they 
should not be smiling.

British author Christopher Booker cap-
tured the dynamics of American post–Cold 

War wishful thinking in a striking if uninten-
tional manner by identifying the three phases 
of what he calls “the fantasy cycle.” First, he 
observed that wishful thinkers experience the 

“dream stage” when “all things seem to go well 
for a time,” as in the triumphal 1990s. Then, 

“because this make-believe can never be recon-
ciled with reality,” a “frustration stage” sets in, 

“prompting a more determined effort to keep 
the fantasy in being.”24

After the 1990s, with the catalytic events 
of 9/11 and the rise of China and resurgence 
of Russia, the Pentagon entered Booker’s 
frustration stage, typified by Secretary Robert 
Gates’ cutting power projection programs and 
banning references to China as a competitor. 
Then, as Vladimir Putin thrust Russia back on 
the stage and invaded Crimea, it took years for 
the Pentagon to come around to treating Chi-
na and Russia as a problem requiring action. 
The Pentagon’s frustration period accelerated, 
along with escalating efforts at denial, until fi-
nally catalyzing in 2018 with the promulgation 
of Secretary Mattis’s National Defense Strate-
gy, which declared that “we are emerging from 
a period of strategic atrophy.”25

But are we emerging or still mired in stra-
tegic atrophy? The Mattis National Defense 
Strategy seems only to have toughened the 
Pentagon’s bureaucratic “sitzkrieg.” How long 
will the dissonant “frustration stage” last? 
More important, what is Booker’s third and 
final stage in “the fantasy cycle?” He calls it 
the “nightmare stage” when, as he puts it, “the 
fantasy finally falls apart.”26 Our purpose must 
be to fight the resistance to strategic reform 
caused by the pathologies of victory so that we 
can fend off the nightmare stage.

Six Embattled Strategic Judgments
Resistance comes in many forms, but it pops 

up repeatedly in response to key competitive 
strategic judgments that are critical to enact-
ing the organizational changes required to con-
duct an effective competitive strategy against 
Russia and China. To understand the stiff in-
stitutional resistance to these ideas, one must 
understand their institutional ramifications. 
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Bureaucrats hate reform and understand that 
to kill it, they must attack its arguments. Six 
strategic judgments represent the ideological 
battlegrounds where this drama will play out.

Strategic Judgment #1: Russia and Chi-
na present threats that are increasingly 
global in nature. One often hears denigration 
of adversary military capability as being only 
local or regional and thus not worthy of seri-
ous attention. Yet even though it has become 
increasingly obvious that the Russian and Chi-
nese militaries may have achieved local over-
match, it is their increasingly global reach that 
poses a fundamental organizational challenge 
to the regional command stovepipes created by 
the Goldwater–Nichols legislation and exacer-
bated by the end of the Cold War.

In recent decades, we have become a global 
power with only regional strategies. How does 
the Pentagon coordinate and synthesize a re-
sponse to global threats when each regional 
commander and staff cares about only one re-
gion? In an age in which the space and cyber 
domains, both inherently global and desta-
bilizing, have become utterly indispensable 
to American military operations, the reform 
question becomes how we rationalize a geo-
graphically divided, integration-resistant sys-
tem of regional fiefdoms behind a global cam-
paign against two major-power adversaries.

Strategic Judgment #2: Russia and 
China represent enduring, multi-decadal 
challenges. Naysayers talk about China’s or 
Russia’s economy tanking as the end of those 
challenges, or that a change in leadership will 
somehow lead either nation to go back into its 
non-threatening box. Those arguments are 
merely excuses to do nothing and ignore the 
domestic politics of each country and the de-
sire of their people to rise up out of a nation-
al humiliation.

If, however, you believe that China and/or 
Russia are here to stay as adversaries, that ma-
jor-power competition is the historical norm 
and our post–Cold War unipolar decade was 
an anomaly, then you will advocate for signif-
icant changes in force structure and posture, 
changes in operational concepts, a dramatic 

increase in analytic focus and resources, and 
a return to actual integration (i.e., jointness). 
Each of these choices rates high on the list of 
Pentagon institutional allergies.

Strategic Judgment #3: Russia and 
China represent highly volatile, crisis-un-
stable nuclear threats. Conventional force 
types in the Pentagon, smug in their Second 
Offset afterglow and the walkovers of the 1990s, 
thought they got rid of their former nuclear 
overlords with the end of the Cold War. Re-
gardless of what those officials might desire, 
our enemies believe that nuclear deterrence 
represents the highest expression of national 
power. Moreover, the escalatory dynamics of 
this age represent a clear, present, and truly 
existential danger to the American people.

The increasing incentive for preemptive 
action in the space and cyber domains rep-
resents a step-function increase in crisis in-
stability, and awareness of that threat exists 
only among a very small group of analysts who 
are able to translate the Cold War literature on 
this issue into 21st century geopolitical and 
military-technical terms. We must rediscover 
a broader understanding of comprehensive 
stability in the 21st century and find ways to 
compete that minimize the incentives for pre-
emption and escalation on all three sides.

Strategic Judgment #4: Russia and Chi-
na express clear, significant extraterrito-
rial ambitions. Modernists cling to the belief 
that territorial acquisitiveness is a vestige of 
our barbaric past. They will often adopt ad-
versary propaganda to support their claims 
that, for example, Crimea was a part of Russia 
and contains numerous Russian citizens. Yet 
we see strong evidence that China and Russia 
harbor territorial grievances and want to act 
on them.

Crimea is a “drop-the-mic” example, but 
new, militarized South China Sea islands, Tai-
wan, and territorial coercion against India are 
just a few on a long list of Chinese claims. Most 
egregiously, Russia’s numerous “frozen con-
flicts” such as in Eastern Ukraine, Transnistria 
(Moldova), and Abkhazia and South Ossetia 
(both in Georgia) represent the aggressive 
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revanchist doctrine not just of Vladimir Pu-
tin, but of the Russian people who applaud 
his actions.27 Under the umbrella of advanced 
anti-access, area denial systems taken from 
America’s Second Offset playbook, everyone on 
China’s and Russia’s borders has reason to be 
worried, and all represent escalatory dangers.

Strategic Judgment #5: China and Rus-
sia represent a metasystemic strategic 
challenge. That is, both have mobilized their 
nations to compete with America for primacy. 
Budgets must be modified, long-term invest-
ments made, institutions reimagined, and 
institutional connective tissues built. Accept-
ing this in full requires a national commit-
ment and a much higher degree of intra- and 
inter-governmental integration, which the 
unipolar-comfortable bureaucracy abhors. 
Integration is hard, but major-power compe-
tition demands it. Thankfully, we do not have 
to be perfect; we need only to be better than 
China and Russia. Perhaps we should analyze 
their integration activities to understand what 
we are up against.

Strategic Judgment #6: The competi-
tion with Russia and China represents an 
ideological struggle. It becomes tiring to hear 
wishful thinkers say that this is not an ideologi-
cal struggle. Again, lack of analytical depth and 
sophistication seriously hampers this discus-
sion. Very senior Russians and Chinese officials 
say repeatedly and with great passion that the 
United States represents an existential ideo-
logical enemy that is trying to penetrate and 
adulterate their cultures and liquidate their 
political systems. To them, this is ideological 
on a deep level.

Is it also a reciprocal threat? Former Sec-
retary Mattis thinks so: “Failure to meet our 
defense objectives will result in decreasing 
U.S. global influence, eroding cohesion among 
allies and partners, and reduced access to mar-
kets that will contribute to a decline in our 
prosperity and standard of living.”28

These six strategic judgments represent 
just a few of the rhetorical debates that define 
the struggle between those who desire stra-
tegic reform and those who like their current 

jobs. In the 1990s, the evidence concerning 
the chances of major-power competition was 
there (albeit harder to assess) for those few 
who would see it. Now that it is obvious, bu-
reaucratic naysayers and foot-draggers have 
responded by elevating their game. Resistance 
to reform keeps escalating even as Putin and Xi 
continue to solidify the case for it.

But the stakes for American national secu-
rity must take precedence over the comfort re-
quirements of “The Blob,” as the entrenched, 
inertial bureaucracy has been called.29 In order 
to support the 2018 National Defense Strategy 
and embark on a revitalized competitive tra-
jectory, we must address the pathologies of vic-
tory and act on Secretary Mattis’s admonition 
to “pursue urgent change at significant scale.”30

Conclusion
The only antidote to the pathologies of vic-

tory is fear. In a bureaucracy as large as the 
Pentagon’s, collective fear must reach a point 
at which it overcomes inertia. That this cer-
tainly has happened in China and Russia is evi-
denced by a series of real institutional reforms 
in their national security establishments.

Moreover, we have done it before. We feared, 
in that serious, strategic, existential way, the 
British during the Revolutionary War and for 
decades afterward. We feared the Axis Powers 
enough during World War II to mobilize the 
nation. We feared the Soviet Union during the 
Cold War, the first time since the Revolution 
that we could have been utterly destroyed as a 
nation. In that extended conflict, both the First 
and Second Offset Strategies came about as a 
result of accumulated, collective fear opening 
the way to meaningful defense reform.

Yet even in the presence of self-declared, 
powerful nation-state enemies that pos-
sess nuclear arsenals and aim to prevail over 
us, our national security apparatus acts as 
though we still lived in the bucolic unipolar 
moment. They prefer business as usual today; 
about the future, who knows? Because of this 
bureaucratic sclerosis, the National Defense 
Strategy has not yet affected budgets or force 
structure or war plans, nor has it catalyzed an 
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across-the-board campaign to rebuild our ane-
mic analytic ecosystem.

Thus, the wheel of strategy turns. If we as 
Americans do not want that wheel to roll over 
us, we can take positive steps to cast aside some 
of the more dysfunctional attitudes and orien-
tations that have accumulated over the past 30 
years. To prevail against self-declared enemies 
with focused national power and deeply held 
historical grievances, America needs to redis-
cover some of the harder, sharper, more prag-
matic aspects of our national character and 

adapt them to the challenges of the 21st cen-
tury security environment. We must irradiate 
the pathologies of victory and, by doing so, help 
the defense community to rediscover its latent 
but uniquely American competitive drive.

The 21st century presents advantages for 
authoritarian regimes and vulnerabilities for 
open, representative governments that we 
have already observed. We ignore them now 
at our peril.
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Being Realistic About Strategy
Bill Hix

In the midst of peace, war is looked upon as an 
object too distant to merit consideration.

—Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus, 
De re militari

A  s this essay is written, America is reacting to 
 a complex mix of international and domes-

tic challenges. The U.S. and those aligned with 
it confront geostrategic rivalries characterized 
as great-power conflict, with a rising, revision-
ist China1 and a resurgent, revanchist Russia2 
that act both independently and in collabo-
ration.3 Growing and increasingly dangerous 
regional challenges manifest in nearly every 
corner of the globe. The scourge of terrorism, 
though diminished for the moment, remains.4 
These challenges are further complicated by 
significant economic tension5 and daunting 
technological change.6 Diverging priorities 
and political discord at home7 and abroad8 
often result in half measures and paralysis on 
large issues. The assumptions of the past have 
not worn well.9

These contemporary developments are 
complex, demanding, and dangerous. Former 
CIA Deputy Director Michael Morell charac-
terizes this period as “the most complex and 
difficult global security environment in our 
nation’s history.”10 Economically, Bloomberg 
recently reported leading investors are “brac-
ing for protracted superpower conflict and 
adjusting their portfolios accordingly.”11 Exac-
erbating these challenges is a “technological 
revolution…unlike anything humankind has 
experienced before.”12 Indeed, Leon Panetta, 

former CIA Director and Secretary of Defense, 
observed “The last time the global threat pic-
ture was this crowded and combustible was in 
the lead-up to World War I.”13 That combustion 
consumed the world in a catastrophe of world 
war, economic calamity, and political upheaval 
that spanned three decades.

America eventually prevailed, but its re-
sponse, bereft of strategy, was at best reactive. 
The U.S. entry into World War I, more out of 

“passion and propaganda…than by realistic 
analysis [or] prudent…‘war planning,’” left 
the President and the nation “powerless”14 to 

“make the world safe for democracy.” On the 
eve of World War II, General Albert C. Wede-
meyer has noted, “Washington seemed as con-
fused and divided as the nation itself.”

I could find few if any concrete answers 
to… vital questions. So far as I could 
discover, no systematic official attention 
had been given them. No mechanisms 
for considering them in an orderly and 
informed way existed within the govern-
ment. Indeed, I found little awareness or 
acceptance of the notion that supreme 
issues of war and peace required thor-
ough analysis in the top echelons of the 
national government. An uneasy feeling 
came over me that the ship of state was 
rudderless in the storm; or, if the rudder 
were still intact, there at least were no 
charts and orders on the bridge to guide 
the navigator.15
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Success came at an exceptionally high cost. 

For the U.S., this included the economic and 
social displacement of the Great Depression 
and the bloodiest period of war in its histo-
ry.16 With nations across the globe suffering, 
on average, a 30 percent economic downturn, 
rising illiberal political movements, including 
fascism, socialism, and Communism; civil and 
global war; and, in the end, some 100 million 
dead,17 this 30-year period was perhaps histo-
ry’s most consequential.

Yet in its aftermath, the U.S. prevailed in the 
no less dangerous four-decade Cold War at far 
less cost. Historically guided by doctrines,18 
America’s response to the Cold War challenge 
was a unique act of grand strategy.19 Compelled 
by its new role as a great power and the exis-
tential, global post-war challenge posed by an 
increasingly aggressive and capable Soviet 
Union,20 America formalized its grand strat-
egy of containment in President Harry Tru-
man’s National Security Council Paper NSC-
68. Refined by President Dwight Eisenhower 
and comprehensively leveraging the whole of 
statecraft,21 that grand strategy guided Amer-
ica’s successful response across nine presiden-
tial Administrations.22

The Cold War, despite many lesser crises, 
saw the U.S. avoid nuclear Armageddon and 
end that great-power conflict with a “whimper 
rather than a bang.”23 The question is whether 
the U.S. can engineer a similar outcome despite 
facing two collaborating great-power competi-
tors24 and a host of other challenges as complex 
and volatile as any in history.25

Today’s great-power challenges, like those 
of the past, are contests of true consequence, as 
the global catastrophe of two world wars and 
the Cold War’s threat of nuclear Armageddon 
confirm. Today’s risks, posed by the centennial 
ambitions, capabilities, and actions of China,26 
along with Russia,27 separately and in collab-
oration,28 are no less consequential. Indeed, 
they may well be greater as the world has not 
yet properly evaluated the risk.29

Given the magnitude of those challeng-
es, America and others invested in a system 
that supports self-ruling government and 

market economics should seek to repeat the 
geostrategic success of our Cold War prede-
cessors: retaining America’s global leadership, 
avoiding Armageddon, and preserving the 
principles that underpin that system. Fully 
realized, such an effort must be comprehen-
sive, placing demands on every instrument of 
statecraft. The business of strategy is a com-
plex one.

Why Strategy?
Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to 
victory. Tactics without strategy is the noise 
before defeat….

—Sun Tzu, The Art of War

The concept of strategy originated in an-
cient Greece30 and evolved over time, with the 
Romans, Chinese, and Europeans all adding 
to its understanding. Entering common use in 
Europe in the late 18th century, its framework 
expanded as national interests ranged conti-
nentally and then globally; weapons increased 
in sophistication, reach, and lethality; and the 
resources, reach, and instruments of statecraft 
grew. On the eve of World War II, Princeton’s 
Edward Meade Earle offered that “strategy 
is…an inseparable element in statecraft at all 
times.”31

In the modern era, strategy has extended 
beyond the realm of government and war. As 
Lawrence Freedman has observed, “Everyone 
needs a strategy…. [N]o serious organization 
could imagine being without one…. [N]o mil-
itary campaign, company investment or gov-
ernment initiative is likely to receive backing 
unless there is a strategy to evaluate.”32

Yet, while many fields rely on strategy to 
guide their endeavors, none is more conse-
quential than national security. It is here that 
the concept of strategy originated and evolved, 
and it is here that the interests of nations and 
life and death hang in the balance. Given histo-
ry and the risk inherent in a world challenged 
by conditions uncomfortably parallel to those 
preceding World War I,33 it would seem pru-
dent to “address causes rather than symptoms, 
to see the woods rather than the trees.”34
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What Kind of Strategy?

In the realm of national security, howev-
er, the debate is spirited and unresolved. As 
strategy lacks an “agreed-upon definition…that 
describes the field and limits its boundaries,”35 
authorities generally take one of two views on 
strategy and national security. One holds that 
strategy is solely the purview of war. The other 
advances a more expansive understanding.

In this debate, adherents of Clausewitz, 
author of the 19th century classic On War,36 
maintain that strategy’s sole focus is war. This 
view, advanced by many,37 is exemplified by 
Oxford’s Hew Strachan: “[P]oliticians, who 
in practice exercise strategic responsibility, 
have been persuaded by neo-Clausewitzians 
that war really is the continuation of policy by 
other means. This is to elevate theory over ac-
tuality.”38 He continues:

Today strategy is too often employed 
simply as a synonym for policy…. Strat-
egy has to deal in the first instance not 
with policy, but with the nature of war…. 
[W]estern military thought has been 
hoodwinked by the selective citation of…
Clausewitz’s own introduction…that ‘war 
is nothing but the continuation of policy 
with other means.’ That…is not a state-
ment about the nature of war.39

While Strachan acknowledges more expan-
sive views,40 he is unconvinced. He asserts that 

“[s]trategy is about war and its conduct, and if 
we abandon it, we surrender the tool that helps 
us to define war, to shape it and to understand 
it.”41

Strachan’s skepticism would be familiar 
to Johns Hopkins’ Eliot Cohen, who rejects 
the very notion of grand strategy, specifically 
targeting Earle’s definition of grand strate-
gy as “‘the science and art of controlling and 
utilizing the resources of a nation…to the 
end that its vital interests shall be effectively 
promoted and secured.’”42 Perhaps reflecting 
frustration over the Iraq and Afghan wars, Co-
hen maintains that the “lure of grand strategy 
reflects the frustration of military officers at 

the intractability of the problems they are as-
signed, and at what often seems to them the 
slackness of the rest of government”43 and as-
serts that “grand strategy is an idea whose time 
will never come, because the human condition 
does not permit it [and it] confuses the big idea 
with important choices.”44

For Cohen, containment of the Soviet 
Union was merely “policy…a more useful if 
less grand term”45 that proved inadequate in 
defining the U.S. response to the likes of the 
Suez crisis, Vietnam, or China’s opening. His 
analysis appears to ignore containment’s 
larger geostrategic success. Focused on the 
existential threat of the Soviet Union, as Ken-
nan described,46 containment was more than 
mere policy. Comprehensively orchestrating 
all instruments of statecraft, this grand strat-
egy enabled America to maintain its focus on 
the primary threat, notwithstanding countless 
crises. Reflecting Eisenhower’s view that in the 

“cold war…victory…could be as devastating as 
defeat,47 this grand strategy, balancing Ameri-
ca’s strengths, guided successful resolution of 
that generational struggle.

While a thoughtful observer and strong 
advocate for military power, Cohen does not 
demonstrate that military-centered strategy is 
superior to a grand strategy. As Paul Kennedy 
concludes in The Rise and Fall of the Great Pow-
ers, “the history of the past five hundred years 
of international rivalry demonstrates that mil-
itary ‘security’ is never enough.”48 Moreover, 
a strategy that relies solely on military power 
would seem to be insufficient given the chal-
lenge of China, described by Cohen as “Amer-
ica’s greatest challenge,”49 and the complexi-
ties of Cohen’s other “distinct challenges.”50 It 
is notable that recent Defense Department,51 
U.S.–China Economic and Security Review 
Commission,52 and other reporting cast Chi-
na and the greater security environment as far 
more challenging than even Cohen found.53

Seemingly responding to Cohen, Freed-
man concludes that “[s]trategies are neither 
designed nor implemented in controlled en-
vironments…. [S]uccessful outcomes depend 
on trying to affect a range of institutions, 
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processes, personalities, and perceptions…[to 
cope] with situations in which nobody [has] to-
tal control.”54 Consistent with this view, John 
Hopkins’ Hal Brands proposes that “[g]rand 
strategy is the highest form of statecraft…the 
intellectual architecture that lends structure 
to foreign policy” that is “essential to effec-
tive statecraft, but…so challenging as to be an 
illusion.”55

Illusion or not, an evolving concept of grand 
strategy emerged from the realities of a world 
either at or on the brink of war. “The expansion 
in the meaning of strategy and grand strategy 
spilled over the boundaries of war and peace, 
propelled by the increasing complexity of war,” 
writes Lukas Milevski. “Strategy—and grand 
strategy—evolved in reaction to the require-
ments posed by the actual geopolitical con-
text”56 where the “distinction between war and 
peace [is] insignificant.”57 These observations 
are instructive as strategists consider today’s 
challenges and those on the horizon.

Consistent with “actual geopolitical con-
text,” Brands delineates grand strategy as “[a] 
purposeful and coherent set of ideas about 
what a nation seeks to accomplish in the world, 
and how it should go about doing so.”58 In a new 
geostrategic environment of the sort described 
by Milevski, “[s]trategy is not merely the art 
of preparing for the armed conflicts in which 
a nation may become involved…. It is the ra-
tional determination of a nation’s vital inter-
ests…its fundamental…priorities” that guide 

“the narrower strategy of war planning and 
warfighting.”59

In an era of increasingly complex geostrate-
gic conditions, the interplay between a grand 
strategy and a series of aligned and comple-
mentary functional and regional strategies 
would seem to provide a more agile and re-
silient approach to “what a nation seeks to 
accomplish in [this] world, and how it should 
go about doing so.”60 Such an approach ac-
knowledges the complexities of this age, the 
unique and complementary nature of each 
instrument of statecraft, and the geographic, 
social, cultural, and historical distinctiveness 
of various regions.

While the Cold War era was fraught with 
unforeseen developments,61 it ended well. 
That outcome reinforces grand strategy’s 
value in the modern age while also exposing 
insights into the challenges of strategy de-
velopment and key considerations for fram-
ing a strategy that can endure over the com-
ing decades.

Considerations of Strategy
This comprehensive interpretation of strategy 
would give U.S. policy a measure of coherence 
and stability it has not had, and does not now 
possess, but which is utterly mandatory if our 
republic is to meet the challenges of the future.

—General Albert C. Wedemeyer,  
USA, Retired

While essential to dealing with complexity, 
strategy is difficult business. In Explorations in 
Strategy, Colin S. Gray identifies six difficulties: 
its “complexity,” its demands on “the intellect” 
and “the imagination,” its “unique physical 
and moral burdens,” “the uniquely pervasive 
and uniquely debilitating nature” of friction 

“in that realm,” and the fact that “success in 
strategy calls for a quality of judgment that 
cannot be taught.”62 As America repostures 
strategically, Gray’s analysis warrants careful 
consideration, particularly when assessing the 
qualities of those charged with developing and 
implementing strategy.

Noting Gray’s cautions, strategy also re-
quires capacity. Albert C. Wedemeyer, prin-
cipal author of the World War II Victory Plan 
and no stranger to the imperatives for and 
challenges of strategy, questioned “the ade-
quacy of our national policymaking machinery 
to deal with the challenges of an increasingly 
turbulent and complex world.”63 He advocat-
ed more effective strategies, asserting that “all 
the [post–World War II] ordeals America has 
experienced…could have been much brighter” 
with more coherent strategies.64

The complexity of today’s challenges, how-
ever, demands that other considerations be 
accounted for as well. A recent study use-
fully noted that U.S. strategies have suffered 
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systemically from unclear priorities, inatten-
tive leadership leading to lowest-common-de-
nominator decisions, poor links between ob-
jectives and resources, and are slow to respond 
to change.65 Its recommendations emphasize 
the necessity to involve leadership, account for 
politics, drive priorities, account for resourc-
ing, align objectives across strategies, focus 
aims, and address risk.66

Mindful of history, the perspectives and in-
sights reviewed above, and current and emerg-
ing challenges, several considerations should 
be taken into account in framing a strategy 
relevant to this era.

Interests. National interests, “the essen-
tial foundation for a successful American 
foreign policy,”67 can be characterized as vital, 
extremely important, important, and second-
ary.68 Interests are synonymous with priori-
ty, and strategies not aligned with interests 
needlessly expend resources and often fail at 
a high cost. “Only a foreign policy grounded 
in America’s national interests…will allow 
America’s leaders to explain persuasively how 
and why American citizens should support ex-
penditures of American treasure or blood.”69 
While central to our understanding of our 
priorities, understanding other nations’ in-
terests is equally important. As British Prime 
Minister Lord Palmerston observed, “Our in-
terests are eternal and perpetual, and those 
interests it is our duty to follow.”70

American interests evolved rapidly in the 
early days of the Cold War. NSC 68 framed 
U.S. vital interests around national survival, 
avoiding war, and preserving America’s sphere 
of influence in the face of exhausted allies and 
a growing Soviet threat.71 With NSC 162-2, 
emerging from Eisenhower’s Solarium Proj-
ect, expressions of national interests expanded, 
recognizing the importance of allies, the neces-
sity of choices, the need to balance defense and 
economics, and the value of stabilizing nations 
and creating mutual interests.72

On the eve of the 21st century, the Commis-
sion on America’s National Interests found 

“five vital US national interests” that reflect 
those formulated some 50 years earlier:

 l Prevent, deter, and reduce the threat of 
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons 
attacks on the United States or its military 
forces abroad;

 l Ensure US allies’ survival and their active 
cooperation with the US in shaping an in-
ternational system in which we can thrive;

 l Prevent the emergence of hostile major 
powers or failed states on US borders;

 l Ensure the viability and stability of major 
global systems (trade, financial markets, 
supplies of energy, and the environment); 
and

 l Establish productive relations, consistent 
with American national interests, with 
nations that could become strategic ad-
versaries, China and Russia.73

Even with this consistency, however, fos-
tering a common understanding of these in-
terests and the challenges to them, as well as 
building support for the actions and resources 
necessary to protect them, requires evidence, 
leadership, and communication. Unity on what 
comprises the nation’s vital interests is vital.

Mindful of Lord Palmerston’s judgment, 
strategy development must consider the in-
terests of others. For example, the strategic 
concept of “offshore balancing,” relying on a 
regional power to check instability and counter 
hostile powers, depends on the alignment of 
national interests. The challenges of the non-
aligned movement during the Cold War; the 
limits of ally or proxy commitment in Iraq, Af-
ghanistan, Libya, or Syria; and issues of freerid-
ing in alliances and coalitions all highlight the 
implications of conflicting or misaligned na-
tional interests. Mapping interests before act-
ing prevents disappointment, overextension, 
and failure.

Leadership. As in most things, leadership 
is central to the development and execution of 
strategy. Leadership has both individual and 
international components. From an individual 
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perspective, effective strategy depends on vest-
ed leaders. Leadership styles and priorities 
vary; therefore, process must conform to the 
leader in question. However, the absence of 
leader involvement leaves strategy subject to 
bureaucratic and external influences, risking 
failure. From an international perspective, alli-
ances and coalitions rarely function effectively 
when ruled by committee. One member must 
assume the leadership mantle.

The formulation of NSC 68 originated from 
Truman’s staff because the President was not 
experienced in policy and planning and was 
wrestling with a host of domestic and interna-
tional issues. Truman’s inexperience was not 
unique. In the lead-up to World War II, Frank-
lin Roosevelt “had little time to consider grand 
strategy.”74 This bottom-up approach created 
an impetus for action, but it also resulted in an 
overly militarized grand strategy and a host of 
disconnected policies.

Eisenhower’s experience drove the top-
down Project Solarium, resulting in a com-
prehensive strategy that prioritized economics 
and politics, buttressed by prudent military de-
terrence. Conversely, captured by Vietnam and 
domestic issues, Lyndon Johnson and Richard 
Nixon allowed focus to slip. The result was mil-
itary surprise as the Arab–Israeli War exposed 
superior Soviet military capabilities that near-
ly defeated Israeli forces, a reasonable proxy 
for American forces.75 Ronald Reagan hastened 
the Soviet collapse through a complex, bal-
anced campaign of economic growth, military 
modernization, aggressive pressure in Europe, 
arms control, relentless political action, and 
unsparing political warfare. Engaged national 
leadership ensures effective strategy.

Absent America’s current global leadership 
role, any strategic approach is not likely to suc-
ceed. No nation or coalition with similar inter-
ests or values is likely to assume that role or ca-
pably bear that burden. Moreover, history has 
been unkind to declining powers in great-pow-
er transitions.76 Further, eras without strategic 
leadership have invited risk, including world 
wars. However, unlike during the Cold War, 
growing diversification of power,77 especially 

economic power, enables more to share this 
burden. Current and future allies likely resist 
this obligation.

Unity. The Constitution’s requirement 
that the Congress declare war and the Sen-
ate ratify treaties reflects the Framer’s intent 
that a degree of unity is required on questions 
of national interest and security beyond our 
nation’s shores. Developing, resourcing, and 
implementing a strategy that can resolve com-
plex and enduring problems requires consent 
across political constituencies. Strategies 
without this consensus are invariably under-
resourced, lack resilience, and exploitable by 
an adversary.

This challenge is reflected in the recep-
tion accorded America’s most recent securi-
ty and defense strategies. While addressing 
great-power conflict,78 and despite statements 
of their import,79 they are the subject of great 
criticism.80 Moreover, they neither reflect a 
consensus view, given a widening partisan 
gap in national priorities,81 nor enjoy con-
sensus support within the nation’s political 
leadership.82

Problem Definition. Not all challenges, no 
matter how emotionally compelling, can be 
treated equally. At best, addressing low-prior-
ity or poorly defined problems can needlessly 
waste resources. At worst, such errors can mire 
the nation in distractions, exposing it to strate-
gic surprise or risking political, economic, and 
strategic bankruptcy. Clarity on the problem 
and its relationship to national interest reduc-
es this risk. Conversely, the absence of unity on 
the nation’s problems makes the coherent for-
mulation and implementation of strategy less 
likely. This hinders the advancement of U.S. in-
terests, creates opportunities for adversaries 
and other actors, and denies opportunities to 
the U.S. and its allies.

America is confronted by a complex mix 
of international and domestic challenges. 
Sorting these out is a function of probabili-
ty and consequence. Some high-probability 
challenges are continuous, requiring careful 
prioritization and judicious response so that 
they will not distract attention from the most 
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consequential. In the current environment, 
the challenges of China and Russia are exis-
tential, with economics and technology equally 
consequential as “technology has blurred the 
lines between national security and economic 
competitiveness.”83

China, both a Cold War adversary and part-
ner of convenience, is now an expansionist, op-
portunistic power. Chinese strategic culture is 
asymmetric to Western tradition while involv-
ing the whole of statecraft.84 Its social-histor-
ical culture is likewise asymmetric.85 China’s 
approach is decidedly long-term. China was 
recently characterized as “climate change: 
long, slow, and pervasive, as opposed to Rus-
sia’s ‘hurricane.’”86 Its strategic ambition, not 
yet well understood, is to supplant America as 
the dominant global power by mid-century.87

China competes comprehensively. Eco-
nomically, its gross domestic product (GDP) 
exceeds that of the U.S.88 Technology figures 
heavily for China, presenting a decade-long,89 
Sputnik-like moment that can be existential. 
Over time, given the dominance historically 
accrued by technologically ascendant nations, 
China’s military will protect Chinese inter-
ests as they expand along the Belt and Road.90 
Should China’s military modernization and 
institutional reforms succeed, its military 
will likely pose an existential military threat 
in 10 to 15 years.91 Should China succeed in sup-
planting the U.S., America’s very way of life will 
be at stake.

Russia, as the Soviet Union, was a deliberate, 
opportunistic, and expansionist power with 
checks and balances that controlled escala-
tion. Today, Russia is a defensive, reactive, and 
declining power with a smaller, less balanced 
structure that dangerously fears and will resist 
decline. Its strategic and historical-social cul-
ture is not in the Western tradition. It is driven 
by perceived vulnerabilities, comprehensive 
views of power, and the need for immediate 
decisive advantage.92

While spanning Eurasia, Russia’s center of 
gravity remains west of the Urals.93 Russia re-
mains focused on securing buffers and restruc-
turing Europe’s balance of power. Its military 

is a priority: Its military creates a shield of per-
ceived impunity behind which it wages an indi-
rect campaign to unravel the European Union 
and NATO, seeking to improve its advantage 
in a divided Europe. Russia remains an exis-
tential threat, given its nuclear weapons, and 
its asymmetric political will and information 
power may create existential outcomes. Suc-
cessful disintegration of Europe would invite 
instability and war, invariably pulling the U.S. 
across the Atlantic.

Economics remains an American strength. 
America and its allies must preserve, promote, 
and revise the market economic system that 
has significantly increased wealth, reduced 
poverty, and diversified economic power 
across the globe.94 Unlike the Soviet Union in 
the Cold War, China is proving to be a worthy 
economic adversary, with a GDP exceeding 
America’s.95 Economic security is national se-
curity as technology blurs the lines between 
national security and economic competitive-
ness.96 Further, success will demand constant 
demonstration of the value of liberty and 
market economics, as current debates on in-
equality and socialism highlight. The U.S. must 
take steps to sustain if not increase economic 
growth to create resources both to meet the 
economic and social expectations of its peo-
ple and to support necessary effort across all 
instruments of statecraft.97 Allies must also re-
assess their economies and likewise increase 
the resources available to their nations.

Technology defines the 21st century so-
cially, politically, economically, and militarily. 
In a period of change of greater consequence 
than the dislocating impact of the Industrial 
Age,98 the U.S. and selected allies must regain 
and preserve undisputed intellectual and de-
velopmental leadership in technology and pro-
actively prepare the international system and 
society for the potentially dislocating impacts 
of this emerging age.

Assumptions. In lieu of facts, prudently 
employed assumptions enable foresight and 
narrow the degree of uncertainty over time; 
imprudent assertions create or obscure risk. 
Strategy is necessarily forward-looking and is 
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only as good as the assumptions upon which it 
rests. Absent facts and evidence, assumptions 
allow the strategist to see the way forward. 
However, using overly optimistic projections 
merely hastens strategic surprise. When as-
sumptions change, the strategies they under-
pin must change as well. Yet stubborn adher-
ence to strategy despite changing conditions 
remains more the rule than the exception.99

To America’s benefit, Charles Bohlen did 
not fall prey to stubborn adherence to failing 
assumptions. In 1947, setting the predicate for 
containment, he observed that:

The United States is confronted with a 
condition in the world which is at direct 
variance with the assumptions upon 
which, during and directly after the war, 
major United States policies were predi-
cated…. [H]owever much we may deplore 
it, the United States…must re-examine its 
major policy objectives…. Failure to do so 
would mean that we would be pursuing 
policies based on the assumptions which 
no longer exist….100

Today’s strategic process has not benefitted 
from such candid foresight. Despite decades 
of assumptions that discounted adverse out-
comes,101 adversaries have been able to take 
advantage of American distraction. Although 
awareness is improving,102 technological 
trends can lead to optimistic assumptions on 
future conflict.103 To temper such optimism, 
strategists should carefully consider Law-
rence Freedman’s The Future of War: A History, 
which chronicles the folly of short-war pundits 
and the consequences of their promoting hope 
rather than clear-eyed analysis.104

Methods. The instruments of statecraft 
are most effective when adequately resourced, 
employed comprehensively, and coordinated. 
Significant objectives are rarely achieved with-
out the coordinated use of these instruments; 
without coordination, they can even work at 
cross-purposes. The resources and capacity of 
the agencies associated with each instrument 
must also be clearly understood; otherwise, 

strategies will fall prey to unrealistic expecta-
tions. Recognizing the truth of Eisenhower’s 
Cold War concern that “victory…could be as 
devastating as defeat,”105 America’s political, 
economic, informational, and technological 
instruments must lead and be backed by capa-
ble military power, prudently resourced, and 
mindful of Paul Kennedy’s great-power trap.106

Given its importance to national security, 
military power deserves a more focused review. 
Military power serves the nation by protect-
ing, defending, and supporting America and 
its people, deterring physical—or, given the 
technologies of this age, nonphysical or virtu-
al—attack on the United States and its allies.

In the face of indirect operations in peace-
time, the military must create conditions that 
enable statecraft’s other instruments to create 
and sustain an environment in which Amer-
ican society, liberty, and market economies 
thrive. If America is attacked, military power 
should fight forward and defeat any attacker to 
defend the strength and viability of America’s 
society and allies and minimize war’s effects 
on the homeland.

However, the realities of war against an 
existential threat place a premium on deter-
rence, made real by the capability and capac-
ity to fight and win. Deterrence enables oth-
er instruments of power to check and defeat 
China and/or Russia artfully, without direct 
conflict. While a militarized strategy is inad-
equate given the comprehensive and complex 
threats facing America, the other instruments 
of statecraft cannot succeed in the absence of 
a viable military strategy.

Accounting for these roles and emerging, 
new methods and means for war will require 
the military to posture accordingly. This is a 
complex undertaking, resolution of which ex-
ceeds the scope of this essay.

Resources. Resources enable action. An 
inadequately resourced strategy is merely 
rhetorical flourish, obscuring risk and invit-
ing miscalculation by the nation and its ad-
versaries. Conversely, resource-constrained 
objectives can also obscure risk. The phrase 

“strategy driven, resource informed,” while 
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promoting the preeminence of interests over 
resources, loses credibility in the face of scarce 
resources. This requires a careful balance of 
disciplined ambition, risk, and resources, in-
cluding the need to generate more. Absent that 
balance, any strategy rapidly becomes hollow 
rhetoric or worse.

In the concluding chapter of The Rise and 
Fall of the Great Powers, Paul Kennedy high-
lights the risk of imbalanced, overextended 
strategies, noting that they come with “dire 
implications for [a state’s] long-term capaci-
ty to maintain…its international position.”107 
Reflecting that insight, Eisenhower weighted 
the economic and political over the military, 
relying on nuclear forces instead of a larger 
conventional military for deterrence. Reagan 
avoided Kennedy’s great-power trap by grow-
ing the economy, balancing America’s econom-
ic and military power, while creating additional 
resources to fund the so-called Reagan buildup, 
which built the modern military that delivered 
Desert Storm’s four-day air–ground war.

Strategies today require similar balances.

Conclusion
The international developments challeng-

ing the U.S. and the larger international system 

are daunting. Nevertheless, those challenges 
can be resolved, ending with a “whimper rather 
than a bang”108 through the development and 
implementation of comprehensive strategy.

This strategy must preserve America’s glob-
al leadership role and its military, economic, 
and technological advantages while preventing 
conflict, and success will demand leadership, 
clarity on America’s national interests and the 
challenges to them, a sense of common nation-
al purpose, adequate resources, foresight, and 
constant assessment and adjustment. It must 
be realistic regarding interests, risk, resources, 
and endurance. It cannot be narrowly focused 
on one aspect of statecraft, but rather should 
comprehensively orchestrate all instruments 
of statecraft.

Navigating this dangerous and complex 
period can repeat the geostrategic success re-
alized by our Cold War predecessors: retain-
ing America’s global leadership, avoiding Ar-
mageddon, and preserving the principles that 
underpin a system that promotes the consent 
of the governed and free markets. To do so, 
this effort must be comprehensive, placing de-
mands on every instrument of statecraft. That 
is the business of grand strategy.
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Pragmatism, Populism, and 
How Americans Think About 
Investing in Defense
Rebecca Grant, PhD

H istory shows that sustained defense in-
vestment comes about in America only 

as a reaction to an emergency: Pearl Harbor, 
Russia’s A-bomb, the Korean War, Sputnik, 
Vietnam, the Soviet Union’s buildup after 1979, 
9/11, the Iraq surge. It is a national impulse and 
one that subsides abruptly.

Americans, however, may no longer be able 
to afford that episodic approach to national se-
curity. Great-power competition is back, and 
its blend of diplomacy, economics, and military 
matchups requires the U.S. to keep the upper 
hand. The rise of China and the return of Rus-
sian adventurism have altered course for U.S. 
strategy, but if America can find a way to break 
its typical boom-and-bust cycle in defense 
spending, it can enjoy a second century as the 
world’s superpower.

As things stand today, more money is need-
ed to make up for earlier cuts in defense pro-
grams, recover fully from nearly three decades 
of global combat operations, and prepare the 
U.S. for future challenges that, if history is any 
guide, could include a high-end fight. “With-
out sustained and predictable investment to 
restore readiness and modernize our military 
to make it fit for our time,” warned the 2018 
National Defense Strategy (NDS), “we will rap-
idly lose our military advantage, resulting in a 
Joint Force that has legacy systems irrelevant 
to the defense of our people.”1

In November 2018, a bipartisan Commis-
sion on the National Defense Strategy found 
that “the security and wellbeing of the Unit-
ed States are at greater risk than any time in 
decades” and recommended that the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) budget be increased 
at rates from 3 percent to 5 percent above 
inflation for the next five years, and perhaps 
beyond. As the commission pointed out, in-
vestments made now will pay off in capabili-
ties that the military will use into the 2070s 
and 2080s.2

The Pentagon agreed on the need for con-
sistent and predictable funding and laid in a 
4.9 percent increase for fiscal year (FY) 2020. 
The five-year program, to run through FY 2024, 
funds what the NDS characterizes as “decisive 
and sustained military advantages.”3

Can Americans shake off the old pattern 
of up-and-down defense spending and set a 
course for sustained investment? The threats 
from Russia, China, and others are clear, but 
the case for sustained investment in defense 
needs work. Stinging expert critique, a vocal 
business community committed to trade with 
China, volatile public opinion with respect 
to defense spending, and a reflexive, populist 
critique of the defense establishment are still 
powerful forces impeding the case for sus-
tained investment.
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Background: Missed 
Opportunity 2009–2015

The problem stems in part from the way 
the U.S. came off the crest of defense spending 
brought about by the Iraq surge. A comparison 
between the way the U.S. handled its defense 
spending during and after the Iraq war and 
how it handled defense spending during the 
Korean War illustrates the point. Caught off 
guard by Communist aggression, the Truman 
Administration increased the defense budget 
from just $213 billion in FY 1950 to $672 bil-
lion in FY 1952. Defense budgets did not reach 
that high a level again for 50 years, until the 
Iraq surge set a period of steep increases from 
FY 2006 through FY 2012. The peak came with 
a total budget of $801 billion in FY 2008.

While the 1952 budget allotted $162 billion 
in operations and maintenance with $262 bil-
lion in procurement, the defense budgets of 
the Iraq and Afghanistan surges paid for the 
wars that were taking place, not future mod-
ernization. A stunning proportion of the bud-
gets went to operations and maintenance. The 
FY 2008 budget funded $305 billion in opera-
tions and maintenance and $195 billion in pro-
curement. Day-to-day expenses far outpaced 
purchases of equipment. The high daily costs 
of the Iraq War included other elements such 
as health care services and information tech-
nology. The nation spent hundreds of billions 
on war costs in those years without investing 
for the future.

Also, while Americans gave their forces in 
battle the best capabilities possible—new sys-
tems like the Predator/Reaper family of un-
manned planes and over $45 billion in Mine 
Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicles 
were fast-tracked to meet urgent warfighter 
needs4—these systems were designed for use 
in Iraq and Afghanistan and not for burgeoning 
threats from China and Russia. In contrast, the 
buildups during Korea, Vietnam, and the Rea-
gan years bought force structure that supplied 
the armed services for years to come.

Despite record levels of funding, however, 
the long-term task of replacing Reagan-era 
equipment and buying new force structure, 

scheduled for the 2000s, was not carried out. 
The services came out of the surge with aging 
force structure and insufficient progress on 
advanced weapons. As Secretary of the Army 
Mark Esper has said of this period, the Army 

“mortgaged its readiness” for the future fight.5

Then it was time to cut the budget. At the 
time, Washington dialogue led by Secretary of 
Defense Robert Gates settled on a moderate 
risk assessment and made the case that the 
military was much too big. According to Penta-
gon leadership, there were only moderate mil-
itary threats ahead in the 2010s. This aligned 
with the Obama Administration’s focus on the 
growing national debt and a desire for defense 
to take up less of the discretionary share of the 
federal budget.

Gates chose deep cuts in procurement. 
The Pentagon did trim back operations and 
maintenance, but following Gates’ instruc-
tions, it also cut modernization. In his own 
words, the weapons and other programs that 
Gates deemed questionable “have not only 
been plucked, they have been stomped on and 
crushed.”6 Cuts began in April 2009 with re-
structuring and termination of major defense 
programs like the F-22 fighter and the Army’s 
Future Combat System.

A tinge of populism had brought back the 
passion for lambasting big budgets and with it 
a misty-eyed conception that America’s military 
could use a bit of a rest. Under this thinking, the 
U.S. military was big enough to coast for years 
without much investment in force structure.

Gates made several speeches almost mock-
ing the military for expensive platforms and 
having more ships and planes than several 
other militaries combined. For example, his 
2010 speech to the Navy League pilloried “sig-
nificant naval overmatch,” and Gates quipped 
that “no one is going to challenge us to a Dread-
nought race.”7

“It is important to remember that, as much 
as the U.S. battle fleet has shrunk since the end 
of the Cold War, the rest of the world’s navies 
have shrunk even more. So, in relative terms, 
the U.S. Navy is as strong as it has ever been,” 
Gates calculated. He continued:
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The U.S. operates 11 large carriers, all 
nuclear powered. In terms of size and 
striking power, no other country has even 
one comparable ship…. Our Navy can 
carry twice as many aircraft at sea as all 
the rest of the world combined. The U.S. 
has 57 nuclear-powered attack and cruise 
missile submarines—again, more than the 
rest of the world combined. Seventy-nine 
Aegis-equipped combatants carry rough-
ly 8,000 vertical-launch missile cells. In 
terms of total missile firepower, the U.S. 
arguably outmatches the next 20 largest 
navies.8

These remarks seemed to assure the pub-
lic that the U.S. military was sufficiently (if not 
overly) strong and would be so indefinitely.

The populist toting up of fleet sizes, refusal 
to distinguish one platform from another, and 
inattention to emerging threats from Russia 
and China created a fog bank around future de-
fense investment. Possibly the most generous 
comment on this period came years later from 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General 
Joseph Dunford. Looking back, Dunford said the 
operating assumption for many in Washington 
was that overseas commitments would decline 
and the fiscal environment would stabilize.9

Neither happened. Disagreements between 
Congress and the Obama Administration in 
the summer of 2011 led to the Budget Control 
Act and sequestration cuts. Congress forged 
deals to create room under the budget caps, 
but defense investment actually dropped far 
below what the Gates budget had planned. Lost 
defense investment surpassed $539 billion in 
the period from 2012 to 2019.10 The cutbacks 
hurt readiness as the services deferred main-
tenance and cancelled training and exercises. 
Long-term modernization suffered as well, 
with major procurements in programs like 
the F-35 Joint Strike fighter slowed to meet 
budget caps.

Great Powers Show Their Hands
Of course, the world did not stand still. 

The moderate risk talked about in 2010–2011 

morphed into competition with not one but 
two resurgent great powers as Russia and 
China moved swiftly to expand their military 
operations and influence.

During the 1990s and 2000s, Russia and 
China had appeared on track to integrate into 
global economic institutions (Vladimir Putin 
once talked about an economic cooperation 
zone from Lisbon to Vladivostok) and were 
far behind the U.S. and allies in defense mod-
ernization, but both of those conditions began 
to change, especially after 2012. Putin consol-
idated his power in Russia, and Xi Jinping did 
the same in China. Both stepped up military 
activities and began to shed the veneer of co-
operation with Western economic institutions.

In 2014, the annexation of Crimea from 
Ukraine marked the end of any show of Rus-
sian interest in formal integration. Russian 
military forces went into Syria and set up mil-
itary bases.11 In 2018, the Russian state securi-
ty services conducted a nerve agent poisoning 
in Great Britain.12 Thirty thousand Russian 
troops assembled on NATO countries’ borders 
and practiced with tactical nuclear weapons. 
Russia accelerated development of nuclear and 
conventional missile types. Sanctions on Rus-
sia and a downward economy bumped Russia 
out of the G8 group of leading world economies, 
but this did not lead Russia to reduce its mil-
itary activity.

In China, Xi Jinping was elected presi-
dent in March 2013. The era of “peaceful rise” 
gave way to a plan for increased influence and 
dominance of key sectors such as artificial in-
telligence. Meanwhile, China’s military forces 
displayed huge advances. China had launched 
its first aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, in 2012. 
Soon thereafter, China began a dredging and 
construction program in the South China Sea, 
converting small reefs and terrain features into 
a string of seven military bases. China also set 
up military facilities in Djibouti and began to 
buzz the airspace around Japan on a daily basis.

China’s gross domestic product grew from 
$9.6 trillion in 2013 to $12.2 trillion in 2017. 
The U.S.–China trade deficit was $318 billion in 
2013 but grew to $439 billion in 2018 according 
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to official U.S. government figures.13 Xi’s pro-
gram included military reforms, advanced 
technology, ship construction, and develop-
ment of advanced aircraft. The final stroke 
was the militarization of the South China Sea 
terrain features. By 2018, despite a 2016 pledge 
to desist, China had created a string of bases 
with capabilities that included a 10,000-foot 
runway, petroleum storage, electronic warfare 
capabilities, and more.

Chinese and Russian influence touched 
NATO and the Middle East and penetrated 
into Central and South America. Collectively, 

“China and Russia are also trying to shuffle the 
U.S. out of the Central Command theater of 
operations,” said Marine Corps General Ken-
neth F. McKenzie, Commander, U.S. Central 
Command.14

“By 2015,” said Dunford, “it was clear to all 
that operational commitments were not going 
to be reduced and the fiscal situation was not 
stabilized.”15 Global competition was back, and 
this time the United States was competing with 
two other major powers. Added to this were on-
going disruptions from North Korea and Iran 
and the generational problem of terrorism.

Turnaround
So began the efforts of Secretary of Defense 

James Mattis and others to align and stabilize 
investment in the military. From FY 2017 to 
FY 2020, the defense budget request rose from 
$606 billion to $718 billion, as documented by 
the DOD Comptroller.16 The modest FY 2017 
increase marked the first sustained uptick. 
Budgets for FY 2018 and FY 2019 also includ-
ed emergency funding for space systems and 
extra ballistic missile defense capabilities, in-
cluding theater-based THAAD and a doubling 
of the Alaska ground-based interceptor pro-
tecting the U.S. homeland. The FY 2018 and FY 
2019 budgets also improved unit readiness and 
set a stable course for investment.

However, the episodic pattern of U.S. de-
fense spending is not reassuring. Before the 
Reagan buildup, budget increases lasted no 
more than four years, even in wartime. The 
Reagan buildup saw increased budgets from 

FY 1981 to FY 1986 with FY 1987 also quite 
high.17 According to this historic pattern, the 
great power buildup has been underway since 
FY 2017 and will have no more than three 
years to go. That will not cover the nuclear 
modernization of the mid-2020s, the move to 
advanced multi-domain information systems, 
or the restocking of equipment for the services.

International conflict and military oper-
ations do not fully account for the pattern. 
Stronger forces are at work and can be seen 
in public opinion data. Even during the Rea-
gan buildup, consensus on defense wavered. 
In 1980, on the cusp of the Reagan buildup, 71 
percent of responding Americans told a Harris 
poll that they favored increased defense spend-
ing. By 1983, the number had plummeted to 14 
percent.18 Those numbers suggest that support 
can be found for quick infusions of investment 
but not for steady, long-term increases of the 
kind recommended earlier by the bipartisan 
Commission on the National Defense Strategy.

The same problem may affect defense in-
vestment in the 2020s. Americans in 2019 
rightly hold the military in high regard. That 
regard is so high, in fact, that Americans polled 
by Gallup in early 2019 believed that military 
spending was about right or somewhat too 
high. Just 31 percent of Americans favored 
higher defense spending. They also felt more 
satisfied with national defense than with any 
of 21 other issues facing the nation. Compared 
to immigration, the economy, and other issues, 
defense seemed just fine.19

The investment in and modernization of 
forces needed to project power and achieve 
superiority in any domain are now at stake. 

“The challenge for Trump and Pentagon lead-
ers,” Gallup senior scientist Frank Newport has 
observed, “is to explain why the excellent job 
the military is doing today (as perceived by the 
public) translates into the need for more and 
more military funding tomorrow.”20

Public Opinion, Populism, 
and Pragmatism

Though illogical, the rhetoric of the Gates 
speeches on Dreadnought competitions and 
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the oversized military caught hold in part 
because it resurfaced certain deep strains in 
American public sentiment: distrust of the de-
fense establishment, concerns about the share 
of defense spending and the economy, fatigue 
with the problems of the world “over there,” 
and a popular impulse to bash defense pro-
grams that dates back nearly 100 years. These 
familiar themes still have the power to knock 
2020s defense investment plans off balance.

There has long been a strain in American 
public opinion that has been wary of the en-
tire defense establishment. Historical ambiva-
lence about military power, perhaps stemming 
from George Washington’s warning to beware 
of foreign entanglements, is as much a part of 
American culture as the Fourth of July. During 
World War I, President Woodrow Wilson took 
over two years to settle on the message rally-
ing Americans to side with Britain and France 
in 1917.

Joining in the Great War did not eradicate 
the problem. On the contrary, it linked war 
with a powerful populist sentiment. After 
the war, military strength plummeted to new 
lows. Reaction to World War I also engraved a 
distaste for overseas wars and for munitions 
makers into the American consciousness. 
From 1925 to 1935, the belief that war could be 
stripped of its profitability—or even outlawed 
through international mechanisms—became 
widespread. The decade that spawned the 
Great Depression also encompassed the Spirit 
of Locarno, the Kellogg–Briand Pact to outlaw 
war, and the Nye Committee’s hearings on war 
profits.21

In September 1934, the Senate Munitions 
Committee opened its investigation into 
whether arms manufacturers had dragged 
America into World War I. North Dakota Sen-
ator Gerald Nye led the committee through 93 
separate hearings debating whether “manu-
facturers of armaments had unduly influenced 
the American decision to enter the war in 1917,” 
thereby reaping “enormous profits at the cost 
of more than 53,000 American battle deaths.” 
The investigation was sparked by concern that 

“these ‘merchants of death’ [might] again drag 

the United States into a struggle that was none 
of its business.” Among the captains of indus-
try called to testify were J. P. Morgan, Jr., and 
Pierre Du Pont (the Du Ponts had been in the 
gunpowder business since the Revolution). 
The Nye Committee found little but stoked 

“popular prejudice against the greedy muni-
tions industry.”22

It was against this background that Presi-
dent Dwight Eisenhower warned of the mili-
tary–industrial complex in his farewell speech 
in 1961.23 He mentioned that the annual de-
fense appropriation was nearly equivalent 
to the share of corporate profits in a single 
year. Back then, defense spending was a major 
chunk of the federal budget and held greater 
sway in the U.S. economy. Now neither is true. 
The term “military–industrial complex” has 
been popular ever since then, with numerous 
anniversary articles in 2011 from the Council 
on Foreign Relations. “Eisenhower was able to 
keep a lid on the military–industrial complex 
because he was Eisenhower,” noted Leslie Gelb 
in a 2011 interview,24 and the term continues to 
pop up in 2020 election speeches.25

The populist tide against defense invest-
ment recurs periodically, as it did at the peak of 
the Reagan defense buildup in the 1980s when 
defense program bashing started to single out 
specific programs. Journalists made easy prose 
of it, highlighting the absurdities of alleged 
Pentagon expenditures: “a $285 screwdriver, 
a $7,622 coffee maker,” and “a $640 toilet seat,” 
wrote Los Angeles Times columnist and former 
World War II Marine combat reporter Jack 
Smith in 1986.26

In 2018, a full 32 years later, it was Iowa 
Senator Chuck Grassley speaking out against 

“thousand-dollar coffee cups” on Air Force aeri-
al refueling tanker planes. The facts of the case 
actually concerned innovation by enlisted air-
men who 3D-printed replacement handles for 
just a few dollars,27 but the part of the story that 
stuck was the sardonic, populist takedown of 
military spending.

The point is that Americans adore stories 
about bloated defense spending partly be-
cause of a cultivated skepticism about defense 
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industry and “foreign wars.” Underlying this 
theme is the idea that defense spending is “too 
big” as a share of national spending and can 
imperil the economy. By this thinking, high 
defense spending is somehow an abnormality 
and will ebb in time.

Since Eisenhower’s time, there has been a 
vast decoupling of defense spending from the 
American economy—something of which he 
would have approved. Based on 2018 dollars 
and statistics from the St. Louis Federal Reserve 
Bank and the Department of Defense, in 1959, 
U.S. corporate profits totaled $1.14 trillion, and 
the defense budget was $422 billion. In 2018, 
U.S. corporate profits were $7.7 trillion, and 
the base defense budget was $643 billion. The 
defense budget was indeed about 37 percent of 
the total income of U.S. corporations in 1959, 
as Eisenhower suggested. In 2018, it was only 
about 8 percent of that same total income.28

Corporations and the defense budget 
have changed a great deal since 1959, and the 
comparison is not academically perfect, but 
the overall message still rings out: The FY 
2020 defense budget is no burden on Ameri-
ca’s economy.

The theme persists, however, currently ex-
pressed as a concern for the national debt. In 
2012, a group of august former officials includ-
ing Henry Kissinger and former Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Michael 
Mullen issued a statement warning that “our 
long-term debt is the single greatest threat to 
our national security.”29 Although an amended 
2016 statement also recognized growing threats 
from Russia and China, this group still recom-
mended reform of the Pentagon, elimination 
of unnecessary or antiquated weapons systems, 
and encouragement of soft power as remedies.30

The national debt rightly worries many 
Americans, but familiar populist complaints 
about America spending more on defense than 
is spent by other nations are nothing more 
than a superficial approach to the problem.

China: Partner and Rival
One final area of public opinion is of great 

significance in staying the course on sustained 

defense spending: On the one hand, there is the 
view of China as a military rival; on the other, 
there is the conflicting view of China as a busi-
ness partner. Washington’s coalescing view 
sees China as a military threat and rival that 
did not play fair after joining the World Trade 
Organization; American businesses see China 
as a vital market.

That split poses a challenge. The complex 
China threat asks Americans to hold conflict-
ing images in tension and to back sustained in-
vestment in defense against a nation that also 
makes their phones, shoes, and shirts.

This problem did not come up during the 
U.S.–Soviet Cold War. U.S. military policy to-
ward the USSR did not have to contend with 
a big trade relationship. American companies 
did relatively little business with the Soviet 
Union. According to RAND economist Abra-
ham Becker, in 1984, a peak year of the Cold 
War, just 1.5 percent of U.S. exports went to the 
Soviet Union, and the Soviet Union account-
ed for a miniscule 0.2 percent of total U.S. im-
ports. Trade between the USSR and Western 
Europe, especially Finland, was somewhat 
higher. However, self-sufficiency was a pillar 
of Soviet policy. The USSR had little to sell 
other than gold and energy. Imports focused 
on grain and valued manufacturing equipment 
like drill bits.31

In short, the trade was insignificant enough 
to be batted around as a policy tool with little 
risk. Richard Nixon and Leonid Brezhnev used 
trade as a tool of détente. So did Ronald Reagan 
and Mikhail Gorbachev as they dealt with fluc-
tuating grain sales and export controls. How-
ever, U.S.–Soviet trade was available as a policy 
tool partly because it was so limited.

In contrast, U.S. trade relations with China 
will remain a variable. Vociferous debates on 
tariff positions have amplified the implications 
for business, again crowding out the implica-
tions for national security. The Trump Admin-
istration’s imposition of tariffs beginning in 
2018 was justified in part on national security 
grounds, including intellectual property theft. 
High-profile cases like B-2 bomber espionage,32 
the 2013 Office of Personnel Management data 
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hack by China,33 and intrusion into Tennes-
see Valley Authority nuclear facilities34 would 
seem to make the case. Yet discussion remains 
bifurcated. “China is not an enemy. It is a na-
tion trying to raise its living standards,” wrote 
one professor in a recent editorial.35

However, discussion of the economic rela-
tionship should not provide an avenue of re-
treat. China is not confused: It sees the U.S. as 
a rival. “The men in Beijing understand that 
Trump is the first president in a generation 
to ‘get it’ about China’s effort to create a new 
world order that depends on the Chinese econ-
omy,” one observer has written.36 Whatever the 
trade situation, America needs the fortitude to 
invest in systems to deter China in the Pacific, 
in space, and around the globe.

Business Tools for Sustained 
Defense Spending

So far, this essay has argued that policy-
makers must present a credible and consis-
tent threat analysis and develop a case for 
sustained defense spending that can navigate 
past obstacles in public opinion and take on 
the popularity of the China market with the 
business community.

Rebuilding the military does not end with 
appropriation and justification. Assume, for 
a moment, that a good budget is put in place 
with a sound future-year plan that keeps the 
U.S. ahead of Russia and China. Another equal-
ly important step remains: implementing man-
agement tools within the Pentagon’s future 
years defense program. “Even though DoD is 
a public entity, it should manage itself more 
like a business (whenever it can),” according 
to the Defense Business Board.37

Business reviews of the Pentagon tend to 
focus on personnel costs, management lay-
ers, and overhead. While there is room for 
improvement in these areas, the business 
executive approach often overlooks specific 
management tools already available within 
the DOD and on Capitol Hill. Fortunately, a 
few tools are available that are centered on a 
common theme: sound execution of major de-
fense programs.

Program Management: Multiyear Pro-
curement and Economic Order Quantity. 
The defense program manager and his or her 
service acquisition overseers have two pow-
erful tools at their disposal for defense invest-
ment: multiyear procurement and economic 
order quantity. Used effectively, these tools can 
save billions while still providing America with 
the military it needs.

A multiyear procurement is an agreement 
by the government to buy ships or planes 
across multiple fiscal years instead of in a sin-
gle year. Generally, the government contracts 
to buy a fixed quantity in one year only. In a 
multiyear procurement, the contract is for unit 
quantities for several years. In March 2019, for 
example, the Navy awarded Boeing a $4 billion 
contract to buy 78 F/A-18E/F Superhornet 
fighters across three years from 2019–2021. “A 
multiyear contract helps the F/A-18 team seek 
out suppliers with a guaranteed three years of 
production, instead of negotiating year to year,” 
explained Dan Gillian, Boeing’s vice president 
of F/A-18 and EA-18G programs.38

Multiyear procurements work best when 
the weapon system is stable and past the modi-
fication and price volatility of early production 
learning curves. Defense industry program 
managers like multiyears because they can 
buy from suppliers in economic order quan-
tities. Other efficiencies include steady labor 
force plans, investment in cost-reducing fac-
tory improvements, and lower administrative 
burdens. Granted, the government must nego-
tiate a good price up front. Typical multiyear 
contracts save 10 percent, which is a substan-
tial amount on billion-dollar contracts. 39 Each 
multiyear procurement requires a justification 
and approval from Congress.

Most Navy ships are bought under multi-
year procurements. This approach should be 
extended to major aircraft, helicopter, and 
other acquisitions.

With or without multiyear procurements, 
sustained defense investment depends on the 
concept of economic order quantity. In cases 
such as the production of aircraft and Navy 
surface combatants, there exist periods a few 
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years in to full-rate production where learn-
ing curves have created significant unit price 
savings. These are the prime years in which to 
buy. Stretching out purchases is almost never 
a wise move.

According to a landmark RAND study on 
Navy shipbuilding, costs of weapon systems go 
up over time because of two types of factors: 
those driven by the customer and those driven 
by the economy.40 The customer-driven factors 
include design changes, among others. The 
economy-driven factors include real zingers: 
labor costs, matériel prices, and—looming over 
it all—inflation. A program on a 10-year acqui-
sition cycle is subject to variable cost inflation 
that is both independent of any improvements 
in the system itself and largely beyond govern-
ment managerial control. The longer the pro-
gram runs, the more subject it is to variations 
in inflation from one year to the next. The only 
thing the defense program manager can do is 
buy in quantity at the right time.

While putting aside funding does tempt 
Pentagon management and congressional 
committees to pilfer and reallocate those big 
dollars, economic order quantity and multi-
year purchases are two powerful fiscal tools 
that should be used for sustained investment.

Fencing Programs: Strategic Deter-
rence Modernization. The best way to 
achieve stable investment for some programs 
may be to fence them off from the larger de-
fense budget. The Congressional Budget Office 
has projected that modernizing nuclear forces 
will cost $494 billion from 2019 to 2028.41 That 
sum, almost $50 billion per year, includes some 
Department of Energy funding but is centered 
primarily on DOD modernization programs.

Congress can limit volatility by establishing 
stable funding for strategic nuclear modern-
ization apart from the regular budget for de-
fense. Despite occasional debate, the strategic 
nuclear triad of bombers, land-based ICBMs, 
and submarines remains a solid foundation. 
Nor has NATO given serious thought to aban-
doning the tactical nuclear weapons delivered 
by a variety of fighters and bombers. Both Rus-
sia and China have modernized and expanded 

their nuclear forces, and nuclear ambitions 
persist in several other countries.

Here is a case for American pragmatism. 
Fenced funding for the major nuclear modern-
ization programs including the B-21 bomber, 
Columbia-class submarine, ICBM modern-
ization, nuclear command and control, and 
weapons programs can help to ensure fiscal 
stability for these expensive programs and 
deliver capability at the same time. Several of 
these programs would be good candidates for 
multiyear contracts. Safeguarding this major 
cluster of programs could allow service pro-
gram managers to use all of the management 
tools at their disposal to bring their programs 
in on time and at more efficient cost.

Gaining support for $50 billion of sustained 
investment per year will require great effort. 
The Pentagon must free the armed services 
to tie investment to these programs by name. 
President Reagan did not “recapitalize long-
range aviation”; he built the B-1 bomber. While 
it may seem a minor point, a little more explan-
atory publicity and a little less secrecy could 
help to forge the consensus on investment.

Prioritizing the Services. Along the same 
lines, one of the best ways to sustain defense 
spending is to remember that it ultimately 
buys capability for the military services, not 
for the Pentagon. The high regard that Amer-
icans have for the military is regard for the 
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps (and 
perhaps one day, a Space Force).

The best leaders for sustained defense 
investment are the Secretaries of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force. They, not the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense, have the statuto-
ry authority to cultivate top talent through 
their general and flag officer promotion sys-
tems. Their requirements drive funding, and 
the actions of their servicemembers produce 
the results in the form of military operations. 
The service departments alone are the one 
type of organization that is set up to manage 
requirements and leadership over a long peri-
od. The service secretaries and their staffs are 
also in the best position to conduct require-
ments trades for new systems and set upgrade, 
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logistics, and other funding priorities across 
the force structure.

While joint command has been a huge 
success, the post-Goldwater–Nichols legacy 
of joint requirements evaluation has not pro-
duced notable investment efficiencies; argu-
ably, it may have compounded problems by 
creating oversize program offices. Joint weap-
ons procurement actually works best in the 
form of bilateral agreements on specific pro-
grams. For example, the Army went on to buy 
the unmanned Grey Eagle plane after the Air 
Force had developed and tested it in combat.

Now for some good news. Orbiting over-
head is a success story for sustained defense 
investment based on a service vision: in this 
case, the Air Force’s. The Global Positioning 
System (GPS) began as a military satellite 
constellation to provide accurate navigation 
and timing. The system, owned by the U.S. 
government and operated and controlled 
by the U.S. Air Force’s 50th Space Wing, also 
makes possible countless commercial/pri-
vate-sector transactions, from banking to 
map location. The timing signal is accurate to 
a millionth of a second, and location is better 
than 100 feet. An even more accurate system 
is reserved for military users.

When the full constellation of 24 satellites 
filled out in 1993, GPS began providing ra-
dio-navigation to unlimited users. More than 
30 years of sustained investment has created 
a global information resource used by indi-
viduals and businesses large and small every 
day. It also provided an on-ramp for significant 
private investment to break into and establish 
market share for a highly demanding govern-
ment customer. GPS satellites have now been 
launched by SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket, marking 
a success for sustained private investment.

Conclusion
The U.S. exited the Cold War still reaping 

the benefits of earlier technology investments. 
Since then, the episodic pattern of surge and 

cut has eroded the U.S. military’s competitive 
edge. The U.S. remains the world’s strongest 
military power, but steady investment is cru-
cial if America is to maintain its edge through 
2025 and beyond. That time horizon is import-
ant. According to a U.S. Army estimate, Russia’s 
military strength will grow through 2028 and 
beyond, while China will not reach its peak 
goals until 2030.42

Sound defense investment planning must 
steer through the ups and downs of public 
opinion and craft a rationale that takes into 
account the competing military and economic 
tides of a bumpy multipolar world where deter-
rence and trade go hand-in-hand. U.S. defense 
investment buys long-range power projection 
in many forms and the ability to respond with 
tailored ground forces. Most of all, the military 
must complete its transition to a framework in 
which the use of information and cyberspace 
can decide the tactical advantage. All of this 
will take place under the commons of space, 
which must be safeguarded as never before.

As President Eisenhower told America in 
his farewell address long ago:

[What] is called for [is] not the emotion-
al and transitory sacrifices of crisis, but 
those which enable us to carry forward 
steadily, surely, and without complaint 
the burdens of a prolonged and complex 
struggle—with liberty the stake. Only thus 
will we remain, despite every provocation, 
on our charted course toward permanent 
peace and human betterment.43

The plans and actions of Russia, China, Iran, 
and others make clear that the struggle is com-
plex and the stakes still high. “We pray that…
those who have freedom will understand, also, 
its heavy responsibilities,” said Eisenhower 
back in 1961. “May we be ever unswerving in 
devotion to principle, confident but humble 
with power, diligent in pursuit of the Nation’s 
great goals.”44
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The Economic Dimension of Great-
Power Competition and the Role of 
Cyber as a Key Strategic Weapon
Samantha F. Ravich, PhD, and Annie Fixler

Napoleon Bonaparte may have said that an 
army marches on its stomach, but it is per-

haps even truer that a military force marches, 
sails, flies, and attacks on the back of its nation’s 
economy. Cripple an enemy’s economy and not 
only will the stomachs of its fighting forces go 
empty, but commerce, trade, and innovation 
will grind to a halt, sapping the will of the peo-
ple and depriving the leadership of most of the 
parts needed for the machinery of war.

Ancient civilizations recognized that eco-
nomic warfare could destroy an adversary 
during conflict and weaken him during more 
peaceful times to keep him from becoming a 
rival. The catalyst for the Peloponnesian War 
nearly 2,500 years ago was an act of econom-
ic warfare. The Athenians imposed crippling 
economic sanctions against an ally of Sparta in 
order to sow dissension and weaken the coali-
tion’s ability to threaten Athens and its allies. 
Recognizing the danger, Sparta responded with 
military action. The war culminated in a final 
act of economic warfare when Sparta (with 
Persia’s assistance) blockaded Athens and 
forced its surrender.1

Closer to our own time, Napoleon made 
wide use of economic aggression in hopes of 
shaping the battlefield to his advantage. In 
1806, in an attempt to weaken England’s fight-
ing forces by ruining the economy that under-
girded its power, he issued the Berlin Decree 

declaring the British Isles to be in a state of 
blockade. While not as successful in that case—
in fact, some scholars blame it for the ultimate 
ruin of France—the military strategy of using 
economic means to cripple the adversary has 
never fallen out of favor.2

Economic Warfare, Invention, 
and Innovation

Economic warfare and, conversely, eco-
nomic invention and innovation have been in-
tegral to American strategy since the Founding. 
George Washington believed so strongly in the 
importance of encouraging the advancement 
and protection of inventions for the benefit of 
the national defense that he called for passage 
of the Patent Act in his first State of the Union 
address on January 8, 1790. “To be prepared for 
war is one of the most effectual means of pre-
serving peace,” Washington declared, and to 
be prepared, manufacturing, “particularly for 
military supplies,” had to be encouraged and 
protected.3 Washington personally signed and 
sealed each of the 150 patents issued during 
his presidency.4

Having witnessed British attempts to use 
blockades to weaken the rebellious American 
colonies,5 Alexander Hamilton encouraged an-
other kind of economic warfare to advantage 
fledgling American industries and curb the 
military prowess of England. In his Report on 
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the Subject of Manufactures sent to Congress 
in 1791, Hamilton encouraged the new nation 
to engage in extensive private theft and appli-
cation of foreign intellectual property in order 
to transfer wealth-generating capabilities to 
the new nation.6 England recognized the threat 
posed by this pervasive intellectual property 
theft not only to the British economy, but also 
to its national security and thus implemented 
initiatives, including barring the export of key 
technologies, to prevent it from succeeding.7

The Great Wars
In the first half of the 20th century, America 

watched Great Britain incorporate economic 
warfare into its World War I and World War 
II strategies. In the lead-up to the Great War, 
the Naval Intelligence Department of the 
British Admiralty developed a plan to cripple 
Germany’s ability to wage war by leveraging 
British advantages in “the largely British-con-
trolled infrastructure of international trade.” 
Specifically:

Economic warfare strategy entailed doing 
“all in our power” to disrupt the already 
strained enemy economy, recognizing 
that significant additional pressure could 
be exerted upon the German economy 
by systematically denying access to the 
largely British-controlled infrastructure 
of international trade—British banks, 
insurance companies, and communica-
tions networks. In essence, the Admiralty 
argued that the beginning of a major 
war would find the German economy 
teetering on the edge of a precipice and 
that British strategy should seek to push 
it over the edge and down into “unem-
ployment, distress, &c., and eventually in 
bankruptcy.”8

The idea was that Britain could prepare 
for such a collapse and even leverage it, while 
Germany would be immobilized. Although 
the plan was never fully implemented, partly 
because England feared loosing the econom-
ic dogs of war more than it feared traditional 

military conflict, at the start of the Second 
World War, London created a new Ministry 
of Economic Warfare (the successor to the 
Ministry of Blockade during World War I) and 
specified that “[t]he aim of economic warfare 
is so to disorganise the enemy’s economy as to 
prevent him from carrying on the war.”9

During this time, but before the United 
States formally entered World War II, Wash-
ington also turned to economic warfare. 
President Franklin Roosevelt ordered a U.S. 
embargo of all sales of oil and scrap metal to 
Japan, hoping to constrain Japanese foreign 
aggression. The result may not have been what 
Washington desired: Emperor Hirohito’s dia-
ries from those years reveal that Japan went 
to war with the United States because of the 
embargo.10

Despite that outcome, economic coercion 
has become a key component of U.S. national 
security strategy, and Washington has relied 
increasingly on economic sanctions to deny 
adversaries access to global markets, thereby 
significantly degrading their capabilities. The 
United States controls the essential infrastruc-
ture that underpins global trade, and over the 
past two decades, we have used it to further our 
foreign policy and national security aims.

Fine-Tuning U.S. Strategy 
for Economic Warfare

The sophistication of U.S. sanctions began 
15 years ago with efforts to punish Pyongyang’s 
illicit activities and deny the regime funds to 
support its nuclear weapons program. When 
the United States slapped money-laundering 
sanctions on a little-known bank in Macau, 
Banco Delta Asia, in 2005, Washington “un-
leashed financial furies” unlike any the world 
had seen before.11 Juan Zarate, Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury for Terrorist Financing 
and Financial Crimes, said that after those 
sanctions, “[e]very conversation [with the 
North Koreans] began and ended with the 
same question: ‘When will we get our money 
back?’”12 During the Six Party Talks, an inebri-
ated North Korean delegate admitted that with 
those sanctions, “[y]ou Americans have finally 
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found a way to hurt us.”13 With the world’s larg-
est economy standing behind it, the almighty 
dollar was a powerful foe, and given the rel-
ative lack of economic engagement between 
the U.S. and North Korea, American businesses 
never felt any pain from the sanctions imposed 
by Washington or the U.N.

Washington then took this preliminary 
playbook and developed its economic toolkit 
by testing its powers against Iran. Six months 
after Congress passed comprehensive sanc-
tions against Iran’s energy sector, then-Under-
secretary for Political Affairs William Burns 
testified in December 2010 that the legisla-
tion had already cost Iran between $50 billion 
and $60 billion.14 As a result of U.S. sanctions 
and economic mismanagement, Iran’s gross 
domestic product (GDP) contracted by 6 per-
cent in 2012/2013 and another 2 percent in 
2014/2015.15

The imposition of sanctions following U.S. 
withdrawal from the international nuclear 
agreement with Tehran has similarly triggered 
worsening economic conditions.16 In April 
2018, one month before the U.S. decision to 
withdraw, average annual inflation was 8 per-
cent. Less than a year later, inflation had more 
than tripled to about 30 percent.17 Both the 
International Monetary Fund and the World 
Bank have begun to forecast deepening re-
cession.18 As recently as June 2018, the World 
Bank was projecting a 4.1 percent GDP growth 
for 2018 and 2019, but in January 2019, it had 
revised those numbers down to 1.5 percent and 
3.6 percent GDP reduction.19

The U.S. government estimates that be-
tween May 2018 and April 2019, sanctions had 
taken 1.5 million barrels of Iranian oil off the 
market and “denied the regime direct access 
to more than $10 billion in oil revenue.”20 As 
a result, Tehran’s regional proxies are starved 
for cash. Hezbollah has appealed for donations 
for the first time and has implemented auster-
ity measures.21 Militants in Syria have missed 
paychecks, and projects are going unfunded.22 
Without access to capital, it is difficult for Teh-
ran to project power in the region and threaten 
U.S. interests and allies.

Washington’s Economic 
Warfare Blind Spot

Disturbingly, despite the continued use 
of economic coercion by Washington since 
September 11, 2001, U.S. policymakers have 
an economic warfare blind spot: We have for-
gotten that we can be the victim and not just 
the perpetrator of economic warfare. Perhaps 
we have grown complacent because since 
the early years of the Republic, we have not 
faced a great-power rival with the ability to 
damage our economic wherewithal not just 
during, but also before and below the level of 
armed conflict.

Not even during the height of the Cold War, 
when the Soviet nuclear arsenal contained at 
least 55,000 warheads, did the best of Ameri-
ca’s military strategists consider how Moscow 
could undermine American economic where-
withal to weaken the United States strategical-
ly. This snapshot in time, roughly 1947–1991, 
frames much of the assessment and planning 
for great-power conflict by today’s strategic 
thinkers, but there is a major deficiency in 
seeing that past as prologue.

The Soviet economy did indeed possess the 
strength to create one of the world’s strongest 
militaries during its heyday, but in the end, it 
was self-defeating. As the late Dr. Charles Wolf, 
Jr., wrote, the Soviet system was based on five 
fundamental principles:

(1) Pervasive and centralized political 
and social control; (2) rule by a self-per-
petuating political/military elite; (3) 
domination of military/security priorities 
over civil ones; (4) persistent cultivation 
of external/internal threats, and require-
ment for international “struggle”; and (5) 
preference for self-reliance.23

These principles, when operationalized, left 
the Soviet Union in an ever-weaker position 
vis-à-vis the United States. Although there was 
little doubt that Moscow’s nuclear capability 
could indeed obliterate both Wall Street and 
Main Street, in the absence of that cataclysmic 
event, the United States grew more prosperous, 
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more innovative, and more capable of shaping 
the world to its advantage.

During the postwar period between the 
1950s and mid-1970s, some Western econo-
mists assessed Soviet economic growth rates 
as averaging about 5 percent per year, suggest-
ing that the USSR was outpacing the average 
growth of the United States.24 More detailed 
studies of the Soviet economy, however, recog-
nized the mendacious data upon which those 
growth numbers were based and estimated a 
truer measure of the two countries that ranged 
from the Soviet economy’s being equal to only 
14 percent of the U.S. economy on the low side 
to 30 percent at the high end.25 In 1988, Soviet 
foreign purchases and sales were roughly $200 
billion, less than one-third those of the United 
States, and much of that trade was with oth-
er Soviet states that had no choice but to buy 
the inferior products foisted upon them in the 
closed Soviet system.26

Chinese Cyber-Enabled Economic 
Warfare Threatens U.S. Supremacy

The largest U.S. companies of 1980, from 
Exxon Mobil to General Motors to IBM to 
General Electric (first, second, eighth, and 
ninth, respectively, on the Fortune 500 list of 
that year27), did not fear that Moscow might 
execute a coordinated campaign to steal in-
tellectual property, contaminate the supply 
chain, degrade operational systems, or offer 
below-market prices on key technological solu-
tions to drive them out of business and weak-
en the digital fabric of the American national 
security industrial base. The reality today is 
far different, and so are the contours of the 
battlefield upon which the U.S. is now forced 
to engage.

“[U]nlike the ‘bad old days’ of the U.S.–Sovi-
et Cold War, when our economic engagement 
with the USSR was relatively insignificant,” As-
sistant Secretary of State for International Se-
curity and Nonproliferation Christopher Ford 
has commented, “the United States and its 
friends and allies have deep and extensive eco-
nomic ties to China in this era of high-technol-
ogy international commerce.”28 In the words of 

General Paul Nakasone, head of the National 
Security Agency and U.S. Cyber Command:

We are in a period where our adversaries 
are looking to really take us on below that 
level of armed conflict, to be able to steal 
our intellectual property, to be able to 
leverage our personally identifiable infor-
mation, to be able to sow distrust within 
society, to be able to attempt to disrupt 
our elections.29

China’s economy is the second largest in the 
world behind the United States and the “largest 
if measured in purchasing price parity terms.”30 
China has been the largest single contributor 
to world growth since 2008.31 While the real 
size and growth rate are likely far below the 
Chinese Communist Party’s official claims,32 
the reach of China’s global investments gives 
Beijing leverage that it can use to challenge U.S. 
supremacy.

China conducts cyber-enabled economic 
warfare against the United States and its al-
lies.33 After South Korean conglomerate Lotte 
Group provided its government the land on 
which to deploy the Terminal High Altitude 
Area Defense (THAAD) missile defense system, 
Chinese hackers unleashed cyberattacks, and 
the government issued trumped-up regulatory 
action against the company as a way to pres-
sure Seoul to change its policies.34 Beijing’s 
tactics seem to have succeeded: South Korea 
acquiesced to military constraints in return for 
relief from Chinese economic warfare.35

Today, China is engaged in a massive, pro-
longed campaign of intellectual property 
theft, using cyber-enabled technologies to 
target nearly every sector of the U.S. econo-
my.36 China’s strategy is one of “rob, replicate 
and replace. Rob the American company of its 
intellectual property, replicate the technolo-
gy, and replace the American company in the 
Chinese market and, one day, in the global mar-
ket,” according to the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice. “From 2011–2018, more than 90 percent 
of the Department’s cases alleging economic 
espionage by or to benefit a state involve China, 
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and more than two-thirds of the Department’s 
theft of trade secrets cases have had a nexus 
to China.”37 Even when technology is commer-
cially available, China engages in a “concerted 
effort to steal, rather than simply purchase” 
these products.38

For a sense of scale, intellectual property 
theft costs the U.S. economy as much as $600 
billion per year.39 If China respected intellec-
tual property rights, the U.S. economy would 
gain 2.1 million jobs and $107 billion in sales.40 
In just one case in which wind turbine compa-
ny Sinoval stole trade secrets from U.S.-based 
AMSC, the company “lost more than $1 billion 
in shareholder equity and almost 700 jobs, over 
half its global workforce.”41

Beijing’s military–civil fusion42 means that 
none of this intellectual property theft is driv-
en purely by commercial motivation. President 
Xi Jingping has called “military–civilian inte-
gration” a “prerequisite for building integrated 
national strategies and strategic capabilities 
and for realizing the Party’s goal of building a 
strong military in the new era.”43 Particularly 
with emerging technologies, the line between 
civilian and military purposes is disappearing.44 
Beijing’s effort to build national champions in 
sensitive technologies “directly complements 
the PLA’s modernization efforts and carries se-
rious military implications,” according to the 
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD).45

Meanwhile, more than 60 percent of Chi-
nese export violations are attempts to acquire 
critical technologies that have military appli-
cations,46 and the targets of Chinese hackers 
align with the priorities of Beijing’s Made in 
China 2025 strategy.47 China’s J-20 fighter 
plane, for example, bears striking similarities 
to the F-22 Raptor made by Lockheed Martin—
the same company from which the Department 
of Justice accused a Chinese national of steal-
ing technical data.48 At the time, a nine-man 
team run by Chinese intelligence officers was 
hacking a French aerospace manufacturer and 
U.S. companies that made parts for turbofan 
jet engines, and “a Chinese state-owned aero-
space company was working to develop a com-
parable engine for use in commercial aircraft 

manufactured in China and elsewhere,” ac-
cording to the Department of Justice.49 Mean-
while, press reports revealed that one group 
of Chinese hackers has targeted dozens of uni-
versities and private companies over the past 
two years to steal military-related maritime 
technology.50

Each cyberattack, each espionage opera-
tion, each export control violation is “part of an 
overall economic policy of developing China at 
American expense” and “stealing our firepower 
and the fruits of our brainpower,” in the words 
of Assistant Attorney General for National Se-
curity John Demers.51

Beijing’s strategy is to weaken U.S. geopo-
litical and military capabilities and advance its 
own by using all means available including cy-
berattacks to undermine the defense industrial 
base and the broader U.S. economy from which 
America draws its strength. “U.S. military su-
periority since World War II has relied on both 
U.S. economic scale and technological superi-
ority,” a January 2018 DOD study concluded.52

Washington should never send its soldiers 
into a fair fight. Our adversaries agree, so they 
are trying to defeat our weapons systems and 
undermine our military capabilities before we 
realize that we are already at war. Belatedly, 
the U.S. military and intelligence communities 
are starting to take notice. For example:

 l In its annual report to Congress on Chi-
na’s military capabilities, the Pentagon 
has warned that Beijing uses its cyber 
capabilities to “exfiltrate sensitive infor-
mation from the [defense industrial base]” 
which in turn “threaten[s] to erode U.S. 
military advantages and imperil the infra-
structure and prosperity on which those 
advantages rely.”53

 l The head of FBI counterintelligence has 
testified similarly that China’s “economic 
aggression, including its relentless theft 
of U.S. assets” through cyber and tradi-
tional means, “is positioning China to 
supplant [the United States] as the world’s 
superpower.”54
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 l The U.S. Navy reportedly has made the 

economic endgame of adversaries such as 
China even more explicit: “The systems 
the U.S. relies upon to mobilize, deploy 
and sustain forces have been extensively 
targeted by potential adversaries, and 
compromised to such extent that their 
reliability is questionable.”55

Global Trade, Rule Enforcement, 
and China’s Civil–Military Fusion

As the U.S. military considers how to fight 
and win wars in the 21st century when it has 
an adversary with an economy that is quickly 
advancing on its own, diagnosing how Beijing’s 
creeping invasion of our national security in-
dustrial base could have gone unnoticed—or, 
perhaps worse, been noticed but not ad-
dressed—is critical.

A 2005 RAND study, for example, warned 
that Huawei and other ostensibly private com-
panies are in fact merely the “public face for, 
sprang from, or are significantly engaged in 
joint research” with the Chinese military. Hua-
wei itself “maintains deep ties with the Chi-
nese military.”56 An even earlier 2001 report in 
the Far Eastern Economic Review concluded 
that Huawei is “financially and politically sup-
ported by the Chinese government.”57 In 2012, 
the House Intelligence Committee concluded 
that Huawei’s “assertions denying support by 
the Chinese government are not credible.”58 
Yet Western media continue to treat Huawei’s 
ownership as an unanswered question,59 and 
the CIA is still trying to convince U.S. allies that 
Huawei receives state funding.60

We have known since that 2012 House In-
telligence Committee investigation that Chi-
nese telecommunications giant Huawei shows 
a “pattern of disregard” for intellectual proper-
ty rights.61 This state-backed, multibillion-dol-
lar company is accused of stealing innovations 
from everyone from start-ups to multination-
al companies, yet the press was surprised that 
Huawei had a policy of providing bonuses to 
employees who stole trade secrets.62

Huawei’s theft of trade secrets is just one 
example of China’s persistent efforts to steal 

research and development, intellectual prop-
erty, and proprietary technology. In another 
example, China announced in 2014 that it 
intended to spend $150 billion to become 
dominant in the semiconductor industry.63 
Semiconductors are critical components of 
all modern technology. The Semiconductor 
Industry Association warned that while the 
United States has led previous semiconductor 
innovations, “overseas governments are seek-
ing to displace U.S. leadership through huge 
government investments in both commercial 
manufacturing and scientific research.”64 Their 
efforts include stealing trade secrets from 
American companies that make the world’s 
most advanced semiconductors.

Boise, Idaho-based Micron provides as 
much as a quarter of the world’s Dynamic 
Random Access Memory (DRAM) integrated 
circuits, which are used in everything from 
personal computers to the U.S. military’s 
next-generation thermal weapon sights.65 In 
2018, the U.S. government indicted Chinese 
state-owned Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit 
Company for stealing Micron’s trade secrets66 
and added Fujian Jinhua to its Entity List, 
barring the export of any U.S.-origin goods 
to the company.67 The theft began after Mi-
cron turned down an acquisition offer from 
a Chinese company.68 Before this intellectual 
property theft, China did not possess DRAM 
technology, but instead of investing in research 
and development, it “conspired to circumvent 
Micron’s restrictions on its proprietary tech-
nology,” according to the indictment.69

Nor was this American company the only 
target of Chinese operations. Dutch company 
ASML, a global supplier to the semiconductor 
industry, was also the victim of commercial 
espionage but quickly denied any “national 
conspiracy.” ASML’s CEO said, “We resent 
any suggestion that this event should have any 
implication for ASML conducting business in 
China. Some of the individuals (involved) hap-
pened to be Chinese nationals.”70

This defensiveness is perhaps understand-
able given the limited recourse available to 
companies that are victimized by Chinese 
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government–supported espionage. After the 
Department of Justice accused Chinese mil-
itary hackers of cyber-enabled espionage and 
trade secrets theft against U.S. Steel,71 the 
company has tried to bring a case before the 
U.S. International Trade Commission against 
Chinese firm Baosteel for selling a high-tech 
steel similar to its own products, but U.S. Steel 
faces a problem. It is asserting that Baosteel 
stole proprietary technology, but the indicted 
hackers worked only for the Chinese military, 
never for Baosteel.72 The global trade system 
and mechanism for enforcing the rules are not 
set up to address China’s military–civil fusion.

Additionally, the U.S. legal system is not well 
suited to combating China’s exploitation of the 
rules-based system for its geopolitical and mil-
itary gain.73 For example, instead of undergo-
ing a Committee on Foreign Investment in the 
United States (CFIUS) process, which likely 
would have resulted in a negative review,74 Chi-
nese firm Wanxiang waited until A123 Systems 
went bankrupt and purchased the company’s 
technology for fast-charging lithium-ion bat-
teries.75 When high-end microchip producer 
ATopTech went bankrupt, Chinese firm Avatar 
Integrated Systems used the judicial system to 
block U.S. competitor Synopsys from raising 
CFIUS concerns76 and purchased ATopTech’s 
technology.77

The bankruptcy process is not the only area 
in which China has figured out how to maneu-
ver around the CFIUS process. The U.S.–China 
Economic and Security Review Commission 
warned in a May 2019 report that CFIUS and 
export control regulations “have been unable 
to adequately assess and address the risks of 
increased technology transfers to China.” As a 
result, China has been able “to pursue invest-
ments in critical U.S. technologies that could 
jeopardize U.S. technological innovation and 
national security.”78

China participates in more than 10 per-
cent of all venture capital deals in the United 
States and in 2015 alone invested $11.5 billion 
in early-stage technology deals.79 Investments 
in emerging technology, including artificial in-
telligence, augmented reality/virtual reality, 

robotics, and financial technology, represent 
about 40 percent of China’s overall invest-
ments.80 Put succinctly, because innovation 
occurs in the private sector, “state competitors 
and non-state actors will also have access to 
them, a fact that risks eroding the conventional 
overmatch to which our Nation has grown ac-
customed,” as the National Defense Strategy 
recognized.81

Meanwhile, Beijing requires foreign com-
panies interested in selling into the Chinese 
market to form joint ventures with local firms 
and uses “the administrative licensing and 
approvals process to require or pressure the 
transfer of technology” from foreign firms to 
their Chinese counterparts, according to an 
in-depth U.S. Trade Representative study of 
China’s unfair trade policies.82 The American 
Chamber of Commerce in China has similarly 
warned that Chinese government authorities 
often demand “unnecessary disclosure” of con-
fidential technological and other information.83 
European companies report feeling similarly 
compelled to give away critical technology to 
gain access to the Chinese market.84

In short, China uses all means to acquire 
sensitive, national security–related technol-
ogy at the expense of America’s economy and 
military capabilities. China uses illegal means 
like industrial and cyber espionage and forc-
ible technology transfers as well as legal ones 
like strategic investment.85

As the United States considers how these 
economic battle campaigns could affect the 
outcome of military engagements, it is wise to 
consider that World War II could have ended 
differently had such adversarial practices been 
in place at that time. General Dwight Eisen-
hower attributed U.S. victory to Andrew Jack-
son Higgins, a small-boat builder who adapted 
his shallow-draft boat designs to fulfill the U.S. 
military’s request for a small vessel that could 
transport both troops and vehicles from ships 
to the beach.86 Higgins’s story is a combina-
tion of individual ingenuity and the American 
military’s ability to gain an advantage over the 
adversary by deploying next-generation weap-
onry and matériel onto the battlefield.
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 l What would have happened if the Axis 

Powers had stolen Higgins’s boat designs 
before he could get his product into the 
hands of the U.S. military?

 l What would have happened if, when he 
applied for his patent, Japanese govern-
ment–affiliated entities had beaten him to 
the punch and filed a patent using designs 
they had stolen?

 l What if, during the interwar period, Hig-
gins had decided to sell into the European 
market but had been forced to form a joint 
venture with German firms and transfer 
critical technology to a government the 
U.S. would soon face on the battlefield?

Controlling the data of the battlefield is akin 
to controlling the commanding heights. With 
such control, one can see the gathering armies, 
their supply lines, and their points of weakness. 
China is engaged in “eco-political terraforming” 
to achieve such a position by planting its equip-
ment throughout the global infrastructure and 
then leveraging that equipment to gather, ma-
nipulate, or otherwise control the vast amounts 
of data moving through the system.

The import of the Huawei issue is the im-
port of the future of high-speed bidirection-
al data transmission, which is critical for the 
functioning of a modern military and a modern 
economy. With an estimated 75 billion devices 
connected to the Internet by 2025, who con-
trols the telecommunications architecture 
and infrastructure ultimately can control the 
data those devices carry. The road that is being 
built to carry that data is 5G, and the U.S. gov-
ernment does not wish to see those personal, 
consumer, technological, and military data 
travelling that road to Beijing.

Yes, the build-out of 5G infrastructure is ideal 
for China’s eco-political terraforming strategy.

Building a Secure Infrastructure for 
National Security Data Transmission

With a challenge as large as the one pre-
sented by China’s eco-political terraforming, 

the solutions to the problem of preserving U.S. 
military superiority necessarily come from all 
corners of the government. While the “whole 
of government” mantra sounds nice, it has be-
come synonymous with “whole of little.” The 
battlefield of the 21st century will truly de-
mand a more unified approach.

Fifteen years after the United States un-
leashed its financial furies against its adver-
saries, Congress added the Secretary of the 
Treasury as a statutory member of the Nation-
al Security Council,87 but battles of the latter 
half of the 20th century and the beginning of 
the 21st have not taught policymakers the im-
portance of other elements of the U.S. govern-
ment like the Department of Commerce and 
the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). These agencies and others will be cen-
tral to Washington’s ability to defend its eco-
nomic, defense, and overall national security 
interests against its adversaries’ campaigns.

In May 2019, for example, the FCC reject-
ed an application by state-owned China Mo-
bile to provide international service for U.S. 
callers,88 citing a recommendation from the 
Commerce Department to deny the applica-
tion because of national security and law en-
forcement concerns.89 The FCC also issued a 
proposed rule banning the use of federal funds 
by local municipalities to purchase equipment 
from “companies that pose a national security 
threat to United States communications net-
works or the communications supply chain.”90 
The FCC is awaiting input from the Commerce 
Department with respect to which companies 
would fit the ban’s criteria.91 The Commerce 
Department, for its part, is attempting to de-
fine emerging technologies and introduce ex-
port controls to prevent the sale of these tech-
nologies to adversaries.92

Most recently, the President issued an exec-
utive order banning all U.S. persons from pur-
chasing information communication technolo-
gy from firms controlled by a foreign adversary 
and deemed to pose “an unacceptable risk to 
the national security of the United States or 
the security and safety of United States per-
sons.”93 The executive order itself does not 
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name specific companies and technologies and 
does not mention U.S. adversaries by name, but 
it is widely seen as addressing Chinese tech-
nology companies in general and Huawei in 
particular.94 To emphasize this point, on the 
same day, the Commerce Department added 
Huawei to its Entity List.95

Federal agencies, meanwhile, are working 
with U.S. allies to create lists of trusted suppli-
ers in an effort to cultivate viable alternatives 
to Chinese products. As Department of Home-
land Security Cybersecurity and Infrastruc-
ture Security Agency Director Christopher 
Krebs has testified, allied coordination would 

“drive the dynamics that could move the mar-
ket” to address “China’s predatory industrial 
policy approach.”96

Coordination creates market incentives 
for companies to innovate and create more 
secure products. Without these incentives, U.S. 
companies might not be able to compete with 
Chinese firms’ discounted prices and thus not 
be able to convert innovation into commercial 
success and commercial success back into ad-
ditional innovation, which in turn would leave 
the U.S. at a disadvantage across a broad range 
of security interests. The Prague 5G summit 
in May 2019, for example, set out a nonbind-
ing but common approach to ensuring that 5G 
decisions consider not only economic, but also 
national security concerns.97 More broadly, a 
consortium of likeminded nations that iden-
tifies both trusted vendors and the companies 
and technology that pose risks to critical in-
frastructure and communications systems 
would protect the integrity of networks and 
data on which the U.S. and allied military ca-
pabilities depend.

Conclusion
The U.S. government’s recognition that 

the private sector is a conduit through which 
adversaries conduct cyber-enabled economic 
warfare and other cyberattacks98 and that the 
future information and communications in-
frastructure must therefore have security at 
its core is welcome but insufficient. Without 
robust defense and concerted counteroffensive 
investments, hostile adversaries will rapidly 
erode our military and political strength.

The United States is now in a peer compe-
tition, and if our adversaries are embedded 
in both our publicly and privately owned and 
operated critical infrastructure, the U.S. mili-
tary cannot fully trust its warfighting capabili-
ty. Mutually Assured Destruction was a central 
tenet of Cold War deterrence in the nuclear 
age. Much is now being written about how to 
achieve deterrence in a cyber-enabled world.99 
If the U.S. is to maintain the advantage over 
adversaries who try to undermine our ability 
to trust our own systems, and if it is to elimi-
nate or mitigate vulnerabilities to such attacks, 
perhaps the adversary must also be skeptical 
of the integrity of his own weapons and com-
munications systems. Call it Mutually Assured 
Military Standoff if you will.

In any event, it is abundantly clear that 
competition—and outright conflict if and when 
it occurs—between great powers will incorpo-
rate the full range of tools available to major 
states, including economic and cyber measures 
that directly attack both the military’s might 
and the citizenry’s willpower. To ensure its 
standing as the world’s largest free-market 
democracy, the U.S. must not only recognize 
the importance of the economy to our ability 
to defend ourselves, but also take the necessary 
steps to prepare for this domain of 21st century 
state warfare.
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The Competitive Advantages 
and Risks of Alliances
Kathleen J. McInnis, PhD1

W inston Churchill once famously quipped, 
“There is only one thing worse than 

fighting with allies, and that is fighting without 
them.” So it goes for the complex web of secu-
rity relationships that the United States main-
tains with states around the globe. Alliances 
and partnerships between sovereign states are 
often exasperatingly difficult to manage; do-
mestic politics, burden sharing, and diverging 
strategic considerations create friction points 
that threaten to collapse them altogether.2

Despite the enormous amount of time and 
attention that U.S. leaders devote to maintain-
ing alliances, allies and partners often make 
policy choices that are at odds with U.S. for-
eign and national security priorities. Further, 
the Founders admonished us to beware of 

“entangling alliances” that could embroil the 
United States in conflicts and conflagrations 
that were not necessarily in our interest.3 It is 
hardly surprising, therefore, that successive 
Administrations going back at least to 1949 
have grumbled about equitable sharing of the 
security burden and have approached the topic 
of alliances overall with a note of ambivalence.

Yet since the end of World War II, succes-
sive Administrations have also determined 
that, despite these philosophical reservations 
and everyday frustrations, the contemporary 
system of U.S. alliances and cooperative se-
curity partnerships has conferred a number 
of strategic advantages that make the hassle 
worth its attendant risks. This “hub-and-spoke” 

alliance system is unique in human history; it 
has evolved into an unprecedented set of insti-
tutions and collaborative patterns that under-
gird a higher degree of global stability among 
sovereign states than history might otherwise 
have predicted.4

Militarily, the system allows the United 
States to advance its interests, perform expe-
ditionary operations, and “defend in depth” at 
considerably lower cost than would otherwise 
be possible. Economically, it has allowed the 
United States to set the rules of international 
trade and finance and, on balance, remain well 
positioned to reap the advantages of that sys-
tem. In aggregate, the system of alliances and 
security partnerships that the United States 
currently leads has afforded enormous strate-
gic advantages to both the U.S. and those states 
that participate in it.

Evolution of the U.S.-Led 
International Security System

To understand alliances today, we need first 
to understand how we got here. Thucydides 
tells us that alliances have been an enduring 
feature of war and conflict for thousands of 
years.5 Multilateral military arrangements al-
low states (and their historical analogues) to 
aggregate their capabilities and collaborate on 
common security challenges.

Since the signing of the Treaty of Tordesil-
las between Spain and Portugal in 1494—an 
event that some strategic scholars point to 
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as the beginning of the modern global sys-
tem6—alliances have been formed between na-
tion-states and their proxies in order to wage 
war against common adversaries. Alliances at 
that time were essentially agreements by Euro-
pean empires to combine military and econom-
ic assets in pursuit of political objectives. The 
European continent was the stage for many of 
these conflicts between states. However, colo-
nies provided both critical resources as well as 
logistical bases for European capitals, and as 
global empires gradually expanded and grew 
in strategic importance, European territories 
around the world were drawn into supporting 
these alliances and were themselves made the 
subject of imperial competition.

The world wars during the first half of the 
20th century brought the imperial system of 
global order crashing down. The European co-
lonial powers no longer had the wherewithal 
either to maintain their global possessions or 
to lead the international system. As the United 
States became the dominant global power in 
the wake of those wars, it shaped the global sys-
tem in a manner more consistent with its own 
anti-imperial values.7 It did this by building its 
security and strategic relationships in two pri-
mary ways: through formal strategic-political 
institutions such as the United Nations and the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
and by working with newly sovereign states 
rather than by taking over the possession of 
colonial territories.

In the aftermath of World War II and as the 
Cold War with the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics (USSR) took shape, the U.S. and its se-
curity partners decided to integrate economic 
instruments into their security calculations.8 
As the theory went, doing so would make states 
more resilient against the specter of Commu-
nism and Soviet expansionism. Hence, Euro-
pean reconstruction was accompanied by the 
Marshall Plan and NATO. NATO itself was 
designed with the economic and social policy 
compatibility of its member states in mind.

Globally, the Bretton-Woods system, in-
cluding the World Bank Group and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF), would help to 

reconstruct European economies, facilitate 
trade among free-market economies, and, 
when possible, help newly independent states 
transform themselves from colonial territo-
ries to full-fledged participants in the interna-
tional economy.9 Security relationships with 
the United States, including the U.S. extended 
nuclear deterrence umbrella, helped to make 
allies in Europe and Asia capable of withstand-
ing Soviet influence operations.10

The design of an international system that 
benefited a wide variety of stakeholders was 
not an entirely altruistic calculation by U.S. 
post–World War II leaders. The war and the 
nuclear age that followed it underscored the 
fact that the continental United States was 
no longer protected by the Atlantic and Pacif-
ic Oceans.

Looking to the experience of Europe and 
Asia during the war and anxious to avoid a con-
flict that would comparably damage the Amer-
ican homeland, defense planners pursued a 
strategy of “defense in depth.”11 By positioning 
U.S. forces and capabilities forward in territo-
ries closer to adversaries, conflicts could be 
fought and won without directly affecting the 
continental United States. Basing agreements 
and alliance commitments, enabled in part by 
friendly economic relations and a common 
desire to contain the spread of Communism, 
were reached between the United States and a 
variety of countries in order to implement this 
defense-in-depth strategy. By the end of the 
Cold War, the United States had constructed 
a network of security relationships with sov-
ereign states that was generally supportive of 
U.S. leadership of that system.

The end of the Cold War and the collapse 
of the Soviet threat around which the U.S. se-
curity system was organized led to a degree 
of soul-searching among scholars and poli-
cymakers: Why maintain these alliances and 
security relationships absent the threat they 
were designed to counter?12 These concerns 
proved short-lived, however, as allies and 
partners began to organize their security rela-
tionships and priorities around the collective 
management of regional crises and threats, 
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particularly in the Middle East, Africa, and 
Southeastern Europe.

The United States used its existing alliance 
and security partnerships to adopt an expedi-
tionary defense posture, retaining some key 
sites abroad that were critical for force pro-
jection (such as Ramstein Air Force Base in 
Germany) while closing bases and infrastruc-
ture that were no longer deemed necessary. 
(Such overseas bases have also been critical to 
managing regional “rogue” states such as Iraq, 
North Korea, and Iran—the latter two primar-
ily through deterrence and forward-stationed 
troops and the former through active contain-
ment measures such as no-fly zones.)

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, 
brought home the fact that there were key 
threats to the U.S. homeland that were not 
state-based: Ungoverned spaces provided the 
terrain for violent extremist groups to orga-
nize and metastasize into threats with a global 
reach. As the United States, in response, began 
to wage campaigns in Afghanistan, Iraq, and 
eventually Syria, the Department of Defense 
(DOD) subsequently expanded its programs to 

“build partner capacity” by working with frag-
ile states in order to help them expand their 
capacity to govern and also, critically, their 
ability to eliminate threats posed by violent ex-
tremist organizations within their territory. As 
then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates noted:

Building the governance and security 
capacity of other countries was a critical 
element of our strategy in the Cold War…. 
But it is even more urgent in a global se-
curity environment where, unlike the Cold 
War, the most likely and lethal threats—an 
American city poisoned or reduced to 
rubble—will likely emanate from fractured 
or failing states, rather than aggressor 
states.13

The American expeditionary military 
posture, including key staging and logistical 
sites, has remained critical to enabling U.S. 
counterterrorism and capacity-building op-
erations in theaters around the world. The 

security networks that the United States con-
structed as part of this strategic shift have 
also helped the U.S. to achieve other trans-
national security objectives, including nucle-
ar counterproliferation.

The Russian annexation of Ukraine’s 
Crimean Peninsula in 2014, along with near-si-
multaneous island building by China in the 
South China Sea, led U.S. policymakers to con-
clude that these powers are willing to use mili-
tary tools to advance their strategic objectives 
and, in the process, damage the interests of the 
United States and its allies and partners. This 
emerging “strategic competition” with other 
powers has added to the scope and scale of the 
challenges with which the U.S.-led security or-
der—already busy managing North Korea and 
Iran and countering violent extremists—must 
grapple. As the 2017 National Security Strat-
egy notes:

China and Russia challenge American 
power, influence, and interests, attempt-
ing to erode American security and 
prosperity. They are determined to make 
economies less free and less fair, to grow 
their militaries, and to control informa-
tion and data to repress their societies 
and expand their influence. At the same 
time, the dictatorships of the Democrat-
ic People’s Republic of Korea and the 
Islamic Republic of Iran are determined to 
destabilize regions, threaten Americans 
and our allies, and brutalize their own 
people. Transnational threat groups, from 
jihadist terrorists to transnational crim-
inal organizations, are actively trying to 
harm Americans. While these challenges 
differ in nature and magnitude, they are 
fundamentally contests between those 
who value human dignity and freedom 
and those who oppress individuals and 
enforce uniformity.14

This has led to a hybrid of the defense in 
depth and expeditionary military postures. 
The European Deterrence Initiative (EDI), for 
example, is a U.S.-led effort to:
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1. Continue to enhance our deterrent and 

defense posture throughout the theater 
by positioning the right capabilities in key 
locations in order to respond to adversari-
al threats in a timely manner.

2. Assure our NATO allies and partners of 
the United States’ commitment to Ar-
ticle 5 and the territorial integrity of all 
NATO nations.

3. Increase the capability and readiness of 
U.S. Forces, NATO allies, and regional 
partners, allowing for a faster response in 
the event of any aggression by an adver-
sary against the sovereign territory of 
NATO nations.15

Simultaneously, the U.S. has conducted 
counterterrorism and capacity-building op-
erations in Afghanistan, in Iraq, and to some 
extent in Syria, using logistical infrastructure 
in Europe and the Middle East. None of this 
would be possible were it not for robust U.S. 
strategic and security relationships with allies 
around the world.

In summary, since the end of World War 
II, the United States—in contrast to the glob-
al powers that preceded America’s rise—has 
worked to establish an international security 
system of sovereign states and international 
institutions rooted in relatively advantageous 
economic relationships. After the end of the 
Cold War, that system adapted to perform cri-
sis management tasks. In the wake of the Sep-
tember 11 attacks, the system broadened still 
further as the United States partnered with 
fragile, weak, and failing states to improve 
the capacity of their security institutions to 
manage threats emanating from their territo-
ries before they could become global threats. 
In this network of formal and informal secu-
rity relationships, the U.S. serves as the cen-
tral foundation (the hub) for a global defense 
and military architecture (the spokes) that 
manages regional and international security 
challenges.16

Defining Alliances
Given the centrality of alliances to United 

States defense and security planning, as well 
as to grand strategy in general, it is somewhat 
surprising that contemporary examples of 
alliances remain rather poorly understood. 
Part of the confusion stems from the variety 
of ways in which scholars define the term “al-
liances.”17 Insofar as there is consensus, it is 
generally held that alliances are some sort of 
agreements between states to render military 
support against an external threat under pre-
determined conditions.18 It is also generally 
understood that states make alliances in order 
to aggregate their military capabilities relative 
to external threats.

All of this makes sense to some degree: The 
overwhelming bulk of analyses of alliance 
structures, processes, formation, and so on 
have been derived primarily from cases involv-
ing Western European states, their empires,19 
or both and often focus on historical periods up 
to the end of the Cold War, with comparatively 
little attention paid to alliances in the period 
following the Cold War.20

Thus, confusion surrounding the definition 
of “alliances,” coupled with a lack of analysis 
of military alliances in the post–Cold War era, 
has limited our understanding of contempo-
rary multilateral military alignments, contrib-
uting to an overall confusion about the utility 
and risks of the U.S.-led global security system. 
For example, up until the end of World War II, 
the terms “alliance” and “coalition” were inter-
changeable, as both referred to acts by states to 
prosecute military operations jointly against a 
common threat.21

Parsing out coalitions from alliances has not 
always been a terribly important distinction 
to make: Alliances were often formed with the 
specific intention of prosecuting immediate 
or prospective coalition warfare or to prepare 
for the eventuality that warfare might occur. 
Furthermore, alliances, particularly during the 
Cold War, had a sense of unanimity to them; it 
was unthinkable that not all NATO allies might 
respond to an incursion by the Warsaw Pact, 
vagaries in Article V notwithstanding.
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This is not generally the case today. Con-

temporary international organizations and 
alliances are often formed without the specific 
goal of collaboratively conducting military op-
erations, and when international organizations 
or other institutions do decide to undertake 
multilateral military operations, they often do 
so utilizing a subset of their membership. Not 
all NATO members have participated in all of 
NATO’s post–Cold War operations.

Today, this U.S.-led hub-and-spoke sys-
tem includes a variety of different strategic 
arrangements, most of which do not fit com-
monly accepted definitions of alliances. These 
arrangements include:

 l International institutions, such as the 
United Nations Security Council and the 
Organization for Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe (OSCE), to contend with 
security challenges;

 l Multilateral military organizations like 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) alliance itself;

 l Explicit agreements between states, such 
as the mutual defense pact between the 
United States and the Republic of Korea, 
to provide mutual military support in 
times of crisis;

 l Participation by states, such as those that 
contributed to the International Security 
Assistance Force in Afghanistan, in mili-
tary coalitions;

 l Strategic alignments between states, such 
as the U.S. relationship with Israel, that 
are not underpinned by a treaty arrange-
ment; and

 l Bilateral, informal partnerships with 
other states.

It is difficult to determine the utility of 
these multilateral alignments without an ap-
preciation of their various forms and how they 

contribute overall to U.S. and global security. 
In the first instance, motivations for different 
states’ participation in this system vary, which 
is why these relationships range from highly 
formalized treaty-established agreements on 
the one end to informal security cooperative 
arrangements on the other. Some are designed 
to assist states as they grapple with internal 
security challenges. Others are focused on 
deterring and, if necessary, defeating an ex-
ternal threat.

Some states with adversarial relationships 
join multilateral security institutions at least 
in part in order to tether (and be tethered to) 
their adversaries, thereby (counterintuitively) 
advancing their own national security inter-
ests. The involvement of Greece and Turkey 
in NATO is one such example.22 Some states 
choose to participate in multinational military 
coalitions in order to advance interests that 
have little to do with the mission or operation 
in question.23 A variety of states participating 
in the NATO-led International Security Assis-
tance Force in Afghanistan, for example, did 
so in order to affirm their solidarity with other 
NATO countries or their bilateral relationships 
with the United States.24

From a policymaking standpoint, under-
standing this wide variety of motivations is 
critical. Without an appreciation for why and 
how states join these arrangements in the first 
place, it is difficult to make policy judgements 
about the level of risk they might be willing to 
shoulder in the event of multilateral military 
operations or other activities—or, indeed, for 
what type of security challenges they would 
consider employing military force at all.

Our standard conception of alliances and 
their de facto focus on military aspects of state-
craft are becoming dangerously outdated, in 
part because they are rooted in realpolitik-in-
spired notions of military strength and capa-
bility aggregation. While these are, of course, 
essential aspects of alliances, they by no means 
capture the sum total of the role alliances play 
in contemporary international relations and 
strategic policymaking. As noted, more often 
than not, formal alliances are undergirded by 
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close economic and political ties that serve as 
a key way to ensure the continued harmoni-
zation of the signatory parties’ overall politi-
cal and strategic views. The more formal the 
alliance arrangement is, the more likely it is 
to be complemented by a trade agreement or 
close economic ties, many of which arguably 
benefit the United States.25 While most NA-
TO-watchers are well versed in that alliance’s 
Article 4 (crisis planning) or Article 5 (collec-
tive defense) Treaty of Washington provisions, 
Article 2 has been all but forgotten:

The Parties will contribute toward the fur-
ther development of peaceful and friend-
ly international relations by strengthening 
their free institutions, by bringing about 
a better understanding of the princi-
ples upon which these institutions are 
founded, and by promoting conditions 
of stability and well-being. They will seek 
to eliminate conflict in their international 
economic policies and will encourage 
economic collaboration between any or 
all of them.26

This logic—that economic interdependence 
must underpin security institutions for them 
to be successful in the long term—is arguably 
why the U.S. sought the development of trade 
relationships among postwar democracies.27 It 
is also why global economic institutions such 
as the World Bank and IMF were established 
alongside the United Nations Security Coun-
cil.28 Less formal security arrangements are 
generally accompanied by sales of U.S. defense 
equipment and other matériel to partner coun-
tries; in fact, foreign military sales were at one 
time a gauge by which U.S. versus Soviet global 
influence was measured.29

This aspect of international relations does 
not always function perfectly (hence the trade 
wars with Japan in the late 20th century), but 
on balance, it has served to create an inter-
dependent group of states, led by the United 
States, that resolve issues among each other in 
a peaceful manner. It has also created a series 
of relationships that, although challenging to 

manage on a day-to-day basis, are surprising-
ly durable in the long run. Whether this will 
continue to be the case in the future is a major 
question among strategists today.

The Contemporary Hub-and-Spoke 
Security System: Risks and Advantages

The alliance system that the U.S. began to 
construct at the end of World War II is unique 
in human history and has afforded the Unit-
ed States a number of important strategic 
and economic advantages. If today’s world is 
characterized by strategic competitions with 
other great powers, however, as the 2017 U.S. 
National Security Strategy suggests, the ques-
tion becomes whether the U.S. will continue to 
find that the advantages of the hub-and-spoke 
system are enough to justify its perpetuation.

The hub-and-spoke system possesses both 
risks and advantages to the United States that 
policymakers must consider as they evaluate 
its contemporary and future utility. The key 
risks include:

 l Burden-sharing. Questions about 
whether allies are truly shouldering their 
collective security responsibilities are 
perennial in alliance management. In a 
NATO context, such questions have been 
raised since the founding of the alliance 
in 1949. Very few states today spend as 
much on their defense programs as the 
United States does, and many NATO allies 
struggle to meet an agreed-upon goal of 2 
percent of gross domestic product (GDP) 
on defense.30

Some would ask what use an alliance is if 
other states do not have sufficient military 
capabilities to advance common objec-
tives? Others contend, however, that ear-
lier NATO discussions of burden sharing 
included the moral dimensions of allied 
solidarity in the face of an existential ex-
pansive Communist threat. According to 
this view, today’s debates would therefore 
be better characterized as debates about 
cost sharing rather than burden sharing. 
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In any event, debates swirl around wheth-
er allies are paying their fair share.

 l Entanglement. Within asymmetric 
alliances, most allies are fearful that the 
United States will either abandon them in 
a crisis (abandonment) or involve them 
in a crisis in a manner that they would 
not otherwise choose (entrapment). As 
the Founders warned, entanglement 
in the affairs of other states and their 
security challenges is a concern for the 
United States as well. To what extent are 
U.S. views of strategy and foreign policy 
choices influenced by allies and partners? 
Might we have the same perception of the 
Russian or Iranian threat were it not for 
our close allies in those regions? What 
are the risks of being drawn into a conflict 
that might prompt nuclear escalation?

 l Inappropriate Security Partnerships. 
As the hub-and-spoke network of security 
relationships has expanded in order to 
prosecute counterterrorism and capac-
ity-building strategies since September 
11, 2001, questions have arisen regarding 
the efficacy of many of these partnerships. 
At the heart of the issue is whether build-
ing security forces in states with fragile 
governments—by, for example, providing 
training, equipment, and institutional 
support—might actually make the United 
States less secure in the long term.

For one thing, partners on the ground may 
have short-term and long-term interests 
that are very different from those of the 
United States and may use their enhanced 
military capabilities to go beyond the 
objectives for which the assistance was in-
tended. U.S. security assistance to Mali led 
to the provision of professional military 
education and training. A separatist re-
bellion launched in late 2011 by members 
of the minority ethnic Tuareg community 
aggravated intramilitary and political ten-
sions in the country, leading to a military 

coup by junior officers in March 2012 that 
was spearheaded by Captain Amadou 
Sonogo, who had been a recipient of that 
training,31

 l Strategic Insolvency. Some observers 
of U.S. defense policy are increasingly 
concerned that the gap between America’s 
defense spending and its global responsi-
bilities is widening. According to this view, 
budget unpredictability exacerbated by 
the 2011 Budget Control Act (“sequestra-
tion”), along with readiness issues, nearly 
two decades of war, personnel retention, 
and other factors, has left the DOD ill pre-
pared to meet its own goals as articulated 
in the 2018 National Defense Strategy. 
Elements of this argument can be found 
in theories of imperial overstretch;32 the 
National Defense Strategy Commission 
(NDSC) calls it a possibility of “strategic 
insolvency.”33 Within the foreseeable 
future, the U.S. may no longer have the ca-
pabilities to defend its allies in more than 
one theater without significantly reinvest-
ing in its defense program, significantly 
scaling back its level of ambition, or both.34

The principal advantages of the hub-and-
spoke system include:

 l Global Reach. One of the key reasons for 
building the U.S.-led defense architecture 
in the first place was to be able to fight the 
nation’s wars far away from the American 
homeland. This rationale still holds. The 
United States would not have been able 
to plan and execute operations around 
the world like its move into Afghanistan, 
which occurred within a month after the 
September 11 terrorist attacks, were it 
not for its network of military bases and 
access agreements in the U.S. European 
Command and U.S. Central Command 
areas of responsibility.35

 l Lower Costs. Despite the considerable 
amount of political hay being made from 
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burden-sharing issues, the financial costs 
that the U.S. would have to shoulder to 
accomplish its strategic objectives absent 
its hub-and-spoke system would likely be 
significantly higher. Allies often facili-
tate the presence of U.S. forces stationed 
on their soil through in-kind payments. 
South Korea, for example, contributed the 
lion’s share of the costs associated with 
building Camp Humphreys ($9.7 billion 
of a $10.8 billion project) and annually 
pays approximately 50 percent of the 
nonpersonnel costs for the stationing of 
U.S. troops.36 Further, historically speak-
ing, imperial predecessors appear to have 
spent a considerably larger share of their 
annual budgets on the maintenance of 
their global military posture.

While not a perfect comparison, it is still 
worth observing that by some estimates, 
the United Kingdom spent upwards of 
37 percent of its annual governmental 
budget on its military between 1860 and 
1914.37 During the same period, the major-
ity of Western European countries, Russia, 
the U.S., and Japan spent, on average, 32 
percent of their annual governmental 
budgets on their militaries.38 In other 
words, “[t]axes collected by the British 
government were used basically to defray 
military expenditure and to pay interest 
on a national debt which had accumulat-
ed as a consequence of past wars fought 
to acquire and defend the empire.”39 By 
comparison, the U.S. spent 14.75 percent 
of its annual budget (both mandatory and 
discretionary) on the defense program in 
2017.40

 l Exercises and Interoperability. The 
hub-and-spoke system has created a wide 
variety of opportunities for U.S. service-
members to engage with their foreign 
counterparts to advance strategic, oper-
ational, and tactical interests collectively 
and ensure that servicemembers from 
different countries can fight together 

effectively. NATO, for example, has the 
International Military Staff (IMS) and a 
series of standardization agreements and 
exercises that help to improve interopera-
bility among member states and partners. 
These preparations during peacetime help 
to build meaningful capabilities that can 
be drawn upon during crises and conflict.

Even though Operation Iraqi Freedom 
was an ad-hoc coalition, for example, most 
experts agree that it would not have been 
possible to operate coherently were it not 
for NATO’s decades of efforts to improve 
interoperability among its members, 
many of which participated in that coa-
lition. Also, many multilateral military 
exercises occur outside of U.S. territories, 
which has the additional advantage of 
giving U.S. servicemembers key opportu-
nities to understand the contours of a the-
ater or battlespace before conflict occurs, 
which in turn enables better planning and 
preparation for an outbreak of hostilities.

 l Coalition Participants. Another proven 
benefit of the hub-and-spoke system has 
been the willingness of other states to 
contribute troops, financial resources, or 
both to U.S.-led military coalitions. At the 
height of the Afghanistan campaign, 50 
nations contributed troops to the Interna-
tional Security Assistance Force.41 Simi-
larly, allies and partners have contributed 
to U.S.-led wars and operations in Korea, 
Vietnam, the Persian Gulf, Somalia, the 
Balkans, Libya, Iraq, and Syria. In addition 
to defraying the costs in terms of both 
blood and treasure that are associated 
with prosecuting these missions, these 
contributions have also served to under-
score their international legitimacy.42

Given this balance sheet of risks and advan-
tages, successive U.S. Administrations have 
determined that reinvesting in this hub-and-
spoke system continues to benefit American 
interests. The amount of time and attention 
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that day-to-day management of this system 
entails—on any given day, dozens of tacti-
cal-level and strategic-level issues between 
sovereign states must be juggled based on 
shifting notions of security and defense that 
change over time along with strategic circum-
stances—might suggest to a casual observer 
that these relationships are fragile, but the 
historical track record suggests the opposite. 
The dissolution of the Soviet Union actual-
ly led to an expansion of the hub-and-spoke 
system and has enabled the United States to 
prosecute expeditionary operations alongside 
a wide variety of coalition partners.

Looking to the future, however, there are 
reasons for concern. The U.S.’s key competitors 
have studied America’s defense strategy or ap-
proach to waging war and appear to have con-
cluded that fighting the United States conven-
tionally is a losing proposition. Instead, Russia 
and China appear to be using a combination of 
military and nonmilitary tools (such as, for ex-
ample, Moscow’s seizure of the Crimean Pen-
insula and Beijing’s assertion of a claim to the 
nine-dash line territories in the South China 
Sea) to achieve their objectives.

Another key tactic that these adversaries 
appear to be using is an attempt to disrupt the 
U.S.-led hub-and-spoke security network. Due 
to China’s coercive economic policies, com-
bined with its military reforms and expedi-
tionary presence, some of America’s allies such 
as Australia are facing a stark strategic choice: 
whether to invest in a relationship with China 
or with the United States.43 Others, such as It-
aly, have determined that no apparent conflict 
exists between embracing Chinese Belt and 
Road investments and observing their obliga-
tions to the European Union (EU) and NATO.44 
Likewise, Russia’s disinformation operations 
appear to be designed, among other things, to 
sow doubt in European capitals as to the util-
ity of the institutions that the U.S. has helped 
to create since World War II, including NATO 
and the EU.45

Complicating matters, Moscow and Beijing 
appear to be collaborating to achieve their 
shared objective of displacing the United 

States as the center of the hub-and-spoke sys-
tem. As the 2019 Worldwide Threat Assess-
ment released by the Director of National 
Intelligence notes, “Russia and China seek to 
shape the international system and regional 
security dynamics and exert influence over the 
politics and economies of states in all regions 
of the world and especially in their respective 
backyards.”46

Their apparent objective in doing so is to 
advance an authoritarian vision of governance 
and world order.47 This stands in stark con-
trast to the international order that the Unit-
ed States has fought hard to achieve over the 
past 70 years and that, on balance, takes hu-
man freedom and individual liberty as a start-
ing point for political organization. From this 
perspective, the strategic stakes could hardly 
be higher.

Conclusion
Both nature and power abhor a vacuum, 

and both Beijing and Moscow appear to be 
happy to fill any space created by a U.S. re-
trenchment—perceived or actual—from the 
hub-and-spoke system. The United States 
therefore appears to be at a crossroads. It can 
either continue to view its complex network 
of security relationships through a transac-
tional, cost-sharing lens, or it can instead 
reconsider the broader strategic value of the 
hub-and-spoke network as the key mecha-
nism through which Washington can counter 
its great-power competitors.

Indeed, allies contribute to the U.S. and the 
furtherance of its interests in any number of 
ways, and their contributions go beyond mere 
dollars and cents. Regional access, preposi-
tioning of forces and supplies, political-stra-
tegic relationships, and interoperable forces 
together create a “warm start” in the event of 
a crisis. Further, the U.S. gains intelligence and 
situational awareness from its global security 
relationships that it would not otherwise have.

Perhaps most important, however, by rein-
vesting in its global web of security relation-
ships, the U.S. simultaneously is sending a 
message to its competitors that they will not 
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be able to pursue their own arguably coercive 
agendas unchallenged. Should the U.S. let the 
hub-and-spoke system languish, the costs 
of acting alone—in diplomatic, military, and 
economic terms—are likely to be prohibitive. 
Compounding the problem, adversaries would 
likely take advantage of an erosion of U.S. se-
curity relations to strengthen their positions 
at America’s expense.

Despite the hub-and-spoke network’s ad-
vantages, just as questions about the appropri-
ate U.S. role in the world remain up in the air, 
so too does the question of retrenchment from 
this system versus reinvigoration of it also 
remain unsettled. At least for now, however, 
the hub-and-spoke system will undoubtedly 
remain a foundational element of American 
strategy—if we choose to keep it.
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Assessing the Global 
Operating Environment

Measuring the “strength” of a military 
force—the extent to which that force can 

accomplish missions—requires examination of 
the environments in which the force operates. 
Aspects of one environment may facilitate mil-
itary operations; aspects of another may work 
against them. A favorable operating environ-
ment presents the U.S. military with obvious 
advantages; an unfavorable operating environ-
ment may limit the effect of U.S. military power. 
Any decision as to whether an operating envi-
ronment can or cannot support U.S. military 
operations depends on several factors: the ca-
pabilities and assets of U.S. allies, the strength 
of foes, the region’s geopolitical environment, 
and the availability of forward facilities and 
logistics infrastructure.

When assessing an operating environment, 
one must pay particular attention to any U.S. 
treaty obligations with countries in the region. 
A treaty defense obligation ensures that the le-
gal framework is in place for the United States 
to maintain and operate a military presence 
in a particular country. In addition, a treaty 
partner usually yields regular training exer-
cises and interoperability as well as political 
and economic ties.

Additional factors—including the military 
capabilities of allies that might be useful to 
U.S. military operations; the degree to which 
the U.S. and allied militaries in the region are 

interoperable and can use, for example, com-
mon means of command, communication, and 
other systems; and whether the U.S. maintains 
key bilateral alliances with nations in the re-
gion—also affect the operating environment. 
Similarly, nations where the U.S. has already 
stationed assets or permanent bases and 
countries from which the U.S. has launched 
military operations in the past may provide 
needed support to future U.S. military opera-
tions. The relationships and knowledge gained 
through any of these factors would undoubt-
edly facilitate future U.S. military operations 
in a region and contribute greatly to a positive 
operating environment.

In addition to U.S. defense relations with-
in a region, additional criteria—including the 
quality of the local infrastructure, the political 
stability of the area, whether or not a country 
is embroiled in any conflicts, and the degree to 
which a nation is economically free—should 
also be considered.

Each of these factors contributes to an in-
formed judgment as to whether a particular 
operating environment is favorable or unfa-
vorable to future U.S. military operations. The 
operating environment assessment is meant to 
add critical context to complement the threat 
environment and U.S. military power assess-
ments that are detailed in subsequent sections 
of the Index.

Note: This Index refers to all disputed territories by the name employed by the United States Department of State and should not be 
seen as reflecting a position on any of these disputes.
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Europe

A  merica’s reengagement with Europe contin-
ues. The resurgence of Russia, fomenting 

instability from the Arctic to the Baltics, the 
Black Sea and South Caucasus, and increas-
ingly the Mediterranean Sea, has brought Eu-
rope back into the top tier of U.S. internation-
al interests.

The 51 countries in the U.S. European 
Command (USEUCOM) area of responsi-
bility include approximately one-fifth of the 
world’s population, 10.7 million square miles 
of land, and 13 million square miles of ocean. 
Some of America’s oldest (France) and clos-
est (the United Kingdom) allies are found in 
Europe. The U.S. and Europe share a strong 
commitment to the rule of law, human rights, 
free markets, and democracy. During the 
20th century, millions of Americans fought 
alongside European allies in defense of these 
shared ideals—the foundations on which 
America was built.

America’s economic ties to the region are 
likewise important. A stable, secure, and eco-
nomically viable Europe is in America’s eco-
nomic interest. For more than 70 years, the U.S. 
military presence has contributed to regional 
security and stability, economically benefiting 
both Europeans and Americans. The econ-
omies of the member states of the European 
Union (EU), now 28 but soon to be 27,1 along 
with the United States, account for approxi-
mately half of the global economy. In addition, 
the U.S. and the EU’s member countries are 
each other’s principal trading partners.

Europe is also important to the U.S. because 
of its geographical proximity to some of the 
world’s most dangerous and contested regions. 

From the eastern Atlantic Ocean to the Middle 
East, up to the Caucasus through Russia, and 
into the Arctic, Europe is enveloped by an arc 
of instability. The European region also has 
some of the world’s most vital shipping lanes, 
energy resources, and trade choke points.

European basing for U.S. forces provides the 
ability to respond robustly and quickly to chal-
lenges to U.S. economic and security interests 
in and near the region. Russian naval activity 
in the North Atlantic and Arctic has necessitat-
ed a renewed focus on regional command and 
control and has led to increased operations by 
U.S. and allied air and naval assets in the Arctic, 
and Russia’s strengthened position in Syria has 
led to a resurgence of Russian naval activity 
in the Mediterranean that has contributed to 

“congested” conditions.2

Speaking at an Atlantic Council meeting in 
March 2019, General Joseph F. Dunford, Chair-
man of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, explained 
that the U.S. has two key advantages over ad-
versaries: “our network of allies and partners, 
and the ability to project power where and 
when necessary to advance our national in-
terest.”3 Nowhere is the value of allies and U.S. 
basing more apparent than in the European 
operating environment.

U.S. Reinvestment in Europe. Russia’s 
continued aggression in the region has caused 
the U.S. to reinvest in military capabilities on 
the continent. General Curtis M. Scaparrotti, 
former Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, 
and Commander, U.S. European Command, 
has described the change as “returning to our 
historic role as a warfighting command focused 
on deterrence and defense.”4
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In April 2014, the U.S. launched Operation 

Atlantic Resolve (OAR), a series of actions 
meant to reassure U.S. allies in Europe, partic-
ularly those bordering Russia. Under OAR and 
funded through the European Deterrence Ini-
tiative (EDI), the U.S. has increased its forward 
presence in Europe (around 6,000 soldiers 
take part in OAR missions at any one time);5 
invested in European basing infrastructure 
and prepositioned stocks and equipment and 
supplies; engaged in enhanced multinational 
training exercises; and negotiated agreements 
for increased cooperation with NATO allies.

European Deterrence Initiative. Under Pres-
ident Donald Trump, EDI funding has nearly 
doubled from the final year of the Obama 
Administration, with more than $6.5 billion 
in funding enacted for the initiative in fiscal 
year (FY) 2019.6 The FY 2020 Department 
of Defense budget requests $5.9 billion for 
EDI,7 roughly 10 percent less than the enact-
ed amount for FY 2019.8 Of EDI’s five lines of 
effort, Enhanced Prepositioning and Improved 
Infrastructure would see decreases under the 
FY 2020 budget request. In March 2019, acting 
DOD Comptroller Elaine McCusker explained 
that the decreases resulted from the amount of 
infrastructure and prepositioning work that 
has already been completed.9 Under the FY 
2020 request, funds for presence and build-
ing partnership capacity would be increased, 
with funds for exercises and training more 
than doubled.10

Testifying in March 2019, General Scapar-
rotti was clear about the importance of EDI 
funding in returning the United States to a 
posture of deterrence:

The European Deterrence Initiative (EDI) 
provides funding to improve our deter-
rence posture and execute our deterrent 
initiatives and activities. First, EDI ensures 
that we position the right capabilities and 
refine the necessary infrastructure to re-
spond to adversaries in a timely manner. 
Second, it underwrites our commitment 
to Article 5 and to the territorial integrity 
of all NATO nations. Third, EDI increases 

the capability and readiness of U.S. 
Forces, NATO allies, and regional partners 
so we can effectively deter adversary 
aggression and adventurism. USEUCOM 
has remained disciplined in nominating 
EDI projects that are consistent with 
Congressional guidance and follow five 
distinct lines of effort: increased presence, 
exercises and training, enhanced prep-
ositioning, improved infrastructure, and 
building partnership capacity.11

EDI has supported infrastructure improve-
ments across the region. One major EDI-fund-
ed project is a replacement hospital at Land-
stuhl, Germany. When completed in 2022, the 
new permanent facility “will provide state-of 
the-art combat and contingency medical sup-
port to service members from EUCOM, AF-
RICOM and CENTCOM.”12 EDI funds are also 
contributing to the creation of the Joint Intel-
ligence Analysis Center, which will consolidate 
intelligence functions formerly spread across 
multiple bases and “strengthen EUCOM, 
NATO and UK intelligence relationships.”13

Forward Presence. In January 2019, the 1st 
Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT) of the 
1st Infantry Division from Fort Riley, Kansas, 
replaced the outgoing BCT in the “fourth ro-
tation of an armored brigade combat team in 
support of Atlantic Resolve.” The BCT, con-
sisting in part of 3,500 troops, 80 tanks, and 
120 infantry fighting vehicles, deployed to sites 
across Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and Roma-
nia, with the largest portion of the forces sta-
tioned in Poland.14

Former Army Chief of Staff General Mark 
Milley has emphasized the value of ground 
forces in deterrence: “The air [and] maritime 
capabilities are very important, but I would 
submit that ground forces play an outsize role 
in conventional deterrence and conventional 
assurance of allies. Because your physical pres-
ence on the ground speaks volumes.”15 In April 
2018, a U.S. Armored BCT exercised a road 
march on public roadways with 700 vehicles 
in Germany, the first time such a brigade-level 
moment had been conducted in 15 years.16
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In addition to back-to-back rotations of ar-

mor, the U.S. has maintained a rotational avi-
ation brigade in Europe since February 2017.17 
The majority of the aviation brigade is located 
in Illesheim and Vilseck, Germany. Additional-
ly, 13 helicopters and 60 soldiers are deployed 
to Lielvārde, Latvia; 17 helicopters and 150 
soldiers are deployed to Powidz, Poland; and 
14 helicopters and 100 soldiers are deployed 
to Mihail Kogălniceanu Air Base in Romania. 
The 1st Combat Aviation Brigade, 1st Infantry 
Division, took over the aviation brigade mis-
sion in February 2019.18

The U.S. has beefed up its presence in Nor-
way as well. Rotation of 330 marines to Norway 
for six-month deployments began in 2017.19 In 
October 2018, the U.S. sent 700 Marines, an 
increase that coincided with the opening of a 
second training area in Norway’s Troms region 
near Russia. In March 2019, a new deployment 
of 700 Marines arrived, the fifth unit to take 
part in the six-month rotation. With a focus 
on cold-weather training and mountain war-
fare, the Norwegian Marine deployment has 
allowed for training activities with Norway, 
Sweden, and the U.K.20

The U.S. also continues to rotate a Sustain-
ment Task Force of 900 personnel from 11 
Army Reserve and National Guard units that 
concentrate on logistics and maintenance to 
improve readiness. The Sustainment Task 
Force is based in Poland but includes person-
nel deployed to Lithuania and Romania.21

Operation Atlantic Resolve’s naval com-
ponent has consisted in part of increased de-
ployments of U.S. ships to the Baltic and Black 
Seas. According to Admiral James Foggo III, 
Commander of U.S. Naval Forces in Europe 
and Africa, “The United States and NATO 
are active with more ships in the Black Sea 
Region. We provide deterrence through our 
military presence, our exercises, and the 
training we conduct with allies and partners 
there.”22 The Navy also has taken part in bi-
lateral and NATO exercises. U.S. Naval Forc-
es Europe “executed a no-notice deployment 
of the Harry S. Truman (HST) Carrier Strike 
Group (CSG) to the Mediterranean in the 

summer [of ] 2018 and to the North Atlantic 
in the fall [of ] 2018.”23

In May 2018, the Navy announced the rees-
tablishment of the Second Fleet, “responsible 
for the northern Atlantic Ocean,” nearly sev-
en years after it had been disbanded in 2011.24 
The fleet was reestablished because of Russian 
militarization of the Arctic and was scheduled 
to lead the BALTOPS exercise in June 2019.25

In his 2019 USEUCOM posture statement, 
General Scaparrotti raised the possibility of 
potential future forward deployments of en-
abler units: “The forward stationing of long-
range fires and air defense units will further 
improve the lethality and resilience of USA-
REUR forces.”26

Prepositioned Stocks. The U.S. Army has 
prepositioned additional equipment across 
Europe as part of Operation Atlantic Resolve. 
A prepositioning site in Eygelshoven, the Neth-
erlands, opened in December 2016 and stores 
1,600 vehicles including “M1 Abrams Tanks, 
M109 Paladin Self-Propelled Howitzers and 
other armored and support vehicles.”27 Exer-
cises in March 2019 with 1,500 soldiers from 
Texas deploying rapidly to Europe drew on 
700 pieces of equipment from Eygelshoven.28 
A second site in Dülmen, Germany, opened in 
May 2017 and holds equipment for an artillery 
brigade.29 Other prepositioning sites include 
Zutendaal, Belgium; Livorno, Italy; Mannheim 
and Miesau, Germany; and Powidz, Poland. 
The Polish site, which has been selected by 
the Army for prepositioned armor and artil-
lery, is expected to cost $200 million (funded 
by NATO) and will open in 2021.30

Equipment and ammunition sufficient to 
support a division will continue to arrive in 
Europe through 2021.31 The U.S. Air Force, Spe-
cial Forces, and Marine Corps are beefing up 
prepositioned stocks; the Marine Corps Prep-
ositioning Program in Norway is emphasizing 
cold-weather equipment.32

Multinational Training. In 2018, “USEU-
COM conducted nearly 100 exercises with 
allies and partners from approximately 30 
countries.”33 The combat training center at Ho-
henfels, Germany, is one of a very few located 
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outside of the continental United States at 
which large-scale combined-arms exercises 
can be conducted, and more than 60,000 U.S. 
and allied personnel train there annually.

U.S.–European training exercises further 
advance U.S. interests by developing links be-
tween America’s allies in Europe and National 
Guard units back in the United States. At a time 
when most American servicemembers do not 
recall World War II or the Cold War, cementing 
bonds with allies in Europe is vital. Currently, 
22 nations in Europe have state partners in the 
U.S. National Guard.34

Assistance to Ukraine. In addition to 
training with fellow NATO member states, 
the U.S. Joint Multinational Training Group–
Ukraine (JMTG–U) will train up to five 
Ukrainian battalions a year through 2020 at 
the Yarvoriv Combat Training Center in the 
Lviv region.35 Canada, Lithuania, and Poland 
also participate in JMTG–U.36 In March 2019, 
Canada announced an extension of Operation 
UNIFIER, the Canadian training mission 
in Ukraine, through 2022. The mission has 
trained 10,800 Ukrainian personnel since its 
inception in September 2015.37

In April 2018, the U.S. delivered 210 Javelin 
anti-tank missiles and 37 Javelin launchers to 
Ukraine.38 In July 2018, the U.S. announced a 
further $200 million “in security cooperation 
funds for additional training, equipment and 
advisory efforts to build the defensive capac-
ity of Ukraine’s forces.”39 In December 2018, 
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg 
announced that NATO was supplying Ukraine 
with secure communications equipment, en-
crypted radios, and GPS trackers through its 

“Command, Control, Communications and 
Computers (C4) Trust Fund for Ukraine, a 
support package announced in 2016 to assist 
Kiev in better providing for its own security.”40 
In July 2018, the same trust fund provided 
Ukraine with “state of the art” equipment to 
bolster the nation’s cyber defenses.41

In October 2018, troops from Belgium, Den-
mark, Estonia, the Netherlands, Poland, Ro-
mania, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States took part in Clear Sky 2018, the first 

large multinational air exercise to be held in 
Ukraine since Russia’s invasion in 2014. U.S. 
Air Force Chief of Staff General David Gold-
fein explained that Clear Sky 2018 “showcased 
the strong bond between the U.S. and Ukraine 
and how far the Ukrainian air force has come 
in their path towards NATO interoperabil-
ity.” Lieutenant Colonel Robert Swertfager, 
State Partnership Director for the California 
Air National Guard, noted the “need to high-
light differences, not just in record keeping 
and cross-functional equipment, but also 
laws,” adding that “[t]hese are things we high-
lighted for Ukraine that they can take back to 
their Ministry of Defense and start working to 
change internal laws or doctrine within their 
own military” to enhance interoperability.42

U.S. Nuclear Weapons in Europe. It is 
believed that until the end of the Cold War, the 
U.S. maintained approximately 2,500 nuclear 
warheads in Europe. Unofficial estimates range 
between 150 and 200 warheads based in Italy, 
Turkey, Germany, Belgium, and the Nether-
lands.43 All of these weapons are free-fall gravity 
bombs designed for use with U.S. and allied du-
al-capable aircraft. The bombs are undergoing 
a life extension program that is expected to add 
at least 20 years to their life span.44

In October 2018, the National Nuclear 
Security Administration stated that the new 
B61-12 gravity bomb had completed its final 
design review; production of the first unit is 
scheduled for March 2020.45 Also in October 
2018, the B61-12’s guided tail kit assembly re-
ceived approval to enter the production phase 
after a series of successful tests had been com-
pleted.46 The B61-12, according to U.S. officials, 
is “intended to be three times more accurate 
than its predecessors.”47

Important Alliances and Bilateral 
Relations in Europe

The United States has a number of import-
ant multilateral and bilateral relationships in 
Europe. First and foremost is the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization (NATO), the world’s 
most important and arguably most successful 
defense alliance.
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North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

NATO is an intergovernmental, multilateral 
security organization that was designed origi-
nally to defend Western Europe from the Sovi-
et Union. It anchored the U.S. firmly in Europe, 
solidified Western resolve during the Cold War, 
and rallied European support following the 
terrorist attacks on 9/11. NATO has been the 
bedrock of transatlantic security cooperation 
ever since its creation in 1949 and is likely to 
remain so for the foreseeable future.

The past year saw continued focus on mili-
tary mobility and logistics in line with NATO’s 
2014 Readiness Action Plan (RAP). The RAP 
was designed to reassure nervous member 
states and put in motion “longer-term chang-
es to NATO’s forces and command structure 
so that the Alliance will be better able to react 
swiftly and decisively to sudden crises.”48

In June 2018, NATO defense ministers 
agreed to the Four 30s plan to improve move-
ment of troops in Europe by 2020. “Four 30s” 
derives from the plan’s objective that NATO 
should be able to respond to any aggression 
with 30 battalions, 30 squadrons of aircraft, 
and 30 warships within 30 days.49 The plan 
was endorsed at the July 2018 NATO summit 
in Brussels, Belgium, but the declaration “did 
not include Four Thirties initiative specifics, 
including which nations would contribute 
which types of forces and a timeframe for 
implementation.”50

Enhanced Forward Presence. The center-
piece of NATO’s renewed focus on collective 
defense is the four multinational battalions 
stationed in Poland and the Baltic States as 
part of the alliance’s Enhanced Forward Pres-
ence (EFP).

 l The U.S. serves as the framework nation 
in Orzysz, Poland, near the Suwalki Gap. 
The U.S.-led battlegroup consists of 889 
American troops augmented by 69 from 
Croatia, 120 from Romania, and 140 from 
the United Kingdom.51

 l In Estonia, the United Kingdom serves as 
the framework nation, headquartered in 

Tapa with 800 troops in an armored infan-
try battalion along with main battle tanks 
and artillery and 300 French troops, 269 
troops from Belgium, three staff officers 
from Denmark, and one Icelandic strate-
gic communications civilian.52

 l In Adazi, Latvia, Canada is the framework 
nation with 450 troops and armored 
fighting vehicles augmented by 21 troops 
from Albania, 60 from the Czech Republic, 
160 from Italy, eight from Montenegro, 
approximately 200 from Poland, 152 from 
Slovakia, 50 from Slovenia, and 300 from 
Spain.53

 l In Rukla, Lithuania, Germany serves as 
the framework nation with 540 troops 
augmented by another 230 from the 
Czech Republic, approximately 270 from 
the Netherlands, 13 from Norway, one Bel-
gian staff officer, and one Icelandic public 
affairs civilian.54

EFP troops are under NATO command and 
control; a Multinational Division Headquar-
ters Northeast located in Elblag, Poland, which 
reached full operational capability in Decem-
ber 2018, coordinates the four battalions.55 
In February 2017, the Baltic States signed an 
agreement to facilitate the movement of NATO 
forces among the countries.56

In addition, NATO has established eight 
Force Integration Units located in Sofia, Bul-
garia; Tallinn, Estonia; Riga, Latvia; Vilnius, 
Lithuania; Bydgoszcz, Poland; Bucharest, Ro-
mania; Szekesfehervar, Hungary; and Bratisla-
va, Slovakia. These new units “will help facil-
itate the rapid deployment of Allied forces to 
the Eastern part of the Alliance, support col-
lective defence planning and assist in coordi-
nating training and exercises.”57

At the July 2016 Warsaw summit, NATO 
also agreed to create a multinational frame-
work brigade based in Craiova, Romania, un-
der the control of Headquarters Multinational 
Division Southeast (HQ MND–SE) in Bucha-
rest.58 HQ MND–SE achieved final operational 
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capability in March 2018.59 The 5,000-strong 
brigade “still consists mainly of Romanian 
troops, but they are supplemented by Bulgar-
ian and Polish troops and headquarters staff 
from various other NATO states.”60

Addressing a NATO capability gap, Belgium, 
Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and 
Norway are jointly procuring eight A330 air-
to-air refueling aircraft, to be deployed from 
2020–2024.61 The U.S. currently carries out 90 
percent of NATO air-to-air refuelings.62

Logistics have been a significant focus of 
the alliance in recent years. An internal alli-
ance assessment in 2017 reportedly conclud-
ed that NATO’s “ability to logistically support 
rapid reinforcement in the much-expanded 
territory covering SACEUR’s (Supreme Allied 
Commander Europe) area of operation has 
atrophied since the end of the Cold War.”63 In 
2018, NATO established two new commands: a 
joint force command for the Atlantic based in 
Norfolk, Virginia, and a logistics and military 
mobility command.64 These commands consist 
of a total of 1,500 personnel, with the logistics 
command headquartered in Ulm, Germany.65

In recent years, shortfalls in the alliance’s 
ability to move soldiers and equipment swift-
ly and efficiently have occasionally been glar-
ing. In January 2018, German border guards 
stopped six U.S. M109 Paladin howitzers en 
route from Poland to multinational exercises 
in Bavaria because the trucks being used to 
transport the artillery were allegedly too wide 
and heavy for German roadways. In addition, 
contractors driving the trucks were missing 
paperwork and trying to transport the howit-
zers outside of the allowed 9:00 p.m.–5:00 a.m. 
window.

Former Commander of U.S. Army Europe 
Lieutenant General Ben Hodges has described 
the importance of NATO’s recent focus on 
ports. In addition to improving capabilities for 
loading and offloading equipment, utilizing dif-
ferent ports in Europe has helped to improve 
alliance resiliency. Focusing on only one port 

“would obviously communicate a vulnerability 
to the Russians or other potential adversaries,” 
according to Hodges, “so we’ve used Gdansk. 

We’ve used Bremerhaven. We’ve used Klaipeda 
in Lithuania. We’ve used Thessaloniki and 
Alexandropulis in Greece, and Constanta in 
Romania.”66 In May 2018, a U.S. ABCT arriv-
ing in Europe for a rotational deployment dis-
embarked at Antwerp, Belgium, and practiced 
traveling overland to its deployment bases fur-
ther east.67

Training Exercises. In order to increase 
interoperability and improve familiarity with 
allied warfighting capabilities, doctrines, and 
operational methods, NATO conducts frequent 
joint training exercises. The number of these 
exercises has increased from 108 in 2017 to 180 
in 2018.68

The broad threat that Russia poses to 
Europe’s common interests makes mili-
tary-to-military cooperation, interoperability, 
and overall preparedness for joint warfighting 
especially important in Europe. In October 
and November 2018, 50,000 troops from 31 na-
tions (every NATO member state plus Finland 
and Sweden) took part in Trident Juncture 18, 
the largest NATO exercise since 2002.69 “At the 
core of the exercise,” as described by Admiral 
James Foggo, Commander, Allied Joint Force 
Command, “is the NATO Response Force and 
within that, the 5000 person-plus Spearhead 
force, otherwise known as the VJTF or the Very 
High Readiness Joint Taskforce.”70 A princi-
pal focus of the exercise “was NATO’s ability 
to move personnel and armor quickly across 
Europe.”71

In June 2018, 18,000 troops from Canada, 
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Esto-
nia, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Macedonia, the Netherlands, Nor-
way, Poland, Romania, Spain, the United King-
dom, and the U.S. took part in Saber Strike 18 
across Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland. 
The exercise focused on moving large num-
bers of troops and equipment across Europe 
and “integrat[ing] NATO command elements 
at multiple levels to practice coordination and 
command and control.”72

In September and October 2018, 5,500 
troops from 20 nations including the U.S. took 
part in Saber Junction 2018 in Germany. The 
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exercise “was designed to assess the readiness 
of the 173rd Airborne Brigade to execute land 
operations in a joint, combined environment 
and to promote interoperability with partici-
pating allies and partner nations.”73

Cyber Capabilities. The alliance’s Joint 
Air Power (JAP) Strategy released in June 
2018 highlighted the importance of cyber and 
space capabilities:

Increasing reliance on cyber and space-
based capabilities by Alliance forces 
presents vulnerabilities for adversaries to 
negate critical NATO capabilities through 
degradation, denial or destruction, whilst 
providing opportunities for the Alliance 
to integrate such capabilities with JAP 
for kinetic and non-kinetic effect. Both 
the resilience and exploitation of such 
capabilities is [sic] therefore a critical 
requirement that future development 
should address.74

At the 2016 Warsaw summit, NATO recog-
nized cyberspace as a domain of operations, 
and on August 31, 2018, it established a Cyber-
space Operations Center (CYOC) in Mons, Bel-
gium, that will include 70 cyber experts when 
it becomes fully operational in 2023.75 The 
CYOC, according to NATO, “will provide situ-
ational awareness and coordination of NATO 
operational activity within cyberspace.”76 In 
2017, NATO announced $1.85 billion to expand 
its satellite communications capabilities.77 Its 
decision was driven in part by the acquisition 
of five Global Hawk surveillance drones, which 
generate significant data; after delays, the first 
drone was delivered in 2019 to Sigonella Naval 
Air Station.78

The alliance is seeking ways to work more 
closely with the EU on cyber issues, but “[d]es-
pite political-level agreement to work together, 
EU–NATO cyber cooperation remains difficult 
and the institutional options often limited.”79 
Nevertheless, cyber is recognized as a critical 
area of competition, and NATO is expanding 
its efforts to gain greater expertise and capa-
bility in this area. In 2018, Japan and Australia 

became the first non-NATO countries out-
side of the EU to join the Cooperative Cyber 
Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) in 
Tallinn.80

Ballistic Missile Defense. NATO an-
nounced the initial operating capability of the 
Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) system in 
2016.81 An Aegis Ashore site in Deveselu, Ro-
mania, became operational in May 2016, and in 
April 2019, the U.S. announced the temporary 
deployment of a Terminal High Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD) system to Romania while 
the Aegis Ashore system is being updated.82 
Other components include a forward-based 
early-warning BMD radar at Kürecik, Turkey, 
and BMD-capable U.S. Aegis ships forward de-
ployed at Rota, Spain.83 A second Aegis Ashore 
site in Redzikowo, Poland, which broke ground 
in May 2016, was expected to be operational 
in 2017 but because of “construction issues” is 
now not expected to become operational until 
2020.84 Ramstein Air Base in Germany hosts a 
command and control center.85

In January 2017, the Russian embassy in 
Norway threatened that if Norway contrib-
utes ships or radar to NATO BMD, Russia “will 
have to react to defend our security.”86 Norway 
operates four Aegis Fridtjof Nansen–class Ae-
gis-equipped frigates that are not currently 
BMD capable.87 A fifth Aegis-equipped frigate, 
the Helge Ingstad, collided with an oil tanker 
and was intentionally run aground in Novem-
ber 2018 and is almost certainly lost.88

Denmark, which agreed in 2014 to equip 
at least one frigate with radar to contribute to 
NATO BMD, reaffirmed this commitment in 
the recent Defence Agreement 2018–2023.89 
Russia’s ambassador in Copenhagen has open-
ly threatened Denmark for agreeing to contrib-
ute: “I do not believe that Danish people fully 
understand the consequences of what may 
happen if Denmark joins the American-led 
missile defense system. If Denmark joins, 
Danish warships become targets for Russian 
nuclear missiles.”90

In March 2019, the first of four Dutch Iver 
Huitfeldt–class frigates received a SMART-L 
Multi-Mission/Naval (MM/N) D -band 
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long-range radar upgrade, which is “designed 
to detect air, surface, and high-speed exo-at-
mospheric targets out to an instrumental 
range of 2,000 km.”91 In February, the German 
Navy began a tender to upgrade radar on three 
F124 Sachsen-class frigates in order to contrib-
ute sea-based radar to NATO BMD.92

The U.K. operates a BMD radar at RAF Fyl-
ingdales in England. In November 2015, the 

U.K. government stated that it plans to build 
new ground-based BMD radar as a contribu-
tion.93 It expects the new radar to be in service 
by the mid-2020s and reportedly will also “in-
vestigate further the potential of the Type 45 
Destroyers to operate in a BMD role.”94 It also 
has been reported that Belgium intends to 
procure M-class frigates that “will be able to 
engage exo-atmospheric ballistic missiles.”95 

EQUIPMENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES, 2019

DEFENSE SPENDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP, 2019

A  heritage.org

NOTES: Figures are estimates for 2019. Iceland is not listed because it has no military.
SOURCE: NATO, “Defence Expenditures of NATO Countries (2012–2019),” June 25, 2019, https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/ 
assets/ pdf/pdf_2019_06/20190625_PR2019-069-EN.pdf (accessed June 26, 2019).

CHART 2

Few NATO Members Follow Defense Spending Guidelines
NATO members are expected to spend at least 2 percent of their GDP on defense, 
and at least 20 percent of their defense spending is supposed to go to equipment. 
Only the U.S. and four other nations do both, though Estonia and Lithuania nearly 
meet both guidelines.
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Belgium and the Netherlands are jointly pro-
curing four frigates. Spain currently operates 
four Aegis equipped F-100 Alvaro de Bazan–
class frigates.96

In October 2017, ships from the U.S. and 
allies Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, and the United Kingdom 
took part in a three-and-a-half-week BMD ex-
ercise called Formidable Shield off the Scottish 
Coast.97 Formidable Shield exercises were held 
again in 2019.98

Quality of Armed Forces in the Region
Article 3 of the 1949 North Atlantic Trea-

ty, NATO’s founding document, states that 
members at a minimum “will maintain and 
develop their individual and collective capac-
ity to resist armed attack.”99 Regrettably, only 
a handful of NATO members are living up to 
their Article 3 commitments.

In 2018, seven countries—Estonia (2.07 
percent); Greece (2.22 percent); Latvia (2.03 
percent); Lithuania (2.00 percent); Poland 
(2.05 percent); the United Kingdom (2.15 
percent); and the United States (3.39 per-
cent))—spent the required 2 percent of gross 
domestic product (GDP) on defense,100 and 16 
NATO allies spent 20 percent of their defense 
budgets on “major new capabilities.”101 NATO 
defense spending continues to trend upward: 

“In real terms, defence spending among Euro-
pean Allies and Canada increased by almost 4% 
from 2017 to 2018. Furthermore, in the period 
from 2016 to 2018, they have contributed an 
additional cumulative spending of over USD 
41 billion.”102

Germany. Germany remains an economic 
powerhouse that punches well below its weight 
in terms of defense. In 2018, it spent only 1.23 
percent of GDP on defense and 14.1 percent 
of its defense budget on equipment.103 This 
year, Germany officially reneged on its pledge 
to spend 2 percent of GDP in 2024, informing 
NATO that it would reach only 1.5 percent.104 
Germany plans to raise defense spending to 
1.3 percent of GDP in 2019 and 1.37 percent 
in 2020; however, under current budget plans, 
its defense spending will decline again to 1.25 

percent in 2023.105 Because of the political con-
straints under the current coalition govern-
ment, which is likely to remain in office until 
2021, German defense spending is not likely to 
shift significantly.

The German military remains underfunded 
and underequipped. One former German dip-
lomat has stated that without NATO, Germa-
ny “would have to double its defence budget to 
3–3.5 per cent of GDP or risk being ‘completely 
blind, deaf and defenceless.’”106

Germany continues to serve as the frame-
work nation for NATO’s EFP battalion in Lith-
uania, with 540 troops stationed there.107 The 
Luftwaffe has taken part 11 times in Baltic Air 
Policing, more than any other nation’s armed 
forces, including most recently in the second 
half of 2018. Additionally, in January, Germany 
took over the lead for NATO’s VJTF.108 How-
ever, the political decision-making involved 
in deploying German VJTF forces could prove 
worrisome in case of a crisis.109 An ominous 
internal Ministry of Defense report leaked in 
February 2018 questioned the readiness and 
ability of the brigade that will lead the VJTF, 
citing a lack of equipment. According to re-
ports, “the brigade had only nine of 44 Leopard 
2 tanks, and three of the 14 Marder armored 
personnel carriers that it needs. It is also miss-
ing night vision goggles, support vehicles, win-
ter clothing and body armor.”110

The 1st German/Netherlands Corps is 
also currently in charge of the land forces of 
the larger NATO Response Force.111 Germany 
maintains 100 troops in Kosovo as part of NA-
TO’s Kosovo Force (KFOR)112 and is the sec-
ond-largest contributor to NATO’s Resolute 
Support Mission in Afghanistan, with 1,300 
troops, a level made possible by an increase of 
one-third that was approved in March 2018.113 
The Bundestag also extended the mandate for 
Germany’s participation in NATO’s Sea Guard-
ian maritime security operation, as well as de-
ployments in support of the U.N. peacekeeping 
mission in Mali and South Sudan and partici-
pation in the counter-ISIS coalition.114

In October 2018, Germany extended its 
non-combat training mission in Iraq, but it 
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is scheduled to end its reconnaissance and 
air-to-air refueling missions in support of the 
counter-ISIS coalition by October 31, 2019.115 
Germany has trained over 18,000 Peshmerga 
since 2015 and in August 2018 introduced a 
new training program for Iraqi forces at Taji, 
which will focus on “logistics, paramedic 
training and defusing explosive devices.”116 In 
April 2017, the Bundeswehr established a new 
cyber command, which initially will consist 
of 260 staff but will number around 13,500 
by the time it becomes fully operational in 
2021.117

While Germany’s forces have taken on ad-
ditional roles in recent years, its overall mili-
tary continues to suffer serious equipment and 
readiness issues. In June 2018, it was reported 
that a Defense Ministry document revealed the 
state of German readiness: Only 39 of 128 Ger-
man Typhoons, 26 of 93 Tornado aircraft, 12 
of 62 Tiger attack helicopters, 16 of 72 CH-53 
transport helicopters, 13 of 58 NH-90 trans-
port helicopters, three of 15 A400M transport 
aircraft, 105 of 224 Leopard 2 tanks, five of 
13 frigates, and no German submarines were 
ready for action. The same report also stated 
that the increased number of deployments and 
training events since 2014 was causing equip-
ment to wear down at a faster rate.118

The myriad examples of Germany’s lack 
of military readiness are worrisome. Despite 
plans to raise the number of active soldiers 
from 179,000 to 198,000 by 2024, for example, 
the military already suffers from acute man-
power shortages including 21,000 vacant of-
ficer posts.119 News reports in December 2018 
cited a classified Defense Ministry plan to re-
cruit Italians, Poles, and Romanians living in 
Germany to fill manpower gaps.120

For five months in 2018, the German Navy 
had no working submarines; all six of its Type 
212-class submarines were in dry-dock await-
ing repairs or not ready for active service.121 In 
December 2017, Germany’s F-125 Baden-Würt-
temberg–class frigate failed sea trials because 
of “software and hardware defects.”122 The 
frigate reportedly had “problems with its ra-
dar, electronics and the flameproof coating on 

its fuel tanks. The vessel was also found to list 
to the starboard” and lacked sufficiently robust 
armaments as well as the ability to add them.123 
Concerns have been raised about the frigate’s 
ability to defend against aerial attack, leaving 
it fit only for “stabilization operations.”124 Ger-
many returned the ship to the shipbuilder fol-
lowing delivery.125

The German Army cannot deploy a single 
brigade without first cannibalizing equipment 
and materials from other units.126 The Luft-
waffe faces similar problems. Training for new 
Tornado pilots is three months behind, and 

“[t]he Luftwaffe’s main forces—the Eurofighter 
and Tornado fighter jets and its CH-53 trans-
port helicopters—are only available for use an 
average of four months a year—the rest of the 
time the aircraft are grounded for repairs and 
rearmament.”127

The Navy’s planned acquisitions signal the 
growing importance of operations in the Baltic 
Sea.128 Germany is seeking a replacement for its 
90 Tornado aircraft, set to be retired in 2030. 
In January 2019, the F-35 was eliminated as a 
potential replacement, leaving the F/A-18E/F 
Super Hornet and the Eurofighter Typhoon.129 
The Tornado replacement, planned “to enter 
service in about 2025,”130 will need to be able 
to carry both nuclear and conventional weap-
ons, as the Tornadoes are dual-capable aircraft 
equipped to carry B61 tactical nukes in addi-
tion to conventional payloads.131

Germany’s military faces institutional chal-
lenges to procurement that include an under-
staffed procurement office with 1,100 vacan-
cies, which is equal to 17 percent of its entire 
workforce, and the need for special approval by 
a parliamentary budget committee for any ex-
penditure of more than €25 million.132 Because 
of vacancies and ineffective management, 10 
percent of Germany’s equipment budget went 
unspent in 2018.133

In February 2017, Germany decided to re-
place its short-range air defense systems. Once 
complete, this upgrade, which could cost as 
much as €3.3 billion by 2030, will help to close 
a gap in Europe’s short-range air defense weap-
ons that was identified in 2016.134
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Germany’s procurement of A400M cargo 

aircraft has been beset by delays, although 
the nation did receive 10 A400M aircraft in 
2018.135 A confidential German report report-
edly raised doubts about “whether, when and 
how many mature deployable A400M will be 
available with the contractually required suite 
of tactical capabilities.”136 A difficult-to-use 
mission-planning system was a significant 
problem flagged by the report.137 The contin-
ued failure of the A400M to include all of the 
original requirements has led in part to further 
delays and the need for retrofits and upgrades 
to produced aircraft, which could take several 
years; the U.K.’s A400M fleet reportedly will 
not be fully capable until the middle of the next 
decade.138

In May 2018, the U.S. approved the sale of 
six C-130J Hercules aircraft and three KC-
130J tankers to France and Germany, which 
are planning to create a joint capability.139

France. France has one of the most capa-
ble militaries within the NATO alliance and 
retains an independent nuclear deterrent 
capability. Although France rejoined NATO’s 
Integrated Command Structure in 2009, it re-
mains outside the alliance’s nuclear planning 
group. France increased its defense spending 
by 5 percent ($2.1 billion more than 2017) in 
2018 and further increased spending by 5 per-
cent ($2 billion more than 2018) in 2019.140 In 
2018, France spent 1.82 percent of GDP on 
defense and 23.7 percent of defense spend-
ing on equipment, attaining one of two NATO 
benchmarks.141 In 2019, it plans to spend an ex-
tra $1.46 billion more on equipment purchases 
than in 2018.142

In July 2018, President Emmanuel Ma-
cron signed the 2019–2025 military budget 
law, under which France’s defense spending 
would reach 2 percent of GDP in 2025. How-
ever, one-third of the planned increases will 
not take effect until 2023 after the next French 
general election, with a budgetary review set 
for 2021. Much of the increased spending will 
be used for intelligence and military procure-
ment, including “the acquisition of more than 
1,700 armored vehicles for the Army as well 

as five frigates, four nuclear-powered attack 
submarines and nine offshore patrol vessels 
for the Navy.” Procurements for the Air Force 
would include “12 in-flight refueling tankers, 
28 Rafale fighter jets and 55 upgraded Mirage 
2000 fighters.”143

In January 2019, France signed a $2.3 bil-
lion agreement with Dassault Aviation for de-
velopment of the F4 standard upgrade to the 
Rafale fighter aircraft. The 28 Rafales, to be 
delivered in 2023, “will include some F4 func-
tionalities.” Also in January, French Armed 
Forces Minister Florence Parly announced a 
potential order of 30 additional Rafales at full 
F4 standard in 2023 for delivery between 2027 
and 2030.144

France is upgrading its sea-based and air-
based nuclear deterrent. “It is estimated the 
cost of this process will increase from $4.4bn in 
2017 to $8.6bn per year in 2022–2025,” accord-
ing to the International Institute for Strategic 
Studies (IISS), “but decrease thereafter—with 
these outlays likely to come at the expense of 
conventional procurements.”145

In December 2016, France opened a cy-
ber-operational command.146 The French Mili-
tary Programming Law for 2019–2015, enacted 
in the summer of 2018, added “an additional 
1.6 billion euros for cyber operations along 
with 1,500 additional personnel for a total of 
4,000 cyber combatants by 2025,” and in Jan-
uary 2019, France issued its “first doctrine for 
offensive cyber operations.”147

France, which has the third-largest num-
ber of active-duty personnel in NATO,148 with-
drew the last of its troops from Afghanistan at 
the end of 2014, although all French combat 
troops had left in 2012. France has 1,100 sol-
diers deployed in the campaign against the 
Islamic State, along with 10 Rafale fighter jets 
and three CAESAR self-propelled howitzers.149

The September 2017 death of a Special Forc-
es soldier was the first combat death in Oper-
ation Chammal (French operations in Iraq).150 
In April 2018, France joined the U.S. and U.K. in 
targeting the Assad regime for its use of chemi-
cal weapons.151 In January 2019, President Ma-
cron stated that France would continue to be 
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“militarily engaged” in the Middle East through 
the end of 2019.152

In April 2019, 300 French troops, along 
with four Leclerc tanks and 20 IFVs, joined the 
U.K.-led NATO EFP battlegroup in Estonia, to 
remain until the end of August.153 The French 
military is also very active in Africa, with more 
than 4,500 troops involved in anti-terrorism 
operations in Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauri-
tania, and Niger as part of Operation Barkhane 
and more than 1,450 troops stationed in Dji-
bouti, 900 in Côte d’Ivoire, 350 in Gabon, and 
350 in Senegal. In addition, France has a close 
relationship with the United Arab Emirates. It 
has 650 troops stationed in the UAE, and a 15-
year defense agreement between the countries 
has been in effect since 2012.

France is part of the EU-led Operation 
Sophia in the Mediterranean to clamp down 
on human smuggling and migration and is 
involved in a few other maritime missions 
across the globe as well.154 French naval forces 
occasionally conduct freedom of navigation 
operations in the South China Sea.155 In April 
2019, France sent a frigate, the Vendémiaire, 
through the Taiwan Strait on a freedom of nav-
igation operation.156 In March 2019, a French 
carrier strike group that included the French 
aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle following an 
18-month refurbishment began a five-month 
deployment to the Mediterranean to support 
Operation Chammal, as well as to the Red Sea 
and Indian Ocean, making a port call in Singa-
pore in May.157

Operation Sentinelle, launched in January 
2015 to protect the country from terrorist at-
tacks, is the largest operational commitment 
of French forces, accounting for some 13,000 
troops and reportedly costing “upwards of 
€400,000 per day.”158 Frequent deployments, 
especially in Operation Sentinelle, have placed 
significant strains on French forces and equip-
ment. “In early September 2017,” according to 
the IISS, “the chief of defense staff declared 
that the French armed forces have been used 
to ‘130% of their capacities and now need 
time to regenerate.’”159 To counteract the 
strain on soldiers, the government extended 

deployment pay to soldiers taking part in and 
created a “medal for Protection of the Territo-
ry” for troops deployed for 60 days in Opera-
tion Sentinelle.160

The United Kingdom. America’s most 
important bilateral relationship in Europe 
is the Special Relationship with the United 
Kingdom. In his famous 1946 “Sinews of Peace” 
speech—now better known as his “Iron Cur-
tain” speech—Winston Churchill described 
the Anglo–American relationship as one that 
is based first and foremost on defense and mil-
itary cooperation. From the sharing of intelli-
gence to the transfer of nuclear technology, a 
high degree of military cooperation has helped 
to make the Special Relationship between the 
U.S. and the U.K. unique. U.K. Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher made clear the essence of 
this Special Relationship when she first met 
U.S.S.R. President Mikhail Gorbachev in 1984: 

“I am an ally of the United States. We believe 
the same things, we believe passionately in the 
same battle of ideas, we will defend them to the 
hilt. Never try to separate me from them.”161

In 2015, the U.K. conducted a Strategic 
Defence and Security Review (SDSR), the re-
sults of which have driven a modest increase 
in defense spending and an effort to reverse 
some of the cuts that had been implemented 
pursuant to the previous review in 2010. In 
2018, the U.K. spent 2.15 percent of GDP on 
defense and 24.1 percent of its defense budget 
on equipment.162 In October 2018, the Treasury 
announced an additional $1.28 billion for the 
Ministry of Defence (MOD), in particular for 
cyber, anti-submarine warfare, and Dread-
nought-class submarines.163 Even though the 
MOD managed to save £5 billion over five years 
on “efficiencies,”164 funding procurement re-
mains a long-term issue. A November 2018 
report from the National Audit Office found 
a $9.4 billion funding shortfall for the U.K.’s 
equipment program.165

In December 2018, the U.K. released its 
Defence Modernisation Programme, which 
reaffirmed Britain’s commitment to defense 
in post-Brexit Europe: “As we leave the Euro-
pean Union, the UK will continue to protect 
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the Euro-Atlantic region through our leading 
role in the Alliance.” The program also noted 
plans to rebuild weapons stockpiles and “im-
prove the readiness and availability of a range 
of key defence platforms, including: major war-
ships, our attack submarines and helicopters.” 
The report on the program also announced the 
creation of a £160 million transformation fund 
to develop “cutting-edge technologies.”166

Though its military is small in comparison 
to the militaries of France and Germany, the 
U.K. maintains one of European NATO’s most 
effective armed forces. Former Defence Sec-
retary Michael Fallon stated in February 2017 
that the U.K. will have an expeditionary force 
of 50,000 troops by 2025.167 This goal was re-
iterated in the MOD’s 2018 report on the De-
fence Modernisation Programme.168 However, 
U.K. defense forces remain plagued by vacan-
cies. “Under-staffing increased by 1.3% in 2018, 
an overall deficit of 6.2%, compared with 3.3% 
in 2016,” according to the IISS. “There are par-
ticular deficiencies in numbers of pilots, intel-
ligence specialists and engineers, especially 
nuclear engineers.”169

In October 2018, because of a shortage of 
sailors, four of the Royal Navy’s 13 frigates 
reportedly had not spent a day at sea.170 In 
April 2019, the U.K. reportedly was planning 
to upgrade only 148 of its 227 remaining Chal-
lenger 2 main battle tanks, cutting its fleet by 
one-third.171 The 79 other tanks would be scav-
enged for spare parts.172 The British Army had 
previously cut its tank forces by 40 percent in 
2010.173

In November 2018, former Defence Secre-
tary Gavin Williamson announced a contract 
to order an additional 17 F-35B aircraft. The 
Royal Air Force (RAF), which has already taken 
delivery of 17 F-35Bs and has one additional 
plane on order, will have a fleet of 35 F-35Bs by 
the end of 2022.174 The MOD remains commit-
ted to purchasing 138 F-35s, but defense bud-
get pressure has led some to raise the possibili-
ty that the number acquired might be cut.175 In 
January 2019, the RAF announced that initial 
operating capability had been reached both for 
the F-35B and for the Typhoon fighter aircraft, 

which received additional Storm Shadow long-
range cruise missiles and Brimstone precision 
attack missiles under the $546 billion Project 
Centurion upgrades.176 The U.K. also plans to 
invest $2.6 billion in development of the Tem-
pest, a sixth-generation fighter to be delivered 
in 2035.177

The RAF recently brought into service a 
new fleet of air-to-air refuelers, which is partic-
ularly noteworthy because of the severe short-
age of this capability in Europe. Along with the 
U.K., the U.S. has produced and jointly oper-
ated an intelligence-gathering platform, the 
RC-135 Rivet Joint aircraft, which has already 
seen service in Mali, Nigeria, and Iraq and is 
now part of the RAF fleet.178

The U.K. operates seven C-17 cargo planes 
and has started to bring the European A400M 
cargo aircraft into service after years of delays. 
Britain will procure a total fleet of 22 A400Ms 
by the early 2020s.179 The 2015 SDSR recom-
mended keeping 14 C-130Js in service even 
though they initially were going to be removed 
from the force structure.

The Sentinel R1, an airborne battlefield 
and ground surveillance aircraft, originally 
was due to be removed from the force struc-
ture in 2015, but its service is being extended 
at least to 2025, and the U.K. will soon start op-
erating the P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol air-
craft (MPA). The U.K. has procured nine P-8A 
maritime patrol aircraft, the first of which will 
come into service in November.180 In January 
2019, RAF members began P-8 training in the 
U.S.181 A £132 million facility to house the P-8s 
is under construction at RAF Lossiemouth in 
Scotland, to be completed in 2020.182 In the 
meantime, the U.K. has relied on allied MPAs 
to fill the gap; in 2017, 17 MPAs from the U.S., 
Canada, France, Germany, and Norway de-
ployed to RAF Lossiemouth.183

The Royal Navy’s surface fleet is based on 
the new Type-45 destroyer and the older Type-
23 frigate. The latter will be replaced by eight 
Type-26 Global Combat Ships sometime in the 
2020s.184 The U.K. operates only 19 frigates and 
destroyers, which most experts agree is dan-
gerously low for the commitment asked of the 
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Royal Navy (in the 1990s, the fleet numbered 
nearly 60 surface combatants). In December 
2017, 12 of 13 Type-23 frigates and all six Type-
45 destroyers were in port, leaving only one 
Royal Navy frigate on patrol.185 In August 2017, 
because of a shortage of surface combatants, 
the U.K. was forced to send a minesweeper to 
escort two Russian submarines through the 
English Channel.186

The U.K. will not have an aircraft carrier in 
service until the first Queen Elizabeth–class 
carrier enters service next year.187 This will be 
the largest carrier operated in Europe, and two 
of her class will be built. In September 2018, 
the Queen Elizabeth underwent development 
trials off the Maryland coast that included 
flight trials with F-35Bs landing and taking off 
from the carrier’s deck.188 HMS Queen Eliza-
beth will return to the U.S. in late 2019 for ad-
ditional sea and flight trials.189 The Royal Navy 
is also introducing seven Astute-class attack 
submarines as it phases out its older Trafal-
gar-class subs. Crucially, the U.K. maintains a 
fleet of 13 Mine Counter Measure Vessels (MC-
MVs) that deliver world-leading capability and 
play an important role in Persian Gulf security 
contingency planning.

Perhaps the Royal Navy’s most important 
contribution is its continuous-at-sea, sub-
marine-based nuclear deterrent based on the 
Vanguard-class ballistic missile submarine and 
the Trident missile. In July 2016, the House 
of Commons voted to renew Trident and ap-
proved the manufacture of four replacement 
submarines to carry the missile. However, the 
replacement submarines are not expected to 
enter service until 2028 at the earliest.190 In 
March 2018, Prime Minister Theresa May an-
nounced a £600m increase for procurement of 
the new Dreadnought-class submarines, stat-
ing that the extra funds “will ensure the work 
to rebuild the UK’s new world-class subma-
rines remains on schedule.”191

The U.K. remains a leader inside NATO, 
serving as the framework nation for NATO’s 
EFP in Estonia and as a contributing nation 
for the U.S.-led EFP in Poland. In April, four 
RAF Typhoons were sent to Estonia to begin 

Britain’s fifth Baltic Air Policing deployment.192 
Four RAF Typhoons were deployed to Roma-
nia for four months in May 2017 to support 
NATO’s Southern Air Policing mission, and 
another four were deployed from May–Sep-
tember 2018.193 The U.K. took part in Icelandic 
Air Policing in 2018 for the first time in over 
a decade because of a previous diplomatic 
dispute.194 The U.K. also increased its already 
sizeable force in Afghanistan to 1,100 troops 
in 2018 as part of NATO’s Resolute Support 
Mission and contributes to NATO’s Kosovo 
Force, Standing NATO Maritime Group 1, and 
Mine Countermeasures Group One.195 U.K. 
forces are an active part of the anti-ISIS coali-
tion, and the U.K. joined France and the U.S. in 
launching airstrikes against the Assad regime 
in April 2018 in response to its use of chemical 
weapons against civilians.196

Italy. Italy hosts some of the U.S.’s most 
important bases in Europe, including the 
headquarters of the Sixth Fleet. It also has 
NATO’s fifth-largest military197 and one of its 
more capable ones despite continued lacklus-
ter defense investment. In 2018, Italy spent 
only 1.15 percent of GDP on defense, but it did 
spend 21.1 percent of its defense budget on 
equipment, meeting the second NATO spend-
ing benchmark.198 Italy cut a further $512.3 
million from defense spending in 2019 and 
suspended NH-90 helicopter procurements 
and, as a result, the CAMM–ER (Common 
Anti-Air Modular Missile–Extended Range) 
missile system as well.199

Home to a developed and mature defense 
industry, Italy spent approximately $5.7 billion 
on procurement in 2018, including purchases 
of four Special Forces Chinook helicopters.200 
The Italian Navy is undergoing a long-term re-
placement program that will include seven mul-
tipurpose patrol ships, new U212A submarines, 
a submarine rescue vehicle, and a new anti-ship 
missile system.201 Italy launched the eighth of 
10 planned FREMM frigates in February 2019 
and also plans to purchase 60 F-35As for the air 
force and 30 F-35Bs for naval aviation.202

A government-owned final assembly plant 
for the F-35 is located in Italy, which “was 
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about to take delivery of its 12 F-35” as of 
March 2019.203 Italian Defense Minister Elis-
abetta Trenta of the Five Star Movement was 
reviewing the program in June 2018, and 
the Five Star Movement had gone on record 
previously against Italy’s planned order, but 
in March 2019, the leader of Italy’s powerful 
junior coalition partner defended the nation’s 
planned F-35 purchase.204

Italy’s focus is the Mediterranean region 
where it participates in a number of stabiliza-
tion missions including NATO’s Sea Guardian 
and the EU’s Operation Sophia.205 Italy’s Oper-
ation Mare Sicuro has been active off the Lib-
yan coast, and Italy has donated patrol boats 
to the Libyan coast guard.206 Additionally, 283 
Italian troops take part in the bilateral Mis-
sion of Assistance of Support in both Misrata 
and Tripoli.207 These efforts have borne fruit; 
In February 2019, Central Mediterranean mi-
grant crossings reached a nine-year low.208

Despite a southern focus, Italy contributes 
to NATO’s EFP battalion in Latvia with 160 
troops and (second only to the United States) 
KFOR with 542 troops.209 The Italian Air Force 
has taken part in Baltic Air Policing three times, 
most recently in the first half of 2018. From 
May–August 2019, Italy’s air force took part in 
NATO’s enhanced air policing in Romania, hav-
ing previously participated in “a four-month 
enhanced Air Policing deployment to Bulgaria 
in 2017.”210 In March 2019, the Italian Air Force 
deployed to Iceland to perform air patrols for 
the fourth time since 2013.211

Poland. Situated in the center of Europe, 
Poland shares a border with four NATO allies, 
a long border with Belarus and Ukraine, and 
a 144-mile border with Russia’s Kaliningrad 
Oblast, a Russian enclave between Poland 
and Lithuania on the Baltic Sea. Poland also 
has a 65-mile border with Lithuania, making 
it the only NATO member state that borders 
any of the Baltic States, and NATO’s contin-
gency plans for liberating the Baltic States in 
the event of a Russian invasion reportedly rely 
heavily on Polish troops and ports.212

Poland has an active military force of 
117,800, including a 61,200-strong army 

with 637 main battle tanks.213 In November 
2016, Poland’s Parliament approved a new 
53,000-strong territorial defense force intend-
ed, in the words of Poland’s Defense Minister, 

“to increase the strength of the armed forces 
and the defense capabilities of the country” 
and as “the best response to the dangers of 
a hybrid war like the one following Russia’s 
aggression in Ukraine.”214 The planned 17 bri-
gades of the Territorial Defense Forces will 
be distributed across the country.215 Sched-
uled “to reach the full manpower by 2019,” the 
Territorial Defense Forces constitute the fifth 
branch of the Polish military, subordinate to 
the Minister of Defense,216 and will deal with 
hybrid threats, linking “the military closely to 
society, so that there will be someone on hand 
in the event of an emergency to organize our 
defenses at the local level.”217 Prioritization of 
the Territorial Defense Forces, which had a 
budget similar to the Polish Navy’s in 2018,218 
remains controversial in Polish defense circles.

In 2018, Poland spent 2.05 percent of GDP 
on defense and 26.5 percent of its defense 
budget on equipment, reaching both NATO 
benchmarks.219 Pursuant to increases in de-
fense spending adopted in October 2017, Po-
land should be spending 2.5 percent of GDP 
on defense in 2030.220 Poland is making major 
investments in military modernization and is 
planning to spend $48.7 billion on new capabil-
ities by 2026, as assumed by the Armed Forc-
es Technological Modernisation Plan (TMP) 
2017–2026 signed in February 2019.221

In March 2018, in the largest procurement 
contract in its history, Poland signed a $4.75 
billion deal for two Patriot missile batteries.222 
In February 2019, Poland signed a $414 mil-
lion deal to purchase 20 high-mobility artil-
lery rocket systems from the U.S. for delivery 
by 2023,223 and in April 2019, it signed a $430 
million deal to buy four AW101 helicopters, 
which will provide anti-submarine warfare 
and search-and-rescue capabilities and are to 
be delivered by the end of 2022.224 In February 
2018, Poland joined an eight-nation “coalition 
of NATO countries seeking to jointly buy a fleet 
of maritime surveillance aircraft.”225 Poland 
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has also expressed interest in purchasing 32 
F-35 fighter jets.226

Poland seeks a permanent U.S. presence, 
offering $2 billion to support it.227 Although 
Poland’s focus is territorial defense, it has 303 
troops deployed in Afghanistan as part of NA-
TO’s Resolute Support Mission and took part 
in Operation Inherent Resolve to defeat ISIS.228 
Poland’s air force has taken part in Baltic Air 
Policing eight times since 2006, most recently 
from January–May 2019.229 Poland also is part 
of NATO’s EFP in Latvia,230 has 100 troops in 
NATO Mission Iraq,231 has a frigate in Standing 
NATO Maritime Group One (SNMG1),232 and 
has 240 troops in NATO’s KFOR mission.233

Turkey. Turkey remains an important U.S. 
ally and NATO member, but the increasingly 
autocratic presidency of Recep Tayyip Erdo-
gan and a thaw in relations between Turkey 
and Russia have introduced troubling chal-
lenges. Turkey has been an important U.S. ally 
since the closing days of World War II. During 
the Korean War, it deployed 15,000 troops and 
suffered 721 killed in action and more than 
2,000 wounded. Turkey joined NATO in 1952, 
one of only two NATO members (the oth-
er was Norway) that had a land border with 
the Soviet Union. Today, it continues to play 
an active role in the alliance, but not with-
out difficulties.

Following an attempted coup in July 2016, 
thousands of academics, teachers, journalists, 
judges, prosecutors, bureaucrats, and soldiers 
were fired or arrested. As of April 2019, 77,000 
people had been jailed, and nearly 170,000 civil 
servants and military members had been fired 
or suspended; the mass detentions led the gov-
ernment in December 2017 to announce plans 
to build 228 new prisons over five years.234 The 
post-coup crackdown has had an especially 
negative effect on the military. In April 2019, 
Turkey announced the detention of 210 addi-
tional military members including five colo-
nels, seven lieutenant colonels, 14 majors, and 
33 captains.235 In April 2019, the Turkish De-
fense Ministry reported that 16,540 military 
personnel have been dismissed since the coup 
attempt.236

Turkey’s military is now suffering from a 
loss of experienced generals and admirals as 
well as an acute shortage of pilots, and former 
NATO Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, 
General Scaparrotti has stated that Erdogan’s 
military purges have “degraded” NATO’s mil-
itary capabilities.237 The dismissal of more 
than 300 F-16 pilots, for instance, led to an 
August 2017 emergency decree in which the 
government recalled retired fighter pilots by 
threatening to revoke their civil pilot licenses; 
as of January 2019, only 40 had returned.238 In 
January 2019, Turkish Defense Minister Hu-
lusi Akar admitted that pilots are overworked: 

“When we conduct ground operations, our air 
force, with great heroism and sacrifice, suc-
cessfully hits its targets, with one pilot assum-
ing tasks that five pilots are supposed to do.”239

Erdogan’s rapprochement with Russian 
President Vladimir Putin has brought U.S.–
Turkish relations to an all-time low. In De-
cember 2017, Turkey signed a $2.5 billion 
agreement with Russia to purchase S-400 air 
defense systems, and Russia began delivery 
of the S-400 system to Turkey in July 2019.240 
U.S. officials, including Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo, have expressed grave concerns about 
this purchase and have stated that Turkey will 
not receive F-35 jets if it acquires the S-400.241

U.S. Administration officials and Members 
of Congress have threatened Turkey with po-
tential sanctions because of the purchase.242 
In March 2019, Katie Wheelbarger, Acting As-
sistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs, summarized the threat: “The 
S-400 is a computer. The F-35 is a computer. 
You don’t hook your computer to your adver-
sary’s computer and that’s basically what we 
would be doing.”243 While training of Turkish 
pilots on the aircraft in the U.S. reportedly 
continues,244 it is hard to envision a scenario 
in which Turkey continues with the S-400 pur-
chase and receives the F-35.

Eight Turkish defense firms make more 
than 800 components for the F-35, and some 
U.S. officials have suggested that American 
sanctions could cost Turkish defense indus-
try as much as $10 billion.245 The U.S. stopped 
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delivery of key parts and program materials to 
Turkish firms in early April and reportedly has 
offered to allow Turkey to purchase a Patriot 
missile battery if it cancels the S-400 sale, an 
offer that Turkish officials have declined in 
part because of the exclusion of a technolo-
gy-sharing pact.246

One result of the strain in U.S.–Turkish rela-
tions caused by the S-400 purchase has been an 
underappreciated strengthening of U.S.–Greek 
relations. In May 2018, the U.S. began to oper-
ate MQ-9 Reaper drones out of Greece’s Lar-
isa Air Base in flights that continued through 
August 2019.247 The U.S. and Greece are in dis-
cussions about possibly using Larisa for KC-
135 Stratotanker or UAV flights and expanding 
training at the base.248 In October 2018, Greek 
Defense Minister Panos Kammenos raised the 
possibility that the U.S. might “deploy military 
assets in Greece on a more permanent basis, 
not only in Souda Bay but also in Larissa, in 
Volos, in Alexandroupoli.”249

Nevertheless, U.S. security interests in the 
region lend considerable importance to Amer-
ica’s relationship with Turkey. Turkey is home 
to Incirlik Air Base, a major U.S. and NATO air 
base, but it was reported early in 2018 that 
U.S. combat operations at Incirlik had been 
significantly reduced and that the U.S. was 
considering permanent reductions. In January 
2018, the U.S. relocated an A-10 squadron from 
Incirlik to Afghanistan to avoid operational 
disruptions. According to U.S. officials, “Tur-
key has been making it harder to conduct air 
operations at the base, such as requesting the 
U.S. suspend operations to allow high-ranking 
Turkish officials to use the runway. Officials 
said this sometimes halts U.S. air operations 
for more than a day.”250 Germany’s decision to 
leave the base also has affected American views 
of Incirlik’s value. Other tensions stem from an 
August 2018 petition promoted by a Turkish 
legal organization with ties to the ruling par-
ty. The group was seeking to execute a search 
warrant at Incirlik and to arrest American per-
sonnel who, according to the petition, at one 
time were assigned to the base and allegedly 
had participated in the failed 2016 coup.251

U.S. officials, however, have largely down-
played tensions with Turkey. An official at EU-
COM, for example, has stated that “Incirlik still 
serves as [a] forward location that enables op-
erational capabilities and provides the U.S. and 
NATO the strategic and operational breadth 
needed to conduct operations and assure our 
allies and partners.”252 Incirlik’s strategic val-
ue was on display again in May 2018 when an 
F-18 pilot taking part in airstrikes against ISIS 
made an emergency landing there after suffer-
ing from hypoxia.253

One cause for optimism has been NATO’s 
decision to deploy air defense batteries to Tur-
key and increased AWACS flights in the region 
after the Turkish government requested them 
in late 2015.254 NATO members Italy and Spain 
currently deploy air defense batteries to Tur-
key.255 Additionally, NATO AWACS aircraft in-
volved in counter-ISIS operations have flown 
from Turkey’s Konya Air Base.256 Turkey also 
hosts a crucial radar at Kürecik, which is part of 
NATO’s BMD system, and the U.S. is reportedly 
building a second undisclosed site (site K) near 
Malatya, which is home to an AN/TPY-2 radar 
with a range of up to 1,800 miles.257

While visiting Turkey in April 2018, NATO 
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg stated 
that “Turkey is a highly valued NATO Ally, 
and Turkey contributes to our shared security, 
our collective defence, in many different ways.” 
Stoltenberg also referenced the significant fi-
nancial investment that NATO was making in 
the upgrading of Turkey’s military infrastruc-
ture.258 Turkey continues to maintain more 
than 593 troops in Afghanistan as part of NA-
TO’s Resolute Support Mission, making it the 
seventh-largest troop contributor out of 39 
nations.259 The Turks also have contributed to 
a number of peacekeeping missions in the Bal-
kans, still maintain 246 troops in Kosovo, and 
have participated in counterpiracy and coun-
terterrorism missions off the Horn of Africa 
in addition to deploying planes, frigates, and 
submarines during the NATO-led operation in 
Libya. Turkey has a 355,200-strong active-du-
ty military,260 which is NATO’s second largest 
after that of the United States.
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The failed coup plot enabled Erdogan to 

consolidate more power. A December 2017 de-
cree placed the Undersecretariat for Defense 
Industries (SSB) responsible for procurement 
under Erdogan’s direct control.261 Since then, 
Turkey’s defense procurement has suffered 
from a “brain drain.” In January 2019, it was re-
ported that 272 defense officials and engineers 
had left for jobs overseas since the change. Of 
the 81 who responded to an SSB survey, “41 
percent are in the 26–30 age group. ‘This high-
lights a trend among the relatively young pro-
fessionals to seek new opportunities abroad,’ 
one SSB official noted.”262 Other challenges in-
clude a sputtering economy, weakened lira,263 
and continued reliance on foreign components 
despite a focus on indigenous procurement. 
For example, Turkey’s procurement of 250 
new Altay main battle tanks, the first of which 
are scheduled to be ready in May 2020, relies 
on a German-made engine and transmission.264

Other major procurements include 350 
T-155 Fırtına 155mm self-propelled howitzers, 
six Type-214 submarines, and more than 50 
T-129 attack helicopters.265 Turkish submarine 
procurement has faced six-year delays, and 
the first submarine will not be delivered until 
2021.266 In February 2019, Turkey announced 
upgrades of four Preveze-class submarines, 
to take place from 2023–2027.267 The same 
month, Turkey launched an intelligence-gath-
ering ship, the TCG Ufuk, described by Presi-
dent Erdogan as the “eyes and ears of Turkey 
in the seas.”268

Geographically and geopolitically, Turkey 
remains a key U.S. ally and NATO member. It 
has been a constructive and fruitful security 
partner for decades, and maintaining the re-
lationship is in America’s interest. The chal-
lenge for U.S. and NATO policymakers will be 
to navigate Erdogan’s increasingly autocratic 
leadership, discourage Ankara’s warming rela-
tions with Russia, and find a way to resolve the 
S-400 standoff.

The Baltic States. The U.S. has a long his-
tory of championing the sovereignty and ter-
ritorial integrity of the Baltic States that dates 
back to the interwar period of the 1920s. Since 

regaining their independence from Russia in 
the early 1990s, the Baltic States have been 
staunch supporters of the transatlantic re-
lationship. Although small in absolute terms, 
the three countries contribute significantly to 
NATO in relative terms.

Estonia. Estonia has been a leader in the 
Baltics in terms of defense spending and, with 
defense spending equal to 2.07 percent of GDP, 
was one of seven NATO members to meet the 
first NATO benchmark in 2018.269 In March 
2019, the Defense Ministry announced that 

“[a] total of EUR 585 million has been set aside 
for defence expenditures, representing 2.16% 
of the forecast GDP.”270

Although the Estonian armed forces total 
only 6,600 active-duty service personnel (in-
cluding the army, navy, and air force),271 they 
are held in high regard by their NATO partners 
and punch well above their weight inside the 
alliance. Between 2003 and 2011, 455 served 
in Iraq. Perhaps Estonia’s most impressive 
deployment has been to Afghanistan: more 
than 2,000 troops deployed between 2003 and 
2014, sustaining the second-highest number of 
deaths per capita among all 28 NATO members.

In 2015, Estonia reintroduced conscription 
for men ages 18–27, who must serve eight or 
11 months before being added to the reserve 
rolls.272 The number of Estonian conscripts 
will increase from 3,200 to 4,000 by 2026.273

Estonia has demonstrated that it takes de-
fense and security policy seriously, focusing on 
improving defensive capabilities at home while 
maintaining the ability to be a strategic actor 
abroad. One recent joint procurement is with 
neighboring Finland to acquire 12 South Kore-
an–built howitzers by 2023.274 In 2014, Estonia 
contracted with the Netherlands to purchase 
44 used infantry fighting vehicles, the last of 
which have been delivered.275 In June 2018, it 
signed a $59 million deal to purchase short-
range air defenses, with Mistral surface-to-
air missiles to be delivered starting in 2020.276 
In 2019, Estonia received two C-145A tactical 
transport aircraft donated by the U.S.277 In May, 
the first of three Sandown-class minehunters 
underwent sea trials following upgrades.278
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According to Estonia’s National Defence 

Development Plan for 2017–2026, “the size 
of the rapid reaction structure will increase 
from the current 21,000 to over 24,400.”279 In 
February 2019, the Defense Ministry approved 
its development plan for 2020–2023, which in 
part details plans to spend over $48 million on 
the Estonian Defence League: “The equipment 
and armaments of the Defence Forces and the 
Defence League are being upgraded—new 
firearms, communications and IT equipment, 
clothing, flak jackets and bulletproof vests are 
being procured.”280

Estonia’s cyber command became oper-
ational in August 2018 and is expected to 
include 300 people when it reaches full op-
erational capability in 2023.281 The Estonian 
Defence League also has a Cyber Defence Unit, 
a reserve force that relies heavily on expertise 
found in the civilian sector and whose mis-
sion is “to protect Estonia’s high-tech way of 
life, including protection of information infra-
structure and supporting broader objectives of 
national defence.”282

In 2017, Estonia and the U.S. strengthened 
their bilateral relationship by signing a defense 
cooperation agreement that builds on the 
NATO–Estonia Status of Forces Agreement, 
further clarifying the legal framework for U.S. 
troops in Estonia.283 Estonia’s defense budget 
for 2019 reflects that Estonia was to receive 
€14 million from NATO’s Security Investment 
Program to improve staging facilities at Tapa 
where the NATO EFP is located and €9 mil-
lion “for increasing training opportunities at 
the central training area.”284

Latvia. Latvia’s recent military experience 
also has been centered on operations in Iraq 
and Afghanistan alongside NATO and U.S. 
forces. Latvia has deployed more than 3,000 
troops to Afghanistan and between 2003 
and 2008 deployed 1,165 troops to Iraq. In 
addition, it has contributed to a number of 
other international peacekeeping and mili-
tary missions. These are significant numbers 
when one considers that only 6,210 of Latvia’s 
troops are full-time servicemembers; the re-
mainder are reserves.285

Latvia’s 2016 National Defence Concept 
clearly defines Russia as a threat to national 
security and states that “[d]eterrence is en-
hanced by the presence of the allied forces in 
Latvia.”286 The concept requires a 6,500-strong 
peacetime military force, a level that Latvia has 
not yet achieved; Latvia added 640 soldiers to 
its armed forces in 2018 and plans “to recruit 
up to 710” more by the end of 2019.287

In 2018, Latvia spent 2.03 percent of GDP on 
defense, slightly higher than the NATO bench-
mark of 2 percent, and spent 35.4 percent of its 
defense budget on equipment.288 In November 
2018, it signed a deal for four UH-60M Black 
Hawk helicopters.289 In addition, Latvia has 
purchased 47 M109 self-propelled artillery 
pieces from Austria and Stinger man-portable 
air-defense missile systems (MANPADs) from 
Denmark.290 Latvia has also expressed interest 
in procuring a medium-range ground-based 
air-defense system (GBADS) and is investing 
$56 million annually through 2022 on mil-
itary infrastructure, with two-thirds of this 
amount being spent to upgrade Ādaži military 
base, headquarters of the Canadian-led EFP 
battlegroup.291

Lithuania. Lithuania is the largest of the 
three Baltic States, and its armed forces total 
19,850 active-duty troops.292 It reintroduced 
conscription in 2015.293 Lithuania has also 
shown steadfast commitment to interna-
tional peacekeeping and military operations. 
Between 2003 and 2011, it sent 930 troops to 
Iraq. Since 2002, around 3,000 Lithuanian 
troops have served in Afghanistan, a notable 
contribution that is divided between a special 
operations mission alongside U.S. and Latvian 
Special Forces and command of a Provisional 
Reconstruction Team (PRT) in Ghor Prov-
ince, making Lithuania one of only a handful 
of NATO members to have commanded a PRT. 
Lithuania continues to contribute to NATO’s 
KFOR and Resolute Support Missions.294

In 2018, Lithuania reached the NATO 
benchmark of 2 percent of GDP devoted to 
spending on defense and spent 30.6 percent of 
its defense budget on equipment.295 The gov-
ernment’s 2019 National Threat Assessment 
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clearly identifies Russia as the main threat to 
the nation.296 In April 2019, the U.S. and Lith-
uania signed a five-year “road map” defense 
agreement.297 According to the Pentagon, the 
agreement will help “to strengthen training, 
exercises, and exchanges” and help Lithuania 

“to defend against malicious cyber intrusions 
and attacks.” The two nations also pledged “to 
support regional integration and procurement 
of warfighting systems,” including “integrated 
air and missile defense systems and capabili-
ties to enhance maritime domain awareness.”298

Prime Minister Saulius Skvernelis has 
identified modernization as the armed forces’ 

“number-one priority.”299 Lithuania is procur-
ing Norwegian-made ground-based mid-range 
air defence systems armed with U.S.-made 
missiles by 2021.300 Additional procurements 
include 88 Boxer Infantry Fighting Vehicles 
through 2021, additional missiles for the Jave-
lin anti-tank system, and 21 PzH 2000 self-pro-
pelled howitzers.301 Lithuania is also seeking 
to purchase 200 Oshkosh Joint Light Tactical 
Vehicles by 2023.302

Current U.S. Military Presence in Europe
At its peak in 1953, because of the Soviet 

threat to Western Europe, the U.S. had ap-
proximately 450,000 troops in Europe oper-
ating across 1,200 sites. During the early 1990s, 
both in response to a perceived reduction in 
the threat from Russia and as part of the so-
called peace dividend following the end of the 
Cold War, U.S. troop numbers in Europe were 
slashed. Today, around 68,000 troops are sta-
tioned in Europe.303

EUCOM’s stated mission is to conduct mil-
itary operations, international military part-
nering, and interagency partnering to enhance 
transatlantic security and defend the United 
States as part of a forward defensive posture. 
EUCOM is supported by four service compo-
nent commands (U.S. Naval Forces Europe 
[NAVEUR]; U.S. Army Europe [USAREUR]; 
U.S. Air Forces in Europe [USAFE]; and U.S. 
Marine Forces Europe [MARFOREUR]) and 
one subordinate unified command (U.S. Spe-
cial Operations Command Europe [SOCEUR]).

U.S. Naval Forces Europe. NAVEUR is 
responsible for providing overall command, 
operational control, and coordination for mar-
itime assets in the EUCOM and Africa Com-
mand (AFRICOM) areas of responsibility. This 
includes more than 20 million square nautical 
miles of ocean and more than 67 percent of the 
Earth’s coastline.

This command is currently provided by the 
U.S. Sixth Fleet, based in Naples, and brings 
critical U.S. maritime combat capability to an 
important region of the world. Some of the 
more notable U.S. naval bases in Europe in-
clude the Naval Air Station in Sigonella, Italy; 
the Naval Support Activity Base in Souda Bay, 
Greece; and the Naval Station at Rota, Spain. 
Naval Station Rota is home to four capable Ae-
gis-equipped destroyers.304

A special focus for NAVEUR this year 
includes “enhancement to the Theater’s 
Anti-Submarine Warfare through the pro-
curement of additional equipment and the 
improvement to theater infrastructure” and 
a naval logistics hub.305 In 2018, the Norfolk, 
Virginia-based Harry S. Truman Carrier Strike 
Group (CSG) executed no-notice deployments 
to the Mediterranean over the summer and the 
Norwegian Sea above the Arctic Circle in Oc-
tober; the Arctic deployment was the first for 
a CSG in 30 years.306

U.S. Army Europe. USAREUR was estab-
lished in 1952. Then, as today, the U.S. Army 
formed the bulk of U.S. forces in Europe. 
USAREUR, overseeing 35,000 soldiers, is 
headquartered in Wiesbaden, Germany. Per-
manently deployed forces include the 2nd 
Cavalry Regiment, based in Vilseck, Germany, 
and the 173rd Airborne Brigade in Italy, with 
both units supported by the 12th Combat Avi-
ation Brigade out of Ansbach, Germany. Ad-
ditionally, in November 2018, the 41st Field 
Artillery Brigade returned to Europe, with 
headquarters in Grafenwoehr, Germany.307 
In addition:

Operational and theater enablers such as 
the 21st Theater Sustainment Command, 
7th Army Training Command, 10th Army 
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Air and Missile Defense Command, 2nd 
Theater Signal Brigade, 66th Military 
Intelligence Brigade, the U.S. Army NATO 
Brigade, Installation Management Com-
mand-Europe and Regional Health Com-
mand-Europe provide essential skills and 
services that enable our entire force.308

USAREUR will add 1,500 soldiers by 2020, 
including “two multiple launch rocket system 
battalions” and “a short-range air defense bat-
talion.”309 The 5th Battalion, 4th Air Defense 
Artillery Regiment, was activated in November 
2018 and is now based in Ansbach.310 The rota-
tional National Guard 174th Air Defense Artil-
lery Brigade has replaced the National Guard 
678th ADAB, which first deployed in April 2018 
in the first such deployment since the end of 
the Cold War.311

U.S. Air Forces in Europe. USAFE pro-
vides a forward-based air capability that can 
support a wide range of contingency opera-
tions. USAFE originated as the 8th Air Force in 
1942 and flew strategic bombing missions over 
the European continent during World War II.

Headquartered at Ramstein Air Base, US-
AFE has seven main operating bases along with 
114 geographically separated locations. The 
main operating bases include the RAF bases at 
Lakenheath and Mildenhall in the U.K., Ram-
stein and Spangdahlem Air Bases in Germany, 
Lajes Field in the Azores, Incirlik Air Base in 
Turkey, and Aviano Air Base in Italy.312

U.S. Marine Forces Europe. MARFO-
REUR was established in 1980. It was originally 
a “designate” component command, meaning 
that it was only a shell during peacetime but 
could bolster its forces during wartime. Its 

U.S. forces in Europe have declined by 65 percent 
since 1992, primarily due to the loss of 100,000 
troops stationed in Germany. Forces in the U.K. 
have also been cut in half.

■ 1992 ■ 2019

A  heritage.org

NOTES: 2019 figures are as of March. “21 other nations” include non-listed NATO members with American forces.
SOURCES: U.S. Department of Defense, Defense Manpower Data Center, “DoD Personnel, Workforce Reports & Publications: Historical 
Reports—Military Only—1950, 1953–1999,” https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/appj/dwp/dwp_reports.jsp (accessed August 10, 2018), and U.S. 
Department of Defense, Defense Manpower Data Center, “DoD Personnel, Workforce Reports & Publications: Military and Civilian 
Personnel by Service/Agency by State/Country,” https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/appj/dwp/dwp_reports.jsp (accessed July 1, 2019).

CHART 3

U.S. Maintains Significantly Smaller Presence in Europe
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initial staff was 40 personnel based in London. 
By 1989, it had more than 180 Marines in 45 
separate locations in 19 countries throughout 
the European theater. Today, the command is 
based in Boeblingen, Germany, and approxi-
mately 140 of the 1,500 Marines based in Eu-
rope are assigned to MARFOREUR.313 It was 
also dual-hatted as Marine Corps Forces, Afri-
ca (MARFORAF), under U.S. Africa Command 
in 2008.

MARFOREUR supports the Norway Air 
Landed Marine Air Ground Task Force, the 
Marine Corps’ only land-based prepositioned 
stock. The Corps has enough prepositioned 
stock in Norway “to equip a fighting force 
of 4,600 Marines, led by a colonel, with ev-
erything but aircraft and desktop comput-
ers,” and the Norwegian government covers 
half of the costs of the prepositioned storage. 
The stores have been utilized for Operation 
Iraqi Freedom and current counter-ISIS op-
erations, as well as for humanitarian and di-
saster response.314 The prepositioned stock’s 
proximity to the Arctic region makes it of 
particular geostrategic importance. In Octo-
ber 2018, Marines utilized the prepositioned 
equipment as part of NATO’s exercise Trident 
Juncture 18, the largest NATO exercise in 16 
years, which included 50,000 troops from 31 
nations.315

Crucially, MARFOREUR provides the U.S. 
with rapid reaction capability to protect U.S. 
embassies in North Africa. The Special-Pur-
pose Marine Air-Ground Task Force–Crisis 
Response–Africa (SPMAGTF–CR–AF) is cur-
rently located in Spain and Italy and provides 
a response force of 850 Marines, six MV-22 
Ospreys, and three KC-130s.316 The SPMAGTF 
helped with embassy evacuations in Libya and 
South Sudan and conducts regular drills with 
embassies in the region and exercises with a 
host of African nations’ militaries.317

In September 2018, the Marine Corps end-
ed a consistent rotation of 700 marines to the 
Black Sea Rotational Force (BSRF).318

U.S. Special Operations Command Eu-
rope. SOCEUR is the only subordinate unified 
command under EUCOM. Its origins are in the 

Support Operations Command Europe, and it 
was based initially in Paris. This headquarters 
provided peacetime planning and operation-
al control of special operations forces during 
unconventional warfare in EUCOM’s area 
of responsibility.

SOCEUR has been headquartered in Pan-
zer Kaserne near Stuttgart, Germany, since 
1967. It also operates out of RAF Mildenhall. 
In June 2018, former U.S. Special Operations 
Command General Tony Thomas stated that 
the U.S. plans “to move tactical United States 
special operations forces from the increasingly 
crowded and encroached Stuttgart installation 
of Panzer Kaserne to the more open training 
grounds of Baumholder,” a move that is expect-
ed to take a few years.319

Due to the sensitive nature of special op-
erations, publicly available information is 
scarce. However, it has been documented 
that SOCEUR elements participated in var-
ious capacity-building missions and civilian 
evacuation operations in Africa; took an ac-
tive role in the Balkans in the mid-1990s and 
in combat operations in the Iraq and Afghan-
istan wars; and most recently supported AF-
RICOM’s Operation Odyssey Dawn in Libya. 
SOCEUR also plays an important role in joint 
training with European allies; since June 
2014, it has maintained an almost continu-
ous presence in the Baltic States and Poland 
in order to train special operations forces in 
those countries.

According to General Scaparrotti, “USEU-
COM and USSOCOM work together to employ 
SOF in Europe, where their unique access and 
capabilities can be utilized to compete below 
the level of armed conflict.”320 The FY 2020 
DOD budget request included over $100 mil-
lion for various special operations programs 
and functions through EDI. This funding is 
intended to go to such projects as enhance-
ment of special operations forces’ staging ca-
pabilities and prepositioning in Europe, exer-
cise support, and partnership activities with 
Eastern and Central European allies’ special 
operations forces.321
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Key Infrastructure and 
Warfighting Capabilities

One of the major advantages of having U.S. 
forces in Europe is access to logistical infra-
structure. For example, EUCOM supports the 
U.S. Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) 
with its array of air bases and access to ports 
throughout Europe. One of these bases, Mihail 
Kogalniceanu Air Base in Romania, is a major 
logistics and supply hub for U.S. equipment 
and personnel traveling to the Middle East 
region.322

Europe is a mature and advanced oper-
ating environment. America’s decades-long 
presence in Europe means that the U.S. has 
tried and tested systems that involve moving 
large numbers of matériel and personnel into, 
inside, and out of the continent. This offers an 
operating environment that is second to none 
in terms of logistical capability. There are more 
than 166,000 miles of rail line in Europe (not 
including Russia), an estimated 90 percent of 
roads in Europe are paved, and the U.S. enjoys 
access to a wide array of airfields and ports 
across the continent.

Conclusion
Overall, the European region remains a 

stable, mature, and friendly operating envi-
ronment. Russia remains the preeminent mil-
itary threat to the region, both convention-
ally and unconventionally. America’s closest 
and oldest allies are located in Europe, and 

the region is incredibly important to the U.S. 
for economic, military, and political reasons. 
Perhaps most important, the U.S. has treaty 
obligations through NATO to defend the Eu-
ropean members of that alliance. If the U.S. 
needs to act in the European region or nearby, 
there is a history of interoperability with al-
lies and access to key logistical infrastructure 
that makes the operating environment in Eu-
rope more favorable than the environment in 
other regions in which U.S. forces might have 
to operate.

The past year saw continued U.S. reengage-
ment with the continent, both militarily and 
politically, along with modest increases in Eu-
ropean allies’ defense budgets and capability 
investment. Despite allies’ initial concerns, the 
U.S. has increased its investment in Europe, 
and its military position on the continent is 
stronger than it has been for some time.

NATO’s renewed focus on collective de-
fense has resulted in a focus on logistics, newly 
established commands that reflect a changed 
geopolitical reality, and a robust set of exer-
cises. NATO’s biggest challenges derive from 
capability and readiness gaps for many Euro-
pean nations, continuing improvements and 
exercises in the realm of logistics, a tempes-
tuous Turkey, disparate threat perceptions 
within the alliance, and the need to establish 
the ability to mount a robust response to both 
linear and nonlinear forms of aggression.

Scoring the European Operating Environment
As noted at the beginning of this section, 

various considerations must be taken into ac-
count in assessing the regions within which the 
U.S. may have to conduct military operations to 
defend its vital national interests. Our assess-
ment of the operating environment utilized a 
five-point scale, ranging from “very poor” to 

“excellent” conditions and covering four re-
gional characteristics of greatest relevance to 
the conduct of military operations:

1. Very Poor. Significant hurdles exist for 
military operations. Physical infrastruc-
ture is insufficient or nonexistent, and 
the region is politically unstable. The U.S. 
military is poorly placed or absent, and 
alliances are nonexistent or diffuse.

2. Unfavorable. A challenging operating 
environment for military operations is 
marked by inadequate infrastructure, 
weak alliances, and recurring political 
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instability. The U.S. military is inade-
quately placed in the region.

3. Moderate. A neutral to moderately favor-
able operating environment is character-
ized by adequate infrastructure, a mod-
erate alliance structure, and acceptable 
levels of regional political stability. The 
U.S. military is adequately placed.

4. Favorable. A favorable operating envi-
ronment includes good infrastructure, 
strong alliances, and a stable political en-
vironment. The U.S. military is well placed 
in the region for future operations.

5. Excellent. An extremely favorable 
operating environment includes well-es-
tablished and well-maintained infrastruc-
ture; strong, capable allies; and a stable 
political environment. The U.S. military 
is exceptionally well placed to defend U.S. 
interests.

The key regional characteristics consist of:

a. Alliances. Alliances are important for 
interoperability and collective defense, as 
allies are more likely to lend support to 
U.S. military operations. Various indi-
cators provide insight into the strength 
or health of an alliance. These include 
whether the U.S. trains regularly with 
countries in the region, has good in-
teroperability with the forces of an ally, 
and shares intelligence with nations in 
the region.

b. Political Stability. Political stability 
brings predictability for military planners 
when considering such things as tran-
sit, basing, and overflight rights for U.S. 
military operations. The overall degree 
of political stability indicates whether 
U.S. military actions would be hindered 
or enabled and considers, for example, 
whether transfers of power are generally 

peaceful and whether there have been any 
recent instances of political instability in 
the region.

c. U.S. Military Positioning. Having mili-
tary forces based or equipment and sup-
plies staged in a region greatly facilitates 
the United States’ ability to respond to 
crises and, presumably, achieve success-
es in critical “first battles” more quickly. 
Being routinely present in a region also 
assists in maintaining familiarity with its 
characteristics and the various actors that 
might try to assist or thwart U.S. actions. 
With this in mind, we assessed whether or 
not the U.S. military was well positioned 
in the region. Again, indicators included 
bases, troop presence, prepositioned 
equipment, and recent examples of mil-
itary operations (including training and 
humanitarian) launched from the region.

d. Infrastructure. Modern, reliable, and 
suitable infrastructure is essential to 
military operations. Airfields, ports, rail 
lines, canals, and paved roads enable the 
U.S. to stage, launch operations from, and 
logistically sustain combat operations. We 
combined expert knowledge of regions 
with publicly available information on 
critical infrastructure to arrive at our 
overall assessment of this metric.

For Europe, scores this year remained 
steady, with no substantial changes in any in-
dividual categories or average scores:

 l Alliances: 4—Favorable

 l Political Stability: 4—Favorable

 l U.S. Military Positioning: 3—Moderate

 l Infrastructure: 4—Favorable

Leading to a regional score of: Favorable
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Middle East

Strategically situated at the intersection of 
Europe, Asia, and Africa, the Middle East 

has long been an important focus of United 
States foreign policy. U.S. security relation-
ships in the region are built on pragmatism, 
shared security concerns, and economic in-
terests, including large sales of U.S. arms to 
countries in the region to help them defend 
themselves. The U.S. also has a long-term in-
terest in the Middle East that derives from the 
region’s economic importance as the world’s 
primary source of oil and gas.

The region is home to a wide array of cul-
tures, religions, and ethnic groups, includ-
ing Arabs, Jews, Kurds, Persians, and Turks, 
among others. It also is home to the three 
Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity, 
and Islam as well as many smaller religions 
like the Bahá’í, Druze, Yazidi, and Zoroastri-
an faiths. The region contains many predom-
inantly Muslim countries as well as the world’s 
only Jewish state.

The Middle East is deeply sectarian, and 
these long-standing divisions, exacerbated by 
the constant vying for power by religious ex-
tremists, are central to many of the challeng-
es that the region faces today. In some cases, 
these sectarian divides go back centuries. Con-
temporary conflicts, however, have less to do 
with these histories than they do with modern 
extremist ideologies and the fact that today’s 
borders often do not reflect the region’s cultur-
al, ethnic, or religious realities. Instead, they 
are often the results of decisions taken by the 
British, French, and other powers during and 
soon after World War I as they dismantled the 
Ottoman Empire.1

In a way not understood by many in the 
West, religion remains a prominent fact of dai-
ly life in the modern Middle East. At the heart 
of many of the region’s conflicts is the friction 
within Islam between Sunnis and Shias. This 
friction dates back to the death of the Prophet 
Muhammad in 632 AD.2 Sunni Muslims, who 
form the majority of the world’s Muslim pop-
ulation, hold power in most of the Arab coun-
tries in the Middle East.

Viewing the Middle East’s current instabil-
ity through the lens of a Sunni–Shia conflict, 
however, does not show the full picture. The 
cultural and historical division between Arabs 
and Persians has reinforced the Sunni–Shia 
split. The mutual distrust of many Arab/Sun-
ni powers and the Persian/Shia power (Iran), 
compounded by clashing national and ideo-
logical interests, has fueled instability in such 
countries as Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, and Yemen. 
Sunni extremist organizations such as al-Qae-
da and the Islamic State (IS) have exploited 
sectarian and ethnic tensions to gain support 
by posing as champions of Sunni Arabs against 
Syria’s Alawite-dominated regime and other 
non-Sunni governments and movements.

Current regional demographic trends also 
are destabilizing factors. The Middle East 
contains one of the world’s youngest and fast-
est-growing populations. In most of the West, 
this would be viewed as an advantage, but not 
in the Middle East. Known as “youth bulg-
es,” these demographic tsunamis have over-
whelmed the inadequate political, economic, 
and educational infrastructures in many coun-
tries, and the lack of access to education, jobs, 
and meaningful political participation fuels 
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discontent. Because almost two-thirds of the 
region’s inhabitants are less than 30 years old, 
this demographic bulge will continue to have 
a substantial effect on political stability across 
the region.3

The Middle East contains more than half of 
the world’s oil reserves and is the world’s chief 
oil-exporting region.4 As the world’s biggest oil 
consumer,5 the U.S., even though it actually im-
ports relatively little of its oil from the Middle 
East, has a vested interest in maintaining the 
free flow of oil and gas from the region. Oil is 
a fungible commodity, and the U.S. economy 
remains vulnerable to sudden spikes in world 
oil prices.

Because many U.S. allies depend on Middle 
East oil and gas, there is also a second-order 
effect for the U.S. if supply from the Middle 
East is reduced or compromised. For example, 
Japan is both the world’s third-largest econo-
my and second-largest importer of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG).6 The U.S. itself might not 
be dependent on Middle East oil or LNG, but 
the economic consequences arising from a ma-
jor disruption of supplies would ripple across 
the globe.

Financial and logistics hubs are also grow-
ing along some of the world’s busiest trans-
continental trade routes. One of the region’s 
economic bright spots in terms of trade and 
commerce is found in the Persian Gulf. The 
emirates of Dubai and Abu Dhabi in the Unit-
ed Arab Emirates (UAE), along with Qatar, are 
competing to become the region’s top finan-
cial center.

The economic situation in the Middle East 
is part of what drives the political environment. 
The lack of economic freedom was an import-
ant factor leading to the Arab Spring uprisings, 
which began in early 2011 and disrupted eco-
nomic activity, depressed foreign and domestic 
investment, and slowed economic growth.

The political environment has a direct bear-
ing on how easily the U.S. military can operate 
in a region. In many Middle Eastern coun-
tries, the political situation remains fraught 
with uncertainty. The Arab Spring uprisings 
formed a regional sandstorm that eroded the 

foundations of many authoritarian regimes, 
erased borders, and destabilized many coun-
tries in the region.7 Yet the popular uprisings 
in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Bahrain, Syria, and 
Yemen did not usher in a new era of democ-
racy and liberal rule as many in the West were 
hoping. At best, they made slow progress to-
ward democratic reform. At worst, they added 
to political instability, exacerbated economic 
problems, and contributed to the rise of Isla-
mist extremists. Years later, the economic and 
political outlooks remained bleak.8

There is no shortage of security challenges 
for the U.S. and its allies in this region. Using 
the breathing space and funding afforded to 
it by the July 14, 2015, Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action (JCPOA),9 for example, Iran 
has exacerbated Shia–Sunni tensions to in-
crease its influence on embattled regimes 
and has undermined adversaries in Sunni-led 
states. In May 2018, the Trump Administra-
tion left the JCPOA after European allies 
failed to address many of the serious flaws in 
the deal like the sunset clauses.10 A year later, 
in May 2019, Iran announced that it was with-
drawing from certain aspects of the JCPOA.11 
U.S. economic sanctions have been restored 
to pre-JCPOA levels and in some cases have 
been expanded.12

While many of America’s European allies 
publicly denounced the Administration’s de-
cision to withdraw, most officials agree private-
ly that the JCPOA was flawed and needs to be 
fixed. America’s allies in the Middle East, in-
cluding Israel and most Gulf Arab states, sup-
ported the U.S. decision and welcomed a harder 
line against the Iranian regime.13

Tehran attempts to run an unconventional 
empire by exerting great influence on sub-state 
entities like Hamas (Palestinian territories); 
Hezbollah (Lebanon); the Mahdi movement 
(Iraq); and the Houthi insurgents (Yemen). 
In Afghanistan, Tehran’s influence on some 
Shiite groups is such that thousands have vol-
unteered to fight for Bashar al-Assad in Syria.14 
Iran also provided arms to the Taliban after 
it was ousted from power by a U.S.-led coali-
tion15 and has long considered the Afghan city 
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of Herat, near the Afghan–Iran border, to be 
within its sphere of influence.

Iran already looms large over its weak and 
divided Arab rivals. Iraq and Syria have been 
destabilized by insurgencies and civil war and 
may never fully recover; Egypt is distracted by 
its own internal problems, economic imbal-
ances, and the Islamist extremist insurgency 
in the Sinai Peninsula; and Jordan has been 
inundated by a flood of Syrian refugees and is 
threatened by the spillover of Islamist extrem-
ist groups from Syria.16 Meanwhile, Tehran has 
continued to build up its missile arsenal, now 
the largest in the Middle East; has intervened 
to prop up the Assad regime in Syria; and sup-
ports Shiite Islamist revolutionaries in Yemen 
and Bahrain.17

In Syria, the Assad regime’s brutal repres-
sion of peaceful demonstrations in early 2011 
ignited a fierce civil war that has led to the 
deaths of more than half a million people; dis-
placed more than 5.6 million refugees in Tur-
key, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, and Egypt; and dis-
placed millions more people internally within 
Syria.18 The large refugee populations created 
by this civil war could become a reservoir of po-
tential recruits for extremist groups. The Isla-
mist Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (formally known as 
the al-Qaeda–affiliated Jabhat Fateh al-Sham 
and before that as the al-Nusra Front) and 
the self-styled Islamic State (formerly known 
as ISIS or ISIL and before that as al-Qaeda 
in Iraq), for example, used the power vacu-
um created by the war to carve out extensive 
sanctuaries where they built proto-states and 
trained militants from a wide variety of other 
Arab countries, Central Asia, Russia, Europe, 
Australia, and the United States.19

At the height of its power, with a sophisticat-
ed Internet and social media presence and by 
capitalizing on the civil war in Syria and sectar-
ian divisions in Iraq, the IS was able to recruit 
over 25,000 fighters from outside the region 
to join its ranks in Iraq and Syria. These for-
eign fighters included thousands from Western 
countries, including the U.S. In 2014, the U.S. 
announced the formation of a broad interna-
tional coalition to defeat the Islamic State. By 

early 2019, thanks to the international coali-
tion led by the U.S., the territorial “caliphate” 
had been destroyed.

Arab–Israeli tensions are another source of 
instability in the region. The repeated break-
down of Israeli–Palestinian peace negotiations 
has created an even more antagonistic situa-
tion. Hamas, the Palestinian branch of the 
Muslim Brotherhood that has controlled Gaza 
since 2007, seeks to transform the conflict 
from a national struggle over sovereignty and 
territory into a religious conflict in which com-
promise is denounced as blasphemy. Hamas 
invokes jihad in its struggle against Israel and 
seeks to destroy the Jewish state and replace 
it with an Islamic state.

Important Alliances and Bilateral 
Relations in the Middle East

The U.S. has strong military, security, intel-
ligence, and diplomatic ties with several Mid-
dle Eastern nations, including Israel, Egypt, 
Jordan, and the six members of the Gulf Co-
operation Council (GCC).20 Because the his-
torical and political circumstances that led to 
the creation of NATO have largely been absent 
in the Middle East, the region lacks a similarly 
strong collective security organization.

When it came into office, the Trump Admin-
istration proposed the idea of a multilateral 
Middle East Strategic Alliance with its Arab 
partners.21 The initial U.S. concept, which in-
cluded security, economic cooperation, and 
conflict resolution and deconfliction, gener-
ated considerable enthusiasm, but the project 
was sidelined by a diplomatic dispute involv-
ing Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Qatar.22 Middle 
Eastern countries traditionally have preferred 
to maintain bilateral relationships with the 
U.S. and generally have shunned multilater-
al arrangements because of the lack of trust 
among Arab states.

This lack of trust manifested itself in June 
2017 when the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the 
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, and 
several other Muslim-majority countries cut 
or downgraded diplomatic ties with Qatar after 
Doha was accused of supporting terrorism in 
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the region.23 All commercial land, air, and sea 
travel between Qatar and these nations has 
been severed, and Qatari diplomats and citi-
zens have been evicted.

This is the most recent example of how re-
gional tensions can transcend the Arab–Ira-
nian or Israeli–Palestinian debate. Qatar has 
long supported Muslim Brotherhood groups, 
as well as questionable Islamist factions in Syr-
ia and Libya, and has often been viewed as too 
close to Iran, a major adversary of Sunni Arab 
states in the Gulf.

Nor is this the first time that something like 
this has happened, albeit on a much smaller 
scale. In 2014, a number of Arab states re-
called their ambassadors to Qatar to protest 
Doha’s support for Egypt’s Muslim Brother-
hood movement.24 It took eight months to 
resolve this dispute before relations could be 
fully restored.

Bilateral and multilateral relations in the 
region, especially with the U.S. and other West-
ern countries, are often made more difficult 
by their secretive nature. It is not unusual for 
governments in this region to see value (and 
sometimes necessity) in pursuing a relation-
ship with the U.S. while having to account for 
domestic opposition to working with Ameri-
ca: hence the perceived need for secrecy. The 
opaqueness of these relationships sometimes 
creates problems for the U.S. when it tries to 
coordinate defense and security cooperation 
with European allies (mainly the U.K. and 
France) that are active in the region.

Military training is an important part of 
these relationships. The principal motivations 
behind these exercises are to ensure close and 
effective coordination with key regional part-
ners, demonstrate an enduring U.S. security 
commitment to regional allies, and train Arab 
armed forces so that they can assume a larger 
share of responsibility for regional security.

Israel. America’s most important bilat-
eral relationship in the Middle East is with 
Israel. Both countries are democracies, val-
ue free-market economies, and believe in 
human rights at a time when many Middle 
Eastern countries reject those values. With 

support from the United States, Israel has de-
veloped one of the world’s most sophisticated 
air and missile defense networks.25 No signif-
icant progress on peace negotiations with the 
Palestinians or on stabilizing Israel’s volatile 
neighborhood is possible without a strong and 
effective Israeli–American partnership.

After years of strained relations during the 
Obama Administration, ties between the U.S. 
and Israel improved significantly during the 
first two years of the Trump Administration. 
In May 2018, the U.S. moved its embassy from 
Tel Aviv to a location in western Jerusalem.26

Saudi Arabia. After Israel, the U.S. military 
relationship is deepest with the Gulf States, in-
cluding Saudi Arabia, which serves as de fac-
to leader of the GCC. America’s relationship 
with Saudi Arabia is based on pragmatism and 
is important for both security and economic 
reasons, but it has come under intense strain 
since the murder of Saudi dissident and Wash-
ington Post journalist Jamal Ahmad Khashoggi, 
allegedly by Saudi security services, in Turkey 
in 2018.

The Saudis enjoy huge influence across the 
Muslim world, and roughly 2 million Muslims 
participate in the annual Hajj pilgrimage to 
the holy city of Mecca. Riyadh has been a key 
partner in efforts to counterbalance Iran. The 
U.S. is also the largest provider of arms to Sau-
di Arabia and regularly, if not controversially, 
sells munitions needed to resupply stockpiles 
expended in the Saudi-led campaign against 
the Houthis in Yemen.

Gulf Cooperation Council. The countries 
of the GCC (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and the UAE) are located close to 
the Arab–Persian fault line and are therefore 
strategically important to the U.S.27 The root of 
Arab–Iranian tensions in the Gulf is Tehran’s 
ideological drive to export its Islamist revo-
lution and overthrow the traditional rulers 
of the Arab kingdoms. This ideological clash 
has further amplified long-standing sectarian 
tensions between Shia Islam and Sunni Islam. 
Tehran has sought to radicalize Shia Arab mi-
nority groups to undermine Sunni Arab regimes 
in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Bahrain. It also 
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sought to incite revolts by the Shia majorities 
in Iraq against Saddam Hussein’s regime and 
in Bahrain against the Sunni al-Khalifa dynasty. 
Culturally, many Iranians look down on the Gulf 
States, many of which they see as artificial en-
tities carved out of the former Persian Empire 
and propped up by Western powers.

The GCC’s member countries often have 
difficulty agreeing on a common policy with re-
spect to matters of security. This reflects both 
the organization’s intergovernmental nature 
and its members’ desire to place national in-
terests above those of the GCC. The recent dis-
pute regarding Qatar illustrates this difficulty.

Another source of disagreement involves 
the question of how best to deal with Iran. On 
one end of the spectrum, Saudi Arabia, Bah-
rain, and the UAE take a hawkish view of the 
threat from Iran. Oman and Qatar, the former 
of which prides itself on its regional neutrality 
and the latter of which shares natural gas fields 
with Iran, view Iran’s activities in the region as 
less of a threat and maintain cordial relations 
with Tehran. Kuwait tends to fall somewhere 
in the middle. Intra-GCC relations also can 
be problematic.

Egypt. Egypt is another important U.S. 
military ally. As one of only two Arab coun-
tries that maintain diplomatic relations with 
Israel (the other is Jordan), Egypt is closely 
enmeshed in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict 
and remains a leading political, diplomatic, 
and military power in the region.

Relations between the U.S. and Egypt have 
been problematic since the 2011 downfall of 
President Hosni Mubarak after 30 years of 
rule. The Muslim Brotherhood’s Mohamed 
Morsi was elected president in 2012 and used 
the Islamist-dominated parliament to pass a 
constitution that advanced an Islamist agenda. 
Morsi’s authoritarian rule, combined with ris-
ing popular dissatisfaction with falling living 
standards, rampant crime, and high unemploy-
ment, led to a massive wave of protests in June 
2013 that prompted a military coup in July. 
The leader of the coup, Field Marshal Abdel 
Fattah el-Sisi, pledged to restore democracy 
and was elected president in 2014 and again in 

2018 in elections that many considered to be 
neither free nor fair. His government faces ma-
jor political, economic, and security challenges.

Quality of Armed Forces in the Region
The quality and capabilities of the region’s 

armed forces are mixed. Some countries spend 
billions of dollars each year on advanced West-
ern military hardware, and others spend very 
little. Saudi Arabia is by far the region’s largest 
military spender in terms of budget size. As a 
percentage of GDP, Oman leads the way in the 
region, spending 12.1 percent on defense in 
2017, the most recent year for which data are 
available.28

Historically, figures on defense spending for 
the Middle East have been very unreliable, and 
the lack of data has worsened. For 2018, there 
were no available data for Qatar, Syria, the 
United Arab Emirates, and Yemen according to 
the Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute.29

Different security factors drive the degree 
to which Middle Eastern countries fund, train, 
and arm their militaries. For Israel, which 
fought and defeated Arab coalitions in 1948, 
1956, 1967, 1973, and 1982, the chief potential 
threats to its existence are now posed by an 
Iranian regime that has called for Israel to be 

“wiped from the map.”30 States and non-state 
actors in the region have responded to Israel’s 
military dominance by investing in asymmet-
ric and unconventional capabilities to offset its 
military superiority.31 For the Gulf States, the 
main driver of defense policy is the Iranian 
military threat combined with internal secu-
rity challenges; for Iraq, it is the internal threat 
posed by insurgents and terrorists.

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) are wide-
ly considered to be the most capable military 
force in the Middle East. On a conventional 
level, the IDF consistently surpasses other re-
gional military forces.32 Other countries, such 
as Iran, have developed asymmetric tactics and 
have built up the military capabilities of proxy 
groups to close the gap in recent years, but the 
quality and effectiveness of the IDF’s technical 
capacity and personnel remain unparalleled.
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Israel funds its military sector heavily and 

has a strong national industrial capacity sup-
ported by significant funding from the U.S. 
Combined, these factors give Israel a regional 
advantage despite limitations of manpower 
and size. In particular, the IDF has focused on 
maintaining its superiority in missile defense, 
intelligence collection, precision weapons, 
and cyber technologies.33 The Israelis regard 
their cyber capabilities as especially import-
ant and use cyber technologies for a number 
of purposes, including defending Israeli cyber-
space, gathering intelligence, and carrying out 
attacks.34

Israel maintains its qualitative superiority 
in medium-range and long-range missile ca-
pabilities and fields effective missile defense 
systems, including Iron Dome and Arrow, both 
of which the U.S. helped to finance.35 It also has 
a nuclear weapons capability (which it does 
not publicly acknowledge) that increases its 
strength relative to other powers in the region 
and has helped to deter adversaries as the gap 
in conventional capabilities has been reduced.

After Israel, the most technologically ad-
vanced and best-equipped armed forces are 
found in the Gulf Cooperation Council. Pre-
viously, the export of oil and gas meant that 
there was no shortage of resources to devote 
to defense spending, but the collapse of crude 
oil prices has forced oil-exporting countries 
to adjust their defense spending patterns. At 
present, however, GCC nations still have the 
region’s best-funded (even if not necessarily 
the most effective) Arab armed forces. All GCC 
members boast advanced defense hardware 
that reflects a preference for U.S., U.K., and 
French equipment.

Saudi Arabia maintains the GCC’s most ca-
pable military force. It has an army of 75,000 
soldiers and a National Guard of 100,000 per-
sonnel reporting directly to the king. The army 
operates 900 main battle tanks including 370 
U.S.-made M1A2s. Its air force is built around 
American-built and British-built aircraft 
and consists of more than 407 combat-capa-
ble aircraft including F-15s, Tornados, and 
Typhoons.36

In fact, air power is the strong suit of most 
GCC members. Oman operates F-16s and Ty-
phoons. According to Defense Industry Daily, 

“The UAE operates the F-16E/F Desert Falcon, 
which holds more advanced avionics than any 
F-16 variant in the US inventory.”37 Qatar oper-
ates French-made Mirage fighters and is buy-
ing 24 Typhoons from the UK.38

Middle Eastern countries have shown a 
willingness to use their military capability 
under certain and limited circumstances. The 
navies of the GCC members rarely deploy 
beyond their Exclusive Economic Zones, but 
Kuwait, Bahrain, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and 
Qatar have participated in and, in some cases, 
have commanded Combined Task Force-152, 
formed in 2004 to maintain maritime security 
in the Persian Gulf.39 Since 2001, Jordan, Egypt, 
Bahrain, and the UAE have supplied troops to 
the U.S.-led mission in Afghanistan. The UAE 
and Qatar deployed fighters to participate in 
NATO-led operations over Libya in 2011, al-
though they did not participate in strike op-
erations. All six GCC members also joined the 
U.S.-led anti-ISIS coalition, albeit to varying 
degrees, with the UAE contributing the most 
in terms of air power.40 Air strikes in Syria by 
members of the GCC ended in 2017.

With 438,500 active personnel and 
479,000 reserve personnel, Egypt has the larg-
est Arab military force in the Middle East.41 It 
possesses a fully operational military with an 
army, air force, air defense, navy, and special 
operations forces. Until 1979, when the U.S. 
began to supply Egypt with military equip-
ment, Cairo relied primarily on less capable 
Soviet military technology.42 Since then, its 
army and air force have been significantly up-
graded with U.S. military weapons, equipment, 
and warplanes.

Egypt has struggled with increased terror-
ist activity in the Sinai Peninsula, including 
attacks on Egyptian soldiers, attacks on for-
eign tourists, and the October 2015 bombing 
of a Russian airliner departing from the Sinai. 
The Islamic State’s “Sinai Province” terror-
ist group has claimed responsibility for all of 
these actions.43
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Jordan is a close ally of the United States 

and has small but effective military forces. The 
principal threats to its security include terror-
ism, turbulence spilling over from Syria and 
Iraq, and the resulting flow of refugees. While 
Jordan faces few conventional threats from its 
neighbors, its internal security is threatened 
by Islamist extremists returning from fighting 
in the region who have been emboldened by 
the growing influence of al-Qaeda and other 
Islamist militants. As a result, Jordan’s high-
ly professional armed forces have focused in 
recent years on border and internal security.

Considering Jordan’s size, its conventional 
capability is significant. Jordan’s ground forc-
es total 86,000 soldiers and include 100 Brit-
ish-made Challenger 1 tanks. Sixty-one F-16 
Fighting Falcons form the backbone of its air 
force,44 and its special operations forces are 
highly capable, having benefitted from exten-
sive U.S. and U.K. training. Jordanian forces 
have served in Afghanistan and in numerous 
U.N.-led peacekeeping operations.

Iraq has fielded one of the region’s most 
dysfunctional military forces. After the 2011 
withdrawal of U.S. troops, Iraq’s government 
selected and promoted military leaders ac-
cording to political criteria.45 Shiite army offi-
cers were favored over their Sunni, Christian, 
and Kurdish counterparts, and Prime Minis-
ter Nouri al-Maliki chose top officers accord-
ing to their political loyalties. Politicization of 
the armed forces also exacerbated corruption 
within many units, with some commanders si-
phoning off funds allocated for “ghost soldiers” 
who never existed or had been separated from 
the army for various reasons.46

The promotion of incompetent military 
leaders, poor logistical support due to corrup-
tion and other problems, limited operational 
mobility, and weaknesses in intelligence, re-
connaissance, medical support, and air force 
capabilities have combined to weaken the ef-
fectiveness of the Iraqi armed forces. In June 
2014, for example, the collapse of up to four 
divisions, which were routed by vastly small-
er numbers of Islamic State fighters, led to the 
fall of Mosul.47 The U.S. and its allies responded 

with a massive training program for the Iraqi 
military that led to the liberation of Mosul on 
July 9, 2017.48

Current U.S. Military Presence 
in the Middle East

Before 1980, the United States maintained 
a limited military presence in the Middle East 
that consisted chiefly of a small naval force that 
had been based at Bahrain since 1958. The U.S. 

“twin pillar” strategy relied on prerevolution-
ary Iran and Saudi Arabia to take the lead in de-
fending the Persian Gulf from the Soviet Union 
and its client regimes in Iraq, Syria, and South 
Yemen,49 but the 1979 Iranian revolution de-
molished one pillar, and the December 1979 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan increased the 
Soviet threat to the Gulf.

In January 1980, President Jimmy Carter 
proclaimed that the United States would take 
military action to defend oil-rich Persian Gulf 
States from external aggression, a commit-
ment known as the Carter Doctrine. In 1980, 
he ordered the creation of the Rapid Deploy-
ment Joint Task Force (RDJTF), the precur-
sor to USCENTCOM, which was established 
in January 1983.50

Up until the late 1980s, America’s “regional 
strategy still largely focused on the potential 
threat of a massive Soviet invasion of Iran.”51 
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Saddam 
Hussein’s Iraqi regime became the chief threat 
to regional stability. Iraq invaded Kuwait in 
August 1990, and the United States respond-
ed in January 1991 by leading an internation-
al coalition of more than 30 nations to expel 
Saddam’s forces from Kuwait. CENTCOM 
commanded the U.S. contribution of more than 
532,000 military personnel to the coalition’s 
armed forces, which totaled at least 737,000.52 
This marked the peak U.S. force deployment in 
the Middle East.

Confrontations with Iraq continued 
throughout the 1990s as Iraq continued to vi-
olate the 1991 Gulf War cease-fire. Baghdad’s 
failure to cooperate with U.N. arms inspectors 
to verify the destruction of its weapons of mass 
destruction and its links to terrorism led to the 
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U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. During the initial 
invasion, U.S. forces reached nearly 192,000,53 
joined by military personnel from coalition 
forces. Apart from the “surge” in 2007, when 
President George W. Bush deployed an addi-
tional 30,000 personnel, the number of Amer-
ican combat forces in Iraq fluctuated between 
100,000 and 150,000.54

In December 2011, the U.S. officially com-
pleted its withdrawal of troops, leaving only 
150 personnel attached to the U.S. embassy in 
Iraq.55 In the aftermath of IS territorial gains 
in Iraq, however, the U.S. has redeployed thou-
sands of troops to the country. Today, approx-
imately 5,200 U.S. troops are based in Iraq.56

In addition, the U.S. continues to maintain 
a limited number of forces in other locations 
in the Middle East, primarily in GCC countries. 
Currently, tens of thousands of U.S. troops are 
serving in the region. Their exact disposition is 
not made public because of “host nation sensi-
tivities,”57 but information gleaned from open 
sources reveals the following:

 l Kuwait. Approximately 13,500 U.S. per-
sonnel are based in Kuwait and are spread 
among Camp Arifjan, Ahmad al-Jabir Air 
Base, and Ali al-Salem Air Base.58 A large 
depot of prepositioned equipment and a 
squadron of fighters and Patriot missile 
systems are also deployed to Kuwait.

 l UAE. About 5,000 U.S. personnel, mainly 
from the U.S. Air Force, are stationed in 
the UAE, primarily at Al Dhafra Air Base. 
Their main mission in the UAE is to op-
erate fighters, unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs), refueling aircraft, and surveil-
lance aircraft. The United States also has 
regularly deployed F-22 Raptor combat 
aircraft to Al Dhafra. Patriot missile 
systems are deployed for air and missile 
defense.59

 l Oman. In 1980, Oman became the first 
Gulf State to welcome a U.S. military base. 
Today, it provides important access in the 
form of over 5,000 aircraft overflights, 600 

aircraft landings, and 80 port calls annual-
ly. The number of U.S. military personnel 
in Oman has fallen to about 200, mostly 
from the U.S. Air Force. According to the 
Congressional Research Service, “the 
United States reportedly can use—with 
advance notice and for specified purpos-
es—Oman’s military airfields in Muscat 
(the capital), Thumrait, Masirah Island, 
and Musnanah.”60

 l Bahrain. Approximately 7,000 U.S. mili-
tary personnel are based in Bahrain. Bah-
rain is home to the Naval Support Activity 
Bahrain and the U.S. Fifth Fleet, so most 
U.S. military personnel there belong to the 
U.S. Navy. A significant number of U.S. Air 
Force personnel operate out of Shaykh 
Isa Air Base, where F-16s, F/A-18s, and P-3 
surveillance aircraft are stationed. U.S. 
Patriot missile systems also are deployed 
to Bahrain. The deep-water port of Khal-
ifa bin Salman is one of the few facilities 
in the Gulf that can accommodate U.S. 
aircraft carriers.61

 l Saudi Arabia. The U.S. withdrew the bulk 
of its forces from Saudi Arabia in 2003. 
Little information on the number of U.S. 
military personnel currently based there 
is available. However, the six-decade-old 
United States Military Training Mission 
to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the four-
decade-old Office of the Program Manag-
er of the Saudi Arabian National Guard 
Modernization Program, and the Office of 
the Program Manager–Facilities Security 
Force are based in Eskan Village Air Base 
approximately 13 miles south of the capi-
tal city of Riyadh.62

 l Qatar. Approximately 10,000 U.S. person-
nel, mainly from the U.S. Air Force, are 
deployed in Qatar.63 The U.S. operates its 
Combined Air Operations Center at Al 
Udeid Air Base, which is one of the world’s 
most important U.S. air bases. It is also the 
base from which the anti-ISIS campaign 
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was headquartered. Heavy bombers, tank-
ers, transports, and ISR aircraft operate 
from Al Udeid Air Base, which also serves 
as the forward headquarters of CENT-
COM. The base houses prepositioned U.S. 
military equipment and is defended by U.S. 
Patriot missile systems. So far, the recent 
diplomatic moves by Saudi Arabia and 
other Arab states against Doha have not 
affected the United States’ relationship 
with Qatar.

 l Jordan. According to CENTCOM, Jordan 
“is one of our strongest and most reliable 
partners in the Levant sub-region.”64 Al-
though there are no U.S. military bases in 
Jordan, the U.S. has a long history of con-
ducting training exercises in the country. 
Due to recent events in neighboring Syria, 
in addition to other military assets like 
fighter jets and air defense systems, more 
than 2,700 U.S. military personnel are 
deployed to Jordan.65

CENTCOM “directs and enables military 
operations and activities with allies and part-
ners to increase regional security and stability 
in support of enduring U.S. interests.”66 Execu-
tion of this mission is supported by four ser-
vice component commands (U.S. Naval Forces 
Middle East [USNAVCENT]; U.S. Army Forc-
es Middle East [USARCENT]; U.S. Air Forces 
Middle East [USAFCENT]; and U.S. Marine 
Forces Middle East [MARCENT]) and one sub-
ordinate unified command (U.S. Special Oper-
ations Command Middle East [SOCCENT]).

 l U.S. Naval Forces Central Command. 
USNAVCENT is the maritime component 
of USCENTCOM. With its forward head-
quarters in Bahrain, it is responsible for 
commanding the afloat units that rota-
tionally deploy or surge from the United 
States, in addition to other ships that are 
based in the Gulf for longer periods. US-
NAVCENT conducts persistent maritime 
operations to advance U.S. interests, deter 
and counter disruptive countries, defeat 

violent extremism, and strengthen part-
ner nations’ maritime capabilities in order 
to promote a secure maritime environ-
ment in an area encompassing about 2.5 
million square miles of water.

 l U.S. Army Forces Central Command. 
USARCENT is the land component of US-
CENTCOM. Based in Kuwait, USARCENT 
is responsible for land operations in an 
area encompassing 4.6 million square 
miles (1.5 times larger than the continen-
tal United States).

 l U.S. Air Forces Central Command. 
USAFCENT is the air component of US-
CENTCOM. Based in Qatar, USAFCENT 
is responsible for air operations and for 
working with the air forces of partner 
countries in the region. It also manages an 
extensive supply and equipment preposi-
tioning program at several regional sites.

 l U.S. Marine Forces Central Command. 
MARCENT is the designated Marine 
Corps service component for USCENT-
COM. Based in Bahrain, MARCENT is 
responsible for all Marine Corps forces in 
the region.

 l U.S. Special Operations Command 
Central. SOCCENT is a subordinate 
unified command under USCENTCOM. 
Based in Qatar, SOCCENT is responsible 
for planning special operations through-
out the USCENTCOM region, planning 
and conducting peacetime joint/com-
bined special operations training exer-
cises, and orchestrating command and 
control of peacetime and wartime spe-
cial operations.

In addition to the American military pres-
ence in the region, two U.S. allies—the United 
Kingdom and France—play an important role 
that should not be overlooked.

The U.K.’s presence in the Middle East is 
a legacy of British imperial rule. The U.K. has 
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maintained close ties with many countries 
that it once ruled and has conducted military 
operations in the region for decades. Approx-
imately 1,000 British service personnel are 
based throughout the Gulf, including in Iraq. 
This number fluctuates with the arrival of vis-
iting warships.67

The British presence in the region is domi-
nated by the Royal Navy. As of May 2017, there 
were “around half a dozen Royal Navy ships and 
units deployed in the region and well over 1,200 
men and women.” This presence includes “four 
Mine Counter Measures vessels, supported by 
one Royal Fleet Auxiliary ship,” that “will con-
tinue to be permanently located and supported 
from the new UK Mina Salman Support Facility” 
in Bahrain, which is also “expected to be able to 
host the Queen Elizabeth class and Type 45 de-
stroyers as well as frigates and mine-hunters.”68 
In 2019, a frigate, the HMS Montrose, was also 
stationed in Bahrain to conduct operations in 
the Indian Ocean.69 In addition, although such 
matters are not the subject of public discussion, 
U.K. attack submarines operate in the area. In 
April 2018, as a sign of its long-term maritime 
presence in the region, the U.K. opened a base 
in Bahrain, its first overseas military base in the 
Middle East in more than four decades.70 The 
U.K. has made a multimillion-dollar investment 
in modernization of the Duqm Port complex in 
Oman to accommodate its new Queen Elizabeth–
class aircraft carriers.71

The U.K. has a sizeable Royal Air Force 
(RAF) presence in the region as well, main-
ly in the UAE and Oman. A short drive from 
Dubai, Al-Minhad Air Base is home to a small 
contingent of U.K. personnel, and small RAF 
detachments in Oman support U.K. and coa-
lition operations in the region. Although con-
sidered to be in Europe, the U.K.’s Sovereign 
Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia in Cyprus 
have supported U.S. military and intelligence 
operations in the past and will continue to do 
so in the future.

The British presence in the region extends 
beyond soldiers, ships, and planes. A Brit-
ish-run staff college operates in Qatar, and 
Kuwait chose the U.K. to help run its own 

equivalent of the Royal Military Academy at 
Sandhurst.72 The U.K. also plays a very active 
role in training the Saudi Arabian and Jorda-
nian militaries.

The French presence in the Gulf is small-
er than the U.K.’s but still significant. France 
opened its first military base in the Gulf in 
2009. Located in the emirate of Abu Dhabi, it 
was the first foreign military installation built 
by the French in 50 years.73 The French have 
650 personnel based in the UAE, along with 
six Rafale fighter jets, and maintain a small 
presence in Qatar and around 500 troops in 
Iraq as part of Operation Inherent Resolve.74 
French ships have access to the Zayed Port in 
Abu Dhabi, which is big enough to handle ev-
ery ship in the French Navy except the aircraft 
carrier Charles De Gaulle.

Another important actor in Middle East 
security is the small East African country of 
Djibouti. Djibouti sits on the Bab el-Mandeb 
Strait, through which an estimated 4.8 million 
barrels of oil a day transited in 2016 (the most 
recent year for which U.S. Energy Administra-
tion data are available) and which is a choke 
point on the route to the Suez Canal.75 An in-
creasing number of countries recognize Dji-
bouti’s value as a base from which to project 
maritime power and launch counterterror-
ism operations. The country is home to the 
U.S.’s only permanent military base in Africa, 
Camp Lemonnier, which can hold up to 4,000 
personnel.76

China is also involved in Djibouti and has its 
first permanent overseas base there, which can 
house 10,000 troops and which Chinese ma-
rines have used to stage live-fire exercises fea-
turing armored combat vehicles and artillery. 
France, Italy, and Japan also have presences of 
varying strength in Djibouti.77

Key Infrastructure and 
Warfighting Capabilities

The Middle East is critically situated geo-
graphically. Two-thirds of the world’s popula-
tion lives within an eight-hour flight from the 
Gulf region, making it accessible from most 
other regions of the globe. The Middle East 
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also contains some of the world’s most critical 
maritime choke points, such as the Suez Canal 
and the Strait of Hormuz.

Although infrastructure is not as developed 
in the Middle East as it is in North America or 
Europe, a decades-long presence means that 
the U.S. has tried-and-tested systems that in-
volve moving large numbers of matériel and 
personnel into and out of the region. Accord-
ing to the Department of Defense, at the height 
of U.S. combat operations in Iraq during the 
Second Gulf War, the U.S. presence included 
165,000 servicemembers and 505 bases. Mov-
ing personnel and equipment out of the coun-
try was “the largest logistical drawdown since 
World War II” and included the redeployment 
of “the 60,000 troops who remained in Iraq 
at the time and more than 1 million pieces of 
equipment ahead of their deadline.”78

The condition of the region’s roads varies 
from country to country. For example, 100 
percent of the roads in Israel, Jordan, and the 
UAE are paved. Other nations such as Oman 
(49.3 percent); Saudi Arabia (21.5 percent); and 
Yemen (8.7 percent) have poor paved road cov-
erage according to the most recent information 
available.79 Rail coverage is also poor.

The U.S. has access to several airfields in the 
region. The primary air hub for U.S. forces is Al 
Udeid Air Base in Qatar. Other airfields include 
Ali Al Salem Air Base, Kuwait; Al Dhafra, UAE; 
Al Minhad, UAE; Isa, Bahrain; Eskan Village 
Air Base, Saudi Arabia; Muscat, Oman; Thum-
rait, Oman; and Masirah Island, Oman, in ad-
dition to the commercial airport at Seeb, Oman. 
In the past, the U.S. has used major airfields in 
Iraq, including Baghdad International Airport 
and Balad Air Base, as well as Prince Sultan Air 
Base in Saudi Arabia.

The fact that the U.S. has access to a partic-
ular air base today, however, does not mean 
that it will be made available for a particular 
operation in the future. For example, because 
of their more cordial relations with Iran, it is 
highly unlikely that Qatar and Oman would 
allow the U.S. to use air bases in their territory 
for strikes against Iran unless they were first 
attacked themselves.

The U.S. has access to ports in the region, 
perhaps most importantly in Bahrain, as well 
as a deep-water port, Khalifa bin Salman, in 
Bahrain and naval facilities at Fujairah, UAE.80 
The UAE’s commercial port of Jebel Ali is open 
for visits from U.S. warships and preposition-
ing of equipment for operations in theater.81 
In March 2019, “Oman and the United States 
signed a ‘Strategic Framework Agreement’ that 
expands the U.S.–Oman facilities access agree-
ments by allowing U.S. forces to use the ports of 
Al Duqm…and Salalah.”82 The location of these 
ports outside the Strait of Hormuz makes them 
particularly useful. Approximately 90 percent 
of the world’s trade travels by sea, and some 
of the busiest and most important shipping 
lanes are located in the Middle East. Tens of 
thousands of cargo ships travel through the 
Strait of Hormuz and the Bab el-Mandeb Strait 
each year.

Given the high volume of maritime traffic 
in the region, no U.S. military operation can 
be undertaken without consideration of how 
these shipping lanes offer opportunity and risk 
to America and her allies. The major shipping 
routes include:

 l The Suez Canal. In 2018, more than 1.1 
billion tons of cargo transited the ca-
nal, averaging about 50 ships each day.83 
Considering that the canal itself is 120 
miles long but only 670 feet wide, this is 
an impressive amount of traffic. The Suez 
Canal is important for Europe in terms 
of oil transportation. It also serves as an 
important strategic asset, as it is used 
routinely by the U.S. Navy to move surface 
combatants between the Mediterranean 
Sea and the Red Sea.

Thanks to a bilateral arrangement be-
tween Egypt and the United States, the 
U.S. Navy enjoys priority access to the 
canal.84 However, the journey through 
the narrow waterway is no easy task for 
large surface combatants. The canal was 
not constructed with the aim of accom-
modating 90,000-ton aircraft carriers and 
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therefore exposes a larger ship to attack. 
For this reason, different types of securi-
ty protocols are followed, including the 
provision of air support by the Egyptian 
military.85

 l Strait of Hormuz. The Strait of Hormuz 
is a critical oil-supply bottleneck and the 
world’s busiest passageway for oil tank-
ers. The strait links the Persian Gulf with 
the Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Oman. 

“The Strait of Hormuz is the world’s most 
important chokepoint, with an oil flow of 
18.5 million b/d in 2016,” according to the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration.86 
Most of these crude oil exports go to Asian 
markets, particularly Japan, India, South 
Korea, and China.87 Given the extreme 
narrowness of the passage and its prox-
imity to Iran, shipping routes through the 
Strait of Hormuz are particularly vulner-
able to disruption. Tehran has repeatedly 
threatened to close the strategic strait if 
Iran is attacked.

 l Bab el-Mandeb Strait. The Bab el-Man-
deb Strait is a strategic waterway located 
between the Horn of Africa and Yemen 
that links the Red Sea to the Indian Ocean. 
Exports from the Persian Gulf and Asia 
destined for Western markets must pass 
through the strait en route to the Suez 
Canal. Because the Bab el-Mandeb Strait 
is 18 miles wide at its narrowest point, 
passage is limited to two channels for 
inbound and outbound shipments.88

 l Maritime Prepositioning of Equip-
ment and Supplies. The U.S. military 
has deployed noncombatant maritime 
prepositioning ships (MPS) containing 
large amounts of military equipment and 
supplies in strategic locations from which 
they can reach areas of conflict relatively 
quickly as associated U.S. Army or Marine 
Corps units located elsewhere arrive in 
the area. The British Indian Ocean Terri-
tory of Diego Garcia, an island atoll, hosts 

the U.S. Naval Support Facility Diego Gar-
cia, which supports prepositioning ships 
that can supply Army or Marine Corps 
units deployed for contingency operations 
in the Middle East.

Conclusion
For the foreseeable future, the Middle East 

region will remain a key focus for U.S. military 
planners. Once considered relatively stable, 
mainly because of the ironfisted rule of author-
itarian regimes, the area is now highly unstable 
and a breeding ground for terrorism.

Overall, regional security has deteriorated 
in recent years. Even though the Islamic State 
(or at least its physical presence) appears to 
have been defeated, the nature of its succes-
sor is unclear. Iraq has restored its territorial 
integrity after the defeat of ISIS, but the po-
litical situation and future relations between 
Baghdad and the U.S. will remain difficult as 
long as a government that is sympathetic to 
Iran is in power.89 The regional dispute with 
Qatar has made U.S. relations in the region 
even more complex and difficult to manage, 
although it has not stopped the U.S. military 
from operating.

Many of the borders created after World 
War I are under significant stress. In countries 
like Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen, the suprem-
acy of the nation-state is being challenged by 
non-state actors who wield influence, power, 
and resources comparable to those of small 
states. The region’s principal security and 
political challenges are linked to the unreal-
ized aspirations of the Arab Spring, surging 
transnational terrorism, and meddling by Iran, 
which seeks to extend its influence in the Is-
lamic world. These challenges are made more 
difficult by the Arab–Israeli conflict, Sunni–
Shia sectarian divides, the rise of Iran’s Isla-
mist revolutionary nationalism, and the prolif-
eration of Sunni Islamist revolutionary groups.

Thanks to its decades of military operations 
in the Middle East, the U.S. has tried-and-
tested procedures for operating in the region. 
Bases and infrastructure are well established, 
and the logistical processes for maintaining 
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a large force forward deployed thousands of 
miles away from the homeland are well in 
place. Moreover, unlike in Europe, all of these 
processes have been tested recently in com-
bat. The personal links between allied armed 
forces are also present. Joint training exercis-
es improve interoperability, and U.S. military 
educational courses regularly attended by of-
ficers (and often royals) from the Middle East 

allow the U.S. to influence some of the region’s 
future leaders.

America’s relationships in the region are 
based pragmatically on shared security and 
economic concerns. As long as these issues 
remain relevant to both sides, the U.S. is likely 
to have an open door to operate in the Middle 
East when its national interests require that 
it do so.

Scoring the Middle East Operating Environment
As noted at the beginning of this section, 

various aspects of the region facilitate or in-
hibit the ability of the U.S. to conduct military 
operations to defend its vital national interests 
against threats. Our assessment of the oper-
ating environment utilizes a five-point scale, 
ranging from “very poor” to “excellent” con-
ditions and covering four regional character-
istics of greatest relevance to the conduct of 
military operations:

1. Very Poor. Significant hurdles exist for 
military operations. Physical infrastruc-
ture is insufficient or nonexistent, and the 
region is politically unstable. In addition, 
the U.S. military is poorly placed or absent, 
and alliances are nonexistent or diffuse.

2. Unfavorable. A challenging operating 
environment for military operations is 
marked by inadequate infrastructure, 
weak alliances, and recurring political in-
stability. The U.S. military is inadequately 
placed in the region.

3. Moderate. A neutral to moderately favor-
able operating environment is character-
ized by adequate infrastructure, a mod-
erate alliance structure, and acceptable 
levels of regional political stability. The 
U.S. military is adequately placed.

4. Favorable. A favorable operating envi-
ronment includes good infrastructure, 
strong alliances, and a stable political 

environment. The U.S. military is well 
placed for future operations.

5. Excellent. An extremely favorable oper-
ating environment includes well-estab-
lished and well-maintained infrastructure, 
strong and capable allies, and a stable 
political environment. The U.S. military 
is exceptionally well placed to defend U.S. 
interests.

The key regional characteristics consist of:

a. Alliances. Alliances are important for 
interoperability and collective defense, as 
allies are more likely to lend support to 
U.S. military operations. Various indi-
cators provide insight into the strength 
or health of an alliance. These include 
whether the U.S. trains regularly with 
countries in the region, has good in-
teroperability with the forces of an ally, 
and shares intelligence with nations in 
the region.

b. Political Stability. Political stability 
brings predictability for military planners 
when considering such things as tran-
sit, basing, and overflight rights for U.S. 
military operations. The overall degree 
of political stability indicates whether 
U.S. military actions would be hindered 
or enabled and considers, for example, 
whether transfers of power are generally 
peaceful and whether there have been any 
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recent instances of political instability in 
the region.

c. U.S. Military Positioning. Having mili-
tary forces based or equipment and sup-
plies staged in a region greatly facilitates 
the United States’ ability to respond to 
crises and, presumably, achieve success in 
critical “first battles” more quickly. Being 
routinely present in a region also assists 
in maintaining familiarity with its charac-
teristics and the various actors that might 
assist or thwart U.S. actions. With this in 
mind, we assessed whether or not the U.S. 
military was well positioned in the region. 
Again, indicators included bases, troop 
presence, prepositioned equipment, and 
recent examples of military operations 
(including training and humanitarian) 
launched from the region.

d. Infrastructure. Modern, reliable, and 
suitable infrastructure is essential to mil-
itary operations. Airfields, ports, rail lines, 
canals, and paved roads enable the U.S. 
to stage, launch, and logistically sustain 
combat operations. We combined expert 
knowledge of regions with publicly avail-
able information on critical infrastructure 
to arrive at our overall assessment of this 
metric.90

In summary, the U.S. has developed an ex-
tensive network of bases in the Middle East 
region and has acquired substantial operation-
al experience in combatting regional threats. 
At the same time, however, many of its allies 
are hobbled by political instability, economic 
problems, internal security threats, and mush-
rooming transnational threats. Although the 
region’s overall score remains “moderate,” as it 
was last year, it is in danger of falling to “poor” 
because of political instability and growing 
bilateral tensions with allies over the securi-
ty implications of the nuclear agreement with 
Iran and how best to fight the Islamic State.

With this in mind, we arrived at these aver-
age scores for the Middle East (rounded to the 
nearest whole number):

 l Alliances: 3—Moderate

 l Political Stability: 2—Unfavorable

 l U.S. Military Positioning: 3—Moderate

 l Infrastructure: 3—Moderate

Leading to a regional score of: Moderate

VERY POOR UNFAVORABLE MODERATE FAVORABLE EXCELLENT

Alliances %

Political Stability %

U.S. Military Posture %

Infrastructure %

OVERALL %

Operating Environment: Middle East
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Asia

Ever since the founding of the American Re-
public, Asia has been a key U.S. area of in-

terest for both economic and security reasons. 
One of the first ships to sail under an Ameri-
can flag was the aptly named Empress of China, 
which inaugurated America’s participation in 
the lucrative China trade in 1784. In the more 
than 200 years since then, the United States 
has worked under the strategic assumption 
that allowing any single nation to dominate 
Asia would be inimical to American interests. 
Asia constitutes too important a market and is 
too great a source of key resources for the Unit-
ed States to be denied access. Thus, beginning 
with U.S. Secretary of State John Hay’s “Open 
Door” policy toward China in the 19th century, 
the United States has worked to prevent the 
rise of a regional hegemon in Asia, whether it 
was imperial Japan or the Soviet Union.

In the 21st century, Asia’s importance to 
the United States will continue to grow. In 
2018, almost 40 percent of U.S. trade in goods 
was with Asia,1 which hosts nine of the world’s 
10 busiest seaports and 60 percent of global 
maritime traffic.2 As the U.S. Department of 
Defense (DOD) 2019 Indo-Pacific Strategy Re-
port notes, “America’s annual two-way trade 
with the region is $2.3 trillion, with U.S. foreign 
direct investment of $1.3 trillion in the region – 
more than China’s, Japan’s, and South Korea’s 
combined.”3

Asia is a key source of vital natural resourc-
es and a crucial part of the global value chain 
in areas like electronic components. As of 
October 2017, it was reported to be America’s 
second-largest trading partner in services.4 
Disruption in Asia can affect the production 

of things like cars, aircraft, and computers 
around the world, as well as the global finan-
cial system.

Asia is of more than just economic con-
cern, however. Seven of the world’s 10 largest 
standing armies are in Asia, including those of 
China, India, North and South Korea, Pakistan, 
Russia, and Vietnam.5 The United States also 
maintains a network of treaty alliances and 
security partnerships, as well as a significant 
military presence, in Asia, and five Asian states 
(China, North Korea, India, Pakistan, and Rus-
sia) possess nuclear weapons. According to the 
DOD Indo-Pacific Strategy Report:

USINDOPACOM currently has more than 
2,000 aircraft; 200 ships and submarines; 
and more than 370,000 Soldiers, Sail-
ors, Marines, Airmen, DoD civilians, and 
contractors assigned within its area of 
responsibility. The largest concentration 
of forces in the region are [sic] in Japan 
and the ROK. A sizable contingent of 
forces (more than 5,000 on a day-to-day 
basis) are also based in the U.S. territory 
of Guam….6

The region is a focus of American security 
concerns both because of the presence of sub-
stantial military forces and because of its lega-
cy of conflict. Both of the two major “hot” wars 
fought by the United States during the Cold 
War (Korea and Vietnam) were fought in Asia. 
Moreover, the Asian security environment 
is unstable. For one thing, the Cold War has 
not ended in Asia. Of the four states divided 
between Communism and democracy by the 
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Cold War, three (China, Korea, and Vietnam) 
are in Asia. Neither the Korean situation nor 
the China–Taiwan situation was resolved de-
spite the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse 
of the Soviet Union.

The Cold War itself was an ideological con-
flict layered atop long-standing—and still lin-
gering—historical animosities. Asia is home to 
several major territorial disputes, among them:

 l Northern Territories/Southern Kuriles 
(Japan and Russia);

 l Senkakus/Diaoyutai/Diaoyu Dao (Japan, 
China, and Taiwan);

 l Dok-do/Takeshima (Korea and Japan);

 l Paracels/Xisha Islands (Vietnam, China, 
and Taiwan);

 l Spratlys/Nansha Islands (China, Tai-
wan, Vietnam, Brunei, Malaysia, and 
the Philippines);

 l Kashmir (India and Pakistan); and

 l Aksai Chin and parts of the Indian state of 
Arunachal Pradesh (India and China).

Even the various names applied to the 
disputed territories reflect the fundamental 
differences in point of view, as each state uses 
different names when referring to the disputed 
areas. Similarly, different names are applied to 
the various major bodies of water: for example, 

“East Sea” or “Sea of Japan” and “Yellow Sea” 
or “West Sea.” China and India do not even 
agree on the length of their disputed border, 
with Chinese estimates as low as 2,000 kilo-
meters and Indian estimates generally in the 
mid-3,000s.

These disputes over names also reflect the 
broader tensions rooted in historical animos-
ities that still scar the region. Most notably, Ja-
pan’s actions leading up to and during World 
War II remain a major source of controversy, 
particularly in China and South Korea where 

debates over issues such as what is incorporat-
ed in textbooks and governmental statements 
prevent old wounds from healing. Similarly, a 
Chinese claim that much of the Korean Pen-
insula was once Chinese territory aroused 
reactions in both Koreas. The end of the Cold 
War did little to resolve any of these underly-
ing disagreements.

It is in this light and in light of many region-
al states’ reluctance to align with great powers 
that one should consider the lack of a political–
security architecture. There is no equivalent 
of NATO in Asia despite an ultimately failed 
mid-20th century effort to forge a parallel 
multilateral security architecture through the 
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO). 
Regional security entities like the Five Power 
Defense Arrangement (involving the United 
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, 
and Singapore in an “arrangement” rather 
than an alliance) or discussion forums like 
the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the 
ASEAN Defence Ministers Meeting-Plus (AD-
MM-Plus) have been far weaker. There also is 
no Asian equivalent of the Warsaw Pact.

Instead, Asian security has been marked 
by a combination of bilateral alliances, mostly 
centered on the United States, and individu-
al nations’ efforts to maintain their own se-
curity. In recent years, these core aspects of 
the regional security architecture have been 
supplemented by “mini-lateral” consultations 
like the U.S.–Japan–Australia and India–Ja-
pan–Australia trilaterals and the quadrilateral 
security dialogue involving all four countries.

Nor is there much of an economic architec-
ture undergirding East Asia. Despite substan-
tial trade and expanding value chains among 
the various Asian states, as well as with the rest 
of the world, formal economic integration is 
limited. There is no counterpart to the Euro-
pean Union or even to the European Econom-
ic Community, just as there is no parallel with 
the European Coal and Steel Community, the 
precursor to European economic integration.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) is a far looser agglomeration of dis-
parate states, although they have succeeded in 
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expanding economic linkages among them-
selves over the past 50 years through a range 
of economic agreements like the ASEAN Free 
Trade Area (AFTA). Less important to regional 
stability has been the South Asia Association 
of Regional Cooperation (SAARC), which in-
cludes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, 
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. The 
SAARC is largely ineffective, both because of 
the lack of regional economic integration and 
because of the historical rivalry between India 
and Pakistan.

With regard to Asia-wide free trade agree-
ments, the 11 countries remaining in the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) after U.S. 
withdrawal subsequently modified and signed 
it. The Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership—the ASEAN-centric agreement 
that includes China, Japan, South Korea, India, 
Australia, and New Zealand—has gone through 
25 rounds of negotiations. When fully imple-
mented, these agreements will help to remedy 
the lack of regional economic integration.

Important Alliances and 
Bilateral Relations in Asia

The keys to America’s position in the West-
ern Pacific are its alliances with Japan, the Re-
public of Korea (ROK), the Philippines, Thai-
land, and Australia, supplemented by very 
close security relationships with New Zealand 
and Singapore and evolving relationships with 
other nations in the region like India, Vietnam, 
Malaysia, and Indonesia. The U.S. also has a 
robust unofficial relationship with Taiwan. In 
South Asia, American relationships with Af-
ghanistan and Pakistan are critical to establish-
ing peace and security.

The United States also benefits from the in-
teroperability gained from sharing common 
weapons and systems with many of its allies. 
Many nations, for example, have equipped 
their ground forces with M-16/M-4–based 
infantry weapons and share the 5.56mm cal-
iber ammunition; they also field F-15 and F-16 
combat aircraft and employ LINK-16 data links. 
Australia, Japan, and South Korea are partners 
in production of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter; 

Australia and Japan have already taken deliv-
ery of aircraft, and South Korea is due to take 
delivery soon.

Consequently, in the event of conflict, the 
region’s various air, naval, and even land forc-
es will be able to share information in such 
key areas as air defense and maritime domain 
awareness. This advantage is further expanded 
by the constant ongoing range of both bilater-
al and multilateral exercises, which acclimate 
various forces to operating together and famil-
iarize both American and local commanders 
with each other’s standard operating proce-
dures (SOPs), as well as training, tactics, and 
(in some cases) war plans.

Japan. The U.S.–Japan defense relationship 
is the linchpin of the American network of re-
lations in the Western Pacific. The U.S.–Japan 
Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security, 
signed in 1960, provided for a deep alliance be-
tween two of the world’s largest economies and 
most sophisticated military establishments, 
and changes in Japanese defense policies are 
now enabling an even greater level of cooper-
ation on security issues, both between the two 
allies and with other countries in the region.

Since the end of World War II, Japan’s de-
fense policy has been distinguished by Article 
9 of the Japanese constitution, which states 
in part that “the Japanese people forever re-
nounce war as a sovereign right of the nation 
and the threat or use of force as means of set-
tling international disputes.”7 In effect, this 
article prohibits the use of force by Japan’s 
governments as an instrument of national 
policy. It also has led to several other associ-
ated policies.

One such policy is a prohibition against 
“collective self-defense.” Japan recognized 
that nations have a right to employ their armed 
forces to help other states defend themselves 
(i.e., to engage in collective defensive opera-
tions) but rejected that policy for itself: Japan 
would employ its forces only in defense of Ja-
pan. This changed, however, in 2015. The U.S. 
and Japan revised their defense cooperation 
guidelines, and the Japanese passed legisla-
tion to enable their military to exercise limited 
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collective self-defense in certain cases involv-
ing threats to both the U.S. and Japan, as well as 
in multilateral peacekeeping operations.

A similar policy decision was made in 2014 
regarding Japanese arms exports. Until then, 
for a variety of economic and political rea-
sons, Tokyo had chosen to rely on domestic 
or licensed production to meet most of its 
military requirements while essentially ban-
ning defense-related exports. The relaxation 
of these export rules in 2014 enabled Japan, 
among other things, to pursue (ultimately 
unsuccessfully) an opportunity to build new 
state-of-the-art submarines in Australia for 
the Australians and a seemingly successful 
effort to sell amphibious search and rescue 
aircraft to the Indian navy.8 Japan has also sup-
plied multiple patrol vessels to the Philippine 
and Vietnamese coast guards and is exploring 
various joint development opportunities with 
the U.S. and a few other nations.

Tokyo relies heavily on the United States 
for its security. In particular, it depends on 
the United States to deter both conventional 
and nuclear attacks on the home islands. The 
combination of the pacifist constitution and 
Japan’s past (the atomic bombings of Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki, which ended World War 
II in the Pacific) has forestalled much public 
interest in obtaining an independent nuclear 
deterrent. Similarly, throughout the Cold War, 
Japan relied on the American conventional and 
nuclear commitment to deter Soviet and Chi-
nese aggression.

As part of its relationship with Japan, the 
United States maintains some 54,000 military 
personnel and another 8,000 DOD civilian em-
ployees in Japan under the rubric of U.S. Forc-
es Japan (USFJ).9 These forces include, among 
other things, a forward-deployed carrier battle 
group centered on the USS Ronald Reagan; an 
amphibious assault ship at Sasebo; and the 
bulk of the Third Marine Expeditionary Force 
(III MEF) on Okinawa. U.S. forces exercise reg-
ularly with their Japanese counterparts, and 
this collaboration has expanded in recent years 
from air and naval exercises to include joint 
amphibious exercises.

The American presence is supported by a 
substantial American defense infrastructure 
throughout Japan, including Okinawa. The ar-
ray of major bases provides key logistical and 
communications support for U.S. operations 
throughout the Western Pacific, cutting trav-
el time substantially compared with deploy-
ments from Hawaii or the West Coast of the 
United States. They also provide key listening 
posts to monitor Russian, Chinese, and North 
Korean military operations. This is supple-
mented by Japan’s growing array of space sys-
tems, including new reconnaissance satellites.

The Japanese government “pays roughly $2 
billion per year to defray the cost of station-
ing U.S. military personnel in Japan.”10 These 
funds cover a variety of expenses, including 
utility and labor costs at U.S. bases, improve-
ments to U.S. facilities in Japan, and the cost 
of relocating training exercises away from pop-
ulated areas in Japan. Japan is also covering 
nearly all of the expenses related to relocation 
of the Futenma Marine Corps Air Station from 
its crowded urban location to a less densely 
populated part of the island and facilities in 
Guam to accommodate some Marines being 
moved off the island.

At least since the 1990 Gulf War, the United 
States has sought to expand Japanese partici-
pation in international security affairs. Japan’s 
political system, grounded in Japan’s consti-
tution, legal decisions, and popular attitudes, 
has generally resisted this effort. Similarly, 
attempts to expand Japan’s range of defense 
activities, especially away from the home is-
lands, have often been vehemently opposed 
by Japan’s neighbors, especially China and 
South Korea, because of unresolved differenc-
es on issues ranging from territorial claims and 
boundaries to historical grievances, including 
visits by Japanese leaders to the Yasukuni 
Shrine, a controversial memorial to Japan’s 
war dead that includes some who are deemed 
war criminals for their conduct in World War 
II. Even with the incremental changes allow-
ing for broader Japanese defense contribu-
tions, these issues will doubtless continue to 
constrain Japan’s contributions to the alliance.
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These historical issues have been serious 

enough to torpedo efforts to improve defense 
cooperation between Seoul and Tokyo. In 2012, 
for example, South Korea decided at the last 
minute not to sign an agreement to share sen-
sitive military data, including details about 
the North Korean threat to both countries.11 
In December 2014, the U.S., South Korea, and 
Japan signed a military data-sharing agree-
ment limited to information on the North 
Korean military threat and requiring both 
allies to pass information through the Unit-
ed States military. This was supplemented in 
2016 by a Japan–ROK bilateral agreement on 
sharing military intelligence. In August 2019, 
South Korea announced it would not extend 
the General Security of Military Information 
Agreement, an intelligence-sharing agreement.

South Korean–Japanese relations took 
another downturn in 2018 when the South 
Korean Supreme Court ruled that Japanese 
companies could be forced to pay occupation 
reparations. In December 2018, an incident 
between a South Korean naval ship and a 
Japanese air force plane further exacerbat-
ed tensions.

Republic of Korea. The United States and 
the Republic of Korea signed their Mutual De-
fense Treaty in 1953. That treaty codified the 
relationship that had grown from the Korean 
War, when the United States dispatched troops 
to help South Korea defend itself against in-
vasion by Communist North Korea. Since 
then, the two states have forged an enduring 
alliance supplemented by a substantial trade 
and economic relationship that includes a free 
trade agreement.

The U.S. is committed to maintaining 
28,500 troops on the Korean Peninsula. This 
presence is centered mainly on the U.S. 2nd In-
fantry Division, rotating brigade combat teams, 
and a significant number of combat aircraft.

The U.S.–ROK defense relationship in-
volves one of the more integrated and complex 
command-and-control structures. A United 
Nations Command (UNC) established in 1950 
was the basis for the American intervention 
and remained in place after the armistice was 

signed in 1953. UNC has access to a number of 
bases in Japan in order to support U.N. forces 
in Korea. In concrete terms, however, it only 
oversaw South Korean and American forces 
as other nations’ contributions were gradually 
withdrawn or reduced to token elements.

In 1978, operational control of frontline 
South Korean and American military forc-
es passed from UNC to Combined Forces 
Command (CFC). Headed by the American 
Commander of U.S. Forces Korea, who is also 
Commander, U.N. Command, CFC reflects 
an unparalleled degree of U.S.–South Kore-
an military integration. Similarly, the system 
of Korean Augmentees to the United States 
Army (KATUSA), which places South Korean 
soldiers into American units assigned to Korea, 
allows for an atypical degree of tactical-level 
integration and cooperation.

Current command arrangements for the 
U.S. and ROK militaries are for CFC to exercise 
operational control (OPCON) of all forces on 
the peninsula in time of war; peacetime con-
trol rests with respective national authorities, 
although the U.S. exercises peacetime OPCON 
over non-U.S., non-ROK forces located on the 
peninsula. In 2003, South Korean President 
Roh Moo-hyun, as agreed with the U.S., began 
to transfer wartime operational control from 
CFC to South Korean commanders, thereby 
establishing the ROK military as fully inde-
pendent of the United States. This decision 
engendered significant opposition within 
South Korea and raised serious military ques-
tions about the transfer’s impact on unity of 
command. Faced with various North Korean 
provocations, including a spate of missile tests 
as well as attacks on South Korean military 
forces and territory in 2010, Washington and 
Seoul agreed in late 2014 to postpone wartime 
OPCON transfer,12 and there is little indication 
that this will change in the foreseeable future.

The domestic political constraints under 
which South Korea’s military operates are 
less stringent than those that govern the op-
erations of the Japanese military. South Korea 
rotated several divisions, for example, to fight 
alongside Americans in Vietnam. In the first 
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Gulf War, the Iraq War, and Afghanistan, how-
ever, South Korea limited its contributions to 
noncombatant forces and monetary aid.

South Korean defense planning remains fo-
cused on North Korea, especially as Pyongyang 
has deployed its forces in ways that optimize a 
southward advance and has carried out several 
penetrations of ROK territory over the years by 
ship, submarine, commandos, and drones. The 
sinking of the South Korean frigate Cheonan 
and shelling of Yongpyeong-do in 2010, which 
together killed 48 military personnel, wound-
ed 16, and killed two civilians, have only height-
ened concerns about North Korea.

Over the past several decades, the American 
presence on the peninsula has slowly declined. 
In the early 1970s, President Richard Nixon 
withdrew the 7th Infantry Division, leaving 
only the 2nd Infantry Division on the penin-
sula. Those forces have been positioned farther 
back so that there are now few Americans de-
ployed on the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).

Traditionally, U.S. military forces have reg-
ularly engaged in major exercises with their 
ROK counterparts, including the Key Resolve 
and Foal Eagle series, both of which involved 
the actual deployment of a substantial num-
ber of forces and were partly intended to de-
ter Pyongyang, as well as to give U.S. and ROK 
forces a chance to practice operating together. 
However, after the 2018 U.S.–North Korean 
Summit, President Donald Trump unilater-
ally announced that he was cancelling major 
bilateral military exercises. This decision was 
made without consulting the Department of 
Defense, U.S. Forces Korea, or allies South 
Korea and Japan. As of mid-2019, the U.S. and 
South Korea have cancelled 11 exercises and 
imposed constraints on additional exercis-
es. General Robert Abrams, Commander, U.S. 
Forces Korea, testified in February that he had 
reduced the “size, scope, volume, and timing” 
of allied military exercises in Korea.13 Despite 
this, “We have observed no significant changes 
to size, scope, or timing of [North Korea’s] on-
going exercises.”14 He added that Pyongyang’s 
annual Winter Training Cycle involved one 
million troops.15

The ROK government provides substantial 
resources to defray the costs of U.S. Forces Ko-
rea. “In February 2019, U.S. and ROK negotia-
tors announced a preliminary one-year ‘Spe-
cial Measures Agreement’ (SMA) for dividing 
the cost of hosting U.S. troops in South Korea 
that increased South Korea’s contribution by 
approximately 8%, to $924 million.” In addi-
tion, “The U.S. military is relocating its forces 
farther south from bases near the border with 
North Korea, with South Korea paying $9.7 
billion for construction of new large-scale 
military facilities.”16 The 2019 bilateral Special 
Measures Agreement negotiations were partic-
ularly contentious. The U.S. had demanded an 
increase of 50 percent–100 percent in South 
Korea’s contribution. Washington eventually 
agreed to an 8 percent increase in return for 
renegotiating the agreement every year rather 
than every five years.

The Philippines. America’s oldest defense 
relationship in Asia is with the Philippines. The 
United States seized the Philippines from the 
Spanish more than a century ago as a result of 
the Spanish–American War and a subsequent 
conflict with Philippine indigenous forces. Un-
like other colonial states, however, the U.S. also 
put in place a mechanism for the Philippines to 
gain its independence, transitioning through a 
period as a commonwealth until the archipela-
go received full independence in 1946. Just as 
important, substantial numbers of Filipinos 
fought alongside the United States against Ja-
pan in World War II, establishing a bond be-
tween the two peoples. Following World War 
II and after assisting the newly independent 
Filipino government against the Communist 
Hukbalahap movement in the 1940s, the Unit-
ed States and the Philippines signed a mutual 
security treaty.

For much of the period between 1898 and 
the end of the Cold War, the largest American 
bases in the Pacific were in the Philippines, 
centered on the U.S. Navy base in Subic Bay 
and the complex of airfields that developed 
around Clark Field (later Clark Air Base). 
While the Philippines have never had the abil-
ity to provide substantial financial support 
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for the American presence, the unparalleled 
base infrastructure provided replenishment 
and repair facilities and substantially extend-
ed deployment periods throughout the East 
Asian littoral.

These bases, being reminders of the colonial 
era, were often centers of controversy. In 1991, 
a successor to the Military Bases Agreement 
between the U.S. and the Philippines was sub-
mitted to the Philippine Senate for ratification. 
After a lengthy debate, the Philippines rejected 
the treaty, compelling American withdrawal 
from Philippine bases. Given the effects of the 
1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo, which devas-
tated Clark Air Base and damaged many Subic 
Bay facilities, and the end of the Cold War, it 
was not felt that closure of the bases would 
fundamentally damage America’s posture in 
the region.

Moreover, despite the closing of the Amer-
ican bases and consequent slashing of Ameri-
can military assistance, U.S.–Philippine mili-
tary relations remained close, and assistance 
began to increase again after 9/11 as U.S. forces 
supported Philippine efforts to counter Islam-
ic terrorist groups, including the Abu Sayyaf 
Group (ASG), in the South of the archipelago. 
From 2002–2015, the U.S. rotated 500–600 
special operations forces regularly through 
the Philippines to assist in counterterrorism 
operations. That operation, Joint Special Op-
erations Task Force–Philippines (JSOTF–P), 
ended during the first part of 2015. The U.S. 
presence in Mindanao continued at a reduced 
level until the Trump Administration, alarmed 
by the terrorist threat there, began Operation 
Pacific Eagle–Philippines (OPE-P). The pres-
ence of 200–300 American advisers proved 
very valuable to the Philippines in its 2017 bat-
tle against Islamist insurgents in Marawi,17 and 
these advisers remain there as part of a con-
tinuing advise-and-assist mission. Other con-
tinuing support over the past year has included 
the presence of 12 aircraft, eight unmanned 
ISR platforms, three medium-lift helicopters, 
and one medium-lift airplane.18

The Philippines continues to have problems 
with Islamist insurgencies and terrorists in its 

South. This affects the government’s priorities 
and, potentially, its stability. Although not a 
direct threat to the American homeland, it 
also bears on the U.S. military footprint in the 
Philippines and the type of cooperation that 
the two militaries undertake. In addition to 
the current threat from ISIS-affiliated groups 
like the ASG, trained ISIS fighters returning 
to the Philippines could pose a threat similar 
to that of the “mujahedeen” who returned 
from Afghanistan after the Soviet war there in 
the 1980s.

Thousands of U.S. troops participate in 
combined exercises with Philippine troops, 
most notably as a part of the annual Balikatan 
exercises. In all, 261 activities with the Philip-
pines were planned for 2018, “slowly expand-
ing parameters of military-to-military cooper-
ation.”19 In 2019, in addition to American and 
Philippine forces, Balikatan involved more 
than 60 Australian Defence Force personnel 
and the deployment of American F-35Bs em-
barked on an amphibious assault ship.20 In all, 
activities with the Philippines were scheduled 
to increase in 2019 from 261 military engage-
ments to 281.

One long-standing difference between the 
U.S. and the Philippines involves the applica-
tion of the U.S.–Philippine Mutual Defense 
Treaty to disputed islands in the South Chi-
na Sea. The U.S. has long maintained that the 
treaty does not extend American obligations 
to disputed areas and territories, but Filipino 
officials occasionally have held otherwise.21 
The U.S.–Philippine Enhanced Defense Co-
operation Agreement (EDCA) does not set-
tle this question, but tensions in the South 
China Sea, most recently around the most 
developed island claimed by the Philippines, 
Pag-asa,22 have highlighted Manila’s need for 
support from Washington. Moreover, the U.S. 
government has long made it clear that any 
attack on Philippine government ships or air-
craft, or on the Philippine armed forces, would 
be covered under the treaty, “thus separating 
the issue of territorial sovereignty from attack 
on Philippine military and public vessels.”23 In 
March 2019, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo 
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reiterated this position and reaffirmed that the 
South China Sea is part of the Pacific for pur-
poses of the treaty’s application.24

In 2016, the Philippines elected a very un-
conventional President, Rodrigo Duterte, to a 
six-year term. His rhetorical challenges to cur-
rent priorities in the U.S.–Philippine alliance 
have raised questions about both the trajectory 
of the alliance and initiatives that are import-
ant to it. With the support of the Philippine 
government at various levels, however, the 
two militaries have continued to work together 
with some adjustment in the size and purpose 
of their cooperation.25

Thailand. The U.S.–Thai security relation-
ship is built on the 1954 Manila Pact, which 
established the now-defunct SEATO, and the 
1962 Thanat–Rusk agreement.26 These were 
supplemented by the 2012 Joint Vision State-
ment for the Thai–U.S. Defense Alliance.27 
In 2003, Thailand was designated a “major, 
non-NATO ally,” a status that gave it improved 
access to American arms sales.

Thailand’s central location has made it an 
important component of the network of U.S. al-
liances in Asia. During the Vietnam War, Amer-
ican aircraft based in Thailand ranged from 
fighter-bombers and B-52s to reconnaissance 
aircraft. In the first Gulf War and again in the 
Iraq War, some of those same air bases were 
essential for the rapid deployment of Ameri-
can forces to the Persian Gulf. Access to these 
bases remains critical to U.S. global operations.

U.S. and Thai forces exercise together reg-
ularly, most notably in the annual Cobra Gold 
exercises, first begun in 1982. This builds on 
a partnership that began with the dispatch 
of Thai forces to the Korean War, where over 
1,200 Thai troops died out of some 6,000 de-
ployed. The Cobra Gold exercises are among 
the world’s largest multilateral military exer-
cises. In 2019, it involved roughly 10,000 troops 
from nine countries, including 4,500 from the 
US.28

U.S.–Thai relations have been strained since 
2006. Domestic unrest and two coups in Thai-
land limited the extent of U.S.–Thai military 
cooperation, as U.S. law prohibits funding for 

many kinds of assistance to a foreign country 
in which a military coup deposes a duly elect-
ed head of government. Nonetheless, the two 
states managed to cooperate in joint military 
exercises and counterterrorism operations, 
and elections held in Thailand in March 2019 
should allow full restoration of the two coun-
tries’ military-to-military relations.

Thailand has also been drawing closer to 
the People’s Republic of China (PRC). This 
process, underway since the end of the Viet-
nam War, is accelerating partly because of ex-
panding economic relations between the two 
states. As of 2016, China was the second-larg-
est destination for Thailand’s exports and the 
leading source of its imports.29 Relations are 
also expanding because of the aforementioned 
complications in U.S.–Thai relations arising 
from coups in Thailand.

Relations between the Thai and Chinese 
militaries also have improved over the years. 
Intelligence officers began formal meetings in 
1988. Thai and Chinese military forces have en-
gaged in joint naval exercises since 2005, joint 
counterterrorism exercises since 2007, and 
joint marine exercises since 2010 and conduct-
ed their first joint air force exercises in 2015.30 
The Thais have been buying Chinese military 
equipment for many years. Purchases in recent 
years have included significant buys of battle 
tanks and armored personnel carriers.31

In 2017, Thailand made the first of three 
planned submarine purchases in one of the 
most expensive arms deals in its history.32 Sub-
marines could be particularly critical to Sino–
Thai relations because the attendant training 
and maintenance will require a greater Chi-
nese military presence at Thai military facil-
ities. There has been discussion of a possible 
China–Thai arms factory in Thailand, as well 
as Chinese repair and maintenance facilities to 
service Chinese-made equipment.33

Australia. Australia is one of America’s 
most important allies in the Asia–Pacific. U.S.–
Australia security ties date back to World War 
I, when U.S. forces fought under Australian 
command on the Western Front in Europe, 
and deepened during World War II when, after 
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Japan commenced hostilities in the Western 
Pacific (and despite British promises), Aus-
tralian forces committed to the North Africa 
campaign were not returned to defend the 
continent. As Japanese forces attacked the 
East Indies and secured Singapore, Australia 
turned to the United States to bolster its de-
fenses, and American and Australian forces 
cooperated closely in the Pacific War. Those 
ties and America’s role as the main external 
supporter for Australian security were codified 
in the Australia–New Zealand–U.S. (ANZUS) 
pact of 1951.

A key part of the Obama Administration’s 
“Asia pivot” was to rotate additional United 
States Air Force units and Marines through 
northern Australia.34 Eventually expected to 
total some 2,500 by 2020, a record number of 
approximately 1,700 marines are set to deploy 
in 2019 as part of the eighth rotation through 
Darwin.35 Reports indicate that, building on 
improvements in the 2018 rotation, this one 
will be the most capable to date. It will in-
clude 10 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft, four Viper 
attack helicopters, and three Venom utility 
helicopters.36

The U.S. and Australia have also worked to 
upgrade air force and naval facilities in the area 
to “accommodate stealth warplanes and long-
range maritime patrol drones” and to provide 
refueling for visiting warships.37 The Air Force 
has deployed F-22 fighter aircraft and bombers 
to northern Australia for joint training exercis-
es.38 Meanwhile, the two nations engage in a va-
riety of security cooperation efforts, including 
joint space surveillance activities. These were 
codified in 2014 with an agreement that allows 
space information data to be shared among the 
U.S., Australia, the U.K., and Canada.39

The two nations’ chief defense and foreign 
policy officials meet annually (most recently 
in July 2018) in the Australia–United States 
Ministerial (AUSMIN) process to address 
such issues of mutual concern as security de-
velopments in the Asia–Pacific region, global 
security and development, and bilateral secu-
rity cooperation.40 Australia has also granted 
the United States access to a number of joint 

facilities, including space surveillance facilities 
at Pine Gap and naval communications facili-
ties on the North West Cape of Australia.41

Australia and the United Kingdom are two 
of America’s closest partners in the defense 
industrial sector. In 2010, the United States 
approved Defense Trade Cooperation Treaties 
with Australia and the U.K. that allow for the 
expedited and simplified export or transfer of 
certain defense services and items between the 
U.S. and its two key partners without the need 
for export licenses or other approvals under 
the International Traffic in Arms Regulations. 
This also allows for much greater integration 
among the American, Australian, and British 
defense industrial establishments.42

Singapore. Although Singapore is not a 
security treaty ally of the United States, it is 
a key security partner in the region. The close 
U.S.–Singapore defense relationship was for-
malized in 2005 with the Strategic Frame-
work Agreement (SFA) and expanded in 2015 
with the U.S.–Singapore Defense Cooperation 
Agreement (DCA).

The 2005 SFA was the first agreement of 
its kind since the end of the Cold War. It built 
on the 1990 Memorandum of Understanding 
Regarding United States Use of Facilities in 
Singapore, as amended, which allows for U.S. 
access to Singaporean military facilities.43 The 
2015 DCA established “high-level dialogues be-
tween the countries’ defense establishments” 
and a “broad framework for defense cooper-
ation in five key areas, namely in the military, 
policy, strategic and technology spheres, as 
well as cooperation against non-conventional 
security challenges, such as piracy and trans-
national terrorism.”44

In October 2017, it was announced that 
“Singapore trains approximately 1,000 military 
personnel in the United States each year” on 
American-produced equipment like F-15SG 
and F-16C/D fighter aircraft and CH-47 Chi-
nook and AH-64 Apache helicopters.45 Singa-
pore has also announced an intention to buy 
the F-35, which would make it the fourth in the 
region to do so, next to three American treaty 
allies.46
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New Zealand. For much of the Cold War, 

U.S. defense ties with New Zealand were sim-
ilar to those between America and Australia. 
In 1986, as a result of controversies over U.S. 
Navy employment of nuclear power and the 
possible deployment of U.S. naval vessels 
with nuclear weapons, the U.S. suspended its 
obligations to New Zealand under the 1951 
ANZUS Treaty. Defense relations improved, 
however, in the early 21st century as New Zea-
land committed forces to Afghanistan and dis-
patched an engineering detachment to Iraq. 
The 2010 Wellington Declaration and 2012 
Washington Declaration, while not restoring 
full security ties, allowed the two nations to 
resume high-level defense dialogues.47 As part 
of this warming of relations, New Zealand 
rejoined the multinational U.S.-led RIMPAC 
(Rim of the Pacific Exercises) naval exercises 
in 2012 and has participated in each iteration 
since then.

In 2013, U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck 
Hagel and New Zealand Defense Minister Jon-
athan Coleman announced the resumption of 
military-to-military cooperation,48 and in July 
2016, the U.S. accepted an invitation from New 
Zealand to make a single port call, reported-
ly with no change in U.S. policy to confirm or 
deny the presence of nuclear weapons on the 
ship.49 At the time of the visit in November 
2016, both sides claimed to have satisfied their 
respective legal requirements.50 The Prime 
Minister expressed confidence that the vessel 
was not nuclear-powered and did not possess 
nuclear armaments, and the U.S. neither con-
firmed nor denied this. The visit occurred in 
a unique context, including an international 
naval review and relief response to the Kaik-
oura earthquake, but the arrangement may 
portend a longer-term solution to the nuclear 
impasse between the two nations. Since then, 
there have been several other ship visits by the 
U.S. Coast Guard,51 and in 2017, New Zealand 
lent the services of one its naval frigates to the 
U.S. Seventh Fleet following a deadly collision 
between the destroyer USS Fitzgerald and a 
Philippine container ship that killed seven 
American sailors.52

New Zealand is a member of the elite “five 
eyes” intelligence alliance with the U.S., Can-
ada, Australia, and the U.K.

Taiwan. When the United States shifted its 
recognition of the government of China from 
the Republic of China (on Taiwan) to the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China (PRC, the mainland), it 
also declared certain commitments concern-
ing the security of Taiwan. These commit-
ments are embodied in the Taiwan Relations 
Act (TRA) and the subsequent “Six Assurances.”

The TRA is an American law and not a trea-
ty. Under the TRA, the United States maintains 
programs, transactions, and other relations 
with Taiwan through the American Institute in 
Taiwan (AIT). Except for the Sino–U.S. Mutual 
Defense Treaty, which had governed U.S. secu-
rity relations with Taiwan and was terminated 
by President Jimmy Carter following the shift 
in recognition to the PRC, all other treaties 
and international agreements made between 
the Republic of China and the United States 
remain in force.

Under the TRA, it is the policy of the United 
States “to provide Taiwan with arms of a de-
fensive character.”53 The TRA also states that 
the U.S. “will make available to Taiwan such de-
fense articles and services in such quantity as 
may be necessary to enable Taiwan to maintain 
a sufficient self-defense capability.”54 The U.S. 
has implemented these provisions of the TRA 
through sales of weapons to Taiwan.

The TRA states that it is U.S. policy “to 
consider any effort to determine the future of 
Taiwan by other than peaceful means, includ-
ing by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the 
peace and security of the Western Pacific area 
and of grave concern to the United States.” It 
also states that it is U.S. policy “to maintain 
the capacity of the United States to resist any 
resort to force or other forms of coercion that 
would jeopardize the security, or the social or 
economic system, of the people on Taiwan.”55 
To this end:

The President is directed to inform the 
Congress promptly of any threat to the 
security or the social or economic system 
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of the people on Taiwan and any dan-
ger to the interests of the United States 
arising therefrom. The President and the 
Congress shall determine, in accordance 
with constitutional processes, appropriate 
action by the United States in response to 
any such danger.56

Supplementing the TRA are the “Six Assur-
ances” issued by President Ronald Reagan in a 
secret July 1982 memo, later publicly released 
and the subject of a Senate hearing. These as-
surances were intended to moderate the third 
Sino–American communiqué, itself generally 
seen as one of the “Three Communiqués” that 
form the foundation of U.S.–PRC relations. 
These assurances of July 14, 1982, were that:

In negotiating the third Joint Communiqué 
with the PRC, the United States:

1. has not agreed to set a date for ending arms 
sales to Taiwan;

2. has not agreed to hold prior consultations 
with the PRC on arms sales to Taiwan;

3. will not play any mediation role between 
Taipei and Beijing;

4. has not agreed to revise the Taiwan Rela-
tions Act;

5. has not altered its position regarding sover-
eignty over Taiwan;

6. will not exert pressure on Taiwan to negoti-
ate with the PRC.57

Although the United States sells Taiwan a 
variety of military equipment and sends ob-
servers to its major annual exercises, it does 
not engage in joint exercises with the Taiwan 
armed forces. Some Taiwan military officers, 
however, attend professional military educa-
tion institutions in the United States. There 
also are regular high-level meetings between 
senior U.S. and Taiwan defense officials, both 
uniformed and civilian.

The United States does not maintain any 
bases in Taiwan. In 2017, however, the U.S. 
Congress authorized the DOD to consider ship 
visits to Taiwan as part of the FY 2018 National 
Defense Authorization Act. Coupled with the 
Taiwan Travel Act passed in 2018, this could 
lead to a significant increase in the number 
and/or grade of American military officers 
visiting Taiwan in the coming years.

Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia. The 
U.S. has security relationships with several key 
Southeast Asian countries. None of these rela-
tionships is as extensive and formal as Ameri-
ca’s relationship with Singapore and its treaty 
allies, but all are of growing significance. The 
U.S. “rebalance” to the Pacific incorporated 
a policy of “rebalance within the rebalance” 
that included efforts to expand relations with 
this second tier of America’s security partners 
and diversify the geographical spread of for-
ward-deployed U.S. forces. This requirement 
remains in effect.

Since shortly after the normalization of dip-
lomatic relations between the two countries 
in 1995, the U.S. and Vietnam also have grad-
ually normalized their defense relationship. 
The relationship was codified in 2011 with a 
Memorandum of Understanding “advancing 
bilateral defense cooperation” that covers five 
areas of operations, including maritime securi-
ty. The MOU was updated with the 2015 Joint 
Vision Statement on Defense Cooperation, 
which includes a reference to “cooperation in 
the production of new technologies and equip-
ment,”58 and is scheduled for implementation 
under a three-year “2018–2020 Plan of Action 
for United States–Viet Nam Defense Coopera-
tion” agreed upon in 2017.59

The most significant development with 
respect to security ties over the past sever-
al years has been the relaxation of the ban 
on sales of arms to Vietnam. The U.S. lifted 
the embargo on maritime security–related 
equipment in the fall of 2014 and then end-
ed the embargo on arms sales completely in 
2016. The embargo had long served as a psy-
chological obstacle to Vietnamese coopera-
tion on security issues, but lifting it does not 
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necessarily change the nature of the articles 
that are likely to be sold.

Transfers to date have been to the Vietnam-
ese Coast Guard. These include the provision 
under the Excess Defense Articles (EDA) pro-
gram of a decommissioned Hamilton-class 
cutter and 18 Metal Shark patrol boats, as well 
as infrastructure support.60 Vietnam is also 
considering purchasing American UAVs for 
its Coast Guard.61 Discussions of bigger-tick-
et items like P-3 maritime patrol aircraft, al-
though conducted since the relaxation of the 
embargo, have yet to be concluded. In his 2019 
force posture statement, INDOPACOM Com-
mander Admiral Philip Davidson cited as a pri-
ority “enhancing Vietnam’s maritime capacity, 
which will be bolstered by Vietnam’s acquisi-
tion of Scan Eagle UAVs, T-6 trainer aircraft, 
and a second U.S. Coast Guard cutter.”62

The Cooperative Humanitarian and Medi-
cal Storage Initiative (CHAMSI) is designed to 
enhance cooperation on humanitarian assis-
tance and disaster relief by, among other things, 
prepositioning related American equipment 
in Da Nang, Vietnam.63 During Vietnamese 
Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc’s visit to 
Washington in 2017, the U.S. and Vietnam re-
affirmed their commitment to this initiative, 
which is being implemented. In 2018, Vietnam 
participated in RIMPAC for the first time. The 
military-to-military relationship, however, suf-
fered a setback in 2018 when Vietnam abrupt-
ly cancelled 15 defense activities with the U.S. 
that were slated for 2019.64

There has been an increase in cooperation 
between the two nations’ coast guards. In 
March 2018, the U.S. Embassy and Consulate 
in Hanoi announced an official transfer that 

“comprises 20 million dollars’ worth of infra-
structure and equipment including a training 
center, a maintenance facility, a boat lift, vehi-
cles, a navigation simulator, and six brand-new 
fast-response Metal Shark boats—capable of 
reaching up to 50 knots.”65 Beginning in 2017 
and through the spring of 2019, the U.S. de-
livered to Vietnam 18 of these patrol boats.66 
In early 2018, the USS Carl Vinson visited Da 
Nang with its escort ships in the first port call 

by a U.S. aircraft carrier since the Vietnam War.
Nevertheless, significant limits on the U.S.–

Vietnam security relationship persist, includ-
ing a Vietnamese defense establishment that is 
very cautious in its selection of defense part-
ners, party-to-party ties between the Commu-
nist Parties of Vietnam and China, and a Viet-
namese foreign policy that seeks to balance 
relationships with all major powers. The U.S., 
like others among Vietnam’s security partners, 
remains officially restricted to one port call a 
year, with an additional one to two calls on 
Vietnamese bases being negotiable.

The U.S. and Malaysia, despite occasional 
political differences, “have maintained steady 
defense cooperation since the 1990s.” Exam-
ples include Malaysian assistance in the recon-
struction of Afghanistan and involvement in 
counter-piracy operations “near the Malacca 
Strait and…off the Horn of Africa.” Each year, 
the U.S. and Malaysia participate jointly in doz-
ens of bilateral and multilateral exercises to 
promote effective cooperation across a range 
of missions.67 The U.S. has occasionally flown 
P-3 and/or P-8 patrol aircraft out of Malaysian 
bases in Borneo.

The U.S. relationship with Malaysia was 
strengthened under President Barack Obama 
and has continued on a positive trajectory 
under the Trump Administration. During for-
mer Prime Minister Najib Razak’s 2017 visit to 
Washington, he and President Trump commit-
ted to strengthening their two countries’ bilat-
eral defense ties, including cooperation in the 
areas of “maritime security, counterterrorism, 
and information sharing between our defense 
and security forces.” They also “committed to 
pursu[ing] additional opportunities for joint 
exercises and training.”68 To this end, in 2018, 
Malaysia for the first time sent a warship to 
participate in U.S.-led RIMPAC exercises.69 
The new government in Malaysia is not like-
ly to reverse these gains. Close U.S.–Malaysia 
defense ties can be expected to continue, al-
beit quietly.

The U.S.–Indonesia defense relationship 
was revived in 2005 following a period of es-
trangement caused by American concerns 
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about human rights. It now includes regular 
joint exercises, port calls, and sales of weapon-
ry. Because of their impact on the operating en-
vironment in and around Indonesia, as well as 
the setting of priorities in the U.S.–Indonesia 
relationship, the U.S. is also working closely 
with Indonesia’s defense establishment to in-
stitute reforms in Indonesia’s strategic defense 
planning processes.

The United States carried through on the 
transfer of 24 refurbished F-16s to Indonesia 
under its EDA program in 2018 and is talking 
with Indonesian officials about recapitalizing 
their aging and largely Russian-origin air force 
with new F-16s.70 In 2018, the U.S. also complet-
ed delivery of eight Apache helicopters. The 
Navy characterized the August 2018 CARAT 
(Cooperation, Afloat Readiness and Training) 
exercise with Indonesia as “build[ing] upon 
more than 200 military exercises between the 
two partner nations.”71

The U.S. is working across the board at mod-
est levels of investment to help build Southeast 
Asia’s maritime security capacity. Most notable 
in this regard is the Maritime Security Initia-
tive (MSI) announced by Secretary of Defense 
Ashton Carter in 2015, which pledged $425 
million in equipment and training for South-
east Asia over a five-year period and was autho-
rized by Congress in 2016 for a five-year term 
from 2016–2020. The 2019 National Defense 
Authorization Act reauthorized the program 
through 2025, rebranding it the Indo-Pacif-
ic Maritime Security Initiative and making 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and India eligible for 
funds.72 In August 2018, Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo announced the commitment of 
another $290.5 million in Foreign Military Fi-
nancing to strengthen maritime security, High 
Availability/Disaster Recovery (HA/DR), and 
peacekeeping capabilities in Southeast Asia.73

Afghanistan. On October 7, 2001, U.S. forc-
es invaded Afghanistan in response to the Sep-
tember 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the United 
States. This marked the beginning of Operation 
Enduring Freedom to combat al-Qaeda and its 
Taliban supporters. The U.S., in alliance with 
the U.K. and the anti-Taliban Afghan Northern 

Alliance forces, ousted the Taliban from power 
in December 2001. Most Taliban and al-Qaeda 
leaders fled across the border into Pakistan’s 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), 
where they regrouped and started an insurgen-
cy in Afghanistan in 2003.

In August 2003, NATO joined the war in 
Afghanistan and assumed control of the In-
ternational Security Assistance Force (ISAF). 
In 2011, at the height of the war, there were 
50 troop-contributing nations and nearly 
150,000 NATO and U.S. forces on the ground 
in Afghanistan.

On December 28, 2014, NATO formally 
ended combat operations and relinquished 
responsibility to the Afghan security forces, 
which numbered around 352,000 (includ-
ing army and police).74 After Afghan Presi-
dent Ashraf Ghani signed a bilateral security 
agreement with the U.S. and a Status of Forces 
Agreement with NATO, the international coa-
lition launched Operation Resolute Support 
to train and support Afghan security forces. 
As of May 2019, slightly more than 17,000 U.S. 
and NATO forces were stationed in Afghani-
stan. Most U.S. and NATO forces are stationed 
at bases in Kabul, with tactical advise-and-as-
sist teams located there and in Mazar-i-Sharif, 
Herat, Kandahar, and Laghman.75

In August 2017, while declining to announce 
specific troop levels, President Trump recom-
mitted America to the effort in Afghanistan 
and announced that “[c]onditions on the 
ground—not arbitrary timetables—will guide 
our strategy from now on.”76 According to the 
most recent available public information, the 
U.S. currently has around 14,000 troops in Af-
ghanistan split between the NATO-led Reso-
lute Support training mission and the U.S.-led 
Operation Freedom’s Sentinel counterterror-
ism mission.

Since 2018, U.S. Special Envoy Zalmay 
Khalilzad has been leading talks with the Tali-
ban in an attempt to find a political solution to 
the fighting, but there has been little progress. 
The Afghan government has not participat-
ed in the talks because the Taliban refuse to 
meet with them, and this has caused tension 
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between the U.S. and Afghan governments. 
Whether the U.S. will be able to bring all parties 
to the table and succeed in achieving a politi-
cally acceptable conclusion to the war remains 
an open question.

Pakistan. During the early stages of the 
war in Afghanistan, the U.S. and NATO re-
lied heavily on logistical supply lines running 
through Pakistan to resupply anti-Taliban 
coalition forces. Supplies and fuel were car-
ried on transportation routes from the port 
at Karachi to Afghan–Pakistani border cross-
ing points at Torkham in the Khyber Pass and 
Chaman in Baluchistan province. For roughly 
the first decade of the war, about 80 percent of 
U.S. and NATO supplies traveled through Pa-
kistani territory. This amount has decreased 
progressively as the U.S. and allied troop pres-
ence has shrunk.

U.S.–Pakistan relations have grown more 
acrimonious since 2011, when U.S. special 
forces conducted a raid on Osama bin Laden’s 
hideout in Abbottabad not far from facilities 
run by the Pakistani military. In addition, 
President Donald Trump has suspended U.S. 
military assistance to Pakistan and increased 
pressure on Islamabad for its continued sup-
port of the Taliban.

Since 2001, Pakistan has received roughly 
$30 billion in aid and “reimbursements” from 
the U.S. in the form of coalition support funds 
(CSF) for its military deployments and opera-
tions along the border with Afghanistan. Paki-
stan has periodically staged offensives into the 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas, though 
its operations have tended to target anti-Paki-
stan militant groups like the Pakistani Taliban 
rather than those attacking Afghanistan and 
U.S.-led coalition forces operating there. In re-
cent years, frustration with Pakistan’s inaction 
toward such groups has led the U.S. to withhold 
ever-larger sums of reimbursement and sup-
port funds. In 2016, reflecting a trend of grow-
ing congressional resistance to military assis-
tance for Pakistan, Congress blocked funds for 
the provision of eight F-16s to Pakistan.

According to the Congressional Research 
Service (CRS), U.S. aid appropriations and 

military reimbursements have fallen contin-
uously since 2013, from $2.60 billion that year 
to $2.18 billion in 2014, $1.60 billion in 2015, 
$1.20 billion in 2016, $590 million in 2017, and 
$108 million in 2018. This is mostly the prod-
uct of a major drop in reimbursements from 
CSF, which once accounted for roughly half 
of all U.S. aid to Pakistan. This fell from $1.20 
billion in 2014 to $700 million in 2015, $550 
million in 2016, and zero dollars in 2017, 2018, 
and 2019. Since 2015, U.S. Administrations 
have refused to certify that Pakistan has met 
requirements to crack down on the Haqqani 
Network, an Afghan terrorist group that re-
sides in northern Pakistan. As the CRS notes, 

“The NDAA for FY2019 revamped the CSF 
program, authorizing $350 million to support 
security enhancement activities along Paki-
stan’s western border, subject to certification 
requirements that have not been met to date.”77

As frustration with Pakistan has mounted 
on Capitol Hill, the Trump Administration has 
signaled a series of measures designed to hold 
Pakistan to account for its “double game.”78 In 
2018, the U.S. military suspended all $800 mil-
lion in Coalition Support Funds “due to a lack 
of Pakistani decisive actions in support of the 
[U.S.] South Asia Strategy.”79 The Administra-
tion has also supported both Pakistan’s addi-
tion to the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 

“grey list” for failing to fulfil obligations to pre-
vent the financing of terrorism and its desig-
nation on a special watch list for violations of 
religious freedom.

India. During the Cold War, U.S.–Indian 
military cooperation was minimal, except for 
a brief period during the Sino–Indian border 
war in 1962 when the U.S. supplied India with 
arms and ammunition. The rapprochement 
was short-lived, however, and the U.S. suspend-
ed aid to India following the Second Indo-Pa-
kistan War of 1965. The Indo–U.S. relation-
ship was again characterized by suspicion and 
mistrust, especially during the 1970s under the 
Nixon Administration. The principal source of 
tension was India’s robust relationship with 
Moscow, with which it signed a major defense 
treaty in 1971, and the U.S. provision of military 
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aid to Pakistan. America’s ties with India hit 
a nadir during the 1971 Indo–Pakistani war 
when the U.S. deployed the aircraft carrier USS 
Enterprise toward the Bay of Bengal in a show 
of support for Pakistani forces.

Military ties between the U.S. and India 
have improved significantly over the past de-
cade as the two sides have moved toward es-
tablishment of a strategic partnership based 
on their mutual concern about rising Chinese 
military and economic influence and converg-
ing interests in countering regional terrorism. 
The U.S. has contracted to supply between $15 
billion and $20 billion worth of U.S. military 
equipment to India, including C-130J and C-17 
transport aircraft, P-8 maritime surveillance 
aircraft, Chinook airlift helicopters, Apache 
attack helicopters, anti-submarine warfare 
helicopters, artillery batteries, and AN-TPQ-37 
firefinder radar. The two countries also have 
several information-sharing and intelli-
gence-sharing agreements in place, including 
one that covers “white” or commercial ship-
ping in the Indian Ocean.

Defense ties between the two countries are 
poised to expand further as India moves for-
ward with an ambitious military moderniza-
tion program. In 2015, the U.S. and India agreed 
to renew and upgrade their 10-year Defense 
Framework Agreement. During Prime Min-
ister Narendra Modi’s visit to the U.S. in June 
2016, the two governments finalized the text of 
a logistics and information-sharing agreement 
that would allow each country to access the oth-
er’s military supplies and refueling capabilities 
through ports and military bases. The signing of 
the agreement, formally called the Logistics Ex-
change Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA), 
marked a major a milestone in the Indo–U.S. de-
fense partnership. During that visit, the U.S. also 
designated India a “major defense partner,” a 
designation unique to India that is intended to 
facilitate its access to American defense tech-
nology. Since then, Indian and U.S. warships 
have begun to offer each other refueling and 
resupply services at sea.

The Trump Administration subsequently 
reaffirmed this status80 and has taken several 

additional steps to advance the defense rela-
tionship. A Communications and Information 
Security Memorandum of Agreement (CIS-
MOA), successfully negotiated in 2018, allows 
for the exchange of encrypted communica-
tions and communications equipment, and ne-
gotiations on the last “foundational” military 
cooperation agreement, the Basic Exchange 
and Cooperation Agreement (BECA), which 
would facilitate the exchange of geospatial in-
telligence and navigation services, are ongoing. 
Also in 2018, the Trump Administration grant-
ed India Strategic Trade Authorization-1 (STA-
1), which eases export control regulations on 
arms sales to India, among other things. India 
is only the third Asian country after Japan 
and South Korea to be granted STA-1 status. 
The same year, India established a permanent 
naval attaché representative to U.S. Central 
Command in Bahrain, fulfilling a long-stand-
ing request from New Delhi.

New Delhi and Washington regularly hold 
joint annual military exercises across all ser-
vices, including the Yudh Abhyas army exer-
cises, Red Flag air force exercises, and Malabar 
naval exercise, which added Japan as a regular 
participant in 2012. The Indian government 
and the Trump Administration are currently 
negotiating several prospective arms sales and 
military cooperation agreements, including 
the sale of armed MQ-9 Guardian/Predator-B 
unmanned drones to India.

Quality of Key Allied or Partner 
Armed Forces in Asia

Because of the lack of an integrated, re-
gional security architecture along the lines of 
NATO, the United States partners with most 
of the nations in the region on a bilateral basis. 
This means that there is no single standard to 
which all of the local militaries aspire; instead, 
there is a wide range of capabilities that are in-
fluenced by local threat perceptions, institu-
tional interests, physical conditions, historical 
factors, and budgetary considerations.

Moreover, most Asian militaries have 
limited combat experience, particularly in 
high-intensity air or naval combat. Some, like 
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Malaysia, have never fought an external war 
since gaining independence in the mid-20th 
century. The Indochina wars, the most recent 
high-intensity conflicts, are now 40 years in 
the past. It is therefore unclear how well Asian 
militaries have trained for future warfare and 
whether their doctrine will meet the exigen-
cies of wartime realities.

Based on examinations of equipment, how-
ever, we assess that several Asian allies and 
friends have substantial potential military ca-
pabilities supported by robust defense indus-
tries and significant defense spending. Japan’s, 
South Korea’s, and Australia’s defense budgets 
are estimated to be among the world’s 15 larg-
est, and their military forces field some of the 
world’s most advanced weapons, including 
F-15s in the Japan Air Self Defense Force and 
ROK Air Force; airborne early warning (AEW) 
platforms; Aegis-capable surface combatants 
and modern diesel-electric submarines; and 
third-generation main battle tanks. As noted, 
all three nations are involved in the production 
and purchase of F-35 fighters.

At this point, both the Japanese and Kore-
an militaries are arguably more capable than 
most European militaries, at least in terms 
of conventional forces. Japan’s Self Defense 
Forces, for example, field more tanks, princi-
pal surface combatants, and combat-capable 
aircraft (667, 49, and 547, respectively) than 
their British counterparts field (227, 20, and 
250, respectively).81 Similarly, South Korea 
fields a larger military of tanks, principal sur-
face combatants, and combat-capable aircraft 
(more than 2,514, 26, and 590, respectively) 
than their German counterparts field (236, 14, 
and 217, respectively).82

Both the ROK and Japan are also increas-
ingly interested in developing missile defense 
capabilities, including joint development and 
coproduction in the case of Japan. After much 
negotiation and indecision, South Korea de-
ployed America’s THAAD missile defense sys-
tem on the peninsula in 2017. It is also pursuing 
an indigenous missile defense capability. As for 
Japan, its Aegis-class destroyers are equipped 
with SM-3 missiles, and it decided in 2017 to 

install the Aegis Ashore missile defense system 
to supplement its Patriot missile batteries.83

Australia also has very capable armed forc-
es. They are smaller than NATO militaries but 
have major operational experience, having 
deployed to both Iraq and Afghanistan as well 
as to help the Philippines with its Southern in-
surgency. Australia’s military is today involved 
in 13 different operations from the Middle East 
to the South China Sea.84

Singapore’s small population and physical 
borders limit the size of its military, but in 
terms of equipment and training, it has South-
east Asia’s largest defense budget85 and fields 
some of the region’s highest-quality forces. For 
example, Singapore’s ground forces can de-
ploy third-generation Leopard II main battle 
tanks, and its fleet includes four conventional 
submarines (with four new, more capable sub-
marines on their way from Germany to replace 
them86), including one with air-independent 
propulsion systems, as well as six frigates and 
six missile-armed corvettes. Its air force not 
only has F-15E Strike Eagles and F-16s, but 
also has one of Southeast Asia’s largest fleets 
of airborne early warning and control aircraft 
(G550-AEW aircraft) and a squadron of KC-
130 tankers that can help to extend range or 
time on station.87

At the other extreme, the Armed Forces of 
the Philippines are among the region’s weakest 
military forces. Having long focused on waging 
counterinsurgency campaigns while relying 
on the United States for its external security, 
the Philippines, like Thailand, spends only 1.4 
percent of GDP on its military.88 In absolute 
numbers, its defense budget in 2019 is $3.24 
billion.89 The most modern ships in the Philip-
pine navy are three former U.S. Hamilton-class 
Coast Guard cutters. In 2017, however, South 
Korea completed delivery of 12 light attack 
fighter aircraft to the Philippines; the Philip-
pine air force had possessed no jet fighter air-
craft since 2005 when the last of its F-5s were 
decommissioned. The Duterte government 
has expressed interest in supplementing its 
current fleet with a follow-on purchase of 12 
more.90
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The armed forces of American allies from 
outside the region, particularly those of France 
and the United Kingdom, should also be men-
tioned. France has overseas bases in New 
Caledonia and the South Pacific, locally based 
assets, and 2,900 personnel in the region.91 It 
also conducts multiple naval deployments a 
year out of Metropolitan France. The U.K. is 
also very active in the region, and given its un-
paralleled integration with U.S. forces, can em-
ploy its capability directly in pursuit of shared 
objectives. It has a naval logistics facility in 

Singapore and Royal Gurkhas stationed in Bru-
nei and has been an integral part of a U.S.-led 
mission to monitor seaborne evasions.

Current U.S. Presence in Asia
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. Established 

in 1947 as U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM), 
USINDOPACOM is the oldest and largest of 
America’s unified commands. According to its 
Web site:

USINDOPACOM protects and defends, in 
concert with other U.S. Government agencies, 

A  heritage.org

NOTES: Figures are estimates. Figures exclude patrol boats and other vessels smaller than a frigate.
SOURCES: International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2019 (New York: 
Routledge, 2019), and Heritage Foundation research and analysis.

FIGURE 1

U.S. Faces Daunting Force in Pacific
The Eastern Hemisphere is home to the 
two most formidable naval threats to 
the U.S., China and Russia, and the bulk 
of this area is the responsibility of the 
U.S. Navy’s 7th Fleet. The 7th Fleet must 
contend with all three of China’s fleets 
in addition to Russia’s Pacific Fleet.
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the territory of the United States, its people, 
and its interests. With allies and partners, 
USINDOPACOM is committed to enhancing 
stability in the Asia–Pacific region by promot-
ing security cooperation, encouraging peaceful 
development, responding to contingencies, de-
terring aggression, and, when necessary, fight-
ing to win. This approach is based on partner-
ship, presence, and military readiness.92

USINDOPACOM’s area of responsibility 
(AOR) includes not only the expanses of the 
Pacific, but also Alaska and portions of the Arc-
tic, South Asia, and the Indian Ocean. Its 36 
nations represent more than 50 percent of the 
world’s population and include two of the three 
largest economies and nine of the 10 smallest; 
the most populous nation (China); the largest 
democracy (India); the largest Muslim-majori-
ty nation (Indonesia); and the world’s smallest 
republic (Nauru). The region is a vital driver of 
the global economy and includes the world’s 
busiest international sea-lanes and nine of its 
10 largest ports. By any meaningful measure, 
the Indo–Pacific is also the world’s most milita-
rized region, with seven of its 10 largest stand-
ing militaries and six of its nuclear nations.93

Under INDOPACOM are a number of com-
ponent commands, including:

 l U.S. Army Pacific. USARPAC is the Ar-
my’s component command in the Pacific. 
With 80,000 soldiers, it supplies Army 
forces as necessary for various global con-
tingencies. It administers (among others) 
the 25th Infantry Division headquartered 
in Hawaii, U.S. Army Japan, and U.S. Army 
Alaska.94

 l U.S. Pacific Air Force. PACAF is respon-
sible for planning and conducting defen-
sive and offensive air operations in the 
Asia–Pacific region. It has three numbered 
air forces under its command: 5th Air 
Force in Japan; 7th Air Force in Korea; 
and 11th Air Force, headquartered in Alas-
ka. These air forces field two squadrons of 
F-15s, two squadrons of F-22s, five squad-
rons of F-16s, and a single squadron of 

A-10 ground attack aircraft as well as two 
squadrons of E-3 early-warning aircraft, 
tankers, and transports.95 Other forces 
that regularly come under PACAF com-
mand include B-52, B-1, and B-2 bombers.

 l U.S. Pacific Fleet. PACFLT normally 
controls all U.S. naval forces committed 
to the Pacific, which usually represents 
60 percent of the Navy’s fleet. It is orga-
nized into Seventh Fleet, headquartered 
in Japan, and Third Fleet, headquartered 
in California. Seventh Fleet comprises the 
forward-deployed element of PACFLT 
and includes the only American carrier 
strike group (CTF-70) and amphibious 
group (CTF-76) home-ported abroad, 
ported at Yokosuka and Sasebo, Japan, 
respectively. The Third Fleet’s AOR spans 
the West Coast of the United States to the 
International Date Line and includes the 
Alaskan coastline and parts of the Arctic. 
In recent years, this boundary between 
the two fleets’ areas of operation has been 
blurred under a concept called “Third 
Fleet Forward.” This has made it easier 
for the Third Fleet’s five carrier strike 
groups to operate in the Western Pacific. 
Beginning in 2015, the conduct of Free-
dom of Navigation Operations (FONOPS) 
that challenge excessive maritime claims, 
a part of the Navy’s mission since 1979, 
has assumed a higher profile as a result 
of several well-publicized operations in 
the South China Sea. Under the Trump 
Administration, the frequency of these 
operations has increased significantly.

 l U.S. Marine Forces Pacific. With its 
headquarters in Hawaii, MARFORPAC 
controls elements of the U.S. Marine 
Corps operating in the Asia–Pacific region. 
Because of its extensive responsibilities 
and physical span, MARFORPAC con-
trols two-thirds of Marine Corps forces: 
the I Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), 
centered on the 1st Marine Division, 3rd 
Marine Air Wing, and 1st Marine Logistics 
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Group, and the III Marine Expeditionary 
Force, centered on the 3rd Marine Divi-
sion, 1st Marine Air Wing, and 3rd Marine 
Logistics Group. The I MEF is headquar-
tered at Camp Pendleton, California, and 
the III MEF is headquartered on Okinawa, 
although each has various subordinate 

elements deployed at any time through-
out the Pacific on exercises, maintaining 
presence, or engaged in other activities. 
MARFORPAC is responsible for support-
ing three different commands: It is the U.S. 
Marine Corps component of USINDOPA-
COM, provides the Fleet Marine Forces to 
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PACFLT, and provides Marine forces for 
U.S. Forces Korea (USFK).96

 l U.S. Special Operations Command Pa-
cific. SOCPAC has operational control of 
various special operations forces, includ-
ing Navy SEALs; Naval Special Warfare 
units; Army Special Forces (Green Berets); 
and Special Operations Aviation units in 
the Pacific region, including elements in 
Japan and South Korea. It supports the 
Pacific Command’s Theater Security Co-
operation Program as well as other plans 
and contingency responses. SOCPAC 
forces support various operations in the 
region other than warfighting, such as 
counterdrug operations, counterterror-
ism training, humanitarian assistance, 
and demining activities.

 l U.S. Forces Korea and U.S. Eighth 
Army. Because of the unique situation 
on the Korean Peninsula, two subcompo-
nents of USINDOPACOM—U.S. Forces 
Korea (USFK) and U.S. Eighth Army—are 
based in Korea. USFK, a joint headquar-
ters led by a four-star U.S. general, is in 
charge of the various U.S. military ele-
ments on the peninsula. U.S. Eighth Army 
operates in conjunction with USFK as 
well as with the United Nations presence 
in the form of United Nations Command.

Other forces, including space capabilities, 
cyber capabilities, air and sealift assets, and ad-
ditional combat forces, may be made available 
to USINDOPACOM depending on require-
ments and availability.

U.S. Central Command—Afghanistan. 
Unlike the U.S. forces deployed in Japan and 
South Korea, there is no permanent force 
structure committed to Afghanistan; instead, 
forces rotate through the theater under the 
direction of USINDOPACOM’s counterpart 
in that region of the world, U.S. Central Com-
mand (CENTCOM). As of January 2017, these 
forces included:

 l Resolute Support Mission, including 
U.S. Forces Afghanistan.

 l Special Operations Joint Task Force—
Afghanistan. This includes a Special 
Forces battalion, based out of Bagram 
Airfield, and additional allied special oper-
ations forces at Kabul.

 l 9th Air and Space Expeditionary Task 
Force. This includes the 155th Air Ex-
peditionary Wing, providing air support 
from Bagram Airfield; the 451st Air Expe-
ditionary Group and 455th Expeditionary 
Operations Group, operating from Kan-
dahar and Bagram Airfields, respectively, 
providing air support and surveillance 
operations over various parts of Afghani-
stan; and the 421st Expeditionary Fighter 
Squadron, providing close air support 
from Bagram Airfield.

 l Combined Joint Task Force for Oper-
ation Freedom’s Sentinel, centered on 
Bagram Airfield. This is the main U.S. na-
tional support element and has a primary 
focus on counterterrorism operations.97

 l Five Train, Advise, Assist Commands 
in Afghanistan, each of which is a multi-
national force tasked with improving local 
capabilities to conduct operations.98

Key Infrastructure That Enables 
Expeditionary Warfighting Capabilities

Any planning for operations in the Pacific 
will be dominated by the “tyranny of distance.” 
Because of the extensive distances that must 
be traversed in order to deploy forces, even 
Air Force units will take one or more days to 
deploy, and ships measure steaming time in 
weeks. For instance, a ship sailing at 20 knots 
requires nearly five days to get from San Di-
ego to Hawaii. From there, it takes a further 
seven days to get to Guam; seven days to Yo-
kosuka, Japan; and eight days to Okinawa—if 
ships encounter no interference along the 
journey.99
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China’s growing anti-access/area denial 

(A2/AD) capabilities, ranging from an expand-
ing fleet of modern submarines to anti-ship 
ballistic and cruise missiles, increase the op-
erational risk for deployment of U.S. forces in 
the event of conflict. China’s capabilities not 
only jeopardize American combat forces that 
would flow into the theater for initial combat, 
but also would continue to threaten the lo-
gistical support needed to sustain American 
combat power for the subsequent days, weeks, 
and months.

American basing structure in the Indo–Pa-
cific region, including access to key allied facil-
ities, is therefore both necessary and increas-
ingly at risk.

American Facilities
Much as it was in the 20th century, Hawaii 

remains the linchpin of America’s ability to 
support its position in the Western Pacific. If 
the United States cannot preserve its facilities 
in Hawaii, both combat power and sustainabil-
ity become moot. The United States maintains 
air and naval bases, communications infra-
structure, and logistical support on Oahu and 
elsewhere in the Hawaiian Islands. Hawaii is 
also a key site for undersea cables that carry 
much of the world’s communications and data, 
as well as satellite ground stations.

The American territory of Guam is locat-
ed 4,600 miles farther west. Obtained from 
Spain as a result of the Spanish–American 
War, Guam became a key coaling station for 
U.S. Navy ships. It was seized by Japan in World 
War II, was liberated by U.S. forces in 1944, and 
after the war became an unincorporated, orga-
nized territory of the United States. Key U.S. 
military facilities on Guam include U.S. Na-
val Base Guam, which houses several attack 
submarines and possibly a new aircraft car-
rier berth, and Andersen Air Force Base, one 
of a handful of facilities that can house B-2 
bombers. U.S. task forces can stage out of Apra 
Harbor, drawing weapons from the Ordnance 
Annex in the island’s South Central Highlands. 
There is also a communications and data relay 
facility on the island.

Guam’s facilities have improved steadily 
over the past 20 years. B-2 bombers, for exam-
ple, began to operate from Andersen Air Force 
Base in 2005.100 These improvements have 
been accelerated and expanded even as China’s 
A2/AD capabilities have raised doubts about 
the ability of the U.S. to sustain operations in 
the Asian littoral. The concentration of air and 
naval assets as well as logistical infrastructure, 
however, makes the island an attractive poten-
tial target in the event of conflict. The increas-
ing reach of Chinese and North Korean ballis-
tic missiles reflects this growing vulnerability.

The U.S. military has noncombatant mari-
time prepositioning ships (MPS), which con-
tain large amounts of military equipment and 
supplies, in strategic locations from which they 
can reach areas of conflict relatively quickly as 
associated U.S. Army or Marine Corps units lo-
cated elsewhere arrive in the areas. U.S. Navy 
units on Guam and in Saipan, Commonwealth 
of the Northern Marianas, support preposi-
tioning ships that can supply Army or Marine 
Corps units deployed for contingency opera-
tions in Asia.

Allied and Friendly Facilities
For the United States, access to bases in 

Asia has long been a vital part of its ability to 
support military operations in the region. Even 
with the extensive aerial refueling and replen-
ishment skills of the U.S. Air Force and U.S. 
Navy, it is still essential for the United States 
to retain access to resupply and replenishment 
facilities, at least in peacetime. The ability of 
those facilities to survive and function will di-
rectly influence the course of any conflict in the 
Western Pacific region. Moreover, a variety of 
support functions, including communications, 
intelligence, and space support, cannot be ac-
complished without facilities in the region.

Today, maintaining maritime domain 
awareness or space situational awareness 
would be extraordinarily difficult without ac-
cess to facilities in the Asia–Pacific region. The 
American alliance network is therefore a mat-
ter both of political partnership and of access 
to key facilities on allied soil.
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Japan. In Japan, the United States has ac-

cess to over 100 different facilities, including 
communications stations, military and depen-
dent housing, fuel and ammunition depots, and 
weapons and training ranges, in addition to 
major bases such as air bases at Misawa, Yo-
kota, and Kadena and naval facilities at Yoko-
suka, Atsugi, and Sasebo. The naval facilities 
support the USS Ronald Reagan carrier strike 
group (CSG), which is home-ported in Yokosu-
ka, and a Marine Expeditionary Strike Group 
(ESG) centered on the USS Wasp, home-ported 
at Sasebo. Additionally, the skilled workforce 
at places like Yokosuka is needed to maintain 
American forces and repair equipment in time 
of conflict. Replacing them would take years, if 
not decades.

This combination of facilities and work-
force, in addition to physical location and polit-
ical support, makes Japan an essential part of 
any American military response to contingen-
cies in the Western Pacific. Japanese financial 
support for the American presence also makes 
these facilities some of the most cost-effective 
in the world.

The status of one critical U.S. base has been 
a matter of public debate in Japan for many 
years. The U.S. Marine Corps’ Third Marine 
Expeditionary Force, based on Okinawa, is 
the U.S. rapid reaction force in the Pacific. The 
Marine Air-Ground Task Force, comprised of 
air, ground, and logistics elements, enables 
quick and effective response to crises or hu-
manitarian disasters. To improve the political 
sustainability of U.S. forces by reducing the 
impact on the local population in that dense-
ly populated area, the Marines are relocating 
some units to Guam and less-populated areas 
of Okinawa. The latter includes moving a heli-
copter unit from Futenma to a new facility in 
a more remote location in northeastern Oki-
nawa. Because of local resistance, construc-
tion of the Futenma Replacement Facility at 
Camp Schwab will not be complete until 2025, 
but the U.S. and Japanese governments have 
affirmed their support for the project.

South Korea. The United States also main-
tains an array of facilities in South Korea, with 

a larger Army footprint than in Japan, as the 
United States and South Korea remain focused 
on deterring North Korean aggression and pre-
paring for any possible North Korean contin-
gencies. The Army maintains four major facili-
ties (which in turn control a number of smaller 
sites) at Daegu, Yongsan in Seoul, and Camps 
Red Cloud/Casey and Humphreys. These fa-
cilities support the U.S. 2nd Infantry Division, 
which is based in South Korea. Other key facil-
ities include air bases at Osan and Kunsan and 
a naval facility at Chinhae near Pusan.

The Philippines. In 1992, the United 
States ended nearly a century-long presence 
in the Philippines when it withdrew from 
its base in Subic Bay as its lease there ended. 
The eruption of Mount Pinatubo had already 
forced the closure of Clark Air Base; the costs 
of repairing the facility were deemed too high 
to be worthwhile. In 2014, however, spurred 
by China’s growing assertiveness in the South 
China Sea, including against Philippine claims 
such as Mischief Reef (seized in 1995) and 
Scarborough Shoal (2012), the U.S. and the 
Philippines negotiated the Enhanced Defense 
Cooperation Agreement, which will allow for 
the rotation of American forces through Phil-
ippine military bases.

In 2016, the two sides agreed on an ini-
tial list of five bases in the Philippines that 
will be involved. Geographically distributed 
across the country, they are Antonio Bautista 
Air Base in Palawaan, closest to the Spratlys; 
Basa Air Base on the main island of Luzon and 
closest to the hotly contested Scarborough 
Shoal; Fort Magsaysay, also on Luzon and the 
only facility on the list that is not an air base; 
Lumbia Air Base in Mindanao, where Manila 
remains in low-intensity combat with Isla-
mist insurgents; and Mactan-Benito Ebuen 
Air Base in the central Philippines.101 In 2018, 
construction was completed on a humanitar-
ian assistance and disaster relief warehouse 
located at Basa Air Base in Pampanga, cen-
tral Luzon, the main Philippine island.102 In 
2019, American F-16s based in South Korea 
deployed there for a 12-day exercise with Phil-
ippine fighter jets.103
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It remains unclear precisely which addi-

tional forces would be rotated through the 
Philippines as a part of this agreement, which 
in turn affects the kinds of facilities that would 
be most needed. The base upgrades and de-
ployments pursuant to the EDCA are part of a 
broader expansion of U.S.–Philippine defense 
ties begun under the Aquino government 
and continued under President Duterte with 
some adjustments.

Singapore. The United States does not 
have bases in Singapore, but it is allowed ac-
cess to several key facilities that are essential 
for supporting American forward presence. 
Since the closure of its facilities at Subic Bay, 
the United States has been allowed to operate 
the principal logistics command for the Sev-
enth Fleet out of the Port of Singapore Author-
ity’s Sembawang Terminal. The U.S. Navy also 
has access to Changi Naval Base, one of the few 
docks in the world that can handle a 100,000-
ton American aircraft carrier. A small U.S. Air 
Force contingent operates out of Paya Lebar 
Air Base to support U.S. Air Force combat units 
visiting Singapore and Southeast Asia, and Sin-
gapore hosts Littoral Combat Ships (LCS) and 
a rotating squadron of F-16 fighter aircraft.

Australia. A much-discussed element of 
the “Asia pivot” has been the 2011 agreement 
to deploy U.S. Marines to Darwin in northern 
Australia. While planned to amount to 2,500 
Marines, the rotations fluctuate and have not 
yet reached that number. “In its mature state,” 
according to the Australian Department of De-
fence, “the Marine Rotational Force–Darwin 
(MRF–D) will be a Marine Air-Ground Task 
Force…with a variety of aircraft, vehicles and 
equipment.”104 In keeping with Australian sen-
sitivities about permanent American bases on 
Australian soil, the Marines do not constitute a 
permanent presence in Australia.105 Similarly, 
the United States jointly staffs the Joint De-
fence Facility Pine Gap and the Joint Geologi-
cal and Geophysical Research Station at Alice 
Springs and has access to the Harold E. Holt 
Naval Communication Station in western Aus-
tralia, including the space surveillance radar 
system there.106

Finally, the United States is granted access 
to a number of facilities in Asian states on a 
contingency or crisis basis. Thus, U.S. Air Force 
units transited Thailand’s U-Tapao Air Base 
and Sattahip Naval Base during the first Gulf 
War and during the Iraq War, but they do not 
maintain a permanent presence there. Addi-
tionally, the U.S. Navy conducts hundreds of 
port calls throughout the region.

Diego Garcia. The American facilities on 
the British territory of Diego Garcia are vital 
to U.S. operations in the Indian Ocean and Af-
ghanistan and provide essential support for 
operations in the Middle East and East Asia. 
The island is home to the 12 ships of Maritime 
Prepositioning Squadron-2 (MPS-2), which 
can support a Marine brigade and associated 
Navy elements for 30 days. Several elements 
of the U.S. global space surveillance and com-
munications infrastructure, as well as basing 
facilities for the B-2 bomber, are also located 
on the island.

Conclusion
The Asian strategic environment is ex-

tremely expansive, as it includes half the globe 
and is characterized by a variety of political 
relationships among states that have wild-
ly varying capabilities. The region includes 
long-standing American allies with relation-
ships dating back to the beginning of the Cold 
War as well as recently established states and 
some long-standing adversaries such as North 
Korea. American conceptions of the region 
must therefore recognize the physical limita-
tions imposed by the tyranny of distance. Mov-
ing forces within the region (never mind to it) 
will take time and require extensive strategic 
lift assets as well as sufficient infrastructure, 
such as sea and aerial ports of debarkation that 
can handle American strategic lift assets, and 
political support. At the same time, the compli-
cated nature of intra-Asian relations, especial-
ly unresolved historical and territorial issues, 
means that the United States, unlike Europe, 
cannot necessarily count on support from all 
of its regional allies in responding to any giv-
en contingency.
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Scoring the Asia Operating Environment

As with the operating environments of 
Europe and the Middle East, we assessed the 
characteristics of Asia as they would pertain 
to supporting U.S. military operations. Vari-
ous aspects of the region facilitate or inhibit 
America’s ability to conduct military oper-
ations to defend its vital national interests 
against threats. Our assessment of the oper-
ating environment utilized a five-point scale, 
ranging from “very poor” to “excellent” con-
ditions and covering four regional character-
istics of greatest relevance to the conduct of 
military operations:

1. Very Poor. Significant hurdles exist for 
military operations. Physical infrastruc-
ture is insufficient or nonexistent, and 
the region is politically unstable. The U.S. 
military is poorly placed or absent, and 
alliances are nonexistent or diffuse.

2. Unfavorable. A challenging operating 
environment for military operations is 
marked by inadequate infrastructure, 
weak alliances, and recurring political in-
stability. The U.S. military is inadequately 
placed in the region.

3. Moderate. A neutral to moderately 
favorable operating environment is 
characterized by adequate infrastructure, 
a moderate alliance structure, and accept-
able levels of regional political stability. 
The U.S. military is adequately placed in 
the region.

4. Favorable. A favorable operating envi-
ronment includes good infrastructure, 
strong alliances, and a stable political en-
vironment. The U.S. military is well placed 
in the region for future operations.

5. Excellent. An extremely favorable oper-
ating environment includes well-estab-
lished and well-maintained infrastructure, 

strong and capable allies, and a stable 
political environment. The U.S. military 
is exceptionally well placed to defend U.S. 
interests.

The key regional characteristics consisted of:

a. Alliances. Alliances are important for 
interoperability and collective defense, 
as allies would be more likely to lend 
support to U.S. military operations. Var-
ious indicators provide insight into the 
strength or health of an alliance. These 
include whether the U.S. trains regularly 
with countries in the region, has good 
interoperability with the forces of an ally, 
and shares intelligence with nations in 
the region.

b. Political Stability. Political stability 
brings predictability for military planners 
when considering such things as tran-
sit, basing, and overflight rights for U.S. 
military operations. The overall degree 
of political stability indicates whether 
U.S. military actions would be hindered 
or enabled and considers, for example, 
whether transfers of power in the region 
are generally peaceful and whether there 
have been any recent instances of political 
instability in the region.

c. U.S. Military Positioning. Having 
military forces based or equipment and 
supplies staged in a region greatly fa-
cilitates the ability of the United States 
to respond to crises and, presumably, 
achieve successes in critical “first battles” 
more quickly. Being routinely present 
in a region also assists in maintaining 
familiarity with its characteristics and the 
various actors that might act to assist or 
thwart U.S. actions. With this in mind, we 
assessed whether or not the U.S. military 
was well positioned in the region. Again, 
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indicators included bases, troop presence, 
prepositioned equipment, and recent 
examples of military operations (includ-
ing training and humanitarian) launched 
from the region.

d. Infrastructure. Modern, reliable, and 
suitable infrastructure is essential to 
military operations. Airfields, ports, rail 
lines, canals, and paved roads enable the 
U.S. to stage, launch operations from, and 
logistically sustain combat operations. We 
combined expert knowledge of regions 
with publicly available information on 
critical infrastructure to arrive at our 
overall assessment of this metric.107

For Asia, we arrived at these average scores:

 l Alliances: 4—Favorable

 l Political Stability: 4—Favorable

 l U.S. Military Positioning: 4—Favorable

 l Infrastructure: 4—Favorable

Aggregating to a regional score of: 
Favorable

VERY POOR UNFAVORABLE MODERATE FAVORABLE EXCELLENT

Alliances %

Political Stability %

U.S. Military Posture %

Infrastructure %

OVERALL %

Operating Environment: Asia
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Conclusion: Scoring the Global 
Operating Environment

The United States is a global power with 
global security interests, and threats 

to those interests can emerge from any re-
gion. Consequently, the U.S. military must be 
ready to operate in any region when called 
upon to do so and must account for the range 
of conditions that it might encounter when 
planning for potential military operations. 
This informs its decisions about the type and 

amount of equipment it purchases (especially 
to transport and sustain the force); the loca-
tion or locations from which it might operate; 
and how easily it can or cannot project and 
sustain combat power when engaged with 
the enemy.

Aggregating the three regional scores pro-
vides a Global Operating Environment score 
of FAVORABLE in the 2020 Index.

Scoring of the Global Security Environment 
remained “favorable” for the 2020 Index of U.S. 
Military Strength, although scores increased 
for Asia and the Middle East in the political 
stability subcategory.

The Middle East Operating Environment 
remained “moderate” in the 2020 Index. This 
shift reflects the continued decline of ISIS, the 

Assad regime’s consolidation of control over 
much of Syria, the ebbing flow of refugees out 
of Syria, and a common regional commitment 
to countering the destabilizing influence of 
Iran and its proxies.

The Europe Operating Environment did 
not see categorical changes in any of its scores 
and remains “favorable.” The migrant crisis, 
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Global Operating Environment: Summary
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economic sluggishness, and political fragmen-
tation increase the potential for instability, but 
the region remains generally stable and friend-
ly to U.S. interests.

Overall scoring for the Asia Operating En-
vironment remained “favorable” from the 
2019 Index to the 2020 Index. The alliances, 
political stability, U.S. military posture, and 
infrastructure scores returned to “favorable” 
following the conclusion of South Korea’s 
presidential election.



Threats to U.S.   
Vital Interests
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Assessing Threats to U.S. Vital Interests

The United States is a global power with 
global interests. Scaling its military pow-

er to threats requires careful judgments with 
regard to the importance and priority of those 
interests, whether the use of force is the most 
appropriate and effective way to address the 
threats to those interests, and how much 
and what types of force are needed to defeat 
such threats.

This Index focuses on three fundamental, 
vital national interests:

 l Defense of the homeland;

 l Successful conclusion of a major war that 
has the potential to destabilize a region of 
critical interest to the U.S.; and

 l Preservation of freedom of movement 
within the global commons: the sea, 
air, and outer-space domains through 
which the nations of the world conduct 
their business.

The geographical focus of the threats in 
these areas is further divided into three broad 
regions: Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.

This is not to say that these are America’s 
only interests. Among many others, the U.S. 
has an interest in the growth of economic free-
dom in trade and investment, the observance 
of internationally recognized human rights, 
and the alleviation of human suffering beyond 
our borders. None of these interests, however, 
can be addressed principally and effectively by 
the use of military force; nor would threats to 
these interests result in material damage to the 

foregoing vital national interests. Thus, these 
additional American interests, however import-
ant they may be, are not used in this assessment 
of the adequacy of current U.S. military power.

In previous editions of this Index, we refer-
enced two public sources as a mechanism with 
which to check our work against that of other 
recognized professional organizations in the 
field of threat analysis: The Military Balance, 
published annually by the London-based In-
ternational Institute for Strategic Studies,1 and 
the annual Worldwide Threat Assessment of the 
US Intelligence Community (WWTA).2 The 
latter served as a reference point produced by 
the U.S. government against which each threat 
assessment in this Index was compared. We 
noted any differences between assessments 
in this Index and the work of the two primary 
references in summary comments.

The juxtaposition of our detailed, reviewed 
analysis against both The Military Balance and 
the WWTA revealed two stark limitations in 
these external sources.

 l The Military Balance is an excellent and 
widely consulted source, but it is only 
a count of military hardware and lacks 
context in terms of equipment capabili-
ty, maintenance and readiness, training, 
manpower, integration of services, doc-
trine, or the behavior of competitors that 
threaten the national interests of the U.S. 
as defined in this Index.

 l The WWTA omits many threats, and its 
analysis of those that it does address is 
limited. Moreover, it does not reference 
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underlying strategic dynamics that are 
key to the evaluation of threats and that 
may be more predictive of future threats 
than is a simple extrapolation of cur-
rent events.

With respect to the WWTA, its limitations 
are most likely caused by the withholding 
from public view of the intelligence commu-
nity’s very sensitive assessments, which are 
derived from classified sources and/or result 
from analysis of unclassified, publicly available 
documents, with the resulting synthesized in-
sights becoming classified by virtue of what 
they reveal about U.S. determinations and con-
cerns. Given the need to avoid compromising 
sources, methods of collection, and national 
security findings, such a policy is understand-
able, but it also causes the WWTA’s threat as-
sessments to be of limited value to policymak-
ers, the public, and analysts working outside of 
the government. We have therefore decided to 
stop using the WWTA as a reference and trust 
that the reader will double-check our conclu-
sions with the various sources cited in the fol-
lowing pages as well as other publicly available 
reporting on challenges to core U.S. security 
interests discussed in this section.

Measuring or categorizing a threat is prob-
lematic because there is no absolute reference 
that can be used in assigning a quantitative 
score. Two fundamental aspects of threats, 
however, are germane to this Index: the threat-
ening entity’s desire or intent to achieve its ob-
jective and its physical ability to do so. Physical 
ability is the easier of the two to assess; intent 
is quite difficult. A useful surrogate for intent 
is observed behavior, because this is where in-
tent becomes manifest through action. Thus, 
a provocative, belligerent pattern of behavior 
that seriously threatens U.S. vital interests 

would be very worrisome. Similarly, a compre-
hensive ability to accomplish objectives even 
in the face of U.S. military power would cause 
serious concern for U.S. policymakers, while 
weak or very limited abilities would lessen U.S. 
concerns even if an entity behaved provoca-
tively vis-à-vis U.S. interests.

Each categorization used in the Index con-
veys a word picture of how troubling a threat’s 
behavior and set of capabilities have been 
during the assessed year. The five ascending 
categories for observed behavior are:

 l Benign,

 l Assertive,

 l Testing,

 l Aggressive, and

 l Hostile.

The five ascending categories for physical 
capability are:

 l Marginal,

 l Aspirational,

 l Capable,

 l Gathering, and

 l Formidable.

These characterizations—behavior and ca-
pability—form two halves of an overall assess-
ment of the threats to U.S. vital interests.

In another significant departure from 
previous editions, we have changed the 

Behavior HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN

Capability FORMIDABLE GATHERING CAPABLE ASPIRATIONAL MARGINAL

Threat Categories
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organizational structure from a U.S. interests–
based approach, by region, to one that focuses 
squarely on threat actors. In our previous ap-
proach, the reader would see China assessed 
in each section per U.S. interest: threats to 
the U.S. homeland, threats to regional sta-
bility, and threats to free movement in the 
commons. This seemed confusing, so in this 
edition, the reader will see China addressed 

once, with discussion of how it challenges U.S. 
interests. The same approach is used to discuss 
Russia, Iran, North Korea, and relevant terror-
ist groups.

We always hold open the potential to add or 
delete from this list of threat actors; inclusion 
of any state or non-state entity is based solely 
on our assessment of its ability to pose a mean-
ingful challenge to a critical U.S. interest.
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Russia

Russia remains an acute and formidable 
 threat both to the United States and to 

U.S. interests in Europe. From the Arctic to 
the Baltics, Ukraine, and the South Caucasus, 
and increasingly in the Mediterranean, Rus-
sia continues to foment instability in Europe. 
Despite economic problems, Russia continues 
to prioritize the rebuilding of its military and 
funding for its military operations abroad. Rus-
sia’s military and political antagonism toward 
the United States continues unabated, and 
its efforts to undermine U.S. institutions and 
the NATO alliance are serious and troubling. 
Russia uses its energy position in Europe along 
with espionage, cyberattacks, and information 
warfare to exploit vulnerabilities and seeks to 
drive wedges into the transatlantic alliance 
and undermine people’s faith in government 
and societal institutions.

Overall, Russia has significant conventional 
and nuclear capabilities and remains the prin-
cipal threat to European security. Its aggres-
sive stance in a number of theaters, including 
the Balkans, Georgia, Syria, and Ukraine, con-
tinues both to encourage destabilization and 
to threaten U.S. interests.

Russian Military Capabilities. Accord-
ing to the International Institute for Strategic 
Studies (IISS), among the key weapons in Rus-
sia’s inventory are 334 intercontinental ballis-
tic missiles; 2,750 main battle tanks; and more 
than 5,140 armored infantry fighting vehicles, 
more than 6,100 armored personnel carriers, 
and more than 4,342 pieces of artillery. The 
navy has one aircraft carrier; 58 submarines 
(including 10 ballistic missile submarines); 
four cruisers; 16 destroyers; 14 frigates; and 105 

patrol and coastal combatants. The air force 
has 1,223 combat-capable aircraft. The IISS 
counts 280,000 members of the army. Russia 
also has a total reserve force of 2,000,000 for 
all armed forces.1 Russian deep-sea research 
vessels include converted ballistic missile sub-
marines, which hold smaller auxiliary subma-
rines that can operate on the ocean floor.2

To avoid political blowback from military 
deaths abroad, Russia has increasingly de-
ployed paid private volunteer troops trained 
at Special Forces bases and often under the 
command of Russian Special Forces. Russia 
has used such volunteers in Libya, Syria, and 
Ukraine because “[t]hey not only provide the 
Kremlin with plausible political deniability 
but also apparently take casualties the Russian 
authorities do not report.”3 In February 2018, 
for example, at Deir al-Zour in eastern Syria, 
500 pro-Assad forces and Russian mercenaries 
armed with Russian tanks, artillery, and mor-
tars attacked U.S.-supported Kurdish forces.4 
Approximately 30 U.S. Rangers and Delta 
Force special operators were also at the base.5 
U.S. airstrikes helped to repulse the attack, and 
according to some estimates, 300 Russian mer-
cenaries were either killed or wounded.6

In January 2019, reports surfaced that 400 
Russian mercenaries from the Wagner Group 
were in Venezuela to bolster the regime of 
Nicolas Maduro.7 Russian propaganda in Ven-
ezuela has supported the regime and stoked 
fears of American imperialism. According to 
one report, “Kremlin-backed media in Latin 
America is pounding hard on the narrative 
that Washington’s recognition of Juan Guaidó 
as Venezuela’s legitimate president is part of 
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a centuries-old pattern of meddling by the 
United States in the region.”8 As the crisis me-
tastasized and protests against the Maduro 
regime grew, Russia began to deploy Russian 
troops and supplies to bolster Maduro’s securi-
ty forces.9 In December, Russia temporarily de-
ployed two TU-160 nuclear-capable bombers 
to Caracas.10 Russia exports billions in arms to 
Venezuela (and has loaned the regime money 
to purchase Russian arms) along with $70 mil-
lion–$80 million yearly in nonmilitary goods.11

In July 2016, Russian President Vladimir 
Putin signed a law creating a National Guard 
with a total strength (both civilian and mili-
tary) of 340,000, controlled directly by him.12 
He created his National Guard, which is re-
sponsible for “enforcing emergency-situation 
regimes, combating terrorism, defending Rus-
sian territory, and protecting state facilities 
and assets,” by amalgamating “interior troops 
and various law-enforcement agencies.”13 Al-
though Putin could issue a directive to deploy 
the force abroad,14 it is more likely to be used 
to stifle domestic dissent.

The World Bank projects that the Russian 
economy will grow by a tepid 1.4 percent in 
2019.15 In the first quarter of 2019, real dis-
posable incomes in Russia declined by 2.3 
percent.16 Such low forecasts and economic 
results could imply that Russia will have dif-
ficulty funding military affairs, but economic 
problems at home also can incentivize regimes 
to pursue military adventures abroad to dis-
tract the public and generate positive news for 
the government. If an autocratic leader relies 
on military power to maintain political control, 
there is ample reason to maintain spending on 
the military in spite of glum economic news.

Russia spent $61.4 billion on its military in 
2018, which is 3.5 percent less than it spent in 
2017.17 One analyst, however, cautions that:

In reality Russia’s effective military expen-
diture, based on purchasing power parity 
(Moscow buys from Russian defense 
manufacturers in rubles), is more in the 
range of $150–180 billion per year, with 
a much higher percentage dedicated to 

procurement, research and development 
than Western defense budgets…. There 
is well over 1 trillion rubles of military ex-
penditure in Russia outside of the regular 
defense budget.18

Much of Russia’s military expenditures go 
toward modernization of its armed forces. In 
January 2018, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and U.S. Marine Corps General Joseph 
Dunford noted that “[t]here is not a single 
aspect of the Russian armed forces that has 
not received some degree of modernization 
over the past decade.”19 In 2019, according to 
the Russian Ministry of Defense, Russia will 
spend $21.5 billion on procurement.20 Taking 
into account total military expenditure, Russia 
spent 4 percent of GDP on defense in 2018.21

In early 2018, Russia introduced the new 
State Armament Program 2018–2027, a $306 
billion investment in new equipment and 
force modernization. However, according to 
the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 

“as inflation has eroded the value of the rouble 
since 2011, the new programme is less ambi-
tious than its predecessor in real terms.”22

Russia’s nuclear capabilities have been pri-
oritized for modernization, and 82 percent 
of its nuclear forces have been modernized.23 
Russia plans to deploy the RS-28 (Satan 2) 
ICBM by 2021 as a replacement for the RS-36, 
which is being phased out in the 2020s.24 The 
missile, which can carry up to 15 warheads, un-
derwent flight development tests from April–
June 2019.25

The armed forces also continue to under-
go process modernization, which was begun 
by Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov in 
2008.26 Partially because of this moderniza-
tion, former U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Strategy and Force Development 
Elbridge Colby stated in January 2018 that the 
U.S. military advantage over Russia is eroding.27 
Approximately 46 percent of Russian land forc-
es’ equipment has been modernized.

Russia reportedly will begin state trials 
for its T-14 Armata main battle tank in 2019,28 
although the Armata’s cost might prove 
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prohibitive, and “procurement in quantity 
will focus on modernized T-72, T-80, and T-90 
tanks.”29 Russia’s fifth-generation Su-27 fight-
er fell short of expectations, particularly with 
regard to stealth capabilities. In May 2018, the 
government cancelled mass production of the 
Su-27 because of its high costs and limited ca-
pability advantages over upgraded fourth-gen-
eration fighters.30

In October 2018, Russia’s sole aircraft 
carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, was severely 
damaged when a dry-dock sank and a crane fell, 
puncturing a hole in the deck and hull.31 The 
carrier is not likely to be salvaged. In May 2019, 
reports surfaced that Russia is seeking to build 
a new nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, begin-
ning in 2023 for delivery in the late 2030s, but 
the procurement’s financial and technological 
feasibility remains questionable.32

In March 2017, Russia announced life-ex-
tension programs for its Akula-class and Oscar 
II–class nuclear-powered submarines, which 
operate in both the Northern and Pacific 
Fleets.33 Russia is also reportedly deploying 
Kalibr cruise missiles to submarines and sur-
face vessels operating in the Western Atlantic.34

Following years of delays, the Admiral Gor-
shkov stealth guided missile frigate was com-
missioned in July 2018. The second Admiral 
Gorshkov–class frigate, the Admiral Kasatonov, 
began sea trials in April 2019; however, accord-
ing to some analysts, tight budgets and the in-
ability to procure parts from Ukrainian indus-
try (importantly, gas turbine engines) make it 
difficult for Russia to build the two additional 
Admiral Gorshkov–class frigates as planned.35 
On April 23, 2019, keel-laying ceremonies took 
place for the fifth and sixth Admiral Gorshkov–
class frigates.36 Russia plans to procure eight 
Lider-class guided missile destroyers for its 
Northern and Pacific Fleets, but procurement 
has faced consistent delay, and construction 
will not begin until 2025 at the earliest.37

Russia recently sold three Admiral Grig-
orovich–class frigates to India. The ships had 
been intended for the Black Sea Fleet, but 
Russia found itself unable to produce a re-
placement engine following Ukraine sanctions. 

Similar problems have befallen the long-de-
layed Admiral Gorshkov–class procurements. 
Of the planned 14 frigates, Russia has engines 
for only two.38

Russia’s naval modernization continues 
to prioritize submarines. According to the 
IISS, “Submarine building will focus on com-
pleting the series of Borey-A ballistic-missile 
boats armed with Bulava missiles and Project 
08851 Yasen-M multi-role submarines, though 
from the early 2020s construction is expected 
to begin on the first Khaski-class successor.”39 
The Khaski-class submarines are planned 
fifth-generation stealth nuclear-powered sub-
marines. They are slated to begin construction 
in 2023 and to be armed with Zircon hyper-
sonic missiles, which have a reported speed of 
from Mach 5 to Mach 6.40 According to a Rus-
sian vice admiral, these submarines will be two 
times quieter than current subs.41

Russia also continues to upgrade its die-
sel electric Kilo-class subs.42 Because of con-
struction delays, the first of six planned Project 
636.3 Kilo-class diesel-electric attack subma-
rines will not be delivered until the end of 2020 
or in 2021, with all six planned for delivery by 
2025.43 According to one analyst, the subma-
rines’ improvement in noise reduction has led 
them to be nicknamed “Black Holes,” but “the 
submarine class lacks a functioning air-inde-
pendent propulsion system, which reduced the 
boats’ overall stealth capabilities.”44

Transport remains a nagging problem, and 
Russia’s Defense Minister has stressed the 
paucity of transport vessels. Russia does not 
have enough air transport, for example, to air-
drop its large paratrooper force at one time.45 
In 2017, Russia reportedly needed to purchase 
civilian cargo vessels and use icebreakers to 
transport troops and equipment to Syria at 
the beginning of major operations in support 
of the Assad regime.46

Although budget shortfalls have hampered 
modernization efforts overall, analysts believe 
that Russia will continue to focus on develop-
ing high-end systems such as the S-500 sur-
face-to-air missile system.47 In May 2018, it 
was reported that Russian testing of the S-500 
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system struck a target 299 miles away. If true, 
this is the longest surface-to-air missile test 
ever conducted, and the S-500’s range could 
have significant implications for European se-
curity when the missile becomes operational.48

Russia’s counterspace and countersatellite 
capabilities are formidable. A Defense Intelli-
gence Agency report released in February 2019 
summarized Russian capabilities:

[O]ver the last two decades, Moscow has 
been developing a suite of counterspace 
weapons capabilities, including EW [elec-
tronic warfare] to deny, degrade, and dis-
rupt communications and navigation and 
DEW [directed energy weapons] to deny 
the use of space-based imagery. Russia 
is probably also building a ground-based 
missile capable of destroying satellites in 
orbit.49

In 2018 and 2019, Russia continued tests 
on an anti-satellite weapon built to target 
imagery and communications satellites in 
low Earth orbit.50 According to the IISS, mod-
ernization priorities for Russia’s space force 
include “restor[ing] Russia’s early-warning 
satellite network, with the re-equipping of the 
ground-based warning system with Voronezh 
radars nearing completion.”51

Russian Exercises. Russian military ex-
ercises, especially snap exercises, are a source 
of serious concern because they have masked 
real military operations in the past. Their 
purpose is twofold: to project strength and to 
improve command and control. According to 
Army General Curtis M. Scaparrotti, former 
Commander, U.S. European Command, “their 
exercise program demonstrates increasingly 
sophisticated command and control and inte-
gration across multiple warfare areas.”52

Exercises in the Baltic Sea in April 2018, 
a day after the leaders of the three Baltic na-
tions met with President Donald Trump in 
Washington, were meant as a message. Russia 
stated twice in April that it planned to conduct 
three days of live-fire exercises in the Exclu-
sive Economic Zone of Latvia, which forced 

a rerouting of commercial aviation as Latvia 
closed some of its airspace.53 Sweden issued 
warnings to commercial aviation and sea traf-
fic.54 It turned out that Russia did not actually 
fire any live missiles, and the Latvian Ministry 
of Defense described the event as “a show of 
force, nothing else.”55 The exercises took place 
near the Karlskrona Naval Base, the Swedish 
navy’s largest base.56

Russia’s snap exercises are conducted with 
little or no warning and often involve thou-
sands of troops and pieces of equipment.57 In 
February 2017, for example, Russia ordered 
snap exercises involving 45,000 troops, 150 
aircraft, and 200 anti-aircraft pieces.58 The 
reintroduction of snap exercises has “signifi-
cantly improved the Russian Armed Forces’ 
warfighting and power-projection capabilities,” 
according to one account. “These, in turn, sup-
port and enable Russia’s strategic destabilisa-
tion campaign against the West, with military 
force always casting a shadow of intimidation 
over Russia’s sub-kinetic aggression.”59

Snap exercises have been used for military 
campaigns as well. According to General Sca-
parrotti, “the annexation of Crimea took place 
in connection with a snap exercise by Russia.”60

Snap exercises also provide Russian lead-
ership with a hedge against unpreparedness 
or corruption. “In addition to affording com-
bat-training benefits,” the IISS reports, “snap 
inspections appear to be of increasing impor-
tance as a measure against corruption or de-
ception. As a result of a snap inspection in the 
Baltic Fleet in June 2016, the fleet’s command-
er, chief of staff and dozens of high-ranking of-
ficers were dismissed.”61

Russia conducted its VOSTOK (“East”) stra-
tegic exercises, held primarily in the Eastern 
Military District, mainly in August and Septem-
ber of 2018 and purportedly with 300,000 troops, 
1,000 aircraft, and 900 tanks taking part.62 Rus-
sia’s Defense Minister claimed that the exercis-
es were the largest to take place in Russia since 
1981; however, some analysis suggests that the 
actual number of participating combat troops 
was in the range 75,000–100,000.63 One analyst 
described the extent of the exercise:
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[T]he breadth of the exercise was impres-
sive. It uniquely involved several major 
military districts, as troops from the 
Central Military District and the Northern 
Fleet confronted the Eastern Military Dis-
trict and the Pacific Fleet. After establish-
ing communication links and organizing 
forces, live firing between September 
13–17 [sic] included air strikes, air defence 
operations, ground manoeuvres and raids, 
sea assault and landings, coastal defence, 
and electronic warfare.64

Chinese and Mongolian forces also took 
part, with China sending 3,200 soldiers from 
the People’s Liberation Army along with 900 
tanks and 30 fixed-wing aircraft.65 Chinese 
participation was a significant change from 
past iterations of VOSTOK. However, Chinese 
forces were likely restricted largely to the Tsu-
gol training ground, and an uninvited Chinese 
intelligence ship shadowed the Russian Navy’s 
sea exercises during the exercise.66

Threats to the Homeland
Russia is the only state adversary in the re-

gion that possesses the capability to threaten the 
U.S. homeland with both conventional and non-
conventional means. Although there is no indi-
cation that Russia plans to use its capabilities 
against the United States absent a broader con-
flict involving America’s NATO allies, the plausi-
ble potential for such a scenario serves to sustain 
the strategic importance of those capabilities.

Russia’s National Security Strategy de-
scribes NATO as a threat to the national secu-
rity of the Russian Federation:

The buildup of the military potential of 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and the endowment of it with 
global functions pursued in violation of 
the norms of international law, the gal-
vanization of the bloc countries’ military 
activity, the further expansion of the 
alliance, and the location of its military 
infrastructure closer to Russian borders 
are creating a threat to national security.67

The same document also clearly states that 
Russia will use every means at its disposal to 
achieve its strategic goals: “Interrelated po-
litical, military, military-technical, diplomat-
ic, economic, informational, and other mea-
sures are being developed and implemented 
in order to ensure strategic deterrence and 
the prevention of armed conflicts.”68 A new 
version of Russia’s military doctrine signed by 
Putin in December 2014 similarly emphasizes 
the threat allegedly posed by NATO and global 
strike systems.69

Russian Strategic Nuclear Threat. Rus-
sia possesses the largest arsenal of nuclear 
weapons among the nuclear powers (when 
short-range nuclear weapons are included). 
It is one of the few nations with the capability 
to destroy many targets in the U.S. homeland 
and in U.S.-allied nations and to threaten and 
prevent free access to the commons by oth-
er nations.

Russia has both intercontinental-range and 
short-range ballistic missiles and a varied arse-
nal of nuclear weapons that can be delivered by 
sea, land, and air. It also is investing significant 
resources in modernizing its arsenal and main-
taining the skills of its workforce, and modern-
ization of the nuclear triad will remain a top 
priority under the new State Armaments Pro-
gram.70 However, an aging nuclear workforce 
could impede this modernization: “[A]lthough 
Russia’s strategic-defence enterprises appear 
to have preserved some of their expertise, 
problems remain, for example, in transferring 
the necessary skill sets and experience to the 
younger generation of engineers.”71

Russia currently relies on its nuclear ar-
senal to ensure its invincibility against any 
enemy, intimidate European powers, and de-
ter counters to its predatory behavior in its 

“near abroad,” primarily in Ukraine but also 
concerning the Baltic States.72 This arsenal 
serves as a protective umbrella under which 
Russia can modernize its conventional forc-
es at a deliberate pace. But while this nuclear 
deterrent protects it from a large-scale attack, 
Russia also needs a modern and flexible mil-
itary to fight local wars such as those against 
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Georgia in 2008 and the ongoing war against 
Ukraine that began in 2014. Under Russian 
military doctrine, the use of nuclear weapons 
in conventional local and regional wars is seen 
as de-escalatory because it would cause an en-
emy to concede defeat. In May 2017, for exam-
ple, a Russian parliamentarian threatened that 
nuclear weapons might be used if the U.S. or 
NATO were to move to retake Crimea or de-
fend eastern Ukraine.73

General Scaparrotti discussed the risks 
presented by Russia’s possible use of tactical 
nuclear weapons in his 2019 EUCOM posture 
statement: “Russia’s non-strategic nuclear 
weapons stockpile is of concern because it 
facilitates Moscow’s mistaken belief that lim-
ited nuclear first use, potentially including 
low-yield weapons, can provide Russia a coer-
cive advantage in crises and at lower levels of 
conflict.”74

Russia has two strategies for nuclear deter-
rence. The first is based on a threat of massive 
launch-on-warning and retaliatory strikes to 
deter a nuclear attack; the second is based on 
a threat of limited demonstration and “de-es-
calation” nuclear strikes to deter or terminate 
a large-scale conventional war.75 Russia’s re-
liance on nuclear weapons is based partly on 
their small cost relative to the cost of conven-
tional weapons, especially in terms of their 
effect, and on Russia’s inability to attract suf-
ficient numbers of high-quality servicemem-
bers. In other words, Russia sees its nuclear 
weapons as a way to offset the lower quantity 
and quality of its conventional forces.

Moscow has repeatedly threatened U.S. 
allies in Europe with nuclear deployments 
and even preemptive nuclear strikes.76 The 
Russians justify their aggressive behavior by 
pointing to deployments of U.S. missile de-
fense systems in Europe even though these 
systems are not scaled or postured to mitigate 
Russia’s advantage in ballistic missiles and nu-
clear weapons to any significant degree.

Russia continues to violate the Intermedi-
ate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, which 
bans the testing, production, and possession 
of intermediate-range missiles.77 Russia first 

violated the treaty in 2008 and then system-
atically escalated its violations, moving from 
testing to producing to deploying the prohib-
ited missile into the field. In early 2017, Russia 
fully deployed the SSC-X-8 cruise missile in vi-
olation of the INF Treaty. Russia has deployed 
battalions with the cruise missile at a missile 
test site, Kapustin Yar, in southern Russia; at 
Kamyshlov, near the border with Kazakhstan; 
in Shuya, east of Moscow; and in Mozdok, in 
occupied North Ossetia.78 U.S. officials consider 
the banned cruise missiles to be fully opera-
tional.79 In December 2018, in response to Rus-
sian violations, the U.S. declared Russia to be in 
material breach of the INF Treaty, a position 
with which NATO allies were in agreement.80 
On February 2, 2019, the U.S. suspended its 
obligations under the INF Treaty.81

Threat of Regional War
In the view of many U.S. allies, Russia pos-

es a genuine threat. At times, this threat is of 
a military nature. At other times, Russia uses 
less conventional tactics such as cyberattacks, 
utilization of energy resources, and propagan-
da. Today as in Imperial times, Russia’s influ-
ence is exerted by both the pen and the sword. 
Organizations like the Collective Security 
Treaty Organization (CSTO) or the Eurasian 
Economic Union (EEU) attempt to bind re-
gional capitals to Moscow through a series of 
agreements and treaties.

Espionage is another tool that Russia uses 
in ways that are damaging to U.S. interests. 
In May 2016, a Russian spy was sentenced to 
prison for gathering intelligence for Russia’s 
Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) while work-
ing as a banker in New York. The spy specif-
ically transmitted intelligence on “potential 
U.S. sanctions against Russian banks and the 
United States’ efforts to develop alternative 
energy resources.”82 The European External 
Action Service, diplomatic service of the Euro-
pean Union (EU), estimates that 200 Russian 
spies are operating in Brussels, which also is 
the headquarters of NATO.83

On March 4, 2018, Sergei Skripal, a former 
Russian GRU colonel who was convicted in 
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2006 of selling secrets to the United King-
dom and freed in a spy swap between the U.S. 
and Russia in 2010, and his daughter Yulia 
were poisoned with Novichok nerve agent by 
Russian security services in Salisbury, U.K. 
Hundreds of residents could have been con-
taminated, including a police officer who was 
exposed to the nerve agent after responding.84 
It took a year and the work of 190 U.K. Army 
and Air Force personnel plus contractors to 
complete the physical cleanup of Salisbury.85 
On March 15, France, Germany, the U.K., and 
the U.S. issued a joint statement condemning 
Russia’s use of the nerve agent: “This use of a 
military-grade nerve agent, of a type developed 
by Russia, constitutes the first offensive use 
of a nerve agent in Europe since the Second 
World War.”86 U.S. intelligence officials have 
reportedly linked Russia to the deaths of 14 
people in the U.K. alone, many of them Rus-
sians who ran afoul of the Kremlin.87

Russian intelligence operatives are report-
edly mapping U.S. telecommunications infra-
structure around the United States, focusing 
especially on fiber optic cables.88 In March 
2017, the U.S. charged four people, including 
two Russian intelligence officials, with direct-
ing hacks of user data involving Yahoo and 
Google accounts.89 In December 2016, the U.S. 
expelled 35 Russian intelligence operatives, 
closed two compounds in Maryland and New 
York that were used for espionage, and levied 
additional economic sanctions against individ-
uals who took part in interfering in the 2016 
U.S. election.90

Russia has also used its relations with 
friendly nations—especially Nicaragua—for es-
pionage purposes. In April 2017, Nicaragua be-
gan using a Russian-provided satellite station 
at Managua that, even though the Nicaraguan 
government denies it is intended for spying, 
is of concern to the U.S.91 The Russian-built 

“counter-drug ” center at Las Colinas that 
opened in November 2017 will likely be “sup-
porting Russian security engagement with the 
entire region.”92 Russia also has an agreement 
with Nicaragua, signed in 2015, that allows ac-
cess to Nicaraguan ports for its naval vessels.93

Russian Pressure on Central and East-
ern Europe. Moscow poses a security chal-
lenge to members of NATO that border Russia. 
Although a conventional Russian attack against 
a NATO member is unlikely, primarily because 
it would trigger a NATO response, it cannot be 
entirely discounted. Russia continues to use 
cyberattacks, espionage, its significant share of 
the European energy market, and propaganda 
to sow discord among NATO member states 
and undermine the alliance. The Estonian 
Foreign Intelligence Service’s International 
Security and Estonia 2019 report states clearly 
that “The only serious threat to regional secu-
rity, including the existence and sovereignty of 
Estonia and other Baltic Sea states, emanates 
from Russia. It involves not only asymmetrical, 
covert or political subversion, but also a poten-
tial military threat.”94

After decades of Russian domination, the 
countries in Central and Eastern Europe factor 
Russia into their military planning and foreign 
policy formulation in a way that is simply un-
imaginable in many Western European coun-
tries and North America. Estonia and Latvia 
have sizable ethnic Russian populations, and 
there is concern that Russia might exploit this 
as a pretext for aggression—a view that is not 
without merit in view of Moscow’s irredentist 
rhetoric and Russia’s use of this technique to 
annex Crimea.

Lithuania’s National Threat Assessment 
2019 states that “Russia exploits democrat-
ic freedoms and rights for its subversive ac-
tivity. Under the veil of care for its diaspora, 
Russia tries to fragment Lithuanian society. 
Furthermore, while pretending to develop 
cultural relations, Russia actually promotes 
its aggressive foreign policy.”95 Latvian au-
thorities similarly describe the means used by 
Russia to claim that it is defending the rights 
of citizens or Russian compatriots: TV pro-
paganda to push discrediting messages about 
Latvia and stories in which the rights of Rus-
sian citizens are allegedly violated; “spread-
ing interpretations of history favourable to 
Russia within Russia and abroad, as well as 
actively engaging in military-memorial work”; 
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and the use of “compatriot support funds and 
other compatriot policy bodies” targeted at 
Latvian youth.96

Russia has also sought to undermine the 
statehood and legitimacy of the Baltic States. 
In January 2018, for example, Putin signed 
a decree renaming an air force regiment the 

“Tallinn Regiment” to “preserve holy histori-
cal military traditions” and “raise [the] spirit 
of military obligation.”97 General Scaparrotti 
testified in March 2017 that Russian propa-
ganda and disinformation should be viewed as 
an extension of Russia’s military capabilities: 

“The Russians see this as part of that spectrum 
of warfare, it’s their asymmetric approach.”98

Russia has sought to use misinformation 
to undermine NATO’s Enhanced Forward 
Presence in the Baltics. In April 2017, Russian 
hackers planted a false story about U.S. troops 
being poisoned by mustard gas in Latvia on 
the Baltic News Service website.99 Lithuanian 
parliamentarians and media outlets began to 
receive e-mails in February 2017 containing a 
false story that German soldiers had sexually 
assaulted an underage Lithuanian girl.100 U.K. 
forces in Estonia have also been targeted with a 
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fake news story about British troops harassing 
an elderly Estonian at a hospital.101

U.S. troops stationed in Poland for NATO’s 
EFP have been the target of similar Russian 
misinformation campaigns.102 A fake story that 
a U.S. Army vehicle had hit and killed a Lith-
uanian boy during Saber Strike 2018 in June 
was meant to undermine public support for 
NATO exercises.103 One report summarized 
that “Russia’s state propaganda channels RT 
and Sputnik remain very keen to exploit to the 
maximum any incidents involving eFP person-
nel, and to repeat the Kremlin’s anti-NATO 
and anti eFP narrative.”104 In particular, recent 
Russian propaganda focuses on portraying 
EFP as an “occupying force.”105

Russia has also demonstrated a willingness 
to use military force to change the borders 
of modern Europe. When Kremlin-backed 
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych failed 
to sign an Association Agreement with the EU 
in 2013, months of street demonstrations led 
to his ouster early in 2014. Russia responded 
by sending troops, aided by pro-Russian lo-
cal militia, to occupy the Crimean Peninsula 
under the pretext of “protecting Russian peo-
ple.” This led to Russia’s eventual annexation 
of Crimea, the first such forcible annexation 
of territory in Europe since the Second World 
War.106

Russia’s annexation of Crimea has effective-
ly cut Ukraine’s coastline in half, and Russia 
has claimed rights to underwater resources off 
the Crimean Peninsula.107 In May 2018, Rus-
sia inaugurated the first portion of a $7.5 bil-
lion, 11.8-mile bridge connecting Russia with 
Kerch in occupied Crimea. The project will be 
completed in 2023.108 The effect on Ukraine’s 
regional economic interests can be seen in 
the fact that 30 percent of the cargo ships that 
served Mariupol could not clear the span.109

Russia has deployed 28,000 troops to 
Crimea and has embarked on a major program 
to build housing, restore airfields, and install 
new radars there.110 Deployment of the Mono-
lit-B radar system, for instance, which has a 
passive range of 450 km, “provides the Russian 
military with an excellent real-time picture of 

the positions of foreign surface vessels oper-
ating in the Black Sea.”111 In addition, “Russian 
equipment there includes 40 main battle tanks, 
680 armored personnel carriers and 174 artil-
lery systems of various kinds” along with 113 
combat aircraft.112 In March 2019, Russia an-
nounced the deployment of nuclear-capable 
Tupolev Tu-22M3 strategic bombers to Gvar-
deyskoye air base in occupied Crimea.113

Control of Crimea has allowed Russia to 
use the Black Sea as a platform to launch and 
support naval operations in the Eastern Med-
iterranean.114 The Black Sea fleet has received 
six Kilo diesel submarines and three Admiral 
Grigorovich–class frigates equipped with Ka-
libr-NK long-range cruise missiles.115 Kalibr 
cruise missiles have a range of at least 2,500 
km, which places cities from Rome to Vilni-
us within range of Black Sea–based cruise 
missiles.116

Russia has deployed five S-400 air defense 
systems with a potential range of around 250 
miles to Crimea.117 In addition, “local capabil-
ities have been strengthened by the Pantsir-S1 
(SA-22 Greyhound) short-to-medium-range 
surface-to-air missile (SAM) and anti-aircraft 
artillery weapons system, which particularly 
complements the S-400.”118 Russia also deploys 
the Bastion P coastal defenses armed with the 
P-800 Oniks anti-ship cruise missile, which 

“has a range of up to 300 kilometers and travels 
at nearly mach 2.5, making it extraordinarily 
difficult to defeat with kinetic means.”119

In eastern Ukraine, Russia has helped to 
foment and sustain a separatist movement. 
Backed, armed, and trained by Russia, sepa-
ratist leaders in eastern Ukraine have declared 
the so-called Lugansk People’s Republic and 
Donetsk People’s Republic. Russia has backed 
separatist factions in the Donbas region of 
eastern Ukraine with advanced weapons, tech-
nical and financial assistance, and Russian 
conventional and special operations forces. 
Around 3,000 Russian soldiers are operating 
in Ukraine.120 Russian-backed separatists daily 
violate the September 2014 and February 2015 
cease-fire agreements, known respectively as 
Minsk I and Minsk II.121 The Minsk cease-fire 

A  heritage.org

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Defense, 
Defense Manpower Data Center, March 2019, 
and Heritage Foundation research.
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agreements have led to the de facto partition 
of Ukraine and have created a frozen conflict 
that remains both deadly and advantageous 
for Russia. The war in Ukraine has cost 13,000 
lives and left 30,000 people wounded.122

On November 25, 2018, Russian forces 
blocked the passage of three Ukrainian naval 
vessels through the Kerch strait and opened 
fire on the ships before boarding and seizing 
them along with 24 Ukrainian sailors.123 Rus-
sian harassment of ships sailing through the 
Kerch strait and impeding of free movement 
had taken place consistently before the No-
vember 25 aggression and continued after-
wards.124 Russian inspections of ships, block-
ages of the strait, and delays have coalesced to 
constrict the port of Mariupol, where shipping 
volumes in 2018 were 10 percent less than in 
2017.125

In Moldova, Russia supports the breakaway 
enclave of Transnistria, where yet another fro-
zen conflict festers to Moscow’s liking. Accord-
ing to EUCOM’s 2017 posture statement:

In addition to recent conventional and nu-
clear developments, Russia has employed 
a decades-long strategy of indirect action 
to coerce, destabilize, and otherwise exer-
cise a malign influence over other nations. 
In neighboring states, Russia continues to 
fuel “protracted conflicts.” In Moldova, for 
example, Russia has yet to follow through 
on its 1999 Istanbul summit commitments 
to withdraw an estimated 1,500 troops—
whose presence has no mandate—from 
the Moldovan breakaway region of Trans-
nistria. Russia asserts that it will remove 
its force once a comprehensive settle-
ment to the Transnistrian conflict has 
been reached. However, Russia continued 
to undermine the discussion of a compre-
hensive settlement to the Transnistrian 
conflict at the 5+2 negotiations.126

Russia continues to occupy 12 percent of 
Moldova’s territory. In August 2018, Russian 
and separatist forces equipped with APCs and 
armored reconnaissance vehicles exercised 

crossing the Dniester River in the demilita-
rized security zone. Moldovan authorities 
called the exercises “provocative,” and the 
Organization for Security and Co-operation 
in Europe (OSCE) “expressed its concern.”127 
On January 22, 2019, in an effort to enhance 
its control of the breakaway region, Russia 
opened an office in Moscow for the Official 
Representation of the Pridnestrovian Molda-
vian Republic in the Russian Federation.128

Russia’s permanent stationing of Iskander 
missiles in Kaliningrad in 2018 occurred a year 
to the day after NATO’s EFP deployed to Lithu-
ania.129 Russia reportedly has deployed tactical 
nuclear weapons, the S-400 air defense system, 
and P-800 anti-ship cruise missiles to Kalinin-
grad.130 Additionally, it plans to reestablish a 
tank brigade and a “fighter aviation regiment 
and naval assault aviation (bomber) regiment” 
in Kaliningrad and to reequip the artillery bri-
gade with new systems.131

Russia also has outfitted a missile brigade 
in Luga, Russia, a mere 74 miles from the Es-
tonian city of Narva, with Iskander missiles.132 
Iskanders have been deployed to the Southern 
Military District at Mozdok near Georgia and 
Krasnodar near Ukraine as well, and Russian 
military officials have reportedly asked man-
ufacturers to increase the Iskander missiles’ 
range and improve their accuracy.133

Nor is Russia deploying missiles only in 
Europe. In November 2016, Russia announced 
that it had stationed Bal and Bastion missile 
systems on the Kurile Islands of Iturup and 
Kunashir, which are also claimed by Japan.134 
In February 2018, Russia approved the deploy-
ment of warplanes to an airport on Iturup, one 
of the largest islands.135 Russia has stationed 
3,500 troops on the Kurile Islands. In Decem-
ber 2018, Japan lodged a formal complaint over 
the building of four new barracks.136

Russia has deployed additional troops and 
capabilities near its western borders. Bruno 
Kahl, head of the German Federal Intelligence 
Service, stated in March 2017 that “Russia has 
doubled its fighting power on its Western bor-
der, which cannot be considered as defensive 
against the West.”137 In January 2017, Russia’s 
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Ministry of Defence announced that four 
S-400 air defense systems would be deployed 
to the Western Military District.138 In January 
2016, Commander in Chief of Russian Ground 
Forces General Oleg Salyukov announced the 
formation of four new ground divisions, three 
of them based in the Western Military District, 
allegedly in response to “intensified exercises 
of NATO countries.”139 According to an assess-
ment published by the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, “[t]he overall effect is 
to produce a line of substantial Russian com-
bat forces along the western border, including 
opposite Belarus. By contrast with the ad hoc 
arrangements of the early stages of the conflict 
with Ukraine, these new forces are permanent-
ly established.”140

Militarization of the High North. Russia 
has taken steps to militarize its presence in the 
Arctic region. In March 2017, a decree signed 
by Putin gave the Federal Security Service 

(FSB), which controls law enforcement along 
the Northern Sea Route (NSR), an Arctic ship-
ping route linking Asia and Europe, additional 
powers to confiscate land “in areas with special 
objects for land use, and in the border areas.”141 
Russia’s Arctic territory is included within this 
FSB-controlled border zone. The FSB and its 
subordinate coast guard have added patrol 
vessels and built up Arctic bases, including a 
new coast guard base in Murmansk opened in 
December 2018.142

The Russian National Guard, which reports 
to President Putin,143 is also taking on an in-
creased role in the Arctic and is now charged 
with protecting infrastructure sites that are 
deemed to be of strategic importance, includ-
ing a new liquefied natural gas (LNG) export 
terminal at Sabetta that opened in December 
2017.144 The first shipment of LNG from the Sa-
betta terminal to China via the NSR took place 
in July 2018.145 The National Guard is also 
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reportedly tasked with security at a planned 
floating nuclear power plant, currently in Mur-
mansk, that is slated to be towed to the town of 
Pevek this summer.146

In May 2018, a presidential degree from Pu-
tin set a target of 80 million tons shipped across 
the NSR by 2024.147 In 2018, only 18 million 
tons were shipped across the route.148 To facil-
itate attainment of this goal, Russia’s state-run 
Rosatom energy corporation was given near-
ly sole control of shipping across the NSR in 
2018, with the Ministry of Transport retaining 
only some administrative responsibilities.149 In 
March 2019, Russian media reported that the 
government was drafting stringent navigation 
rules for the entire length of the NSR outside 
Russian territorial waters. Under these rules, 
for example, foreign navies would be required 
to “post a request with Russian authorities to 
pass through the Sevmorput [NSR] 45 days in 
advance, providing detailed technical informa-
tion about the ship, its crew and destination.”150

The Arctic factors into Russia’s basing, 
procurement, and military structuring. The 
Arctic-based Northern Fleet accounts for two-
thirds of the Russian Navy. A new Arctic com-
mand was established in 2015 to coordinate 
all Russian military activities in the Arctic re-
gion.151 Two Arctic brigades have been formed, 
and Arctic Coastal Defense divisions, which 
will be under the command of the Northern 
Fleet and stationed in the Kola Peninsula and 
in Russia’s eastern Arctic, are planned.152 A na-
val deep-water division, based in Gadzhiyevo 
in the Murmansk region and directly subor-
dinate to the Minister of Defense, was estab-
lished in January 2018.153

Russia is also investing in military bases in 
the Arctic. Its base on Alexandra Land, com-
missioned in 2017, can house 150 soldiers au-
tonomously for up to 18 months.154 In addition, 
old Soviet-era facilities have been reopened. 
The airfield on Kotelny Island, for example, 
was reactivated in 2013 for the first time in 20 
years and “will be manned by 250 personnel 
and equipped with air defense missiles.”155

In September 2018, the northern fleet an-
nounced construction plans for a new military 

complex to house a 100-soldier garrison and 
anti-aircraft units at Tiksi; in January 2019, 
Russian authorities claimed that the base was 
95 percent completed.156 Also in 2018, Russia 
opened an Arctic airfield at Nagurskoye that is 
equipped with a 2,500-meter landing strip and 
a fleet of MiG-31 or Su-34 Russian fighters.157

In fact, air power in the Arctic is increasing-
ly important to Russia, which has 14 operation-
al airfields in the region along with 16 deep-wa-
ter ports.158 In March 2019, Mayor General Igor 
Kozhin, head of the Russian Naval Air Force, 
claimed that Russia had successfully tested a 
new airstrip cover that is effective in “tempera-
tures down to minus 30 centigrades.”159 In 2018, 
according to the Russian Ministry of Defense, 

“Russian Tu-142 Bear and Il-38 May maritime 
patrol and anti-submarine warfare aircraft, as 
well as Su-24MR Fencer tactical reconnais-
sance jets, flew more than 100 sorties in total 
above the Arctic circle.”160

Russia also intends to undertake regu-
lar fighter jet combat patrols in the Arctic in 
2019.161 As an example, the Russian Ministry 
of Defense announced that in January 2019, 
two Tu-160 bombers flew for 15 hours in in-
ternational airspace over the Arctic.162 Over 
the course of one week in April 2019, Russian 
fighter and bomber jets flew near the coast of 
Norway twice. In one instance, two TU-60 
bombers and a MiG-31 flew 13 hours over the 
Barents, Norwegian, and North Seas. British 
and Danish jets scrambled to meet the Russian 
aircraft.163

Russian Arctic flights are often aggressive. 
In March 2017, nine Russian bombers simu-
lated an attack on the U.S.-funded, Norwe-
gian-run radar installation at Vardø, Norway, 
above the Arctic Circle.164 In May 2017, 12 Rus-
sian aircraft simulated an attack against NATO 
naval forces taking part in the EASTLANT17 
exercise near Tromsø, Norway, and later that 
month, Russian aircraft targeted aircraft from 
12 nations, including the U.S., that took part in 
the Arctic Challenge 2017 exercise near Bodø.165 
In April 2018, Maritime Patrol Aircraft from 
Russia’s Pacific Fleet for the first time exer-
cised locating and bombing enemy submarines 
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in the Arctic, while fighter jets exercised repel-
ling an air invasion in the Arctic region.166

The 45th Air Force and Air Defense Army 
of the Northern Fleet was formed in Decem-
ber 2015, and Russia reportedly has placed 
radar and S-300 missiles on the Arctic bases 
at Franz Joseph Land, New Siberian Islands, 
Novaya Zemlya, and Severnaya Zemlya.167 In 
2017, Russia activated a new radar complex on 
Wrangel Island.168 This year, Russia plans to lay 
a nearly 8,000-mile fiber optic cable across 
its Arctic coast, linking military installations 
along the way from the Kola Peninsula through 
Vladivostok.169 In November 2019, Russia an-
nounced rocket firings in the Norwegian Sea 20 
to 40 nautical miles from the Norwegian coast. 
The test firings, with little advance notice, were 
designed to send a message as they took place 
in an area through which NATO ships were 
sailing during the Trident Juncture exercise.170

Russia’s ultimate goal is to have a combined 
Russian armed force deployed in the Arctic by 
2020,171 and it appears that Moscow is on track 
to accomplish this. Russia is developing equip-
ment optimized for Arctic conditions like the 
Mi-38 helicopter and three new nuclear ice-
breakers to add to the 40 icebreakers already 
in service, six of which are nuclear.172 Former 
U.S. Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Paul 
F. Zukunft has expressed concern that “Rus-
sia is probably going to launch two icebreaking 
corvettes with cruise missiles on them over the 
course of the next several years.”173

In July 2017, Russia released a new na-
val doctrine citing the alleged “ambition of a 
range of states, and foremost the United States 
of America and its allies, to dominate the high 
seas, including in the Arctic, and to press for 
overwhelming superiority of their naval forc-
es.”174 In May 2017, Russia announced that its 
buildup of the Northern Fleet’s nuclear capac-
ity is intended “to phase ‘NATO out of [the] 
Arctic.’”175

Russia’s Northern Fleet is also building 
newly refitted submarines, including a newly 
converted Belgorod nuclear-powered subma-
rine that is expected to be launched in the sum-
mer of 2019 and to enter active duty in 2020.176 

The Belgorod is expected to carry six Poseidon 
drones, also known as nuclear torpedoes, and 
will carry out “covert missions.”177 The subma-
rine will have a smaller mini-sub potentially 
capable of tampering with or destroying un-
dersea telecommunications cables.178 Accord-
ing to Russian media reports, the Belgorod 

“will be engaged in studying the bottom of the 
Russian Arctic shelf, searching for minerals 
at great depths, and also laying underwater 
communications.”179 A similar submarine, the 
Khabarovsk, is under construction and could 
enter active duty as early as 2022.180

Russian Destabilization in the South 
Caucasus. The South Caucasus sits at a cru-
cial geographical and cultural crossroads and 
has proven to be strategically important, both 
militarily and economically, for centuries. Al-
though the countries in the region (Armenia, 
Georgia, and Azerbaijan) are not part of NATO 
and therefore do not receive a security guaran-
tee from the United States, they have partici-
pated to varying degrees in NATO and U.S.-led 
operations. This is especially true of Georgia, 
which aspires to join NATO.

Russia views the South Caucasus as part of 
its natural sphere of influence and stands ready 
to exert its influence in the region by force if 
necessary. In August 2008, Russia invaded 
Georgia, coming as close as 15 miles to the cap-
ital city of Tbilisi. A decade later, several thou-
sand Russian troops occupied the two Geor-
gian regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia.

Russia has sought to deepen its relation-
ship with the two occupied regions. In 2015, 
it signed so-called integration treaties with 
South Ossetia and Abkhazia that, among oth-
er things, call for a coordinated foreign policy, 
creation of a common security and defense 
space, and implementation of a streamlined 
process for Abkhazians and South Ossetians 
to receive Russian citizenship.181 The Georgian 
Foreign Ministry criticized the treaties as a 
step toward “annexation of Georgia’s occupied 
territories,”182 both of which are still interna-
tionally recognized as part of Georgia. In Jan-
uary 2018, Russia ratified an agreement with 
the de facto leaders of South Ossetia to create 
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a joint military force—an agreement that the 
U.S. condemned.183 In November 2017, the U.S. 
State Department approved an estimated $75 
million sale of Javelin missiles to Georgia.184

Russia’s “creeping annexation” of Georgia 
has left towns split in two and families separat-
ed by military occupation and the imposition 
of an internal border (known as “borderiza-
tion”).185 As summarized in a previous Heritage 
Foundation study:

The most egregious example of “border-
ization” since the 2008 war took place 
in July and August 2015, when Russia 
annexed an additional 300 acres of Geor-
gian territory. During this time Russia built 
a fence within 550 yards of Georgia’s E60 
highway, which is the main road in the 
South Caucasus linking the Black Sea to 
Azerbaijan. A “State Border” sign installed 
by Russian authorities is also visible from 
the highway. This annexation placed a 
one-mile segment of the BP-operated 
Baku-Supsa pipeline inside Russian-occu-
pied territory.186

Today, Moscow continues to exploit ethnic 
divisions and tensions in the South Caucasus 
to advance pro-Russian policies that are often 
at odds with America’s or NATO’s goals in the 
region, but Russia’s influence is not restrict-
ed to soft power. In the South Caucasus, the 
coin of the realm is military might. It is a rough 
neighborhood surrounded by instability and 
insecurity reflected in terrorism, religious fa-
naticism, centuries-old sectarian divides, and 
competition for natural resources.

Russia maintains a sizable military pres-
ence in Armenia based on an agreement that 
gives Moscow access to bases in that coun-
try until at least 2044.187 The bulk of Russia’s 
forces, consisting of 3,300 soldiers, dozens of 
fighter planes and attack helicopters, 74 T-72 
tanks, almost 200 armored personnel carriers, 
and an S-300 air defense system, are based 
around the 102nd Military Base.188 Russia and 
Armenia have also signed a Combined Region-
al Air Defense System agreement. Even after 

the election of Prime Minister Nikol Pashin-
yan following the so-called Velvet Revolution, 
Armenia’s cozy relationship with Moscow re-
mains unchanged.189 Armenian troops have 
even deployed alongside Russian troops in 
Syria to the dismay of U.S. policymakers.190

Another source of regional instability is 
the Nagorno–Karabakh conflict, which be-
gan in 1988 when Armenia made territorial 
claims to Azerbaijan’s Nagorno–Karabakh 
Autonomous Oblast.191 By 1992, Armenian 
forces and Armenian-backed militias had 
occupied 20 percent of Azerbaijan, includ-
ing the Nagorno–Karabakh region and seven 
surrounding districts. A cease-fire agreement 
was signed in 1994, and the conflict has been 
described as frozen since then. Since August 
2014, violence has increased noticeably along 
the Line of Contact between Armenian and 
Azerbaijani forces. Intense fighting in April 
2016 left 200 dead.192 In early summer 2018, 
Azerbaijani forces successfully launched an 
operation to retake territory around Gün-
nüt, a small village strategically located in 
the mountainous region of Azerbaijan’s Na-
khchivan Autonomous Republic.193 The 2016 
and 2018 incidents marked the only changes 
in territory since 1994.194

This conflict offers another opportunity for 
Russia to exert malign influence and consoli-
date power in the region. While its sympathies 
lie with Armenia, Russia is the largest supplier 
of weapons to both Armenia and Azerbaijan.195 
As noted by the late Dr. Alexandros Petersen, 
a highly respected expert on Eurasian securi-
ty, it is no secret “that the Nagorno–Karabakh 
dispute is a Russian proxy conflict, maintained 
in simmering stasis by Russian arms sales to 
both sides so that Moscow can sustain leverage 
over Armenia, Azerbaijan and by its geograph-
ic proximity Georgia.”196

The South Caucasus might seem distant to 
many American policymakers, but the spill-
over effect of ongoing conflict in the region can 
have a direct impact both on U.S. interests and 
on the security of America’s partners, as well 
as on Turkey and other countries that depend 
on oil and gas transiting the region.
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Increased Russian Activity in the Medi-

terranean. Although Russia has had a military 
presence in Syria for decades, in September 
2015, it became the decisive actor in Syria’s 
ongoing civil war, having saved Bashar al-As-
sad from being overthrown and strengthened 
his hand militarily, thus enabling government 
forces to retake territory lost during the war. 
Russia’s activities in Syria, by allowing Assad 
to stay in power, have made achievement of a 
peaceful political settlement with rebel groups 
nearly impossible as a practical matter.

In January 2017, Russia signed an agree-
ment with the Assad regime to expand the na-
val facility at Tartus (Russia’s only naval base 
on the Mediterranean) “under a 49-year lease 
that could automatically renew for a further 
25 years.” The planned expansion reportedly 
would “provide simultaneous berthing for up 
to 11 warships, including nuclear-powered ves-
sels, more than doubling [the facility’s] present 
known capacity.”197 It was subsequently report-
ed that Russia was expanding the Tartus base 
to include a submarine maintenance facility.198

The agreement with Syria also includes 
upgrades to the Hmeymim air base at Latakia, 
including repairs to a second runway.199 Russia 
deployed the S-400 anti-aircraft missile sys-
tem to Hmeymim in late 2015.200 It also has de-
ployed the Pantsir S1 system. “The two systems 
working in tandem provide a ‘layered defense,’” 
according to one account, “with the S-400 pro-
viding long-ranged protection against bomb-
ers, fighter jets, and ballistic missiles, and the 
Pantsir providing medium-ranged protection 
against cruise missiles, low-flying strike air-
craft, and drones.”201 Russia currently operates 
out of Hmeymim air base on a 40-year agree-
ment and continues to entrench its position 
there, as demonstrated by its recent building 
of reinforced concrete aircraft shelters.202

Russia is using Syria as a testing ground for 
new weapons systems while obtaining valuable 
combat experience for its troops. According to 
Lieutenant General Ben Hodges, former Com-
mander, U.S. Army Europe, Russia has used its 
intervention in Syria as a “live-fire training op-
portunity.”203 According to the IISS, Russia has 

used Syria as “a test bed for the development 
of joint operations and new weapons and tac-
tics.”204 Russia has tested hundreds of pieces 
of new equipment in Syria. In December 2018:

Russian Deputy Prime Minister Yury Bor-
isov detailed to local media…the various 
new weapons systems [that] have been 
introduced to the conflict. These included 
the Pantsir S1 anti-aircraft and Iskander-M 
ballistic missile systems on the ground, 
Tupolev Tu-160 supersonic strategic 
bombers, Tu-22M3 supersonic bombers 
and Tu-95 propeller-driven bombers, as 
well as Mikoyan MiG-29K fighters and Ka-
52K Katran helicopters in the air.205

Despite this display of Russian arms in Syr-
ia, however, Russian weapons exports have 
declined, in part because India and China are 
developing more weapons systems domestical-
ly, thereby reducing their desire to purchase 
items from Russia.206 According to the Stock-
holm International Peace Research Institute, 

“[a]rms exports by Russia decreased by 17 per-
cent between 2009–13 and 2014–18.”207

Russian pilots have occasionally acted dan-
gerously in the skies over Syria. In May 2017, 
for example, a Russian fighter jet intercepted 
a U.S. KC-10 tanker, performing a barrel roll 
over the top of the KC-10.208 That same month, 
Russia stated that U.S. and allied aircraft would 
be banned from flying over large areas of Syria 
because of a deal agreed to by Russia, Iran, and 
Turkey. The U.S. responded that the deal does 
not “preclude anyone from going after ter-
rorists wherever they may be in Syria.”209 The 
U.S. and Russia have a deconfliction hotline to 
avoid midair collisions and incidents, but inci-
dents have occurred on the ground as well as in 
the air. In November 2018, Ambassador James 
Jeffrey, U.S. Special Representative for Syria 
Engagement, told news media that “American 
and Russian forces have clashed a dozen times 
in Syria—sometimes with exchanges of fire.”210

In October 2018, Egyptian President Ab-
del Fattah al-Sisi signed a strategic coopera-
tion treaty with Russia.211 In November 2018, 
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Russia sought to solidify its relations with 
Egypt, approving a five-year agreement for the 
two countries to use each other’s air bases.212 
Russia is a major exporter of arms to Egypt, 
which agreed to purchase 20 Su-35 fighter jets 
in 2018 for $2 billion.213 In Libya, Russia con-
tinues to support Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar 
with weapons and military advisers. Russian 
Special Forces reportedly have been deployed 
to assist Haftar, and 300 mercenaries from 
Russia’s Wagner Group are believed to be in 
Libya.214 Despite its ties to Haftar, Russia has 
also focused on growing business ties with the 
Libyan government in Tripoli.215

Russia has stepped up its military opera-
tions in the Mediterranean significantly, of-
ten harassing U.S. and allied vessels taking 
part in counter-IS operations. In April 2018, 
for example, a fully armed Russian Su-24M 
Fencer and Su-30SM Flanker fighter aircraft 
flew aggressively low over the Aquitaine, a 
French frigate operating in the eastern Med-
iterranean.216 That same month, one or two 
improved Kilo-class submarines, two Russian 
frigates, and Russian anti-submarine aircraft 
pursued a British Astute-class attack subma-
rine operating in the Mediterranean near Syria. 
The British sub received assistance from U.S. 
P-8As operating in the region.217

In addition, the U.S., along with British, 
Dutch, and Spanish allies, tracked the Krasno-
dar, a Kilo-class submarine, as it sailed from 
the Baltic Sea to a Russian base in occupied 
Crimea from April–August 2017. The subma-
rine stopped twice in the eastern Mediterra-
nean to launch cruise missiles into Syria and 
conducted drills in the Baltic Sea and off the 
coast of Libya. This was one of the first times 
since the Cold War that the U.S. and NATO al-
lies had tracked a Russian submarine during 
combat operations.218 In March 2019, General 
Scaparrotti testified that:

The Kremlin has also demonstrated the 
ability and political will to deploy its 
modernized military and expand its oper-
ational footprint. Last year we observed 
a historically high combat maritime 

presence in the East Mediterranean along 
with military deployments and demon-
strations in Syria. Their most advanced 
and quietest guided missile submarine, 
the Severodvinsk, conducted extended 
deployments in the northern Atlantic.219

The Balkans. Security has improved 
dramatically in the Balkans since the 1990s, 
but violence based on religious and ethnic 
differences remains an ongoing possibility. 
These tensions are exacerbated by sluggish 
economies, high unemployment, and politi-
cal corruption.

Russia’s interests in the Western Balkans 
are at odds with the ongoing desire of the U.S. 
and its European allies to encourage closer 
ties between the region and the transatlan-
tic community:

Russia seeks to sever the transatlantic 
bond forged with the Western Balkans…
by sowing instability. Chiefly Russia has 
sought to inflame preexisting ethnic, 
historic, and religious tensions. Russian 
propaganda magnifies this toxic ethnic 
and religious messaging, fans public 
disillusionment with the West, as well 
as institutions inside the Balkan nations, 
and misinforms the public about Russia’s 
intentions and interests in the region.220

Senior members of the Russian govern-
ment have alleged that NATO enlargement 
in the Balkans is one of the biggest threats to 
Russia.221 In June 2017, Montenegro became 
NATO’s 29th member state, joining Albania 
and Croatia (and soon probably North Mace-
donia) as NATO members in the Balkans. 
Russia stands accused of being behind a failed 
plot to break into Montenegro’s parliament 
on election day in 2016, assassinate its former 
prime minister, and install a pro-Russian gov-
ernment. Two Russian nationals believed to 
be the masterminds behind the plot were con-
victed in absentia in May 2019 along with 12 
other individuals for organizing and carrying 
out the failed coup. The trial judge stated that 
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the convicted Russians who organized the plot 

“knowingly tried to terrorize Montenegrins, at-
tack others, threaten and hurt basic constitu-
tional and social structures.”222

After Russia annexed Crimea, the Montene-
grin government backed European sanctions 
against Moscow and even implemented its own 
sanctions. Nevertheless, Russia has significant 
economic influence in Montenegro and in 2015 
sought unsuccessfully to gain access to Mon-
tenegrin ports for the Russian navy to refuel 
and perform maintenance. In 2018, “Russia 
account[ed] for one-third of [foreign direct in-
vestment] to Montenegro, and Russian nation-
als or companies own 40 percent of real estate 
in the nation—as well as almost one-third of all 
Montenegrin companies.”223

Similarly, North Macedonia’s accession 
to NATO has been heavily targeted by Russia, 
which had warned the nation against joining 
the alliance224 and sought to derail the Prespa 
agreement that paved the way for membership 
by settling long-standing Greek objections to 
Macedonia’s name. In 2018, after North Mace-
donia was invited to join NATO, Russia’s ambas-
sador to the EU stated that “there are errors that 
have consequences.”225 In July 2018, Greece ex-
pelled two Russian diplomats and banned entry 
by two Russian nationals because of their efforts 
to undermine the name agreement; Russian 
actions in Macedonia included disinformation 
surrounding the vote, websites and social me-
dia posts opposing the Prespa agreement, and 
payments to protesters as well as politicians and 
organizations opposing the agreement.226

Serbia in particular has long served as Rus-
sia’s foothold in the Balkans:

Russia’s influence in the Balkans centers 
on Serbia, a fellow religiously orthodox 
nation with whom it enjoys a close eco-
nomic, political, and military relationship. 
Serbia and Russia have an agreement 
in place allowing Russian soldiers to be 
based at Niš airport in Serbia. The two 
countries signed a 15-year military coop-
eration agreement in 2013 that includes 
sharing of intelligence, officer exchanges, 

and joint military exercises. In October, 
Russia gave Serbia six MiG-29 fighters 
(which while free, will require Serbia to 
spend $235 million to have them over-
hauled). Additionally, Russia plans to 
supply Serbia with helicopters, T-72 tanks, 
armored vehicles, and potentially even 
surface-to-air missile systems.227

The so-called Russian–Serbian Humani-
tarian Center at Niš is “widely believed to be a 
Russian spy base” and is located “only 58 miles 
from NATO’s Kosovo Force mission based in 
Pristina.”228 Russia has used its cultural ties to 
Serbia to increase its role in the nation, posi-
tioning itself as the defender of orthodoxy and 
investing funds in the refurbishing of orthodox 
churches. Additionally, Russia has helped to 
establish more than 100 pro-Russian NGOs 
and media outlets in Macedonia.229

Serbia and Russia have signed a strategic 
partnership agreement focused on economic 
issues. Russia’s inward investment is focused 
on the transport and energy sectors. Except for 
those in the Commonwealth of Independent 
States, Serbia is the only country in Europe 
that has a free trade deal with Russia. In Jan-
uary 2019, Serbia and Russia signed 26 agree-
ments relating to energy, railway construction, 
and strategic education cooperation.230

In a January 2019 state visit to Serbia, 
Vladimir Putin stated a desire for a free trade 
agreement between Serbia and the Russian-led 
Eurasian Economic Union, to be signed by the 
end of the year. Additionally, Russia has held 
out the possibility of $1.4 billion in infrastruc-
ture aid to Serbia aimed at building the Turk 
Stream pipeline and increasing Russia’s ener-
gy leverage in the region. Russia also has con-
tinued to oppose Kosovo’s recognition as an 
independent sovereign country and has con-
demned Kosovo’s creation of its own army.231

However, Serbia still participates in mil-
itary exercises far more without Russia than 
with Russia. “In 2017,” for example, “Serbian 
forces participated in 2 joint exercises with 
Russia and Belarus but held 13 exercises with 
NATO members and 7 with U.S. units.”232 Like 
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Russia, Serbia is a member of NATO’s Part-
nership for Peace program. Additionally, Ser-
bia has been part of the U.S. National Guard’s 
State Partnership Program, partnering with 
the State of Ohio since 2006.

Russia is also active in Bosnia and Herze-
govina—specifically, the ethnically Serb Re-
publika Srpska, one of two substate entities 
inside Bosnia and Herzegovina that emerged 
from that country’s civil war in the 1990s. Mos-
cow knows that exploiting internal ethnic and 
religious divisions among the country’s Bos-
niak, Croat, and Serb populations is the easiest 
way to prevent Bosnia and Herzegovina from 
entering the transatlantic community.

Republika Srpska’s leader, Milorad Dodik, 
has long advocated independence for the re-
gion and has enjoyed a very close relationship 
with the Kremlin. Recent events in Ukraine, 
especially the annexation of Crimea, have in-
spired more separatist rhetoric in Republika 
Srpska. In September 2018, two weeks before 
elections in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Russian For-
eign Minister Lavrov visited Sarajevo, but he 
also visited Banja Luka in Republika Srpska, 
where he visited the site of “a future Serbi-
an-Russian Orthodox cultural center.”233

In many ways, Russia’s relationship with 
Republika Srpska is akin to its relationship 
with Georgia’s South Ossetia and Abkhazia 
autonomous regions: more like a relationship 
with another sovereign state than a relation-
ship with a semiautonomous region inside 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. When Putin visited 
Serbia in October 2014, Dodik was treated like 
a head of state and invited to Belgrade to meet 
with him. More recently, in September 2016, 
Dodik was treated like a head of state on a vis-
it to Moscow just days before a referendum 
that chose January 9 as Republika Srpska’s 

“statehood day,” a date filled with religious and 
ethnic symbolism for the Serbs.234 In October 
2018, just days before elections, Dodik again 
visited Russia where he watched the Russian 
Grand Prix in a VIP box with Putin.235 Repub-
lika Srpska continues to host its “statehood 
day” in defiance of a ruling by Bosnia’s federal 
constitutional court that both the celebration 

and the referendum establishing it were ille-
gal.236 The U.S. sanctioned Dodik in January 
2017, saying that “by obstructing the Dayton 
accords, Milorad Dodik poses a significant 
threat to the sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity of Bosnia–Herzegovina.”237

On January 9, 2019, Bosnian Serbs again 
held “statehood day.”238 At the 2018 “statehood 
day,” Dodik and the self-proclaimed leaders of 
South Ossetia “signed a memorandum on co-
operation between the ‘states.’”239 Russia has 
reportedly trained a Republika Srpska para-
military force in Russia at the nearby Niš air-
base to defend the Serbian entity. It has been 
reported that “[s]ome of its members fought 
as mercenaries alongside the Kremlin’s proxy 
separatists in Ukraine.”240 Veterans organi-
zations in Russia and Republika Srpska have 
developed close ties.241

Russia has cultivated strong ties with the 
security forces of Republika Srpska. Russian 
police take part in exchanges with the securi-
ty forces, and Russian intelligence officers re-
portedly teach at the police academy and local 
university. In addition:

The Republika Srpska authorities are also 
opening a new $4 million dollar train-
ing center at the site of a former army 
barracks in Zaluzani, outside Banja Luka. 
Russia has already committed to provide 
Serb forces with anti-terrorism training 
at the center, which will serve as the 
headquarters for new anti-terrorist units, 
logistics units, and a department to com-
bat organized crime. These additions will 
put the Serbian police closer on par with 
Bosnia’s national security forces.

There is also ongoing discussion in 
Republika Srpska of creating of a Rus-
sian “humanitarian” center similar to one 
already established in the Serbian city of 
Nis. Officially, its purpose is to help the lo-
cal government with natural disasters such 
as floods and fires. But the center in Nis 
has been suspected of serving as a Rus-
sian intelligence center and an unofficial 
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military base—not least because Russia 
has requested diplomatic immunity for its 
personnel stationed there.242

Russia does not want Kosovo to be seen as 
a successful nation pointed toward the West. 
Rather, it seeks to derail Kosovo’s efforts to in-
tegrate into the West, often by exploiting the 
Serbian minority’s grievances. In the most jar-
ring example, in January 2017, a train travel-
ing from Belgrade to Mitrovica, a heavily Serb 
town in Kosovo, was stopped at the Kosovar 
border. The Russian-made train was “painted 
in the colors of the Serbian flag and featured 
pictures of churches, monasteries, and me-
dieval towns, as well as the words ‘Kosovo is 
Serbian’ in 21 languages.”243

The U.S. has invested heavily in the Balkans 
since the end of the Cold War. Tens of thou-
sands of U.S. servicemembers have served in 
the Balkans, and the U.S. has spent billions of 
dollars in aid there, all in the hope of creating 
a secure and prosperous region that will some-
day be part of the transatlantic community.

Threats to the Commons
Other than cyberspace and (to some extent) 

airspace, the commons are relatively secure in 
the European region. Despite Russia’s periodic 
aggressive maneuvers near U.S. and NATO ves-
sels, this remains largely true with respect to 
the security of and free passage through ship-
ping lanes (with the significant exception of the 
Kerch strait). The maritime domain is heavily 
patrolled by the navies and coast guards of 
NATO and NATO partner countries; except 
in remote areas in the Arctic Sea, search and 
rescue capabilities are readily available; mar-
itime-launched terrorism is not a significant 
problem; and piracy is virtually nonexistent.

Sea. In May 2018, 17 Russian fighter jets 
buzzed the HMS Duncan, which was serving 
as the flagship of Standing NATO Maritime 
Group Two (SNMG2), operating in the Black 
Sea. Commodore Mike Utley, who was leading 
SNMG2, stated that the ship was “probably 
the only maritime asset that has seen a raid 
of that magnitude in the last 25 years,” and 

then-British Defense Minister Gavin William-
son described the behavior as “brazen Russian 
hostility.”244 In April 2018, a fully armed Rus-
sian jet buzzed a French frigate operating in 
the eastern Mediterranean.245

Russian threats to the maritime theater also 
include activity near undersea fiber optic ca-
bles. In December 2017, Rear Admiral Andrew 
Lennon, Commander, Submarines NATO, stat-
ed that “[w]e are now seeing Russian underwa-
ter activity in the vicinity of undersea cables 
that I don’t believe we have ever seen.”246 On 
any given day, undersea cables “carry some $10 
trillion of financial transfers and process some 
15 million financial transactions,” to say noth-
ing of the breadth of nonfinancial information 
and communications that they carry.247

The Yantar, a mother ship to two Russian 
mini submersibles, is often seen near undersea 
cables, which it is capable of tapping or cutting, 
and has been observed collecting intelligence 
near U.S. naval facilities, including the subma-
rine base at Kings Bay, Georgia.248 The Russian 
spy ship Viktor Leonov was spotted collecting 
intelligence within 20 miles of Kings Bay in 
March 2017 and within 30 miles of Groton, 
Connecticut, in February 2018.249

Airspace. Russia has continued its provoc-
ative military flights near U.S. and European 
airspace over the past year. In January 2018, a 
Russian Su-27 fighter intercepted a U.S. sur-
veillance aircraft operating over the Black Sea, 
forcing it to return to base. “This interaction 
was determined to be unsafe,” according to a 
statement from the U.S. 6th Fleet, “due to the 
SU-27 closing to within five feet and crossing 
directly through the EP-3’s flight path, causing 
the EP-3 to fly through the SU-27’s jet wash.”250

In November 2017, a Russian Su-30 fighter 
flew within 50 feet of a U.S. P-8A flying over the 
Black Sea in a 24-minute intercept that the U.S. 
also called “unsafe.” Specifically, “the aircraft 
crossed in front of the US plane from right to 
left while engaging its afterburners, forcing the 
P-8 to enter its jet wash, an action that caused 
the US plane to experience ‘a 15-degree roll 
and violent turbulence,’” according to a Pen-
tagon spokeswoman.251
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In March and April 2019, the Royal Air 
Force scrambled fighters twice in five days to 
intercept Russian bombers flying near U.K. air-
space off Scotland while the U.S., Australia, and 
11 NATO allies were taking part in the Joint 
Warrior exercise in Scotland.252 Also in March 
2019, Italian jets operating from Keflavík in-
tercepted two Russian Tu-142 Bear bombers 
flying in Iceland’s air surveillance area.253 In 
January 2019, a day after a new government 
was formed in Stockholm, a Russian IL-20 re-
connaissance plane escorted by two Russian 
Su-27 fighter jets violated Swedish airspace, 
flying with transponders turned off.254

Aggressive Russian flying has occurred near 
North American airspace as well. In January 
2019, two U.S. F-22s and two Canadian CF-18 
fighters scrambled when two Russian Tu-160 
Blackjack bombers flew into Arctic airspace 
patrolled by the Royal Canadian Air Force.255

Russian flights have also targeted U.S. ally 
Japan. In incidents in January, March, and 
May 2019, Japan scrambled fighter jets to in-
tercept a Russian Il-38N maritime patrol air-
craft (MPA) flying over the Sea of Japan.256 Nor 
is it only MPA that fly near Japan; for instance, 
Russian Su-24 attack aircraft were intercepted 

in December 2018 and January 2019 inci-
dents.257 Between April 1, 2018, and March 31, 
2019, Japan had to scramble jets 343 times to 
intercept Russian aircraft, although that was 
47 times less than the year prior.258

The main threat from Russian airspace in-
cursions, however, remains near NATO territo-
ry in Eastern Europe, specifically in the Black 
Sea and Baltic regions. In the Baltics, through 
mid-November, NATO aircraft had conducted 
85 Alpha scrambles in 2018, compared with 130 
Alpha scrambles of Russian military aircraft in 
2017.259 The situation remains the same in 2019. 
In one week in March, NATO jets scrambled six 
times to escort Russian aircraft flying over the 
Baltic Sea. The Lithuanian Defense Ministry 
reported that “several of them had not kept in 
radio contact with regional air traffic control, 
nor filed a pre-flight plan, nor had onboard 
transponders functioning.”260

In July 2018, Vladimir Putin’s plane brief-
ly flew over Estonian airspace without either 
filing a flight plan or contacting Estonian air 
traffic control on the way to Helsinki for a 
meeting with President Trump.261 Similar 
provocative flights took place in the Black Sea 
region in 2018, including one in August when 
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to safeguard the integrity of Baltic member 
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two British Typhoons that were taking part in 
NATO’s enhanced air policing mission scram-
bled to intercept and escort two Russian planes 
that were flying in Romanian airspace.262

In addition, there have been several inci-
dents involving Russian military aircraft flying 
in Europe without using their transponders. In 
February 2015, for example, civilian aircraft in 
Ireland had to be diverted or were prevented 
from taking off when Russian bombers flying 
with their transponders turned off flew across 
civilian air lanes.263 Similarly, in March 2014, 
a Scandinavian Airlines plane almost collided 
with a Russian signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
plane when the two came within 90 meters of 
each other.264 In a December 2014 incident, a 
Cimber Airlines flight from Copenhagen to 
Poznan nearly collided with a Russian intelli-
gence plane that was flying with its transpon-
der turned off.265

Cyber. Russian cyber capabilities are so-
phisticated and active, regularly threatening 
economic, social, and political targets around 
the world. Even more, Moscow appears to be 
increasingly aggressive in its use of digital 
techniques, often employing only the slightest 
veneer of deniability in an effort to intimidate 
targets and openly defy international norms 
and organizations. Russia clearly believes that 
these online operations will be essential to its 
domestic and foreign policy for the foreseeable 
future. As former Chief of the Russian Gener-
al Staff General Yuri Baluyevsky has observed, 

“[cyberattacks are] much more important than 
victory in a classical military conflict, because 
it is bloodless, yet the impact is overwhelming 
and can paralyze all of the enemy state’s power 
structures.”266

Russia continues to probe U.S. critical in-
frastructure. According to former Director of 
National Intelligence Daniel R. Coats:

Russia has the ability to execute cyber 
attacks in the United States that generate 
localized, temporary disruptive effects 
on critical infrastructure—such as dis-
rupting an electrical distribution network 
for at least a few hours—similar to those 

demonstrated in Ukraine in 2015 and 2016. 
Moscow is mapping our critical infrastruc-
ture with the long-term goal of being 
able to cause substantial damage.267

Russia has continued to conduct cyberat-
tacks on government and private entities in 
2019. In January, hackers affiliated with the 
Russian intelligence services hacked the Cen-
ter for Strategic and International Studies. 
Also in 2019, the Democratic National Commit-
tee revealed that it had been hacked by Russia 
following the 2018 midterm elections.268

In June 2018, the U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment sanctioned five Russian entities and 
three Russian individuals for “malign and 
destabilizing” cyber activities, including “the 
destructive NotPetya cyber-attack; cyber in-
trusions against the U.S. energy grid to poten-
tially enable future offensive operations; and 
global compromises of network infrastructure 
devices, including routers and switches, also to 
potentially enable disruptive cyber-attacks.”269 
These sanctions built on a joint assessment by 
the Department of Homeland Security and the 
FBI that Russian hackers were behind a se-
ries of attacks against American network in-
frastructure devices and the U.S. energy and 
critical infrastructure sectors.270

But the United States is not Russia’s only 
target. In April 2018 alone, Germany’s head of 
domestic intelligence accused Moscow of at-
tacking his government’s computer networks, 
and the U.K.’s National Cyber Security Center 
warned that Russian hackers were targeting 
Britain’s critical infrastructure supply chains. 
Russia continues to employ cyber as a key tool 
in manipulating and undermining democratic 
elections in Europe and elsewhere.

In addition to official intelligence and mil-
itary cyber assets, Russia continues to em-
ploy allied criminal organizations (so-called 
patriotic hackers) to help it engage in cyber 
aggression. Using these hackers gives Russia 
greater resources and can help to shield their 
true capabilities. Patriotic hackers also give the 
Russian government deniability when it is de-
sired. In June 2017, for example, Putin stated 
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that “[i]f they (hackers) are patriotically-mind-
ed, they start to make their own contribution 
to what they believe is the good fight against 
those who speak badly about Russia. Is that 
possible? Theoretically it is possible.”271

Conclusion
Overall, the threat to the U.S. homeland 

originating from Europe remains low, but the 
threat to America’s interests and allies in the 
region remains significant. Behind this threat 
lies Russia. Although Russia has the military 
capability to harm and (in the case of its nu-
clear arsenal) to pose an existential threat to 
the U.S., it has not conclusively demonstrated 
the intent to do so.

The situation is different when it comes to 
America’s allies in the region. Through NATO, 
the U.S. is obliged by treaty to come to the aid 
of the alliance’s European members. Russia 
continues its efforts to undermine the NATO 
alliance and presents an existential threat to 
U.S. allies in Eastern Europe. NATO has been 
the cornerstone of European security and sta-
bility ever since its creation in 1949, and it is in 
America’s interest to ensure that it maintains 
both the military capability and the political 
will to fulfill its treaty obligations.

While Russia is not the threat to U.S. global 
interests that the Soviet Union was during the 
Cold War, it does pose challenges to a range of 
America’s interests and those of its allies and 
friends closest to Russia’s borders. Russia pos-
sesses a full range of capabilities from ground 

forces to air, naval, space, and cyber. It still 
maintains the world’s largest nuclear arsenal, 
and although a strike on the U.S. is highly un-
likely, the latent potential for such a strike still 
gives these weapons enough strategic value 
vis-à-vis America’s NATO allies and interests 
in Europe to keep them relevant.

Russian provocations that are much less 
serious than any scenario involving a nuclear 
exchange pose the most serious challenge to 
American interests, particularly in Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Arctic, the Balkans, and 
the South Caucasus. As the 2019 Worldwide 
Threat Assessment states:

Moscow will continue pursuing a range of 
objectives to expand its reach, including 
undermining the US-led liberal interna-
tional order, dividing Western political 
and security institutions, demonstrating 
Russia’s ability to shape global issues, and 
bolstering Putin’s domestic legitimacy. 
Russia seeks to capitalize on perceptions 
of US retrenchment and power vacuums, 
which it views the United States is unwill-
ing or unable to fill, by pursuing relatively 
low-cost options, including influence 
campaigns, cyber tools, and limited mili-
tary interventions.272

For these reasons, this Index continues to 
assess the threat from Russia as “aggressive” 
and “formidable.”
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China

A  sia (also referred to as the Indo-Pacific) 
hosts a variety of threats to the U.S. home-

land and the global commons, as well as a gen-
eral threat of regional war that stems from a 
handful of inter-state rivalries. Included in this 
range of threats is a growing and increasingly 
multifaceted set of threats from a rising China. 
America’s forward-deployed military at bases 
throughout the Western Pacific, five treaty al-
lies, security partners in Taiwan and Singapore, 
and growing security partnership with India 
are keys to the U.S. strategic footprint in Asia. 
However:

 l Taiwan is under a long-standing, well-
equipped, purposely positioned, and 
increasingly active military threat 
from China;

 l Japan, Vietnam, and the Philippines, by 
virtue of maritime territorial disputes, are 
under paramilitary, military, and political 
pressure from China; and

 l India is geographically positioned be-
tween two major security threats: Paki-
stan to its west and China to its northeast.

Threats to the Homeland
In the 2017 National Security Strategy, the 

Trump Administration made clear that it was 
shifting the focus of American security plan-
ning away from counterterrorism and back to-
ward great-power competition. In particular, 
it noted that:

China and Russia challenge American 
power, influence, and interests, attempt-
ing to erode American security and 
prosperity. They are determined to make 
economies less free and less fair, to grow 
their militaries, and to control information 
and data to repress their societies and 
expand their influence.1

Both China and Russia are seen as revi-
sionist powers, but they pose very different 
challenges to the United States. The People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) has a far larger econ-
omy, as well as the world’s second-largest gross 
domestic product (GDP), and is intertwined in 
the global supply chain for crucial technologies, 
especially those relating to information and 
communications technology (ICT). As a result, 
it has the resources to support its ongoing com-
prehensive military modernization program, 
which has been underway for over two decades 
and spans the conventional, space, and cyber 
realms as well as WMD capabilities, including 
a multipronged nuclear modernization effort.

At the same time, however, the PRC has 
been acting more assertively, even aggressively, 
against more of its neighbors. Unresolved bor-
der and territorial claims have led Beijing to 
adopt an increasingly confrontational attitude 
with regard to the South China Sea and India, 
and cross-Straits tensions have reemerged 
as a result of Beijing’s reaction to the Demo-
cratic Progressive Party’s victory in Taiwan’s 
2016 elections.

Growing Conventional Capabilities. 
The Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
remains one of the world’s largest militaries, 
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but its days of largely obsolescent equipment 
are in the past. Nearly two decades of officially 
acknowledged double-digit growth in the Chi-
nese defense budget have resulted in a com-
prehensive modernization program that has 
benefited every part of the PLA. This has been 
complemented by improvements in Chinese 
military training and, at the end of 2015, the 
largest reorganization in the PLA’s history.2 
The PLA’s overall size has shrunk, including a 
300,000-person cut in the past two years, but 
its overall capabilities have increased as older 
platforms have been replaced with newer sys-
tems that are much more sophisticated.

A major part of the 2015 reorganization was 
the establishment of a separate ground forces 
headquarters and bureaucracy; previously, the 
ground forces had been the default service pro-
viding staffs and commanders. Now the PLA 
Army (PLAA), responsible for the PLA’s ground 
forces, is no longer automatically in charge of 
war zones or higher headquarters functions. 
At the same time, the PLAA has steadily mod-
ernized its capabilities, incorporating both new 
equipment and a new organization. It has shift-
ed from a division-based structure toward a 
brigade-based structure and has been improv-
ing its mobility, including heliborne infantry 
and fire support.3 These forces are increasingly 
equipped with modern armored fighting vehi-
cles, air defenses, both tube and rocket artillery, 
and electronic support equipment.

The PLA Navy (PLAN) is Asia’s largest navy. 
While the total number of ships has dropped, 
the PLAN has fielded increasingly sophisti-
cated and capable multi-role ships. Multiple 
classes of surface combatants are now in se-
ries production, including the Type 055 cruis-
er and the Type 052C and Type 052D guided 
missile destroyers, each of which fields long-
range SAM and anti-ship cruise missile sys-
tems, as well as the Type 054 frigate and Type 
056 corvette.

The PLAN has similarly been modernizing 
its submarine force. Since 2000, the PLAN has 
consistently fielded between 50 and 60 die-
sel-electric submarines, but the age and capa-
bility of the force has been improving as older 

boats, especially 1950s-vintage Romeo-class 
boats, are replaced with newer designs. These 
include a dozen Kilo-class submarines pur-
chased from Russia and domestically designed 
and manufactured Song and Yuan classes. All 
of these are believed to be capable of firing 
both torpedoes and anti-ship cruise missiles.4 
The Chinese have also developed variants of 
the Yuan, with an air-independent propulsion 
(AIP) system that reduces the boats’ vulnera-
bility by removing the need to use noisy diesel 
engines to recharge batteries.5

The PLAN has also been expanding its am-
phibious assault capabilities. The Chinese have 
announced a plan to triple the size of the PLA 
naval infantry force (their counterpart to the 
U.S. Marine Corps) from two brigades totaling 
10,000 troops to seven brigades with 30,000 
personnel.6 To move this force, the Chinese 
have begun to build more amphibious assault 
ships, including the Type 071 amphibious 
transport docks.7 Each can carry about 800 
naval infantrymen and move them to shore 
by means of four air-cushion landing craft and 
four helicopters.

Supporting these expanded naval combat 
forces is a growing fleet of support and logis-
tics vessels. The 2010 PRC defense white paper 
noted the accelerated construction of “large 
support vessels.” It also specifically noted that 
the navy is exploring “new methods of logis-
tics support for sustaining long-time maritime 
missions.”8 These include tankers and fast 
combat support ships that extend the range 
of Chinese surface groups and allow them 
to operate for more prolonged periods away 
from main ports. Chinese naval task forces 
dispatched to the Gulf of Aden have typically 
included such vessels.

The PLAN has also been expanding its naval 
aviation capabilities, the most publicized ele-
ment of which has been the growing Chinese 
carrier fleet. This currently includes not only 
the Liaoning, purchased from Ukraine over a de-
cade ago, but a domestically produced copy that 
is in workups. While both of these ships have ski 
jumps for their air wing, the Chinese are also 
building several conventional takeoff/barrier 
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landing (CATOBAR) carriers (like American or 
French aircraft carriers) that will employ cata-
pults and therefore allow their air complement 
to carry more ordnance and/or fuel.9

The land-based element of the PLAN is 
modernizing as well, with a variety of long-
range strike aircraft, anti-ship cruise missiles, 
and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) enter-
ing the inventory. In addition to more modern 
versions of the H-6 twin-engine bombers (a 
version of the Soviet/Russian Tu-16 Badger), 
the PLAN’s Naval Aviation force has added a 
range of other strike aircraft to its inventory. 
These include the JH-7/FBC-1 Flying Leop-
ard, which can carry between two and four 
YJ-82 anti-ship cruise missiles, and the Su-30 
strike fighter.

The PLA Air Force (PLAAF), with over 
1,700 combat aircraft, is Asia’s largest air 
force. It has shifted steadily from a force fo-
cused on homeland air defense to one capa-
ble of power projection, including long-range 
precision strikes against both land and mar-
itime targets. The PLAAF currently has over 
600 fourth-generation fighters (comparable 
to the U.S. F-15/F-16/F-18). They include the 
domestically designed and produced J-10 as 
well as the Su-27/Su-30/J-11 system (compa-
rable to the F-15 or F-18) that dominates both 
the fighter and strike missions.10 China is also 
believed to be preparing to field two stealthy 
fifth-generation fighter designs. The J-20 is 
the larger aircraft and resembles the Ameri-
can F-22 fighter. The J-31 appears to resemble 
the F-35 but with two engines rather than one. 
The production of advanced combat aircraft 
engines remains one of the greatest challenges 
to Chinese fighter design.

The PLAAF is also deploying increasing 
numbers of H-6 bombers, which can undertake 
longer-range strike operations, including oper-
ations employing land-attack cruise missiles. 
Although, like the American B-52 and Russian 
Tu-95, the H-6 is a 1950s-era design (copied 
from the Soviet-era Tu-16 Badger bomber), the 
latest versions (H-6K) are equipped with up-
dated electronics and engines and are made of 
carbon composites.

Equally important, the PLAAF has been in-
troducing a variety of support aircraft, includ-
ing airborne early warning (AEW), command 
and control (C2), and electronic warfare (EW) 
aircraft. These systems field state-of-the-art 
radars and electronic surveillance systems, 
allowing Chinese air commanders to detect 
potential targets, including low-flying aircraft 
and cruise missiles, more quickly and gather 
additional intelligence on adversary radars 
and electronic emissions. More and more of 
China’s combat aircraft are also capable of un-
dertaking mid-air refueling, allowing them to 
conduct extended, sustained operations, and 
the Chinese aerial tanker fleet (based on the 
H-6 aircraft) has been also expanding.

At the biennial Zhuhai Air Show, Chinese 
companies have displayed a variety of un-
manned aerial vehicles that reflect substantial 
investments and research and development 
efforts. The surveillance and armed UAV sys-
tems include the Xianglong (Soaring Drag-
on) and Sky Saber systems. The 2014 DOD 
report on Chinese capabilities also reported 
that China had tested a stealthy flying-wing 
UAV, the Lijian.11 Chinese UAVs have been 
included in various military parades over the 
past several years, suggesting that they are 
being incorporated into Chinese forces, and 
the 2018 DOD report on Chinese capabilities 
states that “China’s development, production 
and deployment of domestically-developed 
reconnaissance and combat UAVs continues 
to expand.”12

The PLAAF is also responsible for the Chi-
nese homeland’s strategic air defenses. Its ar-
ray of surface-to-air (SAM) missile batteries 
is one of the largest in the world and includes 
the S-300 (SA-10B/SA-20) and its Chinese 
counterpart, the Hongqi-9 long-range SAM. In 
2018, the Russians began to deliver the S-400 
series of long-range SAMs to China. These will 
mark a substantial improvement in PLAAF air 
defense capabilities, as the S-400 has both an-
ti-aircraft and anti-missile capabilities.13 Chi-
na has deployed these SAM systems in a dense, 
overlapping belt along its coast, protecting 
the nation’s economic center of gravity. Key 
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industrial and military centers such as Beijing 
are also heavily defended by SAM systems.

Unlike the U.S. military, China’s airborne 
forces are part of the PLAAF. The 15th Air-
borne Corps has been reorganized from three 
airborne divisions to six airborne brigades in 
addition to a special operations brigade, an 
aviation brigade, and a support brigade. The 
force has been incorporating indigenously de-
veloped airborne mechanized combat vehicles 
for the past decade, giving them more mobility 
and a better ability to engage armored forces.

Nuclear Capability. Chinese nuclear forc-
es are the responsibility of the PLA Rocket 
Forces (PLARF), one of the three new services 
created on December 31, 2015. China’s nuclear 
ballistic missile forces include land-based mis-
siles with a range of 13,000 kilometers that can 
reach the U.S. (CSS-4) and submarine-based 
missiles that can reach the U.S. when the sub-
marine is deployed within missile range.

The PRC became a nuclear power in 1964 
when it exploded its first atomic bomb as part 
of its “two bombs, one satellite” effort. In quick 
succession, China then exploded its first ther-
monuclear bomb in 1967 and orbited its first 
satellite in 1970, demonstrating the capability 
to build a delivery system that can reach the 
ends of the Earth. China chose to rely primar-
ily on a land-based nuclear deterrent instead 
of developing two or three different basing sys-
tems as the United States did.

Furthermore, unlike the United States or 
the Soviet Union, China chose to pursue only 
a minimal nuclear deterrent. The PRC field-
ed only a small number of nuclear weapons, 
with estimates of about 100–150 weapons on 
medium-range ballistic missiles and about 60 
ICBMs.14 Its only ballistic missile submarine 
(SSBN) conducted relatively few deterrence 
patrols (perhaps none),15 and its first-gener-
ation SLBM, the JL-1, if it ever attained full 
operational capability had limited reach. The 
JL-1’s 1,700-kilometer range makes it compa-
rable to the first-generation Polaris A1 missile 
fielded by the U.S. in the 1960s.

While China’s nuclear force remained sta-
ble for several decades, it has been part of the 

modernization effort of the past 20 years. The 
result has been modernization and some ex-
pansion of the Chinese nuclear deterrent. The 
core of China’s ICBM force is the DF-31 series, 
a solid-fueled, road-mobile system, along with 
a growing number of longer-range, road-mo-
bile DF-41 missiles that may already be in the 
PLA operational inventory. The DF-41 may be 
deployed with multiple independently tar-
getable reentry vehicles (MIRVs).16 China’s 
medium-range nuclear forces have similarly 
shifted to mobile, solid-rocket systems so that 
they are both more survivable and more easi-
ly maintained.

Notably, the Chinese are expanding their 
ballistic missile submarine fleet. Replacing 
the one Type 092 Xia-class SSBN are several 
Type 094 Jin-class SSBNs, four of which are al-
ready operational. They will likely be equipped 
with the new, longer-range JL-2 SLBM.17 Such 
a system would give the PRC a “secure sec-
ond-strike” capability, substantially enhancing 
its nuclear deterrent.

There is also some possibility that the Chi-
nese nuclear arsenal now contains land-attack 
cruise missiles. The CJ-20, a long-range, air-
launched cruise missile carried on China’s H-6 
bomber, may be nuclear tipped, although there 
is not much evidence at this time that China 
has pursued such a capability. China is also be-
lieved to be working on a cruise missile sub-
marine that, if equipped with nuclear cruise 
missiles, would further expand the range of its 
nuclear attack options.18

As a result of its modernization efforts, Chi-
na’s nuclear forces appear to be shifting from 
a minimal deterrent posture (one suited only 
to responding to an attack and even then with 
only limited numbers) to a more robust but 
still limited deterrent posture. While the PRC 
will still likely field fewer nuclear weapons 
than either the United States or Russia, it will 
field a more modern and diverse set of capabil-
ities than India, Pakistan, or North Korea, its 
nuclear-armed neighbors. If there are corre-
sponding changes in doctrine, modernization 
will enable China to engage in limited nuclear 
options in the event of a conflict.
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In addition to strategic nuclear forces, the 

PLARF has responsibility for medium-range 
and intermediate-range ballistic missile 
(MRBM and IRBM) forces. These include the 
DF-21 and DF-26 missiles, which can reach 
as far as Guam and southern India.19 It is be-
lieved that Chinese missile brigades equipped 
with these systems may have both nuclear and 
conventional responsibilities, making any de-
ployment from garrison much more ambigu-
ous from a stability perspective. The expansion 
of these forces also raises questions about the 
total number of Chinese nuclear warheads.

Cyber and Space Capabilities. The major 
2015 reorganization of the PLA included the 
creation of the PLA Strategic Support Force 
(PLASSF), which brings the Chinese military’s 
electronic warfare, network warfare (including 
cyber), and space warfare forces under a single 
service umbrella. Previously, these capabilities 
had been embedded in different departments 
across the PLA’s General Staff Department and 
General Armaments Department. By consol-
idating them into a single service, the PLA 
has created a Chinese “information warfare” 
force that is responsible for offensive and de-
fensive operations in the electromagnetic and 
space domains.

Chinese network warfare forces have been 
identified as conducting a variety of cyber and 
network reconnaissance operations as well as 
cyber economic espionage. In 2014, the U.S. 
Department of Justice charged PLA officers 
from Unit 61398, then of the General Staff 
Department’s 3rd Department, with theft of 
intellectual property (IP) and implanting of 
malware in various commercial firms.20 Mem-
bers of that unit are thought also to be part 
of “Advanced Persistent Threat-1,” a group of 
computer hackers believed to be operating on 
behalf of a nation-state rather than a crimi-
nal group.

Chinese space capabilities gained public 
prominence in 2007 when the PLA conducted 
an anti-satellite (ASAT) test in low-Earth or-
bit against a defunct Chinese weather satellite. 
The test became one of the worst debris-gener-
ating incidents of the Space Age, with several 

thousand pieces of debris generated, many of 
which will remain in orbit for over a century. 
However, the PRC has been conducting space 
operations since 1970 when it first orbited a 
satellite. Equally important, Chinese count-
er-space efforts have been expanding steadily. 
The PLA has not only tested ASATs against 
low-Earth orbit systems, but is also believed to 
have tested a system designed to attack targets 
at geosynchronous orbit (GEO), approximate-
ly 22,000 miles above the Earth. As many vital 
satellites are at GEO, including communica-
tions and missile early-warning systems, Chi-
na’s ability to target such systems constitutes 
a major threat.

The creation of the PLASSF, incorporating 
counter-space forces, reflects the movement 
of counter-space systems, including direct-as-
cent ASATs, out of the testing phase to fielding 
them with units. A recent report from the U.S. 
National Air and Space Intelligence Center 
(NASIC) notes that Chinese units are now 
training with anti-satellite missiles.21

Threat of Regional War
Three issues, all involving China, threaten 

American interests and embody the “general 
threat of regional war” noted at the outset of 
this section: the status of Taiwan, the escala-
tion of maritime and territorial disputes, and 
border conflict with India.

Taiwan. China’s long-standing threat to 
end the de facto independence of Taiwan and 
ultimately to bring it under the authority of 
Beijing—if necessary, by force—is both a threat 
to a major American security partner and a 
threat to the American interest in peace and 
stability in the Western Pacific.

After easing for eight years, tensions across 
the Taiwan Strait have resumed as a result of 
Beijing’s reaction to the outcome of Taiwan’s 
2016 presidential election. Beijing has sus-
pended most direct government-to-govern-
ment discussions with Taipei and is using a 
variety of aid and investment efforts to draw 
away Taiwan’s remaining diplomatic partners.

Beijing has also undertaken significantly es-
calated military activities directed at Taiwan. 
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In March 2019, two Chinese J-11 fighters (a do-
mestic version of the Su-27) crossed the me-
dian or center line of the Taiwan Strait, which 
has been informally considered a boundary for 
the two sides. This marked the first PLAAF in-
cursion in over a decade and followed a series 
of PLAN circumnavigations of the island that 
were intended to demonstrate the PLA’s abili-
ty to isolate Taiwan. These actions have raised 
tensions between Taipei and Beijing.22

Regardless of the state of the relationship 
at any given time, Chinese leaders from Deng 
Xiaoping and Mao Zedong to Xi Jinping have 
consistently emphasized the importance of 
ultimately reclaiming Taiwan. The island—
along with Tibet—is the clearest example 
of a geographical “core interest” in Chinese 
policy. China has never renounced the use 
of force, and it continues to employ political 
warfare against Taiwan’s political and mili-
tary leadership.

For the Chinese leadership, the failure to ef-
fect unification, whether peacefully or through 
the use of force, would reflect fundamental 
political weakness in the PRC. For this reason, 
China’s leaders cannot back away from the 
stance of having to unify the island with the 
mainland, and the island remains an essential 
part of the People’s Liberation Army’s “new 
historic missions,” shaping PLA acquisitions 
and military planning.

It is widely posited that China’s anti-access/
area-denial (A2/AD) strategy—the deployment 
of an array of overlapping capabilities, in-
cluding anti-ship ballistic missiles (ASBMs), 
submarines, and long-range cruise missiles, 
satellites, and cyber weapons—is aimed large-
ly at forestalling American intervention in 
support of friends and allies in the Western 
Pacific, including Taiwan. By holding at risk 
key American platforms and systems (e.g., 
aircraft carriers), the Chinese seek to delay or 
even deter American intervention in support 
of key friends and allies, allowing the PRC to 
achieve a fait accompli. The growth of China’s 
military capabilities is specifically oriented to-
ward countering America’s ability to assist in 
the defense of Taiwan.

Chinese efforts to reclaim Taiwan are not 
limited to overt military means. The “three 
warfares” highlight Chinese political warfare 
methods, including legal warfare/lawfare, pub-
lic opinion warfare, and psychological warfare. 
The PRC employs such approaches to under-
mine both Taiwan’s will to resist and America’s 
willingness to support Taiwan. The Chinese 
goal would be to “win without fighting”—to 
take Taiwan without firing a shot or with only 
minimal resistance before the United States 
could organize an effective response.

Escalation of Maritime and Territorial 
Disputes. Because the PRC and other coun-
tries in the region see active disputes over the 
East and South China Seas not as differences 
regarding the administration of international 
common spaces, but rather as matters of ter-
ritorial sovereignty, there exists the threat of 
armed conflict between China and American 
allies who are also claimants, particularly Ja-
pan and the Philippines.

Moreover, because its economic center of 
gravity is now in the coastal region, China has 
had to emphasize maritime power to defend 
key assets and areas. This is exacerbated by 
China’s status as the world’s foremost trading 
state. China increasingly depends on the seas 
for its economic well-being. Its factories are 
powered increasingly by imported oil, and its 
diets contain a growing percentage of imported 
food. Chinese products rely on the seas to be 
moved to markets. Consequently, China not 
only has steadily expanded its maritime power, 
including its merchant marine and maritime 
law enforcement capabilities, but also has act-
ed to secure the “near seas” ( jinhai; 近海) as a 
Chinese preserve.

Beijing prefers to accomplish its objec-
tives quietly and through nonmilitary means. 
In both the East and South China Seas, China 
has sought to exploit “gray zones,” gaining 
control incrementally and deterring others 
without resorting to the lethal use of force. It 
uses military and economic threats, bombas-
tic language, and enforcement through legal 
warfare (including the employment of Chinese 
maritime law enforcement vessels) as well as 
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military bullying. Chinese paramilitary-im-
plemented, military-backed encroachment in 
support of expansive extralegal claims could 
lead to an unplanned armed clash.

Especially risky are the growing tensions 
between China and Japan and among a num-
ber of claimants in the South China Sea. In the 
former case, the most proximate cause is the 
dispute over the Senkakus. China has intensi-
fied its efforts to assert claims of sovereignty 
over the Senkaku Islands of Japan in the East 
China Sea. Beijing asserts both exclusive eco-
nomic rights within the disputed waters and 
recognition of “historic” rights to dominate 
and control those areas as part of its territo-
ry.23 Chinese fishing boats (often believed to be 
elements of the Chinese maritime militia) and 
Chinese Coast Guard (CCG) vessels have been 
encroaching steadily on the territorial waters 
within 12 nautical miles of the uninhabited is-
lands. In the summer of 2016, China began to 
deploy naval units into the area.24

In November 2013, China declared an air 
defense identification zone (ADIZ) in the East 
China Sea that largely aligned with its claimed 
maritime Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). 
The People’s Liberation Army declared that 
it would “adopt defense emergency measures 
to respond to aircraft that do not cooperate in 
identification or refuse to follow the instruc-
tions.”25 The announcement was a provocative 
act and another Chinese attempt to change the 
status quo unilaterally.

The ADIZ declaration is part of a broader 
Chinese pattern of using intimidation and co-
ercion to assert expansive extralegal claims 
of sovereignty and/or control incrementally. 
In June 2016, a Chinese fighter made an “un-
safe” pass near a U.S. RC-135 reconnaissance 
aircraft in the East China Sea area. In March 
2017, Chinese authorities warned the crew of 
an American B-1B bomber operating in the 
area of the ADIZ that they were flying illegally 
in PRC airspace. In response to the incident, 
the Chinese Foreign Ministry called for the U.S. 
to respect the ADIZ.26 In May, the Chinese in-
tercepted an American WC-135, also over the 
East China Sea.27

In the South China Sea, the most salient 
issue is the Spratlys, where overlapping Chi-
nese, Philippine, Malaysian, Vietnamese, and 
Taiwanese claims raise the prospect of con-
frontation. This volatile situation has led to a 
variety of confrontations between China and 
other claimants.

China–Vietnam tensions in the region, for 
example, were on starkest display in 2014 
when state-owned China National Offshore 
Oil Corporation (CNOOC) deployed an oil rig 
inside Vietnam’s EEZ. The Chinese platform 
was accompanied by dozens of ships including 
naval vessels. The resulting escalation saw Chi-
nese ships ramming Vietnamese law enforce-
ment ships and using water cannon against the 
crews of Vietnamese ships. It also resulted in 
massive and sometimes violent demonstra-
tions in Vietnam. The oil rig was ultimately 
withdrawn, and relations were restored, but 
the occasional reappearance of the same rig 
has served to underscore the continuing vol-
atility of this issue, which involves the same 
area over which China and Vietnam engaged 
in armed battle in 1974.

Because of the relationship between the 
Philippines and the United States, tensions 
between Beijing and Manila are the most like-
ly to lead to American participation. There 
have been a number of incidents. In 2012, for 
example, a Philippine naval ship operating on 
behalf of the country’s coast guard challenged 
private Chinese poachers in waters around 
Scarborough Shoal. The resulting escalation 
left Chinese government ships in control of 
the shoal. In 2016, there were reports that the 
Chinese intended to consolidate their gains 
in the area by reclaiming the sea around the 
shoal, but there is no indication that this has 
happened. Furthermore, with the election of 
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte in 2016, 
there has been a general warming in China–
Philippines relations. Duterte has sought to set 
aside the dispute over the South China Sea, and 
the Chinese, while not accepting the authori-
ty of a 2016 ruling by the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration (PCA) that favored a range of the 
Philippines’ positions, have allowed Filipino 
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fishermen access to Scarborough Shoal in ac-
cordance with it.

In all of these cases, the situation is exac-
erbated by rising nationalism. In the face of 
persistent economic challenges, nationalist 
themes are becoming an increasingly strong 
undercurrent and affecting policymaking. Al-
though the nationalist phenomenon is not new, 
it is gaining force and complicating efforts to 
maintain regional stability.

Governments may choose to exploit na-
tionalism for domestic political purposes, but 
they also run the risk of being unable to control 
the genie that they have released. Nationalist 
rhetoric is mutually reinforcing, which makes 
countries less likely to back down than in the 
past. The increasing power that the Inter-
net and social media provide to the populace, 
largely outside of government control, adds 
elements of unpredictability to future clashes. 
China’s refusal to accept the 2016 Permanent 
Court of Arbitration findings (which were 
overwhelmingly in favor of the Philippines) 
despite both Chinese and Philippine accession 
to the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS) is a partial reflection of such trends.

In case of armed conflict between China 
and the Philippines or between China and 
Japan, either by intention or as a result of an 
accidental incident at sea, the U.S. could be 
required to exercise its treaty commitments.28 
Escalation of a direct U.S.–China incident is 
also not unthinkable. Keeping an inadvertent 
incident from escalating into a broader mili-
tary confrontation would be difficult. This is 
particularly true in the East and South China 
Seas, where naval as well as civilian law en-
forcement vessels from both China and the 
U.S. operate in what the U.S. considers to be 
international waters.

The most significant development in the 
South China Sea during the past three years 
has been Chinese reclamation and militariza-
tion of seven artificial islands or outposts. In 
2015, President Xi promised President Barack 
Obama that China had no intention of mili-
tarizing the islands. In fact, however, as de-
scribed by Admiral Harry Harris, Commander, 

U.S. Pacific Command, in his April 2017 pos-
ture statement to the Senate Committee on 
Armed Services:

China’s military-specific construction in 
the Spratly islands includes the construc-
tion of 72 fighter aircraft hangars—which 
could support three fighter regiments—
and about ten larger hangars that could 
support larger airframes, such as bomb-
ers or special mission aircraft. All of these 
hangars should be completed this year. 
During the initial phases of construction 
China emplaced tank farms, presumably 
for fuel and water, at Fiery Cross, Mischief 
and Subi reefs. These could support sub-
stantial numbers of personnel as well as 
deployed aircraft and/or ships. All seven 
outposts are armed with a large number 
of artillery and gun systems, ostensibly 
for defensive missions. The recent identi-
fication of buildings that appear to have 
been built specifically to house long-rang 
surface-to-air missiles is the latest indi-
cation China intends to deploy military 
systems to the Spratlys.29

There is the possibility that China will ulti-
mately declare an ADIZ above the South China 
Sea in an effort to assert its authority over the 
entire area. There are also concerns that in the 
event of a downturn in its relationship with 
the Philippines, China will take action against 
vulnerable targets like Philippines-occupied 
Second Thomas Shoal or Reed Bank, which 
the PCA determined are part of the Philip-
pines’ EEZ and continental shelf, or proceed 
with the reclamation at Scarborough. The lat-
ter development in particular would facilitate 
the physical assertion of Beijing’s claims and 
enforcement of an ADIZ, regardless of the UN-
CLOS award.

Border Conflict with India. The possibil-
ity of armed conflict between India and Chi-
na, while currently remote, poses an indirect 
threat to U.S. interests because it could disrupt 
the territorial status quo and raise nuclear ten-
sions in the region. A border conflict between 
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India and China could also prompt Pakistan to 
try to take advantage of the situation, further 
contributing to regional instability.

Long-standing border disputes that led to 
a Sino–Indian War in 1962 have again become 
a flashpoint in recent years. In April 2013, the 
most serious border incident between India 
and China in over two decades occurred when 
Chinese troops settled for three weeks several 
miles inside northern Indian territory on the 
Depsang Plains in Ladakh. A visit to India by 
Chinese President Xi Jinping in September 
2014 was overshadowed by another flare-up 
in border tensions when hundreds of Chinese 
PLA forces reportedly set up camps in the 
mountainous regions of Ladakh, prompting 
Indian forces to deploy to forward positions in 
the region. This border standoff lasted three 
weeks and was defused when both sides agreed 
to pull their troops back to previous positions.

In 2017, Chinese military engineers were 
building a road to the Doklam plateau, an area 
claimed by both Bhutan and China, and this 
led to a confrontation between Chinese and 
Indian forces, the latter requested by Bhuta-
nese authorities to provide assistance. The 
crisis lasted 73 days; both sides pledged to 
pull back, and Chinese construction efforts in 
the area have continued.30 Improved Chinese 
infrastructure not only would give Beijing the 
diplomatic advantage over Bhutan, but also 
could make the Siliguri corridor that links the 
eastern Indian states with the rest of the coun-
try more vulnerable.

India claims that China occupies more than 
14,000 square miles of Indian territory in the 
Aksai Chin along its northern border in Kash-
mir, and China lays claim to more than 34,000 
square miles of India’s northeastern state of 
Arunachal Pradesh. The issue is also closely 
related to China’s concern for its control of 
Tibet and the presence in India of the Tibetan 
government in exile and Tibet’s spiritual leader, 
the Dalai Lama.

The Chinese are building up military in-
frastructure and expanding a network of road, 
rail, and air links in its southwestern border 
areas. To meet these challenges, the Indian 

government has also committed to expanding 
infrastructure development along the disputed 
border, although China currently holds a deci-
sive military edge.

Threats to the Commons
The U.S. has critical sea, air, space, and cy-

ber interests at stake in the East Asia and South 
Asia international common spaces. These in-
terests include an economic interest in the free 
flow of commerce and the military use of the 
commons to safeguard America’s own securi-
ty and contribute to the security of its allies 
and partners.

Washington has long provided the security 
backbone in these areas, and this in turn has 
supported the region’s remarkable economic 
development. However, China is taking in-
creasingly assertive steps to secure its own 
interests in these areas independent of U.S. 
efforts to maintain freedom of the commons 
for all in the region. Given this behavior, which 
includes the construction of islands atop pre-
viously submerged features, it cannot be as-
sumed that China shares a common concep-
tion of international space with the United 
States or an interest in perpetuating American 
predominance in securing international com-
mon spaces.

In addition, as China expands its naval ca-
pabilities, it will be present farther and farther 
away from its home shores. China has now 
established its first formal overseas military 
base, having initialed an agreement with the 
government of Djibouti in January 2017. Chi-
nese officials appear also to be in discussions 
with Pakistan about allowing military access 
to the port of Gwadar.

Dangerous Behavior in the Maritime 
and Airspace Common Spaces. The aggres-
siveness of the Chinese navy, maritime law 
enforcement forces, and air forces in and over 
the waters of the East China Sea and South 
China Sea, coupled with ambiguous, extrale-
gal territorial claims and assertion of control 
there, poses an incipient threat to American 
and overlapping allied interests. Chinese mil-
itary writings emphasize the importance of 
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establishing dominance of the air and mari-
time domains in any future conflict.

Although the Chinese do not necessarily 
have sufficient capacity to deny the U.S. the 
ability to operate in local waters and airspace, 
they equal or overmatch all of their neighbors. 
China is not yet in a position to enforce an 
ADIZ consistently in either area, but the steady 
two-decade improvement of the PLAAF and 
PLAN naval aviation will eventually provide 
the necessary capabilities. Chinese observa-
tions of recent conflicts, including wars in the 
Persian Gulf, the Balkans, and Afghanistan, 
have emphasized the growing role of airpow-
er and missiles in conducting “non-contact, 
non-linear, non-symmetrical” warfare.31 This 
growing parity, if not superiority, constitutes a 
radical shift from the Cold War era, when the 
U.S., with its allies, clearly would have domi-
nated air and naval operations in the Pacific.

To underscore its growing capabilities, Chi-
na also seems to have made a point of publiciz-
ing its air force modernization, unveiling new 
aircraft prototypes, including two new stealthy 
fighters, on the eve of visits by American Sec-
retaries of Defense. Secretary Chuck Hagel’s 
visit in 2014, for example, was preceded by 
the unveiling of the J-15 naval fighter. More-
over, these aircraft have often been used very 
aggressively. In April 2018, for example, Chi-
na conducted “live fire exercises” in the East 
China Sea with its Liaoning aircraft carrier 
and J-15 fighters. According to China’s Xin-
hua news agency, “the drill…included multiple 
take-offs from the deck of the Liaoning by J15 
fighter jets and…‘anti-air missiles were fired 
from ships surrounding the carrier’.”32

Increasing Chinese Military Space 
Activities. One of the key force multipliers 
for the United States is its extensive array of 
space-based assets. Through its various satel-
lite constellations, the U.S. military can track 
opponents, coordinate friendly forces, engage 
in precision strikes against enemy forces, and 
conduct battle-damage assessments so that its 
munitions are expended efficiently.

The American military is more reliant than 
many others on space-based systems because 

it is also an expeditionary military (i.e., its 
wars are conducted far from the homeland). 
Consequently, it requires global rather than 
regional reconnaissance, communications 
and data transmission, and meteorological 
information and support. At this point, only 
space-based systems can provide this sort of 
information on a real-time basis. No other 
country is capable of leveraging space as the 
U.S. does, and this is a major advantage, but this 
heavy reliance on space systems is also a key 
American vulnerability.

China fields an array of space capabilities, 
including its own navigation and timing sat-
ellites, the Beidou/Compass system, and has 
claimed a capacity to refuel satellites.33 It has 
three satellite launch centers and is construct-
ing a fourth. China’s interest in space domi-
nance includes not only accessing space, but 
also denying opponents the ability to do the 
same. As one Chinese assessment notes, space 
capabilities provided 70 percent of battlefield 
communications, over 80 percent of battle-
field reconnaissance and surveillance, and 
100 percent of meteorological information for 
American operations in Kosovo. Moreover, 98 
percent of precision munitions relied on space 
for guidance information. In fact, “[i]t may be 
said that America’s victory in the Kosovo War 
could not [have been] achieved without fully 
exploiting space.”34

To this end, the PLA has been developing a 
range of anti-satellite capabilities that include 
both hard-kill and soft-kill systems. The former 
include direct-ascent kinetic-kill vehicles (DA-
KKV) such as the system tested in 2007, but 
they also include more advanced systems that 
are believed to be capable of reaching targets 
in mid-Earth orbit and even geosynchronous 
orbit.35 The latter include anti-satellite lasers 
for either dazzling or blinding purposes.36 This 
is consistent with PLA doctrinal writings, which 
emphasize the need to control space in future 
conflicts. “Securing space dominance has al-
ready become the prerequisite for establishing 
information, air, and maritime dominance,” 
says one Chinese teaching manual, “and will 
directly affect the course and outcome of wars.”37
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Soft-kill attacks need not come only from 

dedicated weapons, however. The case of Gal-
axy-15, a communications satellite owned by In-
telsat Corporation, showed how a satellite could 
effectively disrupt communications simply by 
always being in “switched on” mode.38 Before it 
was finally brought under control, it had drifted 
through a portion of the geosynchronous belt, 
forcing other satellite owners to move their as-
sets and juggle frequencies. A deliberate such 
attempt by China (or any other country) could 
prove far harder to handle, especially if con-
ducted in conjunction with attacks by kinetic 
systems or directed-energy weapons.

Most recently, China has landed an un-
manned probe at the lunar south pole, on the 
far side of the Moon. This is a major accom-
plishment because the probe is the first space-
craft ever to land at either of the Moon’s poles. 
To support this mission, the Chinese deployed 
a data relay satellite to Lagrange Point-2, one 
of five points where the gravity wells of the 
Earth and Sun “cancel out” each other, allow-
ing a satellite to remain in a relatively fixed lo-
cation with minimal fuel consumption. While 
the satellite itself may or may not have mili-
tary roles, the deployment highlights that Chi-
na will now be using the enormous volume of 
cis-lunar space (the region between the Earth 
and Moon) for various deployments. This will 
greatly complicate American space situational 
awareness efforts, as it force the U.S. to mon-
itor a vastly greater area of space for possible 
Chinese spacecraft.

Cyber Activities and the Electromagnet-
ic Domain. In 2013, the Verizon Risk Center 
found that China was responsible for the larg-
est percentage (30 percent) of external breach-
es in which “the threat actor’s country of origin 
was discoverable” and that “96% of espionage 
cases were attributed to threat actors in China 
and the remaining 4% were unknown.”39 In ad-
dition, efforts by “[s]tate-affiliated actors tied 
to China…to steal IP comprise[d] about one-
fifth of all breaches in [Verizon’s] dataset.”40 
Given the difficulties of attribution, country 
of origin should not necessarily be conflated 
with the perpetrator, but forensic efforts have 

associated at least one Chinese military unit 
with cyber intrusions.41

Since the 2015 Xi–Obama summit where 
the two sides reached an understanding to re-
duce cyber economic espionage, Chinese cyber 
actions have shifted. Although the overall level 
of activity appears to be unabated, the Chinese 
seem to have moved toward more focused at-
tacks mounted from new sites.

China’s cyber-espionage efforts are often 
aimed at economic targets, reflecting the much 
more holistic Chinese view of both security 
and information. Rather than creating an ar-
tificial dividing line between military security 
and civilian security, much less information, 
the PLA plays a role in supporting both aspects 
and seeks to obtain economic IP as well as mil-
itary electronic information.

This is not to suggest that the PLA has not 
emphasized the military importance of cyber 
warfare. Chinese military writings since the 
1990s have emphasized a fundamental trans-
formation in global military affairs (shijie 
junshi gaige). Future wars will be conducted 
through joint operations involving multiple 
services rather than through combined oper-
ations focused on multiple branches within a 
single service. These future wars will span not 
only the traditional land, sea, and air domains, 
but also outer space and cyberspace. The lat-
ter two arenas will be of special importance 
because warfare has shifted from an effort to 
establish material dominance (characteristic 
of Industrial Age warfare) to establishing in-
formation dominance (zhi xinxi quan). This is 
due to the rise of the information age and the 
resulting introduction of information technol-
ogy into all areas of military operations.

Consequently, according to PLA analysis, 
future wars will most likely be “local wars un-
der informationized conditions.” That is, they 
will be wars in which information and infor-
mation technology will be both widely applied 
and a key basis of victory. The ability to gather, 
transmit, analyze, manage, and exploit infor-
mation will be central to winning such wars: 
The side that is able to do these things more ac-
curately and more quickly will be the side that 
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wins. This means that future conflicts will no 
longer be determined by platform-versus-plat-
form performance and not even by system 
against system (xitong). Rather, conflicts are 
now clashes between rival arrays of systems of 
systems (tixi).42

Chinese military writings suggest that a 
great deal of attention has been focused on 
developing an integrated computer network 
and electronic warfare (INEW) capability. This 
would allow the PLA to reconnoiter a poten-
tial adversary’s computer systems in peace-
time, influence opponent decision-makers 
by threatening those same systems in times 
of crisis, and disrupt or destroy information 
networks and systems by cyber and electronic 
warfare means in the event of conflict. INEW 
capabilities would complement psychological 
warfare and physical attack efforts to secure 

“information dominance,” which Chinese mil-
itary writings emphasize as essential for fight-
ing and winning future wars.

It is essential to recognize, however, that 
the PLA views computer network operations as 
part of information operations (xinxi zuozhan), 
or information combat. With obvious impli-
cations for the U.S., the PLA emphasizes the 
need to suppress and destroy an enemy’s in-
formation systems while preserving one’s 
own, as well as the importance of computer 
and electronic warfare in both the offensive 
and defensive roles. Methods to secure infor-
mation dominance would include establishing 
an information blockade; deception, including 
through electronic means; information con-
tamination; and information paralysis.43 China 
sees cyber as part of an integrated capability 
for achieving strategic dominance in the West-
ern Pacific region.

Information operations are specific opera-
tional activities that are associated with striv-
ing to establish information dominance. They 
are conducted in both peacetime and wartime, 
with the peacetime focus on collecting infor-
mation, improving its flow and application, 
influencing opposing decision-making, and 
effecting information deterrence. These op-
erations involve four mission areas:

 l Command and Control Missions. An 
essential part of information operations is 
the ability of commanders to control joint 
operations by disparate forces. Thus, com-
mand, control, communications, comput-
ers, intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance structures constitute a key part 
of information operations, providing the 
means for collecting, transmitting, and 
managing information.

 l Offensive Information Missions. These 
are intended to disrupt the enemy’s bat-
tlefield command and control systems and 
communications networks, as well as to 
strike the enemy’s psychological defenses.

 l Defensive Information Missions. Such 
missions are aimed at ensuring the surviv-
al and continued operation of information 
systems. They include deterring an oppo-
nent from attacking one’s own informa-
tion systems, concealing information, and 
combating attacks when they do occur.

 l Information Support and Informa-
tion-Safeguarding Missions. The ability 
to provide the myriad types of informa-
tion necessary to support extensive joint 
operations and to do so on a continuous 
basis is essential to their success.44

Computer network operations are inte-
gral to all four of these overall mission areas. 
They can include both strategic and battlefield 
network operations and can incorporate both 
offensive and defensive measures. They also 
include protection not only of data, but also of 
information hardware and operating software.

Computer network operations will not 
stand alone, however, but will be integrated 
with electronic warfare operations, as reflected 
in the phrase “network and electronics unified” 
(wangdian yiti). Electronic warfare operations 
are aimed at weakening or destroying enemy 
electronic facilities and systems while defend-
ing one’s own.45 The combination of electron-
ic and computer network attacks will produce 
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synergies that affect everything from finding 
and assessing the adversary to locating one’s 
own forces to weapons guidance to logistical 
support and command and control. The cre-
ation of the PLASSF is intended to integrate 
these forces and make them more complemen-
tary and effective in future “local wars under 
informationized conditions.”

Conclusion
China presents the United States with the 

most comprehensive security challenge in the 
region. It poses various threat contingencies 
across all three areas of vital American nation-
al interests: homeland; regional war (including 
potential attacks on overseas U.S. bases as well 
as against allies and friends); and international 
common spaces. China’s provocative behav-
ior is well documented: It is challenging the 
U.S. and its allies such as Japan at sea, in the 
air, and in cyberspace; it has raised concerns 
on its border with India; and it is a standing 

threat to Taiwan. Despite a lack of official 
transparency, publicly available sources shed 
considerable light on China’s rapidly growing 
military capabilities.

The Chinese launched their first home-
grown aircraft carrier during the past year and 
are fielding large numbers of new platforms for 
their land, sea, air, and outer space forces, as 
well as in the electromagnetic domain. The 
PLA has been staging larger and more compre-
hensive exercises, including major exercises 
in the East China Sea near Taiwan, that are 
improving the ability of the Chinese to oper-
ate their plethora of new systems. It has also 
continued to conduct probes of both the South 
Korean and Japanese air defense identifica-
tion zones, drawing rebukes from both Seoul 
and Tokyo.

This Index assesses the overall threat from 
China, considering the range of contingencies, 
as “aggressive” for level of provocation of be-
havior and “formidable” for level of capability.

HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN

Behavior %

FORMIDABLE GATHERING CAPABLE ASPIRATIONAL MARGINAL

Capability %

Threats: China
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Iran

Radical Islamist terrorism in its many 
forms remains the most immediate 

global threat to the safety and security of U.S. 
citizens at home and abroad, and Iran-sup-
ported terrorists pose some of the greatest 
potential threats. The Lebanon-based Hez-
bollah has a long history of executing terror-
ist attacks against American targets in the 
Middle East at Iran’s direction and could be 
activated to launch attacks inside the Unit-
ed States in the event of a conflict with Iran. 
Such state-sponsored terrorist attacks pose 
the greatest potential Iranian threats to the 
U.S. homeland, at least until Iran develops a 
long-range ballistic missile capable of target-
ing the United States.

Threats to the Homeland
Hezbollah Terrorism. Hezbollah (Party 

of God), the radical Lebanon-based Shia rev-
olutionary movement, poses a clear terrorist 
threat to international security. Hezbollah 
terrorists have murdered Americans, Israelis, 
Lebanese, Europeans, and citizens of many 
other nations. Originally founded with sup-
port from Iran in 1982, this Lebanese group 
has evolved from a local menace into a global 
terrorist network that is strongly backed by re-
gimes in Iran and Syria. Its political wing has 
dominated Lebanese politics and is funded 
by Iran and a web of charitable organizations, 
criminal activities, and front companies.

Hezbollah regards terrorism not only as 
a useful tool for advancing its revolutionary 
agenda, but also as a religious duty as part of 
a “global jihad.” It helped to introduce and 
popularize the tactic of suicide bombings 

in Lebanon in the 1980s, developed a strong 
guerrilla force and a political apparatus in 
the 1990s, provoked a war with Israel in 2006, 
intervened in the Syrian civil war after 2011 
at Iran’s direction, and has become a major 
destabilizing influence in the ongoing Arab–
Israeli conflict.

Before September 11, 2001, Hezbollah had 
murdered more Americans than any other 
terrorist group. Despite al-Qaeda’s increased 
visibility since then, Hezbollah remains a big-
ger, better equipped, better organized, and 
potentially more dangerous terrorist organi-
zation, partly because it enjoys the support of 
the world’s two chief state sponsors of terror-
ism: Iran and Syria. Hezbollah’s demonstrat-
ed capabilities led former Deputy Secretary of 
State Richard Armitage to dub it “the A-Team 
of Terrorists.”1

Hezbollah has expanded its operations from 
Lebanon to targets in the Middle East and far 
beyond the region. It now is a global terrorist 
threat that draws financial and logistical sup-
port from its Iranian patrons as well as from 
the Lebanese Shiite diaspora in the Middle 
East, Europe, Africa, Southeast Asia, North 
America, and South America. Hezbollah fund-
raising and equipment procurement cells have 
been detected and broken up in the United 
States and Canada, and Europe is believed to 
contain many more of these cells.

Hezbollah has been involved in numerous 
terrorist attacks against Americans, including:

 l The April 18, 1983, bombing of the U.S. 
embassy in Beirut, which killed 63 people 
including 17 Americans;
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 l The October 23, 1983, suicide truck bomb-

ing of the Marine barracks at Beirut Air-
port, which killed 241 Marines and other 
personnel deployed as part of the multina-
tional peacekeeping force in Lebanon;

 l The September 20, 1984, suicide truck 
bombing of the U.S. embassy annex in 
Lebanon, which killed 23 people including 
two Americans; and

 l The June 25, 1996, Khobar Towers bomb-
ing, which killed 19 American servicemen 
stationed in Saudi Arabia.

Hezbollah also was involved in the kidnap-
ping of several dozen Westerners, including 
14 Americans, who were held as hostages in 
Lebanon in the 1980s. The American hostag-
es eventually became pawns that Iran used as 
leverage in the secret negotiations that led to 
the Iran–Contra affair in the mid-1980s.

Hezbollah has launched numerous attacks 
outside of the Middle East. It perpetrated the 
two deadliest terrorist attacks in the history 
of South America: the March 1992 bombing 
of the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires, Ar-
gentina, which killed 29 people, and the July 
1994 bombing of a Jewish community center 
in Buenos Aires that killed 96 people. The tri-
al of those who were implicated in the 1994 
bombing revealed an extensive Hezbollah 
presence in Argentina and other countries in 
South America.

Hezbollah has escalated its terrorist attacks 
against Israeli targets in recent years as part of 
Iran’s intensifying shadow war against Israel. 
In 2012, Hezbollah killed five Israeli tourists 
and a Bulgarian bus driver in a suicide bomb-
ing near Burgas, Bulgaria. Hezbollah terrorist 
plots against Israelis were foiled in Thailand 
and Cyprus during that same year.

In 2013, Hezbollah admitted that it had de-
ployed several thousand militia members to 
fight in Syria on behalf of the Assad regime. By 
2015, Hezbollah forces had become crucial in 
propping up the Assad regime after the Syrian 
army was hamstrung by casualties, defections, 

and low morale. Hezbollah also deployed per-
sonnel to Iraq after the 2003 U.S. intervention 
to assist pro-Iranian Iraqi Shia militias that 
were battling the U.S.-led coalition. In addition, 
Hezbollah has deployed personnel in Yemen to 
train and assist the Iran-backed Houthi rebels.

Although Hezbollah operates mostly in the 
Middle East, it has a global reach and has es-
tablished a presence inside the United States. 
Cells in the United States generally are focused 
on fundraising, including criminal activities 
such as those perpetrated by over 70 used-car 
dealerships identified as part of a scheme to 
launder hundreds of millions of dollars of co-
caine-generated revenue that flowed back to 
Hezbollah.2

Covert Hezbollah cells could morph into 
other forms and launch terrorist operations 
inside the United States. Given Hezbollah’s 
close ties to Iran and past record of execut-
ing terrorist attacks on Tehran’s behalf, there 
is a real danger that Hezbollah terrorist cells 
could be activated inside the United States in 
the event of a conflict between Iran and the 
U.S. or between Iran and Israel. On June 1, 2017, 
two naturalized U.S. citizens were arrested 
and charged with providing material support 
to Hezbollah and conducting preoperational 
surveillance of military and law enforcement 
sites in New York City and at Kennedy Airport, 
the Panama Canal, and the American and Is-
raeli embassies in Panama.3 Nicholas Rasmus-
sen, Director of the National Counterterror-
ism Center, noted that the June arrests were 
a “stark reminder” of Hezbollah’s global reach 
and warned that Hezbollah “is determined to 
give itself a potential homeland option as a 
critical component of its terrorism playbook,” 
which “is something that those of us in the 
counterterrorism community take very, very 
seriously.”4

Iran’s Ballistic Missile Threat. Iran has 
an extensive missile development program 
that has received key assistance from North 
Korea, as well as more limited support from 
Russia and China until the imposition of sanc-
tions by the U.N. Security Council. Although 
the U.S. intelligence community assesses that 
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Iran does not have an ICBM capability (an in-
tercontinental ballistic missile with a range of 
5,500 kilometers or about 2,900 miles), Teh-
ran could develop one in the future. Iran has 
launched several satellites with space launch 
vehicles that use similar technology, which 
could also be adapted to develop an ICBM ca-
pability.5 Tehran’s missile arsenal primarily 
threatens U.S. bases and allies in the Middle 
East, but Iran eventually could expand the 
range of its missiles to include the continen-
tal United States.

Threat of Regional War
The Middle East region is one of the most 

complex and volatile threat environments 
faced by the United States and its allies. Iran, 
Hezbollah, and Iran-supported proxy groups 
pose actual or potential threats both to Amer-
ica’s interests and to those of its allies.

Iranian Threats in the Middle East. Iran 
is led by an anti-Western revolutionary regime 
that seeks to tilt the regional balance of power 
in its favor by driving out the Western presence, 
undermining and overthrowing opposing gov-
ernments, and establishing its hegemony over 
the oil-rich Persian Gulf region. It also seeks 
to radicalize Shiite communities and advance 
their interests against Sunni rivals. Iran has 
a long record of sponsoring terrorist attacks 
against American allies and other interests in 
the region.

Iran’s conventional military forces, al-
though relatively weak by Western standards, 
loom large over Iran’s smaller neighbors. 
Iran’s armed forces remain dependent on 
major weapons systems and equipment that 
date back to before its 1979 revolution. Iran’s 
ability to replace these aging weapons systems, 
many of which were depleted in the 1980–1988 
Iran–Iraq war, has been limited by Western 
sanctions. Iran has not been able to acquire 
large numbers of modern armor, combat air-
craft, longer-range surface-to-surface missiles, 
or major naval warships.

Tehran, however, has managed to import 
modern Russian and Chinese air-to-air, air-to-
ground, air defense, anti-armor, and anti-ship 

missiles to upgrade its conventional military 
and asymmetric forces.6 It also has developed 
its capacity to reverse engineer and build its 
own versions of ballistic missiles, rockets, 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), minisub-
marines, and other weapon systems. To com-
pensate for its limited capability to project 
conventional military power, Tehran has fo-
cused on building up its asymmetric warfare 
capabilities, proxy forces, and ballistic missile 
and cruise missile capabilities. For example, 
in part because of the limited capabilities of 
its air force, Iran developed UAVs during the 
Iran–Iraq war, including at least one armed 
model that carried up to six RPG-7 rounds in 
what was perhaps the world’s first use of UAVs 
in combat.7

The July 2015 Iran nuclear agreement, 
which lifted nuclear-related sanctions on Iran 
in January 2016, gave Tehran access to about 
$100 billion in restricted assets and allowed 
Iran to expand its oil and gas exports, the 
chief source of its state revenues. Relief from 
the burden of sanctions helped Iran’s econo-
my and enabled Iran to enhance its strategic 
position, military capabilities, and support for 
surrogate networks and terrorist groups. In 
May 2016, Tehran announced that it was in-
creasing its military budget for 2016–2017 to 
$19 billion—90 percent more than the previous 
year’s budget.8 Estimating total defense spend-
ing is difficult because of Tehran’s opaque bud-
get process and the fact that spending on some 
categories, including Iran’s ballistic missile 
program and military intervention in Syria, 
is hidden, but the International Institute for 
Strategic Studies estimates that Iran’s defense 
spending fell from $21 billion in 2017 to $19.6 
billion in 2018.9

The lifting of sanctions also enabled Teh-
ran to emerge from diplomatic isolation and 
strengthen strategic ties with Russia. Russian 
President Vladimir Putin traveled to Iran in 
November 2015 to meet with Supreme Lead-
er Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and other officials. 
Both regimes called for enhanced military co-
operation. During Iranian President Hassan 
Rouhani’s visit to Russia in March 2017, Putin 
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proclaimed his intention to raise bilateral re-
lations to the level of a “strategic partnership.”10 
Putin met with Rouhani again on June 9, 2018, 
on the sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization (SCO) summit, where he noted 
that Iran and Russia were “working well to-
gether to settle the Syrian crisis” and promised 
to support Iran’s entry into the SCO.11

This growing strategic relationship has 
strengthened Iran’s military capabilities. Teh-
ran announced in April 2016 that Russia had 
begun deliveries of up to five S-300 Favorit 
long-range surface-to-air missile systems, 
which can track up to 100 aircraft and engage 
six of them simultaneously at a range of 200 
kilometers.12 The missile system, which was 
considered a defensive weapon not included in 
the U.N. arms embargo on Iran, was deployed 
and became operational in 2017, giving Iran 
a “generational improvement in capabilities” 
according to Defense Intelligence Agency Di-
rector Lieutenant General Robert Ashley.13

Moscow also began negotiations to sell 
Iran an unspecified number of T-90 tanks and 
advanced Sukhoi Su-30 Flanker fighter jets.14 
These warplanes would significantly improve 
Iran’s air defense and long-range strike capa-
bilities, although under the terms of the 2015 
Iran nuclear agreement, they cannot be de-
livered until after the U.N. arms embargo on 
Iran has expired. The agreement is scheduled 
to expire in October 2020. If Tehran pulled out 
of the agreement, however, the embargo would 
continue, precluding the sales.

After the nuclear agreement, Iran and Rus-
sia escalated their strategic cooperation in 
propping up Syria’s embattled Assad regime. 
Iran’s growing military intervention in Syria 
was partly eclipsed by Russia’s military in-
tervention and launching of an air campaign 
against Assad’s enemies in September 2015, 
but Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps 
(IRGC) and surrogate militia groups have 
played the leading role in spearheading the 
ground offensives that have retaken territory 
from Syrian rebel groups and tilted the mili-
tary balance in favor of the Assad regime. By 
October 2015, Iran had deployed an estimated 

7,000 IRGC troops and paramilitary forces in 
Syria, along with an estimated 20,000 foreign 
fighters from Iran-backed Shiite militias from 
Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.15 
Tehran escalated to deploy a force of almost 
80,000 Shia militia fighters commanded by 
nearly 2,000 IRGC officers.16

Iran, working closely with Russia, then ex-
panded its military efforts and helped to con-
solidate a costly victory for the Assad regime. 
At the height of the fighting in August 2016, 
Russia temporarily deployed Tu-22M3 bomb-
ers and Su-34 strike fighters to an air base at 
Hamedan in western Iran in order to strike 
rebel targets in Syria.17 After the fall of Aleppo 
in December 2016, which inflicted a crushing 
defeat on the armed opposition, Tehran sought 
to entrench a permanent Iranian military 
presence in Syria, establishing an elaborate 
infrastructure of military bases, intelligence 
centers, UAV airfields, missile sites, and logis-
tical facilities. The IRGC also sought to secure 
a logistical corridor to enable the movement of 
heavy equipment, arms, and matériel through 
Iraq and Syria to bolster Hezbollah in Lebanon.

Iran’s military presence in Syria and con-
tinued efforts to provide advanced weapons to 
Hezbollah through Syria have fueled tensions 
with Israel. Israel has launched over two hun-
dred air strikes against Hezbollah and Iranian 
forces to prevent the transfer of sophisticated 
arms and prevent Iran-backed militias from 
deploying near Israel’s border. On February 
10, 2018, Iranian forces in Syria launched an 
armed drone that penetrated Israeli airspace 
before it was shot down. Israel responded with 
air strikes on IRGC facilities in Syria. Iranian 
forces in Syria later launched a salvo of 20 
rockets against Israeli military positions in the 
Golan Heights on May 9, 2018, provoking Israel 
to launch ground-to-ground missiles, artillery 
salvos, and air strikes against all known Iranian 
bases in Syria.18

Although Russia has sought to calm the 
situation, reportedly helping to arrange the 
withdrawal of Iranian heavy weapons 85 kilo-
meters from Israeli military positions in the 
Golan Heights, Moscow has turned a blind eye 
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to Iranian redeployments and the threat that 
long-range Iranian weapon systems deployed 
in Syria pose to Israel.19 On January 13, 2019, 
Israel launched an air strike against an Iranian 
arms depot at Damascus International Airport, 
and the Israeli government revealed that it had 
launched over 2,000 missiles at various targets 
in Syria in 2018.20 Israel remains determined to 
prevent Iran from establishing forward bases 
near its borders, and another clash could rap-
idly escalate into a regional conflict.

Iran’s Proxy Warfare. Iran has adopted 
a political warfare strategy that emphasizes 
irregular warfare, asymmetric tactics, and 
the extensive use of proxy forces. The Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps has trained, armed, 
supported, and collaborated with a wide vari-
ety of radical Shia and Sunni militant groups, 
as well as Arab, Palestinian, Kurdish, and Af-
ghan groups that do not share its radical Isla-
mist ideology. The IRGC’s elite Quds (Jerusa-
lem) Force has cultivated, trained, armed, and 
supported numerous proxies, particularly the 
Lebanon-based Hezbollah; Iraqi Shia militant 
groups; Palestinian groups such as Hamas and 
Palestinian Islamic Jihad; and groups that have 
fought against the governments of Afghanistan, 
Bahrain, Egypt, Israel, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE), and Yemen.

Iran is the world’s foremost state sponsor 
of terrorism and has made extensive efforts to 
export its radical Shia brand of Islamist revo-
lution. It has established a network of power-
ful Shia revolutionary groups in Lebanon and 
Iraq; has cultivated links with Afghan Shia and 
Taliban militants; and has stirred Shia unrest 
in Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and 
Yemen. In recent years, Iranian arms ship-
ments have been intercepted regularly by naval 
forces off the coasts of Bahrain and Yemen, and 
Israel has repeatedly intercepted arms ship-
ments, including long-range rockets, bound for 
Palestinian militants in Gaza.

U.S. troops in the Middle East have been 
targeted by Iranian proxies in Lebanon in the 
1980s, Saudi Arabia in 1996, and Iraq in the 
2000s. In April 2019, the Pentagon released 

an updated estimate of the number of U.S. per-
sonnel killed by Iran-backed militias in Iraq, 
revising the number upward to at least 603 
dead between 2003 and 2011. These casualties, 
about 17 percent of the American death toll in 
Iraq, “were the result of explosively formed 
penetrators (EFP), other improvised explosive 
devices (IED), improvised rocket-assisted mu-
nitions (IRAM), rockets, mortars, rocket-pro-
pelled grenades (RPG), small-arms, sniper, and 
other attacks in Iraq,” according to a Pentagon 
spokesman.21

Terrorist Threats from Hezbollah. Hez-
bollah is a close ally of, frequent surrogate for, 
and terrorist subcontractor for Iran’s revolu-
tionary Islamist regime. Iran played a crucial 
role in creating Hezbollah in 1982 as a vehicle 
for exporting its revolution, mobilizing Leba-
nese Shia, and developing a terrorist surrogate 
for attacks on its enemies.

Tehran provides the bulk of Hezbollah’s for-
eign support: arms, training, logistical support, 
and money. The Pentagon has estimated that 
Iran provides up to $200 million in annual fi-
nancial support for Hezbollah; other estimates 
made before the 2015 nuclear deal ran as high 
as $350 million annually.22 After the nuclear 
deal, which offered Tehran substantial relief 
from sanctions, Tehran increased its aid to 
Hezbollah, providing as much as $800 million 
per year according to Israeli officials.23 Tehran 
has been lavish in stocking Hezbollah’s expen-
sive and extensive arsenal of rockets, sophis-
ticated land mines, small arms, ammunition, 
explosives, anti-ship missiles, anti-aircraft 
missiles, and even unmanned aerial vehicles 
that Hezbollah can use for aerial surveillance 
or remotely piloted terrorist attacks. Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards have trained Hezbollah 
terrorists in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley and in Iran.

Iran has used Hezbollah as a club to hit not 
only Israel and Tehran’s Western enemies, but 
also many Arab countries. Tehran’s revolution-
ary ideology has fueled Iran’s hostility to other 
Middle Eastern states, many of which it seeks 
to overthrow and replace with radical allies. 
During the Iran–Iraq war, Iran used Hezbol-
lah to launch terrorist attacks against Iraqi 
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targets and against Arab states that sided with 
Iraq. Hezbollah launched numerous terrorist 
attacks against Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, which 
extended strong financial support to Iraq’s war 
effort, and participated in several other terror-
ist operations in Bahrain and the UAE.

Iranian Revolutionary Guards conspired 
with the branch of Hezbollah in Saudi Arabia 
to conduct the 1996 Khobar Towers bombing. 
Hezbollah collaborated with the IRGC’s Quds 
Force to destabilize Iraq after the 2003 U.S. 
occupation and helped to train and advise the 
Mahdi Army, the radical anti-Western Shiite 
militia led by militant Iraqi cleric Moqtada 
al-Sadr. Hezbollah detachments also have co-
operated with IRGC forces in Yemen to train 
and assist the Houthi rebel movement.

Hezbollah threatens the security and stabil-
ity of the Middle East and Western interests in 
the Middle East on a number of fronts. In ad-
dition to its murderous actions against Israel, 
Hezbollah has used violence to impose its rad-
ical Islamist agenda and subvert democracy in 
Lebanon. Some experts believed that Hezbol-
lah’s participation in the 1992 Lebanese elec-
tions and subsequent inclusion in Lebanon’s 
parliament and coalition governments would 
moderate its behavior, but political inclusion 
did not lead it to renounce terrorism.

Hezbollah also poses a potential threat to 
America’s NATO allies in Europe. Hezbollah 
established a presence inside European coun-
tries in the 1980s amid the influx of Lebanese 
citizens seeking to escape Lebanon’s civil war 
and took root among Lebanese Shiite immi-
grant communities throughout Europe. Ger-
man intelligence officials estimate that roughly 
900 Hezbollah members live in Germany alone. 
Hezbollah also has developed an extensive 
web of fundraising and logistical support cells 
throughout Europe.24

France and Britain have been the principal 
European targets of Hezbollah terrorism, part-
ly because both countries opposed Hezbollah’s 
agenda in Lebanon and were perceived as ene-
mies of Iran, Hezbollah’s chief patron. Hezbol-
lah has been involved in many terrorist attacks 
against Europeans, including:

 l The October 1983 bombing of the French 
contingent of the multinational peace-
keeping force in Lebanon (on the same 
day the U.S. Marine barracks was bombed), 
which killed 58 French soldiers;

 l The December 1983 bombing of the 
French embassy in Kuwait;

 l The April 1985 bombing of a restaurant 
near a U.S. base in Madrid, Spain, which 
killed 18 Spanish citizens;

 l A campaign of 13 bombings in France in 
1986 that targeted shopping centers and 
railroad facilities, killing 13 people and 
wounding more than 250; and

 l A March 1989 attempt to assassinate 
British novelist Salman Rushdie that 
failed when a bomb exploded prematurely, 
killing a terrorist in London.

Hezbollah’s attacks in Europe trailed off in 
the 1990s after Hezbollah’s Iranian sponsors 
accepted a truce in their bloody 1980–1988 war 
with Iraq and no longer needed a surrogate to 
punish states that Tehran perceived as sup-
porting Iraq. Significantly, European partici-
pation in Lebanese peacekeeping operations, 
which became a lightning rod for Hezbollah 
terrorist attacks in the 1980s, could become 
an issue again if Hezbollah attempts to revive 
its aggressive operations in southern Lebanon. 
Troops from EU member states could someday 
find themselves attacked by Hezbollah with 
weapons financed by Hezbollah supporters in 
their home countries.

Hezbollah operatives have been deployed 
in countries throughout Europe, including 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, France, Germany, 
and Greece.25

Growing Missile Threat. Iran possess-
es the largest number of deployed missiles in 
the Middle East.26 In June 2017, Iran launched 
mid-range missiles from its territory that 
struck opposition targets in Syria. This was 
the first such operational use of mid-range 
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missiles by Iran in almost 30 years, but it was 
not as successful as Tehran might have hoped. 
It was reported that three of the five missiles 
launched missed Syria altogether and landed 
in Iraq and that the remaining two landed in 
Syria but missed their intended targets by 
miles.27

The backbone of the Iranian ballistic mis-
sile force is the Shahab series of road-mobile 
surface-to-surface missiles, which are based 
on Soviet-designed Scud missiles. The Shahab 
missiles are potentially capable of carrying nu-
clear, chemical, or biological warheads in addi-
tion to conventional high-explosive warheads. 
Their relative inaccuracy (compared to NATO 
ballistic missiles) limits their effectiveness un-
less they are employed against large, soft tar-
gets like cities.

Tehran’s heavy investment in such weap-
ons has fueled speculation that the Iranians 
intend eventually to replace the convention-
al warheads on their longer-range missiles 
with nuclear warheads. As the Nuclear Threat 
Initiative has observed, “Iran’s rapidly improv-
ing missile capabilities have prompted concern 
from international actors such as the United 
Nations, the United States and Iran’s regional 
neighbors.”28

Iran is not a member of the Missile Tech-
nology Control Regime, and it has sought 
aggressively to acquire, develop, and deploy 
a wide spectrum of ballistic missile, cruise 
missile, and space launch capabilities. During 
the 1980–1988 Iran–Iraq war, Iran acquired 
Soviet-made Scud-B missiles from Libya and 
later acquired North Korean–designed Scud-C 
and No-dong missiles, which it renamed the 
Shahab-2 (with an estimated range of 500 
kilometers or 310 miles) and Shahab-3 (with 
an estimated range of 900 kilometers or 560 
miles). It now can produce its own variants of 
these missiles as well as longer-range Ghadr-1 
and Qiam missiles.29

Iran’s Shahab-3 and Ghadr-1, which is a 
modified version of the Shahab-3 with a small-
er warhead but greater range (about 1,600 ki-
lometers or 1,000 miles), are considered more 
reliable and advanced than the North Korean 

No-dong missile from which they are derived. 
Although early variants of the Shahab-3 missile 
were relatively inaccurate, Tehran was able to 
adapt and employ Chinese guidance technol-
ogy to improve strike accuracy significantly.30 
In 2014, then-Defense Intelligence Agency 
Director Lieutenant General Michael T. Fly-
nn warned that:

Iran can strike targets throughout the re-
gion and into Eastern Europe. In addition 
to its growing missile and rocket inven-
tories, Iran is seeking to enhance lethality 
and effectiveness of existing systems 
with improvements in accuracy and 
warhead designs. Iran is developing the 
Khalij Fars, an anti-ship ballistic missile 
which could threaten maritime activity 
throughout the Persian Gulf and Strait of 
Hormuz.31

Iran’s ballistic missiles pose a growing 
threat to U.S. bases and allies from Turkey, 
Israel, and Egypt to the west, to Saudi Arabia 
and the other Gulf states to the south, to Af-
ghanistan and Pakistan to the east. Iran also 
has become a center for missile proliferation 
by exporting a wide variety of ballistic mis-
siles, cruise missiles, and rockets to the Assad 
regime in Syria and proxy groups such as Hez-
bollah, Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the 
Houthi rebels in Yemen, and Iraqi militias. The 
Houthi Ansar Allah group has launched ballis-
tic missiles and armed drones against targets 
in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, which launched 
a military campaign against them in 2015 in 
support of Yemen’s government.

However, it is Israel, which has fought a 
shadow war with Iran and its terrorist proxies, 
that is most at risk from an Iranian missile at-
tack. In case the Israeli government had any 
doubt about Iran’s implacable hostility, the 
Revolutionary Guards, which control most of 
Iran’s strategic missile systems, displayed a 
message written in Hebrew on the side of one 
of the Iranian missiles tested in March 2016: 

“Israel must be wiped off the earth.”32 The 
development of nuclear warheads for Iran’s 
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ballistic missiles would significantly degrade 
Israel’s ability to deter major Iranian attacks, 
an ability that the existing (but not officially 
acknowledged) Israeli monopoly on nuclear 
weapons in the Middle East currently provides.

For Iran’s radical regime, hostility to Israel, 
which Iran sometimes calls the “Little Satan,” 
is second only to hostility to the United States, 
which the leader of Iran’s 1979 revolution, Aya-
tollah Khomeini, dubbed the “Great Satan.” 
But Iran poses a greater immediate threat to 
Israel than it does to the United States: Israel 
is a smaller country with fewer military ca-
pabilities, is located much closer to Iran, and 
already is within range of Iran’s Shahab-3 mis-
siles. Moreover, all of Israel can be hit with the 
thousands of shorter-range rockets that Iran 
has provided to Hezbollah in Lebanon and to 
Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad in Gaza.

Weapons of Mass Destruction. Tehran 
has invested tens of billions of dollars since 
the 1980s in a nuclear weapons program that 
is concealed within its civilian nuclear power 
program. It built clandestine but subsequent-
ly discovered underground uranium-enrich-
ment facilities near Natanz and Fordow and 
a heavy-water reactor near Arak that would 
give it a second potential route to nuclear 
weapons.33

Before the 2015 nuclear deal, Iran had 
accumulated enough low-enriched urani-
um to build eight nuclear bombs (assuming 
the uranium was enriched to weapon-grade 
levels); “[b]y using the approximately 9,000 
first generation centrifuges operating at its 
Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant as of October 
2015, Iran could theoretically produce enough 
weapon-grade uranium to fuel a single nuclear 
warhead in less than 2 months.”34 Clearly, the 
development of a nuclear bomb would greatly 
amplify the threat posed by Iran. Even if Iran 
did not use a nuclear weapon or pass it on to 
one of its terrorist surrogates to use, the re-
gime could become emboldened to expand its 
support for terrorism, subversion, and intimi-
dation, assuming that its nuclear arsenal would 
protect it from retaliation as has been the case 
with North Korea.

On July 14, 2015, President Barack Obama 
announced that the United States and Iran, 
along with China, France, Germany, Russia, 
the United Kingdom, and the European Union 
High Representative for Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy, had reached a “comprehensive, 
long-term deal with Iran that will prevent it 
from obtaining a nuclear weapon.”35 The short-
lived agreement, however, did a much better 
job of dismantling sanctions against Iran than 
it did of dismantling Iran’s nuclear infrastruc-
ture, much of which was allowed to remain 
functional subject to weak restrictions, some 
of them only temporary. This flaw led Presi-
dent Donald Trump to withdraw the U.S. from 
the agreement on May 8, 2018, and reimpose 
sanctions.36

In fact, the agreement did not require that 
any of Iran’s covertly built facilities would have 
to be dismantled. The Natanz and Fordow ura-
nium enrichment facilities were allowed to re-
main in operation, although the latter facility 
was to be repurposed at least temporarily as a 
research site. The heavy-water reactor at Arak 
was also retained with modifications that will 
reduce its yield of plutonium. All of these fa-
cilities, built covertly and housing operations 
prohibited by multiple U.N. Security Council 
resolutions, were legitimized by the agreement.

The Iran nuclear agreement marked a risky 
departure from more than five decades of U.S. 
nonproliferation efforts under which Wash-
ington opposed the spread of sensitive nucle-
ar technologies, such as uranium enrichment, 
even for allies. Iran got a better deal on ura-
nium enrichment under the agreement than 
such U.S. allies as the United Arab Emirates, 
South Korea, and Taiwan have received from 
Washington in the past. In fact, the Obama Ad-
ministration gave Iran better terms on urani-
um enrichment than President Gerald Ford’s 
Administration gave the Shah of Iran, a close 
U.S. ally before the 1979 revolution.

President Trump’s decision to withdraw 
from the nuclear agreement marked a return 
to long-standing U.S. nonproliferation policy. 
Iran, Britain, France, Germany, the European 
Union, China, and Russia sought to salvage 
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the agreement, but this is unlikely, given the 
strength of the U.S. nuclear sanctions that were 
fully reimposed by November 4, 2018, after a 
180-day wind-down period.

Iran initially adopted a policy of “strategic 
patience,” seeking to preserve as much of the 
agreement’s sanctions relief as it could while 
hoping to outlast the Trump Administration 
and deal with a presumably more pliable suc-
cessor Administration after the 2020 elections. 
The Trump Administration, however, ratch-
eted up sanctions to unprecedented levels 
under its “maximum pressure” campaign. On 
April 8, 2019, it designated Iran’s Revolutionary 
Guards as a foreign terrorist organization; be-
cause the Revolutionary Guards are extensive-
ly involved in Iran’s oil, construction, and de-
fense industries, this allowed U.S. sanctions to 
hit harder at strategic sectors of Iran’s econo-
my.37 On April 22, 2019, Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo announced that the Administration 
would eliminate waivers for Iran’s remaining 
oil exports on May 2 and seek to zero them out 
entirely.38

Although President Trump has made it 
clear that he seeks a new agreement on Iran’s 
nuclear program, Tehran has refused to re-
turn to the negotiating table. Instead, it has 
sought to pressure European states to protect 
it from the effects of U.S. sanctions. On May 8, 
2019, Iranian President Rouhani announced 
that Iran would no longer comply with the 
2015 nuclear agreement’s restrictions on the 
size of Iran’s stockpiles of enriched uranium 
and heavy water.39 Tehran gave the Europe-
ans 60 days to deliver greater sanctions relief, 
specifically with respect to oil sales and bank-
ing transactions, and warned that if this ulti-
matum was not met by July 7, 2019, it would 
both resume construction of its unfinished 
heavy-water reactor at Arak and resume urani-
um enrichment at higher levels than permitted 
by the agreement.

Iran also is a declared chemical weapons 
power that claims to have destroyed all of its 
chemical weapon stockpiles, but it has never 
fully complied with the Chemical Weapons 
Convention or declared its holdings.40 U.S. 

intelligence agencies have assessed that Iran 
maintains “the capability to produce chemi-
cal warfare (CW) agents and ‘probably’ has the 
capability to produce some biological warfare 
agents for offensive purposes, if it made the 
decision to do so.”41

Iranian Threats to Israel. In addition to 
ballistic missile threats from Iran, Israel faces 
the constant threat of attack from Palestinian, 
Lebanese, Egyptian, Syrian, and other Arab 
terrorist groups, including many supported by 
Iran. The threat posed by Arab states, which 
lost four wars against Israel in 1948, 1956, 1967, 
and 1973 (Syria and the PLO lost a fifth war 
in 1982 in Lebanon), has gradually declined. 
Egypt and Jordan have signed peace treaties 
with Israel, and Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen 
have been distracted by civil wars. Although 
the conventional military threat to Israel from 
Arab states has declined, unconventional mil-
itary and terrorist threats, especially from an 
expanding number of sub-state actors, have 
risen substantially.

Iran has systematically bolstered many of 
these groups even when it did not necessarily 
share their ideology. Today, Iran’s surrogates, 
Hezbollah and Palestinian Islamic Jihad, along 
with more distant ally Hamas, pose the chief 
immediate security threats to Israel. After 
Israel’s May 2000 withdrawal from southern 
Lebanon and the September 2000 outbreak 
of fighting between Israelis and Palestinians, 
Hezbollah stepped up its support for such 
Palestinian extremist groups as Hamas, Pal-
estinian Islamic Jihad, the al-Aqsa Martyrs’ 
Brigades, and the Popular Front for the Lib-
eration of Palestine. It also expanded its own 
operations in the West Bank and Gaza and pro-
vided funding for specific attacks launched by 
other groups.

In July 2006, Hezbollah forces crossed the 
Lebanese border in an effort to kidnap Israeli 
soldiers inside Israel, igniting a military clash 
that claimed hundreds of lives and severely 
damaged the economies on both sides of the 
border. Hezbollah has since rebuilt its depleted 
arsenal with help from Iran and Syria. Accord-
ing to official Israeli estimates, Hezbollah has 
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amassed around 150,000 rockets, including a 
number of long-range Iranian-made missiles 
capable of striking cities throughout Israel.42 
In recent years, under cover of the war in Syria, 
Iran and Hezbollah have established another 
potential front against Israel in addition to 
Lebanon and Gaza.

Since Israel’s withdrawal from the Gaza 
Strip in 2005, Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Ji-
had, and other terrorist groups have fired more 
than 11,000 rockets into Israel, sparking wars 
in 2008–2009, 2012, and 2014.43 Over 5 million 
Israelis out of a total population of 8.1 million 
live within range of rocket attacks from Gaza, 
although the successful operation of the Iron 
Dome anti-missile system greatly mitigated 
this threat during the Gaza conflict in 2014. In 
that war, Hamas also unveiled a sophisticated 
tunnel network that it used to infiltrate Israel 
to launch attacks on Israeli civilians and mili-
tary personnel. In early May 2019, Palestinian 
Islamic Jihad ignited another round of fighting 
in Gaza in which about 700 rockets were fired 
at Israel.44

Threats to Saudi Arabia and Other 
Members of the Gulf Cooperation Coun-
cil. Saudi Arabia and the five other Arab Gulf 
States—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the 
United Arab Emirates—formed the Gulf Coop-
eration Council (GCC) in 1981 to deter and de-
fend against Iranian aggression. Iran remains 
the primary external threat to their security. 
Tehran has supported groups that launched 
terrorist attacks against Bahrain, Kuwait, Sau-
di Arabia, and Yemen. It sponsored the Islamic 
Front for the Liberation of Bahrain, a surrogate 
group that plotted a failed 1981 coup against 
Bahrain’s ruling Al Khalifa family, the Sunni 
rulers of the predominantly Shia country. Iran 
also has long backed Bahraini branches of Hez-
bollah and the Dawa Party.

However, in recent years, some members 
of the GCC, led mainly by Saudi Arabia, have 
shown concern over Qatar’s support for the 
Muslim Brotherhood and its perceived cozi-
ness with Iran, with which Doha shares a major 
gas field in the Gulf. This led to the breakdown 
of diplomatic relations between many Arab 

states and Qatar in June 2017 and the imposi-
tion of economic sanctions as part of a diplo-
matic standoff that shows no signs of ending.45

When Bahrain was engulfed in a wave of 
Arab Spring protests in 2011, its government 
charged that Iran again exploited the protests 
to back the efforts of Shia radicals to overthrow 
the royal family. Saudi Arabia, fearing that a 
Shia revolution in Bahrain would incite its own 
restive Shia minority, led a March 2011 GCC in-
tervention that backed Bahrain’s government 
with about 1,000 Saudi troops and 500 police 
from the UAE.

Bahrain has repeatedly intercepted ship-
ments of Iranian arms, including sophisticated 
bombs employing explosively formed penetra-
tors. The government withdrew its ambassa-
dor to Tehran when two Bahrainis with ties 
to the IRGC were arrested after their arms 
shipment was intercepted off Bahrain’s coast 
in July 2015. Iranian hardliners have steadily 
escalated pressure on Bahrain. In March 2016, 
a former IRGC general who is a close adviser 
to Ayatollah Khamenei stated that “Bahrain 
is a province of Iran that should be annexed to 
the Islamic Republic of Iran.”46 After Bahrain 
stripped a senior Shiite cleric, Sheikh Isa Qas-
sim, of his citizenship, General Qassim Sulei-
mani, commander of the IRGC’s Quds Force, 
threatened to make Bahrain’s royal family “pay 
the price and disappear.”47

Saudi Arabia has criticized Iran for support-
ing radical Saudi Shiites, intervening in Syria, 
and supporting Shiite Islamists in Lebanon, 
Iraq, and Yemen. In January 2016, Saudi Arabia 
executed a Shiite cleric charged with sparking 
anti-government protests and cut diplomatic 
ties with Iran after Iranian mobs enraged by 
the execution attacked and set fire to the Saudi 
embassy in Tehran.48

In addition to terrorist threats and possible 
rebellions by Shia or other disaffected internal 
groups, Saudi Arabia and the other GCC states 
face possible military threats from Iran. Be-
cause of their close security ties with the Unit-
ed States, Tehran is unlikely to launch direct 
military attacks against these countries, but it 
has backed Shiite terrorist groups like Saudi 
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Hezbollah within GCC states and has support-
ed the Shiite Houthi rebels in Yemen. In March 
2015, Saudi Arabia led a 10-country coalition 
that launched a military campaign against 
Houthi forces and provided support for ousted 
Yemeni President Abdu Rabu Mansour Hadi, 
who took refuge in Saudi Arabia. The Saudi 
Navy also established a blockade of Yemeni 
ports to prevent Iran from aiding the rebels.

The Houthis have retaliated by launch-
ing Iranian-supplied missiles at military and 
civilian targets in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, 
including ballistic missile attacks on airports, 
Riyadh, and other cities, as well as cruise mis-
sile strikes. In December 2017, the Houthis 
launched a cruise missile attack on an un-
finished nuclear reactor in Abu Dhabi. The 
Houthis also have made extensive use of UAVs 
and UCAVs (unmanned combat aerial vehicles, 
or armed drones). A Houthi UCAV attacked 
a military parade in Yemen in January 2019, 
killing at least six people including Yemen’s 
commander of military intelligence, and lon-
ger-range UCAVs were used in a coordinated 
attack on Saudi Arabia’s East–West pipeline on 
May 14, 2019.49

Threats to the Commons
The United States has critical interests at 

stake in the Middle Eastern commons: sea, air, 
space, and cyber. The U.S. has long provided 
the security backbone in these areas, and this 
security in turn has supported the region’s eco-
nomic development and political stability.

Maritime. Maintaining the security of the 
sea lines of communication in the Persian Gulf, 
Arabian Sea, Red Sea, and Mediterranean Sea 
is a high priority for strategic, economic, and 
energy security purposes. The Persian Gulf 
region contains approximately 50 percent of 
the world’s oil reserves and is a crucial source 
of oil and gas for energy-importing states, par-
ticularly China, India, Japan, South Korea, and 
many European countries. Interstate conflict 
or terrorist attacks could easily interrupt the 
flow of that oil.

Bottlenecks such as the Strait of Hormuz, 
Suez Canal, and Bab el-Mandeb Strait are 

potential choke points for restricting the flow 
of oil, international trade, and the deploy-
ment of U.S. Navy warships. The chief poten-
tial threat to the free passage of ships through 
the Strait of Hormuz, one of the world’s most 
important maritime choke points, is Iran. Ac-
cording to one recent account:

The U.S. Energy Information Administra-
tion estimated that 18.5 million barrels per 
day (bpd) of seaborne oil passed through 
the waterway in 2016. That was about 
30 percent of crude and other oil liquids 
traded by sea in 2016.

About 17.2 million bpd of crude and 
condensates were estimated to have 
been shipped through the Strait in 2017 
and about 17.4 million bpd in the first 
half of 2018, according to oil analytics 
firm Vortexa.

With global oil consumption standing at 
about 100 million bpd, that means almost 
a fifth passes through the Strait.

Most crude exported from Saudi Arabia, 
Iran, the UAE, Kuwait and Iraq — all mem-
bers of the Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries — is shipped through 
the waterway.

It is also the route used for nearly all the 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) produced by 
the world’s biggest LNG exporter, Qatar.50

Iran has trumpeted the threat that it could 
pose to the free flow of oil exports from the 
Gulf if it is attacked or if a cutoff of its own 
oil exports is threatened. Iran’s leaders have 
threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, the 
jugular vein through which most Gulf oil ex-
ports flow to Asia and Europe. Although the 
United States has greatly reduced its depen-
dence on oil exports from the Gulf, it still 
would sustain economic damage in the event 
of a spike in world oil prices, and many of its 
European and Asian allies and trading partners 
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import a substantial portion of their oil needs 
from the region.

Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei 
has repeatedly played up Iran’s threat to inter-
national energy security, proclaiming in 2006 
that “[i]f the Americans make a wrong move 
toward Iran, the shipment of energy will defi-
nitely face danger, and the Americans would 
not be able to protect energy supply in the re-
gion.”51 Iranian officials often reiterate these 
threats during periods of heightened tension. 
For example, the chief of staff of Iran’s army, 
Major General Mohammad Baqeri, warned on 
April 28, 2019, that “if our oil does not pass, the 
oil of others shall not pass the Strait of Hormuz 
either.”52

Iran has established a precedent for at-
tacking oil shipments in the Gulf. During the 
Iran–Iraq war, each side targeted the other’s 
oil facilities, ports, and oil exports. Iran es-
calated attacks to include neutral Kuwaiti oil 
tankers and terminals and clandestinely laid 
mines in Persian Gulf shipping lanes while its 
ally Libya clandestinely laid mines in the Red 
Sea. The United States defeated Iran’s tactics 
by reflagging Kuwaiti oil tankers, clearing the 
mines, and escorting ships through the Persian 
Gulf, but a large number of commercial vessels 
were damaged during the “Tanker War” from 
1984 to 1987.

Iran’s demonstrated willingness to dis-
rupt oil traffic through the Persian Gulf in the 
past to place economic pressure on Iraq is a 
red flag to U.S. military planners. During the 
1980s Tanker War, Iran’s ability to strike at 
Gulf shipping was limited by its aging and out-
dated weapons systems and the arms embargo 
imposed by the U.S. after the 1979 revolution, 
but since the 1990s, Iran has been upgrading 
its military with new weapons from North Ko-
rea, China, and Russia, as well as with weapons 
manufactured domestically.

Since the Iran–Iraq war, Tehran has in-
vested heavily in developing its naval forces, 
particularly the IRGC Navy, along unconven-
tional lines. Today, Iran boasts an arsenal of 
Iranian-built missiles based on Russian and 
Chinese designs that pose significant threats 

to oil tankers as well as warships. Iran has de-
ployed mobile anti-ship missile batteries along 
its 1,500-mile gulf coast and on many of the 17 
Iranian-controlled islands in the gulf, as well 
as modern anti-ship missiles mounted on fast 
attack boats, submarines, oil platforms, and 
vessels disguised as civilian fishing boats. Six 
of Iran’s 17 islands in the gulf are particularly 
important because they are located close to the 
shipping channels that all ships must use near 
the Strait of Hormuz: Forur, Bani Forur and 
Sirri, and three islands seized from the United 
Arab Emirates: Abu Musa, Greater Tunb, and 
Lesser Tunb.

Iran has imported Russian submarines, 
North Korean minisubmarines, and a wide 
variety of advanced Chinese anti-ship mis-
siles and has a significant stock of Chinese-de-
signed anti-ship cruise missiles, including the 
older HY-2 Seersucker and the more modern 
CSS-N-4 Sardine and CSS-N-8 Saccade models. 
It also has reverse engineered Chinese missiles 
to produce its own Ra’ad and Noor anti-ship 
cruise missiles. More recently, Tehran has 
produced and deployed more advanced an-
ti-ship cruise missiles, the Nasir and Qadir.53 
Shore-based missiles deployed along Iran’s 
coast would be augmented by aircraft-deliv-
ered laser-guided bombs and missiles as well 
as by television-guided bombs.

Iran has a large supply of anti-ship mines, 
including modern mines that are far superi-
or to the simple World War I–style contact 
mines that it used in the 1980s. In addition to 
expanding the quantity of its mines from an 
estimated 1,500 during the Iran–Iraq war to 
at least 6,000 and possibly up to 20,000, Teh-
ran has increased their quality. It has acquired 
significant stocks of “smart mines” including 
versions of the Russian MDM-6, Chinese MC-
52, and Chinese EM-11, EM-31, and EM-55 
mines.54 One of Iran’s most lethal mines is the 
Chinese-designed EM-52 “rocket” mine, which 
remains stationary on the sea floor and fires 
a homing rocket when a ship passes overhead.

Iran can deploy mines or torpedoes from its 
three Kilo-class submarines, purchased from 
Russia, which are based at Bandar Abbas, Iran’s 
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largest seaport and naval base. These sub-
marines could be difficult to detect for brief 
periods when running silent and remaining 
stationary on a shallow bottom just outside 
the Strait of Hormuz.55 Iran could also deploy 
mines by minisubmarines, helicopters, or 
small boats disguised as fishing vessels. Iran’s 
robust mine warfare capability and the limited 
capacity for countermine operations by the U.S. 
Navy and allied navies pose a major challenge 
to gulf maritime security.56

Iran has developed two separate naval 
forces. The regular navy takes the lead in the 
Caspian Sea and outside the Strait of Hormuz 
in the Gulf of Oman, while the Islamic Revolu-
tionary Guard Corps Navy is Iran’s dominant 
force inside the Persian Gulf. The IRGC Navy 
has developed an effective asymmetric naval 
warfare strategy that could enable it to counter 
the superior firepower and technology of the 
U.S. Navy and its GCC allies, at least for a short 
period, and has adopted swarming tactics using 
well-armed fast attack boats to launch surprise 
attacks against larger and more heavily armed 
naval adversaries.

The commander of the IRGC Navy bragged 
in 2008 that it had brought guerilla warfare 
tactics to naval warfare: “We are everywhere 
and at the same time nowhere.”57 The IRGC 
has honed such unconventional tactics as de-
ploying remote-controlled radar decoy boats 
and boats packed with explosives to confuse 
defenses and attack adversaries. The IRGC also 
could deploy naval commandos trained to at-
tack using small boats, minisubmarines, and 
even jet skis, as well as underwater demolition 
teams that could attack offshore oil platforms, 
moored ships, ports, and other facilities.

On April 28, 2015, the Revolutionary Guard 
naval force seized the Maersk Tigris, a contain-
er ship registered in the Marshall Islands, near 
the Strait of Hormuz. Tehran claimed that it 
seized the ship because of a previous court rul-
ing ordering the Maersk Line, which charters 
the ship, to make a payment to settle a dispute 
with a private Iranian company. The ship was 
later released after being held for more than 
a week.58 On May 14, 2015, the Alpine Eternity, 

an oil tanker flagged in Singapore, was sur-
rounded and attacked by Revolutionary Guard 
gunboats in the strait when it refused to be 
boarded. Iranian authorities alleged that it had 
damaged an Iranian oil platform in March, but 
the ship’s owners maintained that it had hit an 
uncharted submerged structure.59

The Revolutionary Guard’s aggressive 
tactics in using commercial disputes as pre-
texts for illegal seizures of transiting vessels 
prompted the U.S. Navy to escort American 
and British-flagged ships through the Strait of 
Hormuz for several weeks in May before ten-
sions eased.

The July 2015 nuclear agreement did not 
alter the confrontational tactics of the Rev-
olutionary Guards in the Gulf.60 IRGC naval 
forces frequently challenged U.S. naval forc-
es in a series of incidents. IRGC missile boats 
launched rockets within 1,500 yards of the car-
rier Harry S. Truman near the Strait of Hor-
muz in late December 2015, flew drones over 
U.S. warships, and detained and humiliated 10 
American sailors in a provocative January 12, 
2016, incident.61 Despite the fact that the two 
U.S. Navy boats carrying the sailors had drifted 
inadvertently into Iranian territorial waters, 
the vessels had the right of innocent passage, 
and their crews should not have been disarmed, 
forced onto their knees, filmed, and exploited 
in propaganda videos.

Iran halted the harassment of U.S. Navy 
ships in 2017 for unknown reasons. According 
to U.S. Navy reports, Iran instigated 23 “unsafe 
and/or unprofessional” interactions with U.S. 
Navy ships in 2015, 35 in 2016, and 14 in the 
first eight months of 2017, with the last inci-
dent occurring on August 14, 2017.62 Although 
this was a welcome development, the provo-
cations could resume suddenly if U.S.–Iran 
relations deteriorate.

Iran apparently already has escalated its 
intimidation tactics against international 
shipping near the gulf. On May 12, 2019, four 
oil tankers were damaged by mysterious ex-
plosions off the coast of the UAE in the Gulf 
of Oman. Then-U.S. National Security Adviser 
John Bolton stated that “naval mines almost 
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certainly from Iran” were the cause of the 
damage.63 On June 13, two more tankers were 
attacked in the Gulf of Oman. Even though 
Iranian Revolutionary Guards were filmed 
removing an unexploded limpet mine from 
one of the damaged ships, Tehran continued 
to deny its involvement in all of the attacks.64 
An IRGC surface-to-air missile shot down a U.S. 
surveillance drone in international air space 
on June 19. The U.S. initially planned to launch 
retaliatory strikes, but President Trump called 
off the operation.65

If Tehran were to attack ships transiting 
the Strait of Hormuz, the United States and its 

allies have the capacity to counter Iran’s mari-
time threats and restore the flow of oil exports, 
but “the effort would likely take some time—
days, weeks, or perhaps months—particularly 
if a large number of Iranian mines need to be 
cleared from the Gulf.”66 Naval warfare experts 
estimated in May 2019 that Iran could close 
the strait for up to four weeks with its com-
bined forces, using coastal missile batteries, 
mines, submarines, and naval forces.67 Such 
an aggressive move would be very costly and 
risky for Tehran. Closing the strait would also 
block Iran’s oil exports and many of its imports, 
including food and medicine. Moreover, most 
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of Iran’s naval forces, naval bases, and other 
military assets could be destroyed in the re-
sulting conflict.

In addition to using its own forces, Tehran 
could use its extensive network of clients in 
the region to sabotage oil pipelines and other 
infrastructure or to strike oil tankers in port or 
at sea. Iranian Revolutionary Guards deployed 
in Yemen reportedly played a role in the unsuc-
cessful October 9 and 12, 2016, missile attacks 
launched by Houthi rebels against the USS Ma-
son, a U.S. Navy warship, near the Bab el-Man-
deb Strait in the Red Sea.68 The Houthis denied 
that they launched the missiles, but they did 
claim responsibility for an October 1, 2016, 
attack on a UAE naval vessel and the suicide 
bombing of a Saudi warship in February 2017.

Houthi irregular forces have deployed 
mines along Yemen’s coast, used a remote-con-
trolled boat packed with explosives in an un-
successful attack on the Yemeni port of Mokha 
in July 2017, and have launched several un-
successful naval attacks against ships in the 
Red Sea. Houthi gunboats also attacked and 
damaged a Saudi oil tanker near the port of 
Hodeidah on April 3, 2018.

U.N. investigators have concluded that the 
Houthis also operate UAVs with a range of up 
to 1,500 kilometers (930 miles), several of 
which were used to attack Saudi Arabia’s East–
West pipeline on May 14, 2019.69 This attack, 
along with attacks on oil tankers in the Gulf of 
Oman two days earlier, likely was a signal from 
Tehran that it can also disrupt oil shipments 
outside the Persian Gulf in a crisis.

Airspace. The Middle East is particularly 
vulnerable to attacks on civilian aircraft. Large 
quantities of arms, including man-portable air 
defense systems, were looted from arms depots 
in Libya, Iraq, Syria, and Yemen during civil 
wars and could find their way into the hands 
of Iranian-supported groups. Iran has provid-
ed anti-aircraft missiles to Hezbollah, Iraqi 
militias, and the Houthi rebels in Yemen. The 
Houthis also have attacked Saudi airports with 
ballistic missiles and armed drones, although 
they may have been targeting military facilities 
located nearby.70

Perhaps the greatest Iranian threat to civil 
aviation would come in the event of a military 
clash in the crowded skies over the Persian 
Gulf. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administra-
tion issued a warning to commercial airlines 
on May 16, 2019, during a period of heightened 
tensions with Iran, explaining that civilian 
planes risked being targeted by “miscalcula-
tion or misidentification” from the Iranian 
military.71

Space. Iran has launched satellites into 
orbit, but there is no evidence that it has an 
offensive space capability. Tehran successful-
ly launched three satellites in February 2009, 
June 2011, and February 2012 using the Safir 
space launch vehicle, which uses a modified 
Ghadr-1 missile for its first stage and has a 
second stage that is based on an obsolete So-
viet submarine-launched ballistic missile, the 
R-27.72 The technology probably was trans-
ferred by North Korea, which built its BM-25 
missiles using the R-27 as a model.73 Safir tech-
nology could be used to develop long-range 
ballistic missiles.

Iran claimed that it launched a monkey into 
space and returned it safely to Earth twice in 
2013.74 Tehran also announced in June 2013 
that it had established its first space tracking 
center to monitor objects in “very remote 
space” and help manage the “activities of satel-
lites.”75 On July 27, 2017, Iran tested a Simorgh 
(Phoenix) space launch vehicle that it claimed 
could place a satellite weighing up to 250 kilo-
grams (550 pounds) in an orbit of 500 kilome-
ters (311 miles).76

Cyber Threats. Iranian cyber capabilities 
present a significant threat to the U.S. and its 
allies. Iran has developed offensive cyber ca-
pabilities as a tool of espionage and sabotage 
and claims “to possess the ‘fourth largest’ cy-
ber force in the world—a broad network of qua-
si-official elements, as well as regime-aligned 

‘hacktivists,’ who engage in cyber activities 
broadly consistent with the Islamic Republic’s 
interests and views.”77

The creation of the “Iranian Cyber Army” in 
2009 marked the beginning of a cyber offensive 
against those whom the Iranian government 
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regards as enemies. A hacking group dubbed 
the Ajax Security Team, believed to be operat-
ing out of Iran, has used malware-based attacks 
to target U.S. defense organizations and has 
breached the Navy Marine Corps Intranet.78 
The group also has targeted dissidents within 
Iran, seeding versions of anti-censorship tools 
with malware and gathering information about 
users of those programs.79 Iran has invested 
heavily in cyber activity, reportedly spending 

“over $1 billion on its cyber capabilities in 2012 
alone.”80

According to an April 2015 report released 
by the American Enterprise Institute, hostile 
Iranian cyber activity has increased signifi-
cantly since the beginning of 2014 and could 
threaten U.S. critical infrastructure. The Is-
lamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and Sharif 
University of Technology are two Iranian insti-
tutions that investigators have linked to efforts 
to infiltrate U.S. computer networks.81

Iran allegedly has used cyber weapons to 
engage in economic warfare, most notably 
the sophisticated and debilitating “[distribut-
ed] denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against a 
number of U.S. financial institutions, includ-
ing the Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, and 
Citigroup.”82 In February 2014, Iran launched 
a crippling cyberattack against the Sands Ca-
sino in Las Vegas, owned by Sheldon Adelson, 
a leading supporter of Israel who is known 
to be critical of the Iranian regime.83 In 2012, 
Tehran was suspected of launching both the 

“Shamoon” virus attack on Saudi Aramco, the 
world’s largest oil-producing company—an 
attack that destroyed approximately 30,000 
computers—and an attack on Qatari natural 
gas company Rasgas’s computer networks.84

U.S. officials warned of a surge of sophisti-
cated computer espionage by Iran in the fall 
of 2015 that included a series of cyberattacks 
against State Department officials.85 In March 
2016, the Justice Department indicted seven 
Iranian hackers for penetrating the computer 
system that controlled a dam in the State of 
New York.86

The sophistication of these and other 
Iranian cyberattacks, together with Iran’s 

willingness to use these weapons, has led 
various experts to characterize Iran as one 
of America’s most cyber-capable opponents. 
Iranian cyber forces have gone so far as to cre-
ate fake online personas in order to extract 
information from U.S. officials through such 
accounts as LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook, 
and Twitter.87 Significantly, the FBI sent the 
following cyber alert to American businesses 
on May 22, 2018:

The FBI assesses [that] foreign cyber ac-
tors operating in the Islamic Republic of 
Iran could potentially use a range of com-
puter network operations—from scanning 
networks for potential vulnerabilities to 
data deletion attacks—against U.S.-based 
networks in response to the U.S. govern-
ment’s withdrawal from the Joint Com-
prehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).88

Conclusion
Iran represents by far the most significant 

security challenge to the United States, its al-
lies, and its interests in the greater Middle East. 
Its open hostility to the United States and Isra-
el, sponsorship of terrorist groups like Hezbol-
lah, and history of threatening the commons 
underscore the problem it could pose. Today, 
Iran’s provocations are mostly a concern for 
the region and America’s allies, friends, and as-
sets there. Iran relies heavily on irregular (to 
include political) warfare against others in the 
region and fields more ballistic missiles than 
any of its neighbors. The development of its 
ballistic missiles and potential nuclear capa-
bility also mean that it poses a long-term threat 
to the security of the U.S. homeland.

According to the International Institute for 
Strategic Studies, among the key weapons in 
Iran’s inventory are up to 50 medium-range 
ballistic missile launchers, as many as 100 
short-range ballistic missile launchers, 336 
combat-capable aircraft, 1,513 or more main 
battle tanks, 640 or more armored personnel 
carriers, 21 tactical submarines, six corvettes, 
and 15 amphibious landing ships. There 
are 523,000 personnel in the armed forces, 
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including 350,000 in the Army, upwards of 
125,000 in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps, 30,000 in the Air Force, and 18,000 in 
the Navy. With regard to these capabilities, the 
IISS assesses that:

The armed forces are numerous by region-
al standards and its personnel are reasonably 
well trained, with some benefitting from op-
erational experience. The IRGC’s Quds Force 
is a principal element of Iran’s military power 
abroad, while elements of the Basij militia also 

play a foreign role. The regular navy has lim-
ited power-projection capabilities, while the 
IRGC navy is responsible for maritime security 
close to home. The armed forces struggle with 
an aging inventory of primary combat equip-
ment that ingenuity and asymmetric warfare 
techniques can only partially offset.89

This Index assesses the overall threat from 
Iran, considering the range of contingencies, 
as “aggressive.” Iran’s capability score holds at 

“gathering.”90
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is a lesser sort of threat to the security and viability of the U.S. as a global power. This Index does not dismiss the deaths, injuries, 
and damage that terrorists can inflict on Americans at home and abroad; it places the threat posed by terrorism in context with 
substantial threats to the U.S. homeland, the potential for major regional conflict, and the potential to deny U.S. access to the 
global commons. With this in mind, terrorist groups seldom have the physical ability either to accomplish the extreme objectives 
they state or to present a physical threat that rises to a level that threatens U.S. vital security interests. Of course, terrorist 
organizations can commit acts of war on a continuing basis, as reflected in their conduct in the war against al-Qaeda and its 
associates in which the United States has been engaged for more than a decade.
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North Korea

W ith its active and growing ballistic mis-
sile capability, North Korea poses defi-

nite threats to the U.S. homeland in addition to 
contributing to the general threat of regional 
war in Asia and threatening U.S. bases in South 
Korea, Japan, and Guam. North Korean bellig-
erence toward the United States has included 
military and diplomatic threats. Pyongyang’s 
provocative behavior also includes nuclear and 
missile tests and tactical-level attacks on South 
Korea, a critical American ally that remains 
under active threat of attack and invasion from 
the North, and Japan faces both intimidation 
attacks intended to deny the U.S. its base access 
to Japan and nuclear attacks on U.S. bases in 
the case of conflict on the Korean Peninsula.1

Threats to the Homeland
In 2017, North Korea conducted three suc-

cessful tests of two variants of its road-mobile 
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). All 
launches were flown in an elevated trajectory 
so as not to fly over Japan and to allow testing 
of a reentry vehicle to protect a nuclear war-
head during an attack. Experts assess that the 
Hwasong-14 ICBM has the capability to fly 
10,000 or perhaps 11,000 kilometers. At that 
range, Los Angeles, Denver, and Chicago (and 
possibly New York City, Boston, and Washing-
ton, D.C.) are within range.2 The Hwasong-15 
has a range of 13,000 kilometers and could 
reach the entire continental U.S.3 North Korea 
conducted its fourth and fifth nuclear tests in 
2016 and its sixth—the first test of a much more 
powerful hydrogen bomb—in 2017.

These events clearly signaled that new lead-
er Kim Jong-un had no intention of abiding 

by U.N. resolutions that require a cessation 
of Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile programs. 
North Korea has declared that it already has 
a full nuclear strike capability, even altering 
its constitution to enshrine itself as a nucle-
ar-armed state.4 In 2017, Kim Jong-un declared 
that North Korea had completed development 
of a nuclear ICBM to threaten the American 
homeland and vowed to “bolster up the nuclear 
force in quality and quantity.”5

In January 2018, then-CIA Director Mike 
Pompeo assessed that North Korea would at-
tain an ICBM capability within a “handful of 
months.”6 Several U.S. military commanders, 
however, have stated their assessment that 
North Korea already has that capability, in-
cluding U.S. Forces Korea in its 2019 Strategic 
Digest.7

In 2016 and 2017, North Korea had break-
through successes with many missiles in 
development. It successfully test-launched 
the Hwasong 12 intermediate-range ballistic 
missile, which can target critical U.S. bases in 
Guam, and both the Pukguksong-2 road-mo-
bile medium-range ballistic missile and the 
Pukguksong-1 submarine-launched ballistic 
missile (SLBM).8

In June 2018, President Trump met with 
Kim Jong-un in Singapore and subsequent-
ly declared that “there is no longer a nuclear 
threat from North Korea” and that “total de-
nuclearization already start[ed] taking place.”9 
Secretary of State Michael Pompeo repeatedly 
claimed that North Korean leader Kim Jong-
un had accepted U.N.-mandated complete, 
verifiable, and irreversible dismantling of his 
nuclear, missile, and biological and chemical 
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weapons (BCW) programs. However, during 
the February 2019 Trump–Kim summit, it be-
came clear that Kim has not agreed to do so 
and that the two sides still do not even have 
a common definition of “denuclearization” or 
what constitutes the Korean Peninsula.

Despite two U.S.–North Korea summit 
meetings, there has been no decrease in North 
Korea’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) 
arsenal or production capabilities. The U.S. In-
telligence Community subsequently assessed 
that Pyongyang had increased its production 
of fissile material for nuclear weapons, and 

satellite imagery showed upgrades to missile, 
reentry vehicle, missile launcher, and nucle-
ar weapon production facilities.10 The Intel-
ligence Community continues to assess that 
North Korea “is unlikely to give up all of its 
WMD stockpiles, delivery systems, and pro-
duction capabilities.”11

Threat of Regional War
North Korea’s conventional and nuclear 

missile forces threaten U.S. bases in South 
Korea, Japan, and Guam. Beyond its nucle-
ar weapons programs, North Korea poses 

A  heritage.org
* First tested May 2017.     ** First tested July 2017.
SOURCE: Heritage Foundation research and media reports.
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additional risks to its neighbors. North Korea 
has an extensive conventional ballistic missile 
force and has deployed approximately 800 
Scud short-range tactical ballistic missiles, 
300 No-dong medium-range missiles, and 50 
Musudan intermediate-range ballistic mis-
siles. The Scud missiles threaten South Korea, 
the No-dong can target all of Japan and South 
Korea, and the Musudan and Hwasong-12 
intermediate-range ballistic missiles can hit 
U.S. bases on Okinawa and Guam. Pyongyang 
continues to develop several different ICBMs 
with enough range to hit the continental U.S.12

North Korea has “more than 1 million sol-
diers, making it the world’s fourth-largest mili-
tary,” with reserves numbering several million 
more. In addition, “[a]bout 70 percent of [its] 
ground forces and 50 percent of its air and na-
val forces are deployed within approximately 
60 miles of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ),” 
making it possible to attack “with little to no 
warning,” which is of particular concern be-
cause South Korea’s capital, Seoul, is only 30 
miles south of the DMZ.13

The April 2018 inter-Korean summit led to 
bilateral pledges of nonaggression and mutu-
al force reduction. Similar pledges were also 
contained in the 1972, 1992, 2000, and 2007 
joint statements, all of which Pyongyang sub-
sequently violated or abrogated. None of those 
pledges prevented North Korea from conduct-
ing provocations, attempted assassinations of 
South Korea’s president, terrorist acts, military 
and cyberattacks, and acts of war.

In September 2018, the two Koreas signed 
a Comprehensive Military Agreement to ease 
military tension and build confidence. The 
agreement seeks to reduce the danger that 
inadvertent tactical military clashes along 
the DMZ might escalate to larger strategic 
conflicts. However, static defensive positions 
like fixed concrete bunkers and minefields 
are not threatening and have never been the 
source of military clashes on the peninsula. 
Rather, the greatest danger arises from the 
forward, offensively oriented disposition of 
North Korea’s forces and the regime’s history 
of making threats and initiating hostilities. The 

confidence-building measures implemented 
to date have not reduced North Korea’s tacti-
cal or strategic conventional military threat to 
South Korea, nor do they represent progress 
in denuclearization.

Due to a predicted shortfall of 18-year-old 
conscripts by 2025, South Korea has initiated 
a comprehensive defense reform strategy to 
transform its military into a smaller but more 
capable force to deal with the North Korean 
threat. Overall, South Korean military man-
power will be reduced approximately 25 per-
cent, from 681,000 to 500,000. The army would 
face the largest cuts, disbanding four corps and 
23 divisions and cutting troops from 560,000 
in 2004 to 370,000 in 2020. Seoul planned 
to compensate for decreased troop levels by 
procuring advanced fighter and surveillance 
aircraft, naval platforms, and ground combat 
vehicles.14 Some advisers to the Moon Jae-in 
administration have suggested that force levels 
could be reduced further if progress is made in 
improving inter-Korean relations.

That North Korea’s conventional forces are 
a very real threat to South Korea was vividly 
demonstrated by two deadly attacks on South 
Korea in 2010. In March, a North Korean sub-
marine sank the South Korean naval corvette 
Cheonan in South Korean waters, killing 46 
sailors.15 In November, North Korean artillery 
shelled Yeonpyeong Island, killing four South 
Koreans.16

Since the North Korean military is 
equipped predominantly with older ground 
force equipment, Pyongyang has prioritized 
deployment of strong asymmetric capabilities 
that include special operations forces, long-
range artillery, and missiles. As noted, North 
Korea has deployed hundreds of Scud short-
range ballistic missiles that can target all of 
South Korea with explosive, chemical, and bi-
ological warheads. The land and sea borders 
between North and South Korea remain unset-
tled, heavily armed, and subject to occasional, 
limited armed conflict.

Most nongovernment experts assess that 
North Korea has perhaps 16–20 nuclear 
weapons. However, South Korean Minister of 
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Unification Cho Myoung-gyon commented in 
October 2018 that North Korea could have as 
many as 60 nuclear weapons.17 North Korea’s 
September 2017 hydrogen bomb test—in ex-
cess of 150 kilotons—demonstrated a thermo-
nuclear hydrogen bomb capability.18

Conclusion
The North Korean military poses a securi-

ty challenge for American allies South Korea 
and Japan, as well as for U.S. bases in those 
countries and Guam. North Korean officials 
are belligerent toward the United States, often 
issuing military and diplomatic threats. Pyong-
yang has also engaged in a range of provocative 
behavior, including nuclear and missile tests 
and tactical-level attacks on South Korea.

North Korean forces arrayed against Amer-
ican allies in South Korea and Japan are sub-
stantial, and North Korea’s history of provo-
cation is a consistent indicator of its intent to 
achieve its political objectives by at least the 

threat of force. Its missile capabilities are ad-
vancing, and although it has fewer warheads 
and systems than China, as well as question-
able means of delivery, it is also less stable and 
less predictable, with a vastly lower stake in the 
international system.

North Korea has used its missile and nucle-
ar tests to enhance its prestige and importance 
domestically, regionally, and globally and to 
extract various concessions from the United 
States in negotiations over its nuclear program 
and various aid packages. Such developments 
also improve North Korea’s military posture. 
Pyongyang likely has already achieved war-
head miniaturization, the ability to place nu-
clear weapons on its medium-range missiles, 
and an ability to reach the continental United 
States with a missile.

This Index assesses the overall threat from 
North Korea, considering the range of contin-
gencies, as “testing” for level of provocation of 
behavior and “gathering” for level of capability.

Threats: North Korea

HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN

Behavior %

FORMIDABLE GATHERING CAPABLE ASPIRATIONAL MARGINAL

Capability %
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Afghanistan/Pakistan

Terrorist threats from non-state actors 
in ungoverned areas of Afghanistan and 

Pakistan are an ongoing threat to the U.S. 
homeland, and the threat of regional war is 
exacerbated by nuclear rivalry and territori-
al disputes between Pakistan and India. One 
of the keys to America’s strategic footprint in 
Asia is its growing security partnership with 
India, which is geographically positioned be-
tween two major security threats: Pakistan to 
its west and China to its northeast. From Pa-
kistan, India also faces the additional threat of 
terrorism, whether state-enabled or carried 
out without state knowledge or control.

Afghanistan War. On October 7, 2001, 
U.S. forces invaded Afghanistan in response 
to the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on 
the United States. This marked the beginning 
of Operation Enduring Freedom to combat 
al-Qaeda and its Taliban supporters. The U.S., 
in alliance with the United Kingdom and the 
anti-Taliban Afghan Northern Alliance forces, 
ousted the Taliban from power in December 
2001. Most Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders fled 
across the border into Pakistan’s Federally Ad-
ministered Tribal Areas, where they regrouped 
and started an insurgency in Afghanistan 
in 2003.

In August 2003, NATO joined the war in 
Afghanistan and assumed control of the In-
ternational Security Assistance Force (ISAF). 
At the height of the war in 2011, there were 
50 troop-contributing nations and nearly 
150,000 NATO and U.S. forces on the ground 
in Afghanistan.

On December 28, 2014, NATO formally 
ended combat operations and relinquished 

responsibility to the Afghan security forces, 
which numbered around 352,000 (includ-
ing army and police).1 After Afghan Presi-
dent Ashraf Ghani signed a bilateral security 
agreement with the U.S. and a Status of Forces 
Agreement with NATO, the international coa-
lition launched Operation Resolute Support to 
train and support Afghan security forces.

In August 2017, while declining to announce 
specific troop levels, President Donald Trump 
recommitted America to the effort in Afghani-
stan and announced that “[c]onditions on the 
ground—not arbitrary timetables—will guide 
our strategy from now on.”2 According to the 
most recent available public information, the 
U.S. currently has around 14,000 troops in 
Afghanistan, split between the roughly 5,500 
for the U.S.-led Operation Freedom Sentinel 
counterterrorism mission and slightly less 
than 8,500 for the NATO-led Resolute Sup-
port training mission. The latter also includes 
another approximately 8,500 troops from 
various NATO countries, bringing the total 
U.S. and NATO troop presence in Afghani-
stan to approximately 17,000.3 Most U.S. and 
NATO forces are stationed at bases in Kabul, 
with tactical advise-and-assist teams located 
there and in Mazar-i-Sharif, Herat, Kandahar, 
and Laghman.

In 2018, U.S. Special Envoy Zalmay Khalilz-
ad began negotiations with the Taliban in Qa-
tar in an attempt to find a political solution to 
the fighting. To date, little progress has been 
made. The Afghan government has not partic-
ipated in the talks because the Taliban has re-
fused to meet with them. This has caused ten-
sion between the U.S. and Afghan governments. 
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Whether the U.S. will be able to bring all par-
ties to the table and achieve a politically ac-
ceptable conclusion to the war remains to be 
seen. Meanwhile, U.S. forces in Afghanistan 
continue to face regular attacks from Taliban 
militants and their allies, although casualties 
have fallen considerably in recent years, with 
less than a dozen U.S. troops killed in combat in 
2015, 2016, and 2017.4 There were 14 U.S. troop 
casualties in Afghanistan in 2018.5

In the spring of 2019, the Administration 
was rumored to be considering a plan to reduce 
American troop levels in Afghanistan by half 
while shifting the focus from counterterrorism 
to the training of Afghan security forces,6 but 
no final decision has been made.

Threats to the Homeland
Terrorist Groups Operating in Afghani-

stan and Pakistan (AfPak). Terrorist groups 
operating from Pakistan continue to pose a 
direct threat to the U.S. homeland. Pakistan is 
home to a host of terrorist groups that keep the 
region unstable and contribute to the spread of 
global terrorism. The killing of Osama bin Lad-
en at his hideout in Abbottabad, Pakistan, in 
May 2011 and an intensive drone campaign in 
Pakistan’s tribal areas bordering Afghanistan 
have helped to degrade the al-Qaeda threat 
there, but the residual presence of al-Qaeda 
and the emergence of ISIS in neighboring Af-
ghanistan remain serious concerns.

This is a deadly region. In December 2016, 
General John W. Nicholson, Jr., then-Com-
mander, Resolute Support and U.S. Forces–Af-
ghanistan, stated that “there are 98 U.S.-des-
ignated terrorist groups globally. Twenty of 
them are in the AfPak region. This represents 
the highest concentration of terrorist groups 
anywhere in the world…13 in Afghanistan, sev-
en in Pakistan.”7

Efforts by ISIS to make inroads into Paki-
stan and Afghanistan have met with only limit-
ed success, most likely because of other terror-
ist groups’ well-established roots in the region. 
The Afghan Taliban views ISIS as a direct 
competitor for financial resources, recruits, 
and ideological influence. This competition 

was evident in a June 16, 2015, letter sent by 
the Taliban to ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Bagh-
dadi, urging his group not to take actions that 
could lead to “division of the Mujahideen’s 
command.”8 There also have been reports of 
clashes between ISIS militants and the Taliban 
in eastern and southern Afghanistan.

Reports of an ISIS presence in Afghanistan 
first began to surface in 2014, and the group 
has slowly gained a small foothold in the coun-
try. Though its actual numbers remain modest, 
its high-profile, high-casualty terrorist attacks 
have helped it to attract followers. In 2017 and 
2018, several high-profile attacks in the Afghan 
capital and elsewhere targeted cultural centers, 
global charities, voter registration centers, and 
Afghan military and intelligence facilities, al-
though they still pale in comparison to the 
number of attacks launched by the Taliban. In 
2017 and 2018, ISIS representatives claimed 
responsibility for a series of attacks across Pa-
kistan that killed over one hundred people and 
injured countless more.9

In April 2017, the U.S. military claimed that 
there were 700 ISIS fighters in Afghanistan; in 
November, however, General Nicholson said 
that 1,600 ISIS fighters had been “remov[ed]” 
from the battlefield since March.10 In June 
2017, a U.S. air strike killed Abu Sayed, the 
head of ISIS-Khorasan. A report issued by the 
United Nations Security Council in February 
2019 claimed that ISIS had “between 2,500 and 
4,000” fighters in Afghanistan.11 U.S. estimates 
are roughly in agreement; the Lead Inspector 
General’s January 1, 2019–March 31, 2019, 
quarterly report on Operation Freedom’s Sen-
tinel specifies 3,000–5,000.12 In March 2019, 
General Joseph Votel, the head of CENTCOM, 
said that he believed “ISIS Khorasan does have 
ideations focused on external operations to-
ward our homeland.”13

Experts believe that there is little coordina-
tion between the ISIS-Khorasan branch oper-
ating in Afghanistan and the central command 
structure of the group located in the Middle 
East. Instead, it draws recruits from disaf-
fected members of the Pakistani Taliban and 
other radicalized Afghans and has frequently 
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found itself at odds with the Afghan Taliban, 
with which it competes for resources, territory, 
and recruits.

Pakistan’s continued support for terrorist 
groups that have links to al-Qaeda, the Tal-
iban, and the Haqqani Network undermines 
U.S. counterterrorism goals in the region. Pa-
kistan’s military and intelligence leaders main-
tain a short-term tactical approach of fighting 
some terrorist groups that are deemed to be a 
threat to the state while supporting others that 
are aligned with Pakistan’s goal of extending its 
influence and curbing India’s.

A December 16, 2014, terrorist attack on a 
school in Peshawar that killed over 150 peo-
ple, most of whom were children, shocked the 
Pakistani public and prompted Prime Minis-
ter Nawaz Sharif’s government to introduce a 
National Action Plan (NAP) to reinvigorate the 
country’s fight against terrorism. Implemen-
tation of the NAP and the Pakistani military’s 
operations against TTP (Pakistani Taliban) 
hideouts in North Waziristan have helped to 
reduce Pakistan’s internal terrorist threat to 
some degree. According to the India-based 
South Asia Terrorism Portal, total fatalities 
in Pakistan (including terrorists/insurgents) 
have been on a steady decline since 2009, when 
they peaked at 11,704. Since then, they have 
fallen to 5,496 in 2014, 1,803 in 2016, 1,260 in 
2017, 691 in 2018, and 228 as of June 23, 2019.14

However, there are few signs that Pakistan’s 
crackdown on terrorism extends to groups that 
target India, such as the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), 
which was responsible for the 2008 Mumbai 
attacks, and the Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), 
which carried out an attack on the Indian 
parliament in 2001, another on the airbase at 
Pathankot in 2016, and the deadliest attack on 
Indian security forces in Kashmir in February 
2019.15

Threat of Regional War
Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons Stockpile. 

In September 2018, the Bulletin of the Atomic 
Scientists estimated that Pakistan “has a nucle-
ar weapons stockpile of 140 to 150 warheads” 
that could “realistically grow to 220 to 250 

warheads by 2025, if the current trend contin-
ues.”16 The possibility that terrorists could gain 
effective access to Pakistani nuclear weapons 
is contingent on a complex chain of circum-
stances. In terms of consequence, however, 
it is the most dangerous regional threat sce-
nario. Concern about the safety and security 
of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons increases when 
India–Pakistan tensions increase. During the 
1999 Kargil crisis, for example, U.S. intelligence 
indicated that Pakistan had made “nuclear 
preparations,” and this spurred greater U.S. 
diplomatic involvement in defusing the crisis.17

If Pakistan were to move around its nucle-
ar assets or, worse, take steps to mate weap-
ons with delivery systems, the likelihood of 
terrorist theft or infiltration would increase. 
Increased reliance on tactical nuclear weap-
ons (TNWs) is of particular concern because 
launch authorities for TNWs are typically del-
egated to lower-tier field commanders far from 
the central authority in Islamabad. Another 
concern is the possibility that miscalculations 
could lead to regional nuclear war if India’s 
leaders were to lose confidence that nuclear 
weapons in Pakistan are under government 
control or, conversely, were to assume that 
they were under Pakistani government control 
after they ceased to be.

There are additional concerns that Isla-
mist extremist groups with links to the Pa-
kistan security establishment could exploit 
those links to gain access to nuclear weapons 
technology, facilities, and/or materials. The 
realization that Osama bin Laden stayed for 
six years within a half-mile of Pakistan’s pre-
mier defense academy has fueled concern that 
al-Qaeda can operate relatively freely in parts 
of Pakistan and might eventually gain access to 
Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal. The Nuclear Threat 
Initiative’s Nuclear Security Index ranks 22 
countries with “weapons useable nuclear ma-
terial” for their susceptibility to theft. Paki-
stan’s weapons-grade materials were ranked 
the 20th least secure in 2018, with only Iran’s 
and North Korea’s ranking lower.18

There is the additional (though less likely) 
scenario of extremists gaining access through 
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a collapse of the state. While Pakistan remains 
unstable because of its weak economy, regular 
terrorist attacks, sectarian violence, civil–mil-
itary tensions, and the growing influence of 
religious extremist groups, it is unlikely that 
the Pakistani state will collapse altogether. 
The country’s most powerful institution, the 
550,000-strong army that has ruled Pakistan 
for almost half of its existence, would almost 
certainly intervene and assume control once 
again if the political situation began to un-
ravel. The potential breakup of the Pakistani 
state would have to be preceded by the disin-
tegration of the army, which currently is not 
plausible.19

Pakistan–India Conflict. India and Pa-
kistan have fought four wars since partition 
in 1947, including conflicts in 1947, 1965, 1971, 
and 1999. Deadly border skirmishes across the 
Line of Control in Kashmir, a disputed territo-
ry claimed in full by both India and Pakistan, 
are commonplace.

Another India–Pakistan conflict would 
jeopardize multiple U.S. interests in the re-
gion and could increase the threat of global 
terrorism if Pakistan were destabilized. Paki-
stan would rely on militant non-state actors 
to help it fight India, thereby creating a more 
permissive environment in which various ter-
rorist groups could operate freely. The poten-
tial for a nuclear conflict would threaten U.S. 
businesses in the region and disrupt invest-
ment and trade flows, mainly between the U.S. 
and India, whose bilateral trade in goods and 
services “totaled an estimated $142.1 billion 
in 2018.”20 A conflict would also strain Amer-
ica’s ties with one or both of the combatants 
at a time when Pakistan–U.S. ties are already 
under severe stress and America is trying to 
build a stronger partnership with India. The 
effects of an actual nuclear exchange—both the 
human lives lost and the long-term economic 
damage—would be devastating.

India and Pakistan are engaged in a nu-
clear competition that threatens stability 
throughout the subcontinent. Both countries 
tested nuclear weapons in 1998, establishing 
themselves as overtly nuclear weapons states, 

although India first conducted a “peaceful” nu-
clear weapons test in 1974. Both countries also 
are developing naval nuclear weapons and al-
ready possess ballistic missile and aircraft-de-
livery platforms.21

As noted, Pakistan has a stockpile of 140 to 
150 nuclear warheads. It also “has lowered the 
threshold for nuclear weapons use by devel-
oping tactical nuclear weapons capabilities to 
counter perceived Indian conventional mili-
tary threats.”22 This in turn affects India’s nu-
clear use threshold, which could affect China 
and possibly others.

The broader military and strategic dy-
namic between India and Pakistan has grown 
more volatile since the May 2014 election of 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader Naren-
dra Modi as India’s prime minister. Modi in-
vited Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 
to his swearing-in ceremony but then later 
called off foreign secretary–level talks that 
were scheduled for August 2014 to express 
anger over a Pakistani official’s meeting with 
Kashmiri separatist leaders. During the same 
month, the two sides engaged in intense firing 
and shelling along their international border 
(called the working boundary) and across the 
Line of Control that divides Kashmir. A similar 
escalation in border tensions occurred again in 
October 2014 when a series of firing incidents 
claimed more than a dozen casualties with sev-
eral dozen more injured.23

On December 25, 2015, a meeting did oc-
cur when Modi made an impromptu visit to 
Lahore—the first visit to Pakistan by an In-
dian leader in 12 years—to meet with Sharif. 
The visit created enormous goodwill between 
the two countries and raised hope that official 
dialogue would soon resume. Again, however, 
violence marred the new opening. Six days af-
ter the meeting, militants attacked an Indian 
airbase at Pathankot, killing seven Indian se-
curity personnel.24

As a result, official India–Pakistan dialogue 
remains deadlocked even though the two sides 
are reportedly communicating quietly through 
their foreign secretaries and national securi-
ty advisers. With Prime Minister Modi’s BJP 
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sweeping national elections in May 2019 and 
earning him a second term in office, few expect 
any major breakthroughs in the near term. As 
noted, Pakistan continues to harbor terrorist 
groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mo-
hammed. The latter was responsible for a Jan-
uary 2, 2016, attack on the Indian airbase at 
Pathankot, a February 2018 attack on an Indian 
army camp in Kashmir, and a February 2019 at-
tack on Indian security forces in Kashmir, the 
deadliest single terrorist attack in the disputed 
region since an insurgency erupted in 1989.25

Hafez Muhammed Saeed, LeT’s founder 
and the leader of its front organization Ja-
maat-ud-Dawa (JuD), has periodically been 
placed under arrest, only later to be released. 
Previously, he had operated freely in Pakistan, 
often holding press conferences and incit-
ing violence against India during large pub-
lic rallies.

Some observers remain concerned about 
the impact of an international troop draw-
down in Afghanistan. Such a drawdown could 
enable the Taliban and other extremist groups 
to strengthen their grip in the region, further 
undermining stability in Kashmir and raising 
the chances of another major terrorist attack 
against India. A successful future attack on In-
dian interests in Afghanistan along the lines of 
the bombing of the Indian embassy in Kabul 
in 2008 would sharpen tensions between New 
Delhi and Islamabad.

With terrorist groups operating relatively 
freely in Pakistan and maintaining links to the 
country’s military and intelligence services, 
there is a moderate risk that the two countries 
might eventually engage in all-out conflict. Pa-
kistan’s recent focus on incorporating tactical 
nuclear weapons into its warfighting doctrine 
has also raised concern that conflict now in-
volves a higher risk of nuclear exchange.26

Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability 
appears to have acted as a deterrent against 
Indian military escalation, both during the 
2001–2002 military crisis and following the 
2008 Mumbai attacks, but the Indian govern-
ment has been under growing pressure to re-
act strongly to terrorist provocations. In 2016, 

following an attack on an Indian army base in 
Uri, Kashmir, that killed 19 Indian soldiers, the 
Indian military reportedly launched surgical 
strikes on terrorist targets across the Line of 
Control in Pakistan-administered Kashmir. 
The Indian press indicated that up to 80 Indi-
an commandos crossed the Line of Control on 
foot and destroyed seven “terror launch pads,” 
with attack helicopters on standby.27

Following a deadly attack on Indian security 
forces in Pulwama, Kashmir, in February 2019, 
India launched an even more daring cross-bor-
der raid. For the first time since the Third In-
dia–Pakistan War of 1971, the Indian air force 
crossed the Line of Control and dropped or-
dinance inside Pakistan proper (as opposed 
to disputed Kashmir), targeting several JeM 
training camps in Khyuber Pakhtunkhwa prov-
ince.28 Delhi stressed that the “non-military” 
operation was designed to avoid civilian casu-
alties and was preemptive in nature because 
it had credible intelligence that JeM was at-
tempting other suicide attacks in the country.

In response, Pakistan launched fighter jets 
to conduct their own strike on targets located 
on India’s side of the Line of Control in Kash-
mir, prompting a dogfight that resulted in the 
downing of an Indian MiG-21. Whether there 
were any casualties on either side in either 
strike is unclear. Pakistan released the cap-
tured MiG-21 pilot days later, putting an end 
to the brief but dangerous crisis.

Conclusion
The threat to the American homeland em-

anating from the AfPak region is diverse, com-
plex, and mostly indirect, largely involving 
non-state actors. The intentions of non-state 
terrorist groups like the TTP, al-Qaeda, and 
ISIS toward the U.S. are demonstrably hostile. 
In addition, despite the broad and deep U.S. 
relationships with Pakistan’s governing elites 
and military, it is likely that the political–mili-
tary interplay in Pakistan and instability in Af-
ghanistan will continue to result in an active 
threat to the American homeland.

Pakistan represents a paradox: It is both 
a security partner and a security challenge. 
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Islamabad provides a home and support to ter-
rorist groups that are hostile to the U.S., to oth-
er U.S. partners in South Asia like India, and to 
the government in Afghanistan, which is par-
ticularly vulnerable to destabilization efforts. 
Both Pakistan and Afghanistan are already 
among the world’s most unstable states, and 
the instability of the former, given its nuclear 
arsenal, has a direct bearing on U.S. security.

In addition, ongoing tensions between nu-
clear-armed rivals India and Pakistan could 
lead eventually to broader military conflict 
with some prospect of escalating to a nuclear 

exchange. Neither side desires another gen-
eral war, and both countries have limited ob-
jectives and have demonstrated their intent 
to avoid escalation. However, the likelihood 
of miscalculation and escalation has grown 
considerably since 2016 when India ended its 
policy of not responding to Pakistani-backed 
terrorist attacks.

This Index assesses the overall threat from 
AfPak-based actors to the U.S. homeland as 

“testing” for level of provocation of behavior 
and “capable” for level of capability.

HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN

Behavior %

FORMIDABLE GATHERING CAPABLE ASPIRATIONAL MARGINAL

Capability ✔ %

Threats: Af-Pak Terrorism
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Non-State Actors

Terrorist groups come in many forms but 
have one thing in common: the use of 

violence to achieve their political objectives, 
whether their cause is driven by religious, 
ethnic, or ideological motivations. In general, 
these non-state actors operate in a very lo-
cal context, usually within a specific country 
or sub-region. Sometimes a terrorist group’s 
objectives extend beyond the internationally 
recognized borders of a state because their 
identity as a group transcends such legal or 
geographic boundaries.

Terrorist groups rarely pose a threat to 
the United States that rises to the threshold 
used by this Index: a substantial threat to the 
U.S. homeland; the ability to precipitate a war 
in a region of critical interest to the U.S.; or 
the ability to threaten the free movement of 
people, goods, or services through the global 
commons. Those that do meet these criteria 
are assessed in this section.

Terrorist Threats to the Homeland from 
the Middle East and North Africa

Radical Islamist terrorism in its various 
forms remains a global threat to the safety of 
U.S. citizens. Many terrorist groups operate 
in the Middle East, but those inspired by Is-
lamist ideology also operate in Europe, Asia, 
and Africa.

The primary terrorist groups of concern to 
the U.S. homeland and to Americans abroad 
are the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham 
(ISIS) and al-Qaeda. Their threat is amplified 
when they can exploit areas with weak or non-
existent governance to plan, train, equip, and 
launch attacks.

Al-Qaeda and Its Affiliates. Al-Qaeda 
was founded in 1988 by foreign veterans from 
among those who flocked to Afghanistan to 
join the war against the Soviet occupation in 
the 1980s. With Osama bin Laden appointed 
emir, al-Qaeda was envisaged as a fighting 
force that could defend Sunnis across the 
world and expand the Islamist struggle into a 
global revolutionary campaign.1

After 9/11, al-Qaeda’s leadership fled Af-
ghanistan. Much of the original cadre has now 
been killed or captured, including Osama bin 
Laden, and other key al-Qaeda leaders have 
been killed by targeted strikes in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Syria, Yemen, and Somalia. However, 
segments of al-Qaeda’s leadership, including 
its emir, Ayman al-Zawahiri, survived. Some 
al-Qaeda lieutenants are believed to remain 
in the Afghanistan–Pakistan (AfPak) region; 
others have taken refuge in Iran.2 Al-Qaeda’s 
central leadership therefore continues to pose 
a potential threat to the U.S. homeland.

Al-Qaeda also dispersed its fighters further 
afield, allowing for the development of region-
al affiliates that shared the long-term goals 
of al-Qaeda’s general command and large-
ly remained loyal to it. These affiliates have 
engaged with some success in local conflict 
environments. In particular, the Arab Spring 
uprisings that began in 2011 enabled al-Qaeda 
to advance its revolutionary agenda, taking ad-
vantage of failed or failing states in Iraq, Libya, 
Mali, Syria, and Yemen. It is through these af-
filiates that al-Qaeda is able to project regional 
strength most effectively.

Yemen. Yemen has long been a bastion of 
support for militant Islamism. Yemenis made 
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up a disproportionate number of the estimat-
ed 25,000 foreign Muslims in the Afghan jihad 
against the Soviet Union in the 1980s. After 
that conflict ended, Yemen also attracted West-
erners into the country to carry out terrorist 
operations there. In 1998, several British citi-
zens were jailed for planning to bomb Western 
targets, including hotels and a church.3

Al-Qaeda’s first terrorist attack against 
Americans occurred in Yemen in December 
1992 when a bomb was detonated in a hotel 
used by U.S. military personnel. Al-Qaeda 
launched a much deadlier attack in Yemen in 
October 2000 when it attacked the USS Cole 
in the port of Aden with a boat filled with ex-
plosives, killing 17 American sailors.4 The first 
U.S. drone strike outside Afghanistan after 9/11 
also took place in Yemen, targeting those con-
nected to the attack on the Cole.5

After 9/11, and following crackdowns in other 
countries, Yemen became increasingly import-
ant as a base of operations for al-Qaeda. In Sep-
tember 2008, it launched an attack on the U.S. 
embassy in Yemen that killed 19 people, includ-
ing an American woman. Yemen’s importance 
to al-Qaeda increased further in January 2009 
when al-Qaeda members who had been pushed 
out of Saudi Arabia merged with the Yemeni 
branch to form Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Pen-
insula (AQAP). This affiliate quickly emerged 
as one of the leading terrorist threats to the U.S.

Much of this threat initially centered on 
AQAP’s Anwar al-Awlaki, a charismatic Amer-
ican-born Yemeni cleric who directed several 
terrorist attacks on U.S. targets before being 
killed in a drone air strike in September 2011. 
He had an operational role in the plot executed 
by Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, the failed sui-
cide bomber who sought to destroy an airlin-
er bound for Detroit on Christmas Day 2009.6 
Awlaki was also tied to plots to poison food and 
water supplies, as well as to launch ricin and 
cyanide attacks,7 and is suspected of playing 
a role in the November 2010 plot to dispatch 
parcel bombs to the U.S. in cargo planes. Ad-
ditionally, Awlaki was in contact with Major 
Nidal Hassan, who perpetrated the 2009 Fort 
Hood shootings that killed 13 soldiers.8

Since Awlaki’s death, the number of 
AQAP-sanctioned external operations in the 
West has diminished.9 However, his videos on 
the Internet have continued to radicalize and 
recruit young Muslims, including the perpetra-
tors of the April 2013 bombing of the Boston 
Marathon that killed three people.10

AQAP’s threat to Western security, while 
seemingly slightly reduced by Awlaki’s death, 
is still pronounced. Another attempt to carry 
out a bombing of Western aviation using ex-
plosives concealed in an operative’s underwear 
was thwarted by a U.S.–Saudi intelligence op-
eration in May 2012.11 In August 2013, U.S. in-
terception of al-Qaeda communications led to 
the closure of 19 U.S. embassies and consulates 
across the Middle East and Africa because of 
fears that AQAP was planning a massive at-
tack.12 In January 2015, two AQAP-trained 
terrorists murdered staff members and near-
by police at Charlie Hebdo magazine in Paris.13 
Then, in 2017, aviation was targeted once again 
by a plan to conceal bombs in laptop batteries.14

Much of AQAP’s recent activity has focused 
on exploiting the chaos of the Arab Spring in 
Yemen. AQAP acquired a significant amount of 
territory in 2011 and established governance in 
the country’s South, finally relinquishing this 
territory only after a Yemeni military offensive 
in the summer of 2012.15

AQAP further intensified its domestic ac-
tivities after the overthrow of Yemen’s gov-
ernment by Iran-backed Houthi rebels in 2015, 
seizing the city of al-Mukalla and expanding 
its control of rural areas in southern Yemen. 
AQAP withdrew from al-Mukalla and other 
parts of the South in the spring of 2016, report-
edly after the U.S.-backed Saudi–United Arab 
Emirates coalition had cut deals with AQAP, 
paying it to leave certain territory and even 
integrating some of its fighters into its own 
forces targeting the Houthis.16

More substantive progress has been 
achieved in the targeting of AQAP’s leader-
ship. Said al-Shehri, a top AQAP operative, 
was killed in a drone strike in 2013. The group’s 
leader at the time, Nasir al-Wuhayshi, was 
killed in a drone strike in June 2015. Perhaps 
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most significantly, Ibrahim al-Asiri, AQAP’s 
most notorious bomb maker, was killed in a 
U.S. strike in 2017. Since then, the tempo of 
U.S. drone strikes against AQAP has slowed.17

Despite U.S. drone activity, it is estimated 
that AQAP still has between 6,000 and 7,000 
fighters.18 It therefore remains a potent force 
that could capitalize on the anarchy of Yemen’s 
multi-sided civil war to seize new territory and 
plan more attacks on the West.

Syria. Al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate, the al-Nus-
ra Front (ANF), was established as an offshoot 
of the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), al-Qaeda’s 
Iraq affiliate, in late 2011 by Abu Muhammad 
al-Julani, a lieutenant of ISI leader Abu Bakr 
al-Baghdadi.19 ANF had an estimated 5,000 to 
10,000 members and emerged as one of the top 
rebel groups fighting the Assad dictatorship in 
Syria.20

ANF had some success in attracting Amer-
icans to its cause. An American Muslim re-
cruited by ANF, Moner Mohammad Abusalha, 
conducted a suicide truck bombing in north-
ern Syria on May 25, 2014, in the first reported 
suicide attack by an American in that country.21 
At least five men have been arrested inside the 
U.S. for providing material assistance to ANF, 
including Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud, a nat-
uralized U.S. citizen who was arrested in April 
2015 after returning from training in Syria and 
was planning to launch a terrorist attack on U.S. 
soldiers based in Texas.22

In recent years, the al-Qaeda movement in 
Syria has undergone several name changes, al-
lying itself with various Islamist rebel groups. 
This has made the degree of direct threat posed 
outside of Syria’s borders harder to assess.

In a May 2015 interview, al-Julani stated 
that al-Nusra’s intentions were purely local 
and that, “so as not to muddy the current war” 
in Syria, ANF was not planning to target the 
West.23 Then, in July 2016, al-Nusra rebranded 
itself as Jabhat Fath Al Sham (JFS), and al-Ju-
lani stated that it would have “no affiliation to 
any external entity,” a move that some regard-
ed as a break from al-Qaeda and others regard-
ed as a move to obscure its ties to al-Qaeda and 
reduce U.S. military pressure on the group.24

In January 2017, JFS merged as part of an 
alliance with other Islamist extremist move-
ments into a new anti-Assad coalition: Hayat 
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS, Organization for the 
Liberation of the Levant). It was estimat-
ed that HTS had 12,000 to 14,000 fighters in 
March 2017.25 Further complicating matters 
surrounding al-Qaeda’s presence, another 
group in Syria connected to al-Qaeda, Hurras 
al-Din (Guardians of the Religion), was formed 
in March 2018.26 Among its ranks were those 
who defected from HTS, and its suspected emir 
is an Ayman al-Zawahiri acolyte.27

HTS has adopted a more pragmatic course 
than its extremist parent organization and 
has cooperated with moderate Syrian rebel 
groups against the Assad regime, as well as 
against ISIS. However, the leadership of Abu 
Muhammad al-Julani and his tactical approach 
to the conflict, as well as the clear divisions 
within the Syrian jihad, have led to rebukes 
from Ayman al-Zawahiri and those loyal to 
him.28 Zawahiri has stressed the need for uni-
ty while lambasting the jihadist movement in 
Syria and its emphasis on holding territory in 
northwest Syria at the expense of intensifying 
the struggle against Assad.29

One entity that did pose a direct threat to 
the West was the Khorasan group, which was 
thought to comprise dozens of veterans of 
al-Qaeda’s operations in Afghanistan and Paki-
stan.30 Al-Zawahiri had dispatched this cadre of 
operatives to Syria, where they were embedded 
with ANF and—despite al-Julani’s statement 
that ANF was not targeting the West—charged 
with organizing terrorist attacks against West-
ern targets. However, a series of U.S. air strikes 
in 2014–2015 degraded Khorasan’s capacity to 
organize terrorist attacks.

Al-Qaeda’s presence and activities in Syria, 
as well as the intent of those once aligned with 
it, are sometimes opaque, most likely on pur-
pose. Even if offshoots of al-Qaeda are not cur-
rently emphasizing their hostility to the U.S., 
however, that will likely change if they succeed 
in further consolidating power in Syria.

The Sahel. Al- Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM) “has an estimated 1,000 
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fighters operating in the Sahel, including Al-
geria, northern Mali, southwest Libya, and Ni-
geria,” and “is based in southern and eastern 
Algeria (including isolated parts of the Kaby-
lie region), Burkina Faso, Cote D’Ivoire, Libya, 
northern Mali, Niger, and Tunisia.”31

AQIM’s roots lie in the Algerian civil war of 
the 1990s, when the Algerian government can-
celled the second round of elections following 
the victory of the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) 
in the first round. The armed wing of the FIS, 
the Armed Islamic Group (GIA), responded by 
launching a series of attacks, executing those 
even suspected of working with the state. The 
group also attempted to implement sharia law 
in Algeria.

The GIA rapidly alienated regular Alge-
rians, and by the late 1990s, an offshoot, the 
Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat 
(GSPC), emerged. Its violence, somewhat less 
indiscriminate than the GIA’s, was focused on 
security and military targets. Having failed to 
overthrow the Algerian state, the GSPC be-
gan to align itself with al-Qaeda, and Ayman 
al-Zawahiri announced its integration into the 
al-Qaeda network in a September 2006 video. 
The GSPC subsequently took the AQIM name.

AQIM has carried out a series of regional 
attacks and has focused on kidnapping West-
erners. Some of these hostages have been 
killed,32 but more have been used to extort 
ransoms from Western governments.33 Like 
other al-Qaeda affiliates, AQIM also took ad-
vantage of the power vacuums that emerged 
from the Arab Spring, particularly in Libya 
where Islamist militias flourished. The weak 
central government was unable to tame frac-
tious militias, curb tribal and political clashes, 
or dampen rising tensions between Arabs and 
Berbers in the West and Arabs and the Toubou 
tribe in the South.

The September 11, 2012, attack on the U.S. 
diplomatic mission in Benghazi underscored 
the extent to which Islamist extremism had 
flourished in the region. The radical Islamist 
group that launched the attack, Ansar al-Sha-
ria, had links to AQIM and shared its violent 
ideology. AQIM and likeminded Islamist allies 

also grabbed significant amounts of territory 
in northern Mali in late 2012, implementing a 
brutal version of sharia law, until a French mil-
itary intervention helped to push them back.

AQIM continues to support and works 
alongside various jihadist groups in the region. 
In March 2017, the Sahara branch of AQIM 
merged with three other al-Qaeda or al-Qaeda–
linked organizations based in the Sahel to form 
the Group for Support of Islam and Muslims 
(JNIM), an organization that has pledged alle-
giance to al-Qaeda emir Ayman al-Zawahiri.34

AQIM is not known to have explicitly tar-
geted the U.S. homeland in recent years, but 
it does threaten regional stability and U.S. al-
lies in North Africa and Europe, where it has 
gained supporters and operates extensive 
networks for the smuggling of arms, drugs, 
and people.

The Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham 
and Its Affiliates. The Islamic State of Iraq 
and al-Sham (ISIS) is an al-Qaeda splinter 
group that has outstripped its parent organi-
zation in terms of its immediate threats to U.S. 
national interests.

The Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), the pre-
cursor to ISIS and an al-Qaeda offshoot, was 
perceived by some Western policymakers as 
having been strategically defeated following 
the U.S. “surge” of 2006–2007 in Iraq. However, 
the group benefited from America’s effectively 
having withdrawn—both politically and mili-
tarily—from Iraq in the 2010–2011 period, as 
well as from the chaos in Syria where Bashar 
al-Assad responded to the Arab Spring protests 
with bloody persecution.

In both Iraq and Syria, ISI had space in 
which to operate and a large disaffected pool 
of individuals from which to recruit. In April 
2013, ISI emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared 
that the al-Nusra Front, the al-Qaeda affiliate 
operating in Syria, was merely a front for his 
operation and that a new organization was 
being formed: the Islamic State of Iraq and 
al-Sham (ISIS).

ISIS sought to establish an Islamic state 
governed by its interpretation of sharia law, 
posing an existential threat to Christians, 
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Shiite Muslims, Yazidis, and other religious 
minorities. Its long-term goals continue to be 
a jihad to drive Western influence out of the 
Middle East; diminish and discredit Shia Islam, 
which it considers apostasy; and become the 
nucleus of a global Sunni Islamic empire.

With both al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Za-
wahiri and ANF emir Abu Mohammed al-Ju-
lani unsuccessful in reining in al-Baghdadi, 
ISIS was expelled from the al-Qaeda network 
in February 2014. Despite this, ISIS swept 
through parts of northern and western Iraq 
and in June 2014 declared the return of the Ca-
liphate, with its capital in the northern Syrian 
city of Raqqa. It subsequently kidnapped and 
then murdered Westerners working in Syria, 
including American citizens.

A U.S.-led international coalition was as-
sembled to chip away at ISIS’s control of terri-
tory. The Iraqi Army and Iranian-backed mi-
litias broke its control of Mosul in July 2017, 

and the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces 
militia liberated Raqqa in October 2017, with 
ISIS’s last town (Baghouz) falling in March 
2019. ISIS fighters have retreated, have adopt-
ed insurgent tactics, and will continue to pose 
a regional terrorist threat with direct implica-
tions for the U.S. In January 2019, for example, 
U.S. troops were killed in a suicide bombing at 
a market in Manbij in northern Syria.35

Although ISIS’s territorial control has now 
been broken in Iraq and Syria, its presence 
has spread far beyond that territory. Terrorist 
groups around the world have pledged alle-
giance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and ISIS now 
has affiliates in the Middle East, in South and 
Southeast Asia, and throughout Africa.

ISIS poses a threat to stability in all of 
these regions, seeking to overthrow their gov-
ernments and impose Islamic law. In pursuit 
of this cause, ISIS has shown itself willing to 
kill Christians and other non-Muslims while 
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committing attacks on the police and soldiers. 
An Islamic State in the Greater Sahara ambush 
in Niger in October 2017, for example, result-
ed in the death of four U.S. special operations 
troops.36 In addition, ISIS has made threats 
against government embassies, including 
those of the U.S., in its areas of influence.37

ISIS poses an ongoing threat to life in the 
West. In the U.S., on May 3, 2015, two extrem-
ists in contact with an ISIS operative in Syria 
were fatally shot by police before they could 
commit mass murder in Garland, Texas.38

More commonly, however, the ISIS ideol-
ogy has inspired individuals and small groups 
to plan attacks in the U.S. Tashfeen Malik, one 
of the perpetrators of the December 2, 2015, 
shootings that killed 14 people in San Bernardi-
no, California, pledged allegiance to al-Bagh-
dadi.39 ISIS then claimed responsibility for the 
June 12, 2016, shootings at a nightclub in Or-
lando, Florida, that killed 49 people. Omar Ma-
teen, the perpetrator, had pledged allegiance to 
al-Baghdadi, although there is no evidence to 
show that the attacks were directed by ISIS.40 
The group also claimed responsibility for the 
October 31, 2017, vehicular attack by Sayfullo 
Saipov in New York that killed eight.41 Saipov, 
too, had pledged allegiance to ISIS’s emir but 
did not appear to be operationally guided by 
ISIS.42 Such terrorist attacks, incited but not 
directed by ISIS, are likely to continue for the 
foreseeable future.

ISIS has also attempted complex attacks 
on aviation. It claimed responsibility for the 
October 31, 2015, downing of a Russian passen-
ger jet over Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula that killed 
224 people and also tried to bring down a flight 
heading from Sydney to Abu Dhabi by conceal-
ing an explosive device inside a meat grinder.43

ISIS had well-publicized success in attract-
ing the support of foreign fighters. Approxi-
mately 250 from the U.S. traveled or attempted 
to travel to Syria.44 There is the potential for an 
ongoing threat from these individuals, who are 
likely to have received military training, upon 
return to the U.S. either in terms of attack 
planning or in recruiting future generations 
of jihadists.

ISIS had greater success attracting those 
from Europe, with approximately 6,000 de-
parting from European countries.45 The for-
eign fighter threat in that continent has led to 
several attacks. Mehdi Nemmouche, a French 
citizen of Algerian origin who shot and killed 
four civilians at the Jewish Museum in Brus-
sels in May 2014, for example, was an ISIS-
aligned terrorist who had fought in Syria.46 In 
August 2015, Ayoub el-Khazzani, a Moroccan, 
attempted to gun down passengers in a train 
travelling between Amsterdam and Paris. 
Passengers, including two members of the U.S. 
Army, restrained him.47

Similarly, a group of ISIS foreign fighters 
teamed with local Islamist terrorists to launch 
a series of suicide and gun attacks on a music 
venue, restaurants, cafes, and a football stadi-
um, killing 130 and injuring 368 people in Par-
is, France, in November 2015.48 Recruits from 
within the same network then killed 32 people 
and injured around 300 more in shootings and 
suicide bombings across Brussels, Belgium, in 
March 2016.49

ISIS ideology has also inspired a wave of at-
tacks in Europe, including one carried out by a 
Tunisian who used a truck to kill 86 people and 
injure 434 more at a Bastille Day celebration in 
Nice, France, in July 2016.50 In another such at-
tack, in June 2017, three men killed eight peo-
ple and injured 47 on or near London Bridge 
in London, England, by running over them or 
stabbing them.51

ISIS has demonstrated an interest in carry-
ing out biological attacks. Sief Allah H., a Tu-
nisian asylum seeker who was in contact with 
ISIS, and his German wife Yasmin H. were ar-
rested in Cologne in June 2018 after they suc-
cessfully produced ricin as part of a suspected 
attack.52 This was the first time that ricin was 
successfully produced in the West as part of an 
alleged Islamist plot.

Overall, as of May 2019, ISIS had had some 
involvement—ranging from merely inspira-
tional to hands-on and operational—in over 
150 plots and attacks in Europe since January 
2014 that had led to 371 deaths and over 1,700 
injuries.53 This includes the loss of American 
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lives abroad. An American college student was 
killed in Paris in November 2015, four Ameri-
cans were killed in the Brussels attack of March 
2016, and another three were killed in the Nice 
attack of July 2016.54 Moreover, the threat is by 
no means confined to Europe: Americans were 
also killed in ISIS-claimed attacks in Tajikistan 
in July 2018 and Sri Lanka in April 2019.55

Conclusion
ISIS has lost its Caliphate, but it remains a 

highly dangerous adversary capable of plan-
ning and executing attacks regionally and—at 
the very least—inspiring them in the West. It 
appears to be transitioning from a quasi-state 
to an insurgency, relying on its affiliates to 
project strength far beyond its former Syrian 
and Iraqi strongholds.

Meanwhile, despite sustained losses to its 
leadership, al-Qaeda remains resilient. It has 
curried favor with other Sunnis in particular 
areas of strategic importance to it, has focused 
its resources on local conflicts, has occasionally 

controlled territory, and has de-emphasized 
(but not eschewed) focus on the global jihad. 
This approach has been particularly noticeable 
since the Arab Spring.

Regardless of any short-term tactical con-
siderations, both groups ultimately aspire 
to attack the U.S. at home and U.S. interests 
abroad. While the U.S. has hardened its do-
mestic defenses, making this a tricky prospect 
for both groups, they can rely on radicalized 
individuals living within the U.S. to take up the 
slack. Furthermore, as has been demonstrated 
time and again, there are ample opportunities 
to target Americans based in countries that are 
more vulnerable to terrorist attack.

If it wishes to contain and ultimately end 
Islamist violence, the U.S. must continue 
to bring effective pressure to bear on these 
groups and those that support them. This In-
dex assesses the threat from ISIS, al-Qaeda, 
and their affiliated organizations as “capable” 
and “aggressive.”

Threats: Middle East Terrorism

HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN

Behavior %

FORMIDABLE GATHERING CAPABLE ASPIRATIONAL MARGINAL

Capability %
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Conclusion: Global Threat Level

A  merica faces challenges to its security at 
 home and interests abroad from countries 

and organizations that have:

 l Interests that conflict with those of the 
U.S.;

 l Sometimes hostile intentions toward the 
U.S.; and

 l In some cases, growing military capabili-
ties that are leveraged to impose their will 
by coercion or intimidation of neighbor-
ing countries, thereby creating region-
al instabilities.

The government of the United States 
constantly faces the challenge of employing, 
sometimes alone but more often in concert 
with allies, the right mix of diplomatic, eco-
nomic, public information, intelligence, and 
military capabilities to protect and advance 
U.S. interests.

Russia remains the primary threat to Amer-
ican interests in Europe and is the most press-
ing threat to the United States. The 2020 Index 
again assesses the threat emanating from Rus-
sia as “aggressive” in its behavior and “formi-
dable” (the highest category on the scale) in 
its growing capabilities. Moscow continues 
to engage in massive pro-Russia propaganda 
campaigns in Ukraine and other Eastern Eu-
ropean countries, actively supports separatist 
forces in Ukraine, regularly performs provoc-
ative military exercises and training missions, 
and continues to sell and export arms to coun-
tries that are hostile to U.S. interests. It also 

has increased its investment in modernizing 
its military and has gained significant combat 
experience while continuing to sabotage U.S. 
and Western policy in Syria and Ukraine.

China, the most comprehensive threat the 
U.S. faces, remained “aggressive” in the scope 
of its provocative behavior and earns the score 
of “formidable” for its capability because of its 
ongoing military modernization and buildup. 
The People’s Liberation Army continues to 
extend its reach and military activity beyond 
its immediate region and engages in larger and 
more comprehensive exercises, including live-
fire exercises in the East China Sea near Tai-
wan. It also has continued to conduct probes 
of the South Korean and Japanese air defense 
identification zones, drawing rebukes from 
both Seoul and Tokyo. In addition, there is lit-
tle evidence that Chinese cyber espionage and 
computer network exploitation have abated.

Iran remains the state actor that is most 
hostile to American interests in the Middle 
East. The 2020 Index assesses Iran’s behavior 
as “aggressive” and its capability as “gather-
ing.” In the years since publication of the 2015 
Index, Iran has methodically moved closer to 
becoming a nuclear power, and it continues 
to enhance its ICBM, missile defense, and un-
manned systems capabilities. Iran also con-
tinues to perpetuate and exploit instability to 
expand its influence in the region, both in its 
direct involvement in regional engagements 
and through its proxies, particularly in Syria. 
This year also saw aggressive activity in the 
Strait of Hormuz, including the downing of a 
U.S. drone in international airspace and attacks 
on merchant shipping.
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North Korea’s level of behavior remained 

“testing” in the 2020 Index. North Korea’s ca-
pability level has also remained at “gathering” 
as Pyongyang continues to develop and refine 
its missile technology, especially in the area of 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles. With its 
ICBM program, North Korea remains both a 
threat to U.S. allies and assets in the region and 
an ongoing threat to the U.S. homeland.

The terrorist threats emanating from the 
Afghanistan–Pakistan region remained “test-
ing” in the 2020 Index. Fatalities attributed to 
terrorism inside Pakistan continue to fall as 
various terrorist groups within the region find 
themselves in competition with each other for 
recruits, territory, and resources.

A broad array of terrorist groups remain the 
most hostile of any of the threats to America 
examined in the Index. As of mid-2018, the 
Islamic State had been decimated, having 

lost more than 98 percent of previously held 
territory, and its further reduction continued 
in 2019. However, it has not been completely 
eliminated and has made efforts to reassert 
itself in the region. Fortunately, Middle East 
terrorist groups are the least capable of the 
threats facing the U.S.

Just as there are American interests that are 
not covered by this Index, there may be addi-
tional threats to American interests that are 
not identified here. The Index focuses on the 
more apparent sources of risk and those that 
appear to pose the greatest threat.

Compiling the assessments of these threat 
sources, the 2020 Index again rates the overall 
global threat environment as “aggressive” and 

“gathering” in the areas of threat actor behavior 
and material ability to harm U.S. security in-
terests, respectively, leading to an aggregated 
threat score of “high.”

HOSTILE AGGRESSIVE TESTING ASSERTIVE BENIGN
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Iran %

Middle East Terrorism %

Af-Pak Terrorism %

China %

North Korea %
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Our combined score for threats to U.S. vital interests can be summarized as:

Threats to U.S. Vital Interests

SEVERE HIGH ELEVATED GUARDED LOW
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Threats to U.S. Vital Interests: Summary
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An Assessment of U.S. Military Power

A  merica is a global power with global inter-
ests. Its military is tasked first and fore-

most with defending America from attack. 
Beyond that, it must be capable of protecting 
Americans abroad, allies, and the freedom to 
use international sea, air, and space while re-
taining the ability to engage in more than one 
major contingency at a time. America must 
be able not only to defend itself and its inter-
ests, but also to deter enemies and opportun-
ists from taking action that would challenge 
U.S. interests, a capability that includes both 
preventing the destabilization of a region and 
guarding against threats to the peace and se-
curity of America’s friends.

As noted in the five preceding editions of 
the Index, however, the U.S. does not have the 
necessary force to meet a two–major region-
al contingency (two-MRC) requirement and 
is not ready to carry out its duties effectively. 
Consequently, as we have seen during the past 
few years, the U.S. risks seeing its interests in-
creasingly challenged and the world order it 
has led since World War II undone.

How to Think About Sizing Military Power
Military power begins with the people and 

equipment used to conduct war: the weapons, 
tanks, ships, airplanes, and supporting tools 
such as communications systems that make 
it possible either for one group to impose its 
will on another or to prevent such an outcome 
from happening.

However, simply counting the number 
of people, tanks, or combat aircraft that the 
U.S. possesses would be insufficient because 
it would lack context. For example, the U.S. 

Army might have 100 tanks, but to accomplish 
a specific military task, 1,000 or more might 
be needed or none at all. It might be that the 
terrain on which a battle is fought is especial-
ly ill-suited to tanks or that the tanks one has 
are inferior to the enemy’s. The enemy could 
be quite adept at using tanks, or his tank op-
erations might be integrated into a larger 
employment concept that leverages the sup-
porting fires of infantry and airpower, where-
as one’s own tanks are poorly maintained, the 
crews are not well-prepared, or one’s doctrine 
is irrelevant.

Success in war is partly a function of match-
ing the tools of warfare to a specific task and 
employing those tools effectively in battle. Get 
these wrong—tools, objective, competence, or 
context—and you lose.

Another key element is the military’s ca-
pacity to conduct operations: how many of the 
right tools—people, tanks, planes, or ships—it 
has. One might have the right tools and know 
how to use them effectively but not have 
enough to win. Given that one cannot know 
with certainty beforehand just when, where, 
against whom, and for what reason a battle 
might be fought, determining how much ca-
pability is needed is an exercise of informed 
but not certain judgment.

Further, two different combatants can 
use the same set of tools in radically differ-
ent ways to quite different effects. The con-
cept of employment matters. Concepts are 
developed to account for numbers, capabili-
ties, material readiness, and all sorts of other 
factors that enable or constrain one’s actions, 
such as whether one fights alone or alongside 
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allies, on familiar or strange terrain, or with a 
large, well-equipped force or a small, poorly 
equipped force.

All of these factors and a multitude of oth-
ers affect the outcome of any military contest. 
Military planners attempt to account for them 
when devising requirements, developing train-
ing and exercise plans, formulating war plans, 
and providing advice to the President in his role 
as Commander in Chief of U.S. military forces.

Measuring hard combat power in terms of 
its capability, capacity, and readiness to defend 
U.S. vital interests is difficult, especially in such 
a limited space as this Index, but it is not im-
possible. However difficult determining the 
adequacy of one’s military forces may be, the 
Secretary of Defense and the military services 
have to make such decisions every year when 
the annual defense budget request is submit-
ted to Congress.

The adequacy of hard power is affected most 
directly by the resources the nation is willing 
to apply. Although that decision is informed 
to a significant degree by an appreciation of 
threats to U.S. interests and the ability of a giv-
en defense portfolio to protect U.S. interests 
against such threats, it is not informed solely 
by such considerations; hence the importance 
of clarity and honesty in determining just what 
is needed in terms of hard power and the status 
of such power from year to year.

Administrations take various approaches in 
determining the type and amount of military 
power needed and, by extension, the amount 
of money and other resources to commit to 
it. After defining the national interests to be 
protected, the Department of Defense (DOD) 
can use worst-case scenarios to determine the 
maximum challenges the U.S. military might 
have to overcome. Another way is to redefine 
what constitutes a threat. By taking a different 
view of whether major actors pose a meaningful 
threat and of the extent to which friends and al-
lies have the ability to assist the U.S. in meeting 
security objectives, one can arrive at different 
conclusions about necessary military strength.

For example, one Administration might 
view China as a rising belligerent power bent 

on dominating the Asia–Pacific region. An-
other Administration might view China as an 
inherently peaceful rising economic power, 
with the expansion of its military capabilities 
a natural occurrence commensurate with its 
strengthening status. The difference between 
these views can have a dramatic impact on how 
one thinks about U.S. defense requirements. So, 
too, can policymakers amplify or downplay risk 
to justify defense budget decisions.

There also can be strongly differing views 
on requirements for operational capacity.

 l Does the country need enough for two 
major combat operations (MCOs) at 
roughly the same time or just enough for a 
single major operation and some number 
of lesser cases?

 l To what extent should “presence” tasks—
the use of forces for routine engagement 
with partner countries or simply to be on 
hand in a region for crisis response—be 
in addition to or a subset of a military 
force sized to handle two major region-
al conflicts?

 l How much value should be assigned to 
advanced technologies as they are incor-
porated into the force?

Where to Start
There are two major references that one 

can use to help sort through the variables and 
arrive at a starting point for assessing the ade-
quacy of today’s military posture: government 
studies and historical experience. The govern-
ment occasionally conducts formal reviews 
that are meant to inform decisions on capa-
bilities and capacities across the Joint Force 
relative to the threat environment (current 
and projected) and evolutions in operating 
conditions, the advancement of technologies, 
and aspects of U.S. interests that may call for 
one type of military response over another.

The 1993 Bottom-Up Review (BUR) con-
ducted by then-Secretary of Defense Les Aspin 
is one such frequently cited example. Secretary 
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Aspin recognized that “the dramatic changes 
that [had] occurred in the world as a result of 
the end of the Cold War and the dissolution of 
the Soviet Union” had “fundamentally altered 
America’s security needs” and were driving an 
imperative “to reassess all of our defense con-
cepts, plans, and programs from the ground 
up.”1

The BUR formally established the re-
quirement that U.S. forces should be able “to 
achieve decisive victory in two nearly simulta-
neous major regional conflicts and to conduct 
combat operations characterized by rapid re-
sponse and a high probability of success, while 
minimizing the risk of significant American 
casualties.”2 Thus was formalized the two-
MRC standard.

Dr. Daniel Gouré, in his 2015 Index essay 
“Building the Right Military for a New Era: 
The Need for an Enduring Analytic Frame-
work,” noted that various Administrations 
have redefined force requirements based on 
their perceptions of what was necessary to pro-
tect U.S. interests.3 In an attempt to formalize 
the process, and perhaps to have a mechanism 
by which to influence the executive branch in 
such matters, Congress mandated that each 
incoming Administration must conduct a 
comprehensive strategic review of the global 
security environment, articulate a relevant 
strategy suited to protecting and promoting 
U.S. security interests, and recommend an as-
sociated military force posture.4

The Quadrennial Defense Reviews (QDRs) 
have been conducted since 1997, accompanied 
in 1997, 2010, and 2014 by independent Na-
tional Defense Panel (NDP) reports that have 
reviewed and commented on them. Both sets 
of documents purport to serve as key assess-
ments, but analysts have come to minimize 
their value, regarding them as justifications 
for executive branch policy preferences (the 
QDR reports) or overly broad generalized com-
mentaries (the NDP reports) that lack substan-
tive discussion about threats to U.S. interests, 
a credible strategy for dealing with them, and 
the actual ability of the U.S. military to meet 
national security requirements.

The QDR was replaced by the National De-
fense Strategy (NDS), released in 2018, and the 
independent perspectives of the formal DOD 
review by the National Defense Strategy Com-
mission, which released its view of the NDS in 
November 2018. Departing from their prede-
cessors, neither document proposed specific 
force structures or end strength goals for the 
services.5

Correlation of Forces as a 
Factor in Force Sizing

During the Cold War, the U.S. used the So-
viet threat as its primary reference in deter-
mining its hard-power needs. At that time, the 
correlation of forces—a comparison of one 
force against another to determine strengths 
and weaknesses—was highly symmetrical. U.S. 
planners compared tanks, aircraft, and ships 
against their direct counterparts in the op-
posing force. These comparative assessments 
drove the sizing, characteristics, and capabili-
ties of fleets, armies, and air forces.

The evolution of guided, precision muni-
tions and the rapid technological advance-
ments in surveillance and targeting systems, 
however, made comparing combat power more 
difficult. What was largely a platform v. plat-
form model has shifted somewhat to a muni-
tions v. target model.

The proliferation of precise weaponry 
means increasingly that each round, bomb, 
rocket, missile, and even (in some instances) 
individual bullet can hit its intended target, 
thus decreasing the number of munitions 
needed to prosecute an operation. It also 
means that the lethality of an operating envi-
ronment increases significantly for the peo-
ple and platforms involved. We are now at the 
point where, instead of focusing primarily on 
how many ships or airplanes the enemy can 
bring to bear against one’s own force, one must 
consider how many “smart munitions” the en-
emy has when thinking about how many plat-
forms and people are needed to win a combat 
engagement.6

In one sense, increased precision and 
the technological advances now being 
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incorporated into U.S. weapons, platforms, and 
operating concepts make it possible to do far 
more than ever before with fewer assets.

 l Platform signature reduction (stealth) 
makes it harder for the enemy to find and 
target them, and the increased precision 
of weapons makes it possible for fewer 
platforms to hit many more targets.

 l The ability of the U.S. Joint Force to 
harness computers, modern telecommu-
nications, space-based platforms—such 
as for surveillance, communications, and 
positioning-navigation-timing (PNT) 
support from GPS satellites—and net-
worked operations potentially means that 
in certain situations, smaller forces can 
have far greater effect in battle than at 
any other time in history (although these 
same advances also enable enemy forces).

 l Certain military functions—such as 
seizing, holding, and occupying territory—
may require a certain number of soldiers 
no matter how state-of-the-art their 
equipment may be. For example, secur-
ing an urban area where line of sight is 
constrained and precision weapons have 
limited utility requires the same number 
of squads of infantry as were needed in 
World War II.

With smaller forces, each individual ele-
ment of the force represents a greater per-
centage of its combat power. Each casualty or 
equipment loss therefore takes a larger toll on 
the ability of the force to sustain high-tempo, 
high-intensity combat operations over time, 
especially if the force is dispersed across 
a wide theater or across multiple theaters 
of operation.

As advanced technology has become more 
affordable, it has become more accessible for 
nearly any actor, whether state or non-state. 
Consequently, it may well be that the outcomes 
of future wars will depend far more on the 
skill of the forces and their capacity to sustain 

operations over time than they will on some 
great disparity in technology. If so, readiness 
and capacity will take on greater importance 
than absolute advances in capability.

All of this illustrates the difficulties of and 
need for exercising judgment in assessing the 
adequacy of America’s military power. Yet 
without such an assessment, all that remains 
are the defense strategy reviews, which are 
subject to filtering and manipulation to suit 
policy interests; annual budget submissions, 
which typically favor desired military pro-
grams at presumed levels of affordability and 
are therefore necessarily budget-constrained; 
and leadership posture statements, which of-
ten simply align with executive branch poli-
cy priorities.

The U.S. Joint Force and the Art of War
This section of the Index assesses the ade-

quacy of the United States’ defense posture as 
it pertains to a conventional understanding of 

“hard power,” defined as the ability of American 
military forces to engage and defeat an enemy’s 
forces in battle at a scale commensurate with 
the vital national interests of the U.S. While 
some hard truths in military affairs are appro-
priately addressed by math and science, others 
are not. Speed, range, probability of detection, 
and radar cross-section are examples of quan-
tifiable characteristics that can be measured. 
Specific future instances in which U.S. military 
power will be needed, the competence of the 
enemy, the political will to sustain operations 
in the face of mounting deaths and destruction, 
and the absolute amount of strength needed to 
win are matters of judgment and experience, 
but they nevertheless affect how large and ca-
pable a force one might need.

In conducting the assessment, we ac-
counted for both quantitative and qualitative 
aspects of military forces, informed by an 
experience-based understanding of military 
operations and the expertise of external re-
viewers. The authors of these military sections 
bring a combined total of more than a hundred 
years of uniformed military experience to 
their analysis.
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Military effectiveness is as much an art as it 

is a science. Specific military capabilities rep-
resented in weapons, platforms, and military 
units can be used individually to some effect. 
Practitioners of war, however, have learned 
that combining the tools of war in various ways 
and orchestrating their tactical employment 
in series or simultaneously can dramatically 
amplify the effectiveness of the force that is 
committed to battle.

Employment concepts are exceedingly hard 
to measure in any quantitative way, but their 
value as critical contributors in the conduct of 
war is undeniable. How they are used is very 
much an art-of-war matter that is learned 
through experience over time.

What Is Not Being Assessed
In assessing the current status of the mili-

tary forces, this Index uses the primary mea-
sures used by the military services themselves 
when they discuss their ability to employ hard 
combat power.

 l The Army’s unit of measure is the brigade 
combat team (BCT);

 l The Marine Corps structures itself 
by battalions;

 l For the Navy, it is the number of ships in 
its combat fleet; and

 l The most consistent measure for the Air 
Force is total number of aircraft, some-
times broken down into the two primary 
subtypes of fighters and bombers.

Obviously, this is not the totality of service 
capabilities, and it certainly is not everything 
needed for war, but these measures can be 
viewed as surrogates that subsume or repre-
sent the vast number of other things that make 
these “units of measure” possible and effective 
in battle. For example, combat forces depend 
on a vast logistics system that supplies every-
thing from food and water to fuel, ammunition, 
and repair parts. Military operations require 

engineer support, and the force needs medical, 
dental, and administrative capabilities. The 
military also fields units that transport combat 
power and its sustainment wherever they may 
be needed around the world.

The point is that the military spear has a 
great deal of shaft that makes it possible for the 
tip to locate, close with, and destroy its target, 
and there is a rough proportionality between 
shaft and spear tip. Thus, in assessing the ba-
sic units of measure for combat power, one can 
get a sense of what is probably needed in the 
combat support, combat service support, and 
supporting establishment echelons.

The scope of this Index does not extend to 
analysis of everything that makes hard power 
possible; it focuses on the status of the hard 
power itself. It also does not assess the services’ 
Reserve and National Guard components, al-
though they account for roughly one-third of 
the U.S. military force7 and have been essen-
tial to the conduct of operations since Sep-
tember 2001. Consistent assessment of their 
capability, readiness, and operational role is 
a challenge because each service determines 
the balance among its Active, Reserve, and 
National Guard elements differently (only the 
Army and Air Force have Guard elements; the 
Navy and Marine Corps do not). This balance 
can change from year to year and is based on 
factors that include cost of the respective el-
ements, availability for operational employ-
ment, time needed to respond to an emergent 
crisis, allocation of roles among the elements, 
and political considerations.8

As with other elements essential to the ef-
fective employment of combat power—logis-
tics, medical support, strategic lift, training, 
etc.—the U.S. military could not handle a major 
conflict without the Reserve and Guard forces. 
Nevertheless, to make the challenge of annual-
ly assessing the status of U.S. military strength 
using consistent metrics over time more man-
ageable, this Index looks at something that is 
usually associated with the Active component 
of each service: the baseline requirement for a 
given amount of combat power that is readily 
available for use in a major combat operation. 
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There are exceptions, however. For example, 
in this edition of the Index, four Army Nation-
al Guard BCTs are counted as “available” for 
use because of the significant amounts of ad-
ditional resources that have been dedicated 
specifically to these formations to raise their 
readiness levels.

The Defense Budget and 
Strategic Guidance

When it comes to the defense budget, how 
much we spend does not automatically deter-
mine the posture or capacity of the U.S. mili-
tary. As a matter of fact, simply looking at how 
much is allocated to defense does not tell us 
much about the capacity, modernity, or read-
iness of the forces. Proper funding is a nec-
essary condition for a capable, modern, and 
ready force, but it is not sufficient by itself. It 
is possible that a larger defense budget could 
be associated with less military capability if the 
money were allocated inappropriately or spent 
wastefully. That said, however, the budget does 
reflect the importance assigned to defending 
the nation and its interests in prioritizing fed-
eral spending.

Absent a significant threat to the country’s 
survival, the U.S. government will always bal-
ance spending on defense against spending in 
all of the other areas of government activity 
that are deemed necessary or desirable. Ide-
ally, defense requirements are determined by 
identifying national interests that might need 
to be protected with military power; assessing 
the nature of threats to those interests, what 
would be needed to defeat those threats, and 
the costs associated with that capability; and 
then determining what the country can afford 
or is willing to spend. Any difference between 
assessed requirements and affordable levels of 
spending on defense would constitute a risk to 
U.S. security interests.

This Index enthusiastically adopts this ap-
proach: interests, threats, requirements, re-
sulting force, and associated budget. Spend-
ing less than the amount needed to maintain a 
two-MRC force results in policy debates about 
where to accept risk: force modernization, the 

capacity to conduct large-scale or multiple si-
multaneous operations, or force readiness.

The National Defense Strategy released in 
late January 2018 by the Department of De-
fense is the DOD’s current effort to establish 
the connection among interests, threats, re-
quirements, and resources.9 It serves to orient 
how the DOD intends to prepare the country’s 
defense and establishes a public baseline of 
mission and associated requirements against 
which the country can measure its defense ef-
forts. When discussing resources, the strategy 
calls for an increased, sustained, and predict-
able budget as the necessary precondition for 
its execution—something that has proved elu-
sive in the current budgetary climate of two-
year deals designed to circumvent the Budget 
Control Act of 2011 (BCA).10

The decision to fund national defense 
commensurate with interests and prevailing 
threats reflects our national priorities and risk 
tolerance. This Index assesses the ability of the 
nation’s military forces to protect vital nation-
al security interests within the world as it is so 
that the debate about the level of funding for 
hard power is better informed.

The fiscal year (FY) 2019 base discretion-
ary budget for the Department of Defense was 
$616 billion.11 This represents the resources 
allocated to pay for the forces (manpower, 
equipment, training); enabling capabilities 
(things like transportation, satellites, defense 
intelligence, and research and development); 
and institutional support (bases and stations, 
facilities, recruiting, and the like). The base 
budget does not pay for the cost of major on-
going overseas operations, which is captured 
in supplemental funding known as OCO (over-
seas contingency operations).

The debate about how much funding should 
be allocated to defense has been framed by the 
current Administration’s campaign promise to 
rebuild the military, an objective that is gen-
erally supported by Congress. Despite repeat-
ed emphasis on the importance of investing 
more to fix obvious readiness, capacity, and 
modernization problems, the debate has been 
determined by larger political dynamics that 
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pitted those who want to see an overall reduc-
tion in federal spending against those who ad-
vocate higher levels of defense spending and 
those who want to see any increase in defense 
spending matched by commensurate increases 
in domestic spending.

Passage of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 
(BBA)12 in early February 2018 raised the BCA 
caps for FY 2018 and FY 2019. The legislation 
raised the cap by $71 billion to $629 billion in 

FY 2018 and by $69 billion to $647 billion in 
FY 2019. This provided substantial budget-
ary relief for the DOD and, given its two-year 
coverage, a modicum of stability. This stabili-
ty was translated into on-time passage of the 
National Defense Authorization Act and the 
Defense Appropriations bill, a first since 2008.13 
Passage of a budget before the end of the fis-
cal year allowed the Pentagon to execute the 
budget properly and use all the months of the 
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NOTES: DOD spending includes mandatory spending (about $9 billion per year) and OCO spending, which is exempt from the BCA.
SOURCES:
• Department of Defense: O�ce of Management and Budget, Historical Tables, “Table 5.1—Budget Authority by Function and 

Subfunction: 1976–2024,” https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/historical-tables/ (accessed June 20, 2019).
• Budget Control Act: Brendan W. McGarry, “The Defense Budget and the Budget Control Act: Frequently Asked Questions,” 

Congressional Research Service Report R44039, July 13, 2018, https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R44039.pdf (accessed June 20, 2019), 
and Congress.gov, “H.R. 3877-Bipartisan Budget Act of 2019,” August 2, 2019, https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/ 
house-bill/3877 (accessed September 12, 2019).

• Mattis optimal funding levels: Frederico Bartels, “Current Planned Defense Budget Falls Short,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder 
3352, September 21, 2018, https://www.heritage.org/defense/report/current-planned-defense-budget-falls-short.

IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

CHART 6

Defense Spending Improves but Falls Short of Optimal Levels
Despite expected increases, defense spending is projected to fall short of former 
Defense Secretary Gen. Mattis’s optimal funding levels.
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fiscal year, in contrast with previous years that 
have been marked by continuing resolutions.14

The Department of Defense attributes 
many of the recent gains in readiness to the sta-
bility and predictability provided by the BBA:

The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 en-
abled the Department of Defense (DoD) 
to continue rebuilding the U.S. military 
after years of destructive budget cuts. 
In a time of competing priorities, Con-
gress demonstrated political courage to 
ensure [that] America’s sentinels remain 
the combat-credible military force we 
need to deter war and guarantee [that] 
the President and our diplomats always 
negotiate from a position of strength.15

Following the Bipartisan Budget Act of 
2018, Congress and the President come to an 
agreement on altering the last two years of 
the BCA caps, and the Bipartisan Budget Act 
of 2019 became law on August 2, 2019.16 The 
act raises the cap for FY 2020 from $576 billion 
to $666.5 billion and for FY 2021 from $590 
billion to $671.5 billion. The law could yield a 
more predictable defense budget in the next 
two years, because the lawmakers will be able 
to begin their debates based on a defense bud-
get level that is more acceptable to both sides 
of the aisle.

However, the growth in the defense budget 
as outlined by the Bipartisan Budget Act of 
2019 falls short of what is assessed as needed.

In testimony before the House Armed Ser-
vices Committee, for example, former Secre-
tary of Defense James Mattis and Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Joseph 
Dunford emphasized the need for sustained 
budget growth so that U.S. forces can maintain 
a competitive advantage over likely adversar-
ies.17 “We know now,” General Dunford testi-
fied, “that continued growth in the base budget 
of at least 3 percent above inflation is the floor 
necessary to preserve just the competitive ad-
vantage we have today, and we can’t assume 
our adversaries will remain still.”18 Further, 
the bipartisan commission that assessed the 

National Defense Strategy also assessed the 
need to have budgetary growth of between 3 
percent and 5 percent above inflation.19 The 
BCA limits the increases to little over infla-
tion, and the current budget request projects 
increases that are slightly below the inflation-
ary rate.

Purpose as a Driver in Force Sizing
The Joint Force is used for a wide range of 

purposes, only one of which is major combat 
operations. Fortunately, such events have 
been rare (but consistent), averaging roughly 
15 years between occurrences.20 In between 
(and even during) such occurrences, the mil-
itary is used to support regional engagement, 
crisis response, strategic deterrence, and hu-
manitarian assistance, as well as to support 
civil authorities and U.S. diplomacy.

All of the U.S. Unified Geographic Combat-
ant Commands, or COCOMS—Northern Com-
mand (NORTHCOM); European Command 
(EUCOM); Central Command (CENTCOM); 
Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM); 
Southern Command (SOUTHCOM); and Af-
rica Command (AFRICOM)—have annual 
and long-term plans through which they en-
gage with countries in their assigned regions. 
These engagements range from very small unit 
training events with the forces of a single part-
ner country to larger bilateral and sometimes 
multilateral military exercises. Such events 
help to foster working relationships with other 
countries, acquire a more detailed understand-
ing of regional political–military dynamics and 
on-the-ground conditions in areas of interest, 
and signal U.S. security interests to friends 
and competitors.

To support such COCOM efforts, the ser-
vices provide forces that are based perma-
nently in respective regions or that operate 
in them temporarily on a rotational basis. To 
make these regional rotations possible, the 
services must maintain base forces that are 
large enough to train, deploy, support, receive 
back, and again make ready a stream of units 
that ideally is enough to meet validated CO-
COM demand.
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The ratio between time spent at home and 

time spent away on deployment for any giv-
en unit is known as OPTEMPO (operational 
tempo), and each service attempts to main-
tain a ratio that both gives units enough time 
to educate, train, and prepare their forces and 
allows the individuals in a unit to maintain 
some semblance of healthy home and family 
lives. This ensures that units are fully prepared 
for the next deployment cycle and that service-
members do not become “burned out” or suffer 
adverse consequences in their personal lives 
because of excessive deployment time.

Experience has shown that a ratio of at least 
3:1 (three periods of time at home for every pe-
riod deployed) is sustainable. If a unit is to be 
out for six months, for example, it will be home 
for 18 months before deploying again. Obvious-
ly, a service needs enough people, units, ships, 
and planes to support such a ratio. If peace-
time engagement were the primary focus for 
the Joint Force, the services could size their 
forces to support these forward-based and for-
ward-deployed demands.

Thus, the size of the total force must neces-
sarily be much larger than any sampling of its 
use at any point in time.

In contrast, sizing a force for major combat 
operations is an exercise informed by histo-
ry—how much force was needed in previous 
wars—and then shaped and refined by analysis 
of current threats, a range of plausible scenar-
ios, and expectations about what the U.S. can 
do given training, equipment, employment 
concept, and other factors. The defense estab-
lishment must then balance “force sizing” be-
tween COCOM requirements for presence and 
engagement and the amount of military power 
(typically measured in terms of combat units 
and major combat platforms, which inform to-
tal end strength) that is thought necessary to 
win in likely war scenarios.

Inevitably, compromises are made that 
account for how much military the country is 
willing to buy. Generally speaking:

 l The Army sizes to major warfight-
ing requirements;

 l The Marine Corps focuses on crisis 
response demands and the ability to con-
tribute to one major war;

 l The Air Force attempts to strike a bal-
ance that accounts for historically based 
demand across the spectrum because air 
assets are shifted fairly easily from one 
theater of operations to another (“easily” 
being a relative term when compared to 
the challenge of shifting large land forces), 
and any peacetime engagement typically 
requires some level of air support; and

 l The Navy is driven by global presence 
requirements. To meet COCOM require-
ments for a continuous fleet presence 
at sea, the Navy must have three to four 
ships in order to have one on station. A 
commander who wants one U.S. warship 
stationed off the coast of a hostile country, 
for example, needs the use of four ships 
from the fleet: one on station, one that left 
station and is traveling home, one that 
just left home and is traveling to station, 
and one that is otherwise unavailable 
because of major maintenance or mod-
ernization work.

This Index focuses on the forces required to 
win two major wars as the baseline force-sizing 
metric. The military’s effectiveness, both as a 
deterrent against opportunistic competitor 
states and as a valued training partner in the 
eyes of other countries, derives from its effec-
tiveness (proven or presumed) in winning wars.

Our Approach
With this in mind, we assessed the state of 

America’s military U.S. forces as it pertains to 
their ability to deliver hard power against an 
enemy in three areas:

 l Capability,

 l Capacity, and

 l Readiness.
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Capability. Examining the capability of a 

military force requires consideration of:

 l The proper tools (material and concep-
tual) of sufficient design, performance 
characteristics, technological advance-
ment, and suitability needed for the force 
to perform its function against an enemy 
force successfully;

 l The sufficiency of armored vehicles, ships, 
airplanes, and other equipment and weap-
ons to win against the enemy;

 l The appropriate variety of options to 
preclude strategic vulnerabilities in the 
force and give flexibilities to battlefield 
commanders; and

 l The degree to which elements of the force 
reinforce each other in covering potential 
vulnerabilities, maximizing strengths, 
and gaining greater effectiveness through 
synergies that are not possible in narrowly 
stovepiped, linear approaches to war.

The capability of the U.S. Joint Force was on 
ample display in its decisive conventional war 
victory over Iraq, in liberating Kuwait in 1991, 
and later in the conventional military opera-
tion in Iraq to depose Saddam Hussein in 2003. 
Aspects of its capability have also been seen in 
numerous other operations undertaken since 
the end of the Cold War. While the convention-
al combat aspect of power projection has been 
more moderate in places like Yugoslavia, So-
malia, Bosnia and Serbia, and Kosovo, and even 
against the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001, the 
fact that the U.S. military was able to conduct 
highly complex operations thousands of miles 
away in austere, hostile environments and 
sustain those operations as long as required 
is testament to the ability of U.S. forces to do 
things that the armed forces of few if any other 
countries can do.

A modern “major combat operation”21 
along the lines of those upon which Penta-
gon planners base their requirements would 

feature a major opponent possessing modern 
integrated air defenses; naval power (surface 
and undersea); advanced combat aircraft (to 
include bombers); a substantial inventory of 
short-range, medium-range, and long-range 
missiles; current-generation ground forces 
(tanks, armored vehicles, artillery, rockets, and 
anti-armor weaponry); cruise missiles; and (in 
some cases) nuclear weapons. Such a situation 
involving an actor capable of threatening vital 
national interests would present a challenge 
that is comprehensively different from the 
challenges that the U.S. Joint Force has faced 
in past decades.

Throughout 2018 and 2019, the military 
community reenergized its debate about 
the extent to which the U.S. military is ready 
for major conventional warfare, given its fo-
cus on counterinsurgency, stability, and ad-
vise-and-assist operations since 2004 and 
Secretary Mattis’s directive to prepare for 
conflict in an era of great-power competition.22 
The Army in particular has noted the need to 
reengage in training and exercises that feature 
larger-scale combined arms maneuver opera-
tions, especially to ensure that its higher head-
quarters elements are up to the task.

This Index ascertains the relevance and 
health of military service capabilities by look-
ing at such factors as average age of equipment, 
generation of equipment relative to the cur-
rent state of competitor efforts as reported 
by the services, and the status of replacement 
programs that are meant to introduce more 
updated systems as older equipment reaches 
the end of its programmed service life. While 
some of the information is quite quantitative, 
other factors could be considered judgment 
calls made by acknowledged experts in the 
relevant areas of interest or as addressed by 
senior service officials when providing testi-
mony to Congress or examining specific areas 
in other official statements.

It must be determined whether the services 
possess capabilities that are relevant to the 
modern combat environment.

Capacity. The U.S. military must have a 
sufficient quantity of the right capability or 
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capabilities. When speaking of platforms such 
as planes and ships, there is a troubling and fair-
ly consistent trend that characterizes the path 
from requirement to fielded capability within 
U.S. military acquisition. Along the way to ac-
quiring the capability, several linked things hap-
pen that result in far less of a presumed “critical 
capability” than supposedly was required.

 l The manufacturing sector attempts to 
satisfy the requirements articulated by 
the military.

 l “Unexpected” technological hurdles arise 
that take longer and much more money to 
solve than anyone envisioned.

 l Programs are lengthened, and cost 
overruns are addressed, usually with 
more money.

 l Then the realization sets in that the coun-
try either cannot afford or is unwilling to 
pay the cost of acquiring the total number 
of platforms originally advocated. The 
acquisition goal is adjusted downward, if 
not canceled altogether, and the military 
finally fields fewer platforms at a higher 
cost per unit than it originally said it need-
ed to be successful in combat.

As deliberations proceed toward a decision 
on whether to reduce planned procurement, 
they rarely focus on and quantify the in-
crease in risk that accompanies the decrease 
in procurement.

Something similar happens with force 
structure size: the number of units and total 
number of personnel the services say they need 
to meet the objectives established by the Com-
mander in Chief and the Secretary of Defense 
in their strategic guidance. The Marine Corps 
has stated that it needs 27 infantry battalions 
to fully satisfy the validated requirements of 
the regional Combatant Commanders, yet it 
currently fields only 24. In 2012, the Army was 
building toward 48 brigade combat teams, but 
incremental budget cuts reduced that number 

over time to 31—less than two-thirds the num-
ber that the Army originally thought was nec-
essary. The Navy has produced various assess-
ments of fleet size since the end of the Cold 
War, from 313 ships to 355 ships, and in 2019 
conducted yet another force structure review.

Older equipment can be updated with new 
components to keep it relevant, and command-
ers can employ fewer units more expertly for 
longer periods of time in an operational the-
ater to accomplish an objective. At some point, 
however, sheer numbers of updated, modern 
equipment and trained, fully manned units are 
going to be needed to win in battle against a 
credible opponent when the crisis is profound 
enough to threaten a vital interest.

Capacity (numbers) can be viewed in at 
least three ways: compared to a stated objec-
tive for each category by each service, com-
pared to amounts required to complete var-
ious types of operations across a wide range 
of potential missions as measured against a 
potential adversary, and as measured against 
a set benchmark for total national capability. 
This Index employs the two-MRC metric as 
a benchmark.

The two-MRC benchmark for force sizing 
is the minimum standard for U.S. hard-power 
capacity because one will never be able to em-
ploy 100 percent of the force at the same time. 
Some percentage of the force will always be un-
available because of long-term maintenance 
overhaul, especially for Navy ships; unit train-
ing cycles; employment in myriad engagement 
and small-crisis response tasks that continue 
even during major conflicts; and the need to 
keep some portion of the force uncommitted 
to serve as a strategic reserve.

The historical record shows that, on average, 
the U.S. Army commits 21 BCTs to a major con-
flict; thus, a two-MRC standard would require 
42 BCTs available for actual use. But an Army 
built to field only 42 BCTs would also be an 
Army that could find itself entirely committed to 
war, leaving nothing back as a strategic reserve, 
to replace combat losses, or to handle other U.S. 
security interests. Although new technologies 
and additional capabilities have made current 
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Korean War Vietnam War Persian Gulf War
Operation Iraqi 

Freedom
ARMY
Total Troop Deployment

During Engagement 206.3 219.3 267.0 99.7

Divisions* 6 7 4 1
Reserve Component

Divisions Total for
Strategic Documents

n/a n/a n/a n/a

Total Army End Strength
During Engagement,
During Year of Strategy
Document Active

1,313.8 1,113.3 738.0 499.0

Total Active End Strength
Recommendations n/a n/a n/a n/a

NAVY
Total Fleet During

Engagement 904 770 529 297

Aircraft Carriers 6 5 6 5
Carrier Air Wings 6 5 6 5
Large Surface Combatants 37 14 30 23
Small Surface Combatants 16 47 16 9
Attack Submarines 4 0 12 12
Amphibious Vessels 34 26 21 7
Combat Logistics and

Support Ships 28 29 45 42

Fighter/Attack Squadrons 21 43 22 24

MARINE CORPS
Total Troop Deployment

During Engagement 33.5 44.7 90.0 66.2

Active Divisions* 1 2 2 1
Reserve Divisions n/a n/a n/a n/a
Marine Expeditionary Force 1 1 1 2
Air Wings Active/Reserve 1 1 1 1
Total Marine Corps End

Strength During
Engagement by Year of
Strategy Document

187.0 289.0 196.3 178.0

Total Recommended
End Strength n/a n/a n/a n/a

AIR FORCE
Bombers or Bomber

Squadrons** 21
23

3 4

Fighter Squadrons 26 30 30
Active Fighter Wings

7 8 10 10
Reserve Fighter Wings
Airlift/Tankers 239 167 388 293

* Figures for engagements are numbers deployed; fi gures for documents are totals.
** Figures for Air Force bombers for Korean War, Vietnam War, Persian Gulf War, and Iraq are bomber squadrons. 
All other fi gures are bombers.
*** 2014 QDR prescribed nine heavy bomber squadrons, equaling 96 aircraft.

TABLE 1

Historical U.S. Force Allocation
Troop fi gures are in thousands.
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1993
BUR

1997
QDR

2001
QDR

2006
QDR

2010
QDR

2010
Indep. 
Panel

2-MRC 
Paper

2014
QDR

2014
NDP

ARMY
Total Troop Deployment

During Engagement n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Divisions* 10 10 10 11

18

11 10 10 n/a
Reserve Component

Divisions Total for
Strategic Documents

n/a 5 8 8 7 8 8 n/a

Total Army End Strength
During Engagement,
During Year of Strategy
Document Active

572.0 492.0 481.0 505.0 566.0 566.0 550.0 490.0 490.0

Total Active End Strength
Recommendations n/a n/a n/a 482.4 n/a 1,106.0 600.0 450.0 490.0

NAVY
Total Fleet During

Engagement 346 310 n/a n/a n/a 346 350 n/a 346

Aircraft Carriers 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 n/a
Carrier Air Wings 12 11 11 n/a 10 10 10 10 n/a
Large Surface Combatants

124 116 116
n/a 84–88 n/a 120 92 n/a

Small Surface Combatants n/a 14–28 n/a n/a 43 n/a
Attack Submarines 55 50 55 n/a 53–55 55 50 51 n/a
Amphibious Vessels 41 36 36 n/a 29–31 n/a 38 33 n/a
Combat Logistics and

Support Ships 65 n/a n/a n/a 58 n/a 75 n/a n/a

Fighter/Attack Squadrons 33 30 30 n/a 30 30 30 30 n/a

MARINE CORPS
Total Troop Deployment

During Engagement n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Active Divisions* 4 3 3 n/a 3 n/a n/a 3 n/a
Reserve Divisions 1 1 1 n/a 1 n/a n/a 1 n/a
Marine Expeditionary Force 3 3 3 n/a 3 3 3 2 n/a
Air Wings Active/Reserve n/a 4 4 n/a 4 n/a n/a 4 n/a
Total Marine Corps End

Strength During
Engagement by Year of
Strategy Document

174.0 174.0 173.0 180.0 202.0 202.0 196.0 182.0 182.0

Total Recommended
End Strength n/a n/a n/a 175.0 n/a 243.0 202.0 182.0 182.0

AIR FORCE
Bombers or Bomber

Squadrons** 200 187 112 n/a 96 180 200 96*** n/a

Fighter Squadrons 54 54 46 n/a 42 66 54 48 n/a
Active Fighter Wings 13 12+ 15 n/a n/a 20

20
9 n/a

Reserve Fighter Wings 7 8 12 n/a n/a n/a 7 n/a
Airlift/Tankers n/a n/a n/a n/a 1023 1023 1,000 954 n/a

 A  heritage.org
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BCTs more capable than those they replaced, 
one thing remains the same: Today’s BCT, like 
its predecessors, can only be committed to one 
place at a time and must be able to account for 
combat losses, especially if it engages a similarly 
modernized enemy force. Thus, numbers still 
matter regardless of modernity.

Again, this Index assesses only the Active 
component of the service, though with full 
awareness that the Army also has Reserve 
and National Guard components that togeth-
er account for half of the total Army. The ad-
ditional capacity needed to meet these “above 
two-MRC requirements” could be handled by 
these other components or mobilized to sup-
plement Active-component commitments. In 
fact, this is how the Army thinks about meet-
ing operational demands and is at the heart of 
the long-running debate within the total Army 
about the roles and contributions of the vari-
ous Army components. A similar situation ex-
ists with the Air Force and Marine Corps.

The balance among Active, Reserve, and 
Guard elements is beyond the scope of this 
study. Our focus here is on establishing a min-
imum benchmark for the capacity needed to 
handle a two-MRC requirement.

We conducted a review of the major defense 
studies (1993 BUR, QDR reports, and indepen-
dent panel critiques) that are publicly avail-
able,23 as well as modern historical instances 
of major wars (Korea, Vietnam, Gulf War, Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom), to see whether there 
was any consistent trend in U.S. force alloca-
tion. The results of our review are presented 
in Table 1. To this we added 20 percent, both to 
account for forces and platforms that are like-
ly to be unavailable and to provide a strategic 
reserve to guard against unforeseen demands.

Summarizing the totals, this Index conclud-
ed that a Joint Force capable of dealing with 
two MRCs simultaneously or nearly simulta-
neously would consist of:

 l Army: 50 BCTs.

 l Navy: at least 400 ships and 624 
strike aircraft.

 l Air Force: 1,200 fighter/attack aircraft.

 l Marine Corps: 36 battalions.

America’s security interests require that the 
services have the capacity to handle two major 
regional conflicts successfully.

Readiness. The consequences of the sharp 
reductions in funding mandated by sequestra-
tion have caused military service officials, se-
nior DOD officials, and even Members of Con-
gress to warn of the dangers of recreating the 

“hollow force” of the 1970s when units existed 
on paper but were staffed at reduced levels, 
minimally trained, and woefully ill-equipped.24 
To avoid this, the services have traded quanti-
ty/capacity and modernization to ensure that 
what they do have is “ready” for employment.

Supplemental funding in FY 2017, a higher 
topline in FY 2018, and sustained increases in 
funding through FY 2019 have helped to stop 
the bleeding and have enabled the services 
to plan and implement readiness recovery 
efforts. Although the return of further cuts 
under the BCA (to continue in force by law 
until 2021 unless modified by Congress) could 
threaten to undo these gains, readiness re-
porting has been largely optimistic compared 
to recent years.

It is one thing to have the right capabilities 
to defeat the enemy in battle. It is another 
thing to have enough of those capabilities to 
sustain operations and many battles against 
an enemy over time, especially when attrition 
or dispersed operations are significant factors. 
But sufficient numbers of the right capabilities 
are rather meaningless if the force is not ready 
to engage in the task.

Scoring. In our final assessments, we 
tried very hard not to convey a higher level of 
precision than we think is achievable using 
unclassified, open-source, publicly available 
documents; not to reach conclusions that 
could be viewed as based solely on assertions 
or opinion; and not to rely solely on data and 
information that can be highly quantified. Sim-
ple numbers, while important, do not tell the 
whole story.
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We believe that the logic underlying our 
methodology is sound. This Index drew from 
a wealth of public testimony from senior gov-
ernment officials, from the work of recognized 
experts in the defense and national security 
analytic community, and from historical in-
stances of conflict that seemed most appropri-
ate to this project. It then considered several 
questions, including:

 l How does one place a value on the combat 
effectiveness of such concepts as Air-Sea 
Battle, Multi-Domain Operations, Littoral 
Operations in a Contested Environment, 
Distributed Maritime Operations, Net-
work-centric Operations, or Joint Opera-
tional Access?

 l Is it entirely possible to assess accurate-
ly (1) how well a small number of new-
est-generation ships or aircraft will fare 
against a much larger number of currently 
modern counterparts when (2) U.S. forces 
are operating thousands of miles from 
home, (3) orchestrated with a particular 
operational concept, and (4) the enemy is 
leveraging a “home field advantage” that 
includes strategic depth and much short-
er and perhaps better protected lines of 
communication and (5) might be pursuing 
much dearer national objectives than the 
U.S. so that the political will to conduct 
sustained operations in the face of mount-
ing losses might differ dramatically?

 l How does one neatly quantify the ele-
ment of combat experience, the erosion 
of experience as combat operation events 
recede in time and those who participated 
in them leave the force, the health of a 
supporting workforce, the value of “pres-
ence and engagement operations,” and the 
related force structures and patterns of 
deployment and employment that pre-
sumably deter war or mitigate its effects if 
it does occur?

This Index focused on the primary pur-
pose of military power—to defeat an enemy in 
combat—and the historical record of major U.S. 
engagements for evidence of what the U.S. de-
fense establishment has thought was necessary 
to execute a major conventional war success-
fully. To this we added the two-MRC bench-
mark; on-the-record assessments of what the 
services themselves are saying about their sta-
tus relative to validated requirements; and the 
analysis and opinions of various experts, both 
in and out of government, who have covered 
these issues for many years.

Taking it all together, we rejected scales that 
would imply extraordinary precision and set-
tled on a scale that conveys broader character-
izations of status that range from very weak to 
very strong. Ultimately, any such assessment 
is a judgment call informed by quantifiable 
data, qualitative assessments, thoughtful 
deliberation, and experience. We trust that 
our approach makes sense, is defensible, and 
is repeatable.

U.S. Military Power: Five-Grade Scale

VERY WEAK WEAK MARGINAL STRONG VERY STRONG
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U.S. Army

The U.S. Army is America’s primary land 
warfare component. Although it address-

es all types of operations across the range of 
ground force employment, its chief value to the 
nation is its ability to defeat and destroy enemy 
land forces in battle.

The Army, more than any other service, has 
been affected by years of counterinsurgency 
(COIN) operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

“For the past 17 years,” according to former 
Secretary of the Army Mark Esper, “the 
Army bore the brunt of the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. For over a decade, we postponed 
modernization to procure equipment tailored 
to counter insurgency operations.” Former 
Army Chief of Staff General Mark Milley has 
warned similarly that “[i]n the last 17 years, 
our strategic competitors have eroded our 
military advantages.”1

 l Modernization programs, such as air 
defense systems, that were not viewed 
as complementary to COIN operations 
were terminated;

 l In addition to modernization, Army orga-
nizational structure, doctrine, and train-
ing were significantly modified to enable 
increased success in COIN operations;

 l Brigade and division capabilities were 
reduced and realigned to facilitate 
COIN warfare;

 l Combat Training Center rotations 
focused almost exclusively on COIN 
scenarios; and

 l Leaders and soldiers often went for years 
without practicing their combat core 
tasks such as counterbattery fire or tank 
table gunnery.

When the Army sets its mind to doing some-
thing, it generally does it completely and with-
out reservation. Such was the Army’s adapta-
tion to COIN operations.

Today, the Army is shifting in accordance 
with national direction to focus on great-pow-
er competition. Characteristically, it is “all in.” 
Combat Training Center scenarios now focus 
nearly exclusively on high-end decisive action, 
new matériel programs like longer-range artil-
lery with utility in near-peer competitor situ-
ations are being initiated, and organizational 
structures are being reexamined. Warfighting 
concepts and doctrine are also shifting to this 
new construct.

All of this is appropriate, but unlike its ap-
proach in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, 
when the 1976 version of its primary doctrinal 
manual contained absolutely no mention of 
COIN operations, the Army thus far has seen fit 
to preserve some capabilities like Security Force 
Assistance Brigades, counter-drone equipment, 
and robust Special Operations capabilities. As 
it moves into the future, the Army must both 
guard against allowing the pendulum to swing 
too far in the new direction of great-power com-
petition and maintain critical capabilities for 
COIN and stability operations, including their 
supporting intellectual underpinnings.

Despite the clarity of guidance that was 
achieved in the 2018 National Defense Strate-
gy (NDS), as well as welcome increases in the 
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defense budget obtained from fiscal year (FY) 
2017 to FY 2019, the need to make up for years 
of underfunding and different priorities has 
put the Army behind in the key areas of size 
and modernization. There is, however, room 
for cautious optimism. General Milley has tes-
tified that with Congress’s recent help, “we be-
gan to restore our competitive advantage” and 
that “our recent budgets have helped improve 
readiness and laid the ground work [sic] for 
future modernization.”2

The Army is rebounding from direction to 
cut its strength that was promulgated in the 
latter half of the Obama Administration. In 
FY 2019, the Army’s authorized Regular Army 
end strength was 478,000,3 down from 566,000 
as recently as FY 2011.4 The Obama Adminis-
tration had planned to cut Regular Army end 
strength still further to 450,000 by 2018 and 
as low as 420,000 in future years,5 but the elec-
tion of President Donald Trump forestalled 
those cuts.

According to then-Army Vice Chief of Staff 
General James C. McConville, if BCA-man-
dated budget caps returned in FY 2020, “[a]ll 
the readiness gains we made would be lost. We 
would not be able to modernize the Army. We’d 
have to reduce the end strength and we would 
hurt the quality of life for all our soldiers.”6

Operationally, the Army “provid[es] Com-
batant Commanders over 179,000 Soldiers in 
more than 140 countries, including 110,000 
Soldiers deployed on a rotational basis.”7

Capacity
The Army refers to its warfighting capac-

ity in terms of brigade combat teams. BCTs 
are the basic building blocks for employment 
of Army combat forces. They are usually em-
ployed within a larger framework of U.S. land 
operations but are equipped and organized 
so that they can conduct independent opera-
tions as circumstances demand.8 A BCT aver-
ages 4,500 soldiers depending on its variant: 
Stryker, Armored, or Infantry. A Stryker BCT is 
a mechanized infantry force organized around 
the Stryker combat vehicle. Armored BCTs are 
the Army’s primary armored units and employ 

the M1 Abrams Main Battle Tank and the M2 
Bradley Fighting Vehicle. An Infantry BCT is 
a highly maneuverable dismounted unit. Vari-
ants of the Infantry BCT are the Airmobile 
BCT, optimized for helicopter assault, and the 
Airborne BCT, optimized for parachute forc-
ible entry operations.

While end strength is a valuable metric in 
understanding Army capacity, the number of 
BCTs is a more telling measure of actual hard 
power. The reductions in Army end strength 
since 2011 have had a disproportionate effect 
on BCTs. The Regular Army decreased its 45 
BCTs (552,100 soldiers) in FY 2013 to 31 BCTs 
(480,000 soldiers) in FY 2020.9 Put another 
way, a 14 percent reduction in end strength led 
to a 31 percent reduction in BCTs.

When Congress reversed the drawdown in 
end strength and authorized growth starting in 
2017, instead of “re-growing” BCTs, the Army 
chose primarily to “thicken” the force and 
raise the manning levels within the individual 
BCTs to increase unit readiness. The Army’s 
goal is to fill operational units to 105 percent 
of their authorized manning by the end of 2020, 
and it is on track to meet this goal.10

The FY 2015 National Defense Authoriza-
tion Act (NDAA) established a National Com-
mission on the Future of the Army to conduct 
a comprehensive study of Army structure.11 To 
meet the threat posed by a resurgent Russia 
and others, the commission recommended 
that the Army increase its numbers of Ar-
mored BCTs.12 The Army converted two BCTs 
to Armored BCTs in 2018 and 2019, bringing 
the number of Armored BCTs to 16 and help-
ing to “ensur[e] a more balanced distribution 
between its light and heavy fighting forces.”13

The Army also has a separate air compo-
nent organized into combat aviation brigades 
(CABs), which can operate independently.14 
CABs are made up of Army rotorcraft, such as 
the AH-64 Apache, and perform various roles 
including attack, reconnaissance, and lift. 
The number of Army aviation units also expe-
rienced a drawdown. In May 2015, the Army 
deactivated one of its 12 CABs, leaving only 11 
in the Regular Army.
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CABs and Stryker, Infantry, and Armored 

BCTs make up the Army’s main combat forces, 
but not the entirety of the Army. About 90,000 
troops form the Institutional Army and pro-
vide such forms of support as preparing and 
training troops for deployments, carrying out 
key logistics tasks, and overseeing military 
schools and Army educational institutions. 
The troops constituting the Institutional Army 
cannot be reduced at the same ratio as BCTs 
or CABs, and the Army endeavors to insulate 
these soldiers from drawdown and restruc-
turing proposals in order to “retain a slightly 
more senior force in the Active Army to allow 
growth if needed.”15 In addition to the Institu-
tional Army, a great number of functional or 
multifunctional support brigades, amount-
ing to approximately 13 percent of the active 
component force based on historical averag-
es,16 provide air defense; engineering; explosive 
ordnance disposal (EOD); chemical/biologi-
cal/radiological and nuclear protection; mili-
tary police; military intelligence; and medical 
support among other types of battlefield sup-
port for BCTs.

In 2017, in a major initiative shepherded 
by General Milley, the Army established the 
first of six planned Security Force Assistance 
Brigades (SFABs). These units, composed of 
about 530 personnel each, are designed spe-
cifically to train, advise, and mentor other 
partner-nation military units. The Army had 
been using regular BCTs for this mission, but 
because train-and-assist missions typically 
require senior officers and noncommissioned 
officers, a BCT comprised predominantly of 
junior soldiers is a poor fit. The Army envi-
sions that these SFABs will be able to reduce 
the stress on the service.17 The Army’s second 
SFAB was activated in January 2018 at Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina, and “is now deployed 
to Afghanistan.”18 Of the six envisioned SFABs, 
one will be in the National Guard, and the oth-
er five will be in the Regular Army.

In 2019, the Army was authorized a total 
end strength of 1,002,750 soldiers: 478,000 in 
the Regular Army, 189,250 in the Army Reserve, 
and 335,500 in the Army National Guard.19

Two years ago, in 2017, General Milley tes-
tified that in his judgment, the Regular Army 
should be in the range of 540,000–550,000; 
the National Guard, 350,000–355,000; and 
the Army Reserve, 205,000–209,000.20 Since 
that time, with the publishing of the 2018 NDS 
and its emphasis on great-power competition, 
the missions and challenges that the Army is 
expected to handle have increased.

Today, the Regular Army is much smaller 
than General Milley recommended. During 
the week of March 20, 2019, the Regular 
Army stood at 476,477 soldiers—63,523 less 
than the minimum General Milley estimated 
was necessary even before the NDS directed 
a return to great-power competition.21 Since 
2017, General Milley and other senior Army 
leaders have been more circumspect in their 
assessments. Secretary Esper, for example, 
stated in April 2019 that “I can’t tell you what 
the Army end strength will be. I know it has 
to be above 500,000.”22 This modification in 
messaging suggests either that the Army en-
joys less freedom to discuss its necessary size 
openly or that fiscal realities preclude discus-
sions of numbers higher than 500,000 for the 
Regular Army.

Most experts agree that the Army is too 
small. In the FY 2017 NDAA, Congress estab-
lished the National Defense Strategy Commis-
sion to provide an “independent, non-partisan 
review of the 2018 NDS.”23 Among its findings, 
the Commission noted that:

[T]he United States now faces five 
credible challengers, including two 
major-power competitors, and three 
distinctly different geographic and 
operational environments. This being the 
case, a two-war force sizing construct 
makes more strategic sense today than 
at any previous point in the post-Cold 
War era. Instead, the NDS adopts what 
is functionally a one-war force sizing 
construct and recommends only modest 
increases in force capacity, an approach 
that is likely to create severe strategic 
and operational vulnerabilities for the 
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United States. Even if new technologies 
such as hypersonic weapons, AI, cyber, 
and autonomous systems eventually 
do change the face of warfare, in the 
near- and medium-term convention-
al capacity will still matter greatly in 
fighting and deterring conflict. Conse-
quently, although further capability and 
posture enhancements are necessary, 
they are likely to be insufficient to meet 
America’s strategic challenges…. Simply 
put, the United States needs a larger 
force than it has today if it is to meet the 
objectives of the strategy.24

Moreover, the Army has moved from a force 
that during the Cold War typically had a third 
of its personnel stationed overseas to a Con-
tinental United States–based force. In 1985, 
31 percent of the Army was stationed abroad; 
in 2015, that figure had fallen to 9 percent.25 
The desire to find a so-called peace dividend 
following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, 
combined with the reluctance to close bases 
in the United States, led to large-scale base 
closure overseas.

In addition to the increased strategic risk of 
not being able to execute the NDS within the 
desired time frame, the result of an insufficient 
number of BCTs and a diminished Army end 
strength has been to maintain a higher than 
desired level of operational tempo (OPTEM-
PO). Despite a reduction in large unit deploy-
ments, particularly to Iraq and Afghanistan, 
Army units continue to experience sustained 
demand. In May 2018, the Army was experi-
encing “a deployment to dwell time ratio of 
about 1 to 1.2—even though the goal for years 
has been to level it off at 1-to-2.”26

Included in these deployments are the 
rotations of Armored BCTs to and from Eu-
rope and Korea. Rather than relying on for-
ward-stationed BCTs, the Army now rotates 
Armored BCTs to Europe and Korea on a 

“heel-to-toe” basis. There is an ongoing de-
bate about whether the rotational BCT or the 
forward-stationed BCT represents the best 
option. Proponents of rotational BCTs argue 

that they arrive fully trained and remain at a 
high state of readiness throughout a typical 
nine-month overseas rotation; those who fa-
vor forward-stationed forces point to a lower 
cost, forces that typically are more familiar 
with the operating environment, and a more 
reassuring presence for our allies.27

Additionally, the Army is resourcing select 
Army National Guard (ARNG) BCTs and oth-
er units with additional numbers of training 
days, moving from the standard number of 39 
training days to as many as 63 per year to in-
crease readiness levels. Under a concept called 

“Army National Guard 4.0,” the National Guard 
has implemented a multiyear training cycle to 
build readiness over time. As part of this con-
cept, the Army increased the number of Na-
tional Guard BCTs participating in a Combat 
Training Center (CTC) rotation from two to 
four starting in FY 2019.28 This continues in 
the fiscal year 2020 budget.29

Because of this change in strategy and the 
increased investment in the National Guard, 
the 2020 Index of U.S. Military Strength counts 
four ARNG BCTs in the overall Army BCT ca-
pacity count. This reflects both their ability 
to be employed on a dramatically shortened 
timeline as a result of their training at a Com-
bat Training Center and the increased number 
of training days.

Capability
The Army is using equipment designed 

primarily in the 1970s, fielded in the 1980s, 
and incrementally upgraded since then. This 
modernization gap was caused by several fac-
tors: preoccupation with the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, budget cuts including those as-
sociated with the Budget Control Act, and fail-
ures of major modernization programs like the 
Future Combat System. Army leaders clearly 
see this as a challenge and are now striving to 
modernize the service. In 2020, however, most 
of their proposed programs are still aspira-
tional and are sensitive to changes in funding 
or priorities.

The challenge with self-propelled artil-
lery systems illustrates the issue with Army 
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modernization. The M109 series howitzer was 
introduced in the early 1960s and has been up-
graded multiple times since then. An import-
ant part of an artillery system is its range, and 
most modern countries have artillery systems 
that can outrange the Paladin 109A7, the Ar-
my’s current self-propelled howitzer. The Pal-
adin can fire an artillery shell about 22 km–30 
km. The Russian 2S33 Msta-SM2 reportedly 
can hit targets at 40 km. 30 Similarly, the Ger-
man Army’s PzH 2000, the Chinese PLZ-05, 

the South Korean K9, and the French CAESAR 
systems all outrange the Paladin.31

The Army’s main combat platforms are 
ground vehicles and rotorcraft.

 l The Abrams Main Battle Tank (latest 
version: M1A2 SEPv3, service entry date 
2017) and Bradley Fighting Vehicle (latest 
version: M2A4, service entry date 2012) 
are found primarily in Armored BCTs.32 
Also in Armored BCTs, the venerable 
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FIGURE 2

U.S. Artillery Falls Short—Literally—Compared to Rivals
The U.S. M109A7 Paladin artillery system, in the U.S. Army’s arsenal since 2015, has 
a maximum range of only 30 kilometers—10 kilometers less than the range of 
Russia’s 2S33 system and 23 kilometers short of China’s PLZ–052.
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• U.S.: U.S. Army Acquisition Support Center, “Paladin Family Of Vehicles (FOV)—M109a6 Paladin/m992a2 Faasv/m109a7 

Sph/m992a3 Cat and Extended Range Cannon Artillery (ERCA),” https://asc.army.mil/web/portfolio-item/m109-family-of-vehicles- 
paladinfaasv-and-m109a7-sph-m992a3-cat/ (accessed July 1, 2019).

• Russia: Kris Osborn, “Introducing the Army’s Secret Weapon to Fight Russia: Super ‘Cannons,’” National Interest, June 14, 2018, 
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/introducing-the-armys-secret-weapon-fight-russia-super-26255 (accessed July 1, 2019).

• South Korea: Christopher F. Foss, “South Korea’s K9 Self-propelled Artillery Production to Roll into 2021,” Janes, October 15, 2018, 
https://www.janes.com/article/83805/south-korea-s-k9-self-propelled-artillery-production-to-roll-into-2021 (accessed July 1, 2019).

• France: Christopher F. Foss, “Denmark Introduces CAESAR 155 mm, Piranha 120 mm Indirect Fire Systems,” Janes, April 18, 2019, 
https://www.janes.com/article/87988/denmark-introduces-caesar-155-mm-piranha-120-mm-indirect-fire-systems (accessed July 1, 2019).

• China: Military Today, “PLZ-05,” http://www.military-today.com/artillery/plz05.htm (accessed July 1, 2019).
• Germany: Krauss-Ma¤ei Wegmann, “PZH-2000: Spezification,” https://www.kmweg.com/home/artillery/self-prop-howitzer/ 

pzh-2000/product-specifikation.html (accessed July 1, 2019).
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M113 personnel carrier is scheduled to be 
replaced by the new Armored Multi-Pur-
pose Vehicle (AMPV), which in 2018 
entered its late testing phase.33

 l Stryker BCTs are equipped with Stryker 
vehicles. In response to an Operational 
Needs Statement, the Stryker BCT (SBCT) 
in Europe received Strykers fitted with 
a 30 mm cannon to provide an improved 
anti-armor capability. 34 The Army recent-
ly decided to outfit three of its SBCTs, the 
ones equipped with the “double V hull,” 
with the 30 mm autocannon.35

 l Infantry BCTs have fewer vehicles and 
rely on lighter platforms such as trucks 
and High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled 
Vehicles (HMMWVs) for mobility.

 l The Army is developing a Mobile Protect-
ed Firepower system to provide Infantry 
Brigade Combat Teams with the firepower 
to engage enemy armored vehicles and 
fortifications. It hopes to produce 24 pro-
totypes for testing during FY 2020.36

 l Airborne BCTs are scheduled to receive 
a new platform, the Ground Mobility Ve-
hicle (GMV), starting in 2019 to increase 
their speed and mobility. It is anticipated 
that five airborne BCTs will be equipped 
by the third quarter of FY 2020.37

 l Finally, CABs are composed of Army heli-
copters including AH-64 Apaches, UH-60 
Black Hawks, and CH-47 Chinooks.

Overall, the Army’s equipment inventory, 
while increasingly dated, is well maintained. 
Despite high usage in Afghanistan and Iraq, be-
cause the Army deliberately undertook a “reset” 
plan, most Army vehicles are relatively “young” 
because recent remanufacture programs for 
the Abrams and Bradley vehicles have extend-
ed their service lives beyond FY 2028.38 While 
the current equipment is well maintained and 
has received several incremental upgrades, 

Abrams and Bradley vehicles first entered ser-
vice in the early 1980s, making them approxi-
mately 38 years old.

The Army has also been methodically up-
grading the oldest variants of its rotorcraft. 
Today, the UH-60M, the newest version of 
the UH-60, accounts for approximately two-
thirds of the total UH-60 inventory. Similarly, 
the CH-47F Chinook, a rebuilt variant of the 
Army’s CH-47D heavy lift helicopter, is expect-
ed to “remain the Army’s heavy lift helicopter 
for the next several decades.”39 However, be-
cause the Army has added to procurement 
programs other than aviation, its $3.7 billion 
FY 2020 budget request for aircraft procure-
ment40 is $600 million less than the FY 2019 
enacted amount.

In addition to the viability of today’s equip-
ment, the military must ensure the health of 
future programs. Although future modern-
izing programs are not current hard-power 
capabilities that can be applied against an 
enemy force today, they are a significant in-
dicator of a service’s overall fitness for future 
sustained combat operations. The service may 
be able to engage an enemy but be forced to 
do so with aging equipment and no program 
in place to maintain viability or endurance in 
sustained operations.

The U.S. military services are continually 
assessing how best to stay a step ahead of com-
petitors: whether to modernize the force today 
with currently available technology or wait to 
see what investments in research and develop-
ment produce years down the road. Technolo-
gies mature and proliferate, becoming more 
accessible to a wider array of actors over time.

After years of a singular focus on counter-
insurgency because of the wars in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan, followed by a concentration on the 
readiness of the force, the Army is now playing 
catch-up in the area of equipment moderniza-
tion. Secretary Esper has testified that “[i]f left 
unchecked, Russia and China will continue to 
erode the competitive military advantage we 
have held for years.”41

Secretary Esper has established a new four-
star headquarters, Army Futures Command, 
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to manage modernization. It achieved initial 
operating capability (IOC) in the summer of 
2018 and plans to reach “full operating capac-
ity in summer 2019.”42 Additionally, the Army 
has established eight cross-functional teams 
(CFTs) to improve the management of its top 
modernization priorities.43 The Under Sec-
retary and Vice Chief of Staff of the Army are 
devoting an extraordinary amount of time to 
issues of equipment modernization, but only 
time will tell whether the new structures, com-
mands, and emphasis will result in long-term 
improvement in modernization posture.

The Army aspires to develop and procure 
an entire new generation of equipment based 
on its six new modernization priorities: long-
range precision fires, next-generation combat 
vehicle, future vertical lift, the network, air 
and missile defense, and soldier lethality. Thir-
ty-one programs flow from these programs, 
and the Army has shifted $33 billion inside of 
its five-year program to fund them.44 Two of 
the programs that lost money in this shift were 
the Joint Lightweight Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) 
and the CH-47F cargo helicopter.

The JLTV, ironically, is the only new-design 
Army Major Defense Acquisition Program 
(MDAP) currently underway. Intended to com-
bine the protection offered by Mine Resistant 
Ambush Protected Vehicles (MRAPs) with the 
mobility of the original unarmored HMMWV, 
the JLTV features design improvements that 
will increase its survivability against anti-ar-
mor weapons and improvised explosive devic-
es (IEDs). The Army had planned to procure 
49,099 vehicles over the life of the program, re-
placing only a portion of the current HMMWV 
fleet. The JLTV is “capable of performing mul-
tiple mission roles and designed to provide 
protected, sustained, networked mobility for 
personnel and payloads across the full range 
of military operations.”45 Recent statements 
by Army leaders call into question the com-
mitment to the program, and Secretary Esper 
has expressed uncertainty about the program’s 
future.46

Requested FY 2020 Base Procurement of 
$996 million supports 2,530 JLTVs of various 

configurations to fulfill the requirements of 
multiple mission roles and minimize owner-
ship costs for the Army’s Light Tactical Vehicle 
fleet.47 Among other notable Army procure-
ments requested in the FY 2020 budget are 
the M1A2 Abrams SEPv3 upgrade (165); M2 
Bradley modifications (128); the Missile Seg-
ment Enhancement (MSE) interceptor (147); 
the UH-60M Black Hawk (73); and AH-64E 
Apache Block IIIA remanufacture (48).48

Similar to the rest of its modernization 
programs, the Army’s rotorcraft moderniza-
tion programs do not include any new platform 
designs. Instead, the Army is upgrading cur-
rent rotorcraft to account for more advanced 
systems and developing future aircraft systems 
under a Future Vertical Lift program.

The Army’s main modernization programs 
are not currently encumbered by any major 
problems, but there is justifiable concern 
about past difficulties and current status. Many 
new research and development programs have 
been initiated with an extraordinary amount 
of publicity and oversight. Only time will tell 
whether they prove to be successful.

Readiness
The Army has made progress in increasing 

the readiness of its forces. The Army’s goal is 
to have 66 percent of its Regular Army and 33 
percent of National Guard Brigade Combat 
Teams at the highest levels of readiness. In 
March 2019, General Milley assessed that 28 
of the Army’s 58 Total Army BCTs (48 per-
cent) had reached the highest readiness levels, 
and Secretary Esper testified that “we have 
increased the number of fully ready brigade 
combat teams by 55 percent over the past two 
years.”49 This would suggest that about 13 BCTs 
were at the highest levels of readiness two 
years ago. Further analysis is difficult because 
General Milley did not provide a breakout of 
the number of Regular Army versus National 
Guard Brigades.

As part of the $716 billion provided for de-
fense in the 2019 defense appropriations bill, 
Congress provided much-needed relief to the 
Army by appropriating approximately $179 
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billion. This influx of resources, combined with 
on-time funding, has had a very positive effect 
on the rebuilding of readiness.50

In the FY 2020 budget request, training 
activities are relatively well resourced. When 
measuring training resourcing, the Army uses 
operating tempo full-spectrum training miles 
and flying hours, which reflect the number of 
miles that formations are resourced to drive 
their primary vehicles on an annual basis 
and the number of hours that aviators can fly 

their helicopters per month.51 According to 
the Department of the Army’s budget justifi-
cation exhibits, “[t]he FY 2020 budget funds 
1,549 annual Operating Tempo Full Spectrum 
Training Miles and 11.6 flying hours per crew, 
per month for an expected overall training pro-
ficiency of BCT-level.”52 These are far higher 
than resourced levels of 1,279 miles and 10.8 
hours in FY 2019.

The Army reports that readiness increased 
broadly across all units by 11 percent from 

Of those,
28 BCTs are 
considered 

“ready.”

An additional
15 BCTs

are needed 
to reach 50.

The U.S. Army currently has an available force of 35 BCTs.*

A  heritage.org

* Includes four Army National Guard BCTs.
SOURCES: Congressional Quarterly, “Senate Armed Services Committee Holds Hearing on Fiscal 2020 Budget Request for the Army,” 
CQ Congressional Transcripts, March 26, 2019, https://plus.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-5493831?5 (accessed May 20, 2019), 
and Heritage Foundation research.

FIGURE 3

Army Readiness: Brigade Combat Teams
Based on historical force requirements, Heritage Foundation experts assess that the 
Army needs a total of 50 Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs). In addition to active-duty 
forces, the Army National Guard has four BCTs that operate at a high level of readiness.
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September 2016 to December 2018. Part of 
this improvement is due to the Army’s suc-
cess in reducing the percentage of soldiers 
who are non-deployable from 15 in 2015 to 
six today. Nonetheless, structural readiness 
problems summarized by too small a force at-
tempting to satisfy too many global presence 
requirements and Operations Plan (OPLAN) 
warfighting requirements will continue to 
challenge the Army. After years of high OP-
TEMPOs and sustained budget cuts, the Army 
does not expect to “achieve our readiness ob-
jectives” until 2022.53

Since March 2016, the Army has been run-
ning a program to increase the integration and 
readiness of select Army National Guard and 
Reserve formations so that they can be em-
ployed more easily when needed. The Army’s 
Associated Units pilot program links select 
Regular Army and Reserve component units. 
In June 2018, for example, Vermont’s 86th In-
fantry Brigade was associated with the Regular 
Army’s 10th Mountain Division for an exercise 

at Fort Drum, New York.54 Twenty-seven 
units across the country are participating in 
this pilot program, which will be evaluated in 
2019 to determine whether it should be made 
permanent.55

As part of its new Sustainable Readiness 
Model (SRM),56 the Army uses Combat Train-
ing Centers to train its forces to desired lev-
els of proficiency. Specifically, the CTC pro-
gram’s mission is to “provide realistic joint 
and combined arms training” to approximate 
actual combat and increase “unit readiness 
for deployment and warfighting.”57 The Army 
requested resources for 32 CTC rotations in 
FY 2020, including four for the Army National 
Guard.58 Another change in the Army’s training 
model involves the implementation of a system 
of Objective T metrics that seeks to remove the 
subjectivity behind unit commander evalua-
tions of training. Under the Objective T pro-
gram, the requirements that must be met for 
a unit to be assessed as fully ready for combat 
are to be made clear and quantitative.59

Scoring the U.S. Army
Capacity Score: Weak

Historical evidence shows that, on aver-
age, the Army needs 21 brigade combat teams 
to fight one major regional conflict. Based 
on a conversion of roughly 3.5 BCTs per di-
vision, the Army deployed 21 BCTs in Korea, 
25 in Vietnam, 14 in the Persian Gulf War, and 
around four in Operation Iraqi Freedom—an 
average of 16 BCTs (or 21 if the much smaller 
Operation Iraqi Freedom initial invasion op-
eration is excluded). In the 2010 Quadrennial 
Defense Review, the Obama Administration 
recommended a force capable of deploying 45 
Active BCTs. Previous government force-siz-
ing documents discuss Army force structure 
in terms of divisions and consistently advocate 
10–11 divisions, which equates to roughly 37 
Active BCTs.

Considering the varying recommenda-
tions of 35–45 BCTs and the actual experi-
ence of nearly 21 BCTs deployed per major 

engagement, our assessment is that 42 BCTs 
would be needed to fight two MRCs.60 Taking 
into account the need for a strategic reserve, 
the Army force should also include an addi-
tional 20 percent of the 42 BCTs.

Because of the investment the Army has 
made in National Guard readiness, this In-
dex counts four additional ARNG BCTs in the 
Army’s overall BCT count, giving them 35 (31 
Regular Army and four ARNG), but 35 is still 
not enough to meet the two-MRC construct. 
The service’s overall capacity score therefore 
remains unchanged from 2019.

 l Two-MRC Benchmark: 50 brigade com-
bat teams.

 l Actual projected 2020 Level: 35 (31 
Regular Army and four ARNG) brigade 
combat teams.
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The Army’s current BCT capacity meets 

70 percent of the two-MRC benchmark and is 
therefore scored as “weak.”

Capability Score: Marginal
The Army’s aggregate capability score re-

mains “marginal.” This aggregate score is a 
result of “marginal” scores for “Age of Equip-
ment,” “Size of Modernization Programs,” and 

“Health of Modernization Programs.” (More 
detail on these programs can be found in the 
equipment appendix following this section.) 
The Army scored “weak” for “Capability 
of Equipment.”

In spite of modest progress with the JLTV 
and AMPV, and in spite of promising develop-
ments in the form of announcements regard-
ing Army Futures Command, CFTs, and the 
initiation of new Research, Development, Test-
ing and Evaluation (RDTE) funded programs, 
new Army equipment programs remain in the 
development phase and in most cases are years 
from entering procurement phases. Therefore, 
they are not yet replacing legacy platforms and 
do not contribute to the Army’s current war-
fighting capability. These planned procure-
ments are highly sensitive to any turbulence 
or reduction in funding.

Readiness Score: Very Strong
The Army has said that it has 28 Total Army 

BCTs at the highest readiness levels. Four of 
those BCTs are likely National Guard Brigades, 
because the Army is focusing personnel, equip-
ment, and training on those units, leaving an 
estimated 24 Regular Army BCTs out of 31 that 
are ready (77 percent). The Army’s internal re-
quirement for Active BCT readiness is 66 per-
cent, or 20.5 BCTs ready. Using the assessment 
methods of this Index, this results in a percent-
age-of-service requirement of 100 percent, or 

“very strong.”

Overall U.S. Army Score: Marginal
The Army’s overall score is calculated based 

on an unweighted average of its capacity, capa-
bility, and readiness scores. The unweighted 
average is 3.33; thus, the overall Army score 
is “marginal.” This was derived from the ag-
gregate score for capacity (“weak”); capability 
(“marginal”); and readiness (“very strong”). 
This score is the same as the assessment of 
the 2019 Index, which also rated the Army as 

“marginal.”

U.S. Military Power: Army

VERY WEAK WEAK MARGINAL STRONG VERY STRONG

Capacity %

Capability %

Readiness %

OVERALL %
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Main Battle Tank

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

M1A1/2 Abrams Decisive Lethality Platform (DLP)
Inventory: 775/1611
Fleet age: 30.5/13.5 Date: 1985/1992 The DPL program is intended to replace 

the Abrams tank. This program is part 
of the Next Generation Combat Vehicle 
(NGCV) program, which is number 
two among the Army’s “Big Six” 
modernization priorities.

The Abrams is the main battle tank 
used by the Army in its armored 
brigade combat teams (BCTs). Its main 
benefi ts are lethality, protection, and 
mobility. The Abrams went through a 
remanufacture program to extend its 
life to 2045.

ARMY SCORES

Armored Fighting Vehicle

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Stryker None

Inventory: 4,367
Fleet age: 9 Date: 2001

The Stryker is a wheeled vehicle that 
is the main platform in Stryker BCTs. 
The program was considered an 
interim vehicle to serve until the arrival 
of the Future Combat System (FCS), 
but that program was cancelled due 
to technology and cost hurdles. The 
original Stryker is being replaced with 
a double-v hull confi guration (DVH) to 
increase survivability and a 30mm gun 
to increase lethality. Its components 
allow for rapid acquisition and fi elding. 
The Stryker is expected to remain in 
service for 30 years. 

Infantry Fighting Vehicle

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

M2 Bradley Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle 
(OMFV)

Inventory: 3,700
Fleet age: 19  Date: 1981 In March 2019, the Army issued a 

request for proposals to competitively 
build prototypes of the OMFV. The 
units are expected to be fi elded by the 
end of FY2026. This program is part of 
the Next Generation Combat Vehicle 
(NGCV) program, which is number 
two among the Army’s “Big Six” 
modernization priorities.

The Bradley is a tracked vehicle meant 
to transport infantry and provide 
covering fi re. The Bradley complements 
the Abrams tank in armored BCTs. 
Originally intended to be replaced by 
the Ground Combat Vehicle (GCV, now 
canceled), the Bradley underwent a 
remanufacture program to extend its 
life to 2045.

NOTE: See page 338 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5
ARMY SCORES

Light Wheeled Vehicle

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

HMMWV Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV)
Inventory: 100,000
Fleet age: 17  Date: 1985 Timeline: 2015–2036

The HMMWV is used to transport 
troops and for a variety of purposes, for 
example, as ambulances. The expected 
life span of the HMMWV is 15 years. 
Some HMMWVs will be replaced by the 
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV).

The JLTV vehicle program is meant to replace some of 
the Army’s HMMWVs and provide improved protection, 
reliability, and survivability of vehicles. So far the program 
has experienced a one-year delay due to changes in vehicle 
requirements. This is a joint program with USMC. In June 
2019, the Army approved the JLTV for full rate production.

8,022 40,729 $3,116 $17,588

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Armored Personnel Carrier

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

M113 Armored Personnel Carrier Armored Multi-Purpose Vehicle (AMPV)
Inventory: 5,000
Fleet age: 35  Date: 1960 Timeline: 2018–TBD

The tracked M113 is a supporting role 
for armored BCTs and in units above 
brigade level. The APC is being slowly 
replaced by the Armored Multi Purpose 
Vehicle (AMPV). Plans are to use the 
platform until 2045.

The AMPV will be adapted from an existing vehicle design 
which allowed the program to bypass the technology 
development phase. The fl eet will consist of fi ve variants. The 
fi rst unit is set to be equipped at the end of 2021.

2,569328 $1,231 $13,377

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

NOTE: See page 338 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Attack Helicopter

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

AH-64 D Apache AH-64E Reman
Inventory: 464
Fleet age: 13.5  Date: 1997 Timeline: 2010–2027

The Apache is found in Army Combat 
Aviation Brigades. It can destroy armor, 
personnel, and material targets. The 
expected life cycle is about 20 years. 

The AH-64E Reman is a program to remanufacture 
older Apache helicopters into the more advanced 
AH-64E version. The AH-64E will have more modern 
and interoperable systems and be able to carry 
modern munitions, including the JAGM missile. 

388 $4,347

PROCUREMENT* SPENDING* ($ millions)

AH-64E AH-64E New Build
Inventory: 250
Fleet age: 3.5  Date: 2012 Timeline: 2010–2027

The AH-64E variant is a remanufactured 
version with substantial upgrades in 
power plant, avionics, communications, 
and weapons capabilities. The expected 
life cycle is about 20 years. 

The AH-64E New Build program produces new-build, not 
re-build, Apaches. The program is meant to modernize 
and sustain the current Apache inventory. The AH-64E 
has more modern and interoperable systems and is 
able to carry modern munitions, including the JAGM 
missile. FY2019 defense appropriation support increased 
procurement quantities to address National Guard shortfalls.

$2,41774

PROCUREMENT* SPENDING* ($ millions)

ARMY SCORES

Medium Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

UH-60A Black Hawk UH-60M Black Hawk
Inventory: 250
Fleet age: 35.5  Date: 1978 Timeline: 2004–TBD

The UH-60A is a utility helicopter 
that provides air assault, aeromedical 
evacuation, and supports special 
operations. The expected life span is 
about 25 years. This variant of the Black 
Hawk is now being replaced by the 
newer UH-60M variant.

The UH-60M, currently in production, is intended to 
modernize and replace current Black Hawk inventories. The 
newer M-variant will improve the Black Hawk’s range and 
lift by upgrading the rotor blades, engine, and computers. 

1,049 $18,815

PROCUREMENT* SPENDING* ($ millions)

UH-60M Black Hawk

Inventory: 1,022
Fleet age: 7  Date: 2005

The UH-60M is the follow-on helicopter 
to the UH-60A. As the UH-60A is 
retired, the M-variant will be the main 
medium-lift rotorcraft used by the 
Army. They are expected to remain in 
service until at least 2030.

* Additional procurement expected.
NOTE: See page 338 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5
ARMY SCORES

Heavy Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

CH-47F Chinook CH-47F
Inventory: 519
Fleet age: 8.5  Date: 2002 Timeline: 2001–TBD

The F-variant includes a new digital 
cockpit and monolithic airframe to 
reduce vibrations. It transports forces 
and equipment while providing other 
functions such as parachute drops and 
aircraft recovery. The expected life span 
is 35 years. The Army plans to use the 
CH-47F until the late 2030s.

Currently in production, the CH-47F program is intended 
to keep the fl eet of heavy-lift rotorcraft healthy as older 
variants of the CH-47 are retired. The program includes both 
remanufactured and new builds of CH-47s. The F-variant 
has engine and airframe upgrades to lower the maintenance 
requirements. Total procurement numbers include the MH-
47G confi guration for U.S. Special Operations Command

364 $10,260

PROCUREMENT* SPENDING* ($ millions)

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

MQ-1C Gray Eagle MQ-1C Gray Eagle
Inventory: 164
Fleet age: 4  Date: 2011 Timeline: 2010–2022

The Gray Eagle is a medium-altitude 
long-endurance (MALE) unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) used to conduct 
ISR missions. The use of MALE UAVs is 
a new capability for the Army. The Gray 
Eagle is currently in production.

The MQ-1C UAV provides Army reconnaissance, 
surveillance, and target acquisition capabilities. The Army 
is continuing to procure MQ-1Cs to replace combat losses.

12221 $3,775 $108

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

* Additional procurement expected.
NOTES: See methodology for descriptions of scores. The Fleet age is the average between the fi rst and last year of delivery. The date is the year of fi rst 
delivery. The timeline is from the fi rst year of procurement to the last year of delivery/procurement. Spending does not include advanced procurement or 
research development test and evaluation.
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U.S. Navy

In A Design for Maintaining Maritime Superi-
ority, Version 2.0, then-Chief of Naval Oper-

ations Admiral John M. Richardson describes 
the U.S. Navy’s mission:

The United States Navy will be ready to con-
duct prompt and sustained combat incident to 
operations at sea. Our Navy will protect Ameri-
ca from attack and preserve America’s strategic 
influence in key regions of the world. U.S. naval 
forces and operations—from the sea floor to 
space, from deep water to the littorals, and in 
the information domain—will deter aggres-
sion and enable peaceful resolution of crises 
on terms acceptable to the United States and 
our allies and partners. If deterrence fails, the 
Navy will conduct decisive combat operations 
to defeat any enemy.1

For much of the post–Cold War period, the 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard (known 
collectively as the sea services) have enabled the 
U.S. to project power across the oceans, control 
activities on the seas when and where needed, 
provide for the security of coastlines and ship-
ping in maritime areas of interest, and thereby 
enhance America’s deterrent capability with-
out opposition from competitors. However, the 
ability of competitors to contest U.S. actions has 
improved, forcing the sea services to revisit their 
assumptions about gaining access to key regions.

Together, these functional areas—power 
projection, sea control, maritime security, de-
terrence, and domain access—constitute the 
basis for the Navy’s strategy. Achieving and sus-
taining the ability to excel in these functions 
drives Navy thinking and programmatic efforts.

As the U.S. military’s primary maritime 
arm, the Navy provides the enduring forward 

global presence that enables the United States 
to respond quickly to crises around the world. 
Unlike ground or air forces, which operate 
from fixed, large support bases that require 
the consent of host nations, the U.S. Navy can 
operate freely at sea across the globe and shift 
its presence to wherever it is needed without 
any other nation’s permission. As a result, na-
val forces are often the first U.S. forces to re-
spond to a crisis and, through their persistent 
forward deployments, continue to preserve U.S. 
security interests long after conflict formally 
ends. The Navy’s peacetime forward presence 
supports missions that include securing sea 
lines of communication for the free flow of 
goods and services, assuring U.S. allies and 
friends, deterring adversaries, and providing 
a timely response to crises short of war.

A few key documents inform the Navy’s day-
to-day fleet requirements:

 l The 2017 National Security Strategy;2

 l The 2018 National Defense Strategy 
(NDS);3

 l The Global Force Management Allocation 
Plan (GFMAP);4 and

 l The 2018 Design for Maintaining Mari-
time Superiority, Version 2.0.

The 2018 NDS, issued by the Secretary of 
Defense, describes 11 Department of Defense 
(DOD) objectives for the Navy and the other 
branches of the U.S. military including “de-
fending the homeland from attack; sustaining 
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Joint Force military advantages, both globally 
and in key regions; deterring adversaries from 
aggression against our vital interests; and en-
suring common domains remain open and 
free.”5 The NDS also directs the building of a 
more lethal, resilient, and agile force to deter 
and defeat aggression by great-power competi-
tors and adversaries in all warfare domains and 
across the spectrum of military operations.6

The U.S. Navy must also meet forward 
presence requirements laid out in the GF-
MAP, which specifies the force presence 
needed around the world as determined by 
the combatant commanders (CCDRs) and the 
Secretary of Defense. To meet the objectives 
of the NDS and GFMAP, according to the Na-
vy’s fiscal year (FY) 2019 budget request, “the 
Navy and Marine Corps primary combat force 
contributors are two Carrier Strike Groups 
(CSG) and two Amphibious Ready Groups 
(ARG) forward [deployed] at all times, and 
keeping three additional CSGs and ARGs in 
a ready use or surge status (2+3) to deploy 
within 30 days.”7

The Navy did not cite this GFMAP in its FY 
2020 budget documents or congressional tes-
timony,8 but there is no indication that this re-
quirement has been reduced. When questioned 
during an appearance before a subcommittee 
of the House Armed Services Committee about 
the Navy’s ability to maintain two aircraft car-
riers deployed and an additional three aircraft 
carriers available to deploy “during potential 
times of conflict,” Vice Admiral William Merz, 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Warfare 
Systems (OPNAV N9), responded that “those 
numbers are actually sensitive.”9

According to the Navy’s March 2019 report 
to Congress on its long-range plan for con-
struction of naval vessels, “The Navy Strategy 
articulates the maritime implementation of 
the National Defense Strategy and includes 
three driving elements of readiness, capabil-
ity and capacity, all of which must remain bal-
anced and scalable in order to field credible 
naval power.”10 This Index focuses on these 
elements as the primary means by which to 
measure U.S. naval strength.

 l Capacity must be sufficient both to defeat 
adversaries in major combat operations 
and to provide a credible peacetime 
forward global presence to maintain 
freedom of the global shipping lanes and 
deter aggression.

 l Naval ships, submarines, and aircraft 
must possess the most modern warfight-
ing capabilities, including weapons, radar, 
and command and control systems, to 
maintain a competitive advantage over 
potential adversaries.

 l Finally, these naval platforms must be 
properly maintained, and their sailors 
must be adequately trained to ensure that 
they are “ready to fight tonight.”

Failure in any one of these critical measures 
of performance drastically increases the risk 
that the U.S. Navy will not be able to succeed 
in its mission and ensure the security of the 
nation and its global interests. For example, if 
the fleet is sufficiently large but has out-of-date 
equipment and weapons, and if its sailors are 
not proficient at warfighting, the Navy will fail 
to deter adversaries and will be unable to suc-
ceed in battle.

Capacity
The Navy measures capacity by the number 

of ships rather than the number of sailors, and 
it does not count all ships equally. For example, 
the capabilities and contribution to combat op-
erations of an aircraft carrier and its associated 
air wing are significantly greater than those of 
a littoral combat ship (LCS). The Navy focuses 
mainly on the size of its “battle force,” which 
is composed of ships that it considers to be di-
rectly related to its combat missions.11

This Index employs a benchmark of 400 
ships for the minimum battle force fleet re-
quired to handle two simultaneous or nearly 
simultaneous major regional contingencies 
(MRCs), with a 20 percent additional mar-
gin that serves as a strategic reserve, while 
also maintaining a peacetime global forward 
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Aircraft Carrier (CVN)
Capable of supporting combat operations for a carrier 
air wing of at least 70 aircraft, providing sea-based air 
combat and power projection capabilities that can be 
deployed anywhere in international waters.

Guided Missile Cruiser (CG)
Large surface combatant (LSC) capable of 
conducting integrated air and missile 
defense (IAMD), anti-air warfare (AAW), 
anti-surface warfare (ASuW), and 
anti-submarine warfare (ASW). CGs are the 
preferred platform for serving as the Air and 
Missile Defense Commander.

Guided Missile Destroyer (DDG)
Surface combatant capable of conducting 
integrated IAMD, AAW, ASuW, and ASW.

Guided-Missile Frigate FFG(x)
Multi-mission small surface combatant 
(SSC) designed to complement the ASuW 
and ASW capabilities of the CSG as well as 
serve as a force multiplier for air defense 
capable DDGs.

Attack Submarine (SSN)
Multimission-capable submarines capable of 
performing ASW and ASuW in defense of 
the CSG.

Logistics Ship
Provides fuel, 
dry stores, and 
ammunition in 
support of CSG 
operations.

A  heritage.orgSOURCE: Heritage Foundation research.

FIGURE 4

Carrier Strike Group
A Carrier Strike Group (CSG) is a principal element of U.S. power projection, 
conducting missions such as sea control, o�ensive strike, and air warfare.
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Amphibious Assault Ship LHA or LHD
A landing helicopter assault ship (LHA) or landing 
helicopter dock (LHD). Capable of supporting short 
take-o� vertical landing (STOVL) operations for 
embarked Marine strike aircraft squadron as well as 
tilt-rotor and helicopter squadrons. Some of these 
ships possess a well deck to launch landing craft to 
support ship to shore transport of Marines.

Amphibious Transport Dock (LPD), and 
Amphibious Dock Landing Ship (LSD)
Embarked landing craft and amphibious 
assault vehicles (AAV) augmented by 
helicopters and tilt-rotor aircraft use LPDs 
and LSDs to transport and land Marines, 
and their equipment and supplies.  

Guided-Missile Frigate FFG(x)
Multimission small surface combatant (SSC) 
designed to complement the ASuW and 
ASW capabilities of the CSG as well as 
serve as a force multiplier for air defense 
capable DDGs.

Guided Missile Destroyer (DDG)
LSC capable of conducting integrated 
IAMD, AAW, ASuW, and ASW.

Logistics Ship
Provides fuel, dry stores, and ammunition 
in support of CSG operations.

FIGURE 5

Expeditionary Strike Group
An Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG) is the primary element 
of U.S. amphibious warfare and expeditionary operations.

A  heritage.orgSOURCE: Heritage Foundation research.
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presence to deter potential aggressors and 
assure our allies and maritime partners that 
the nation remains committed to defending its 
national security interests and alliances. The 
analysis that determined this minimum battle 
force fleet included an independent review of 
previous force structure assessments, histori-
cal naval combat operations, Navy and Marine 
Corps guidance on naval force composition, 
current and near-future maritime threats, U.S. 
naval strategy, and enduring naval missions.

This Index assesses that a minimum of 
400 U.S. Navy battle force ships is required 
to provide:

 l The 13 carrier strike groups and 15 ex-
peditionary strike groups (ESGs) re-
quired to meet the simultaneous two-
MRC construct;

 l The historical steady-state demand of ap-
proximately 100 ships constantly forward 
deployed in key regions around the world; 
and

 l Sufficient capacity to maintain the Navy’s 
ships properly and ensure that its sailors 
are adequately trained to “fight tonight.”

While this represents a significant increase 
from the language of the FY 2018 National De-
fense Authorization Act (NDAA), which spec-
ified an official U.S. policy of “not fewer than 
355 battle force ships,”12 and the Navy’s own 
2016 Force Structure Assessment (FSA),13 both 
the Navy’s recent fleet readiness issues and the 
2018 NDS’s focus on the “reemergence of long-
term strategic competition”14 point to the need 
for a much larger and more capable fleet.

The vast distances of the world’s oceans 
and the relatively slow average transit speeds 
of naval warships (15 knots) require that the 
U.S. Navy maintain sufficient numbers of ships 
constantly forward deployed in key regions 
around the world to respond quickly to crises 
and deter potential aggression. This larger 
fleet includes not only additional small sur-
face combatants (SSCs) to support the strike 

groups, but also a significant increase in com-
bat logistics force (CLF) ships to ensure that 
distributed forces deployed in peacetime and 
in combat operations can receive timely fuel, 
food, and ammunition resupply.

On average, four ships in the fleet are re-
quired to maintain one ship forward deployed. 
Most important, the fleet must be large enough 
to provide the requisite number of CSGs and 
ESGs when called upon as the primary ele-
ments of naval combat power during an MRC 
operation. Although a 400-ship fleet may be 
difficult to achieve based on current DOD fis-
cal constraints and the present capacity of the 
shipbuilding industrial base, this Index bench-
mark is budget agnostic and based strictly on 
assessed force-sizing requirements.

As of August 12, 2019, the Navy sailed 290 
vessels as part of its battle force fleet,15 up from 
284 in 201816 but still well below both the Na-
vy’s goal of 355 ships and the 400-ship fleet re-
quired to fight and win two MRCs. The FY 2019 
NDAA provides $22.3 billion for the construc-
tion of 13 new ships, including (among others 
listed) three littoral combat ships (LCS); three 
Flight III Arleigh Burke guided missile destroy-
ers (DDG); two fast replenishment oilers (T-
AO); expeditionary fast transport (T-EPF); and 
one towing, salvage, and rescue ship (T-ATS).17 
The Navy has requested the procurement of 12 
ships in FY 2020, marking the “largest ship-
building budget request in over 20 years.”18

On average, depending on the ship class, a 
ship is commissioned and joins the fleet three 
to five years after it is purchased by the Navy. 
The Navy plans to commission seven addition-
al ships and submarines by the end of 2019 and 
10 ships and submarines in FY 2020, including 
four Arleigh Burke-class DDGs, three Virgin-
ia-class nuclear attack submarines (SSNs), two 
LCSs, and one T-EPF.19 The Navy will also re-
tire five battle force ships in FY 2020: two Los 
Angeles-class SSNs and three mine counter-
measure ships (MCMs).20

The number of ships decommissioned will 
increase significantly over the next five years as 
additional Los Angeles-class SSNs and MCMs 
reach the end of their service lives. The recent 
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Navy decision to retire eight Ticonderoga-class 
guided missile cruisers instead of conducting 
service life extensions (SLEs) will further 
slow the pace at which fleet size can grow.21 
The Navy completed a technical evaluation 
of the “feasibility of extending the service life 
of selected non-nuclear vessels” in 2018 and 
could decide to extend the life of ships from 
several classes from seven to 17 years depend-
ing on the funding available and shipyard 
capacity to achieve and maintain a 355-ship 
Navy more rapidly by reducing ships lost to 
decommissioning.22

The largest proportional shortfall in the 
Navy fleet assessed in the 2020 Index is the 
same as in the past five editions: small surface 
combatants.23 As of August 20, 2019, the Navy’s 
SSC inventory included 19 LCSs and 11 MCM 
ships for a total of 30 SSCs,24 22 below the objec-
tive requirement of 52 established by the Navy25 
and 41 less than the Index requirement of 71.26

The next-largest shortfall occurs in com-
bat logistics force ships. As of August 20, 2019, 
the Navy’s CLF inventory was comprised of 
12 Lewis and Clark-class dry cargo and am-
munition ships (T-AKEs); 15 Henry J. Kai-
ser-class fleet replenishment oilers (T-AOs); 
and two Supply-class fast combat support ships 
(T-AOEs), for a total of 29 CLF ships.27 This is 
three below the Navy requirement of 32 ships 
and 25 less than the Index requirement of 54.28

As of August 20, 2019, the Navy’s attack 
submarine inventory stood at 50 submarines, 
comprised of 30 Los-Angeles-class (SSN 688); 
three Seawolf-class (SSN 21); and 17 Virgin-
ia-class (SSN 774) submarines.29 Although the 
attack submarine shortfall is not the largest in 
comparison to the Navy’s requirement of 66 
submarines30 or the Heritage requirement of 
65 submarines,31 several factors make this the 
most challenging and most important force 
level issue for the Navy.

 l The growing anti-access/area denial (A2/
AD) capabilities of great-power compet-
itors like China and the ability of sub-
marines to penetrate these long-range 
defenses have made attack submarines a 

critical component of joint force missions 
such as power projection and sea control.

 l Geographic combatant commanders 
have repeatedly expressed concerns that 
the Navy cannot meet their operational 
demands for attack submarines. Admiral 
Philip Davidson, Commander, U.S. In-
do-Pacific Command, has stated that his 
Pacific forces receive only slightly more 
than 50 percent of their submarine mis-
sion requests.32 The submarine force also 
gives the U.S. military its greatest com-
petitive advantage against great-power 
competitors Russia and China.

 l The submarine industrial base has very 
limited excess capacity over the next 
30 years to accelerate the production of 
attack submarines. The Navy’s FY 2020 
30-year shipbuilding plan identified op-
portunities to build only three additional 
Virginia-class submarines over the next 
six years and an additional nine next-gen-
eration SSNs between FY 2037 and FY 
2049.33

The aircraft carrier force suffers a capacity 
shortfall of two hulls: As of August 20, 2019, 11 
were in the fleet, and the two-MRC construct 
requires 13.34 Current U.S. law requires the 
Navy to maintain a force of “not less than 11 
operational aircraft carriers.”35 The FY 2019 
NDAA explicitly specifies “the sense of Con-
gress that the United States should accelerate 
the production of aircraft carriers to rapidly 
achieve the Navy’s goal of having 12 operation-
al aircraft carriers.”36

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) 
has assessed that “shifting carrier procurement 
to 3- or 3.5-year centers could achieve a 12-car-
rier fleet as soon as the 2030s, unless the ser-
vice lives of one or more existing carriers were 
substantially extended.”37 The Navy’s FY 2029 
budget “supports 11 aircraft carriers and 33 
large amphibious ships that serve as the foun-
dation upon which our carrier strike groups and 
amphibious ready groups are based.”38
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The carrier force fell to 10 between De-
cember 2012 and July 2017. The USS Gerald R. 
Ford (CVN-78) was commissioned on July 22, 
2017, returning the Navy’s carrier force to 11 
ships. While the Ford is now part of the fleet 
battle force, however, it will not be ready for 
routine flight operations until 2020 and will 
not operationally deploy until 2022.39 In ad-
dition, through 2037, one Nimitz-class carrier 
at a time will be in a four-year refueling and 
complex overhaul (RCOH) to modernize the 
ship and refuel the reactor to support its full 
50-year service life. The carrier in RCOH will 
count as a battle force ship but will not be op-
erationally deployable during this four-year 
period. The combination of these two factors 
means that only nine aircraft carriers will be 
operationally available until 2022.

The Navy’s FY 2020 budget request is no-
table for its apparent contradiction regarding 
the required size of its aircraft carrier fleet. On 
the one hand, the budget included a two-ship 
aircraft carrier procurement of CVN 80 and 
CVN 81 in FY 2020, realizing an estimated $3.9 
billion in savings over buying the ships sepa-
rately.40 The Navy simultaneously announced 
its decision to cancel the previously planned 
RCOH for USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75), re-
tiring the ship with over 24 years of service life 
remaining as well as deactivating one carrier 
air wing. The Navy’s FY 2020 30-year ship-
building plan stated that this decision was “in 
concert with the Defense Department’s pursuit 
of a more lethal balance of high-end, surviv-
able platforms (e.g. CVNs) and complementa-
ry capabilities from emerging technologies.”41 
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FIGURE 6

The Case for 13 Carriers
The U.S. Navy carrier fleet is a critical element of U.S. power projection and 
supports a constant presence in regions of the world where permanent basing 
is limited. To handle this large mission properly, Heritage Foundation experts 
recommend a fleet of 13 carriers.
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According to Vice Admiral Merz, the decision 
to retire USS Truman was “not a warfight-
ing decision. It was more of an investment 
decision”42

Navy officials declared that canceling USS 
Truman’s refueling overhaul would save $3.4 
billion over the FY 2020–FY 2024 period and a 
total of $5.6 billion. When factoring in the cost 
to retire and dismantle the aircraft carrier as 
well as funds already spent on the replacement 
reactor cores, the net estimated savings is clos-
er to $3.5 billion. The Navy’s FY 2020 budget 
redirected these savings to fund the develop-
ment and fielding of new lethal technologies 
such as directed energy weapons, hypersonic 
missiles, artificial intelligence, and unmanned 
systems. Navy leadership also cited the more 
modern Ford-class aircraft carrier’s increased 
lethality and power generation, 33 percent 
higher sortie rate, a smaller crew with approx-
imately 600 fewer sailors, two and a half times 
greater electrical power, and over $4 billion in 
life-cycle cost savings over the Nimitz-class as 
additional reasons for prioritizing the two-car-
rier buy over refueling USS Truman.43

The decision to retire Truman engendered 
significant bipartisan opposition from Con-
gress. The Administration subsequently re-
versed its decision to decommission Truman, 
and Vice President Mike Pence made an official 
announcement on April 30, 2019, onboard the 
carrier.44 On May 7, 2019, Under Secretary of 
the Navy Thomas Modly stated “that it is still 

‘TBD’ regarding what cuts would be made to 
pay for the RCOH over the next several years, 
but he added that the Navy and the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense are looking across all 
the services’ budgets for options.”45

According to the CRS, “the Navy states 
that the CVN-75 RCOH can no longer begin 
in FY2024, as planned prior to the Navy’s 
FY2020 budget submission, because the Navy 
spent the months prior to April 30 planning for 
the ship’s deactivation rather than for giving 
it an RCOH.”46 Since Truman’s refueling over-
haul will now begin in FY 2025, its proposed 
funding profile will commence in FY 2021. The 
Navy will only need an additional $16.9 million 

in its FY 2021 budget, but the required funding 
will increase to $234.7 million in FY 2022 with 
an additional $1.3 billion in FY 2023 and FY 
2024.47 Without increased funding beginning 
in FY 2021, the Navy will be forced either to 
make cuts in its shipbuilding plan or to curtail 
the development of the new lethal technologies 
for which the planned savings were earmarked.

In December 2016, the U.S. Navy released 
its latest study of forecasted fleet requirements. 
The Navy Force Structure Assessment was de-
veloped to determine the correct balance of 
existing forces for “the ever-evolving and in-
creasingly complex maritime security threats 
the Navy is required to counter in the global 
maritime commons.”48 The Navy concluded 
that a 653-ship force would be necessary to 
address all of the demands registered in the 
FY 2017 Global Force Management (GFM) 
system and that a fleet of 459 ships (200 fewer 
than the ideal fleet but thought still to be too 
expensive given current and projected limits 
on defense spending) would meet warfighting 
requirements but also accept risk in providing 
continual presence missions.49

The Navy’s final force objective of 355 ships 
as recommended by the FSA is based on a 
minimum force structure that “complies with 
current defense planning guidance,” “meets 
approved Day 0 and warfighting response 
timelines,” and “delivers future steady state 
and warfighting requirements…with an accept-
able degree of risk.”50 This is an increase of 47 
in the minimum number of ships from the pre-
vious requirement of 308. The most significant 
increases are:

 l Aircraft carriers, from 11 to 12;

 l Large surface combatants (guided missile 
destroyers (DDGs) and cruisers (CGs)) 
from 88 to 104 “to deliver increased air 
defense and expeditionary BMD [ballistic 
missile defense] capacity and provide es-
corts for the additional Aircraft Carrier”;

 l Attack submarines (SSNs), from 48 to 66 
to “provide the global presence required 
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to support national tasking and prompt 
warfighting response”; and

 l Amphibious ships, from 34 to 38.51

Section 1025 of the FY 2018 National De-
fense Authorization Act states in part that “[i]t 
shall be the policy of the United States to have 
available, as soon as practicable, not fewer 
than 355 battle force ships, comprised of the 
optimal mix of platforms, with funding subject 
to the availability of appropriations or other 
funds.”52 According to the Navy’s long-range 
plan for construction of naval vessels:

In response to the latest National Defense 
Strategy, Navy Strategy and CNO’s Design 
for Maintaining Maritime Superiority 2.0, 
the Navy is on track to complete the 
next FSA by the end of 2019. Some of 
the key elements that will be reviewed 
include ongoing threat-based fleet ar-
chitecture review, logistics in support of 
DMO [distributed maritime operations], 
surface ship mix with the inclusion of the 
new frigate, deterrence per the National 
Defense Strategy, and legacy capital 
investments versus the efficacy of next 
generation capabilities.53

Remarks by Navy leadership during con-
gressional testimony have indicated that the 
new FSA will likely result in a force-level re-
quirement of 355 ships or more. The mix of 
ship types is also expected to change to provide 
an increased number of small surface combat-
ants (frigates) and logistics ships to support 
more dispersed maritime operations.54

The 2019 FSA may discuss unmanned ships 
and undersea vehicles but almost certainly 
will not establish an unmanned force size or 
replace manned ships with unmanned vessels. 
The FY 2020 30-year shipbuilding plan, how-
ever, does address unmanned and optionally 
manned systems and the battle force:

The physical challenges of extended 
operations at sea across the spectrum of 

competition and conflict, the concepts of 
operations for these platforms, and the 
policy challenges associated with em-
ploying deadly force from autonomous 
vehicles must be well understood prior to 
replacing accountable battle force ships.55

The Navy’s FY 2020 30-year shipbuilding 
plan provides the foundation for building the 
Navy the nation needs and ultimately achiev-
ing the congressionally mandated requirement 
of 355 battle force ships. Specifically, it states 
that “[t]he PB2020 30-year shipbuilding plan 
includes procurement of 55 battle force ships 
within the FYDP” and that “[o]verall inventory 
will reach 314 ships by FY2024 and 355 ships 
in FY2034.”56 The FY 2019 plan also buys 55 
ships over the FY 2020–FY 2024 period but 
builds only 301 ships over the next 30 years.57

Although the FY 2020 plan achieves 355 
ships by FY 2034, approximately 20 years ear-
lier than would be the case under the FY 2019 
plan, this is done primarily by extending the 
service lives of all Arleigh Burke-class DDGs to 
45 years, not by increasing the numbers of new 
ships.58 This 355-ship fleet will not possess the 
desired force mix as defined in the 2016 FSA. It 
will consist of significantly more large surface 
combatants than needed (i.e., destroyers and 
cruisers) but will have fewer aircraft carriers, 
attack submarines, and amphibious ships than 
required.59

The FY 2020 shipbuilding plan also in-
cludes several significant changes in the Navy’s 
shipbuilding profile over the next five years. It 
accelerates the acquisition of CVN-81 from FY 
2023 to FY 2020 while adding an additional 
Virginia-class submarine and FFG(X) frigate. 
The plan also decreases the number of LPD-17 
Flight II amphibious warships purchased over 
the next five years from four to two.60

The 30-year shipbuilding plan also includes 
service life extensions for qualified candidate 
vessels as a key tool with which to increase fleet 
size more rapidly. The Navy’s FY 2019 budget 
submission included SLEs for six Ticondero-
ga-class cruisers, four mine countermeasures 
ships, and “the first of potentially five” Los 
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Angeles-class attack submarines.61 On April 12, 
2018, Vice Admiral Merz informed the House 
Armed Services Seapower and Force Projec-
tion Subcommittee that the Navy will extend 
the entire Arleigh Burke destroyer class to a 
service life of 45 years.62

While the FY 2020 shipbuilding plan in-
cludes the DDG-51-class life extension and 
plans to refuel two Los Angeles-class attack 
submarines over the next five years, it also re-
moves funding for the SLEs for the six oldest 
Ticonderoga-class cruisers “in favor of read-
iness and other lethality investments.”63 In 
April 2019, Admiral Richardson stated that 

“[w]e’re going to continue to assess the cruis-
ers…and study that to see if it is a good return 
on the taxpayer’s investment, given the war-
fighting punch they bring.”64 The cost of mod-
ernizing the combat systems and key equip-
ment must be weighed against the increased 
lethality provided by the life extension as well 
as the fact that Ticonderoga-class cruisers have 

26–32 more vertical launch system (VLS) cells 
than Arleigh Burke-class destroyers have.

The FY 2020 plan also removes the planned 
life extensions for four MCM ships and acceler-
ates the retirement of all Avenger-class MCMs 
by FY 2023.65 The Navy states that its transi-
tion to “a broad-spectrum, cross-domain, ex-
peditionary approach that includes dedicated 
LCS-based MCM ships, MCM modules for use 
aboard Vessels of Opportunity (VOO), small 
expeditionary MCM teams, and undersea vehi-
cles” supports this accelerated transition from 
legacy MCM ships.66

The mine mission package aviation assets 
have been certified for operation on Indepen-
dence-variant LCS ships, and certification of 
Freedom-variant ships should occur by the 
end of FY 2019. Certification of additional 
undersea MCM assets on Independence vari-
ants is expected by the end of FY 2019 and on 
Freedom variants by FY 2020. The complete 
mine mission packages will not reach initial 
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SOURCE: Shipbuilding History, “Large Naval Ships and Submarines,” 
http://www.shipbuildinghistory.com/navalships.htm (accessed August 8, 2018).

ANNUAL COMMISIONINGS

CHART 7

Rate of U.S. Navy Ship Commissionings Nearly Cut in Half
The U.S. Navy must commission an average of 14 ships annually to reach a 400-ship 
Navy by the late-2030s. Its current commissioning rate is about 5 ships annually.
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AUXILIARY SHIP CLASS

COMBAT SHIP CLASS Year vessel commissioned           Ship class average commission

A  heritage.org

NOTE: Data are current as of September 13, 2019.
SOURCE: Naval Sea Systems Command, Naval Vessel Register, “Fleet Size,” 
http://www.nvr.navy.mil/NVRSHIPS/FLEETSIZE.HTML (accessed September 13, 2019).

CHART 8

Length of Service Since Commissioning
The number and types of ships commissioned by the U.S. Navy has decreased over 
the past 20 years. The procurement holiday of the 1990s and decreased emphasis on 
modernization in a time of fiscal constraints have resulted in a fleet of increasing age. 
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operating capability (IOC) until FY 2022 at the 
earliest.67 Additional testing and certification 
delays could cause the Navy to lose a certified 
and fully operational MCM capability begin-
ning in FY 2023.

Taken alone, total fleet size can be a mis-
leading statistic; related factors must also be 
taken into account when considering num-
bers of ships. One such important factor is the 
number of ships that are forward deployed to 
meet operational demands. On average, the 
Navy maintains approximately 90–100 ships 
(one-third of the total fleet) deployed at any 
given time. The type or class of ship is also 
important. Operational commanders must 
have the proper mix of capabilities deployed 
to enable a timely and effective response to 
emergent crises.

Not all ships in the battle force are at sea 
at the same time. The majority of the fleet is 
based in the continental United States (CO-
NUS) to undergo routine maintenance and 
training, as well as to limit deployment time 
for sailors. However, the CCDRs’ requirements 
for naval power presence in each of their re-
gions provide an impetus to have as many ships 
forward deployed as possible.

In November 2014, the Navy established an 
Optimized Fleet Response Plan (OFRP) “to en-
sure continuous availability of manned, main-
tained, equipped, and trained Navy forces ca-
pable of surging forward on short notice while 
also maintaining long-term sustainability of 
the force.”68 The plan incorporates four phases 
of ship availability/maintenance that result 
in a basic ratio of 4:1 for CONUS-based force 
structure required for deployed platforms.

In 2019, the Navy had 104 ships deployed 
globally, including submarines.69 This repre-
sented 36 percent of the total battle force fleet. 
As of August 9, 2019, the Navy had 76 “Deployed 
Battle Force Across the Fleet Including For-
ward Deployed Submarines.”70 While the Navy 
remains committed to deploying roughly a 
third of its fleet at all times, capacity shortag-
es have caused the current fleet to fall below 
the levels needed to fulfill the Navy’s stated 
forward presence requirements and below 

the levels needed for a fleet that is capable of 
projecting power at the two-MRC level.

The Navy has attempted to increase for-
ward presence by emphasizing non-rotation-
al deployments (having a ship “homeported” 
overseas or keeping it forward stationed):71

 l Homeported: The ships, crew, and 
their families are stationed at the port or 
based abroad.

 l Forward Stationed: Only the ships are 
based abroad while crews are rotated 
out to the ship.72 This deployment mod-
el is currently used for LCS and SSGNs 
manned with rotating blue and gold crews, 
effectively doubling the normal forward 
deployment time.

Both of these non-rotational deployment 
options require formal agreements and coop-
eration from friends and allies to permit the 
Navy’s use of their facilities, as well as U.S. in-
vestment in additional facilities abroad, but 
they also allow one ship to provide a greater 
level of presence than can be provided by four 
ships based in CONUS and in rotational de-
ployment because they offset the time need-
ed to deploy ships to distant theaters.73 The 
Navy’s GFM planning assumptions assume a 
forward deployed presence rate of 19 percent 
for a CONUS-based ship compared to a 67 per-
cent presence rate for an overseas-homeported 
ship.74

Capability
Scoring the U.S. Navy’s overall ability to 

protect U.S. interests globally is not simply a 
matter of counting the fleet. The quality of the 
battle force is also important in determining 
naval strength.

A comprehensive measure of platform ca-
pability would involve a comparison of each 
ship and its weapons systems relative to the 
military capabilities of other nations. For ex-
ample, a complete measure of naval capabil-
ities would have to assess not only how U.S. 
platforms would match up against an enemy’s 
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weapons, but also whether formal operational 
concepts would be effective in a conflict, after 
which the assessment would be replicated for 
each potential conflict. This is a necessary ex-
ercise and one in which the military currently 
engages, but it is beyond the scope of this Index 
because such details and analysis are routine-
ly classified.

Capability can be usefully assessed based 
on the age of ships, modernity of the platform, 
payloads and weapons systems carried by ships, 
and the ability of planned modernization pro-
grams to maintain the fleet’s technological 
edge. The Navy has several classes of ships that 
are nearing the end of their life spans, and this 
will precipitate a consolidation of ship classes 
in the battle force.

Most of the Navy’s battle force fleet con-
sists of legacy platforms. Of the 20 classes of 
ships in the Navy’s inventory, only eight are 

currently in production. For example, 61 per-
cent of the Navy’s attack submarines are Los 
Angeles-class submarines, an older platform 
that is being replaced by the more modern and 
capable Virginia-class.75

The 30-year shipbuilding plan is not limited 
to programs of record and assumes procure-
ment programs that have yet to materialize. 
Some of the Navy’s ship designs in recent years, 
such as the Gerald R. Ford-class aircraft carrier, 
the San Antonio-class amphibious ship, and the 
littoral combat ship, have been substantially 
more expensive to build than the Navy origi-
nally estimated.76 The first ship of any class is 
typically more expensive than early estimates 
project, which is not entirely surprising given 
the technology assumptions and cost esti-
mates that must be made several years before 
actual construction begins. In fact, only two of 
the last 11 lead ships have come in below the 
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original cost estimate.77 In addition, the Navy 
is acting to ensure that critical technologies are 
fully mature (T-AO 205 John Lewis-class fleet 
replenishment oiler) before incorporation 
into ship design and requiring greater design 
completion (83 percent for Columbia ballistic 
missile submarine) before actual production.78

The Navy retired its last Oliver Hazard 
Perry-class guided missile frigates in 2015 and 
since then has been without a multi-mission 
SSC that can perform anti-submarine warfare 
(ASW); surface warfare (SUW); and local air 
defense in support of CSGs and ESGs and as 
a logistic fleet escort. The littoral combat ship 
is the only current SSC in the fleet other than 
the MCM ships.79

The Navy recently awarded Raytheon the 
LCS’s over-the-horizon anti-ship (OTH) weap-
on contract to provide an unspecified number 
of the Kongsberg-designed naval strike mis-
siles.80 This encapsulated anti-ship and land 
attack missile has a range of up to 100 nautical 
miles and will provide a significant increase in 
the LCS’s offensive capabilities.81

Critics of the LCS program have continued 
to express concerns about “past cost growth, 
design and construction issues with the first 
LCSs”; “the survivability of LCSs (i.e., their 
ability to withstand battle damage)”; “whether 
LCSs are sufficiently armed and would be able 
to perform their stated missions effectively”; 
and “the development and testing of the mod-
ular mission packages for LCSs.”82 The annual 
report from DOD’s Director, Operational Test 
and Evaluation (DOT&E), has contained nu-
merous comments, many of them extremely 
critical, regarding LCS operational perfor-
mance and LCS mission modules.83

The LCS concept of operations (CONOPS) 
has been modified several times since its orig-
inal design. The Navy’s current plan calls for 
three divisions on each coast of the United 
States, each with four ships dedicated to a spe-
cific mission: ASW, SUW, or MCM.84 One ship 
in each division will be dedicated to training, 
and the other three ships will conduct periodic 
operational deployments.85 The non-training 
ships will be operated by dual crews, similar to 

U.S. ballistic missile submarines. This enables 
the Navy to keep the ships forward deployed 
longer than the typical seven months without 
overtaxing their crews. The Navy predicts that 
by approximately FY 2023, 13 of the 24 ships 
in the six mission divisions will be maintained 
forward stationed for 24 months on a rotation-
al basis: three in Singapore, three in Sasebo, Ja-
pan, or another Western Pacific location, and 
seven in Bahrain.86

The modular LCS design depends on mis-
sion packages (MPs) to provide warfighting ca-
pabilities in the SUW, ASW, and MCM mission 
areas. Until the MPs have reached IOC, LCS 
will not reach its full warfighting capability. 
The gun and maritime security mission mod-
ules of the SUW MP reached IOC in FY 2014 
and FY 2015. The surface-to-surface mission 
module with the Longbow Hellfire missile 
reached IOC for the Freedom-variant ships in 
early FY 2019 and is expected to reach IOC for 
the Independence variant by late FY 2019. The 
ASW MP is scheduled to reach IOC in FY 2020, 
a delay from FY 2019 caused by Congress’s de-
cision to cut all funding for variable-depth so-
nar procurement in FY 2019.87

Originally planned as the first MP to reach 
IOC, the MCM MP will now be the last to reach 
IOC with all of its capabilities. The MCM MP 
aviation assets have been certified for opera-
tion on Independence-variant LCS ships; the 
Freedom-variant ships should be certified by 
the end of 2019. Additional undersea MCM 
assets certification should be complete by the 
end of 2019 for Independence variants and by 
the end of 2020 for Freedom variants. The com-
plete mine mission packages will not reach ini-
tial operating capability until 2022 at the ear-
liest.88 While the LCS mission modules have 
had numerous technical problems and delays 
during their development, congressional cuts 
between FY 2015 and FY 2018 have only com-
pounded the delays in delivering operational 
mission packages to the fleet.89

After not deploying any LCSs in FY 2018, 
Vice Admiral Richard Brown, Commander 
of Naval Surface Forces, announced that the 
Navy would deploy three LCSs in FY 2019. 
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The Independence-variant USS Montgomery 
(LCS-8) and USS Gabrielle Giffords (LCS-10) 
from the San Diego-based Littoral Combat 
Ship Squadon-1 (LCSRON-1) will deploy to 
the Western Pacific. The Navy did not state 
where the Freedom-variant USS Detroit (LCS-
7) from Mayport-based LCSRON-2 would de-
ploy. Based on the long-term plan to forward 
station seven LCSs in Bahrain, as well as the 
threat posed by Iranian fast attack craft (FAC) 
and fast inshore attack craft (FIAC), Detroit 
will likely deploy to Bahrain. All three LCSs 
will deploy with the SUW MP to address low-
er-threat missions and alleviate some of the 
operational demand on U.S. destroyers and 
cruisers. An additional LCSRON-2 LCS is 
scheduled to deploy early in FY 2020. Vice 
Admiral Brown also stated that these deploy-
ments will commence LCS persistent de-
ployed forward presence as planned under 
the 2016 LCS operational plan.90

The FY 2019 NDAA included funding for 
three LCSs, two more than the Navy’s FY 2019 
budget request and three more than the Navy’s 
2016 FSA requirement of 32 ships. The Navy 
has not included any LCSs in its FY 2020 bud-
get request because it will be awarding the 
initial FFG(X) contract in FY 2020. The Navy 
projects that the LCS battle force will reach 20 
LCSs by the end of FY 2019 and 22 by the end 
of FY 2020.91 Even when combined with the 11 
remaining mine countermeasure vessels in the 
fleet, this is still well below the fleet size of 71 
small surface combatants needed to fulfill the 
Navy’s global responsibilities.

In July 2017, the Navy released a Request 
for Information (RFI) to the shipbuilding in-
dustry with the goal of building a new class of 
20 ships, currently referred to as the future 
guided missile frigate (FFG(X)), beginning in 
FY 2010.92 The Navy stated that:

The purpose of this type of ship is to (1) 
fully support Combatant and Fleet Com-
manders during conflict by supplement-
ing the fleet’s undersea and surface war-
fare capabilities, allow for independent 
operations in a contested environment, 

extend the fleet tactical grid, and host 
and control unmanned systems; and (2) 
relieve large surface combatants from 
stressing routine duties during operations 
other than war.93

The RFI further specified that:

 l “[T]he FFG(X) will normally aggregate 
into strike groups and Large Surface 
Combatant led surface action groups but 
also possess the ability to robustly defend 
itself during conduct of independent oper-
ations while connected and contributing 
to the fleet tactical grid”;

 l “Complement the surface warfare (SuW) 
capabilities of a Carrier Strike Group 
and Expeditionary Strike Group with 
capacity in aggregated operations (e.g., as 
a pack) to deter or defeat aggression by 
adversary warships with over-the-horizon 
anti-ship missiles”;

 l “Perform anti-submarine warfare (ASW) 
scout and patrol missions that comple-
ment the capabilities of Strike Group 
and theater operations with enhanced 
active and passive undersea sensing 
capabilities”; and

 l “Support transoceanic logistics move-
ments by serving as a force multiplier to 
area air defense capable destroyers.”94

The Navy’s FY 2020 shipbuilding plan 
would procure the 20 frigates between FY 
2020 and FY 2030. The Navy’s desire to award 
the FFG(X) detailed design and construction 
contract in FY 2020 did not provide sufficient 
time for a completely new design, instead driv-
ing it to build FFG(X) based on an existing SSC 
ship design that can be modified to meet the 
FFG(X)’s specific capability requirements.95 
On February 16, 2018, the Navy awarded five 
FFG(X) conceptual design contracts to Aus-
tal USA; Huntington Ingalls Industry/Ingalls 
Shipbuilding (HII/Ingalls); Lockheed Martin; 
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Fincantieri/Marinette Marine (F/MM); and 
General Dynamics/Bath Iron Works (GD/BI-
W).96 The Navy will select one shipbuilder in 
FY 2020.97

As noted earlier, the Navy has been con-
ducting an updated Force Structure Assess-
ment that should be released before the end 
of 2019. Details are not yet available, but Navy 
officials have suggested that the proportion of 
SSCs (frigates) compared to LSCs (destroyers 
and cruisers) would likely increase as the Navy 
moves to a more distributed and dispersed 
CONOPS. A recent OPNAV N96 Surface War-
fare directorate brief provides a glimpse into 
a future distributed surface force architecture 
with twice as many SSCs as LSCs.98 If the Navy 
does pursue a much larger SSC force, it could 
expand the FFG(X) requirement and increase 
the build rate above two per year so that it can 
meet a new force goal more rapidly.

As of August 20, 2019, the Navy possessed 22 
Ticonderoga-class (CG 47) cruisers.99 To save 
operating expenses, it has been pursuing a plan 
to put half of this fleet into temporary layup 
status in order to extend this class’s fleet ser-
vice time into the 2030s—even though these 
ships are younger than their expected service 
lives (in other words, have been used less than 
planned). Under the FY 2015 National Defense 
Authorization Act:

Congress…directed the Navy to imple-
ment the so-called “2-4-6” program for 
modernizing the 11 youngest Aegis cruis-
ers. Under the 2-4-6 program, no more 
than two of the cruisers are to enter the 
modernization program each year, none 
of the cruisers is to remain in reduced 
status for modernization for more than 
four years, and no more than six of the 
cruisers are to be in the program at any 
given time….100

The Navy’s FY 2020 budget request re-
moved funding for SLEs for the six oldest 
cruisers, added in the FY 2019 request, in 
exchange for increased readiness and lethal-
ity investments.101 The retirement of the two 

oldest cruisers, scheduled for FY 2020, has 
been deferred to FY 2021 so that the Navy 
can assess the cost versus increased lethality 
from modernizing these ships. The Navy will 
continue to execute the “2-4-6” plan in FY 
2020. This “CG Modernization (Mod) Pro-
gram…upgrades combat systems; command, 
control, communications, computers, and in-
telligence (C4I) systems; and hull, mechanical, 
and electrical (HM&E) systems to achieve an 
extended service life and pace the multi-mis-
sion threats.”102 The Navy’s FY 2020 budget re-
quest supports the continued modernization 
of the nine newest Ticonderoga-class cruisers 
(CG 65–CG 73).103

The Navy’s FY 2020 budget request pro-
cures three DDG 51 Flight III destroyers as 
part of a 10-ship multi-year procurement, 
bringing the class size to 85 ships.104 The Flight 
III provides a significant capability upgrade to 
the Navy’s integrated air and missile defense 
with the incorporation of the air and missile 
defense radar. In addition, “PB-20 includes $4 
billion across the FYDP to modernize 19 guid-
ed missile destroyers. This includes critical 
upgrades to AEGIS Baseline 9, enabling them 
to simultaneously perform Integrated Air and 
Missile Defense (IAMD) and Ballistic Missile 
Defense (BMD) operations.”105

The DDG-1000 Zumwalt-class “is a 
multi-mission destroyer with an originally 
intended emphasis on naval surface fire sup-
port (NSFS) and operations in littoral (i.e., 
near-shore) waters.”106 The Zumwalt-class 
has been plagued by cost overruns, schedule 
delays, and the exorbitant cost of the projectile 
for its advanced gun system. In July 2008, the 
Navy announced that it would end procure-
ment of DDG-1000s after the initial three 
ships because it had “reevaluated the future 
operating environment and determined that 
its destroyer program must emphasize three 
missions: open-ocean antisubmarine warfare 
(ASW), countering anti-ship cruise missiles 
(ASCMs), and countering ballistic missiles.”107 
The stealthy DDG-1000 hull design cannot 
support the required ballistic missile defense 
capabilities without significant modifications.
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A core part of the Zumwalt-class’s origi-
nal NSFS mission was its “two new-design 
155mm guns called Advanced Gun Systems 
(AGS),” which “were to fire a new 155mm, 
gun-launched, rocket-assisted guided projec-
tile called the Long-Range Land-Attack Pro-
jectile (LRLAP, pronounced LUR-lap).” When 
the DDG-1000 program was cut to three ships, 
the LRLAP’s cost per round skyrocketed to 
$800,000, making the projectile’s cost prohib-
itive. The Navy has yet to announce a replace-
ment projectile, and the AGSs are currently 

non-operational as any replacement munition 
will require modifications to the AGS and its 
munition handling equipment.108

In December 2017, the Navy announced 
that because of changes in global security 
threats and resulting shifts in Navy mission 
requirements since the original DDG-1000’s 
missions were established in 1995, it was up-
dating the DDG-1000’s primary mission to 
reflect the current needs of the Navy and the 
ship’s stealth and other advanced capabilities. 
The DDG-1000’s primary mission will shift 
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from an emphasis on naval gunfire support 
for Marines on shore to an emphasis on sur-
face strike (the use of missiles to attack surface 
ships and possibly land targets).109 This offen-
sive strike conversion will incorporate integra-
tion of Raytheon’s multi-mission SM-6 anti-air 
and anti-surface missile, as well as the Mari-
time Strike variant of the Tomahawk missile.110 
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
reports that “[a]ccording to Navy officials, the 
planned modifications to support the new mis-
sion will cost about $1 billion.…”111

With DDG-1000 still undergoing testing 
and certification, and given the need to deter-
mine the final concept of operations and capa-
bilities required for the offensive strike mis-
sion, it will be several years before DDG-1000 
is truly mission capable. With a class of only 
three ships, it will be difficult to maintain even 
one destroyer forward deployed at all times.

As part of his May 2019 announcement of 
the establishment of Surface Development 
Squadron One (SURFDEVRON 1), Vice Ad-
miral Brown discussed a primary near-term 
role for the Zumwalt class. Initially, SURF-
DEVRON will focus on experimenting with 
the Zumwalt’s unique capabilities and new 
warfighting concepts. After the Navy’s new 
medium unmanned surface vessels (MUSVs) 
and large unmanned surface vessels (LUSVs) 
are delivered, the focus of experimentation 
will shift to integrating these unmanned ves-
sels into the fleet.112

In March 2019, Marine Corps Commandant 
General David Berger, then serving as Deputy 
Commandant, Combat Development and In-
tegration, and Commanding General, Marine 
Corps Development Command, reiterated 
the requirement for 38 amphibious warships: 
12 amphibious assault ships (LHA/LHD); 13 
amphibious transport dock (LPD-17) Flight 
I ships; and 13 dock landing (LSD/LPD-17) 
Flight II ships.113 As of August 20, 2019, the U.S. 
Navy amphibious force consisted of 32 ships: 
nine LHA/LHD, 11 LPD-17 Flight I, and 12 LSD 
ships.114 Navy leaders have also stated that “the 
future amphibious force and composition will 
be evaluated as part of the larger ongoing force 

structure assessment.”115 New Marine Corps 
operational concepts, such as Littoral Opera-
tions in a Contested Environment and Expe-
ditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO), 
call for smaller and more dispersed Marine 
units conducting missions ranging from ISR 
to coastal defense to forward arming and re-
fueling points (FARPs) for F-35B operations.116 
These dispersed expeditionary operations 
could require larger numbers of smaller am-
phibious ships than the current LHA and LPD 
programs, possibly ranging in size from an ex-
peditionary fast transport ship (T-EPF) to an 
expeditionary sea base (ESB).117

The Navy’s 12 landing ships, the Whidbey Is-
land-class and Harpers Ferry-class amphibious 
vessels, are currently scheduled to reach the 
end of their 40-year service lives in 2025. The 
13-ship LPD-17 Flight II program, previous-
ly known as the LX(R) program, will replace 
these legacy landing ships. The Flight II was 
designed to be a less costly and subsequently 
less capable alternative to the LPD-17 Flight 
I San Antonio-class design.118 Although the 
first Flight II ship was planned for FY 2020, 
Congress directed the Navy to accelerate it 
to FY 2018.119 Both Flight I and Flight II LPDs 
are multi-mission ships designed to embark, 
transport, and land elements of a Marine land-
ing force by means of helicopters, tilt-rotor air-
craft, landing craft, and amphibious vehicles.120

As of August 20, 2019, the Navy had nine am-
phibious assault ships in the fleet: eight Wasp-
class LHDs and the USS America LHA-6.121 The 
America-class amphibious assault ships (LHAs) 
are the largest amphibious ships and designed 
to replace the now-retired Tarawa-class LHA 
and the aging Wasp-class LHD; they resemble 
a small aircraft carrier and can conduct “Ver-
tical/Short Take-Off and Landing (V/STOL), 
Short Take-Off Vertical Landing (STOVL), Ver-
tical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) tilt-rotor 
and Rotary Wing (RW) aircraft operations.”122 
LHA Flight 0 (LHA-6 and 7) were built without 
a well deck to provide more space for Marine 
Corps aviation maintenance and storage as 
well as increased JP-5 fuel capacity. LHA Flight 
1 (LHA-8 and beyond) will reincorporate a well 
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deck for increased mission flexibility. All LHA 
ships can accommodate the Marine Corps F-35 
B V/STOL strike fighter, but only USS Wasp 
(LHD-1) and USS Essex (LHD-2) have been 
modified to support F-35B flight operations.123 
USS America is deploying to Japan in late FY 
2019 to replace USS Wasp as the Forward De-
ployed Naval Force amphibious ship, and USS 
Tripoli (LHA-7) is scheduled to be commis-
sioned and to join the fleet in late FY 2019.124

The Navy’s 11-ship aircraft carrier force 
consists of 10 Nimitz-class nuclear-powered 
carriers and one Ford-class nuclear-powered 
carrier. The Nimitz-class carriers vary in age 
from 44 to 10 years and have an average age 
of 28.4 years. U.S. aircraft carriers have a ser-
vice life of 50 years, with their most signifi-
cant modernization occurring during their 
approximately 44-month midlife RCOH. This 
major depot maintenance not only refuels the 
reactor core to operate the remainder of the 
ship’s 50-year service life, but also overhauls, 
repairs, and modernizes major ship and com-
bat systems. This means that a 30-year-old car-
rier possesses more modern capabilities than 
a 20-year old carrier.

The USS Ford-class program is further mod-
ernizing the carrier force and will replace all 
of the Nimitz-class carriers over the next 40 
years. The Ford-class incorporates several new 
technologies that promise to increase aircraft 
sortie rates, decrease the number of sailors 
needed to operate the ship, and reduce oper-
ating and sustainment costs by approximately 
$4 billion over its 50-year life.125

Unfortunately, “the development of EMALS 
[Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System], 
AAG [Advanced Arresting gear], AWE [Ad-
vanced Weapons Elevator], DBR [Dual Band 
Radar], and the Integrated Warfare System 
delayed the ship’s first deployment to FY22.”126 
Because of continued reliability issues related 
to system software, the Navy had accepted only 
two AWEs as of March 2019.127 AWE testing 
delays and repairs to Ford’s main turbine gen-
erators caused completion of post-shakedown 
availability (PSA) to be delayed until October 
2019.128

On May 29, 2019, Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy for Research, Development and Acquisi-
tion James Geurts announced that while USS 
Ford will complete its PSA in October 2019, 
only some of its AWEs will be operational 
when she goes back to sea.129 In response to 
the Navy’s statement, Senate Armed Services 
Committee Chairman Senator James Inhofe 
told Breaking Defense that:

[F]urther delays on the USS Gerald R. 
Ford advanced weapons elevators are 
disappointing—and present a dangerous 
readiness gap. This is a letdown for our 
fleet and for the taxpayer, and is why the 
FY20 NDAA includes stronger oversight 
for the key systems on the Ford, includ-
ing the elevators and launch system. We 
need to get it fully operational as soon as 
possible.130

The Navy has not announced any delay 
in USS Ford’s first operational deployment, 
scheduled for FY 2022.

The sole mission of the Navy’s nuclear bal-
listic missile submarine (SSBN) is strategic 
nuclear deterrence, for which it carries long-
range submarine-launched ballistic missiles. 
They provide the most survivable leg of Amer-
ica’s strategic nuclear deterrent force with 70 
percent of the nation’s accountable nuclear 
warheads and its only assured second-strike or 
retaliatory nuclear strike capability.131 The Na-
vy’s force structure assessment and the DOD’s 
2018 Nuclear Posture Review established a re-
quirement for a minimum of 12 Columbia-class 
nuclear ballistic missile submarines to replace 
the legacy Ohio-class SSBN.132 The average 
acquisition cost of these submarines is $7.1 
billion, and their production will consume a 
significant portion of the Navy’s shipbuilding 
funding if the overall budget is not increased.133

The Navy’s FY 2013 budget deferred pro-
curement of the lead boat from FY 2019 to 
FY 2021, with the result that the Navy’s SSBN 
force will drop to “11 or 10 boats for the period 
FY2030–FY2041.”134 The Navy may have in-
creased difficulty maintaining U.S. Strategic 
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Command’s requirement for a minimum of 
10 operational SSBNs as it strives to maintain 
the legacy Ohio-class SSBN fleet to the end of 
their 42-year service life. With little schedule 
margin until its first strategic deterrent patrol 
in FY 2031, it is easy to see why the Colum-
bia-class SSBN remains “the Navy’s number 
one acquisition priority.”135

The Columbia-class design incorporates 
several new technologies to increase its stealth 
and operational availability. The submarine 
and its life-of-ship reactor core have been de-
signed for a 42-year service life as opposed to 
the service life of the Ohio-class, which was ex-
tended from 30 years to 42 years.136 The Navy 
needs 12 Columbia-class SSBNs “to meet the 
requirement for 10 operational boats because 
the midlife overhauls of Columbia-class boats, 
which will not include a nuclear refueling, 
will require less time (about two years) than 
the midlife refueling overhauls of Ohio-class 
boats….”137 Additionally, the submarine’s elec-
tric drive propulsion motor and other stealth 
technologies will ensure that the nation’s 
SSBN force remains undetectable and surviv-
able against evolving threats into the 2080s.

Significant defects in key equipment have 
eroded some of the Columbia program’s sched-
ule margin. In 2017, “[a] manufacturing defect 
that affected the system’s first production-rep-
resentative propulsion motor required exten-
sive repair that consumed 9 months of sched-
ule margin at the land-based test facility.”138 
This was followed by the discovery in July 2018 
that 12 common missile compartment missile 
tubes produced by a single vendor had signifi-
cant welding defects because of inexperienced 
welders and inspectors.139 “While the Navy and 
shipbuilder are still determining the cost and 
schedule impacts of the weld defects,” accord-
ing to the GAO, “program officials estimated 
that addressing this issue will consume up to 
15 [months] of the 23-month schedule margin 
for these components.”140

If additional technical or production issues 
arise during the construction, Columbia’s re-
maining schedule margin could quickly evapo-
rate. On March 6, 2019, recognizing the critical 

importance of the Columbia program and its 
FY 2028 delivery deadline, the U.S. Navy an-
nounced “the establishment of Program Exec-
utive Office Columbia (PEO CLB),” which “will 
focus on the design, build, and sustainment of 
the Columbia program and associated efforts 
that include interface with Strategic Systems 
Program and the United Kingdom for the 
Dreadnought Program.”141 Assistant Secretary 
Geurts stated that:

The evolution from initial funding to 
construction, development and testing 
to serial production of 12 SSBNs will be 
crucial to meeting the National Defense 
Strategy and building the Navy the nation 
needs. PEO Columbia will work directly 
with resource sponsors, stakeholders, for-
eign partners, shipbuilders and suppliers 
to meet national priorities and deliver and 
sustain lethal capacity our warfighters 
need.142

SSNs are multi-mission platforms whose 
primary peacetime and combat missions in-
clude covert intelligence collection, surveillance, 
ASW, anti-surface warfare (ASuW), special op-
erations forces insertion/extraction, land attack 
strikes, and offensive mine warfare.143 The Vir-
ginia-class SSN will replace the aging Los An-
geles-class SSNs as the workhorse of the Navy’s 
attack submariner force. The Navy’s FY 2020 
budget requests three Virginia-class SSNs, the 
first time in over 20 years the Navy has procured 
three SSNs in one fiscal year.144 Since the ad-
vance procurement for the third Virginia-class 
SSN was not included in the Navy’s FY 2019 
budget, construction of this third submarine 
most likely will not commence until FY 2023.145 
Critical parts and equipment for this addition-
al submarine above the planned 10-submarine 
block buy have not been purchased yet, and the 
shipyards (Electric Boat and Huntington Ingalls 
Industries/Newport News Shipbuilding) have 
not planned for this submarine in their Virgin-
ia-class construction plan.

The Virginia Payload Module (VPM) is an 
84-foot-long, midbody section equipped with 
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four large-diameter, vertical launch tubes that 
can carry up to 28 additional Tomahawk mis-
siles or other payloads. VPM is being added 
to Block V Virginia-class submarines to help 
offset the retirement of the four Ohio-class 
guided missile submarines, each of which 
can carry 54 Tomahawk cruise missiles, by FY 
2028. The Block V submarines also include 
several acoustic and other technological im-
provements to maintain the Virginia class’s 
undersea superiority over Russian and Chi-
nese submarines.146

The Navy’s FY 2019 shipbuilding plan called 
for nine of the 10 Block V Virginia-class sub-
marines to include VPM. The Navy’s FY 2020 
budget and shipbuilding plan now call for eight 
of the now 11 Block V submarines to include 
VPM.147 While the Navy’s FY 2020 Block V 
Virginia-class submarine construction plan 
delivers one additional submarine, these 11 
submarines will be able to carry 28 fewer Tom-
ahawks than could be carried by the original 
10 submarines.

The FY 2020 budget request includes $806 
million to accelerate the Navy’s unmanned 
surface vessel (USV) and unmanned under-
sea vehicle (UUV) programs. The Navy had 
planned to pay for the bulk of these unmanned 
systems in FY 2020 and across the FYDP by 
canceling the USS Truman’s RCOH. With the 
reversal of this decision, if Congress does not 
provide additional funding in FY 2020 and 
beyond, these unmanned programs will be in 
jeopardy. The Navy is applying a family-of-sys-
tems approach to USVs and UUVs that incor-
porates unmanned platforms of various sizes 
to perform different missions.148

The Large USV (LUSV) program will pur-
chase two prototype vessels based on the OSD 
Strategic Capabilities Office Overlord program 
in FY 2020 to provide distributed lethality and 
increased capacity.149 The Navy also issued an 
RFP for a Medium USV (MUSV) in May 2019 
that will leverage the ONR Sea Hunter program 
to provide distributed sensing and commu-
nications relays for surface forces. The Navy 
currently has one Sea Hunter prototype, and 
a second is scheduled for delivery by late FY 

2020. The MCM USV is part of the LCS MCM 
MP and will enter low initial rate production 
(LRIP) in FY 2019.150

The Navy is purchasing 37 UUVs in FY 
2020, including two Orca Extra Large UUVs 
(XLUUV); 27 Mk-18 Knifefish MCM UUVs; 
and eight Razorback medium UUVs. The 
Navy awarded Boeing a $43 million contract 
in February 2019 to build four XLUUVs based 
on its Echo Voyager XLUUV. Orca will be pier-
launched and long-range (up to 6,500 nm) 
and will provide a large undersea payload 
capacity to support a variety of missions.151 
Knifefish entered LRIP in FY 2019 and is part 
of the LCS MCM MP providing buried un-
dersea mine detection.152 Razorback provides 
a submarine-launched and recovered UUV 
for battlespace sensing. The dry dock shel-
ter-launched version commenced delivery 
in FY 2019, and the torpedo tube–launched 
version is scheduled to begin delivery in 
FY 2020.153 The Navy is also developing the 
Snakehead Large Diameter UUV (LDUUV) to 
provide a submarine or surface ship-launched 
UUV with increased payload and range. The 
program will deliver “an operationally relevant 
prototype in 2021” and issue an RFP for a more 
capable Snakehead UUV in FY 2020.154

These USV and UUV programs have the po-
tential to provide greater dispersed maritime 
sensing and lethality, extending the fleet’s 
reach and ISR capabilities. The Navy still has 
significant testing and CONOPS development 
to conduct before they become an integral part 
of the fleet. Getting these prototype platforms 
in the hands of Navy sailors will accelerate the 
learning and technological development of un-
manned systems.

The Navy’s long-range strike capability de-
rives from its ability to launch various missiles 
and combat aircraft. As a class, naval aircraft 
are much more expensive and difficult to mod-
ernize than missiles are. Until the 1980s, the 
Navy operated several models of strike aircraft 
that included the F-14 Tomcat, A-6 Intruder, 
A-4 Skyhawk, and F/A-18 Hornet. The last of 
the A-6, A-4, and F-14 aircraft were retired, re-
spectively, in 1997, 2003, and 2006.
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Over the past 20 years, this variety has been 

winnowed to a single model: the F/A-18. The 
F/A-18A-D Legacy Hornet has served since 
1983; it is out of production and currently 
flown by 13 Marine Corps squadrons, the Naval 
Aviation Warfighting Development Center, and 
the Blue Angels. The last Navy legacy Hornet 
squadron completed its final operational de-
ployment in April 2018.155 The last operational 
legacy Hornet squadron transitioned to more 
capable and modern F/A-18E/F Super Hornets 
in February 2019.156

The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet has longer 
range, greater weapons payload, and more 
survivability than the F/A-18A-D Legacy Hor-
net and “will be the numerically predominant 
aircraft in CVWs into the 2030s.”157 The Navy’s 
FY 2020 budget request includes 24 F/A-18E/F 
Super Hornets and an additional 84 Block III 
Super Hornets over the next five years in an 
attempt to mitigate shortfalls in its strike air-
craft inventory.158 In April 2019, Rear Admiral 
Scott Conn, Director of Air Warfare (OPNAV 
N98), testified that the Navy’s strike fighter 
shortfall will reach its lowest point, 51 aircraft, 
in FY 2020 before decreasing to “single digits 
by FY ’24.”159

The EA-18G Growler is the U.S. Navy’s pri-
mary electronic attack aircraft and provides 
tactical jamming and suppression of enemy 
air defenses. The final EA-18G aircraft was de-
livered in FY 2018, bringing the total to 160 air-
craft and fulfilling “current Navy requirements 
for Airborne Electronic Attack (AEA) for nine 
CVWs and five expeditionary squadrons plus 
one reserve squadron.” The FY 2020 budget 
continues to fund additional modernization 
to ensure that the “EA-18G maintains its edge 
in the electromagnetic spectrum by providing 
robust sensing and engagement capabilities.”160

The Navy has been addressing numerous 
incidents, or physiological episodes (PEs), of 
dizziness and blackouts by F/A-18 and T-45 air-
crews over the past several years. Navy inves-
tigators have identified “multiple interrelated 
causal factors” and have instituted mitigation 
efforts that include “software modifications, 
personnel education, and equipment changes.” 

The T-45 training aircraft have undergone a 
significant reduction in PE rate with only 14 
events in over 100,000 hours flown since the 
aircraft returned to operation. Two events are 
still under investigation, and seven have been 
attributed to human factors. In addition to 
correcting the identified engine flow problem, 
the Navy is “integrating an Automatic Back-
up Oxygen System (ABOS) to improve oxygen 
generating system performance overall.”161

Implemented mitigation efforts are also im-
proving F/A-18 PE rates. F/A-18 A-D PE rates 
have fallen by almost 50 percent, a reduction 
that is attributed primarily to implementation 
of AFB (Air Frame Bulletin) 821, which “places 
life limits on seven ECS high-time components 
with the purpose of inspecting and replacing 
components as necessary to improve and base-
line system operation.” The F/A-18 Root Cause 
Corrective Action Team identified “premature 
component failure as a contributory factor in 
almost 300 PEs.” All of the identified parts are 
undergoing redesign, but only two redesigns 
will be implemented in FY 2019. A final major 
PE mitigation effort is the Navy’s ongoing de-
velopment of a new “On Board Oxygen Gener-
ating System concentrator designed to replace 
the existing concentrator currently in the F/A-
18 and EA-18 aircraft.”162

Even with the Navy’s focus on identifying 
and correcting the causes of these events, PEs 
continue to be a significant concern for the na-
val aviation community and have further re-
duced the operational availability of the Navy’s 
strike fighter and electronic attack aircraft.

The F-35C is the Navy’s largest aviation 
modernization program. This fifth-genera-
tion fighter (all F/A-18 variants are considered 
fourth-generation) has greater stealth capa-
bilities and state-of-the-art electronic systems, 
allowing it to sense its tactical environment 
and communicate with multiple other plat-
forms more effectively. The Department of the 
Navy plans to purchase 273 Navy F-35Cs and 
67 Marine Corps F-35Cs.163 The F-35 can ac-
complish a wide spectrum of missions includ-
ing strike, close air support, counter air, escort, 
and suppression of enemy air defenses.164 The 
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Navy’s objective is to “attain a ‘2+2’ mix of two 
F-35C squadrons and two F/A-18E/F Block III 
squadrons per CVW by the mid-2030s.”165

The Navy declared initial operational ca-
pability (IOC) of the F-35C in February 2019, 
explaining that:

In order to declare IOC, the first op-
erational squadron must be properly 
manned, trained and equipped to con-
duct assigned missions in support of fleet 
operations. This includes having 10 Block 
3F, F-35C aircraft, requisite spare parts, 
support equipment, tools, technical pub-
lications, training programs and a func-
tional Autonomic Logistic Information 
System (ALIS). Additionally, the ship that 
supports the first squadron must possess 
the proper infrastructure, qualifications 
and certifications.166

The F-35C IOC was postponed because 
of F-35 program development delays and 
the Navy’s unique requirement for Block 3F–
equipped F-35C aircraft.167 The Marine Corps’ 
F-35C reached IOC in 2015, and the Air Force 
declared the F-35A IOC in 2016.168 The first op-
erational F-35C deployment is scheduled for 
FY 2021 as part of Carrier Air Wing 2 onboard 
USS Carl Vinson.169

The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye is the Navy’s 
carrier-based Airborne Early Warning and 
Battle Management Command and Control 
aircraft. The E-2D forms the hub of the Na-
val Integrated Control-Counter Air system 
and provides critical Theater Air Missile and 
Missile Defense capabilities.170 The Navy’s FY 
2020 budget procures four aircraft with an ad-
ditional 14 aircraft to be procured over the next 
three years.171

The MQ-4C Triton is a land-based, high-al-
titude, long-endurance UAV that fills a “vital 
role for the Joint Forces Maritime Component 
Commander by delivering persistent and net-
ted maritime ISR and furthers our plan to re-
tire legacy EP-3E aircraft.…”172 The Navy’s FY 
2020 budget requests two aircraft on the path 
to achieving IOC in FY 2021 and eventually 

delivering five Triton orbits.173 The Navy re-
quirement is 68 Triton aircraft.174 The planned 
initial deployment of two Triton UAVs to Guam 
in FY 2018 was delayed following the Septem-
ber 2018 MQ-4C crash-landing as a result of 
technical issues with the aircraft.175

The MQ-25 Stingray is a carrier-launched 
UAV with a primary mission as a carrier-based 
tanker to extend the range of CVW with a sec-
ondary mission to provide ISR for CSGs.176 The 
FY 2020 budget requests $671.3 million to pro-
cure three system demonstration test article 
aircraft and initiate assembly of four engineer-
ing development model (EDM) aircraft.177

The National Defense Strategy’s focus on 
the return to great-power competition and 
building a more lethal force is manifested in 
the Navy’s FY 2020 budget prioritization of 

“developing and fielding new capabilities in the 
areas of unmanned vehicles, directed energy 
[weapons], artificial intelligence, hypersonics, 
and other advanced weapons technology.”178

The Navy’s FY 2020 budget requests 90 
Block V Tactical Tomahawk (TACTOM) cruise 
missiles; 156 Navigation/Communication up-
grade kits to improve performance in A2/AD 
environments; and 20 Maritime Strike Tom-
ahawk (MST) kits. It also purchases 48 Long 
Range Anti-Ship Missiles (LRASMs) that will 
provide the “ability to conduct anti-surface 
warfare (ASuW) operations against near/mid-
term high-value surface combatants protect-
ed by Integrated Air Defense Systems with 
long-range Surface-to-Air-Missiles and deny 
adversaries sanctuary of maneuver.”179 The Na-
vy’s FY 2020 Unfunded Priorities List reflects 
that the LRASM inventory “is below the To-
tal Munitions Requirement” and requests an 
additional seven LRASM missiles to “achieve 
industry’s maximum production capacity in 
FY20.”180 The LRASM “is on-track to achieve 
EOC on the Navy’s F/A-18E/F aircraft prior to 
the schedule objective of the fourth quarter of 
FY 2019.”181

The Navy has been developing prototype 
high energy laser (HEL) weapons systems for 
several years and deployed the first operation-
al HEL system, the Laser Weapons System 
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(LaWS), onboard the Afloat Forward Staging 
Base ship USS Ponce in the Persian Gulf from 
December 2014 to September 2017.182 The 
Navy’s FY 2020 budget request includes $101 
million for the Navy Laser Family of Systems 
(NLFoS) “to provide near-term, ship-based la-
ser weapon capabilities.”183 The two primary 
programs in the NLFoS are:

 l Solid State Laser Technology Maturation 
(SSL-TM), an Office of Naval Research 
program to “develop an advanced 150kW 
High Energy Laser (HEL) weapon demon-
strator that will support future laser de-
velopment with installation on an LPD17 
class ship for at sea testing in FY 2020.”184

 l Surface Navy Laser Weapon System 
(SNLWS), Increment 1, also known as the 
high-energy laser with integrated optical 
dazzler and surveillance (HELIOS), a rap-
id development effort to field an advanced 
integrated 60kW or greater laser weapon 
system with the ability to dazzle and de-
stroy ISR UAVs, defeat fast inshore attack 
craft (FIAC) and provide combat identifi-
cation and battle damage assessment.185

In March 2019, Rear Admiral Ron Boxall, 
Director of Navy Surface Warfare (OPNAV 
N96), announced that the Navy plans to in-
stall a HELIOS weapons system “aboard a West 
Coast Arleigh Burke-class Flight IIA destroyer” 
in 2021.186 The HELIOS system would be a per-
manent integrated system.187

Readiness
Admiral William Moran, Vice Chief of Naval 

Operations, testified before the Senate Armed 
Services Readiness Subcommittee in February 
2018 that:

The readiness of Naval Forces is a func-
tion of three components; people, mate-
rial and time. Buying all the people, ships 
and aircraft will not produce a ready Navy 
without the time to maintain hardware 
and time for our people to train and 

operate. Too much time operating and 
not maintaining degrades our material 
and equipment readiness. Conversely, too 
much time for maintenance has a neg-
ative impact on meeting planned train-
ing and operational schedules, and the 
corresponding negative impact on the 
readiness of our Sailors to fight. This is a 
vicious cycle that Continuing Resolutions 
and insufficient funding create by dis-
rupting the balance we need to maintain 
readiness, and our ability to grow capabil-
ity and capacity.188

From FY 2009 to FY 2017, the Department 
of Defense endured eight straight years of Con-
tinuing Resolutions (CRs) that averaged 106 
days per fiscal year; this was compounded by 
the 174-day CR in FY 2018. These CRs forced 
the Navy to operate under reduced spending 
levels and severely limited its ability to com-
plete required ship and aircraft maintenance 
and training.189 FY 2019 marked the first time 
in over a decade that the DOD and the Navy did 
not operate under a CR for at least part of the 
fiscal year. Having a full fiscal year to plan and 
execute maintenance and operations helped 
the Navy to continue its path to restoring fleet 
readiness. Admiral Richardson testified before 
the Senate Armed Services Committee in April 
2018 that it would take until 2021 or 2022 to 
restore fleet readiness to an “acceptable” level 
but that the continued lack of “stable and ad-
equate funding” would delay these efforts.190

Assessing the readiness of individual na-
val ships and their sailors can be extremely 
difficult. First, official readiness data on each 
Navy ship, submarine, or aircraft squadron are 
maintained and promulgated via the classified 
Defense Readiness Reporting Network–Navy. 
The readiness level of each ship and its crew 
will also vary significantly over the 36-month 
OFRP cycle as the ship conducts various main-
tenance, training, and certifications in prepa-
ration for its operational deployment.

Because the demands of material readiness 
and operational readiness are sometimes in 
opposition to each other, these two critical 
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readiness components may not always be in 
sync. For example, although the operational 
readiness of a ship’s crew just completing a 
seven-month overseas deployment will be very 
high, its material readiness could be lower be-
cause periodic maintenance and repairs could 
not be completed during deployment. While 
determining the readiness of individual ships 
can be problematic, overall fleet readiness can 
be assessed based on operational demand and 
reports on fleet training, maintenance, and 
fleet manning.

Like the other services, the Navy had to ded-
icate readiness funding to the immediate needs 
of various engagements around the globe for 
several years. As a result, maintenance and 
training for non-deployed ships and sailors 
were not prioritized. Deferral of ship and air-
craft depot maintenance because funding is 
inadequate or public shipyards lack sufficient 

capacity has had a ripple effect on the whole 
fleet. When ships and aircraft are finally able 
to begin depot maintenance, their material 
condition is worse than normal because of the 
delay and high operational tempo (OPTEMPO) 
of the past 15 years. This in turn causes main-
tenance to take longer than scheduled, which 
leads to further delays in fleet depot mainte-
nance and increases the demands placed on 
ships and aircraft that are still operational. 
Correcting these maintenance backlogs will 
require a level of stable funding that is suffi-
cient to defray the costs of ship maintenance 
and modernize the public shipyards.

These maintenance and readiness issues 
also affect the Navy’s capacity by significant-
ly reducing the numbers of operational ships 
and aircraft available to support the combatant 
commanders. For example, between 2012 and 
2018, ship maintenance delays resulted in the 
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FIGURE 7

Ship Maintenance Delays Limit U.S. Navy
Maintenance delays have led to thousands of days in which ships were unavailable 
for training and operations, e�ectively diminishing the size of the Navy. Figures 
shown below are the average number of ships lost per year for 2012–2018 due to 
maintenance delays.
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loss of 1,207 aircraft carrier, 18,581 surface ship, 
and 7,321 submarine operational days.191 This 
is the equivalent of losing 0.5 aircraft carriers, 
7.3 surface ships, and 2.9 submarines from fleet 
operations each year. In FY 2018, even with 
additional readiness funding, maintenance 
delay days increased for aircraft carriers, sur-
face ships, and submarines.192 The almost six-
month FY 2018 CR also helped to delay the 
start of new depot maintenance last year. The 
domino effect of cascading deferred mainte-
nance has led to a $763 million shortfall in sur-
face ship and submarine depot maintenance 
funding in FY 2020.193

The USS Boise has become the poster child 
for excessive submarine maintenance backlogs. 
Her certification for submerged operations 
expired in 2016 when Norfolk Naval Shipyard 
was unable to commence Boise’s scheduled 
depot maintenance for over three years.194 No 
longer able to operate at sea, as of May 25, 2019, 
USS Boise has sat pierside for over 1,088 days 
(almost three years) awaiting commencement 
of her depot maintenance.

After awarding a contract to Huntington In-
galls/Newport News Shipbuilding (HII/NNS), 
USS Boise was scheduled to begin maintenance 
in January 2019.195 Because of continued de-
lays with overhauls of USS Helena and USS 
Columbus, however, USS Boise remains with-
out an official start date for her maintenance.196 
During a May 9, 2019, readiness hearing, Ad-
miral Moran informed Congress that the Navy 
had deferred Boise’s depot maintenance until 
FY 2020 because of funding and shipyard ca-
pacity issues.197

Funding ship maintenance at the maximum 
executable capacity of both public and private 
shipyards in FY 2020 can address only 95 per-
cent of the required maintenance, a decrease 
from a 96 percent execution in FY 2019.198 
Funding FY 2020 aviation maintenance at the 
maximum executable level of the depots can 
meet only 95 percent of the requirement, an 
increase from FY 2019’s 92 percent execution 
rate.199

Since the Navy cannot meet its current 
maintenance demands, the maintenance 

backlog will continue to grow until the ca-
pacities of the ship and aviation maintenance 
enterprise exceed the annual maintenance 
requirements. As the fleet grows to 355 ships 
over the next 15 years, the mounting mainte-
nance needs will stress not only shipyard re-
pair capacity, but also future Navy budgets. For 
example, the Navy’s fleet sustainment costs 
(manpower, operations, and maintenance) will 
rise from approximately $24 billion in FY 2020 
to $30 billion in FY 2024.200

The FY 2019 NDAA funded increasing the 
public shipyard workforce by 1,414 workers, 
and the Navy’s FY 2020 budget requests an ad-
ditional 1,223 workers.201 Even with the hiring 
of additional shipyard workers over the past 
three years, the public (government-owned) 
shipyards can still not keep up with ship and 
submarine maintenance demands. Newly 
hired shipyard workers do not immediately 
translate into increased productivity. Since it 
can take up to five years to become fully trained 
and proficient, depending on the specific skill 
set of the new workers, the true impact of the 
larger shipyard workforce will not be felt for 
several years.

Recognizing the importance of the Navy’s 
four public shipyards to fleet readiness and na-
tional defense, Naval Sea Systems Command 
(NAVSEA) completed its Shipyard Optimiza-
tion and Recapitalization Plan in September 
2018. This plan lays out the framework and 
investment plan to modernize the public ship-
yards through three primary focus areas: dry 
dock recapitalization ($4 billion); facility lay-
out and optimization ($14 billion); and capital 
equipment modernization ($3 billion).202 The 
Navy commenced this $21 billion, 20-year pub-
lic shipyard optimization plan in FY 2019.

In response to NDS guidance and “require-
ments for sustaining the Navy the nation 
needs,” the Navy developed its inaugural Na-
val Sea System Command Long-Range Plan for 
the Maintenance and Modernization of Naval 
Vessels for Fiscal Year 2020. The plan compli-
ments the Navy’s annual 30-year shipbuild-
ing plan and “describes the Navy’s continued 
challenges with high-tempo operations that 
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[have] resulted in a maintenance backlog and 
reduced readiness rates for Navy ships.” It also 
captures key efforts across private and public 
shipyards, as well as the industrial base, to im-
prove maintenance capacity and capabilities. 
Finally, it commits the Navy to the develop-
ment of “long-range maintenance and mod-
ernization requirements based on technical 
analysis and condition assessment of the fleet 
driven by the number of ships in the FY 2020 
Shipbuilding Plan.”203

This long-term maintenance and modern-
ization plan will be critical to leveraging both 
public and private shipyard capacity most 
efficiently to reduce maintenance backlogs 
while supporting a growing fleet size. Pro-
viding private shipyards with several years to 
plan depot-level maintenance will enable more 
thorough maintenance planning and dry dock 
utilization, ultimately resulting in shorter and 
more cost-effective maintenance availabilities.

Ship and aircraft operations and training 
are just as critical to fleet readiness as mainte-
nance is. The Navy’s FY 2020 budget supports 
the OFRP and forward deployed presence re-
quirements by funding ship operations for de-
ployed and non-deployed forces at a rate of 58 
days and 24 days underway per quarter, respec-
tively.204 In addition, flight hours are funded to 
achieve a T-rating of 2.0 for nine Navy carrier 
air wings supporting the “requirements of de-
ployed units, units training in preparation to 
deploy, and the maximum executable require-
ments of non-deployed units for sustainment 
and maintenance readiness levels.”205 T-rating 
is measured on a scale of 1.0–4.0 and “describes 
a unit’s capability to execute its mission essen-
tial tasks (METs).” A T-rating of 2.0 means that 
a squadron or air wing is “able to complete 80 
percent of its METs.”206

The Navy’s aviation readiness is also suffer-
ing because of deferred maintenance, delayed 
modernization, and high OPTEMPO. An April 
2018 Military Times report revealed that over 
the past five years, naval aviation mishaps had 
increased 82 percent across the entire fleet 
but 108 percent for F/A-18E/F Super Hornets. 
Although analysis showed numerous causes 

behind individual accidents, this abrupt rise 
began after 2013, the first year that Budget 
Control Act (BCA) sequestration limits took 
effect. The Navy made cuts in aviation main-
tenance and spare parts to meet budget caps 
while operational demand was simultaneous-
ly increasing. For example, F/A-18E/F Super 
Hornets “conducted 18,000 more flight hours 
in 2017 than in 2013.”207

The naval aviation community made ex-
treme efforts to gain every bit of readiness 
possible with the existing fleet, but even these 
efforts cannot solve the problems of too little 
money, too few usable assets, and too much 
work. Consistent with its policy of “supporting 
deployed and next to deploy forces,” the Navy 
was “forced to cannibalize aircraft, parts and 
people” to ensure that deploying squadrons 
had sufficient operational aircraft and per-
sonnel to operate safely and effectively. More-
over, “to properly man the required Carrier Air 
Wings either on deployment or on preparing to 
deploy at mandated levels of 95%, there are not 
enough Sailors left to fill the two remaining Air 
Wings in their maintenance phase.”208

On September 17, 2018, then-Secretary of 
Defense James Mattis issued a memorandum 
tasking the military service secretaries with 

“achieving a minimum of 80% mission capabil-
ity rates for our FY 2019 Navy and Air Force 
F-35, F-22, F-16, and F-18 inventories—assets 
that form the backbone of our tactical air pow-
er—and reducing these platforms’ operating 
and maintenance costs every year, starting in 
FY 2019.”209

A Naval Air Forces spokesman informed 
USNI News that before the memo’s release, 
the “latest combined Super Hornet readiness 
number was 53.3 percent.”210 In response to 
the Mattis memorandum, Navy leadership 
commenced working with the commercial 
airline industry to improve the efficiency of 
F/A-18 aviation maintenance and spare parts 
logistics.211 These efforts have led to significant 
improvements both in the plane’s maintenance 
efficiency and in its Mission Capable rate. 
In April 2019, Rear Admiral Conn informed 
Congress that “we’ve reduced the planned 
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maintenance interval for Super Hornets from 
120 to 60 days” and that the Super Hornet Mis-
sion Capable rate has been fluctuating between 
63 and 76 percent.212 Vice Admiral Mathias 
Winter, Joint Strike Fighter Program Direc-
tor, testified that as of April 2019, the F-35C’s 
Mission Capable rate was 84 percent.213

During the summer of 2017, the U.S. Navy 
experienced the worst peacetime surface ship 
collisions in over 41 years when the USS John 
S. McCain (DDG 56) and USS Fitzgerald (DDG 
62) collided with commercial vessels, claim-
ing the lives of 17 sailors, during two unrelated 
routine “independent steaming” operations in 
the western Pacific Ocean. These tragic inci-
dents, coupled with the USS Antietam (CG 54) 
grounding and the USS Lake Champlain (CG 
57) collision earlier in 2017, raised significant 
concerns about the readiness and operation-
al proficiency of the U.S. Navy’s surface fleet. 
Admiral Richardson responded by ordering 
a “service wide operational pause” to review 
practices throughout the fleet.214 The Depart-
ment of the Navy conducted two major reviews 
to examine root causes and recommended cor-
rective actions both for the surface fleet and 
fleet-wide.

In October 2017, at the direction of the 
Vice Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Phil 
Davidson, then Commander, Fleet Forc-
es Command, completed a Comprehensive 
Review of Recent Surface Force Incidents to 
determine the improvements or changes 
needed to make the surface force safer and 
more effective. Admiral Davidson’s review 
addressed training and professional develop-
ment; “operational and mission certification 
of deployed ships with particular emphasis on 
ships based in Japan”; “deployed operational 
employment and risk management”; “materi-
al readiness of electronic systems to include 
navigation equipment, surface search radars, 
propulsion and steering systems”; and “the 
practical utility and certification of current 
navigation and combat systems equipment 
including sensors, tracking systems, displays 
and internal communication systems.”215 His 
report recommended 58 actions to correct 

deficiencies across the “Doctrine, Organiza-
tion, Training, Material, Leadership and Edu-
cation, Personnel, and Facilities (DOTMLPF)” 
spectrum.216

The Secretary of the Navy directed a team 
of senior civilian executives and former senior 
military officers to conduct a Strategic Read-
iness Review examining issues of governance, 
accountability, operations, organizational 
structure, manning, and training over the 
past three-plus decades to identify trends and 
contributing factors that have compromised 
fleet performance and readiness. The report 
identifies four broad strategic recommenda-
tions that the Navy must address to arrest the 
erosion of readiness and reverse the “normal-
ization-of-deviation” that led to a gradual deg-
radation of standards:

 l “The creation of combat ready forces 
must take equal footing with meeting 
the immediate demands of Combat-
ant Commanders.”

 l “The Navy must establish realistic limits 
regarding the number of ready ships and 
sailors and, short of combat, not acquiesce 
to emergent requirements with assets 
that are not fully ready.”

 l “The Navy must realign and streamline 
its command and control structures to 
tightly align responsibility, authority, 
and accountability.”

 l “Navy leadership at all levels must foster a 
culture of learning and create the struc-
tures and processes that fully embrace 
this commitment.”217

After more than a year of repairs, USS Fitz-
gerald finally left the dry dock at Ingalls Ship-
building on April 16, 2019. Fitzgerald has been 
out of commission since its June 17, 2017, col-
lision. Although the Navy has not released a 
projected date for the final completion of all re-
pairs and her return to operations, a NAVSEA 
official did provide the following statement:
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Since the ship’s arrival in Pascagoula in 
January 2018, work has focused on restor-
ing the integrity of the hull and topside 
structures that were damaged during a 
collision in 2017….

To restore the impacted spaces to full 
operations and functionality, various Hull, 
Mechanical and Electrical (HM&E), Combat 
System (CS) and Command, Control, Com-
munications, Computers and Intelligence 
(C5I) repairs are being conducted. These 
repairs range from partial to complete 
refurbishment of impacted spaces to re-
placement of equipment such as the radar 
and electronic warfare suite. The ship is 
also receiving HM&E, Combat System and 
C5I modernization upgrades. Due to the 
extent and complexity of the restoration, 
both repair and new construction proce-
dures are being used to accomplish the 
restoration and modernization efforts.218

USS McCain left the dry dock in Yokosu-
ka in November 2018 after nine months and 
was still undergoing pierside repairs to return 

her to operation as of May 2019. In addition 
to repairing damage from her collision, “[t]he 
ongoing availability also includes completing 
maintenance work that had previously been 
deferred….”219 The Navy is taking advantage of 
these extended repair availabilities to conduct 
additional maintenance and modernization, 
but the fact that these two warships have been 
non-operational for almost two years still high-
lights how complex and time-consuming major 
repairs to modern warships can be. It is hoped 
that the Navy can learn from these repairs and 
develop plans for expedited repairs to battle 
force ships damaged in any future conflict.

Despite the fact that the Navy has imple-
mented several maintenance and training re-
forms to improve fleet and aviation readiness, 
it will take several years of Navy leadership 
oversight and stable funding to ensure that the 
Navy’s sailors and platforms are ready to com-
pete and win against great-power competitors if 
called upon to do so. It is also worth noting again 
that the Navy’s own readiness assessments are 
based on the ability to execute a strategy that 
assumes a force-sizing construct that is smaller 
than the one prescribed by this Index.

Scoring the U.S. Navy
Capacity Score: Weak

The Navy is unusual relative to the other 
services in that its capacity requirements must 
meet two separate objectives. First, during 
peacetime, the Navy must maintain a global 
forward presence both to deter potential ag-
gressors from conflict and to assure our allies 
and maritime partners that the nation remains 
committed to defending its national security 
interests and alliances. This enduring peace-
time requirement to maintain a sufficient 
quantity of ships constantly forward deployed 
around the world is the driving force behind 
ship force structure requirements: enough 
ships to ensure that the Navy can provide the 
necessary global presence.

On the other hand, the Navy also must be 
able to fight and win wars. In this case, the 

expectation is to be able to fight and win two 
simultaneous or nearly simultaneous MRCs. 
When thinking about naval combat power in 
this way, the defining metric is not necessar-
ily a total ship count, but rather the carrier 
strike groups, amphibious ships, and subma-
rines deemed necessary to win both the naval 
component of a war and the larger war effort 
by means of strike missions inland or cutting 
off the enemy’s maritime access to sources of 
supply. An accurate assessment of Navy capaci-
ty takes into account both sets of requirements 
and scores to the larger requirement.

It should be noted that the scoring in this 
Index includes the Navy’s fleet of ballistic 
missile (SSBN) and fast attack submarines 
(SSN) to the extent that they contribute to 
the overall size of the battle fleet and with 
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general comment on the status of their re-
spective modernization programs. Because of 
their unique characteristics and the missions 
they perform, their detailed readiness rates 
and actual use in peacetime and planned use 
in war are classified. Nevertheless, the various 
references consulted are fairly consistent, both 
with respect to the numbers recommended for 
the overall fleet and with respect to the Navy’s 
shipbuilding plan.

An SSBN’s sole mission is strategic nucle-
ar deterrence, for which it carries long-range 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles. They 
provide the most survivable leg of America’s 
strategic nuclear deterrent force. In contrast, 
as noted, SSNs are multi-mission platforms 
whose primary peacetime and combat mis-
sions include covert intelligence collection, 
surveillance, ASW, ASuW, special operations 
forces insertion/extraction, land attack strikes, 
and offensive mine warfare.220

Two-MRC Requirement. This Index uses 
the fleet size required for the Navy “to meet a 

simultaneous or nearly simultaneous two-war 
or two–major regional contingency (MRC)” as 
the benchmark against which to measure ser-
vice capacity. This benchmark consists of the 
force necessary to “fight and win two MRCs 
and a 20 percent margin that serves as a stra-
tegic reserve.” A strategic reserve is necessary 
because deployment of 100 percent of the fleet 
at any one time is extremely improbable and 
risky. Enduring requirements like training 
and maintenance make such deployment of 
the entire fleet infeasible, and committing 100 
percent of the battle force would leave the na-
tion without any resources available to handle 
emergent crises.

The primary elements of naval combat 
power during an MRC operation derive from 
carrier strike groups (which include squadrons 
of strike and electronic warfare aircraft as well 
as support ships) and amphibious assault ca-
pacity. Since the Navy maintains a constantly 
deployed global peacetime presence, many of 
its fleet requirements are beyond the scope of 

A  heritage.org
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Navy, Naval Vessel Register, “Fleet Size,” 
http://www.nvr.navy.mil/NVRSHIPS/FLEETSIZE.HTML (accessed September 11, 2019).

TABLE 2

Navy Force Structure Assessment

Ship Type/Class Current Fleet 
2016 Force Structure 

Assessment
2020 Index 

Recommendation

Ballistic Missile Submarines  14   12   12

Aircraft Carriers 11   12   13

Large Surface Combatants  89 104 105 

Small Surface Combatants  30   52   71

Attack Submarines 50   66   65

Guided Missile Submarines  4     0     0

Amphibious Warships 32   38   45 

Combat Logistics Force 29   32   54 

Command and Support 31   39   35 

Total 290 355 400
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the two-MRC construct, but it is nevertheless 
important to observe the historical context of 
naval deployments during a major theater war.

Thirteen Carrier Strike Groups. The 
goal for the Navy’s aircraft carrier fleet is de-
rived from analysis of the Joint Force wartime 
planning scenarios and meets the GFMAP goal 
for continuous 2.0 CSG forward presence and 
3.0 CSG 30-day surge deployment capacity. 
The U.S. Navy has deployed an average of six 
aircraft carriers to support major U.S. military 
operations since the end of the Cold War; key 
examples include combat operations in Ku-
wait in 1991, Afghanistan in 2001, and Iraq in 
2003.221 As summarized by the Congressional 
Budget Office:

Maintaining a fleet of 11 carriers would 
usually allow 5 of them to be available 
within 30 days for a crisis or conflict (the 
rest would be undergoing scheduled 
maintenance or taking part in training 
exercises and would be unready for 
combat). Within 90 days, the Navy would 
generally have seven carriers available. 
A larger carrier force would be able to 
provide more ships for a conflict, and a 
smaller force fewer.222

This correlates with the recommendations 
of numerous force-sizing assessments, from 
the 1993 Bottom-Up Review (BUR)223 to the 
Navy’s 2016 Force Structure Assessment,224 
each of which recommended at least 11 air-
craft carriers.

Assuming that 11 aircraft carriers are re-
quired to engage simultaneously in two MRCs, 
and assuming that the Navy ideally should 
have a 20 percent strategic reserve in order to 
avoid having to commit 100 percent of its CSGs 
and to account for scheduled maintenance, the 
Navy should maintain 13 CSGs. Several Na-
vy-specific metrics regarding fleet readiness 
and deployment cycles support a minimum 
of at least a 20 percent capacity margin above 
fleet operational requirements.225

The November 2017 Chief of Naval Op-
erations Instruction 3501.316C, “Force 

Composition of Afloat Navy and Naval Groups,” 
provides the most current guidance on CSG 
baseline capabilities and force mix:

 l Five to seven air and missile defense–ca-
pable large surface combatant ships (guid-
ed missile cruiser (CG) or guided missile 
destroyer (DDG)) to conduct anti-ship 
missile and anti-air warfare defense;

 l A naval integrated fire control, counter air–
capable cruiser as the preferred ship for 
the air and missile defense commander;

 l No fewer than three cruise missile land 
attack–capable (such as Tomahawk land 
attack missile or follow-on weapon) large 
surface combatant ships;

 l No fewer than three surface warfare 
cruise missile–capable (such as Harpoon 
or follow-on weapon) large surface com-
batant ships;

 l No fewer than four multi-functional tacti-
cal towed array systems; and

 l One fast combat support (T-AOE) or 
equivalent pair of dry cargo and ammuni-
tion (T-AKE) and fleet replenishment oil-
er (T-AO) combat logistics force ships.226

Although not mentioned in this instruction, 
historically, at least one SSN was typically as-
signed to a CSG during the Cold War.227

Based on these requirements and the capa-
bilities of current and planned ship classes, the 
nominal CSG force composition to possess the 
capacity needed to support a major regional 
conflict is:

 l One nuclear-powered aircraft carrier;

 l One carrier air wing (CVW);

 l One guided missile cruiser;

 l Four guided missile destroyers;
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 l Two guided missile frigates;

 l Two nuclear-powered attack submarines;

 l One fast combat support ship or pair of 
one dry cargo and ammunition and one 
fleet replenishment oiler; and

 l Until the Navy’s new FFG(X) becomes 
operational, a nominal CSG that consists 
of six instead of four DDGs.

Thirteen Carrier Air Wings. In the 
above-referenced examples,228 each carrier 
deployed for combat operations was equipped 
with a carrier air wing, making five to six air 
wings necessary for each of the major contin-
gencies listed. The strategic documents differ 
slightly in this regard because each document 
suggests that one less carrier air wing than the 
number of aircraft carriers is sufficient.

A carrier air wing customarily includes four 
strike fighter squadrons.229 Twelve aircraft typ-
ically comprise one Navy strike fighter squad-
ron, so at least 48 strike fighter aircraft are re-
quired for each carrier air wing. To support 13 
carrier air wings, the Navy therefore needs a 
minimum of 624 strike fighter aircraft.230

Fifteen Expeditionary Strike Groups. 
The 1993 BUR recommended a fleet of 41 large 
amphibious vessels to support the operations of 
2.5 Marine Expeditionary Brigades (MEBs).231 
Since then, the Marine Corps has expressed a 
need to be able to perform two MEB-level op-
erations simultaneously, which would require 
a fleet of 38 amphibious vessels.232

The number of amphibious vessels required 
in combat operations has declined since the 
Korean War, which employed 34 amphibi-
ous vessels. For example, 26 were deployed 
in Vietnam; 21 were deployed for the Persian 
Gulf War; and only seven supported Operation 
Iraqi Freedom, which did not require as large a 
sea-based expeditionary force.233 The Persian 
Gulf War is the most pertinent example for to-
day because it was a two-MEB operation, the 
capabilities of this 1991 amphibious force are 
similar to present-day amphibious ships, and 

the modern requirements for an MEB most 
closely resemble this engagement.234

The Marine Corps describes an MEB Am-
phibious Assault Task Force (AATF) as con-
sisting of five amphibious transport dock ships 
(LPDs); five dock landing ships (LSDs); and five 
amphibious assault ships, either landing ship 
assault (LHA) or landing helicopter dock (LH-
D).235 In conjunction with the Navy’s Expedi-
tionary Strike Group definition, five ESGs com-
pose one MEB AATF.236 The Navy also specifies 
that for an ESG, “other forces assigned” such 
as “surface combatants and auxiliary support 
vessels will be similar to those assigned to a 
CSG dependent on the threat and capabilities 
of the ships assigned.”237

Based on these requirements and defini-
tions, the nominal ESG engaged in an MRC 
would include:

 l One landing ship assault or landing heli-
copter dock,

 l One amphibious transport dock,

 l One amphibious dock landing ship,

 l Two guided missile destroyers,

 l Two guided missile frigates, and

 l One fast combat support ship or pair con-
sisting of one dry cargo and ammunition 
and one fleet replenishment oiler.

Two simultaneous MEB-level operations 
therefore require a minimum of 10 ESGs or 
30 operational amphibious warships. The 
1996 and 2001 QDRs each recommended 12 
amphibious ready groups. While the Marine 
Corps has consistently advocated a fleet of 38 
amphibious vessels to execute its two-MEB 
strategy,238 it is more prudent to field a fleet 
of at least 45 amphibious ships. This incorpo-
rates a more conservative assumption that 12 
ESGs could be required in a two-MRC scenar-
io against near-peer adversaries in addition to 
ensuring a strategic reserve of 20 percent.239
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Total Ship Requirement. This Index as-

sesses that a minimum of 400 U.S. Navy battle 
force ships is required to provide:

 l The 13 carrier strike groups and 15 expedi-
tionary strike groups required to meet the 
simultaneous two-MRC construct;

 l The historical steady-state demand of ap-
proximately 100 ships constantly forward 
deployed in key regions around the world; 
and

 l Sufficient capacity to maintain the Navy’s 
ships properly and ensure that its sailors 
are adequately trained to “fight tonight.”

The bulk of the Navy’s battle force ships are 
not directly supporting a CSG or ESG during 
peacetime operations. Many surface vessels 
and attack submarines deploy independently, 
which is often why their requirements exceed 
those of a CSG. The same can be said of the bal-
listic missile submarine (nuclear missiles) and 
guided missile submarine (conventional cruise 
missiles), which operate independently of an 
aircraft carrier.

This Index’s benchmark of 400 battle force 
ships is informed by previous naval force struc-
ture assessments and government reports as 
well as independent analysis incorporating the 
simultaneous two-MRC requirement, CSG and 
ESG composition, and other naval missions 
and requirements. Because they have not yet 
matured sufficiently to replace manned ships 
or submarines in the battle force, unmanned 
systems are not included in the recommended 
fleet composition. Ship classes that are not cur-
rent programs of record also were not includ-
ed in this assessment because notional ship 
designs do not have validated requirements, 
their capabilities are unknown, and they have 
no assurance of being built.240

The most significant differences between 
this updated total ship requirement and the 
Navy’s 2016 FSA are in SSC and CLF ships. 
The increase in SSCs from the Navy require-
ment of 52 to 71 is driven primarily by the 

assessed CSG and ESG compositions, which 
include two FFGs per strike group. The two-
MRC ESG and CSG demand alone requires 56 
FFGs in addition to the continued requirement 
for a combination of least 15 MCM ships and 
MIW LCSs. Similarly, the CLF requirement of 
54 ships is dependent on the logistics demands 
of the two-MRC requirement of 13 operational 
CSGs and 12 ESGs. Since the Navy possesses 
only two T-AOEs that can each support the 
fuel and ammunition needs of a strike group, 
a pair of single-purpose T-AOs and T-AKEs is 
required for each CSG and ESG.

While a 400-ship fleet is significantly larger 
than the Navy’s current 355-ship requirement, 
it should be noted that the final 2016 FSA re-
quirement of 355 ships was based on the previ-
ous Administration’s “Defeat/Deny” Defense 
Planning Guidance and “delivers future steady 
state and warfighting requirements with an ac-
ceptable degree of risk.”241 The Navy’s analysis 
determined that a 459-ship force was “needed 
to achieve the Navy’s mission with reasonable 
expectations of success without incurring sig-
nificant losses” but that it was “unreasonable…
to assume we would have the resources to 
aspire to a force of this size with this mix of 
ships.”242 Finally, this FSA has not been up-
dated to address the 2018 National Defense 
Strategy, which reestablished “[l]ong-term 
strategic competitions with China and Russia” 
as the DOD’s “principal priorities.”243

The numerical values used in the score col-
umn refer to the five-grade scale explained ear-
lier in this section, where 1 is “very weak” and 5 
is “very strong.” Taking the Index requirement 
for Navy ships as the benchmark, the Navy’s 
current battle forces fleet capacity of 289 ships, 
planned fleet of 296 ships by the end of FY 2019, 
and revised fleet size (implied by both the 2018 
NDS, which highlights great-power competi-
tion, and analysis of the Navy’s history of em-
ployment in major conflicts) result in a score 
of “weak,” which is unchanged from the 2019 
Index. Depending on the Navy’s ability to fund 
more aggressive growth options and SLEs as 
identified in the FY 2020 30-year shipbuild-
ing plan; the Columbia-class ballistic missile 
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submarine and Ford-class aircraft carrier pro-
grams that will consume a significant portion 
of the current shipbuilding budget per hull; 
and the growing number of ship and subma-
rine retirements, the Navy’s capacity score 
could fall further in the “weak” category in the 
near future.

Capability Score: Marginal
The Navy’s overall capability score re-

mained “marginal.” This was consistent across 
all four components of the capability score: 

“Age of Equipment,” “Capability of Equip-
ment,” “Size of Modernization Program,” and 

“Health of Modernization Programs.” Given the 
number of programs, ship classes, and types 
of aircraft involved, the details that informed 
the capability assessment are presented more 
accessibly in a tabular format as shown in 
the Appendix.

Readiness Score: Marginal
The Navy’s readiness score also remained 

“marginal.” This assessment combines two ma-
jor elements of naval readiness: the ability to 
provide both the required levels of presence 
around the globe and surge capacity on a con-
sistent basis. As elaborated below, the Navy’s 
ability to maintain required presence in key 
regions is “strong,” but its ability to surge to 
meet combat requirements ranges from “weak” 
to “very weak” depending on how one defines 
the requirement. In both cases—presence and 
surge—the Navy has sacrificed long-term read-
iness to meet current operational demands for 
many years.

Although the Navy has prioritized restoring 
readiness through increased maintenance and 
training since 2017, as Admiral Richardson has 
stated, it will take at least until 2022 for the 
Navy to restore its readiness to required lev-
els.244 To improve personnel readiness:

The FY 2020 Military Personnel, Navy 
budget request is 5,100 higher than the 
end strength in FY 2019 and supports 
Navy manpower, personnel, training, and 
education. To ensure success, the Navy 

has made investments in special and 
incentive pays, critical to recruiting and 
retaining the very best people our nation 
has to offer.

Furthermore, the FY 2020 request in-
creases funding and strength for phased 
increases in manpower for expeditionary 
and aviation operational units, re-estab-
lishment of U.S. Second Fleet, production 
recruiters to support increased accession 
mission capacity, DDG-51 Arleigh Burke 
class destroyer new construction crews 
and class manpower increases, helicop-
ter maritime strike (MH-60R Seahawk) 
squadron new construction and manpower 
requirements, changes to CVN 79 Gerald R. 
Ford class aircraft carrier new construction 
crew resulting from updated crew phasing, 
increases to expeditionary mine counter-
measures mission, and the necessary 
capabilities required for increased enlisted 
and officer accession capacity of 42,000 
and 4,500 respectively.245

Although the Navy is working proactively 
to address manning shortfalls and anticipate 
the demands of a growing fleet, there are some 
challenges. In February 2019, Admiral Christo-
pher Grady, Commander, United States Fleet 
Forces Command, informed Congress that the 
Navy is short about 6,200 sailors to meet at-sea 
manning requirements.246 After insufficient 
crew manning was found to be a contributing 
factor in the Fitzgerald and McCain fatal col-
lisions, the Navy reassessed and increased the 
required number of sailors on all ship classes. 
The increase in ship crew size from 4 percent 
to 14 percent across the fleet contributed to 
this manning shortfall. The average crew size 
of an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer has grown 
from 240 sailors in 2017 to 272 sailors in 2019 
on the path to reaching the new requirement 
of 318 sailors in FY 2023.247

The Navy barely exceeded its FY 2018 re-
cruiting goal of 39,000 new sailors by only 18 
recruits.248 The Navy has assessed that its total 
manpower will need to grow by approximately 
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35,000 sailors to support a 355-ship Navy. The 
Navy faces several challenges in meeting the 
growing fleet demand for sailors: A strong U.S. 
economy increases the competition to hire 
young adults; only approximately 29 percent 
of young adults qualify to join the military; and 
only 7 percent of young Americans are inter-
ested in enlisting in the Navy.

The Navy is taking proactive approaches to 
meet these challenges head on by increasing 
the number of recruiters; focusing 70 percent 
of its recruiting campaigns on digital plat-
forms; reassessing some outdated recruiting 
policies; and offering targeted recruitment bo-
nuses for critical Navy occupations such as nu-
clear power specialties, SEALs, and explosive 
ordnance disposal technicians.249 These efforts 
should have a positive impact on the recruit-
ment and retention of sailors, and Navy leader-
ship must continue to prioritize and fund these 
initiatives not only to recruit, but also to retain 
more sailors as the fleet grows.

Though the Navy has been able to main-
tain approximately a third of its fleet globally 
deployed, and while the OFRP has improved 
readiness for individual hulls by restricting 
deployment increases, demand still exceeds 
the supply of ready ships needed to meet the 
operational demand of CCDRs sustainably. Ad-
miral Moran expressed deep concern about the 
Navy’s ability to meet the nation’s needs in a 
time of conflict in this exchange with Senator 
Joni Ernst (R–IA) in 2016:

Senator Ernst: …If our Navy had to answer 
to two or more of the so-called four-plus-
one threats today, could we do that?

Admiral Moran: …[W]e are at a point right 
now…that our ability to surge beyond our 
current force that’s forward is very limited, 
which should give you a pretty good 
indication that it would be challenging to 
meet the current guidance to defeat and 
deny in two conflicts.250

Three surface ship collisions and one 
grounding that resulted in the loss of 17 sailors 

in the Pacific during 2017 revealed how signif-
icant the Navy’s and specifically its surface 
fleet’s readiness crisis had become. The Chief 
of Naval Operations, Admiral Richardson, re-
sponded with a directive that “an operational 
pause be taken in all fleets around the world 
and that a comprehensive review be launched 
that examines the training and certification 
of forward-deployed forces as well as a wide 
span of factors that may have contributed to 
the recent costly incidents.”251

The GAO also conducted its own readiness 
reviews. One of its most disturbing findings was 
a lack of formal dedicated training and deploy-
ment certification time for the Japan-based 
ships compared to the CONUS-based ships 
whose OFRP cycle ensures that all ships are 
properly trained and mission certified before 
being forward deployed. Since the Japan-based 
ships are in a permanently deployed status, 
and in an effort to meet the ever-increasing 
demand, these ships were not provided any 
dedicated training time, and by June 2017, 37 
percent of their warfare certifications were ex-
pired. Pacific Fleet leadership had increasingly 
waived these expired certifications to deploy 
these ships, and the GAO discovered that these 
waivers increased fivefold between 2015 and 
2017.252

Another critical finding was the lack of ba-
sic seamanship proficiency, not just among the 
crews of USS John S. McCain and USS Fitzger-
ald, but across the surface warfare communi-
ty. Surface Warfare Officer School seamanship 
competency checks of 196 first sea tour Officer 
of the Deck–qualified junior officers during 
the spring of 2018 revealed that evaluations 
of almost 84 percent of these officers revealed 

“some concerns” or “significant concerns.”253

The readiness reviews recommended sev-
eral corrective actions to improve the material 
condition of Navy ships as well as the profes-
sional training and operational proficiency of 
their crews. For example:

 l Cancellation of all risk-assessment mit-
igation plans (RAMPs) and waivers for 
expired mission certifications.254
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 l A new 24-month force generation plan 

for all Japan-based ships that includes 
18 weeks of dedicated training time and 
seven months of maintenance time.255

 l Ready for Sea Assessments on Ja-
pan-based “cruisers and destroyers, with 
the exception of those completing or in 
maintenance, in order to re-baseline ex-
isting afloat certifications.”256

 l A redesigned Surface Warfare Officer 
(SWO) career path that increases pro-
fessional and seamanship training, adds 
individual proficiency assessments, and 
increases at-sea time.257

In January 2018, Under Secretary of the 
Navy Thomas Modly established a Readiness 
Reform and Oversight Council (RROC) to 

“oversee and ensure the implementation of 
Strategic Readiness Review (SRR) and Com-
prehensive Review (CR) recommendations” as 
well as to “assess the overall health and effec-
tiveness of DON efforts to reform and improve 
readiness.”258 Admiral Moran, Vice Chief of 
Naval Operations, provided an annual update 
on the progress of the RROC in February 2019. 
Among the highlighted accomplishments:

 l “91 of the remaining [111] recommenda-
tions of the Strategic Readiness Review 
(SRR) and Comprehensive Review (CR) 
have been implemented.”

 l “[O]ur Force Generation strategy, the 
process by which we certify ships for sea, 
was completely restructured. Today, any 
operations outside the guidance estab-
lished by the Surface Force Commander 
require[] notification of a Four-Star 
Fleet Commander to ensure visibility 
and accountability.”

 l “Fleet Commanders conducted Ready-for-
Sea Assessments to ensure appropriate 
manning levels, training certification, and 
equipment status for every operational 

ship at sea. Fifteen of eighteen Forward 
Deployed Naval Force-Japan (FDNF-J) 
ships were assessed as ready for sea. The 
three remaining ships were immediate-
ly sidelined for additional training and 
maintenance prior to getting underway.”

 l “FDNF manning requirements were 
formally assigned higher priority than 
Continental United States (CONUS) 
requirements for sea and shore billets, 
respectively…. Currently across FDNF, at-
sea billets are filled at 100% in the aggre-
gate, compared to the Navy-wide average 
of 95%.”

 l “The revised SWO career path will in-
crease time at sea during an officer’s first 
sea tour (48 total months)…. The Mariner 
Skills Training Program (MSTP) takes a 
holistic view of the career path, delivering 
improved Junior Officer of the Deck train-
ing (May 2019) [and] Officer of the Deck 
courses (May 2021)…. In July 2018, Sur-
face Warfare Officers School (SWOS train-
ers were recertified as U.S. Coast Guard 
Standards of Training, Certification, & 
Watchkeeping (SCTW) compliant…. 
SWOs will have proficiency measured via 
ten Career Milestone assessments.”259

In his FY 2020 Posture Statement, Admiral 
Richardson stated that:

PB-20 assigns the highest funding priori-
ty to CR/SRR-related investments—$346 
million in FY-20 and $1.1 billion over the 
FYDP…. Additionally, we remain com-
mitted to assessing our ships and crews, 
understanding the impact of fatigue and 
other human factors, filling personnel 
gaps for ships on deployment or in sus-
tainment, and dedicating time to main-
tain our forward-deployed Fleet.260

Admiral Richardson’s statement and the 
RROC’s accomplishments to date demonstrate 
that Navy leadership has taken the tragedies 
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of 2017 to heart and is committed to restor-
ing surface warfare proficiency and readiness. 
Unfortunately, it will take several years to im-
plement all corrective actions and even longer 
for these efforts to translate into satisfactory 
material and training readiness across the en-
tire surface fleet.

The Navy’s readiness as it pertains to pro-
viding global presence is rated “marginal.” The 
level of CCDR demand for naval presence and 
the fleet’s ability to meet that demand are simi-
lar to those found in the 2019 Index but are still 
challenged by the range of funding problems 
noted in this section. The Navy maintains its 
ability to forward deploy approximately one-
third of its fleet and has been able to stave 
off immediate readiness challenges through 
the OFRP.

The Navy’s readiness corrective actions, 
coupled with an inadequate fleet size, have re-
duced its ability to respond to CCDR require-
ments for sustained presence, crisis support, 
and surge response in the event of a major 
conflict. Since CCDR demand signals have 
been become insatiable in recent years, recent 
actions by the Navy to prioritize maintenance 
and training over peacetime deployments have 
created a more realistic and sustainable OP-
TEMPO for missions short of major conflict. 
The Navy’s actions to improve training and 
efficiency for the fleet and specifically for the 
surface warfare community will help to correct 
the systemic issues that led to severely degrad-
ed operational proficiency, but it will be several 
years before they can fully change the culture 
and raise the level of the fleet’s overall profes-
sional knowledge and experience.

Even with prioritized investments in ship 
and aircraft maintenance at the maximum ex-
ecutable levels of the Navy’s ship and aircraft 
depots, the Navy still cannot meet the main-
tenance requirement for FY 2020. Without 
increased and sustained funding to meet the 
Navy’s fleet recapitalization requirements 
and improvements in shipyard maintenance 
capacity, the readiness of the Navy’s fleet will 
remain compromised.

Although the Navy has made strides in ar-
resting its readiness decline since Admiral Mo-
ran expressed his concerns about the Navy’s 
ability to handle two major crises more than 
a year ago, the gains have not been sufficient 
to justify an assumption that his concerns do 
not still hold true today. The escalating depot 
maintenance demands of a growing fleet, cou-
pled with several attack submarine refueling 
overhauls in the near future, could amplify 
ship maintenance backlogs before the effects 
of shipyard modernization and a larger main-
tenance workforce are felt. The short-term 
readiness gains made in the Navy’s strike fight-
er inventory must be sustained and applied 
across the entire naval aviation enterprise.

Overall U.S. Navy Score: Marginal
The Navy’s overall score for the 2020 Index 

is “marginal,” the same as it was in the 2019 In-
dex. This was derived by aggregating the scores 
for capacity (“weak”); capability (“marginal”); 
and readiness (“marginal”).

The Navy has prioritized restoring mate-
rial and warfighting readiness, and this has 
been matched by increased funding since 
2017. However, despite some incremental im-
provements, the competing effects of growing 
maintenance demands versus the extended 
timeline to increase public shipyard capacity 
and efficiency could mitigate or reverse these 
gains. Similarly, the Navy’s FY 2020 shipbuild-
ing plan and modernization plans forecast a 
larger and more lethal fleet, but funding lim-
itations will make it extremely difficult for the 
Navy to increase capacity and field new lethal 
capabilities in the near term.

Unless Defense Department leadership and 
Congress can provide a sustained increase in 
procurement and research and development 
funding, the plans to build a bigger and bet-
ter Navy will be curtailed. This could result in 
future degradation of the Navy’s capacity and 
capability scores.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Aircraft Carrier

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Nimitz-Class Aircraft Carrier (CVN-68) Ford-Class Aircraft Carrier (CVN-78)
Inventory: 10
Fleet age: 28  Date: 1975 Timeline: 2017–2032

The Nimitz-class is a nuclear powered 
multipurpose carrier. The aircraft carrier 
and its embarked carrier air wing can 
perform a variety of missions including 
maritime security operations and power 
projection. Its planned service life is 50 
years. The class will start retiring in FY 
2025 and will be replaced by the Ford-
class carriers.

Currently in production, the Ford-class will replace the 
current Nimitz-class aircraft carriers. The Ford-class design 
uses the basic Nimitz-class hull form but incorporates 
several improvements: 33 percent higher sortie rate; a 
smaller crew with approximately 600 fewer sailors; two 
and a half times greater electrical power, and over $4 
billion in life cycle cost savings over the Nimitz-class.

3 7 $29,787 $19,410

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Ford-Class Aircraft Carrier (CVN-78)
Inventory: 1
Fleet age: 2  Date: 2017

The Ford-class incorporates new 
technologies that will increase aircraft 
sortie rates, reduce manning, provide 
greater electrical power for future 
weapons systems, and decrease 
operating costs. Its planned service life 
is 50 years.

NAVY SCORES

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Large Surface Combatant

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Ticonderoga-Class Cruiser (CG-47) Zumwalt-Class Destroyer (DDG-1000)
Inventory: 22
Fleet age: 29  Date: 1983 Timeline: 2016–2022

The Ticonderoga-Class is a multi-
mission battle force ship equipped 
with the Aegis Weapons System. While 
it can perform strike, anti-surface 
warfare and anti-submarine warfare, its 
primary focus is air and missile defense. 
Between FY 2021 and 2024, the Navy 
plans to retire eight of the 22 CGs, given 
their life expectancy of 40 years.

The DDG-1000 was designed to be a new-generation destroyer 
capable of handling more advanced weapon systems with 
modern gun systems and a hull design aimed to reduce 
radar detectability for its primary mission of naval surface 
fi re support (NSFS). The DDG-1000 program was intended 
to produce a total of 32 ships, but this number was reduced 
to 3. The fi rst DDG-1000 was commissioned in October 2016.

3 $12,987 $208

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Zumwalt-Class Destroyer (DDG-100)
Inventory: 1
Fleet age: 3  Date: 2016

The Zumwalt-Class is a multi-mission 
destroyer that incorporates several 
technological improvements, such as 
a stealthy hull design and integrated 
electric-drive propulsion system. 
Although it has passed sea trials, it 
continues to experience problems 
with its combat systems. The third and 
fi nal ship of the class is expected to be 
commissioned in late FY 2019.

Arleigh Burke-Class Destroyer
(DDG-51)

Arleigh Burke-Class Destroyer (DDG-51)

Inventory: 67
Fleet age: 17  Date: 1991 Timeline: 1991–2029

The Arleigh Burke-Class is a multi-
mission guided missile destroyer 
featuring the Aegis Weapons System 
with a primary mission of air defense. 
The Navy plans to extend the service life 
of the entire class to 45 years from its 
original life expectancy of 35-40 years.

DDG-51 production was restarted in FY 2013 to make up 
for the reduction in DDG-1000 acquisitions. Beginning 
in FY 2017, all DDG-51s procured will be the Flight III 
design, which includes the Advanced Missile Defense 
Radar (AMDR), a more capable missile defense radar.

82 15 $89,948 $28,020

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

NAVY SCORES

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Small Surface Combatant

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Littoral Combat Ship (LCS)
Inventory: 17
Fleet age: 3  Date: 2008 Timeline: 2009–2019

The Littoral Combat Ship includes two 
classes: the Independence-class and the 
Freedom-class. The modular LCS design 
depends on mission packages (MP) to 
provide warfi ghting capabilities in the 
SUW, ASW, and MCM mission areas. 
The ship has an expected service life of 
25 years.

The LCS is intended to fulfi ll the mine countermeasure, 
antisubmarine warfare, and surface warfare roles for 
the Navy. It will be the only small surface combatant 
in the fl eet once the Navy’s MCM ships retire. A new 
program called the FFG(X) will fi ll out the remaining 
20-ship small surface combatant requirement.

33 $16,719 $80

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Avenger-Class Mine Counter Measure 
(MCM-1)
Inventory: 11
Fleet age: 27  Date: 1989

Avenger-class ships are designed as 
mine sweepers/hunter-killers capable 
of fi nding, classifying, and destroying 
moored and bottom mines. The class 
has an expected 30-year service life. 
The remaining MCMs are expected 
to be decommissioned throughout 
the 2020s. While there is no direct 
replacement single mission MCM ship 
in production, the Navy plans to fi ll its 
mine countermeasure role with the LCS 
and its MCM MP.

NAVY SCORES

SSGN Cruise Missile Submarine

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score MODERNIZATION PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Ohio-Class (SSGN-726) None

Inventory: 4
Fleet age: 36.5  Date: 1981

The SSGNs provide the Navy with 
a large stealthy strike and special 
operations mission capabilities. From 
2002–2007, the four oldest Ohio-
class ballistic missile submarines were 
converted to guided missile submarines. 
Each SSGN is capable of carrying up 
to 154 Tomahawk land-attack cruise 
missiles and up to 66 special operations 
forces for clandestine insertion and 
retrieval. All four SSGNs will retire 
between FY 2026–2028. The Navy has 
tentative plans to replace the SSGNs 
with a new Large Payload Submarine 
beginning in FY 2036.

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Attack Submarines

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Seawolf-Class (SSN-21) Virginia-Class (SSN–774)
Inventory: 3
Fleet age: 19  Date: 1997 Timeline: 2004–2019

The Seawolf-class is exceptionally quiet, 
fast, well-armed, and equipped with 
advanced sensors. Though lacking a 
vertical launch system, the Seawolf-
class has eight torpedo tubes and can 
hold up to 50 weapons in its torpedo 
room. Although the Navy planned to 
build 29 submarines, the program was 
cut to three submarines. The Seawolf-
class has a 33-year expected service 
life. They have been succeeded by the 
Virginia-class attack submarine.

The Virginia Payload Module (VPM) will be incorporated into 
eight of the 11 planned Block V submarines beginning in FY 
2019. VPM includes four large-diameter, vertical launch tubes 
that can carry up to 28 additional Tomahawk missiles or other 
payloads.

30 28 $79,794 $68,285

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Los Angeles-Class (SSN-688)
Inventory: 31
Fleet age: 28  Date: 1976

The Los Angeles-class comprises the 
largest portion of the Navy’s attack 
submarine fl eet. They are multi-mission 
submarines that can perform covert 
intelligence collection, surveillance, 
ASW, ASuW, and land attack strike. 
The Los Angeles-class has a 33-year 
expected service life. The last Los 
Angeles-class submarine is expected 
to retire in the late 2020s and is being 
replaced by the Virginia-class.

Virginia-Class (SSN-774)
Inventory: 17
Fleet age: 7  Date: 2004

The Virginia-class is the U.S. Navy’s 
next-generation attack submarine. 
The Virginia-class includes several 
improvements over previous attack 
submarine classes that provide 
increased acoustic stealth, improved 
SOF support, greater strike payload 
capacity, and reduced operating 
costs. The planned service life of the 
Virginia-class is 33 years. The Virginia-
class is in production and will replace 
the Los Angeles-class and Seawolf-
class attack submarines as they are 
decommissioned.

NAVY SCORES

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

SSBN Ballistic Missile Submarine

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Ohio-Class (SSBN) Columbia-Class (SSBN-826)
Inventory: 14
Fleet age: 28.5  Date: 1981

The Columbia-class SSBN is the Navy’s highest priority 
program. The 12 boats in the program will replace the 
current fl eet of 14 Ohio-class ballistic missile submarines, 
with acquisition of the fi rst boat to occur in FY 2021. The 
program will extend through the mid-2030s.

The Ohio-class SSBN is the most 
survivable leg of the U.S. military’s 
strategic nuclear triad. The Ohio 
SSBN’s sole mission is strategic nuclear 
deterrence, for which it carries long-
range submarine-launched ballistic 
missiles. The Ohio-class’s expected 
service life is 42 years. The Ohio-class 
fl eet will begin retiring in 2027 at an 
estimated rate of one submarine per 
year until 2039. The Ohio-class is being 
replaced by the Columbia-class SSBN

NAVY SCORES

Amphibious Warfare Ship

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

Wasp-Class Amphibious Assault Ship 
(LHD-1)

America-Class (LHA-6)

Inventory: 8
Fleet age: 22 Date: 1989 Timeline: 2004–TBD

The Wasp-class can support 
amphibious landing operations with 
Marine Corps landing craft via its well 
deck. It can also support a Marine 
Air Combat Element operations with 
helicopters, tilt-rotor aircraft and 
Vertical/Short Take-O�  and Landing (V/
STOL). This ship has a planned 40-year 
service life.

LHA Flight 0 (LHA-6 and 7) were built without a well deck to 
provide more space for Marine Corp aviation maintenance 
and storage as well as increased JP-5 fuel capacity. LHA 
Flight 1 (LHA-8 and beyond) will reincorporate a well 
deck for increased mission fl exibility. The America-class 
is in production with three LHA-6s already fully procured. 
Advance procurement for LHA 9 will begin in FY 2023.

3 1 $10,640 $3,376

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

America-Class Amphibious Assault 
Ship (LHA-6)
Inventory: 1
Fleet age: 5 Date: 2014

This new class of large-deck 
amphibious assault ships is meant to 
replace the retiring Wasp-Class LHD. 
LHAs are the largest of all amphibious 
warfare ships, resembling a small 
aircraft carrier. The America-class is 
designed to accommodate the Marine 
Corps’ F-35Bs.

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Amphibious Warfare Ship

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

San Antonio-Class Amphibious 
Transport Dock (LPD-17)

San Antonio-Class Amphibious 
Transport Dock (LPD-17)

Inventory: 11
Fleet age: 8  Date: 2006 Timeline: 2006–2017

The LPDs have well decks that allow 
the USMC to conduct amphibious 
operations with its landing craft. The 
LPD can also carry 4 CH-46s or 2 MV-
22s. 11 of the planned 13 Flight I LPD-
17-class ships are operational with the 
remaining two under construction. The 
class has a 40-year planned service life.

The LPD-17s are replacements for the San Antonio-
class LPDs. All 13 LPD-17s have been procured. Both 
Flight I and Flight II LPDs are multi-mission ships 
designed to embark, transport, and land elements 
of a Marine landing force by helicopters, tilt-rotor 
aircraft, landing craft, and amphibious vehicles.

13 $21,309 $63

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Whidbey Island-Class Dock Landing 
Ship (LSD-41)

LPD-17 Flight II

Inventory: 8
Fleet age: 30  Date: 1985 Timeline: 2025–TBD

LSD-41 Whidbey Island-class ships 
were designed specifi cally to transport 
and launch four Marine Corps Landing 
Craft Air Cushion vehicles. They have 
an expected service life of 40 years. 
All eight ships in the class will retire 
between FY 2026–2033. LSD-41-class 
will be replaced by LPD–17 Flight II 
program, which began procurement in 
FY 2018.

Previously known as LX(R), the LPD–17 Flight II program will 
procure 13 ships to replace the Navy’s LSD-type ships. The 
Navy originally planned to procure the fi rst Flight II ship in 
FY 2020, however accelerated procurement funding enabled 
procurement of the fi rst LPD-17 Flight II in FY 2018. The Navy 
delayed the second ship planned for FY 2020 until FY 2021.

81 $3,577$2,164

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Harpers Ferry-Class Dock Landing 
Ships (LSD-49)
Inventory: 4
Fleet age: 23  Date: 1994

The Harpers Ferry-class reduced LCAC 
capacity to two while increasing cargo 
capacity. It has an expected service 
life of 40 years and all ships will be 
retired by FY 2038. The LSD-49 will be 
replaced by the LPD–17 Flight II, which 
began procurement in FY 2018.

NAVY SCORES

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Airborne Early Warning

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

E-2C Hawkeye E-2D Advanced Hawkeye
Inventory: 28
Fleet age: 36  Date: 1973 Timeline: 2014–2022

The E-2C Hawkeye is a battle 
management and airborne early 
warning aircraft. The E-2C fl eet received 
a series of upgrades to mechanical and 
computer systems around the year 
2000. While still operational, the E-2C is 
nearing the end of its service life and is 
being replaced by the E-2D Advanced 
Hawkeye.

The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye replaces the legacy E-2C 
and is in production. The Navy received approval for a 
fi ve year multi-year procurement plan beginning in FY 
2019 for 24 aircraft to complete the program of record. 

96 18 $14,483 $3,910

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

E-2D Advanced Hawkeye

Inventory: 12
Fleet age: 3  Date: 2014

The E-2D program is the next 
generation, carrier-based early
warning, command, and control 
aircraft that provides improved battle 
space detection, supports theater air 
missile defense, and o� ers improved 
operational availability.

Electronic Attack Aircraft

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

EA-18G Growler None

Inventory: 75
Fleet age: 6  Date: 2009

The EA-18G Growler is the U.S. Navy’s 
primary electronic attack aircraft, 
providing tactical jamming and 
suppression of enemy air defenses. The 
fi nal EA-18G aircraft was delivered in FY 
2018, bringing the total to 160 aircraft 
and fulfi lling the Navy’s requirement. It 
replaced the legacy EA-6B Prowlers.

NAVY SCORES

NOTE: See page 392 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Fighter/Attack Aircraft

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet F-35C Joint Strike Fighter
Inventory: 546
Fleet age: 15  Date: 2001 Timeline: 2019–TBD

The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet has longer 
range, greater weapons payload, and 
increased survivability when compared 
with the F/A-18A-D Legacy Hornet. 
The Navy plans to achieve a 50/50 mix 
of two F-35C squadrons and two F/A-
18E/F Block III squadrons per carrier air 
wing by the mid-2030s The ongoing 
service life extension program will 
extend the life of all Super Hornets to 
9,000 fl ight hours.

The C-variant is the Navy’s 5th generation aircraft, bringing 
radar-evading technology to the carrier deck for the fi rst 
time. The F-35C performs a variety of missions to include 
air-to-air combat, air-to-ground strikes, and ISR missions.

98 271 $19,549 $35,727

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

F-35C Joint Strike Fighter

Inventory: 30
Fleet age: 1  Date: 2019

The F-35C is the Navy’s variant of the 
Joint Strike Fighter.

NAVY SCORES

NOTES: See Methodology for descriptions of scores. Fleet age is the average of platform since commissioning. The date for ships is the year of commis-
sioning. Inventory for aircraft is estimated based on the number of squadrons. The date for aircraft is the year of initial operational capability. The timeline 
for ships is from the year of fi rst commissioning to the year of last delivery. The timeline for aircraft is from the year of fi rst year of delivery to the last year 
of delivery. Spending does not include advanced procurement or research development test and evaluation. The total program dollar value refl ects the 
full F–35 joint program, including engine procurement. The Navy is also procuring 67 F-35Cs for the Marine Corps. Age of fl eet is calculated from date of 
commissioning to January 2016.
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U.S. Air Force

The U.S. Air Force (USAF) is the youngest 
of the U.S. military’s four branches, hav-

ing been born out of the Army Signal Corps to 
become its own service in 1947. The significant 
expansion of the USAF’s mission over the years 
is reflected in the changes in its organizational 
structure. Initially, Air Force operations were 
divided among four major components—Stra-
tegic Air Command, Tactical Air Command, Air 
Defense Command, and Military Air Transport 
Service—that collectively reflected its “fly, fight, 
and win” nature. Space’s rise to prominence 
began in the early 1950s, and with it came a 
host of faculties that would help to expand the 
service’s impact and mission set.

Today, the Air Force focuses on five princi-
pal missions:

 l Air and space superiority;

 l Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (ISR);

 l Mobility and lift;

 l Global strike; and

 l Command and control (C2).

These missions, while all necessary, put 
even greater demands on the resources 
available to the Air Force in an incredibly 
strained and competitive fiscal environment. 
Unlike some of the other services, the Air 
Force did not expand in numbers during the 
post-9/11 buildup. Instead, it grew smaller as 
acquisitions of new aircraft failed to offset 

programmed retirements of older aircraft. Fol-
lowing the sequestration debacle in 2012, the 
Air Force began to trade size for quality. Using 
the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance (DSG) as 
its framework for determining investment pri-
orities and posture, the Air Force “aim[ed] to 
be a smaller, but superb, force that maintains 
the agility, flexibility, and readiness to engage 
a full range of contingencies and threats.”1

There is no doubt that the Air Force has be-
come smaller over the years, but there comes a 
point when capacity begins to limit operation-
al capability. In the words of then-Secretary of 
the Air Force Heather Wilson, “It’s no surprise 
that the Air Force we have is…smaller than the 
Air Force we need.”2

The years of funding shortfalls, coupled 
with wartime demands and the weight of an 
ever-aging fleet of aircraft, would not allow 
the service to reverse the downward spiral 
in capability, capacity, and readiness. The Air 
Force was forced to make strategic trades in 
capability, capacity, and readiness to meet the 
operational demands of the war on terrorism 
and develop the force it needed for the future. 
Budgetary uncertainty throughout the five 
years after passage of the Budget Control Act 
had many cumulative and detrimental effects 
on the USAF, which, while it sustained the war 
on terrorism and began to modernize its aging 
fleet of aircraft, struggled to sustain the type 
of readiness required to employ in a major 
regional contingency (MRC) against a near-
peer threat.

Presidential defense budgets from 2012 
through 2017 during the Obama Administra-
tion proved merely aspirational and forced 
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deeper trade-offs in capability, capacity, and 
readiness for operational employment, all of 
which put the Air Force in an ever-expanding 
readiness trough. When funding did arrive, 
it was through continuing resolutions that, 
passed well into the year of execution, prevent-
ed any real form of strategic planning.3 The col-
lective effects left the Air Force of 2016 with 
just four of 32 active-duty fighter squadrons 
ready for conflict with a near-peer competitor 
and just 14 others that were considered ready 
for low-threat combat operations.4

During a series of speeches in 2018, Secre-
tary Wilson and Air Force Chief of Staff Gen-
eral David Goldfein laid out a plan to build the 

“Air Force We Need” that included more flying 
hours for pilots and expanding the number of 
Air Force squadrons from 312 to 386.5 Those 
goals, coupled with an order by then-Secre-
tary of Defense James Mattis to increase mis-
sion-capable rates for the F-16, F-22, and F-35 
aircraft to 80 percent by the end of September 
2019,6 has given the Air Force the potential to 

reverse the critical areas of capacity, capability, 
and readiness trends.

Both the Air Force goals and the Mattis 
order assume that commensurate funding is 
made available and applied to those efforts, 
and the current Administration has taken 
significant steps to ensure that the money is 
available to make both happen. Since President 
Trump’s inauguration, the Air Force budget 
has increased incrementally to a level that is 
now 25 percent higher ($33.2 billion) than it 
was when he took office.7 Unfortunately, the 
Air Force has had little measurable success in 
using that funding to bolster any of those crit-
ical areas.

Capacity
Fifteen years of trading capacity for read-

iness funding to further modernization has 
meant serious reductions in the bottom-line 
number of available fighter, bomber, tank-
er, and airlift platforms. In 1991, the USAF 
had 2,476 fighters and 290 bombers in its 
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CHART 11

Air Force Capacity Has Been Depleted
The Air Force has far fewer aircraft in every major 
category than it did during Operation Desert Storm 
in 1990–1991.

Down 41%
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2016 2017 2018 End 2019 Total

A-10 143 143 143 143
AC-130J 29 28 35 41
B-1 61 62 62 62
B-2 20 20 20 20
B-52 58 58 58 58
C-130H 13 4 3 0
C-130J 85 94 104 105
C-5 36 33 36 36
C-12 28 28 28 28
C-17 170 147 154 146
C-20 5 0 — 0
C-21 17 17 19 19
C-32 4 4 4 4
C-37 12 12 12 12
C-40 4 4 4 4
CV-22 49 50 50 50
E-3 31 31 31 31
E-4 4 4 4 4
E-9 2 2 2 2
E-11A  — — 4 4
EC-130H 14 14 14 13
F-15 317 313 316 316
F-16 570 570 557 548
F-22 165 166 166 166
F-35 102 123 161 212
HC-130J 19 19 19 23
HC-130N 2 2 0 0
HH-60 78 86 82 89
KC-10 59 59 59 53*
KC-135 156 155 147 146*
KC-46 11 16 28 34*
MC-130H 13 16 16 15
MC-130J 35 37 37 41
MQ-9 228 225 220 228
NC-135 1 1 1 1
OC-135 2 2 2 2
RC-135 22 22 22 22
RQ-4 7 33 36 36
T-1 178 178 178 178
T-6 445 445 444 444
T-38 506 505 504 504
T-41 4 4 3 3
T-51 3 3 3 3
T-53 25 24 24 24
TC-135 3 3 3 3
TG-15 5 5 5 5
TG-16 19 19 19 19
TH-1 28 28 28 28
TU-2 5 5 5 4
U-2 27 27 27 26
UH-1 68 68 68 68
UV-18B 3 3 3 3
VC-25 2 2 2 2
WC-135 2 2 2 2

A  heritage.org
* FY 2019 total numbers are contingent upon acquisition of six KC-46 aircraft.
SOURCE: Headquarters U.S. Air Force response to query by The Heritage Foundation.

TABLE 3

Total Active-Duty Aircraft Inventory
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active-duty inventory8 in addition to 692 
tankers and 392 strategic airlift platforms in 
its total force inventory that were available to 
execute Desert Storm.9 The trade-offs in the 
following years resulted in a 2018 Air Force 
that had just 1,473 fighters and 140 bombers 
in its active force and 441 tankers and 278 stra-
tegic airlift assets in its total force inventory.10 
(See Chart 11).

The force required to fight, fuel, and resup-
ply a war with China across the vast expanse of 
the Pacific would need to be much larger than 
the force that was employed in Desert Storm. 
The tanker bridge would need to be much lon-
ger and more robust,11 and the airlift capaci-
ty required to move and sustain those assets 
would be greater even without the plethora of 
air bases that were available to the allied force 
in 1991. It is hard to fathom how the current 
number of total force tanker and strategic air-
lift aircraft assets would be sufficient to fulfill 
the associated requirements.

Facing shortfalls in the Air Force’s current 
requirement to support combatant command-
ers’ deterrence and warfighting requirements, 
Secretary Wilson commissioned a study to 
determine the size and composition of the 
force needed to meet the new defense strate-
gy. The study revealed that the service requires 
another 74 operational squadrons, to include 
14 more tanker, one more airlift, seven more 
fighter, and five more bomber squadrons, to 
meet those needs. In general terms, that 
equates to at least 210 more KC-46 tankers, 15 
more C-17 transport aircraft, 50 more bombers, 
and 182 more fighter aircraft than the Air Force 
currently has in its inventory.

Considering such a finding, one would 
probably expect the Air Force to increase its 
procurement budget, both for FY 2020 and for 
the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP), by 
a substantial margin. However, and in spite of 
a $10.8 billion increase in the FY 2020 bud-
get, the procurement request submitted to 
the White House actually fell by $100 million, 
while the research, development, test, and 
evaluation (RDT&E) request increased by $4.5 
billion. This left the acquisition rates for the 

F-35 and KC-46 flat at 48 and 15 aircraft, re-
spectively, throughout the FYDP.

The RDT&E budget has increased from 
$19.6 billion to $35.4 billion (more than 80 
percent) since FY 2017, and many argue that 
this increase was hardwired to meet B-21 and 
follow-on air dominance platform require-
ments. However, it is hard to imagine the Air 
Force, if its FY 2020 budget had been reduced 
by $4.5 billion rather than increased by $10.8 
billion, cutting the funding for other spending 
categories to sustain the $4.5 billion increase 
in RDT&E. In short, increasing RDT&E at the 
expense of capacity and operational readiness 
was a strategic choice.

That said, the reduction in programmed 
fourth-generation fighter retirement rates, 
coupled with the arrival of F-35As on Air Force 
flight lines in Florida, Arizona, and Utah, final-
ly reversed a 67-year downward spiral in the 
total Air Force aircraft inventory,12 and for the 
first time in as many years, the Air Force added 
53 aircraft to its roster for a projected total of 
5,426 at the end of FY 2019.13 (See Table 3.)

Today, the average age of Air Force aircraft 
is more than 29 years, yet the service—even 
with its FY 2018, FY 2019, and FY 2020 budget 
increases—has no plans to increase the acqui-
sition rates for any major weapons system.14 It 
is instead relying on Congress to increase the 
USAF procurement budget to cover what it per-
ceives as a budget shortfall. The decades-long 
trend of steadily declining aircraft numbers, 
coupled with the fleet’s ever-growing average 
age, may be lulling senior leaders into believing 
that the service can be fixed sometime in the fu-
ture, but the numbers tell a different story.

In 1987, there were 29 active-duty Air Force 
fighter squadrons based in Europe alone. The 
combination of post–Cold War downsizing and 
spending caps mandated by the Budget Con-
trol Act of 2011 (BCA) caused the Air Force to 
shrink from 70 combat-coded15 active-duty 
fighter squadrons during Operation Desert 
Storm16 to just 55 across the whole of the Ac-
tive, Guard, and Reserve force. As of 2019, just 
32 of those fighter squadrons were in the ac-
tive-duty force.17
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For the purpose of assessing capacity and 

readiness, this Index uses “combat-coded” 
fighter aircraft maintained within the Active 
component of the U.S. Air Force as a primary 
indicator of capacity. Combat-coded aircraft 
and related squadrons are aircraft and units 
with an assigned wartime mission, which 
means those numbers exclude units and air-
craft assigned to training, operational test and 
evaluation (OT&E), and other missions. The 
software and munitions carriage/delivery ca-
pability of aircraft in noncombat-coded units 
renders them incompatible with or less surviv-
able than combat-coded versions of the same 
aircraft. For example, all F-35As may appear 
to be ready for combat, but training wings and 
test and evaluation jets have hardware and 
software limitations that would severely cur-
tail their utility and effectiveness in combat. 
While those jets could be slated for upgrades, 
hardware updates sideline jets for several 
months, and training wings and certain test 
organizations generally will be the last to re-
ceive those upgrades.

The Heritage Index of U.S. Military Strength 
assesses that a force of 1,200 combat-coded 
fighter aircraft is required to execute a two-
MRC strategy. This number is also reflected in 
testimony presented to Congress by Air Force 
leaders in 2015.18

Of the 5,426 manned and unmanned air-
craft projected to be in the USAF’s inventory 
at the end of FY 2019, 1,374 are active-duty 
fighters, and 951 of these are combat-coded 
aircraft.19 This number includes all active-du-
ty backup inventory aircraft as well as attrition 
reserve spares.20

However, the number of fighters and fighter 
squadrons available to deploy to contingency 
operations affects more than wartime readi-
ness; it also affects retention. The constant 
churn of overseas deployments and stateside 
temporary duty (TDY) assignments is one of 
the primary reasons cited by pilots for sepa-
rating from the service. This problem can be 
solved in two ways: by decreasing operational 
tempo and/or by increasing capacity. When 
the order to deploy assets comes from the 

President, the Air Force must answer that call 
with assets capable of executing the mission 
no matter what the effects on morale or reten-
tion might be, which means that reducing op-
erational tempo is not an option for Air Force 
leadership. This leaves increasing capacity as 
the only fix, and while the Air Force made a 
budgetary decision not to increase the rate at 
which it builds additional capacity beyond 48 
F-35s a year, Congress appears to be coming 
through with 12 additional F-35s and six new 
F-15Xs in the proposed FY 2020 budget.

Nevertheless, neither the Air Force nor 
Congress appears to be acting to fill the short-
fall in air refueling or strategic lift assets more 
rapidly. In spite of the Air Force identified 
shortfall of 14 tanker squadrons/210 air refu-
eling aircraft, that service will continue on an 
unaccelerated KC-46 procurement schedule 
of 15 aircraft a year throughout the FYDP, and 
there is no plan in place to acquire additional 
strategic airlift assets.

The funding that facilitated the Reagan 
buildup of the 1980s was available for just a 
few years, and the assets acquired during that 
period are now aging out. Even the most stal-
wart defense hawks are saying that growth in 
the defense budget is unlikely in the years be-
yond FY 2020, and unless Congress continues 
to intervene by acquiring more fighter assets, 
the opportunity to increase Air Force capacity 
beyond its current marginal level may be lost.

Capacity also relies on the stockpile of avail-
able munitions and the production capacity of 
the munitions industry. The actual number of 
munitions within the U.S. stockpile is classified, 
but there are indicators that make it possible 
to assess the overall health of this vital area. 
The inventory for precision-guided munitions 
(PGM) has been severely stressed by nearly 18 
years of sustained combat operations and bud-
get actions that limited the service’s ability to 
procure replacements and increase stockpiles. 
In an effort to continue rebuilding the PGM 
stockpile, the Air Force will purchase 53,976 
precision-guided munitions and guidance kits 
in FY 2020. Typically, there is a delay of 24–36 
months between conclusion of a contract and 
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 delivery of these weapons, which means that 
munitions are often replaced three years after 
they were expended.

During the past three years, however, fund-
ing for munitions has improved significantly, 
and the preferred munitions inventory is start-
ing to recover to pre-war levels. (See Table 4).

Capability
The risk assumed with capacity has placed 

an ever-growing burden on the capability of Air 
Force assets. The ensuing capability-over-ca-
pacity strategy centers on the idea of devel-
oping and maintaining a more-capable force 
that can win against the advanced fighters and 
surface-to-air missile systems now being de-
veloped by top-tier potential adversaries like 
China and Russia, which are also increasing 
their capacity.

Any assessment of capability includes not 
only the incorporation of advanced technolo-
gies, but also the overall health of the inventory. 
Most aircraft have programmed life spans of 
20 to 30 years based on a programmed level 
of annual flying hours. The bending and flex-
ing of airframes over time in the air generates 

predictable levels of stress and fatigue on ev-
erything from metal airframe structures to 
electrical wiring harnesses.

The average age of Air Force aircraft is 28 
years, and some fleets, such as the B-52 bomb-
er, average 58 years. In addition, KC-135s com-
prise 87 percent of the Air Force’s tankers and 
are over 57 years old on average. The average 
age of the F-15C fleet is over 35 years, leaving 
less than 6 percent of its useful service life re-
maining,21 and that fleet comprises 44 percent 
of USAF air superiority platforms.22 The Air 
Force is considering the F-15C for airframe 
modifications through a service life extension 
program (SLEP), but with or without a SLEP, 
that hard-to-maintain system will likely stay 
in the inventory at least through 2030.

The fleet of F-16Cs are 29 years old on av-
erage,23 and the service has used up nearly 85 
percent of its expected life span. The Air Force 
recently announced its intent to extend the 
service lives of 300 F-16s with a plan to keep 
those jets flying through 2050.24 SLEPs length-
en the useful life of airframes, and these F-16 
modifications also include programmed fund-
ing for the modernization of avionics within 

A  heritage.org
SOURCE: Headquarters U.S. Air Force, A8XC/A5RW, written response to Heritage Foundation request for infor-
mation on Air Force precision-guided munitions expenditures and programmed replenishments, July 10, 2018.

TABLE 4

Precision-Guided Munitions: Expenditures and 
Programmed Acquisitions

Expenditures
FY 2018 (estimate)

Acquisitions
FY 2019 (FN1)

Acquisitions
FY 2020 (FN2)

JDAM 5,297 36,000 37,000

HELLFIRE 1,828 3,734 3,859

SDB–I/II 700 6,254 8,253

APKWS –  6,879 5,400

JASSM 19 360 430

LGB 373 0 0

Maverick 16 0 0

Totals 8,982 53,976 55,691
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TABLE 5

Total Air Force Inventory (Page 1 of 3)

Aircraft

Total 
Aircraft 

Inventory

Average 
Age in
Years

FY 2017 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

FY 2018 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

Change, 
2017 to 

2018

Average 
Number of 

Mission-
Capable 
Aircraft

A010C 282 37 74% 73% –1.25% 204

AC130J 11 2 91% 87% –4.11% 9

AC130U 12 28 83% 87% 4.02% 10

B-1B 62 31 53% 52% –1.04% 32

B-2A 20 24 54% 61% 6.87% 12

B-52H 75 57 72% 69% –2.52% 52

C-130H 177 28 73% 68% –4.84% 121

C-130J 124 9 77% 77% –0.28% 95

C-17A 222 15 84% 83% –1.12% 183

CV022B 50 6 67% 59% –7.20% 30

E003B 11 40 69% 69% –0.15% 8

E003C 2 35 67% 70% 2.99% 1

E003G 17 38 75% 66% –8.73% 11

E008C 16 18 64% 67% 2.80% 11

EC130H 14 45 74% 73% –1.09% 10

EC130J 7 18 66% 66% 0.40% 5

F015C 212 34 71% 71% 0.23% 152

F015D 23 34 70% 69% –0.99% 16

F015E 218 26 75% 71% –4.10% 155

F016C 785 28 70% 70% –0.19% 550

F016D 154 28 66% 66% 0.28% 102

F022A 186 11 49% 52% 2.73% 96

F035A 148 3 55% 50% –5.12% 73

HC130J 24 4 84% 81% –3.58% 19

HC130N 6 24 55% 61% 6.89% 3

HC130P 3 52 34% 21% 13.13% 1

HH060G 97 28 69% 71% 1.72% 69

HH060U 3 7 0% 0% — —

KC010A 59 34 78% 80% 1.50% 47

KC135R 344 57 73% 73% –0.17% 251

KC135T 54 58 75% 74% –1.46% 40

LC130H 10 33 50% 45% –5.17% 5

MC012W 35 8 0% 100% —  35
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TABLE 5

Total Air Force Inventory (Page 2 of 3)

Aircraft

Total 
Aircraft 

Inventory

Average 
Age in
Years

FY 2017 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

FY 2018 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

Change, 
2017 to 

2018

Average 
Number of 

Mission-
Capable 
Aircraft

MC130H 17 30 69% 68% –0.41% 11

MC130J 36 4 84% 79% –5.05% 28

MC130P 2 52 46% 55% 9.07% 1

MQ001B 94 11 91% 92% 1.04% 86

MQ009A 247 5 90% 90% 0.66% 223

NC135W 1 56 0% 0% — —

OC135B 2 56 86% 65% –21.39% 1

RC135S 3 56 69% 79% 10.34% 2

RC135U 2 53 82% 83% 1.57% 2

RC135V 8 54 71% 71% –0.17% 6

RC135W 12 55 66% 60% –5.52% 7

RC026B 11 24 0% 0% — —

RQ004B 35 7 74% 74% –0.63% 25

T001A 178 24 56% 59% 2.96% 105

T038A 53 52 75% 73% –1.95% 38

T038C 442 51 60% 61% 1.42% 270

T041D 4 49 0% 0% — —

T051A 3 13 0% 0% — —

T053A 24 6 0% 0% — —

T006A 444 13 76% 66% –10.07% 293

TC135W 3 56 75% 76% 1.52% 2

TE008A 1 28 81% 85% 4.35% 1

TG010D 4 16 0% 0% — —

TG014A 4 15 0% 0% — —

TG015A 2 15 0% 0% — —

TG015B 3 15 0% 0% — —

TG016A 19 6 0% 0% — —

TH001H 28 37 65% 73% 7.93% 21

TU002S 4 34 73% 69% –4.29% 3

U002S 27 35 75% 77% 1.70% 21

UH001N 63 46 84% 82% –1.61% 52

UV018B 3 34 0% 0% 0.00%

VC025A 2 28 93% 90% –2.94% 2
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those airframes. However, those modifica-
tions are costly, and the added expense con-
sumes available funding, reducing the amount 
the services have to invest in modernization, 
which is critical to ensuring future capability. 
Even with a SLEP, there is a direct correlation 
between aircraft age and the maintainability 
of those platforms. (See Table 5.)

The Air Force’s ISR and lift capabilities face 
similar problems in specific areas that affect 
both capability and capacity. The majority of 
the Air Force’s ISR aircraft are now unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs),25 but even here the 
numbers fell in 2018 from 37126 to 251 with 
the complete retirement of the MQ-1 Preda-
tor weapons system.27 The RQ-4 Global Hawk 
is certainly one of the more reliable of those 
platforms, but gross weight restrictions limit 
the number of sensors that it can carry, and 
the warfighter still needs the capability of the 
U-2, a jet with an average age of 36 years and 
no scheduled retirement date.28

The E-8 Joint Surveillance Target Attack 
Radar System (J-STARS) and the RC-135 Rivet 
Joint are critical ISR platforms, and each was 

built on the Boeing 707 platform, the last one 
of which came off the production line 40 years 
ago in 1979. The reliability of the USAF fleet 
of 707 airframes is at risk because of the chal-
lenges linked to aircraft age and flight hours, 
and those aircraft need to be modernized. In 
the 2019 National Defense Authorization Act 
(NDAA), Congress elected not to recapitalize 
the J-STARS fleet, a decision that is in line with 
the service’s belief that the platform could not 
survive in a modern high-threat environment. 
In its stead, the Air Force is working on an in-
cremental approach for a J-STARS replace-
ment that focuses on advanced and disaggre-
gated sensors (a system of systems) that will 
require enhanced and hardened communica-
tions links. Known as the Air Battle Manage-
ment System (ABMS), it is envisioned as an 
all-encompassing approach to both airborne 
and ground Battle Management Command and 
Control (BMC2) that will allow the Air Force to 
fight and support joint and coalition partners 
in the high-end engagements ahead.29

A service’s investment in modernization 
ensures that future capability remains healthy. 

TABLE 5

Total Air Force Inventory (Page 3 of 3)

Aircraft

Total 
Aircraft 

Inventory

Average 
Age in
Years

FY 2017 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

FY 2018 
Mission- 
Capable 

Rate

Change, 
2017 to 

2018

Average 
Number of 

Mission-
Capable 
Aircraft

WC130H 5 52 53% 27% –26.58% 1

WC130J 10 17 59% 65% 6.63% 7

WC135C 1 54 50% 72% 21.86% 1

WC135W 1 56 65% 75% 10.50% 1

A  heritage.org

NOTE: The average number of mission-capable aircraft is calculated as the Total Aircraft Inventory multiplied by the Mission-Capable Rate.
SOURCE: Stephen Losey, “Aircraft Mission-capable Rates Hit New Low in Air Force, Despite E� orts to Improve,” Air Force Times, July 
26, 2019, https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/your-air-force/2019/07/26/aircraft-mission-capable-rates-hit-new-low-in-air-force-
despite-e� orts-to-improve/(accessed July 29, 2019).
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Investment programs aim not only to procure 
enough to fill current capacity requirements, 
but also to advance future capabilities with 
advanced technology.

The Active Air Force has just 105 F-15Cs 
left in its fleet, and concerns about what plat-
form will fill this role when the F-15C is retired 
are well justified. The Department of Defense 
(DOD) planned to purchase 750 F-22A stealth 
air superiority fighters to replace the F-15C, 
but draconian cuts in the program of record 
reduced the acquisition to just 183 total F-22As 
for the Active, Guard, and Reserve force.30

Fulfilling the operational need for air su-
periority fighters will be further strained in 
the near term because of the F-22’s low avail-
ability rates and a retrofit that always causes 
some portion of those jets to be unavailable for 
operational use. The retrofit is a mix of struc-
tural alterations required for the airframe to 
reach its promised service life, and the process 
takes six F-22s off the flight line for the retro-
fit at any given time. The retrofit is forecasted 
to continue through 2021.31 The Raptor’s 62.8 
percent availability rate means that of the 138 
combat-coded F-22As on active duty, approx-
imately 72 are available to fly combat sorties 
at any given time.32 That low mission-capable 
rate means in turn that even with their supe-
rior technology, and adding in the Guard’s 20 
jets, the total mission-capable inventory would 
be 85 jets, which likely would not be sufficient 
to fulfill the single-MRC wartime requirement 
for air superiority fighters.

The Air Force’s number one priority re-
mains the F-35A, the next-generation fighter 
scheduled to replace all legacy multirole and 
close air support aircraft. A host of develop-
mental problems caused this new fighter’s 
initial operating capability (IOC) date to be 
pushed from 2013 to 2016. However, the jet’s 
full operating capability (FOC) was delivered 
in early 2018 with the fielding of 3F software, 
and every F-35 pilot interviewed at Hill Air 
Force Base voiced full confidence in this weap-
ons system if called to employ the F-35A in the 
highest-threat environment.33 The updated 
software and required hardware modifications 

are already incorporated in jets coming off the 
production line34

The rationale for the Air Force’s 1,763-air-
craft program of record is to replace every 
F-117, F-16, and A-10 aircraft on a one-for-one 
basis.35 The F-35A’s multirole design favors the 
air-to-ground mission, but its fifth-generation 
faculties will also be dominant in an air-to-
air role, allowing it to augment the F-22A in 
many scenarios.36 As noted, Heritage analysis 
has identified a requirement for 1,200 com-
bat-coded active-duty fighters. Even account-
ing for additional aircraft for training, testing, 
and OT&E, the acquisition of 1,763 would well 
exceed the combat-coded fighter requirement. 
The active-duty Air Force has 138 combat-cod-
ed F-22As and a stated intent to retain several 
hundred more fourth-generation fighters on 
active duty through the mid-2040s. Taking 
those aircraft into consideration, the Air Force 
should reduce the F-35A program of record to 
1,260 fighters and move to accelerate the rate 
at which it acquires those platforms.37

A second top acquisition priority is the KC-
46A air refueling tanker. The KC-46 has expe-
rienced a series of delays, the latest of which 
involves foreign object debris (FOD) inside the 
jet’s cabin, which, in addition to being a safety 
hazard when operating the plane, implies poor 
quality control by the manufacturer. The Air 
Force expects to receive 24 KC-46s by the end 
of FY 2019 and an additional 28 in FY 2020 
for a total of 52 on the ramp by the end of FY 
2020.38 It also intends to acquire 15 additional 
KC-46 Pegasus tankers a year through 2028, 
at which time it will have all 179 of these new 
tankers in service. The KC-46 will replace less 
than half of the current tanker fleet and will 
leave the Air Force with over 200 aging KC-
135s that still need to be recapitalized.39

The third major USAF acquisition pri-
ority is the B-21 Raider, formerly called the 
Long-Range Strike Bomber (LRSB). The 
USAF awarded Northrop Grumman the B-21 
contract to build the Engineering and Manu-
facturing Development (EMD) phase, which 
includes associated training and support sys-
tems and initial production lots. The program 
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completed an Integrated Baseline Review for 
the overall B-21 development effort as well as 
the jet’s Preliminary Design Review. The Air 
Force is committed to a minimum of 100 B-21s 
at an average cost of $564 million per plane.40

With the budget deal that was reached for 
FY 2018 and FY 2019, the Secretary of the Air 
Force announced the service’s intent to retire 
all B-1s and B-2s and sustain a fleet comprised 
of 100 B-21s and 71 B-52s.41 The B-21 is pro-
grammed to begin replacing portions of the 
B-52 and B-1B fleets by the mid-2020s.42 In 
the interim, the Air Force continues to exe-
cute a SLEP on the entire fleet of 62 B-1s in 
the inventory to restore all 289 B-1 engines 
to their original specifications. The Air Force 
plans to modernize the B-2’s Defense Manage-
ment System, Stores Management Operational 
Flight Program, and Common Very-Low-Fre-
quency/Low Frequency Receiver Program to 
ensure that this penetrating bomber remains 
viable in highly contested environments, keep-
ing it fully mission capable until it is replaced 
by the B-21.

Modernization efforts are also underway 
for the B-52. The jet was designed in the 1950s, 
and the current fleet entered service in the 
1960s. The FY 2018 budget funded the re-en-
gineering of this fleet, and the aircraft will re-
main in the inventory through 2050.

When the Secretary of the Air Force and the 
Chief of Staff rolled out the Air Force’s plan to 
expand the size of the service from 312 to 386 
squadrons, one of the stated elements of that 
campaign was to fill the ranks of those new 
squadrons with only the newest generation of 
aircraft—F-35s, B-21s, and KC-46s—because of 
the capabilities that those platforms bring to 
bear.43 Curiously, the Air Force is now seeking 
to acquire the fourth-generation F-15X, based 
primarily on projected operating cost savings, 
to increase fighter capacity.44 Although the ser-
vice will certainly increase its numbers with 
that approach, the capability of the F-15X sys-
tem will not be survivable in the high-threat 
environment in which deployed assets will be 
required to fight by the time that fielding has 
been completed.

Readiness
According to the USAF’s official FY 2020 

posture statement, more than 90 percent of the 
“lead force packages” within the service’s 204 
“pacing squadrons” are “ready to ‘fight tonight.’” 
Unpacking that statement is challenging even 
for the most experienced airmen because the 
terms “pacing unit” and “pacing squadron” are 
new and the definition is somewhat elusive. 
Assuming that a pacing squadron is an oper-
ational unit that is fully qualified and ready to 
execute its primary wartime mission (C1), one 
is still left wondering what “lead force pack-
ages” within those 204 pacing/mission-ready 
units might mean. The posture statement goes 
on to say that those “pacing squadrons are on 
track to reach 80% readiness before the end of 
Fiscal Year 2020.”45

When taken together, these statements 
imply that only portions of the Air force’s mis-
sion-ready/pacing units are mission capable/
currently qualified to execute the unit’s prima-
ry wartime mission. The available open-source 
readiness indicators, coupled with Air Staff 
responses to direct requests for information, 
bring clarity and support to that assessment.

In 2017, the Secretary of the Air Force and 
the Chief of Staff informed Congress that “[w]e 
are at our lowest state of full spectrum readi-
ness in our history.”46 In the two years since 
their testimony, however, the DOD seems to 
have stifled open conversation or testimony 
about readiness. Even though things have im-
proved, there are enough facts and ancillary ev-
idence to conclude that the substance of their 
statements still applies in 2019. Overcoming 
the effects of previous years of overtasking in 
low-threat contingency operations, as well as 
the lack of full-spectrum, high-threat training, 
is a task that clearly will require many years.

Full-spectrum operations include contin-
ued support of counterterrorism (CT) opera-
tions, the seamless conduct of nuclear deter-
rence operations, and readiness for potential 
conflict with a near-peer competitor. In 2016, 
Major General Scott West informed the House 
Armed Services Committee Subcommittee 
on Readiness that the Air Force was “able 
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to conduct nuclear deterrence operations 
and support CT operations, [but] operations 
against a near-peer competitor would require 
a significant amount of training” because read-
iness is out of balance “at a time when the Air 
Force is small, old, and heavily tasked.”47 Two 
areas that offer insight into how well the Air 
Force is doing with regard to retraining for a 
near-peer fight are aircraft mission-capable 
(MC) rates and the rate at which aircrew mem-
bers are flying, which is generally measured in 
sorties and hours per month.

MC rates are defined as the percentage of 
aircraft possessed by a unit that are capable of 
executing the unit’s mission set. Several factors 
drive MC rates, but two are common to mature 
systems: manning and operations and mainte-
nance (O&M) funding. Taken together, they dic-
tate the number of sorties and flight hours that 
units have available for aircrew training. One 
of sequestration’s many detrimental impacts 
on the Air Force became apparent in 2014 with 
a shortage of aircraft maintenance personnel 
(maintainers). At its height at the close of 2015, 
that shortfall grew to more than 4,000 highly 
skilled aircraft maintainers.48 Senior leaders 
cited this gap in maintenance manning as the 
principal reason why fighter pilots who once av-
eraged over 200 hours per year were fortunate 
to fly slightly more than 120 hours in 2014.49

By the close of FY 2017, the maintenance 
shortfall in both manning and qualifications 

had been reduced significantly, and by the 
end of FY 2018, the gaps for all four qualifica-
tion levels had reached or exceeded historical 
norms, removing maintenance manning as a 
primary reason for low sortie rates. (See Ta-
ble 6.)

Another area of concern is pilot manning 
levels. In March 2017, Lieutenant General Gina 
M. Grosso, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Manpower, Personnel, and Services, testified 
that at the end of FY 2016, the Air Force had a 
shortfall of 1,555 pilots across all mission areas 
(608 Active, 653 Guard, and 294 Reserve). Of 
that total, the Air Force was short 1,211 fight-
er pilots (873 Active, 272 Guard, and 66 Re-
serve).50 The numbers continued to fall, and 
at the end of FY 2017, the Air Force was short 
more than 2,000 pilots. Although the Air Force 
stopped breaking the numbers down into Ac-
tive, Guard, and Reserve numbers, the total pi-
lot shortfall appears to remain at 9 percent.51 
Recovering from that shortfall will depend on 
how well the Air Force addresses several major 
issues, especially the available number of pilot 
training slots, an area in which it appears that 
some progress is being made.

In 2018, the Air Force graduated 1,200 
pilots. The projections for 2019 forecast in-
creases to 1,300, rising to 1,480 in 2020. Those 
projected numbers rely on a graduation rate 
of nearly 100 percent for every pilot training 
class, and the service is already close to that 

A  heritage.org
SOURCE: Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Deputy Chief of Sta�  for Operations, written response to 
Heritage Foundation request for information on Air Force manning levels, April 9, 2018.

TABLE 6

Air Force Maintenance Skill Level Manning

Skill Level 2017 2018

Apprentice: 3-level 119% 117%

Journeyman: 5-level 91% 91%

Craftsman: 7-level 96% 97%

Leadership: 9-level 96% 99%
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mark. In 2016, the graduation rate was 93 per-
cent; in 2017, it was 98 percent; and in 2018, it 
was 97 percent.52 At the same time, however, 
the expectation of high graduation rates during 
years of significant pilot shortfalls puts quality 
at risk, and it is hard to fathom how the pilot 
production pipeline is going to ensure that all 
of those who earn their wings will be as com-
petent and capable as they need to be in the 
years ahead.

The Air Force is still suffering a pilot short-
age, but it has done an excellent job of em-
phasizing operational manning at the cost of 
placing experienced fighter pilots at staffs and 
schools. Operational fighter pilot manning in 
every major fighter weapons system increased 
by an average of 8 percent in 2018. (See Ta-
ble 7.)

While pilot manning levels are improv-
ing, those numbers say little about the qual-
ifications of the pilots within those weapons 

systems. “Higher sortie rates mean increased 
proficiency for our combat aircrews,” in the 
words of General Bill Creech,53 and given the 
right number of sorties and quality flight time, 
it takes seven years beyond mission qualifi-
cation in a fighter for an individual to maxi-
mize his potential as a fighter pilot.54 With an 
18-year drought in training for combat with a 
near-peer competitor, it will take even high-
ly experienced fighter pilots a year or two of 
training to master the skill sets required to 
dominate the air against a near-peer compet-
itor in a high-threat environment—skill sets 
that most have never had the opportunity to 
develop. Because squadrons have a mix of ex-
perience and talent levels, it will take several 
years of robust training for any operational 
fighter squadron to become ready for a high-
end fight.

The associated training requires sortie 
rates averaging above three sorties a week or 

A  heritage.org

NOTES: Pilot manning authorized fi gures are based on actual manning percentages (actual manning divided by authorized manning) 
in each major weapons system established in Air Force Instruction 11-102. Qualifi ed fi ghter pilots fi gures are derived from actual 
manning percentages (actual manning divided by authorized manning) for each major weapons system.
SOURCES: Secretary of the Air Force, “Air Force Instruction (AFI) 11-102: Flying Hour Program Management,” August 30, 2011, p. 17, 
https://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/af_a3_5/publication/afi 11-102/afi 11-102.pdf (accessed July 24, 2019), and Headquarters 
U.S. Air Force, Deputy Chief of Sta�  for Operations, written response to Heritage Foundation request for information on Air Force 
manning levels, April 9, 2018.

TABLE 7

Operational Fighter Pilot Manning

Weapons System
Pilot Manning  

Authorized
Qualifi ed Fighter 

Pilots 2017
Qualifi ed Fighter 

Pilots 2018

F–22 233 193 188

F–35A 107 33 46

F–15C 149 124 132

F–16C 787 677 771

F–15E 307 264 276

A–10 184 144 166

All Jets 1,766 1,434
(81% manning)

1,579
(89% manning)
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more and flying hours averaging more than 
200 hours per year. Despite having made great 
strides in sortie production since 2014, the Air 
Force is still falling short of those thresholds 

because of its low fighter mission-capable rates. 
(See Table 8.)

As noted, the primary drivers for mis-
sion-capable rates are maintenance manning 

A  heritage.org
SOURCE: Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Deputy Chief of Sta�  for Operations, written response 
to Heritage Foundation request for information on Air Force manning levels, July 8, 2018.

TABLE 8

Operational Sorties Pilots Received per Month, by Aircraft

2017 2018 Di� erence

F-22 7.4 7.3 –1%

F-35A 7.9 7.5 –5%

F-15C 8.9 8.4 –6%

F-16C 9.1 9.3 2%

F-15E 8.8 8.5 –3%

A-10 9.2 9.7 6%

All Jets: Average Sorties per Month 8.8 9.5 8%

All Jets: Average Sorties per Week 2.2 2.4 9%

A  heritage.org

NOTE: Average hours are based on weighted fi ghter manning levels for each of the six major weapons systems.
SOURCE: Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Deputy Chief of Sta�  for Operations, written response to Heritage Foundation request for 
information on Air Force manning levels, July 8, 2018.

TABLE 9

Average Hours Fighter Pilots Received per Month

2017 2018 Di� erence

F-22 13.4 12.1 –10%

F-35A 11.5 11.0 –4%

F-15C 12.5 8.9 –29%

F-16C 14.2 13.9 –2%

F-15E 20.6 17.1 –17%

A-10 22.7 20.1 –11%

All Jets: Average Hours per Month 15.8 14.3 –9%

All Jets: Average Hours per Year 189.4 171.7 –9%
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and O&M funding. Maintenance manning 
has been healthy for more than two years, and 
O&M funding has risen by 16 percent since 
2017, but flying hours across the fleet of fighters 
have increased by just 9 percent over that same 
period. USAF leadership has not increased the 
flying hour budget for FY 2020 because of an 
assessment that the Air Force is flying at the 
maximum executable levels.55 This calls into 
question how well maintenance is organized 
to generate those sorties.

The sortie production recovery that took 
place at the end of the hollow-force days of the 
Carter Administration happened while levels 
of maintenance experience and inventories of 
spare parts were still low and well before the 
Reagan Administration’s increase in defense 
spending.56 The maintenance organization 
that created that turnaround was changed in 
1989 to “save money by reducing maintenance 
staffing, equipment and base level support,”57 
which may help to explain the lackluster per-
formance. No matter what the rationale may 

be, even with robust manpower and funding, 
flying hours and sortie rates are still short of 
the levels required for a rapid increase in read-
iness levels across the fighter force.

The sortie rate for the average Air Force 
fighter pilot was said to have risen to 16.4 hours 
a month in 2017,58 but data provided by the 
Air Force organization charged with tracking 
these details revealed a less favorable picture. 
Fighter pilots actually received an average of 
15.8 hours per month in 2017, and the average 
fell by 9 percent to 14.3 hours per month in 
2018.59 (See Table 9.)

The average line fighter pilot assigned to a 
combat-coded (operational) unit received a 
healthy rate of 17.6 hours per month in 2017, 
but that rate fell by 9 percent in 2018 to 16 
hours per month.60 Sortie rates for the same 
category of pilots increased from 2.2 to 2.4 
sorties per week during the same years but re-
mained well below the average of three sorties 
per week needed to sustain or grow readiness 
levels. (See Chart 12).

EXPERIENCED PILOTS

21 pilots

Yes
17

4

FIRST FIGHTER

9 pilots

Yes
9

TOTAL

30 pilots

Yes
26

4

One less sortie per week 
provides the same benefits

A  heritage.org

SOURCE: John Venable, “The F-35A Fighter Is the Most Dominant and Lethal Multi-Role Weapons System in the World: Now Is the 
Time to Ramp Up Production,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 3406, May 14, 2019, https://www.heritage.org/defense/report/ 
the-f-35a-fighter-the-most-dominant-and-lethal-multi-role-weapons-system-the-world.

CHART 12

How Many Sorties per Week Should Pilots Fly?
Q: “Do you agree with this statement regarding proficiency and sorties per week? 
If I fly two sorties or less a week, my skills in the jet diminish; flying three per week 
maintains and sustains my skills, and when I fly four times or more a week, my 
skills in the jet improve across the board.”

One less sortie per week 
provides the same benefits
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The current state of overall Air Force readi-

ness includes many intangibles, but the things 
like averages for fighter pilot sortie rates and 
hours per month that can be measured all 
point to a readiness level that did not increase 
markedly between 2017 and 2018. The first five 
months of 2019 have shown an improvement 
in both sortie rates and hours, but the same 
was true in 2018, and flying hours fell to be-
low 2017 levels by the end of 2018. With that 
in mind, any assessment of 2019 will have to 
wait until the end of the year.

Space
The classified nature of deployed space as-

sets and their capabilities makes any assess-
ment of this mission area challenging. Nev-
ertheless, the United States’ constellation of 
ISR, navigation, and communication satellites 
is arguably unrivaled by any other nation-state. 
This array allows the Air Force and its sister 
services to find, fix, and target virtually any ter-
restrial or sea-based threat anywhere, anytime.

Unfortunately, America’s historically un-
checked dominance in space has encouraged 
an environment of overreliance on the domain 
and underappreciation of the vulnerabilities 
of its capabilities.61 Some space assets repre-
sent nearly single-point failures in which a loss 
caused by a system failure or an attack could 
cripple a linchpin capability. Because of U.S. 
dominance of and nearly complete reliance on 
assets based in space, for everything from tar-
geting to weapons guidance, other state actors 
have every incentive to target those assets.62

Adversaries will capture and hold the initia-
tive by leveraging surprise and every asymmet-
ric advantage that they possess while denying 
those warfighting elements to their opponents. 
Since Operation Desert Storm, the world and 
every American near-peer competitor therein 
have watched the United States employ satel-
lite-enabled precision targeting to profound 
effect on the battlefield. That ability depends 
almost entirely on the kinetic end of the strike 
system: precision-guided munitions.63

China and Russia are investing heavily in 
ground-based anti-satellite (ASAT) missiles; 
orbital ASAT programs that can deliver a ki-
netic blow; or co-orbital robotic interference 
to alter signals, mask denial efforts, or even 
pull adversary satellites out of orbit.64 If near-
peer competitors were able to degrade region-
al GPS signals or blind GPS receivers, they 
could neutralize the PGMs that the U.S. uses 
to conduct virtually every aspect of its kinetic 
strike capability.

As General John Hyten, former Command-
er of Air Force Space Command, has clearly 
indicated, the vulnerability of the U.S. space 
constellation lies in its design.65 Each of the 
satellites on which we currently rely costs 
millions of dollars and takes years to design, 
build, and launch into orbit. Until the Air 
Force shortens that time span or diversifies 
its ability to find, fix, and destroy targets with 
precision, space will remain both a dominant 
and an incredibly vulnerable domain for the 
U.S. Air Force.

Scoring the U.S. Air Force
Capacity Score: Marginal

One of the key elements of combat power in 
the U.S. Air Force is its fleet of fighter aircraft. 
In responding to major combat engagements 
since World War II, the Air Force has deployed 
an average of 28 fighter squadrons, based on 
an average of 18 aircraft per fighter squad-
ron. That equates to a requirement of 500 
active component fighter aircraft to execute 

one MRC. Based on government force-sizing 
documents that count fighter aircraft, squad-
rons, or wings, an average of 55 squadrons (990 
aircraft) is required to field a force capable of 
executing two MRCs (rounded up to 1,000 
fighter aircraft to simplify the numbers). This 
Index looks for 1,200 active fighter aircraft to 
account for the 20 percent reserve necessary 
when considering availability for deployment 
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 and the risk of employing 100 percent of fight-
ers at any one time.

 l Two-MRC Level: 1,200 fighter aircraft.

 l Actual 2019 Level: 951 fighter aircraft.

Based on a pure count of combat-coded 
fighter/attack platforms that have achieved 
IOC, the USAF currently is at 79 percent of the 
two-MRC benchmark. While the active fighter 
and bomber assets available would likely prove 
adequate to fight a single regional conflict, 
when coupled with the low mission capability 
rates of those aircraft (see Table 10), the global 
sourcing needed to field the required combat 
fighter force assets would leave the rest of the 
world uncovered. Nevertheless, the capacity 
level is well within the methodology’s range of 

“marginal.” This score is now trending upward.

Capability Score: Marginal
The Air Force’s capability score is “mar-

ginal,” the result of being scored “strong” in 
“Size of Modernization Program,” “margin-
al” for “Age of Equipment” and “Health of 

Modernization Programs,” but “weak” for 
“Capability of Equipment.” These scores have 
not changed from the 2019 Index’s assessment. 
However, with new F-35 and KC-46 aircraft 
continuing to roll off their respective produc-
tion lines, this score is now trending upward.

Readiness Score: Marginal
The Air Force scores “marginal” in readi-

ness in the 2020 Index, the same grade it re-
ceived in the 2019 Index. The USAF’s sustained 
pilot deficit and systemically low sortie rates 
and flying hours are the principal reasons for 
this assessment.66 The Air Force should be pre-
pared to respond quickly to an emergent crisis 
and retain full readiness of its combat airpower 
and, with a significant curtailment in deploy-
ments to support the war on terrorism, begin 
to improve its full-spectrum readiness levels 
much more rapidly than we have witnessed 
to date.

Fighter pilots should receive an average of 
three or more sorties a week and 200 hours 
per year to develop the skill sets needed to 
survive in combat. Even with greatly improved 
maintenance manning/experience levels and 

A  heritage.org

SOURCE: Air Force Association, “USAF Almanac 2018,” Air Force Magazine, June 2018, “The Air Force in Facts and Figures,” 
http://www.airforcemag.com/MagazineArchive/Pages/TableOfContents.aspx?Date=06/2018 (accessed July 25, 2019).

TABLE 10

Mission-Capable Combat-Coded Fighters in Active Duty Air Force

Fighter
Combat-Coded 

Fighters
Average Age 

in Years
FY 2018 Mission-

Capable Rate

Mission-Capable 
Combat-Coded 

Fighters

A-10C 116 37 0.73 84

F-15C 105 34 0.71 75

F-15E 158 26 0.71 112

F-16C 369 28 0.70 258

F-22A 138 11 0.52 72

F-35A 65 3 0.50 32

951 — — 634
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increased funding levels, average monthly sor-
ties and flying hours have not reached those 
thresholds. Whether they can or will be sus-
tained for the length of time it will take to re-
cover from the ongoing readiness shortfall is 
therefore open to question.

Overall U.S. Air Force Score: Marginal
This is an unweighted average of the USAF’s 

capacity score of “marginal,” capability score of 
“marginal,” and readiness score of “marginal.” 

The shortage of pilots and flying time for those 
pilots degrades the ability of the Air Force to 
generate the amount and quality of combat air 
power that would be needed to meet wartime 
requirements. Although it could eventually 
win a single major regional contingency in any 
theater, if the Air Force had to go to war today, 
its attrition rates would be significantly higher 
than those sustained by a ready, well-trained 
force.

U.S. Military Power: Air Force

VERY WEAK WEAK MARGINAL STRONG VERY STRONG

Capacity %

Capability %

Readiness %

OVERALL %
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Strategic Bomber

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

B-52 Stratofortress The B-21 is an advanced stealth bomber that will replace all 
B-1s and B-2s within the Air Force bomber fl eet. Flight testing 
is scheduled for 2021. Fielding is expected in the mid-2020s.Inventory: 75

Fleet age: 56.8  Date: 1961

The B-52, the oldest of the bombers, 
provides global strike capabilities with 
conventional or nuclear payloads. 
Programmed upgrades for B-52 include 
a new communications, avionics, and 
Multi-Functional Color Displays. The Air 
Force plans to use this aircraft through 
the 2050s

B-1 Lancer
Inventory: 62
Fleet age: 31.1 Date: 1986

The B-1B is a supersonic all-weather 
conventional bomber. It was modifi ed 
in the mid-1990s to disable its nuclear 
weapon delivery capability. Block 16 
upgrades to be completed by 2020 
include a fully integrated data link, 
navigation, radar, and diagnostic 
upgrades. B-1B phase-out is scheduled 
for 2032.

B-2 Spirit
Inventory: 20
Fleet age: 24.2  Date: 1997

The B-2 bomber provides the USAF 
with global strike capabilities for both 
nuclear and conventional payloads. The 
stealth bomber’s communication suite 
is currently being upgraded. The current 
plan is to begin phasing the B-2 out in 
2032.

AIR FORCE SCORES

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Ground Attack/Multi-Role Aircraft

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

A-10 Thunderbolt II F-35A
Inventory: 281
Fleet age: 37.4  Date: 1977 Timeline: 2016–TBD

The A-10 is the only USAF platform 
designed specifi cally for close air support 
mission using both self-designated 
precision guided munitions and an 
internal 30MM cannon. The A-10 is 
scheduled to be phased out in 2030.

The F-35A “Lightning” is a multirole stealth fi ghter 
that became IOC on August 2, 2016. The Air Force 
plans to acquire 48 F-35As a year across the FYDP.

338 1,425 $45,485 $186,382

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

F-16C Falcon
Inventory: 235
Fleet age: 28  Date: 1980

The F-16 is a multirole aircraft capable 
of tactical nuclear delivery, all-weather 
strike, and Suppression of Enemy Air 
Defenses (SEAD). An ongoing Service 
Life Extension Program (SLEP) will keep 
this jet in the inventory through the late 
2040s.

F-35A Lightning
Inventory: 154
Fleet age: 3.6  Date: 2016

The F-35 is a multirole stealth fi ghter 
that became operational in 2016. The 
Air Force has received more than 200 
of a planned purchase of 1,763 aircraft.

F-15E Strike Eagle

Inventory: 218
Fleet age: 26.4  Date: 1989

The F-15E is a multirole aircraft 
capable of all weather, deep
interdiction/attack, and tactical 
nuclear weapons delivery. Upgrades 
include an AESA radar, EPAWSS self-
defense suite, a new central computer, 
and cockpit displays.

AIR FORCE SCORES

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Fighter Aircraft

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

F-15C/D Eagle The F-15EX will be based on the 2-seat F-15QA (Qatar) 
confi guration upgraded with USAF-only capabilities, including 
the Eagle Passive Active Warning and Survivability System 
(EPAWSS) and advanced Operational Flight Program (OFP) 
software. The PB for FY20 will acquire 8 F-15EXs in FY20 and a 
total of 80 over the FYDP.

Inventory: 235
Fleet age: 34.2  Date: 1975

The F-15C/D is an air superiority fi ghter 
that has been in service since the late 
1970s. The jet is receiving upgrades 
including a new AESA radar and self-
defenses needed to survive and fi ght 
in contested airspace. Discussions are 
underway to retire the F-15C in late 
2020s.

F-22A Raptor

Inventory: 187
Fleet age: 11  Date: 2005

The F-22 is the preeminent air 
superiority stealth fi ghter aircraft, 
modifi ed to enable delivery of 
precision guided weapons delivery. 
The jet is currently undergoing a 
modifi cation called RAAMP that will 
improve reliability, maintainability and 
performance

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.

AIR FORCE SCORES
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Tanker

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

KC-10 Extender KC-46
Inventory: 59
Fleet age: 33.7  Date: 1981 Timeline: TBD

The KC-10 is a multirole tanker and airlift 
platform that can refuel both boom 
and drogue compatible fi ghters on the 
same mission. Recent modifi cations 
have enabled a service life extension 
through 2045. The Air Force planned 
to retire the KC-10 by 2024, but with 
a shortfall of refueling platforms, and 
slow acquisition of the KC-46, that 
appears unlikely.

The KC-46 Pegasus will replace portions of the KC-135 tanker 
fl eet. The program entered low rate initial production in 
August 2016 and the Air Force accepted the fi rst Pegasus 
on January 10, 2019. After several production and delivery 
delays, Boeing is on track to deliver three jets a month 
through the end of 2019 and 15 a year throughout the FYDP.

$11,23810867 $21,177

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

KC-135 Stratotanker

Inventory: 344
Fleet age: 57.8  Date: 1957

The KC-135 is a multirole tanker/airlift 
platform. The aircraft has undergone 
several modifi cations, mainly engine 
upgrades, to improve performance 
and reliability. Part of the fl eet will 
be replaced with the KC-46, with the 
remainder scheduled to be in service 
through 2040.

KC-46 Pegasus

n/a

Inventory: 67
Fleet age: n/a  Date: n/a

The Pegasus is a multirole tanker/airlift 
platform that can refuel both boom 
and drogue compatible fi ghters on the 
same mission. The Air Force accepted 
the fi rst of 179 programmed aircraft in 
2019. Deliveries will continue at a rate of 
15 aircraft a year.

AIR FORCE SCORES

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5
AIR FORCE SCORES

Medium Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

C-130J Super Hercules C-130J
Inventory: 110
Fleet age: 9.8  Date: 2006 Timeline: 2006–2022

The C-130J is an improved tactical 
airlift platform that can operate from 
small, austere airfi elds, and provide 
inter-theater airlift and airdrop and 
humanitarian support. The Air Force 
active component completed transition 
to the C-130J in October 2017.

An upgraded medium-lift capability with multiple variants 
including the C-130J-30, AC-130J gunship, and HC-130 
rescue/air refueling platform. The C-130J-30 can carry 92 
Airborne troops and lift over 40,000 pounds of cargo. The 
current MYP procures 16 C-130Js per year through FY2023.

137 4 $10,987 $510

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Heavy Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

C–5M Galaxy None

Inventory: 51
Fleet age: 31.4  Date: 1970

The C-5 is the USAF’s largest mobility 
aircraft. It can transport 270,000 
pounds of cargo over intercontinental 
ranges. The “M” models are heavily 
modifi ed C-5A/Bs that have new 
engines, avionics, and structural/
reliability fi xes. Ongoing mods include 
a new weather radar and mission 
computer, and improved Large Aircraft 
IR Countermeasures (LAIRCM).

C-17 Globemaster III

Inventory: 222
Fleet age: 15  Date: 1995

The C-17 is a large, air refuellable 
transport aircraft that is capable of 
operating on small, austere airfi elds 
(3,500 ft by 90 ft). Ongoing mods 
include next generation Large Aircraft 
Infrared Countermeasures (LAIRCM), 
structural, safety, and sustainment 
mods.

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR)

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

RQ-4 Global Hawk None

Inventory: 33
Fleet age: 7.6  Date: 2011

The RQ-4 is an unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV). Unlike the MQ-1 or MQ-9, the 
RQ-4 is a high-altitude, long-endurance 
(HALE) UAV, which in addition to 
higher altitude has a longer range than 
medium-altitude, long-endurance 
(MALE) UAVs.

MQ-9 A/B Reaper MQ-9
Inventory: 218
Fleet age: 5.4  Date: 2007 Timeline: 2007–2017

The MQ-9 is a hunter/killer Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft (RPA) with EO/IR 
and SAR targeting capabilities and 
is capable of station times in excess 
of 24 hours. The Extended Range 
modifi cation adds external fuel tanks, a 
four-bladed propeller, engine alcohol/ 
water injection, heavyweight landing 
gear, longer wings and tail surfaces.

The MQ-9 “Reaper” is a proven hunter/killer 
unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The PB for FY 
2019 budget funds the procurement of 24 Reapers, 
and the proposed PB for 2020 will fund 12 more.

387 43 $6,996 $1,664

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

RC-135 Rivet Joint None
Inventory: 25
Fleet age: 55  Date: 1972

The RC-135 is a manned ISR platform that 
collects electronic and signals intelligence 
with real time analysis and dissemination 
for tactical forces, combatant 
commanders, and National Command 
Authorities. Ongoing upgrades include 
new direction fi nding COMINT, precision 
ELINT/SIGINT system integration, 
wideband SATCOMS, enhanced near 
real-time data dissemination, and new 
steerable beam antenna.

U-2 Dragon Lady
Inventory: 27
Fleet age: 34.7  Date: 1956

The U-2 is a manned strategic high-
altitude, long-endurance ISR platform. 
Capable of SIGINT, IMINT, and MASINT 
collection, it can carry a variety of 
advanced optical, multispectral, EO/
IR, SAR, SIGINT, and other payloads 
simultaneously. No other aircraft in the US 
inventory has this capability, which will 
indefi nitely delay the U-2’s retirement.

AIR FORCE SCORES

NOTE: See page 433 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5
AIR FORCE SCORES

Command and Control

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

E-3 AWACS None

Inventory: 31
Fleet age: 38.2  Date: 1977

The E-3 is an airborne warning 
and control system (AWACS) that 
delivers all-weather, air and maritime 
surveillance, command and control, 
battle management, target, threat, and 
emitter detection, classifi cation, and 
tracking. Ongoing upgrades include 
an urgent operational requirement to 
shorten kill-chains on time-sensitive 
targets, modernizing airborne moving 
target indication, and adding high-
speed jam-resistant Link 16. The E-3 is 
scheduled to stay in service through the 
2040s.

E-8 JSTARS

Inventory: 16
Fleet age: 17.8  Date: 2010

The E-8 is a ground moving target 
indication (GMTI), airborne battlefi eld 
management/command and control 
platform. Its primary mission is 
providing theater commanders with 
ground surveillance data to support 
tactical operations. The Air Force plans 
to retire this platform in the mid-2020s.

NOTES: See Methodology for descriptions of scores. The date is the year the platform reached initial operational capability. The timeline is from the year the 
platform reached initial operational capability until its fi nal procurement. Spending does not include advanced procurement or research, development, test, 
and evaluation.
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U.S. Air Force Modernization Table Citations

MAIN SOURCES
• “USAF Almanac 2018,” Air Force Magazine, Vol. 100, No. 6 (June 2018), http://www.airforcemag.com/MagazineArchive/
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KC-10:
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F-16 Falcon:
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U.S. Marine Corps

The U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) is the na-
tion’s expeditionary armed force, posi-

tioned and ready to respond to crises around 
the world. Marine units assigned aboard ships 
(“soldiers of the sea”) or at bases abroad stand 
ready to project U.S. power into crisis areas. 
Marines also serve in a range of unique mis-
sions, from combat defense of U.S. embassies 
under attack abroad to operating the Presi-
dent’s helicopter fleet.

Although Marines have a wide variety of 
individual assignments, the focus of every 
Marine is on combat: Every Marine is first a 
rifleman. The USMC has positioned itself for 
crisis response and has evolved its concepts 
to leverage its equipment more effectively to 
support operations in a heavily contested mar-
itime environment such as the one found in the 
Western Pacific.

As of March 2019, according to the U.S. Na-
vy’s budget highlights document for fiscal year 
(FY) 2020, more than 40,000 Marines (roughly 
one-third of Marine Corps operating forces) 
were deployed around the world, “providing 
immediate options, assuring allies and de-
terring our adversaries.” During the preceding 
year, “the Marine Corps executed 170 opera-
tions, eight amphibious operations, [and] 115 
theater security cooperation events and par-
ticipated in 51 exercises and relief operations 
for Hurricanes Maria, Florence, and Michael.”1

Pursuant to the national-level and ser-
vice-level strategic guidance documents that 
provide direction and focus for the military 
services,2 maintaining the Marines’ crisis re-
sponse capability is critical. Thus, given the 
fiscal constraints imposed on it, the Corps has 

continued to prioritize “near-term readiness” 
at the expense of other areas such as capacity, 
capability, modernization, home station read-
iness, and infrastructure.3 However, as stated 
in the President’s FY 2019 budget of $43.1 bil-
lion for the Corps, the service elevated mod-
ernization as a means to improve readiness for 
combat.4 This is consistent with and central to 
its readiness-recovery efforts and represents 
a shift to a longer-term perspective. Recap-
italization and repair of legacy systems is no 
longer sufficient to sustain current operational 
requirements. New equipment is necessary.

Capacity
The measures of Marine Corps capacity in 

this Index are similar to those used to assess 
the Army’s: end strength and units (battalions 
for the Marines and brigades for the Army).

Ground Forces. The Marine Corps’ basic 
combat unit is the infantry battalion, which 
is composed of approximately 900 Marines 
and includes three rifle companies, a weapons 
company, and a headquarters and service com-
pany.5 In FY 2011, the Marine Corps maintained 
27 infantry battalions in its active component 
at an authorized end strength of 202,100.6 As 
budgets declined, the Corps prioritized readi-
ness through managed reductions in capacity, 
including a drawdown of forces, and delays or 
reductions in planned procurement levels. After 
the Marine Corps fell to a low of 23 active com-
ponent infantry battalions in FY 2015, Congress 
began to fund gradual increases in end strength, 
returning the Corps to 24 infantry battalions.7

President Donald Trump’s FY 2019 bud-
get request increased the size of the active 
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component Marine Corps by 1,100 Marines 
to an authorized level of 186,100,8 sustaining 
enough support for 24 infantry battalions. 
The additional manpower backfilled existing 
units and helped the Marine Corps to recruit 
and retain individuals with critical skill sets 
and specialties.

One impact of reduced capacity is a strain 
on Marines’ dwell time. Cuts in capacity—the 
number of units and individual Marines—en-
abled the Marine Corps to disperse the re-
sources it did receive among fewer units, thus 
maintaining higher readiness levels through-
out a smaller force. However, without a cor-
responding decrease in operational require-
ments, demand for Marine Corps units and 
assets has resulted in grueling deployment 
rates, a situation that has remained large-
ly unchanged since 2018.9 High deployment 
frequency exacerbates the degradation of 
readiness as people and equipment are used 
more frequently with less time to recover be-
tween deployments.

The stated ideal deployment-to-dwell 
(D2D) time ratio is 1:3 (seven months deployed 
for every 21 months at home).10 This leaves 
more time available for training and recovery 
and provides support for a “ready bench,” with-
out which readiness investments are immedi-
ately consumed. FY 2019 budget constraints 
support only “an approximate 1:2 D2D ratio 
in the aggregate”11 with the roughly 5 percent 
increase in funding (compared to FY 2018) go-
ing toward readiness and modernization at the 
expense of capacity or number of units.

Infantry battalions serve as a surrogate 
measure for the Corps’ total force. As the first 
to respond to many contingencies, the Marine 
Corps requires a large degree of flexibility and 
self-sufficiency, and this drives its approach to 
organization and deployment of operational 
formations that, although typically centered 
on infantry units, are composed of ground, 
air, and logistics elements. Each of these as-
sets and capabilities is critical to effective 
deployment of force, and any one of them can 
be a limiting factor in the conduct of training 
and operations.

Aviation. Marine aviation has been particu-
larly stressed by insufficient funding. Although 
operational requirements have not decreased, 
fewer Marine aircraft have been available for 
tasking or training. For example, according 
to its 2019 aviation plan, the USMC currently 
fields 16 tactical fighter squadrons, compared 
to 19 in FY 2017 and around 28 during Desert 
Storm.12 Though the availability of legacy air-
craft has slowly improved—the result of in-
creased funding for spare parts and implemen-
tation of recommendations from independent 
readiness reviews—the Marine Corps “is still 
challenged with low readiness rates in specific 
communities,” such as F/A-18 squadrons.13

The Corps is introducing the F-35 platform 
into the fleet, but F/A-18 Hornets remain “the 
primary bridging platform to F-35B/C” and 
will remain in the force until 2030.14 This pri-
mary tactical air (TACAIR) capability has to 
be carefully managed as it is no longer in pro-
duction. The Navy completed its divestment 
of F/A-18 A-D models during FY 2019, making 
them available to the Marines and enabling the 
Corps to replace its older aircraft with planes 
that are less old.15 To further mitigate the aging 
of its fleet until full transition to the F-35, the 
Corps is also looking to acquire F/A-18s from 
other countries as opportunities arise.16

The Corps will maintain five squadrons of 
AV-8B Harriers, introduced in 1985, until FY 
2022.17 In its heavy-lift rotary wing fleet, the 
Corps began a reset of the CH-53E in 2016 to 
bridge the procurement gap to the CH-53K 
and aims to “reset…the entire 143-aircraft fleet 
by FY20,” but this will still leave the service 57 
aircraft short of the stated heavy-lift require-
ment of 200 airframes, and the Marine Corps 
will not have enough helicopters to meet its 
heavy-lift requirement without the transition 
to the CH-53K.18

According to the Corps’ 2019 aviation plan, 
the transition to the MV-22 Osprey is complete, 
with 18 fully operational squadrons in the ac-
tive component.19 However, depending on the 
results of an ongoing requirements-based 
analysis, the procurement objective could in-
crease to 380 aircraft.20 The Osprey has been 
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called “our most in-demand aircraft,”21 which 
means the Marine Corps has to reconcile high 
operational tempos (OPTEMPOs) with the 
objective of maintaining the platform in its 
inventory “for at least the next 40 years.”22 At 
present, MV-22 readiness has plateaued at 55 
percent due to a wide variety in aircraft config-
uration, which complicates assessing problems 
and ordering parts—affecting repairs—and 
shortfalls in maintenance personnel.23 The 
Corps has committed to funding its Common 
Configuration-Readiness and Modernization 
(CC-RAM) and Nacelle Improvement (NI) pro-
grams to increase availability by 15 percent.24

Amphibious Ships. Although amphibious 
ships are assessed as part of the Navy’s fleet ca-
pacity, Marines operate and train aboard naval 
vessels. This makes “the shortage of amphibi-
ous ships…the quintessential challenge to am-
phibious training.”25 The Navy was operating 
only 32 amphibious warfare ships as of August 
20, 2019,26 and is projected to continue operat-
ing short of the 38-ship requirement until FY 
2033, thus limiting what the Marine Corps can 
do in operational, training, and experimenta-
tion settings.27

Because of this chronic shortfall in am-
phibious ships, the USMC has relied partially 
on land-based Special Purpose Marine Air-
Ground Task Forces (SPMAGTFs). SPMAGTFs 
have enabled the Corps to meet Joint Force re-
quirements, but land-based locations still “lack 
the full capability, capacity and strategic and 
operational agility that results when Marine 
Air-Ground Task Forces (MAGTFs) are em-
barked aboard Navy amphibious ships.”28 The 
lack of variety in amphibious shipping, espe-
cially as the Corps considers the implications 
of evolving enemy capabilities, and concerns 
about the shortage of amphibious lift in gen-
eral make the exploration of alternatives with 
the Navy an increasingly urgent need.29

The USMC continues to invest in the recap-
italization of legacy platforms in order to ex-
tend platform service life and keep aircraft and 
amphibious vehicles in the fleet, but as these 
platforms age, they also become less relevant 
to the evolving modern operating environment. 

Thus, while they do help to maintain capacity, 
programs to extend service life do not provide 
the capability enhancements that moderniza-
tion programs provide. The result is an older, 
less-capable fleet of equipment that costs more 
to maintain.

Capability
The nature of the Marine Corps’ crisis re-

sponse role requires capabilities that span 
all domains. The USMC ship requirement is 
managed by the Navy and is covered in the 
Navy’s section of the Index. The Marine Corps 
has been focusing on “essential moderniza-
tion” and emphasizing programs that “un-
derpin our core competencies,” making the 
Amphibious Combat Vehicle (ACV) and F-35 
JSF programs its top two priorities.30 The 
Corps has committed nearly one-third of its 
overall budget—$13.8 billion in FY 2019 and a 
requested $13.9 billion for FY 2020—to force 
modernization.31

Of the Marine Corps’ current fleet of vehi-
cles, its amphibious vehicles—specifically, the 
Assault Amphibious Vehicle (AAV-7A1) and 
Light Armored Vehicle (LAV)—are the old-
est, with the AAV-7A1 averaging over 40 years 
old and the LAV averaging 26 years old.32 The 
Corps had pursued a survivability upgrade for 
the AAV to extend its useful service life, but 
progress with the ACV program was better 
than expected, so the service canceled its con-
tract with Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAIC) in September 2018.33

Service testimony notes that the Marine 
Corps is “beginning to look at a replacement” 
for the LAV, which will “help accelerate move-
ment to the acquisition phase within the next 
four to five years.”34 As noted, the average age 
of the LAV is 26 years. Comparatively, the 
Corps’ M1A1 Abrams inventory is 28 years old 
with an estimated 33-year life span,35 while as 
of 2014, the newest HMMWV variant had al-
ready consumed half of its projected 15-year 
service life.36

All of the Corps’ main combat vehicles 
entered service in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
service life extensions, upgrades, and new 
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generations of designs have allowed the plat-
forms to remain in service. However, these 
vehicles are rapidly becoming poorly suited to 
the changing threat environment. The Presi-
dent’s FY 2020 budget seeks to provide $13.9 
billion for modernization across the service, 
with $3.1 billion of this amount to be used for 
ground-related procurement in an effort to up-
date key combat and combat-related systems 
that will extend the service utility of aging pri-
mary ground combat platforms.37

The age profiles of the Corps’ aircraft are 
similar to those of the Navy’s. In 2018, the 
USMC had 251 F/A-18A-Ds (including one re-
serve squadron) and six EA-6Bs in its primary 
mission aircraft inventory,38 and both aircraft 
had already surpassed their originally intend-
ed life spans. The Marine Corps completed re-
tirement of its EA-6B squadrons in FY 2019.39

Unlike the Navy, the Corps did not acquire 
the newer F/A-18 E/F Super Hornets; thus, a 
portion of the older F/A-18 Hornets are going 
through a service life extension program to ex-
tend their life span to 10,000 flight hours from 
the original 6,000 hours.40 This is intended to 
bridge the gap until the F-35Bs and F-35Cs en-
ter service to replace the Harriers and most of 
the Hornets.

As the Navy accelerated its transition to the 
Super Hornet, it transferred its “best of breed” 
aircraft from its F/A-18A-D inventory to the 
Marine Corps and scrapped the remaining 
for parts to help maintain the Corps’ legacy 
fleet through FY 2030.41 The AV-8B Harrier, 
designed to take off from the LHA and LHD 
amphibious assault ships, will be retired from 
Marine Corps service by 2026.42 The AV-8B re-
ceived near-term capability upgrades in 2015, 
which continued in 2017 in order to maintain 
its lethality and interoperability until the F-35 
transition is completed in FY 2022.43

The Corps declared its first F-35B squadron 
operationally capable on July 31, 2015, after 
it passed an “Operational Readiness Inspec-
tion” test and has reported that the aircraft 
reached full operational capability in late 
2018.44 During FY 2019, VMFA-211 made the 
first full operational deployment with a Marine 

Expeditionary Unit (MEU) when it sailed with 
the 13th MEU from September 2018 to Feb-
ruary 2019, supporting combat operations in 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria.45 To date, three 
F-35B squadrons have been delivered to the 
Marine Corps, including two operational 
squadrons and one fleet replacement squadron, 
totaling 158 aircraft comprised of 135 F-35Bs 
and 23 F-35Cs.46

The Marine Corps has two Major Defense 
Acquisition (MDAP) vehicle programs: the 
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) and Am-
phibious Combat Vehicle (ACV).47 The JLTV 
is a joint program with the Army to acquire a 
more survivable light tactical vehicle that was 
originally intended to replace a percentage of 
the older HMMWV fleet, introduced in 1985, 
although that objective changed in 2019. The 
Army retains overall responsibility for JLTV 
development through its Joint Program Office.48

Following FY 2015 plans for the JLTV, the 
program awarded a low-rate initial production 
contract, which included a future option of pro-
ducing JLTVs for the Marine Corps, to defense 
contractor Oshkosh.49 As of June 2017, despite 
a delay in the program’s full-rate production 
decision and reduced procurement quantities 
in FY 2016 and FY 2017, the Corps expected to 
complete its prior acquisition objective of 5,500 
by FY 2023.50 In mid-August 2019, the Corps an-
nounced that it would increase its procurement 
of JLTVs to around 15,000, effectively enabling 
replacement of its 15,390-vehicle HMMWV 
fleet.51 The JLTV program has reached sufficient 
production maturity that the Corps is fielding 
the vehicle to its first operational unit, 3rd Bat-
talion, 8th Marines, located at MCB Camp Le-
jeune, North Carolina.52

The Marine Corps is replacing the AAV-7A1 
with the ACV. The ACV, which took the place 
of the Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV), 

“has been structured to provide a phased, incre-
mental capability.”53 The AAV-7A1 was to be re-
placed by the EFV, a follow-on to the cancelled 
Advanced AAV, but the EFV was also cancelled 
in 2011 as a result of technical obstacles and 
cost overruns. Similarly, the Corps planned 
to replace the LAV inventory with the Marine 
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Personnel Carrier (MPC), which would serve 
as a Light Armored Vehicle with modest am-
phibious capabilities but would be designed 
primarily to provide enhanced survivability 
and mobility once ashore.54 However, budget-
ary constraints led the Corps to shelve the pro-
gram, leaving open the possibility that it might 
be resumed in the future.

After restructuring its ground moderniza-
tion portfolio, the Marine Corps determined 
that it would combine its efforts by upgrading 
392 of its legacy AAVs and continuing develop-
ment of the ACV to replace part of the existing 
fleet and complement its AAVs.55 This would 
help the Corps to meet its requirement of ar-
mored lift for 10 battalions of infantry.56 BAE 
Systems won the contract award to build the 
ACV 1.1 in June 201857 and is expected to de-
liver the first 30 vehicles by the fall of 2019, for 
which the FY 2019 budget provided funding. 
The Marine Corps plans to field 204 vehicles 
in the first increment—enough to support lift 
requirements for two infantry battalions.58

The ACV 1.1 platform is notable because it 
is an amphibious wheeled vehicle instead of 
a tracked vehicle, capable of traversing open 
water only with the assistance of Navy shore 
connectors such as Landing Craft, Air Cushion 
Vehicles (LCAC). Development and procure-
ment of the ACV program will be phased so 
that the new platforms can be fielded incre-
mentally alongside a number of modernized 
AAVs.59 Plans call for a 694-vehicle program of 
record (a combination of upgraded AAVs and 
ACVs), with the first battalion to reach initial 
operating capability (IOC) in FY 2020, and for 
modernizing enough of the current AAV fleet 
to outfit six additional battalions, two in the 
first increment and four in the second. The 
Corps has requested $318 million in its FY 
2020 budget to fund the “first full-rate produc-
tion lot of 56 vehicles,” nearly double the $167 
million it received for the ACV in FY 2019.60

Regarding aviation, Lieutenant General 
Brian Beaudreault, then Marine Corps Deputy 
Commandant for Plans, Policies, and Opera-
tions, testified in 2018 that “[t]he single most 
effective way to meet our NDS responsibilities, 

improve overall readiness, and gain the com-
petitive advantage required for combat against 
state threats is through the modernization of 
our aviation platforms.”61 The F-35B remained 
the Marine Corps’ largest investment program 
in FY 2019. The Corps announced IOC of the 
F-35B variant in July 2015.62 Total procure-
ment will consist of 420 F-35s (353 F-35Bs and 
67 F-35Cs), 158 of which have been acquired.63 
AV-8Bs and F/A-18A-Ds continue to receive in-
teroperability and lethality enhancements in 
order to extend their useful service lives during 
the transition to the F-35.

Today, the USMC MV-22 Osprey program is 
operating with few problems and nearing com-
pletion of the full acquisition objective of 360 
aircraft.64 The Marine Corps has increased its 
total of MV-22 squadrons to 16 fully operation-
al squadrons in the active component toward 
a final objective of 18 active and two reserve 
component squadrons.65 The MV-22’s capabil-
ities are in high demand from the Combatant 
Commanders (CCDR), and the Corps is add-
ing capabilities such as fuel delivery and use 
of precision-guided munitions to the MV-22 
to enhance its value to the CCDR.

The Corps continues to struggle with sus-
tainment challenges in the Osprey fleet. Since 
procurement of the first MV-22 in 1999, the 
fleet has developed more than 70 different con-
figurations.66 This has resulted in increased lo-
gistical requirements, as maintainers must be 
trained to each configuration and spare parts 
are not all shared. The Marine Corps devel-
oped its CC-RAM program to consolidate the 
inventory to a common configuration at a rate 
of “2–23 aircraft installs per year” beginning 
in FY 2018.67

The USMC’s heavy-lift replacement pro-
gram, the CH-53K, conducted its first flight on 
October 27, 2015.68 The CH-53K will replace 
the Corps’ CH-53E, which is now 29 years 
old. Although “unexpected redesigns to crit-
ical components” delayed a low-rate initial 
production decision, the program achieved 
Milestone C in April 2017, and the President’s 
FY 2019 budget requested $1,601.8 million for 
the procurement of eight aircraft in its second 
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year of low-rate initial production.69 The Corps 
continued this effort by purchasing another six 
aircraft in FY 2020 for $1.0 billion and deter-
mined that it would invest an additional almost 
$517 million in continued engineering manu-
facturing development initiatives.70

The helicopter is now forecast to reach IOC 
in FY 2021,71 six years later than initially an-
ticipated. This is of increasing concern as the 
Marine Corps maintains only 138 CH-53Es 
and will not have enough helicopters to meet 
its heavy-lift requirement of 220 aircraft with-
out the transition to the CH-53K, which even 
when fully implemented will still fall short by 
20 aircraft.72

Readiness
The Marine Corps’ first priority is to be 

the military’s crisis response force, which is 
why investment in immediate readiness has 
been prioritized over capacity and capabili-
ty.73 Although this is sustainable for a short 
time, concerns expressed when the Budget 
Control Act was passed in 2011 have proved to 
be impediments in the present. Moderniza-
tion is now a primary inhibitor of readiness 
as keeping aging platforms in working order 
becomes increasingly challenging and aircraft 
are retired before they can be replaced, leaving 
a smaller force available to meet operational 
requirements and further increasing the use 
of remaining platforms.

With respect to training, the Marine Corps 
continues to prioritize training for deploy-
ing and next-to-deploy units. Marine oper-
ating forces as a whole continue to average 
a 1:2 deployment-to-dwell ratio.74 At this 
pace, readiness is consumed as quickly as it 
is built, leaving minimal flexibility to respond 
to contingencies.

Marine Corps guidance identifies multiple 
levels of readiness that can affect the ability to 
conduct operations:

Readiness is the synthesis of two distinct 
but interrelated levels. a. unit readiness—
The ability to provide capabilities required 
by the combatant commanders to execute 

their assigned missions. This is derived 
from the ability of each unit to deliver the 
outputs for which it was designed. b. joint 
readiness—The combatant commander’s 
ability to integrate and synchronize ready 
combat and support forces to execute his 
or her assigned missions.75

As noted, the availability of amphibious 
ships, although funded through the Navy bud-
get, has a direct impact on the Marine Corps’ 
joint readiness. For example, while shore-
based MAGTFs can maintain unit-level readi-
ness and conduct training for local contingen-
cies, a shortfall in amphibious lift capabilities 
leaves these units without “the strategic flexi-
bility and responsiveness of afloat forces and…
constrained by host nation permissions.”76

In December 2017, a U.S. Government Ac-
countability Office (GAO) official testified that 
even though deploying units completed all nec-
essary pre-deployment training for amphib-
ious operations, the Marine Corps was “un-
able to fully accomplish…home-station unit 
training to support contingency requirements, 
service-level exercises, and experimentation 
and concept development for amphibious op-
erations.”77 Lieutenant General Beaudreault 
identified the shortage of available amphib-
ious ships as the primary factor in training 
limitations. Of the 32 amphibious ships in the 
U.S. fleet at the time, only 16 were considered 

“available to support current or contingency 
operations.”78 Regrettably, conditions have not 
improved since then. While infantry battalions 
can maintain unit-level readiness require-
ments, their utility depends equally on their 
ability to deploy in defense of U.S. interests.

Marine aviation in particular is experiencing 
significant readiness shortfalls. Last year, the 
2018 Marine Aviation Plan found that “[a]cross 
all of Marine aviation, readiness is below 
steady-state requirements.”79 With a smaller 
force structure and fewer aircraft available for 
training, aviation units were having difficulty 
keeping up with demanding operational re-
quirements. Lieutenant General Stephen Rud-
der, Marine Corps Deputy Commandant for 
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Aviation, testified in December 2017 that most 
Marine aviation squadrons lacked the “number 
of ready aircraft required to ‘fight tonight.’”80

In 2019, progress has been made, but the 
Corps still cites challenges: “[Aviation] readi-
ness trend lines [are] moving up,” but “our back-
log of deferred readiness, procurement, and 
modernization requirements has grown in the 
last decade and a half and can no longer be ig-
nored,” and Marine aviation is “still challenged 
with low readiness rates in specific communi-
ties.”81 The Corps has not been explicit in citing 
specific readiness rates in public testimony, 
but it is clear that readiness problems remain 

despite some improvement in Marine aviation 
readiness over the past few years.

The Marines Corps’ Ground Equipment 
Reset Strategy, developed to recover from the 
strain of years of sustained operations in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, has had a positive impact af-
ter being delayed from the end of FY 2017 to 
FY 2019. As of May 2019, the Marine Corps had 
reset approximately 99 percent of its ground 
equipment and “returned 72% of [its] ground 
equipment to the operating forces.”82 Reconsti-
tuting equipment and ensuring that the Corps’ 
inventory can meet operational requirements 
are critical aspects of readiness.

Scoring the U.S. Marine Corps
Capacity Score: Weak

Based on the deployment of Marines across 
major engagements since the Korean War, the 
Corps requires roughly 15 battalions for one 
MRC.83 This translates to a force of approx-
imately 30 battalions to fight two MRCs si-
multaneously. The government force-sizing 
documents that discuss Marine Corps com-
position support this. Though the documents 
that make such a recommendation count the 
Marines by divisions, not battalions, they are 
consistent in arguing for three Active Marine 
Corps divisions, which in turn requires roughly 
30 battalions.

With a 20 percent strategic reserve, the ide-
al USMC capacity for a two-MRC force-sizing 
construct is 36 battalions. Unless a dramatic 
change in circumstances were to occur, such as 
the onset of a major conflict, it is unlikely that 
the Corps will push to expand end strength 
to this number. In fact, the prevailing federal 
budget environment and the effects of nearly 
20 years of operations on equipment and read-
iness have led the Corps to prioritize modern-
ization and readiness over force capacity and 
even to consider trading capacity for improve-
ments in the other two areas.84

Manpower is by far the biggest expense for 
the Marines. As requested for the Corps’ FY 
2020 budget, the military personnel account 

at $14.2 billion85 dwarfs both the funding re-
quested for operations and maintenance ($3.9 
billion)86 and the funding requested for pro-
curement of new equipment ($3.1 billion).87 
Nevertheless, the historical record of the use 
of Marine Corps forces in a major contingency 
argues for the larger number.

More than 33,000 Marines were deployed 
in Korea, and more than 44,000 were deployed 
in Vietnam. In the Persian Gulf, one of the larg-
est Marine Corps missions in U.S. history, some 
90,000 Marines were deployed, and approxi-
mately 66,000 were deployed for Operation 
Iraqi Freedom.

As the Persian Gulf War is the most perti-
nent example for this construct, an operat-
ing force of 180,000 Marines is a reasonable 
benchmark for a two-MRC force, not counting 
Marines that would be unavailable for deploy-
ment (assigned to institutional portions of the 
Corps) or that are deployed elsewhere. This 
is supported by government documents that 
have advocated a force as low as 174,000 (1993 
Bottom-Up Review) and as high as 202,000 
(2010 Quadrennial Defense Review), with an 
average end strength of 185,000 being recom-
mended. However, as recent increases in end 
strength have not corresponded with deploy-
able combat power, these government recom-
mendations may have to be reassessed.
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 l Two-MRC Level: 36 battalions.

 l Actual 2018 Level: 24 battalions.

Despite an increase in manpower, the Corps 
continues to operate with less than 67 percent 
of the number of battalions relative to the two-
MRC benchmark. Marine Corps capacity is 
therefore again scored as “weak.”

Capability Score: Marginal
The Corps receives scores of “weak” for “Ca-

pability of Equipment,” “marginal” for “Age of 
Equipment” and “Health of Modernization 
Programs,” but “strong” for “Size of Modern-
ization Program.” Therefore, the aggregate 
score for Marine Corps capability is “marginal.”

Readiness Score: Marginal
As in FY 2018, the Marine Corps again pri-

oritized next-to-deploy units during FY 2019. 
As the nation’s crisis response force, the Corps 
requires that all units, whether deployed or 
non-deployed, must be ready. However, since 
most Marine Corps ground units are meeting 
readiness requirements only immediately be-
fore deployment and the Corps’ “ready bench” 
would “not be as capable as necessary” if de-
ployed on short notice, USMC readiness is 
sufficient to meet ongoing commitments only 
at reported deployment-to-dwell ratios of 1:2. 
This means that only a third of the force—the 
deployed force—could be considered fully 
ready. Furthermore, in testimony provided to 
various committees of the House and Senate 

and in its publicly available program docu-
ments, the USMC has continued to report 
challenges in aviation unit readiness.

Marine Corps officials have not been clear 
as to the status of ground component readiness 
during FY 2019, but in testimony to Congress 
during the year, as noted, they have emphasized 
a positive upward trend as a consequence of 
additional funding provided by Congress in FY 
2018 and FY 2019 and a shift in focus toward 
high-end conventional warfare. The lack of a 

“ready bench” in depth (too few units and short-
ages of personnel in key maintenance fields) 
and continued challenges in readiness levels 
among the USMC aircraft fleet perhaps offset 
some of the gains made by increased effort, 
funding, and focus, but the 2020 Index assess-
es Marine Corps readiness levels as “marginal,” 
an improvement over the 2019 score of “weak.”

Overall U.S. Marine Corps Score: Marginal
Marine Corps congressional testimony 

during 2019 struck an optimistic note, and in-
creased funding for readiness and an emphasis 
on modernization give strong support to the 
Corps’ readiness-recovery efforts, but effects 
will take time to materialize across the force. 
Hence, the need for continued attention and 
support from the Administration and Con-
gress. However, gains have been made over the 
past year, and the Marine Corps has increased 
its overall score to “marginal” in the 2020 In-
dex, which is both in line with its sister services 
and a welcome return from its overall assess-
ment of “weak” in 2018 and 2019.

U.S. Military Power: Marine Corps

VERY WEAK WEAK MARGINAL STRONG VERY STRONG

Capacity %

Capability %

Readiness %

OVERALL %
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Main Battle Tank

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

M1A1 Abrams None

Inventory: 447
Fleet age: 16  Date: 1990

The M1A1 Abrams is the main battle tank 
and provides the Marine Corps with 
heavy-armor direct fi re capabilities. It is 
expected to remain in service beyond 
2028.

Light Wheeled Vehicle

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

HMMWV Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV)
Inventory: 15,390
Fleet age: 21  Date: 1983 Timeline: 2017–2022

The HMMWV is a light wheeled vehicle 
used to transport troops with some 
measure of protection against light 
arms, blast, and fragmentation. The 
expected life span of the HMMWV is 15 
years. Some HMMWVs will be replaced 
by the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle 
(JLTV).

The JLTV is a vehicle program meant to replace all of the 
HMMWVs and improve reliability, survivability, and strategic 
and operational transportability. This is a joint program with 
the Army. Full-rate production is scheduled for early 2019. 
JLTVs should be at full operational capability in FY2022. The 
fi rst set of JLTVs were fi elded in March 2019; IOC was achieved 
in mid-summer 2019 with fi elding at Camp Lejeune, NC

2,515 12,485 $1,001 $4,999

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

MARINE CORPS SCORES

NOTES: See page 452 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending. JLTV spending fi gures refl ect the full joint program spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Amphibious Assault Vehicle

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

AAV Amphibious Combat Vehicle (ACV)
Inventory: 1,200
Fleet age: 41  Date: 1972 Timeline: 2018–2021

The Amphibious Assault Vehicle 
transports troops and cargo from ship 
to shore. In September 2018, the USMC 
cancelled a survivability upgrade for 
this platform.

The ACV is intended to replace the aging AAV. 
The fi rst ACVs are expected to be fi elded in 2020. 
Full operational capability is scheduled for 2023.

56 148 $324 $811

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

LAV-25

Inventory: 625
Fleet age: 37  Date: 1983

The LAV is a wheeled light armor 
vehicle with modest amphibious 
capability used for armored 
reconnaissance and highly mobile 
fi re support. It has undergone several 
service life extensions (most recently in 
2012) and will be in service until 2035.

MARINE CORPS SCORES

Attack Helicopters

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

AH-1W Super Cobra AH-1Z
Inventory: 77
Fleet age: 24 Date: 1986 Timeline: 2014–2022

The Super Cobra is an attack helicopter 
that provides the Marines with close air 
support and armed reconnaissance. The 
Super Cobra will remain in service until 
2021; it is being replaced by the AH-1Z.

The new AH-1Z Viper program is part of a larger modifi cation 
program to the H-1 platform. Replacing the AH-1W, the 
Z-Variant will serve as the next generation of attack 
aircraft. The new H-1 rotorcraft will have upgraded avionics, 
rotor blades, transmissions, landing gear, and structural 
modifi cations to enhance speed, maneuverability, and 
payload. It is scheduled for full operational capability in 2021.

187 $6,314 $62

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

AH-1Z Viper

Inventory: 100
Fleet age: 6  Date: 2010

The AH-1Z Viper is the follow on to 
the AH-1W Cobra attack helicopter. 
The Viper has greater speed, payload, 
and range, as well as a more advanced 
cockpit. It is gradually replacing the 
Cobra-variant and should do so fully by 
2021. The expected operational life span 
of the Viper is 30 years.

NOTE: See page 452 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Airborne Electronic Attack Aircraft/
Ground Attack Aircraft

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

AV-8B F-35B/C
Inventory: 110
Fleet age: 28  Date: 1985 Timeline: 2007–2031

The Harrier is a vertical/short takeo�  
and landing aircraft designed to fl y 
from LHA/LHDs. It provides strike and 
reconnaissance capabilities. The aircraft 
is being replaced by the F-35B and will 
be fully retired around 2024.

The Corps is purchasing 353 F-35Bs and 67 F-35Cs. The 
F-35B is the USMC version of the Joint Strike Fighter 
program. It is meant to replace the AV-8B Harrier, 
completing transition by 2030. The B-Variant achieved 
initial operational capability in July 2015. Full operational 
capability for both variants is expected in the late 2020s.

98 271 $19,549 $35,727

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)F-35B
Inventory: 61
Fleet age: 3  Date: 2015

The F-35B is the Marine Corps’ short 
takeo�  and vertical landing variant 
replacing the AV-8B Harrier. Despite 
some development problems, the 
F-35B achieved IOC in July 2015.

F/A-18 A-D
Inventory: 251
Fleet age: 29  Date: 1978

Many aircraft in the F/A-18 fl eet have 
logged about 8,000 hours compared 
with the originally intended 6,000. 
However, the fl eet life has been 
extended until 2030. This is necessary 
to bridge the gap to when the F-35Bs 
and F-35Cs are available.

MARINE CORPS SCORES

NOTE: See page 452 for details on fl eet ages, dates, and procurement spending.
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StrongestWeakest

Procurement 
and Spending

Through FY 2019
Pending

1 2 3 4 5

Medium Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

MV-22 MV-22B
Inventory: 306
Fleet age: 13  Date: 2007 Timeline: 2007–2019

The Osprey is a vertical takeo�  and 
landing tilt-rotor platform designed to 
support expeditionary assault, cargo lift, 
and raid operations. The program is still 
in production. The life expectancy of the 
MV-22 is 23 years.

Fielding of the Osprey is nearly complete, and the platform 
is meeting performance requirements. The modernization 
program is not facing any serious issues. Full operational 
capability is expected in September 2019.

366 44 $31,194 $4,794

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

Heavy Lift

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

CH-53E Super Stallion CH-53K
Inventory: 138
Fleet age: 28  Date: 1981 Timeline: 2017–2029

The CH-53E is a heavy-lift rotorcraft. 
The aircraft will be replaced by the 
CH-53K, which will have a greater lift 
capacity. The program life of the CH-
53E is 41 years.

The program is in development. It is meant to replace the CH-
53E and provide increased range, survivability, and payload. 
The program still has not fully developed the critical technology 
necessary. The program is expected to reach initial operational 
capability in December 2019 and full operational capability in 
2029.

16 178 $2,576 $21,016

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

MARINE CORPS SCORES

Tanker

PLATFORM
Age

Score
Capability

Score REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Size

Score
Health
Score

KC-130J KC-130J
Inventory: 45
Fleet age: 8  Date: 2005 Timeline: 2005–2031

The KC-130J is both a tanker 
and transport aircraft. It can 
transport troops, provide imagery 
reconnaissance, and perform tactical 
aerial refueling. This platform is 
currently in production. The airframe is 
expected to last 38 years.

The KC-130J is both a tanker and transport aircraft. The 
procurement program for the KC-130J is not facing 
acquisition problems.

65 46 $4,928 $5,593

PROCUREMENT SPENDING ($ millions)

NOTES: See Methodology for descriptions of scores. The Fleet age is the average between the last year of procurement and the fi rst year of initial operation-
al capability. The date is when the platform reached initial operational capability. The timeline is from the start of the platform’s program to its budgetary 
conclusion. Spending does not include advanced procurement or research, development, test, and evaluation. The total program dollar value refl ects the 
full F–35 joint program, including engine procurement. As part of the F–35 program, the Navy is purchasing 67 F-35Cs for the U.S. Marine Corps, which are 
included here. The MV-22B program also includes some costs from the U.S. Air Force procurement. The AH–1Z costs include costs of UH–1 procurement.
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U.S. Nuclear Weapons Capability

In today’s rapidly changing world, the U.S. 
nuclear weapons enterprise must be, in 

the words of President Donald Trump, “mod-
ern, robust, flexible, resilient, ready and appro-
priately tailored to deter 21st-century threats 
and reassure our allies.”1 If the U.S. detects a 
game-changing nuclear weapons development 
in another country, the nuclear weapons com-
plex must be able to provide a timely response.

After shifting focus away from maintaining 
nuclear dominance following the Cold War, 
the U.S. nuclear enterprise must again focus 
on its main mission. If it is going to continue 
its policy of deterrence through strength and 
assure its allies while promoting nuclear non-
proliferation, the U.S. must overcome multiple 
challenges: an aging nuclear stockpile, aging 
infrastructure, and aging experts combined 
with an uncertain funding environment and 
issues surrounding overall force readiness.

The U.S. maintains an inactive stockpile 
that includes near-term hedge warheads that 
can be put back into operational status within 
six to 24 months. Extended hedge warheads 
purportedly can be made ready within 24 to 60 
months.2 The U.S. preserves upload capability 
on its strategic delivery vehicles, which means 
that in principle, the nation could increase the 
number of nuclear warheads on each type of 
its delivery vehicles if contingencies warrant. 
For example, the U.S. Minuteman III intercon-
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) can carry up 
to three nuclear warheads, although it is cur-
rently deployed with only one.3

While the United States preserves these 
capabilities, increasing capacity would 
be not only costly, but also difficult and 

time-consuming in practice. Certain modern-
ization decisions (e.g., 12 instead of 14 Colum-
bia-class ballistic missile submarines, with 16 
missile tubes per submarine instead of 24) will 
limit upload capacity on the strategic subma-
rine force. U.S. heavy bombers will continue to 
retain a robust upload capability.

Presidential Decision Directive-15 (PDD-
15) requires the U.S. “to maintain the ability to 
conduct a nuclear test within 24-to-36 months 
of direction by the President to do so.”4 Howev-
er, successive governmental reports have not-
ed the continued deterioration of technical and 
diagnostics equipment and the inability to fill 
technical positions supporting nuclear testing 
readiness.5 A lack of congressional support for 
improvements in technical readiness further 
undermines efforts by the National Nuclear 
Security Administration (NNSA) to comply 
with the directive.

The nuclear weapons labs face demograph-
ic challenges of their own. Most scientists and 
engineers with practical hands-on experience 
in nuclear weapon design or testing experience 
(or both) are retired. This means that the U.S. 
must rely on the scientific judgment of design-
ers and engineers who were involved neither in 
nuclear tests nor in weapons design and devel-
opment and who must now continue to certify 
weapons designed and tested over 30 years ago.

Not all of the existing inactive stockpile will 
go through life-extension programs (LEPs). 
Hence, the U.S.’s ability to respond to contin-
gencies by uploading weapons kept in an inac-
tive status will decline with the passage of time. 
This means that even with LEPs, the U.S. may 
not be able to sustain the necessary reliability.
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After the end of the Cold War, the shift 
in emphasis away from the nuclear mission 
caused the nuclear laboratories to lose a sense 
of purpose. They felt compelled to reorient and 
broaden their mission focus. According to a 
number of studies, their relationship with the 
government also evolved in ways that reduced 
output and increased costs. The NNSA was 
supposed to address these problems but has 
largely failed in this task, partly because “the 
relationship with the NNSA and the National 
security labs appears [to] be broken.”6

In 1999, the Commission on Maintaining 
U.S. Nuclear Weapons Expertise concluded 

that 34 percent of the employees supplying 
critical skills to the weapons program were 
more than 50 years old. Almost 19 percent of 
the NNSA’s workforce is eligible for retirement, 
and the number will likely increase to 38.5 per-
cent in fiscal year (FY) 2023.7 On average, the 
U.S. high-technology industry has a more bal-
anced employee age distribution.8

Both the lack of resources and the lack of 
sound, consistent policy guidance have un-
dermined workforce morale. The Congressio-
nal Advisory Panel on the Governance of the 
Nuclear Security Enterprise recommended 
fundamental changes in the nuclear weapons 
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enterprise’s culture, business practices, project 
management, and organization. Others pro-
posed moving the NNSA to the Department of 
Defense (DOD).9

The U.S. nuclear laboratories must redis-
cover their mission focus so that they can be 
ready to meet the challenges that lie ahead.

The readiness of forces that operate U.S. nu-
clear systems is another important indication 
of the health of the overall force. Despite the 
changes instituted by the Air Force following 
mishaps in 2006 and 2007, success was limited, 
as evidenced by further mishaps. In January 
2014, for example, the Air Force discovered 
widespread cheating on nuclear proficiency 
exams and charged over 100 officers with mis-
conduct. The Navy had a similar problem, al-
beit on a smaller scale.10

The DOD conducted two nuclear enterprise 
reviews, one internal and one external. Both 
reviews identified a lack of leadership atten-
tion, a lack of resources with which to modern-
ize the atrophied infrastructure, and unduly 
burdensome implementation of the personnel 
reliability program as some of the core chal-
lenges preventing a sole focus on accomplish-
ing the nuclear mission.11

In 2014, the Secretary of Defense created the 
Nuclear Deterrent Enterprise Review Group 
(NDERG) to ensure the long-term health of 
the nuclear enterprise by addressing resourc-
ing, personnel, organizational, and enterprise 
policy issues. In the past several years, the DOD 
has significantly improved morale throughout 
the nuclear weapons enterprise by forcefully 
stating (and at the highest levels) that nuclear 
deterrence is the DOD’s “number one job” and 
that related modernization programs still re-
ceive the highest priority. Recently, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office found that the 
DOD not only has made significant progress in 
implementing the recommendations from the 
2014 nuclear enterprise reviews and a 2015 NC3 
review, but also has improved its tracking and 
evaluation of this progress.12

Among other things, the ICBM Force Im-
provement Program was initiated and mostly 
implemented throughout 2014 and into 2015, 

and the Air Force shifted over $160 million to 
address problems, modernize certain facilities, 
and generally improve morale. The Air Force 
also has seen an increase in badly needed man-
power, although not enough of an increase to 
alleviate manpower concerns. If changes in the 
nuclear enterprise are to be effective, leaders 
across the executive and legislative branches 
must continue to provide the resources and 
attention needed to mitigate readiness and 
morale issues within the force.

In the past, fiscal uncertainty and a steady 
decline in resources for the nuclear weapons 
enterprise have had a negative effect on the 
nuclear deterrence mission. As David Tracht-
enberg, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 
Policy, testified in March 2019:

For decades, the United States led the 
world in efforts to reduce the role and 
number of nuclear weapons…. Overall, the 
U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile has drawn 
down by more than 85 percent from its 
Cold War high.

Unfortunately Russia and China have cho-
sen a different path and have increased 
the role of nuclear weapons in their strat-
egies and actively increased the size and 
sophistication of their nuclear forces.

For this reason, a robust and modern 
U.S. nuclear deterrent helps ensure the 
United States competes from a position 
of strength and can deter nuclear attack 
and prevent large-scale conventional 
warfare between nuclear-armed states for 
the foreseeable future.13

In recent years, bipartisan congressional 
support for the nuclear mission has been 
strong, and additional funding has been pro-
vided for nuclear modernization. It is critical 
that this bipartisan consensus be preserved as 
these programs mature and begin to introduce 
modern nuclear systems to the force.

The Trump Administration has inherit-
ed an insufficiently funded comprehensive 
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modernization program for nuclear forces: 
warheads, delivery systems, and command and 
control. The Obama Administration included 
this program in its budget requests, and Con-
gress has funded it to some extent while con-
straining the ability of the enterprise to exe-
cute its mission (e.g., by allocating inadequate 
funding for pit production). Because such 
modernization activities require consistent, 
stable, long-term funding commitments, it is 
essential that Congress continue to invest in 
the cornerstone of our nation’s security.

The Trump Administration’s 2018 NPR rec-
ognized worsening security conditions, the rise 
of competition with a revisionist and resurgent 
Russia, an increasingly threatening China, and 
other growing strategic threats.14 It also called 
for the tailoring of U.S. nuclear deterrence 
strategies and rearticulated the importance 
of deterring any large-scale attack against the 
U.S., its allies, or partners as a key priority of 
U.S. nuclear weapons policy. To that end, the 
2018 NPR called for modernization of nuclear 
weapons and the nuclear weapons complex, as 
well as significant reinvestments in the nuclear 
triad (intercontinental-range ballistic missiles, 
Columbia-class submarines, bombers, and as-
sociated infrastructure), and proposed two 
additional nuclear capabilities: a low-yield 
warhead for strategic submarine-launched bal-
listic missiles (SLBMs) in the near term and a 
low-yield, nuclear-armed, sea-launched cruise 
missile in the longer term.

Implications for U.S. National Security
U.S. nuclear forces are not designed to 

shield the nation from all types of attacks 
from all adversaries. They are designed to deter 
large-scale attacks that threaten America’s sov-
ereignty, allies, and forward-deployed troops 
and to assure our allies and partners.

U.S. nuclear forces play an absolutely es-
sential role in underpinning the broad non-
proliferation regime by providing security 
guarantees that assure allies, including NATO, 
Japan, and South Korea, that they can forgo de-
velopment of nuclear capabilities. In part, U.S. 
deterrence capabilities also enable the United 

Kingdom and France to limit their numbers of 
nuclear weapons to levels to which they might 
not otherwise agree.

North Korea has demonstrated that a 
country with limited intellectual and finan-
cial resources can develop a nuclear weapon. 
Despite U.S. and international pressure, Iran 
appears to be continuing on a path that large-
ly retains its ability to develop a nuclear weap-
on capability. In such an international climate, 
U.S. nuclear assurances to allies and partners 
become ever more important. If the credibil-
ity of American nuclear forces continues to 
degrade, for example, countries like Japan or 
South Korea could choose to pursue an inde-
pendent nuclear option, adding to instability 
across the region.

Several negative trends could undermine 
the overall effectiveness of U.S. nuclear deter-
rence if not addressed. Adversaries—particu-
larly Russia and China—are modernizing their 
nuclear forces. Additional challenges include 
increasingly aged nuclear warheads; an aging 
and crumbling nuclear weapons infrastruc-
ture; an aging workforce; and the need to fully 
recapitalize all three legs (land, air, and sea) 
of the nuclear triad, including the systems for 
nuclear command and control, while also con-
ducting timely and cost-efficient life-extension 
programs—all while maintaining the nation’s 
commitment to a testing moratorium under 
the signed (but rejected by the Senate) Com-
prehensive Test Ban Treaty.

The 2018 NPR notes a rapid deterioration 
of the threat environment since 2010 and 
identifies four enduring roles for U.S. nucle-
ar capabilities:

 l Deterring nuclear and non-nuclear attack;

 l Assuring allies and partners;

 l Achieving U.S. objectives if deterrence 
fails; and

 l Providing the capacity to hedge against an 
uncertain future.15
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Recognizing that capabilities can vary, the 

2018 NPR emphasizes the need for tailored 
deterrence strategies to deal with each U.S. 
adversary. For example, Russia is engaged in 
an aggressive nuclear buildup, having added 
several new modern nuclear systems to its ar-
senal since 2010. According to General John 
Hyten, Commander, U.S. Strategic Command 
(STRATCOM), “Russia started their modern-
ization program in 2006. They’re about 80 
percent through completing the moderniza-
tion of their triad. They’ll be pretty close to 
being through by about 2020.”16 Concurrently, 
Russia is using its dual-capable (nuclear/con-
ventional-capable) platforms to threaten the 
sovereignty of U.S. allies in Eastern Europe and 
the Baltics.

China is engaging in a similarly provocative 
nuclear buildup as it attempts to project pow-
er into the South China Sea, in part through 
illegally created islands on which China has 
installed offensive capabilities. North Korea 

“has accelerated its provocative pursuit of nu-
clear weapons and missile capabilities.”17 Iran 

“retains the technological capability and much 
of the capacity necessary to develop a nuclear 
weapon within one year of a decision to do so” 
and is the world’s principal state sponsor of 
terrorism.18

Deterrence is an intricate interaction be-
tween U.S. conventional and nuclear forces 
and the psychological perceptions of both al-
lies and adversaries with respect to the will-
ingness of the U.S. to use such forces to de-
fend its own interests and those of its allies 
and partners. Nuclear deterrence must reflect 
and be attuned to the mindset of any particu-
lar adversary that the U.S. seeks to deter. If an 
adversary believes that he can fight and win a 
limited nuclear war, the task for U.S. leaders 

is to convince that adversary otherwise. The 
U.S. nuclear portfolio must be structured in 
terms of capacity, capability, variety, flexibility, 
and readiness to achieve these objectives. In 
addition, military roles and requirements for 
nuclear weapons will be inherently different 
depending on which actor is being deterred, 
what that actor values, and what kinds of ac-
tion the U.S. is seeking to deter.

Due to the complex interplay among strate-
gy, policy, and actions that any given state may 
take, as well as other actors’ perceptions of the 
world around them, it is not possible to know 
whether and when a nuclear deterrent or con-
ventional forces provided by U.S. forces might 
be perceived as insufficient. Nuclear weapon 
capabilities take years or decades to develop, as 
does the infrastructure supporting them—an 
infrastructure that the U.S. has neglected for 
decades. We can be reasonably certain that a 
robust, well-resourced, focused, and reliable 
nuclear enterprise is much more likely to 
maintain the sense of the U.S. as a deterring 
force than is one that is outdated, questionable, 
or both.

The U.S. has demonstrated that it is capable 
of incredible mobilization when danger mate-
rializes. Today’s nuclear threat environment is 
evolving, dynamic, and proliferating in unpre-
dictable ways, with new actors and resurgent 
old actors developing new capabilities. Mean-
while, the U.S. enterprise remains largely stat-
ic (despite the promise of additional funding) 
and likely at a technological disadvantage.

This posture is worrisome and must be 
changed. Unless it is fixed, the implications, 
both for the security of the United States and 
for the security of its allies and the free world, 
are extremely serious.

Scoring U.S. Nuclear Weapons Capabilities
The U.S. nuclear weapons enterprise is 

composed of several key elements that include 
warheads; delivery systems; nuclear command 
and control; intelligence, surveillance, and 

reconnaissance (ISR); aerial refueling; and 
the physical infrastructure that designs, man-
ufactures, and maintains U.S. nuclear weapons. 
The nuclear enterprise also includes and must 
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sustain the talent of its people, from nuclear 
designers to engineers, manufacturing person-
nel, securers, planners, maintainers, and oper-
ators, all of whom can help to ensure a nuclear 
deterrent that is second to none.

At the same time, assessing whether any one 
piece of this enterprise is sufficiently funded, 
focused, and/or effective with regard to the U.S. 
nuclear mission presents several challenges.

First, the United States is not taking full 
advantage of technologically available devel-
opments to field modern (often incorrectly 
referred to as “new”) warheads that could be 
designed to be safer, more secure, and more 
effective and that could give the United States 
better options for strengthening a credible de-
terrent. Rather the U.S. has elected to largely 
maintain aging nuclear warheads—based on 
designs from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s—that 
were in the stockpile when the Cold War ended.

Second, the lack of detailed publicly avail-
able data about the readiness of nuclear forc-
es, their capabilities, and weapon reliability 
makes analysis difficult.

Third, the U.S. nuclear enterprise has many 
components, some of which are also involved 
in supporting other conventional military and 
extended deterrence missions. For example:

 l Dual-capable bombers no longer fly 
airborne alert with nuclear weapons as 
they routinely did in the 1960s (although 
they are capable of resuming the practice 
if necessary).

 l The three key national security labora-
tories (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
and Sandia National Laboratories) no 
longer focus solely on the nuclear weap-
ons mission. Although this remains their 
primary mission, they also perform exten-
sive national security research related to 
nuclear nonproliferation, counterprolif-
eration, intelligence, biological/medical 
research, threat reduction, and counter-
ing nuclear terrorism, including a variety 
of nuclear-related detection activities.

 l The Nuclear Command, Control, and 
Communications (NC3) system “performs 
five crucial functions: detection, warning, 
and attack characterization; adaptive nu-
clear planning; decision-making confer-
encing; receiving Presidential orders; and 
enabling the management and direction 
of forces.”19

The factors listed and explained below are 
the most important elements of the nuclear 
weapons complex. They are judged on a five-
grade scale according to which “very strong” 
means that a sustainable, viable, and funded 
plan is in place and “very weak” means that the 
U.S. is not meeting its security requirements 
and has no program in place to redress the 
shortfall—a situation that if left uncorrected 
could seriously damage vital national interests. 
The other three possible scores are “strong,” 

“marginal,” and “weak.”

Current U.S. Nuclear Stockpile 
Score: Strong

U.S. warheads must be safe, secure, effec-
tive, and reliable. The Department of Energy 
(DOE) defines reliability as “the ability of the 
weapon to perform its intended function at 
the intended time under environments con-
sidered to be normal” and as “the probability 
of achieving the specified yield, at the target, 
across the Stockpile-to-Target Sequence of en-
vironments, throughout the weapon’s lifetime, 
assuming proper inputs.”20 In the years since 
the cessation of nuclear testing in 1993, reli-
ability has been determined through an inten-
sive warhead surveillance program; non-nu-
clear experiments (that is, without the use of 
experiments producing nuclear yield); sophis-
ticated calculations using high-performance 
computing; and related annual assessments 
and evaluations.

The reliability of nuclear warheads and de-
livery systems becomes even more important 
as the number and diversity of nuclear weap-
ons in the stockpile decrease. Possession of 
fewer types of nuclear weapons means a small-
er margin for error in the event that all of one 
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type is affected by a technical problem that 
might cause that type of weapon, its delivery 
system, or both to be decommissioned. Less 
diversity also means that a problem is more 
likely to affect multiple systems. America and 
its allies must have high confidence that U.S. 
nuclear warheads will perform as expected.

As warheads age, our uncertainty about 
their ability to perform their mission as ex-
pected could increase, significantly complicat-
ing military planning. Despite the impressive 
knowledge about nuclear weapons physics and 
materials chemistry that it has amassed, the 
U.S. could find itself surprised by unanticipat-
ed long-term effects on aging components of 
nuclear weapons. “The scientific foundation 
of assessments of the nuclear performance of 
US weapons is eroding as a result of the mor-
atorium on nuclear testing,” argue John Hop-
kins, nuclear physicist and a former leader of 
the Los Alamos National Laboratory’s nuclear 
weapons program, and David Sharp, former 
Laboratory Fellow and a guest scientist at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory.21

The United States currently has the world’s 
safest and most secure stockpile, but con-
cerns about overseas storage sites, potential 
problems introduced by improper handling, 
or the unanticipated effects of aging could 
compromise the integrity and reliability of 
U.S. warheads. In addition, nuclear warheads 
themselves contain security measures that 
are designed to make it difficult, if not im-
possible, to detonate a weapon without prop-
er authorization.

Grade: The Department of Energy and De-
partment of Defense are required to produce 
annual assessments of the nuclear stockpile’s 
reliability. Each of the three nuclear weapons 
labs (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory, and 
Sandia National Laboratories) reports its 
findings on the safety, security, and reliability 
of the nation’s nuclear warheads to the DOE 
and the DOD, which in turn brief the President. 
Detailed classified reports are also provided 
to Congress. While these assessments do not 
include the nuclear weapons delivery systems, 

U.S. STRATCOM does assess the overall reli-
ability of the U.S. nuclear weapons system, in-
cluding both warheads and delivery platforms.

Absent nuclear weapons testing, the na-
tional laboratories’ assessment of weapons 
reliability, based on the full range of surveil-
lance, scientific, and technical activities car-
ried out in the NNSA’s stockpile stewardship 
program, depends on the expert judgment of 
the laboratory directors, which, although it is 
based on experience and non-nuclear experi-
mentation and extensive modeling and simu-
lation, is inherently subjective. While certainly 
a well-educated opinion, it cannot substitute 
for objective data obtained through direct nu-
clear testing.

Nuclear testing was used in the past to di-
agnose potential problems with warheads and 
to certify the effectiveness of fixes to those 
problems. It was also used originally to certify 
today’s nuclear warheads, as well as to detect 
potential problems and to confirm the effec-
tiveness of fixes to those problems. Given that 
modern simulation is based on nuclear tests 
that were conducted primarily in the 1950s 
and 1960s, using testing equipment from that 
era, there is a great deal more that more mod-
ern nuclear testing and detection equipment 
could teach us about nuclear weapons physics.

In 2005, according to one authoritative 
account, “two DoD study teams, each look-
ing at options for the future nuclear stock-
pile, reached similar conclusions—the U.S. 
approach to sustain its existing nuclear war-
head stockpile needed to be redirected.”22 
Continuing:

Both studies expressed concern over the 
prospect of long-term success of the 
plan to sustain the Cold War-era nuclear 
stockpile indefinitely through period-
ic refurbishments (e.g., life extension 
programs). The indefinite refurbishment 
plan will be extremely difficult to execute 
(because many warhead components 
can not [sic] be replicated as originally 
built), and would result in modifications 
on top of other modifications that will be 
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increasingly difficult to certify without 
nuclear testing. Both studies concluded 
that the Reliable Replacement Warhead 
(RRW) concept, if feasible, would be a 
preferred alternative to the indefinite 
refurbishment strategy.23

When the U.S. did conduct nuclear tests, 
it frequently found that small changes in a 
weapon’s tested configuration had a dramatic 
impact on weapons performance. In fact, the 
1958–1961 testing moratorium resulted in the 
introduction of weapons with serious prob-
lems into the U.S. stockpile.24 These problems 
were discovered only after the resumption of 
U.S. nuclear weapons testing after the Soviet 
Union’s unannounced breakout from the 1962 
agreed moratorium.

America’s commitment to sustaining its nu-
clear stockpile without nuclear testing creates 
inherent uncertainty concerning the adequacy 
of “fixes” to the stockpile when problems are 
found. The number of additional uncertain-
ties is growing and includes updates made to 
correct problems that were found in the weap-
ons or changes in the weapons resulting from 
life-extension programs. It is simply impossible 
to duplicate exactly weapons that were designed 
and built many decades ago. According to Dr. 
Stephen Younger, Director of Sandia National 
Laboratories, “[we have had to fix] a number of 
problems that were never anticipated” by using 

“similar but not quite identical parts.”25

One of the results of having to certify weap-
ons without nuclear testing, at least to date, 
has been fewer types of weapons (i.e., reduced 
diversity in the stockpile) and, consequently, a 
greater potential impact across the inventory 
of warheads should there be an unknown or 
misidentified error in the certification process. 
Loss of diversity in the stockpile also increases 
the risk that “common-mode” failure might af-
fect multiple systems simultaneously, making 
the push for commonality with potential single 
points of failure in U.S. warheads worrisome.

“To be blunt,” warned Secretary of Defense 
Robert Gates in October 2008, “there is ab-
solutely no way we can maintain a credible 

deterrent and reduce the number of weapons 
in our stockpile without either resorting to 
testing our stockpile or pursuing a modern-
ization program.”26

The U.S. is pursuing warhead life-extension 
programs that replace aging components be-
fore they can cause reliability problems. The 
number and scope of LEPs being carried out 
over the next two decades will stress the NN-
SA’s warhead design and production complex 
and remains a concern, particularly given un-
certainties regarding the congressional budget 
process. In spite of these concerns, in FY 2018 
and FY 2019, the NNSA continued to assert 
that the stockpile “remains safe, secure, and 
reliable” (FY 2018) and “safe, secure, and ef-
fective” (FY 2019).27

In light of our overall assessment, we grade 
the U.S. stockpile conditionally as “strong,” 
subject to continued strong support from Con-
gress and the Administration.

Reliability of U.S. Delivery 
Platforms Score: Marginal

Reliability encompasses not only the war-
head, but strategic delivery vehicles as well. For 
ICBMs and SLBMs, in addition to a successful 
missile launch, this includes the separation of 
missile boost stages, performance of the mis-
sile guidance system, separation of the reentry 
vehicles from the missile post-boost vehicle, 
and accuracy of the final reentry vehicle in 
reaching its target.28

The U.S. conducts flight tests of ICBMs and 
SLBMs every year to ensure the reliability of 
its delivery systems with high-fidelity “mock” 
warheads. Anything from faulty electrical wir-
ing to booster separations could degrade the 
reliability and safety of the U.S. strategic de-
terrent. U.S. strategic long-range bombers also 
regularly conduct continental United States 
and intercontinental exercises and receive 
upgrades to sustain a demonstrated high level 
of combat readiness. Nevertheless, challeng-
es are on the horizon as platforms have to be 
modernized and replaced simultaneously and 
with little margin for error to allow for already 
significantly diminished gaps in capabilities.
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Grade: The Air Force picked up the pace of 

its ICBM testing last year relative to the pre-
viously covered period. With four successes 
during the covered period, the Air Force also 
suffered its first unsuccessful ICBM test since 
2001. The SLBM tests were successful in 2018 
and 2019. To the extent that data from these 
tests are publicly available, they provide objec-
tive evidence of the delivery systems’ reliabili-
ty and send a message to U.S. allies and adver-
saries alike that the U.S. system works and the 
nuclear deterrent is ready if needed. The aged 
systems, however, occasionally have reliability 
problems, as evidenced by a July 2018 failed 
Minuteman III launch.29

Overall, this factor earns a grade of “margin-
al,” the same grade as the previous year’s score.

Nuclear Warhead Modernization 
Score: Marginal

During the Cold War, the United States 
maintained a strong focus on developing new 
nuclear warhead designs, both to counter So-
viet advances and modernization efforts and 
to leverage advances in the physics, chem-
istry, and design of nuclear weapons. Today, 
although it also seeks to retain the skills and 
capabilities required to design, develop, and 
produce new warheads, the United States is fo-
cused on sustaining its aging stockpile rather 
than on fielding new nuclear warheads. This 
could increase the risk of failure due to aging 
components and signal to adversaries that 
the United States is less committed to nucle-
ar deterrence.

In FY 2016, the United States established 
the Stockpile Responsiveness Program (SRP) 
and charged it with building up and exercis-
ing all capabilities needed to “conceptualize, 
study, design, develop, engineer, certify, pro-
duce, and deploy nuclear weapons.”30 The Ad-
ministration requested $34 million for the SRP 
in FY 2019.

New weapon designs could allow American 
engineers and scientists to improve previous 
designs and devise more effective ways to ad-
dress existing military requirements (e.g., the 
need to destroy deeply buried and hardened 

targets) that have emerged in recent years. Fu-
ture warheads could improve reliability (e.g., 
by remedying such ongoing aging concerns as 
the need to replace aged nuclear components) 
while also enhancing the safety and security of 
American weapons.

Working on new weapon design options 
would help to ensure that America’s nuclear 
experts remain engaged and knowledgeable, 
would help to attract the best talent to the 
nuclear enterprise, and would help the nation 
gain additional insights into adversaries’ nu-
clear weapons programs. Merely updating Cold 
War designs is not enough to constrain poten-
tial adversaries and current and future prolif-
erators of nuclear technology, all of whom can 
seek designs apart from those of the U.S.

As the Panel to Assess the Reliability, Safe-
ty, and Security of the United States Nucle-
ar Stockpile noted, “Only through work on 
advanced designs will it be possible to train 
the next generation of weapon designers and 
producers. Such efforts are also needed to ex-
ercise the DoD/NNSA weapon development 
interface.”31 The nuclear enterprise was able to 
display improved flexibility when it produced 
a low-yield version of the W76-2 warhead de-
signed to counter Russia’s perception of an 
exploitable gap within the U.S. nuclear force 
posture within a year. Other nations main-
tain their levels of proficiency by having their 
scientists work on new nuclear warheads and 
possibly by conducting very low-yield nuclear 
weapons tests.32

Grade: Despite continued nuclear policy 
restrictions and a preference for life-exten-
sion programs, U.S. efforts under the SRP and 
the NNSA’s demonstrated ability to produce 
a low-yield version of the W76-2 warhead in a 
timely manner warrant improving this score 
to “marginal” this year. The success of the 
SRP will be an important consideration in fu-
ture assessments.

Nuclear Delivery Systems 
Modernization Score: Strong

Today, the United States fields a triad of 
nuclear forces with delivery systems that are 
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safe and reliable, but as these systems age, the 
risk of a significantly negative impact on opera-
tional capabilities increases, and any allowance 
for delay of platform replacement is signifi-
cantly diminished. Age degrades reliability by 
increasing the potential for systems to break 
down or fail to respond correctly. The older 
weapons systems are, the more at risk they are 
that faulty components, malfunctioning equip-
ment, or technological developments will limit 
their reliability in the operating environment.

Corrupted systems, defective electron-
ics, or performance degradation due to long-
term storage defects (including for nuclear 
warheads) can have serious implications for 
American deterrence and assurance. Because it 
cannot be assumed (especially with respect to 
systems approaching end of life) that a strate-
gic delivery vehicle will always operate reliably, 
that vehicle’s deterrence and assurance value 
may be significantly reduced, with consequent 
impact on the deterrence perceptions of both 
allies and adversaries.

The U.S. Air Force and Navy plan to mod-
ernize or replace each leg of the nuclear triad 
in the next few decades, but fiscal constraints, 
inconsistent levels of funding, and issues relat-
ed to “continuing resolutions” will make such 
efforts difficult at best. Sustained leadership 
focus is imperative if the modernization pro-
gram is to succeed.

The Navy is fully funding its programs to 
replace the Ohio-class submarine with the 
Columbia-class submarine, but issues early in 
the program that were identified last year have 
caused the margin for slippage in the overall 
schedule of the program itself to decrease.33 
The Air Force is funding the B-21 Raider long-
range bomber. Existing ICBMs and SLBMs are 
expected to remain in service until 2032 and 
2042, respectively.

Remanufacturing some weapon parts is dif-
ficult and expensive either because the manu-
facturers are no longer in business or because 
the materials that constituted the original 
weapons are no longer available (e.g., due to 
environmental restrictions). Modernization of 
the U.S. triad is a requirement validated by all 

four of the NPRs since the end of the Cold War 
and will remain a must in all future deterrence 
scenarios. Plans for modernization of U.S. nu-
clear weapons benefited from the predictabili-
ty associated with the FY2018/FY 2019 budget 
deal, but the return of sequestration threatens 
this progress.

The ability of the U.S. to produce sufficient 
numbers of solid-fuel rocket engines and pos-
sible U.S. dependence on Russia as a source of 
such engines are other significant long-range 
concerns.34

Grade: U.S. nuclear platforms are in dire 
need of recapitalization. Plans for moderniza-
tion of the nuclear triad are in place, and Con-
gress and the services have largely sustained 
funding for these programs, notwithstanding 
difficulties caused by the Budget Control Act 
of 2011. This demonstration of commitment 
to nuclear weapons modernization earns this 
indicator a grade of “strong,” although possible 
delays in modernization could cause this score 
to be downgraded in the near future.

Nuclear Weapons Complex 
Score: Marginal

Maintaining a reliable and effective nuclear 
stockpile depends in large part on the facili-
ties where U.S. devices and components are 
developed, tested, and produced. These facili-
ties constitute the foundation of our strategic 
arsenal and include the:

 l Los Alamos National Laboratory,

 l Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

 l Sandia National Laboratories,

 l Nevada National Security Site,

 l Pantex Plant,

 l Kansas City Plant,

 l Savannah River Site, and

 l Y-12 National Security Complex.
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In addition to these government sites, the 

defense industrial base supports the devel-
opment and maintenance of American deliv-
ery platforms.

These complexes design, develop, test, and 
produce the weapons in the U.S. nuclear arse-
nal, and their maintenance is of critical impor-
tance. As the 2018 NPR states:

An effective, responsive, and resilient 
nuclear weapons infrastructure is essen-
tial to the U.S. capacity to adapt flexibly 
to shifting requirements. Such an infra-
structure offers tangible evidence to both 
allies and potential adversaries of U.S. 
nuclear weapons capabilities and thus 
contributes to deterrence, assurance, and 
hedging against adverse developments. 
It also discourages adversary interest in 
arms competition.35

Maintaining a safe, secure, effective, and 
reliable nuclear stockpile requires modern 
facilities, technical expertise, and tools both 
to repair any malfunctions quickly, safely, and 
securely and to produce new nuclear weapons 
if required to do so. The existing nuclear weap-
ons complex, however, is not fully functional. 
The United States, for example, has not had a 
substantial plutonium-pit production capa-
bility since 1993. A plutonium pit is the heart 
of a nuclear weapon, and the NNSA currently 
plans to produce no fewer than 80 pits a year 
by 2030—a challenge by its own admission.36 
In 2005, it was reported that the U.S. cannot 

“serially produce many crucial components of 
our nuclear weapons.”37

If the facilities are not properly funded, the 
U.S. will gradually lose the ability to conduct 
the required high-quality experiments that 
are needed to ensure the stockpile’s reliability 
without nuclear testing. In addition to demor-
alizing the workforce and hampering recruit-
ment, old and/or obsolete facilities and poor 
working environments make maintaining a 
safe, secure, reliable, and militarily effective 
nuclear stockpile difficult. Upwards of 50 per-
cent of the NNSA’s facilities are more than 40 

years old, nearly 30 percent date to the Man-
hattan Project of the 1940s, and 12 percent are 
considered excess or no longer needed.38 The 
NNSA reported $2.5 billion in deferred main-
tenance as of February 2019.39

The U.S. currently retains over 5,000 old 
plutonium pits in strategic reserve in addi-
tion to pits for use in future LEPs. There are 
disagreements as to the effect of aging on plu-
tonium pits and on how long the U.S. will be 
able to depend on them before replacement. 
In 2006, then-NNSA Administrator Linton 
Brooks estimated that the life span of warhead 
plutonium is “somewhere between 45 and 60 
years,” which means that in the near future, the 
United States may have to start replacing core 
components of its nuclear warheads.40

Current capacities to do so are insufficient 
because the U.S. has demonstrated an ability 
to produce only about 10 plutonium pits a year 
at the Los Alamos PF-4 facility. If executed as 
planned, infrastructure modernization plans 
for PF-4 as mandated by the 2018 NPR will 
boost that number to about 30 by the middle 
of the next decade.

A second plutonium-pit production facili-
ty is being planned to exploit the Mixed Oxide 
Fuel (MOX) facility that until last year was un-
der construction at the Savannah River Plant 
in Tennessee. The MOX building is being re-
purposed for a production capacity of no fewer 
than 50 plutonium pits per year to be achieved 
by 2030 for an overall requirement of no fewer 
than 80 pits per year. The challenge of achiev-
ing this timeline is exacerbated by the fact that 
the NNSA is embarking on the most ambitious 
warhead sustainment program since the end of 
the Cold War, overhauling some five warhead 
types and stressing the demands on both work-
force and facilities.

Manufacturing non-nuclear components 
can be extremely challenging either because 
some materials may no longer exist or because 
manufacturing processes have been forgotten 
and must be retrieved. There is a certain ele-
ment of art to building a nuclear weapon, and 
such a skill can be acquired and maintained 
only through hands-on experience.
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Grade: On one hand, the U.S. maintains 

some of the world’s most advanced nuclear fa-
cilities. On the other, some parts of the com-
plex—importantly, the plutonium and highly 
enriched uranium component manufacturing 
infrastructure—have not been modernized 
since the 1950s. Plans for long-term infrastruc-
ture recapitalization remain essential, even 
as the NNSA is embarking upon an aggressive 
warhead life-extension effort. Sustaining and/
or increasing critically essential tritium gas is 
likewise essential because tritium gas is sub-
ject to deterioration, and a delay in production 
increases the amount that must be produced to 
cover our baseline needs.

Significant progress has been made over 
the past year, however, both in recapitalizing 
uranium infrastructure and in getting funded 
plans in place to recapitalize plutonium-pit 
production capacity. The infrastructure is 
improved and therefore receives a grade of 

“marginal.”

Personnel Challenges Within the 
National Nuclear Laboratories

Score: Marginal
Combined with nuclear facilities, U.S. nu-

clear weapons scientists and engineers are 
critical to the health of the complex and the 
stockpile. The 2018 NPR emphasizes that:

The nuclear weapons infrastructure 
depends on a highly skilled, world-class 
workforce from a broad array of disci-
plines, including engineering, the physical 
sciences, mathematics, and computer 
science. Maintaining the necessary critical 
skills and retaining personnel with the 
needed expertise requires sufficient op-
portunities to exercise those skills.41

The ability to maintain and attract a 
high-quality workforce is critical to assuring 
the future of the American nuclear deter-
rent, and hiring the best and brightest is es-
pecially challenging in a strong employment 
atmosphere. Today’s weapons designers and 

engineers are first-rate, but they also are ag-
ing and retiring, and their knowledge must be 
passed on to the next generation of experts. 
This means that young designers need mean-
ingful and challenging warhead design and de-
velopment programs to hone their skills.

The SRP offers one visible means by which 
to address such concerns. The NNSA and its 
weapons labs understand this problem and, 
with the support of Congress, are beginning 
to take the necessary steps through SRP and 
foreign weapon assessment to mentor the next 
generation. To continue this progress, SRP 
funding will need to be sustained and ideally 
increased from the current rate of about $30 
million a year.

The U.S. currently relies on non-yield-pro-
ducing laboratory experiments, flight tests, and 
the judgment of experienced nuclear scientists 
and engineers, using robust modeling and sim-
ulation, to ensure continued confidence in the 
safety, security, effectiveness, and reliability of 
its nuclear deterrent. Without their experience, 
the nuclear weapons complex could not func-
tion. Few of today’s remaining scientists or 
engineers at the NNSA weapons labs have had 
the experience of taking a warhead from initial 
concept to a “clean sheet” design, engineering 
development, production, and fielding. The 
SRP is helping to remedy some of these short-
falls by having the workforce exercise most of 
the skills required for nuclear weapons design 
and engineering.

The average age of the NNSA’s workforce 
decreased slightly to 47.8 years as of Septem-
ber 2018.42 Still worrisome, however, is that 
over a third of this workforce will be eligible 
for retirement in the next four years. Given the 
distribution of workforce by age, these retire-
ments will create a significant knowledge and 
experience gap.

Grade: In addition to employing world-
class experts, the NNSA labs have had some 
success in attracting and retaining talent. As 
many scientists and engineers with practical 
nuclear weapon design and testing experience 
retire, the annual assessment and certification 
of nuclear weapons will rely increasingly on 
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the judgments of people who have never tested 
or designed a nuclear weapon. In light of these 
issues, the complex earns a score of “marginal,” 
albeit with signs of improvement.

Readiness of Forces Score: Strong
The people and units that operate U.S. de-

livery platforms are essential to the successful 
operation of America’s strategic forces. The 
military personnel operating the three legs 
of the nuclear triad must be properly trained 
and equipped, and the crews responsible for 
the nuclear mission must be maintained in an 
appropriate state of readiness.

During FY 2019, the services have contin-
ued to align resources in order to preserve 
strategic capabilities in the short term. Nev-
ertheless, a return to sequestration could have 
major negative effects on the timely execution 
of programs. U.S. general-purpose forces help 
to ensure the overall effectiveness of our nu-
clear forces by, among other things, providing a 
pool of qualified candidates to operate nuclear 
weapon delivery systems. Changes prompted 
in part by the 2014 Navy and Air Force cheating 
scandals have addressed most morale issues 
and have recast the role of forces supporting 
the nuclear deterrent by providing addition-
al funding for equipment purchases, creating 
more mid-career billets to help career-field 
continuity, focusing leadership attention, and 
changing training to focus on mission in the 
field rather than on a theoretical ideal. Sus-
tained attention to the situation in the nuclear 
enterprise is critical.

Grade: Despite uncertainties regarding 
the future impact of budgetary shortfalls, the 
young men and women who secure, maintain, 
plan for, and operate U.S. nuclear forces are of 
extremely high caliber. Force readiness thus 
receives a grade of “strong.”

Allied Assurance Score: Strong
The credibility of U.S. nuclear deterrence 

is one of the most important components of 
allied assurances. U.S. allies that already have 
nuclear weapons can coordinate actions with 
the United States or act independently. During 

the Cold War, the U.S. and the United Kingdom 
cooperated to the point where joint targeting 
was included. France maintains its indepen-
dent nuclear arsenal. The U.S. also deploys nu-
clear gravity bombs in Europe as a visible man-
ifestation of its commitment to its NATO allies.

Similarly, the U.S. has an enduring extended 
deterrence role with its Asian allies. The Unit-
ed States provides nuclear assurances to Japan 
and South Korea, both of which are technolog-
ically advanced industrial economies that face 
aggressive nuclear-armed regional adversaries 
such as China, Russia, and North Korea. Con-
tinued assurances and guarantees of U.S. nu-
clear deterrence must therefore be perceived 
as credible. Both Japan and South Korea have 
the capability and basic know-how to build 
their own nuclear weapons (even quickly) 
should they chose to do so. That would be a ma-
jor setback for U.S. nonproliferation policies.

The 2018 NPR took a step in the right direc-
tion when it placed “[a]ssurance of allies and 
partners” second on its list of four “critical 
roles” (immediately following “[d]eterrence of 
nuclear and non-nuclear attack”) that nuclear 
forces play in America’s national security strat-
egy. The 2018 NPR proposed two supplements 
to existing capabilities—a low-yield SLBM war-
head and a new nuclear sea-launched cruise 
missile—as important initiatives to strengthen 
assurance, along with the Obama and Trump 
Administrations’ initiatives to bolster conven-
tional forces in NATO. Work on the low-yield 
warhead is progressing, and deployment of 
this capability will be an important factor in 
deterring aggression against America’s Asian 
and NATO allies in the years ahead.

Grade: At this time, most U.S. allies are 
not seriously considering developing their 
own nuclear weapons. European members of 
NATO continue to express their commitment 
to and appreciation of NATO as a nuclear al-
liance even as they worry about the impact of 
Russia’s violations of the Intermediate Nuclear 
Forces Treaty and the regional implications of 
other arms control treaties, including the New 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty. Because 
uncertainties surrounding the purchase and 
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modernization of NATO’s dual-capable aircraft 
and the time line for replacing existing U.S. nu-
clear weapons with the B61-12, as well as NA-
TO’s seeming lack of attention to the nuclear 
mission and its intellectual underpinnings, do 
not justify a score of “very strong,” allied assur-
ance receives a score of “strong.”

Nuclear Test Readiness Score: Weak
In the past, nuclear testing was one of the 

key elements of a safe, secure, effective, and re-
liable nuclear deterrent. Today, even though 
the U.S. is under a self-imposed nuclear testing 
moratorium, it is still required to maintain a 
low level of nuclear test readiness at the Ne-
vada National Security Site (formerly Nevada 
Test Site).

“Test readiness” refers to a single test or 
a very short series of tests, not a sustained 
nuclear testing program, reestablishment of 
which would require significant additional 
resources. Specifically, under President Bill 
Clinton’s 1993 PDD-15, “[i]n order to resume 
underground nuclear tests, a capability to con-
duct a nuclear test within 6 months up to FY 
1996, and to conduct a nuclear test within 2–3 
years after that time will be assumed by the De-
partment of Energy [now NNSA].”43 Because 
of a shortage of resources, the NNSA has been 
unable to achieve this goal. The test readiness 
program is supported by experimental pro-
grams at the Nevada National Security Site, 
nuclear laboratory experiments, and advanced 
diagnostics development.44

The ability of the U.S. to conduct yield-pro-
ducing experiments in a timely manner if it 
should discover a flaw in one or more types 
of its nuclear weapons that requires exper-
imentation to correct seems questionable. 
The U.S. might need to test to assure certain 
weapon characteristics that could possibly be 
validated only by nuclear testing and to verify 
render-safe procedures. The ability to con-
duct yield-producing experiments rapidly is 
likewise important, especially if the U.S. needs 
to react strongly to another nation’s nuclear 
weapons tests and/or communicate unques-
tioned resolve.

As noted, current law requires that the 
U.S. must maintain a capability to conduct a 
nuclear test within 24 to 36 months of a pres-
idential decision to do so. The NNSA states 
in its Fiscal Year 2018 Stockpile Stewardship 
and Management Plan that its “fundamental 
approach taken to achieve test readiness has 
also changed” and lists a general time frame of 
six to 10 months for a simple test with waivers 
and simplified processes.45 The time frame “for 
a fully instrumented test to address stockpile 
needs with the existing stockpile” is 24 to 36 
months, and “a test to develop a new capabil-
ity” would take 60 months.46 A test within 18 
months might be possible, “but only if ‘some 
domestic regulations, agreements and laws’ 
were to be waived.”47 Because the United States 
is rapidly losing its remaining practical nuclear 
testing experience, including instrumentation 
of very sensitive equipment, “there is essen-
tially no test readiness,” and “[t]he whole test-
ing process—whether to conduct one test or 
many—would in essence have to be reinvented, 
not simply resumed.”48

Grade: As noted, the U.S. can meet the le-
gally required readiness requirement through 
the NNSA only if certain domestic regula-
tions, agreements, and laws are waived. In 
addition, the U.S. is not prepared to sustain 
testing activities beyond a few limited exper-
iments because it no longer retains the deep 
drilling technology in Nevada and has only a 
few “holes” capable of containing a nuclear 
test if required. Thus, testing readiness earns 
a grade of “weak.”

Overall U.S. Nuclear Weapons 
Capability Score: “Marginal” 
Trending Toward “Strong”

It should be emphasized that “trending 
toward ‘strong’” assumes that the U.S. main-
tains its commitment to modernization of the 
entire enterprise, from warheads to platforms 
to personnel to infrastructure, and allocates 
needed resources accordingly. Absent this 
commitment, this overall score will degrade 
rapidly to “weak.” Continued attention to this 
mission is therefore critical.
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Although a bipartisan commitment has 

led to continued progress on the moderniza-
tion of U.S. nuclear forces and sustainment of 
warheads, these programs remain seriously 
threatened by potential future fiscal uncertain-
ties. The infrastructure that supports nuclear 
programs is very aged, and nuclear test read-
iness has revealed troubling problems within 
the forces.

On the plus side, the 2018 NPR strong-
ly articulates a core nuclear weapons policy 
grounded in the reality of today’s threats and 
growing international development concerns. 

The 2018 NPR clearly and strongly articu-
lates our continued commitment to extend-
ed deterrence. The commitment to warhead 
life-extension programs, the exercise of skills 
that are critical for the development of new 
nuclear warheads under the SRP, and the just-
in-time modernization of nuclear delivery 
platforms represent a positive trend that must 
be maintained.

Averaging the subscores across the nuclear 
enterprise in light of our concerns about the 
future results in an overall score of “marginal.”

U.S. Military Power: Nuclear
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Missile Defense

M issile defense is a critical component of 
the U.S. national security architecture.1 

It can protect critical infrastructure, ranging 
from population and industrial centers to 
politically and historically important sites; 
strengthen U.S. diplomatic and deterrence ef-
forts; and provide both time and options to se-
nior decision-makers amid crises that involve 
missiles flying on ballistic and non-ballistic 
trajectories (e.g., hypersonic weapons).

Missiles remain a weapon of choice for 
many of America’s adversaries because of such 
important attributes as their extraordinarily 
high speed (against which the U.S. has a limited 
ability to defend) and relative cost-effective-
ness compared to other types of conventional 
attacks.2 As the number of states that possess 
missiles continues to increase, so will the 
sophistication of these weapons as modern 
technologies become cheaper and more wide-
ly available. In April 2019, Under Secretary of 
Defense for Policy John Rood testified before 
the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on 
Strategic Forces that:

Potential adversaries are developing 
sophisticated ballistic and cruise missile 
systems with increased speed, range, 
accuracy, and lethality.

Over the past decade, North Korea and 
Iran have accelerated efforts to develop 
and field missiles capable of threaten-
ing U.S. strategic interests. While North 
Korea has not tested a nuclear-capable 
missile in over a year, it possesses a 
range of systems including road-mobile 

intercontinental-range ballistic missiles, 
solid-propellant medium-range ballistic 
missiles, and submarine-launched ballis-
tic missiles.

Iran continues to improve its missile capa-
bilities and develop space launch vehicles 
which provide knowledge to develop an 
intercontinental-range ballistic missile. 
Iran already possesses the largest stock-
pile of regional missiles in the Middle East. 
It is now enhancing their precision while 
developing cruise missiles and anti-ship 
ballistic missiles.

We also see the re-emergence of long-
term, strategic competition by revisionist 
powers in Russia and China. Russia and 
China are expanding and moderniz-
ing a wide range of offensive missile 
capabilities.3

An additional concern is ballistic missile 
cooperation between state and non-state ac-
tors. Such cooperation furthers the spread of 
sophisticated technologies and compounds 
challenges to U.S. defense planning.4

To deter an enemy from attacking, one must 
be able to convince him that his attack will fail, 
that the cost of carrying out a successful attack 
is prohibitively high, or that the consequenc-
es of an attack will be so painful that they will 
outweigh any perceived benefit. A U.S. missile 
defense system strengthens deterrence by of-
fering a degree of protection to the American 
people, as well as the economic base on which 
their well-being depends, and making it harder 
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for an adversary to threaten forward-deployed 
troops and allies with ballistic missiles.

In addition, a missile defense system gives 
a decision-maker a significant political ad-
vantage: By protecting key elements of U.S. 
well-being, it mitigates an adversary’s ability 
to intimidate the United States into conceding 
important security, diplomatic, or economic 
interests. Missile defense systems also enable 
U.S. and allied conventional operations.

A missile defense system gives deci-
sion-makers more time to choose the most 
de-escalatory course of action from an array 
of options that can range from preemptively 
attacking an adversary to attacking his ballistic 
missiles on launch pads or even conceding to 
an enemy’s demands or actions. Though engag-
ing in a preemptive attack would likely be seen 
as an act of war by adversaries and could re-
sult in highly escalatory scenarios, the United 
States would do so if there was a substantiated 
concern that an adversary was about to attack 
the United States with a nuclear-armed mis-
sile. The United States would have an option to 
back down, thus handing a “win” to the enemy, 
but at the cost of losing credibility in its many 
alliance relationships.

Backing down could also undermine U.S. 
nonproliferation efforts. More than 30 allies 
around the world rely on U.S. nuclear security 
guarantees, and questioning the U.S. commit-
ment to allied safety in the face of a ballistic 
missile threat would translate into questioning 
the U.S. commitment to allied nuclear safety in 
the most fundamental sense. Robust missile 
defense systems would affect the dynamics of 
decision-making, creating additional options 
and providing more time to sort through them 
and their implications to arrive at the option 
that best serves U.S. security interests. The ef-
fect could well be profoundly stabilizing.

Missile defense is an important enabler in 
nonproliferation efforts and alliance manage-
ment. Many U.S. allies have the technological 
capability and expertise to produce their own 
nuclear weapons. They have not done so be-
cause of their belief in U.S. assurances to pro-
tect them. U.S. missile defense systems are 

seen as an integral part of America’s visible 
commitment to its allies’ security.

The U.S. missile defense system comprises 
three critical physical parts: sensors, intercep-
tors, and command and control infrastructure 
that provides data from sensors to intercep-
tors. Of these, interceptors receive much of the 
public’s attention because of their very visible 
and kinetic nature. Different physical compo-
nents of a ballistic missile defense system are 
designed with the phase of flight in which an 
intercept occurs in mind, although some of 
them—for example, the command and con-
trol infrastructure or radars—can support in-
tercepts in various phases of a ballistic missile 
flight. Interceptors can shoot down an adver-
sary’s missile in the boost, ascent, midcourse, 
or terminal phase of its flight.

Another way to consider ballistic missile de-
fense systems is by the range of an incoming 
ballistic missile (short-range, medium-range, 
intermediate-range, or long-range) that an 
interceptor is designed to shoot down. The 
length of the interceptor’s flight time deter-
mines how much time is available to conduct 
an intercept and where the various compo-
nents of a defense system must be placed to 
improve the probability of such an intercept. 
With long-range ballistic missiles, the United 
States has no more than 33 minutes to detect 
the missile, track it, provide the information to 
the missile defense system, come up with the 
most optimal firing solution, launch an inter-
ceptor, and shoot down an incoming missile, 
ideally with enough time to fire another inter-
ceptor if the first attempt fails. The time frame 
is shorter when it comes to medium-range and 
short-range ballistic missiles.

Finally, missile defense can be framed by 
the origin of interceptor launch. At present, 
U.S. interceptors are launched from the ground 
or from the sea. In the past, the United States 
explored concepts to launch interceptors 
from the air or from space, but limited efforts 
have been made on that front since the U.S. 
withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Treaty in 2002.5 There is renewed interest in 
boost-phase missile defense concepts within 
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the Trump Administration, although the fis-
cal year (FY) 2020 budget submission for the 
Missile Defense Agency (MDA) allocates only 
about $34 million for boost-phase missile de-
fense systems, which is certainly not enough 
to develop and deploy a boost-phase missile 
defense system anytime soon.

The current U.S. missile defense system is a 
result of investments made by successive U.S. 
Administrations. President Ronald Reagan’s 
vision for the program was to have a layered 
ballistic missile defense system that would 
render nuclear weapons “impotent and ob-
solete,” including ballistic missile defense 
interceptors in space.6 These layers would in-
clude boost, ascent, midcourse, and terminal 
interceptors, including directed-energy inter-
ceptors, so that the United States would have 
more than one opportunity to shoot down an 
incoming missile.

The United States stopped far short of this 
goal, even though the Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative (SDI) program resulted in tremendous 
technological advances and benefits.7 Instead 
of a comprehensive layered system, the U.S. 
has no boost-phase ballistic missile defense 
systems and is unable to handle more quali-
tatively and quantitatively advanced ballistic 
missile threats like those from China or Russia.

Regrettably, the volatility and inconsisten-
cy of priority and funding for ballistic missile 
defense by successive Administrations and 
Congresses controlled by both major political 
parties have led to the current system, which 
is numerically and technologically limited and 
cannot address more sophisticated or more 
numerous long-range ballistic missile attacks. 
Until the 2017 National Defense Authorization 
Act (NDAA), U.S. policy was one of protection 
only from a “limited” ballistic missile attack.8 
The 2017 NDAA dropped the word “limited” 
that had been a fixture of policy since enact-
ment of the National Missile Defense Act of 
19999 even as it continued to focus on ballis-
tic missiles.

In the future, as technological trends prog-
ress and modern technologies become cheap-
er and more widely available, North Korean or 

Iranian ballistic missiles may rival in sophisti-
cation if not numbers those of Russia or China. 
Consequently, the U.S. must remain aware of 
how such threats are evolving and alter its mis-
sile defense posture accordingly.

In January 2019, the Trump Administra-
tion published its congressionally mandated 
Missile Defense Review (MDR), a statement of 
policy intended to guide the Administration’s 
missile defense programs. The MDR endorses 
a space-based sensor layer,10 which is needed 
to make existing missile defense systems more 
effective, but the Administration failed to re-
quest resources for such a sensor layer in the 
MDA’s FY 2020 budget. In FY 2020, the Trump 
Administration requested $9.431 billion for the 
MDA, the government agency with primary 
responsibility for developing, testing, fielding, 
and integrating a layered ballistic missile de-
fense system. The request is a decrease of $1.06 
billion from the FY 2019 enacted budget.11

Interceptors
A limited U.S. missile defense system has 

been supported by Administrations and 
Congresses controlled by both major politi-
cal parties, Republican and Democrat, as all 
have found such a system to be of immense 
importance in dealing with some of the most 
challenging national security problems of our 
time, including the North Korean and Iranian 
ballistic missile threats. That said, different 
types of interceptors have been emphasized 
over the years, and the composition of today’s 
U.S. missile defense reflects these choices.

Ballistic missile defense interceptors are 
designed to intercept ballistic missiles in three 
different phases of their flight.

 l The boost phase lasts from the launch 
of a missile from its platform until its 
engines stop thrusting.

 l The midcourse phase is the longest and 
thus offers a unique opportunity to inter-
cept an incoming threat and, depending 
on other circumstances like the trajectory 
of the incoming threat and quality of U.S. 
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tracking data, even a second shot at it if 
the first intercept attempt fails.

 l The terminal phase is less than one min-
ute long and offers a very limited opportu-
nity to intercept a ballistic missile threat.

Boost-Phase Interceptors. The United 
States currently has no capability to shoot 
down ballistic missiles in their boost phase. 
Boost-phase intercept is the most challeng-
ing option technologically because of the very 
short time frame in which a missile is boosting, 
the missile’s extraordinary rate of acceleration 
during this brief window of time, and the need 
to have the interceptor close to the launch 
site.12 It is, however, also the most beneficial 
time to strike. A boosting ballistic missile is at 
its slowest speed compared to other phases; it 
is therefore not yet able to maneuver evasively 
and has not yet deployed decoys that compli-
cate the targeting and intercept problem.

In the past, the United States pursued sev-
eral boost-phase programs, including the Air-
borne Laser; the Network Centric Air Defense 
Element (NCADE); the Kinetic Energy Inter-
ceptor (KEI); and the Air Launched Hit-to-Kill 
(ALHK) missile. Each of these programs was 
eventually cancelled because of insurmount-
able technical challenges, unworkable opera-
tional concepts, or unaffordable costs. As stat-
ed in the MDR, the Trump Administration is 
exploiting an option of incorporating the F-35 
initially as a sensor platform and later poten-
tially as an interceptor platform for boost-
phase intercepts.13

The MDA is working to leverage unmanned 
and space-based sensor technologies to utilize 
existing SM-3 interceptors (typically carried 
aboard ships for long-range anti-aircraft de-
fense) for a boost-phase ballistic missile inter-
cept, but these sensors are years from being 
deployed. In addition, the current budget en-
vironment does not adequately fund research 
into future missile defense technologies and 
is barely enough to keep the existing missile 
defense programs going or enable even their 
marginal improvement.

Midcourse-Phase Interceptors. The 
United States deploys two systems that can 
shoot down incoming ballistic missiles in the 
midcourse phase of flight. This phase offers 
more predictability as to where the missile 
is headed than is possible in the boost phase, 
but it also allows the missile time to deploy de-
coys and countermeasures that are designed to 
complicate interception by confusing sensors 
and radars.

The Ground-Based Midcourse Defense 
(GMD) system is the only system capable of 
shooting down a long-range ballistic missile 
headed for the U.S. homeland. The Trump Ad-
ministration decided to increase the number 
of GMD interceptors in Alaska and Califor-
nia from 44 to 64 early in its term to keep up 
with the advancing ballistic missile threat. At 
about $70 million apiece, the GMD intercep-
tors may be rather expensive, but they are also 
a lot cheaper than a successful ballistic missile 
attack. In March 2019, the MDA conducted a 
groundbreaking and successful GMD test 
against a target simulating an intercontinen-
tal-range ballistic missile.

The Aegis defense system is a sea-based 
component of the U.S. missile defense system 
that is designed to address the threat of short-
range; medium-range (1,000–3,000 kilome-
ters); and intermediate-range (3,000–5,500 
kilometers) ballistic missiles. It utilizes differ-
ent versions of the Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) 
depending on the threat and other consider-
ations like ship location and quality of tracking 
data. The U.S. Navy is planning to increase the 
number of BMD-capable ships “from 38 at the 
end of FY2018 to 59 at the end of FY2024.”14 
This planned increase reflects an increase in 
demands for these assets.

The Aegis-Ashore system in Romania and 
one being deployed to Poland will relieve 
some of the stress on the fleet because missile 
defense–capable cruisers and destroyers are 
multi-mission and are used for other purpos-
es, such as anti-piracy operations, when re-
leased from ballistic missile missions by the 
shore-based systems. The Aegis-Ashore site 
is meant to protect U.S. European allies and 
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U.S. forces in Europe from the Iranian ballistic 
missile threat.

In order to increase the probability of an 
intercept, the United States has to shoot mul-
tiple interceptors at each incoming ballistic 
missile. At present, because its inventory of 
ballistic missile defense interceptors is lim-
ited, the United States can shoot down only a 
handful of ballistic missiles that have relatively 
unsophisticated countermeasures. Different 
technological solutions will have to be found 
to address more comprehensive and advanced 
ballistic missile threats like those from China 
or Russia.

Terminal-Phase Interceptors. The 
United States currently deploys three termi-
nal-phase missile defense systems: Terminal 
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD); Patri-
ot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3); and Ae-
gis BMD.

The THAAD system is capable of shooting 
down short-range and intermediate-range 
ballistic missiles inside and just outside of the 
atmosphere.15 It consists of a launcher, inter-
ceptors, AN/TPY-2 radar, and fire control. The 
system is transportable and rapidly deployable. 
THAAD batteries have been deployed to such 
countries as Japan, South Korea, Israel, and 
the United Arab Emirates. The United States 
has also been planning to deploy a THAAD bat-
tery to Romania in support of NATO ballistic 
missile defense in the summer of 2019.16

The PAC-3 is an air-defense and short-
range ballistic missile defense system. A bat-
tery is comprised of a launcher, interceptors, 
AN/MPQ-53/65 radar, an engagement control 
station, and diesel-powered generator units. 
The system is transportable, and the United 
States currently deploys it in several theaters 
around the world.17 The system is the most ma-
ture of the U.S. missile defense systems.

The predecessor of the PAC-3 system, the 
Patriot, played a critical role in allied assurance 
during the First Gulf War when it was deployed 
to Israel. The purpose was to assure Israeli cit-
izens by protecting them from Iraqi missiles, 
thereby decreasing the pressure on Israel’s 
government to enter the war against Iraq. The 

U.S. sought to prevent Israel from joining the 
U.S. coalition against Saddam Hussein’s forc-
es in Iraq, which would have fractured the 
Arab coalition.

The Aegis defense system also provides ter-
minal capability against short-range and medi-
um-range ballistic missiles, aerial threats, and 
cruise missiles, among others.18

Sensors
The space sensor component of the U.S. 

missile defense system is distributed across 
three major domains—land, sea, and space—
that are meant to provide the U.S. and its allies 
with the earliest possible warning of a launch 
of enemy ballistic missiles. Sensors can also 
provide information about activities preceding 
the launch itself, but from the intercept per-
spective, those are less relevant for the missile 
defense system.

Additionally, new threats are not flying on 
ballistic (and therefore relatively more pre-
dictable) trajectories, and U.S. sensors are not 
well equipped to handle these developments. 
Sensors do this by detecting the heat gener-
ated by a missile’s engine, or booster. They 
can detect a missile launch, acquire and track 
a missile in flight, and even classify the type 
of projectile, its speed, and the target against 
which the missile has been directed. The sen-
sors relay this information to the command 
and control stations that operate interceptor 
systems like Aegis (primarily a sea-based sys-
tem) or THAAD (a land-based system).

On land, the major sensor installations are 
the upgraded early warning radars (UEWRs), 
which are concentrated along the North At-
lantic and Pacific corridors that present the 
most direct flight path for a missile aimed at 
the U.S. This includes the phased array early 
warning radars based in California, the Unit-
ed Kingdom, and Greenland that scan objects 
up to 3,000 miles away.19 These sensors focus 
on threats that can be detected starting in 
the missile’s boost or launch phase when the 
release of exhaust gases creates a heat trail 
that is “relatively easy for sensors to detect 
and track.”20
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A shorter-range (2,000-mile) radar is based 

in Shemya, Alaska. Two additional sites, one 
in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and the other in 
Clear, Alaska, are being modernized for use in 
the layered ballistic missile defense system.21

The other land-based sensors are mobile. 
These sensors are known as the Army Navy/
Transportable Radar Surveillance and Control 
Model 2 (AN/TPY-2) and can be forward-de-
ployed for early threat detection or retained 
closer to the homeland to track missiles in 
their terminal phase. Of the United States’ 12 
AN/TPY-2 systems, five are forward-deployed 
with U.S. allies.22

In March 2017, in cooperation with the Re-
public of Korea, the United States deployed a 
THAAD missile system to the Korean peninsu-
la. This system was then accompanied in April 
by an AN/TPY-2. The THAAD deployment was 
heavily criticized by China for allegedly desta-
bilizing China’s nuclear deterrence credibility 
because the system would allegedly be able to 
shoot down any Chinese nuclear-tipped mis-
siles after a U.S. first strike.23 However, the 
THAAD system deployed in South Korea for 
the purposes of intercepting North Korean 
missiles is not set up in a way that could track 
or shoot down Chinese ICBMs directed toward 
the United States, which calls into question 
why China would be so opposed.24

There are two types of sea-based sensors. 
The first is the Sea-Based X-band (SBX) radar 
mounted on an oil-drilling platform, which can 
be relocated to different parts of the globe as 
threats evolve.25 SBX is used primarily in the 
Pacific. The second is the SPY-1 radar system 
that is mounted on all 85 U.S. Navy vessels 
equipped with the Aegis Combat system, which 
means they can provide data that can be uti-
lized for ballistic missile missions. Of these 85 
ships, 38 are BMD-capable vessels that carry 
missile defense interceptors.26

The final domain in which U.S. missile de-
fense operates is space. In a July 2017 confer-
ence call with reporters, the head of U.S. Strate-
gic Command, General John Hyten, stated that 
space-based sensors are “the most important 
thing for [the U.S. government] to invest in right 

now.”27 Control of the space BMD system is di-
vided between the MDA and the U.S. Air Force. 
Regrettably, as noted, the Trump Administra-
tion largely failed to request funding for a space-
based sensor layer in the MDA’s FY 2020 budget.

The oldest system that contributes to the 
missile defense mission is the Defense Sup-
port Program (DSP) constellation of satellites, 
which use infrared sensors to identify heat 
from booster and missile plumes. The DSP 
satellite system is set to be replaced by the 
Space-Based Infrared Radar System (SBIRS) 
to improve the delivery of missile defense and 
battlefield intelligence.28 One of the advantag-
es of SBIRS is its ability to scan a wide swath 
of territory while simultaneously tracking a 
specific target, making it a good scanner for 
observing tactical, or short-range, ballistic 
missiles.29 However, congressional fund-
ing delays have left SBIRS underfunded and 
hampered the system’s full development and 
deployment.30

Finally, the MDA operates the Space Track-
ing and Surveillance System-Demonstrators 
(STSS-D) satellite system. Two STSS-D sat-
ellites were launched into orbit in 2009 to 
track ballistic missiles that exit and reenter 
the Earth’s atmosphere during the midcourse 
phase.31 Although still considered an experi-
mental system, STSS-D satellites provide op-
erational surveillance and tracking capabilities 
and have the advantage of a variable waveband 
infrared system to maximize their detection 
capabilities. Data obtained by STSS-D have 
been used in ballistic missile defense tests.

Command and Control
The command and control architecture es-

tablished for the U.S. ballistic missile defense 
system brings together data from U.S. sensors 
and relays them to interceptor operators to en-
able them to destroy incoming missile threats 
against the U.S. and its allies. The operational 
hub of missile defense command and control 
is assigned to the Joint Functional Compo-
nent Command for Integrated Missile Defense 
(JFCC IMD) housed at Schriever Air Force 
Base, Colorado.
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Under the jurisdiction of U.S. Strategic 

Command, JFCC IMD brings together Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force personnel. 
It is co-located with the MDA’s Missile Defense 
Integration and Operation Center (MDIOC). 
This concentration of leadership from across 
the various agencies helps to streamline deci-
sion-making for those who command and op-
erate the U.S. missile defense system.32

Command and control operates through a 
series of data collection and communication 
relay nodes between military operators, sen-
sors, radars, and missile interceptors. The first 
step is the Ground-based Midcourse Defense 
Fire Control (GFC) process, which involves 
assimilating data on missile movement from 
the United States’ global network of sensors.

Missile tracking data travel through the 
Defense Satellite Communications System 
(DSCS), which is operated from Fort Greeley, 
Alaska, and Vandenberg Air Force Base, or 
through ground-based redundant communica-
tion lines to the Command Launch Equipment 
(CLE) software that develops fire response 
options, telling interceptors where and when 
to fire. Once U.S. Strategic Command, in con-
sultation with the President, has determined 
the most effective response to a missile threat, 
the CLE fire response option is relayed to the 
appropriate ground-based interceptors in the 
field. When the selected missiles have been 
fired, they maintain contact with an In-Flight 
Interceptor Communications System (IFICS) 
Data Terminal (IDT) to receive updated flight 
correction guidance to ensure that they hit 
their target.33

Overlaying the command and control op-
eration is the Command and Control, Battle 
Management and Communication (C2BMC) 
program. Through its software and network 
systems, C2BMC feeds information to and syn-
chronizes coordination between the multiple 
layers of the ballistic missile defense system.34 
More than 70 C2BMC workstations are distrib-
uted throughout the world at U.S. military bas-
es.35 C2BMC has undergone multiple technical 
upgrades since 2004.

Conclusion
By successive choices of post–Cold War 

Administrations and Congresses, the United 
States does not have in place a comprehensive 
set of missile defense systems that would be 
capable of defending the homeland and allies 
from robust ballistic missile threats. U.S. ef-
forts have focused on a limited architecture 
protecting the homeland and on deploying and 
advancing regional missile defense systems.

The pace of the development of missile 
threats, both qualitative and quantitative, out-
paces the speed of missile defense research, 
development, and deployment. To make mat-
ters worse, the United States has not invested 
sufficiently in future ballistic missile defense 
technologies, has canceled future missile de-
fense programs like the Airborne Laser and the 
Multiple Kill Vehicle, and has never invested 
in space-based interceptors that would make 
U.S. defenses more robust and comprehensive.
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Conclusion: U.S. Military Power

The Active Component of the U.S. military 
is two-thirds the size it should be, oper-

ates equipment that is older than should be 
the case, and is burdened by readiness levels 
that are problematic. Accordingly, this Index 
assesses the:

 l Army as “Marginal.” The Army’s score 
remains “marginal” in the 2020 Index. 
The Army has continued to increase its 
readiness, earning the score of “very 
strong” with 77 percent of its brigade 
combat teams assessed as ready. How-
ever, it continues to struggle to rebuild 
end strength and modernization for 
improved readiness in some units for 
current operations.

 l Navy as “Marginal.” The Navy’s overall 
score remains “marginal” in the 2020 
Index. The Navy’s emphasis on restoring 
readiness and increasing its capacity sig-
nals that its overall score could improve in 
the near future if needed levels of funding 
are sustained. However, manpower pres-
ents a potential problem as the Navy looks 
to increase the size of the fleet.

 l Air Force as “Marginal.” This score 
has trended downward over the past few 
years largely because of a drop in “capac-
ity” that has not effectively changed and 
a readiness score of “weak.” Shortages of 
pilots and flying time have degraded the 
ability of the Air Force to generate the 
air power that would be needed to meet 
wartime requirements.

 l Marine Corps as “Marginal.” The Ma-
rine Corps has improved from “weak” to 

“marginal” in the 2020 Index. This change 
is based on an improvement in readiness 
following increased investment of funds 
and focus on high-end warfare. Capacity 
issues remain an issue because the force 
still falls well below the recommended 
number of battalions.

 l Nuclear Capabilities as “Marginal.” 
The U.S. nuclear complex is “trending 
toward strong,” but this assumes that the 
U.S. maintains its commitment to mod-
ernization and allocates needed resources 
accordingly. Although bipartisan atten-
tion has led to continued progress on U.S. 
nuclear forces modernization and war-
head sustainment, these programs remain 
threatened by potential future fiscal 
uncertainties, as do the infrastructure, 
testing regime, and manpower pool on 
which the nuclear enterprise depends.

In the aggregate, the United States’ 
military posture is rated “marginal.” The 
2020 Index concludes that the current U.S. 
military force is likely capable of meet-
ing the demands of a single major region-
al conflict while also attending to various 
presence and engagement activities but that 
it would be very hard-pressed to do more and 
certainly would be ill-equipped to handle two 
nearly simultaneous major regional contin-
gencies (MRCs).

The military services have prioritized read-
iness and have seen improvement over the 
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past couple of years. However, modernization 
programs continue to suffer as resources are 
redirected toward current operations and 
sustainment of readiness levels. The services 
have also normalized the reduction in size 
and number of military units, and the forces 
remain well below the level they need to meet 
the two-MRC benchmark.

Congress and the Administration took 
positive steps to stabilize funding for FY 
2018 and FY 2019 through the Bipartisan 

Budget Agreement of 2018 and, through the 
Bipartisan Budget Act of 2019, managed to 
sustain such support for funding above the 
caps imposed by the Budget Control Act of 
2011 (BCA). While this allays the most seri-
ous concerns about a return to the damaging 
levels of the BCA, more will be needed in the 
years to come to ensure that the U.S. military 
is properly sized, equipped, trained, and ready 
to meet the missions that the services are 
called upon to fulfill.
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U.S. Military Power: Marine Corps
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Glossary of Abbreviations

A
A2/AD anti-access/area-denial

AAMDS Aegis Ashore Missile Defense System

AAV Amphibious Assault Vehicle 

ABM Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis

ACF Army contingency force

ACV Amphibious Combat Vehicle

ADIZ Air Defense Identification Zone 

AEHF Advanced Extremely High Frequency (satellite system)

AEW airborne early warning

AFAFRICA U.S. Air Forces Africa

AFP Armed Forces of the Philippines 

AFRICOM U.S. Africa Command

AFSOC U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command

AIP Air Independent Propulsion

AIT American Institute in Taiwan

AMDR Air and Missile Defense Radar

AMPV Armored Multipurpose Vehicle

ANSF Afghan National Security Forces

AN/TPY-2 Army Navy/Transportable Radar Surveillance 

ANZUS Australia–New Zealand–U.S. Security Treaty

AUSMIN Australia–United States Ministerial

AOR area of responsibility

APC armored personnel carrier

APS Army Prepositioned Stocks

AQAP Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula 

AQI Al-Qaeda in Iraq

AQIM Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb

ARG amphibious ready group

ASBM Anti-ship ballistic missile

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ASW anti-submarine warfare

ASUW anti-surface warfare

AW air warfare
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B
BBA Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015

BCA Budget Control Act of 2011

BCT brigade combat team

BDCA border defense cooperation agreement

BJP Bharatiya Janata Party

BMD ballistic missile defense 

BUR Bottom-Up Review 

BVR beyond visual recognition

C
C2 command and control 

C4ISR command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

CA civil affairs

CAB combat aviation brigade

CBO Congressional Budget Office

CCDR Combatant Commander

CCMD Combatant Command

CCT Combat Controller

CELAC Community of Latin American and Caribbean States

CENTCOM U.S. Central Command

CFC Combined Forces Command (South Korea–U.S.)

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

CJTF-HOA Combined Joint Task Force–Horn of Africa

CLF Combat Logistics Force

CMRR Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Replacement 

CMT combat mission team

CONUS continental United States 

CPMIEC China Precision Machinery Import–Export Corporation

CPT Cyber Protection Team

CSF coalition support funds

CSG carrier strike group

CSO Critical Skills Operator

CT counterterrorism

CTC Combat Training Centers

CTF Combined Task Force

CTIC Counter Terrorism Information Center 
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CVN Aircraft Carriers

CVW carrier air wing

CW chemical warfare

CYBERCOM U.S. Cyber Command

D
D2D deployment-to-dwell

DA-KKV direct-ascent kinetic-kill vehicle

DDPR Deterrence and Defense Posture Review

DIME diplomatic, informational, military, and economic

DMZ demilitarized zone

DNI Director of National Intelligence

DOD U.S. Department of Defense

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOS denial of service

DDOS distributed denial of service 

DPRK Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea)

DTTI Defense Trade and Technology Initiative

DSG Defense Strategic Guidance

DSR Defense Strategic Review

E
EAS European Activity Set

EBO effects-based operations

ECP engineering change proposal

EDCA Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement

EEZ exclusive economic zone

EFV Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle

EOD explosive ordinance disposal

EMD engineering and manufacturing development

EMP electromagnetic pulse

ERI European Reassurance Initiative

ESG Expeditionary Strike Group

EUCOM U.S. European Command 

EW electronic warfare
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F
FATA Federally Administered Tribal Areas

FCS Future Combat Systems

FOC full operational capability

FONOPS freedom of navigation exercises

FTA free trade agreement

G
GAO Government Accountability Office (formerly General Accounting Office)

GATOR Ground/Air Task Oriented Radar

GCC geographic combatant commander

GCC Gulf Cooperation Council

GCV Ground Combat Vehicle

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GFMAP Global Force Management Allocation Plan

GEO geosynchronous orbit

GPF general purpose forces

GPS Global Positioning System

H
HA/DR humanitarian assistance/disaster relief

HEO highly elliptical orbit

HMMWV High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (“HUMVEE”)

HVE homegrown violent extremist

I
ICBM intercontinental ballistic missile

ICS industrial control systems 

IDF Israel Defense Forces

IED Improvised Explosive Device

IFV infantry fighting vehicle

IMF International Monetary Fund

INEW Integrated Network Electronic Warfare

INF Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (treaty)

IOC initial operating capability
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IRGC Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps

ISAF International Security Assistance Force

ISIL Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant

ISIS Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 

J
JOAC Joint Operational Access Concept 

JeM Jaish-e-Mohammed

JP joint publication

JSF Joint Strike Fighter (F-35 Lightning II)

JSOC Joint Special Operations Command 

JSTAR Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System 

JLTV Joint Light Tactical Vehicle

JTF North Joint Task Force North

JuD Jamaat-ud-Dawa

K
KATUSA Korean Augmentees to the United States Army

L
LAC Line of Actual Control

LAF Lebanese Armed Forces

LAV Light Armored Vehicle

LCAC Landing Craft Air Cushion Vehicle

LCS Littoral Combat Ship

LeT Lashkar-e-Taiba

LHA landing helicopter assault (amphibious ship)

LHD landing helicopter dock (amphibious ship)

LNG liquefied natural gas

LoC Line of Control

LPD landing platform/dock or amphibious transport dock (amphibious ship)

LRA Lord’s Resistance Army

LRS-B Long-Range Strike Bomber

LRIP Low-Rate Initial Production

LSD landing ship, dock (amphibious ship)
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M
MAGTF Marine Air-Ground Task Force

MANPADS man-portable air-defense systems

MARCENT U.S. Marine Corps Forces Central Command

MARFORAF U.S. Marine Corps Forces Africa

MARFOREUR U.S. Marine Corps Forces Europe and Africa

MARFORPAC U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific

MARSOC U.S. Marine Corps Special Operations Command

MCM mine countermeasure (ship)

MCO major combat operation (see MRC, MTW)

MCMV mine countermeasure vessel (ship)

MDAP Major Defense Acquisition Program

MEB Marine Expeditionary Brigade

MEF Marine Expeditionary Force

MISO Military Information Special Operations

MNLA National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad

MNLF Moro National Liberation Front

MNNA major non-NATO ally 

MOJWA Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa

MPC Marine Personnel Carrier

MPS Maritime Prepositioning Ships

MRC major regional conflict (see MTW, MCO)

MRAP Mine-Resistant Ambush-Protected (vehicle)

MRBM medium-range ballistic missile

MRF Marine Rotational Force

MTW major theater war (see MCO, MRC)

N
NAP National Action Plan

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NAVAF U.S. Naval Forces Africa

NAVEUR U.S. Naval Forces Europe 

NDN Northern Distribution Network

NDAA National Defense Authorization Act

NDP National Defense Panel

New START New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

NNSA National Nuclear Security Administration
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NPR Nuclear Posture Review 

NPRIS Nuclear Posture Review Implementation Study

NSC National Security Council

NSR Northern Sea Route

NSWC Naval Special Warfare Command

O
OAS Organization of American States

OCO overseas contingency operations

OEF Operation Enduring Freedom 

OIF Operation Iraqi Freedom 

O-FRP Optimized Fleet Response Plan

ONA Office of Net Assessment

ONE Operation Noble Eagle

OPCON operational control

OPLAN operational plan

OPTEMPO operational tempo

OSCE Organization for Security and Co-operation In Europe

P
PACAF U.S. Pacific Air Forces

PACFLT U.S. Pacific Fleet

PACOM U.S. Pacific Command

PAF Philippine Air Force

PDD-15 Presidential Decision Directive-15

PIM Paladin Integrated Management

PLFP Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine

PLFP-GC Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine–General Command

PKO peacekeeping operation 

PLA People’s Liberation Army

PLAAF People’s Liberation Army Air Force

PLAN People’s Liberation Army Navy

PLO Palestine Liberation Organization

PNI Presidential Nuclear Initiative

PNT positioning, navigation, and timing

PRC People’s Republic of China 
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PRT Provisional Reconstruction Team

PSA Port of Singapore Authority

PSF Peninsula Shield Force

Q
QDR Quadrennial Defense Review 

QNSTR Quadrennial National Security Threats and Trends 

R
RAF Royal Air Force

RBA Ready Basic Aircraft

RCOH refueling and complex overhaul (nuclear-powered ship)

RDJTF Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force

RFP Request for Proposals

RMA revolution In military affairs

ROK Republic of Korea (South Korea)

RP Republic of the Philippines

S
SAARC South Asia Association of Regional Cooperation

SAM surface-to-air missile

SAR search and rescue

SBIRS Space-Based Infrared System (satellite system)

SCN Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy (budget category)

SEAL Sea Air Land operator (Navy)

SEATO Southeast Asia Treaty Organization

SFA Strategic Framework Agreement

SIGINT signals intelligence

SLBM submarine-launched ballistic missile

SMU special mission unit

SOCAFRICA U.S. Special Operations Command Africa

SOCCENT U.S. Special Operations Command Central

SOCEUR U.S. Special Operations Command Europe

SOCPAC U.S. Special Operations Command Pacific

SOF U.S. Special Operations Forces

SOP Standard Operating Procedure
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SORT Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty

SOTFE Support Operations Task Force Europe

SPE Sony Pictures Entertainment

SPMAGTF Special-Purpose Marine Air–Ground Task Force–Crisis Response–Africa

SRBM short-range ballistic missile

SSBN ballistic missile submarine, nuclear-powered

SSGN guided missile submarine, nuclear-powered

SSN attack submarine, nuclear-powered

SSP Stockpile Stewardship Program

STRATCOM U.S. Strategic Command

SUW surface warfare

T
TACAIR tactical air 

TAI total active inventory

TANAP Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline

TAP Trans-Adriatic Pipeline

TCO transnational criminal organization

TPP Trans-Pacific Partnership

TTP Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan

TLAM/N Tomahawk Land Attack Missile/Nuclear

TMP technical modernization program

TNW tactical nuclear weapon

TRA Taiwan Relations Act

TRANSCOM U.S. Transportation Command

TSOC Theater Special Operations Command

U
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle 

UAE United Arab Emirates

UCLASS Unmanned Carrier-Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike

UNASUR Unión de Naciones Suramericanas (Union of South American Nations)

UNC United Nations Council

USAF U.S. Air Force

USAFCENT U.S. Air Forces Central

USAFE U.S. Air Forces Europe

USARAF U.S. Army Africa
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USARCENT U.S. Army Central

USARPAC U.S. Army Pacific

USAREUR U.S. Army Europe

USASOC U.S. Army Special Operations Command

USFJ U.S. Forces Japan

USFK U.S. Forces Korea

USNAVCENT U.S. Naval Forces Central

USNORTHCOM U.S. Northern Command

USSOCOM U.S. Special Operations Command

USSOUTHCOM U.S. Southern Command

USW undersea warfare

V
VEO violent extremist organizations

VLS vertical launching system

W
WGS Wideband Global SATCOM (satellite system)

WMD weapons of mass destruction

WRM wartime readiness materials

WWTA Worldwide Threat Assessment
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Methodology

The assessment portion of the Index of U.S. 
Military Strength is composed of three 

major sections that address America’s military 
power, the environments within or through 
which it must operate, and threats to U.S. vital 
national interests.

The authors of this study used a five-catego-
ry scoring system that ranged from “very poor” 
to “excellent” or “very weak” to “very strong” 
as appropriate to each topic. This particular 
approach was selected to capture meaningful 
gradations while avoiding the appearance that 
a high level of precision was possible given the 
nature of the issues and the information that 
was publicly available.

Some factors are quantitative and lend 
themselves to discrete measurement; others 
are very qualitative in nature and can be as-
sessed only through an informed understand-
ing of the material that leads to a judgment 
call. Further, conditions in each of the areas 
assessed are changing throughout the year, so 
any measurement is based on the informa-
tion at hand and must necessarily be viewed 
as a snapshot in time. While this is not en-
tirely satisfactory when it comes to reaching 
conclusions on the status of a given matter, es-
pecially the adequacy of military power, and 
will doubtless be quite unsatisfactory for some 
readers, we understand that senior officials in 
decision-making positions will never have a 
comprehensive set of inarguable hard data on 
which to base a decision.

Purely quantitative measures alone tell 
only part of the story when it comes to the rel-
evance, utility, and effectiveness of hard pow-
er. In fact, using only quantitative metrics to 

assess military power or the nature of an op-
erating environment can lead to misinformed 
conclusions. Raw numbers are a very import-
ant component, but they tell only a part of the 
story of war. Similarly, experience and demon-
strated proficiency are often decisive factors in 
war, but they are nearly impossible to measure.

In assessing the global operating environ-
ment, this Index focused on three key regions—
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia—because of 
their importance relative to U.S. vital securi-
ty interests.

For threats to U.S. vital interests, the 
Index identifies the countries that pose the 
greatest current or potential threats to U.S. vi-
tal interests based on two overarching factors: 
the behavior and capability of those countries. 
The classic definition of “threat” considers the 
combination of intent and capability, but in-
tent is not susceptible to clear measurement, 
so “observed behavior” is used as a reasonable 
surrogate because it is the clearest manifesta-
tion of intent. The selection of threat coun-
tries is based on their historical behavior and 
explicit policies or formal statements vis-à-vis 
U.S. interests, scoring them in two areas: the 
degree of provocative behavior that they ex-
hibited during the year and their ability to pose 
a credible threat to U.S. interests irrespective 
of intent.

Finally, the status of U.S. military power 
is addressed in three areas: capability (or mo-
dernity), capacity, and readiness. All three are 
fundamental to success even if they are not de 
facto determinants of success (something we 
explain further in the section). Also addressed 
is the condition of the United States’ nuclear 
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weapons capability, assessing it in areas that 
are unique to this military component and crit-
ical to understanding its real-world viability 
and effectiveness as a strategic deterrent.

Assessing the Global 
Operating Environment

Not all of the factors that characterize an 
operating environment are equal, but each 
contributes to the degree to which a partic-
ular operating environment is favorable or 
unfavorable to future U.S. military operations. 
Our assessment of the operating environment 
employed a five-point scale ranging from “very 
poor” to “excellent” conditions and covering 
four regional characteristics of greatest rele-
vance to the conduct of military operations:

1. Very Poor. Significant hurdles exist for 
military operations. Physical infrastruc-
ture is insufficient or nonexistent, and 
the region is politically unstable. The U.S. 
military is poorly placed or absent, and 
alliances are nonexistent or diffuse.

2. Unfavorable. A challenging operating 
environment for military operations is 
marked by inadequate infrastructure, 
weak alliances, and recurring political in-
stability. The U.S. military is inadequately 
placed in the region.

3. Moderate. A neutral to moderately favor-
able operating environment is character-
ized by adequate infrastructure, a mod-
erate alliance structure, and acceptable 
levels of regional political stability. The 
U.S. military is adequately placed.

4. Favorable. A favorable operating envi-
ronment includes good infrastructure, 
strong alliances, and a stable political en-
vironment. The U.S. military is well placed 
in the region for future operations.

5. Excellent. An extremely favorable 
operating environment includes 
well-established and well-maintained 

infrastructure; strong, capable allies; and 
a stable political environment. The U.S. 
military is exceptionally well placed to 
defend U.S. interests.

The key regional characteristics consisted of:

a. Alliances. Alliances are important for 
interoperability and collective defense 
as allies would be more likely to lend 
support to U.S. military operations. Var-
ious indicators provide insight into the 
strength or health of an alliance. These 
include whether the U.S. trains regularly 
with countries in the region, has good 
interoperability with the forces of an ally, 
and shares intelligence with nations in 
the region.

b. Political Stability. Political stability 
brings predictability for military planners 
when considering such things as tran-
sit, basing, and overflight rights for U.S. 
military operations. The overall degree 
of political stability indicates whether 
U.S. military actions would be hindered 
or enabled and considers, for example, 
whether transfers of power in the region 
are generally peaceful and whether there 
have been any recent instances of political 
instability in the region.

c. U.S. Military Positioning. Having 
military forces based or equipment and 
supplies staged in a region greatly fa-
cilitates the ability of the United States 
to respond to crises and, presumably, 
achieve successes in critical “first battles” 
more quickly. Being routinely present 
in a region also assists in maintaining 
familiarity with its characteristics and the 
various actors that might try to assist or 
thwart U.S. actions. With this in mind, we 
assessed whether or not the U.S. military 
was well positioned in the region. Again, 
indicators included bases, troop presence, 
prepositioned equipment, and recent ex-
amples of military operations (including 
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training and humanitarian) launched 
from the region.

d. Infrastructure. Modern, reliable, and 
suitable infrastructure is essential to mil-
itary operations. Airfields, ports, rail lines, 
canals, and paved roads enable the U.S. 
to stage, launch, and logistically sustain 
combat operations. We combined expert 
knowledge of regions with publicly avail-
able information on critical infrastructure 
to arrive at our overall assessment of 
this metric.

Assessing Threats to U.S. Vital Interests
To make the threats identified herein mea-

surable and relatable to the challenges of op-
erating environments and adequacy of Amer-
ican military power, Index staff and outside 
reviewers evaluated separately the threats ac-
cording to their level of provocation (i.e., their 
observed behavior) and their actual capability 
to pose a credible threat to U.S. interests on a 
scale of 1 to 5, with 1 representing a very high 
threat capability or level of belligerency. This 
scale corresponds to the tone of the five-point 
scales used to score the operating environment 
and military capabilities in that 1 is bad for U.S. 
interests and 5 is very favorable.

Based on these evaluations, provocative be-
havior was characterized according to five de-
scending categories: benign (5); assertive (4); 
testing (3); aggressive (2); and hostile (1). Staff 
also characterized the capabilities of a threat 
actor according to five categories: marginal (5); 
aspirational (4); capable (3); gathering (2); and 
formidable (1). Those characterizations—be-
havior and capability—form two halves of the 
overall threat level.

Assessing U.S. Military Power
Also assessed is the adequacy of the Unit-

ed States’ defense posture as it pertains to a 
conventional understanding of “hard power,” 
defined as the ability of American military 
forces to engage and defeat an enemy’s forces 
in battle at a scale commensurate with the vital 
national interests of the U.S. The assessment 

draws on both quantitative and qualitative 
aspects of military forces, informed by an ex-
perience-based understanding of military op-
erations and the expertise of the authors and 
internal and external reviewers.

It is important to note that military effec-
tiveness is as much an art as it is a science. 
Specific military capabilities represented in 
weapons, platforms, and military units can be 
used individually to some effect. Practitioners 
of war, however, have learned that combining 
the tools of war in various ways and orches-
trating their tactical employment in series or 
simultaneously can dramatically amplify the 
effectiveness of the force committed to battle.

The point is that a great number of factors 
make it possible for a military force to locate, 
close with, and destroy an enemy, but not many 
of them are easily measured. The scope of this 
specific project does not extend to analysis of 
everything that makes hard power possible; it 
focuses on the status of the hard power itself.

This Index assesses the state of military af-
fairs for U.S. forces in three areas: capability, 
capacity, and readiness.

Capability. Capability is scored based on 
the current state of combat equipment. This 
involves four factors: the age of key platforms 
relative to their expected life span; whether the 
required capability is being met by legacy or 
modern equipment; the scope of improvement 
or replacement programs relative to the oper-
ational requirement; and the overall health 
and stability (financial and technological) of 
modernization programs.

This Index focused on primary combat 
units and combat platforms (such as tanks, 
ships, and airplanes) and elected not to include 
the array of system and component upgrades 
(such as a new radar, missile, or communica-
tions suite) that keep an older platform viable 
over time. New technologies grafted onto ag-
ing platforms ensure that U.S. military forces 
keep pace with technological innovations rel-
evant to the modern battlefield, but at some 
point, the platforms themselves are no lon-
ger viable and must be replaced. Modernized 
sub-systems and components do not entirely 
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substitute for aging platforms, and it is the 
platform itself that is usually the more chal-
lenging item to field. In this sense, primary 
combat platforms serve as representative mea-
sures of force modernity just as combat forces 
are a useful surrogate measure for the overall 
military that includes a range of support units, 
systems, and infrastructure.

In addition, it is assumed that moderniza-
tion programs should replace current capacity 
at a one-to-one ratio. Less than a one-to-one 
replacement assumes risk, because even if 
the newer system is presumably better than 
the older, until it is proven in actual combat, 
having fewer systems lessens the capacity of 
the force, which is an important factor if com-
bat against a peer competitor carries with it 
the likelihood of attrition. For modernization 
programs, only Major Defense Acquisition 
Programs (MDAPs) are scored.

The capability score uses a five-grade scale. 
Each service receives one capability score that 
is a non-weighted aggregate of scores for four 
categories: Age of Equipment, Modernity of 
Capability, Size of Modernization Program, 
and Health of Modernization Program. Gen-
eral criteria for the capability categories are 
as follows:

Age of Equipment
 l Very Weak: Equipment age is past 80 

percent of expected life span.

 l Weak: Equipment age is 61 percent–80 
percent of expected life span.

 l Marginal: Equipment age is 41 
percent–60 percent of expected life span.

 l Strong: Equipment age is 21 percent–40 
percent of expected life span.

 l Very Strong: Equipment age is 20 
percent or less of expected life span.

Capability of Equipment
 l Very Weak: Majority (over 80 percent) of 

capability relies on legacy platforms.

 l Weak: 60 percent–79 percent of 
capability relies on legacy platforms.

 l Marginal: 40 percent–59 percent of 
capability relies on legacy platforms.

 l Strong: 20 percent–39 percent of 
capability relies on legacy platforms.

 l Very Strong: Less than 20 percent of 
capability relies on legacy platforms.

Size of Modernization Program
 l Very Weak: Modernization program is 

significantly too small or inappropriate 
to sustain current capability or program 
in place.

 l Weak: Modernization programs are 
smaller than current capability size.

 l Marginal: Modernization programs 
are appropriate to sustain current 
capability size.

 l Strong: Modernization programs will 
increase current capability size.

 l Very Strong: Modernization programs 
will vastly expand capability size.

Health of Modernization Program
 l Very Weak: Modernization programs 

facing significant problems; too far behind 
schedule (five-plus years); cannot replace 
current capability before retirement; 
lacking sufficient investment to advance; 
cost overruns including Nunn–McCurdy 
breach. (A Nunn–McCurdy breach occurs 
when the cost of a new item exceeds 
the most recently approved amount by 
25 percent or more or if it exceeds the 
originally approved amount by 50 percent 
or more. See 10 U.S. Code § 2433, Unit 
Cost Reports.)

 l Weak: Facing procurement problems; be-
hind schedule (three–five years); difficult 
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to replace current equipment on time or 
insufficient funding; cost overruns enough 
to trigger an Acquisition Program Base-
line (APB) breach.

 l Marginal: Facing few problems; be-
hind schedule by one–two years but can 
replace equipment with some delay or 
experience some funding cuts; some cost 
growth but not within objectives.

 l Strong: Facing no procurement problems; 
can replace equipment with no delays; 
within cost estimates.

 l Very Strong: Performing better than 
DOD plans, including lower actual costs.

Capacity. To score capacity, the service’s 
size (be it end strength or number of plat-
forms) is compared to the force size required 
to meet a simultaneous or nearly simultane-
ous two-war or two–major regional contin-
gency (MRC) benchmark. This benchmark 
consists of the force needed to fight and win 
two MRCs and a 20 percent margin that 
serves as a strategic reserve. A strategic re-
serve is necessary because deployment of 100 
percent of the force at any one time is highly 
unlikely. Not only do ongoing requirements 
like training or sustainment and maintenance 
of equipment make it infeasible for the en-
tirety of the force to be available for deploy-
ment, but committing 100 percent of the force 
would leave no resources available to handle 
unexpected situations.

Thus, a “marginal” capacity score would ex-
actly meet a two-MRC force size, a “strong” ca-
pacity score would equate to a 10-plus percent 
margin for strategic reserve, and a “very strong” 
score would equate to a 20 percent margin.

Capacity Score Definitions
 l Very Weak: 0 percent–37 percent of the 

two-MRC benchmark.

 l Weak: 38 percent–74 percent of the two-
MRC benchmark.

 l Marginal: 75 percent–82 percent of the 
two-MRC benchmark.

 l Strong: 83 percent–91 percent of the two-
MRC benchmark.

 l Very Strong: 92 percent–100 percent of 
the two-MRC benchmark.

Readiness. The readiness scores are from 
the military services’ own assessments of read-
iness based on their requirements. These are 
not comprehensive reviews of all readiness 
input factors, but rather rely on the public 
statements of the military services regarding 
the state of their readiness.

It should be noted that even a “strong” or 
“very strong” score does not indicate that 100 
percent of the force is ready; it simply indicates 
that the service is meeting 100 percent of its 
own readiness requirements. Often, these re-
quirements assume that a percentage of the 
military at any one time will not be fit for de-
ployment. Because of this, even if readiness 
is graded as “strong” or “marginal,” there is 
still a gap in readiness that will have signif-
icant implications for immediate combat ef-
fectiveness and the ability to deploy quickly. 
Thus, anything short of meeting 100 percent 
of readiness requirements assumes risk and 
is therefore problematic.

Further, a service’s assessment of its read-
iness occurs within its size or capacity at that 
time and as dictated by the Defense Strategic 
Guidance, National Military Strategy, and re-
lated top-level documents generated by the 
Administration and senior Defense officials. 
It does not account for the size-related “read-
iness” of the force to meet national security 
requirements assessed as needed by this Index.

Thus, for a service to be assessed as “very 
strong” would mean that 80 percent–100 per-
cent of the existing force in a service meets that 
service’s requirements for being “ready” even 
if the size of the service is less than the size 
required to meet the two-MRC benchmark. 
Therefore, it is important for the reader to 
keep this in mind when considering the actual 
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readiness of the force to protect U.S. national 
security interests against the challenges pre-
sented by threats around the world.

Readiness Score Definitions
 l Very Weak: 0 percent–19 percent of 

service’s requirements.

 l Weak: 20 percent–39 percent of 
service’s requirements.

 l Marginal: 40 percent–59 percent of 
service’s requirements.

 l Strong: 60 percent–79 percent of 
service’s requirements.

 l Very Strong: 80 percent–100 percent of 
service’s requirements.
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